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ngs. You're dealing wi th . . .you ' re always deal..., . . •
., ,

jeople when you're fooling with the Pa- ^our provision provides that the power of

Now, if you want to save some money, ^'""°'' to grant a reprieve is unlimited as

(, you could just let the governor han- present law, is that not correct?
ins, parol es ,... and delegate the auth
ler he wants. Now, it's just been sh_

better to have separate boards ... that you " ^ always been the governor grants the repriev

with
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Mrs. Warre
legislature .... ..., .... , .

of the governor and I don't hi

that. This is what I would really
bjection to

,,-e to know,
f a child wentI'm going to give you an example. If a child went

to the penitentiary at the age of sixteen and he
lived to be ninety years old would he or she have
to stay in there the rest of his natural life or
would there be a twenty or thirty or forty year se
tence? Just an example.

1Mb iidLurdi I ire. dul you see, unaer Lne armea roD-
bery statute today, that same boy you are talking a-
bout could receive a ninety-nine year sentence and
not be eligible for parole until thirty-three years,
but if he is sentenced to life imprisonment for mur-
der he is eligible for parole in ten years and six

and rob you or any person who would arm himself with
a dangerous weapon and enter into a residence will
kill you if the circumstances arise where he thinks
that is what he ought to do. Now we could get into
a big long discussion on the administration of the
criminal laws. I have my own ideas. I think that
the greatest thing we could do to stop crime in this
country would be to expedite and make more efficient
our judicial processes so that a man is charged and
tried and sentenced and put in the penitentiary
without a lot of monkey business and delay and once
he is in the penitentiary and has been legally con-
victed that he is not let out on some technicality.
But, this has got absolutely nothing to do with that.
This is what we went through for some two hours I be-
lieve yesterday. This amendment, if it is adopted,
contains within it all of the objections and all of

the fallacies that were contained in the amendment
yesterday, that we voted down. I am not going to

waste a lot of your time but I just want to point
out to you that there is no restriction on the leg-
islature as to what crimes it can provide will be
punishable by life imprisonment. They can add to

that list armed robbery, they can add to that list
burglary, they can add to that list any crime that
they want to. So this amendment puts us right back
where we were yesterday and while I feel as I do
towards crime and while I feel as I do toward cer-
tain most heinous offenses, I recognize and I think
any reasonable man must recognize, that whenever
you establish a system that is administered by human
beings that you leave room for human error, and
people make mistakes. Judges make mistakes, juries
make mistakes, we all make mistakes. The only thing
I am asking you is to recognize that fact and to

provide a check on us for the mistakes that may and
will and undoubtedly are going to be made. Don't
lock the door and throw away the key, because some-
times a mistake is made and if you leave this to

the legislature there is no check on what will be
done. The power of executive clemency is tradition-
ally invested in the executive under our system of
government.

Mr. A. Jacks

Further Discu

r. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise against this amendment and I do so because we
are writing a constitution for the people of this
state that I hope will last for some time. I do
not believe that it is in the interest of the people
of this state for us to put this sort of restrictive
language in the constitution that will throw us back
in what I consider the dark days of being able to

reform our system of justice and our penal system
in this state. Now I think that we need to address
ourselves to the simple question. The question is

how we are going to effectuate penal reform and how
we are going to change the system of justice in this
state. I do not believe that we need to put this
kind of language in the constitution that would have
the result of preventing us from making some of the
changes that are so sorely needed. I think the past
amendment that we have just adopted, the Jack Amend-
ment, is a step in the right direction because it

establishes for the first time what I believe will
be a board constituted of individuals who have some
expertise, some knowledge in the whole area of penal
reform, that will look at the sociological and en-
vironmental problems connected with the crimes com-
mitted and will make recommendations based on in-
dividuals growing out of their expertise and growing
out of their knowledge and studies. 1 do believe
that this will throw us in the dark days as it re-
lates to penal reform. I have heard a lot of ref-
erences being made to Act III. Mr. Triche was right
when he said that the legislature is a political
body. I tell you delegates to this convention that
all of the death penalty bills that are now acts in
this state were political decisions. All of them
were political decisions that will be made by the
legislature next year and the year after and ten
years from today that relate to emotional issues
growing out of the environmental conditions and
the emotional conditions of that day will be politi-
cal decisions. We are dealing with human lives.
We are presuming that the human life is precious.

[594]
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working up some good witnesses. Three, and this is would like to say to you I have not been in govern-
where this amendment comes into the picture, if he ment, but I am not ashamed to say that I am a pol-
is caught and if he is convicted and if he is sen- itician. I know where I came from and I know who
tences, that he has good connections and he has ev- sent me, I am going to say to you today many years
ery reason to believe that he is only going to stay ago we had cities which were destroyed because the
in there for a few months no matter how serious the government had become so rotten--des troyed . Today
commission of the crime or how serious the penalty. we are facing all sorts of famines, the flood wa-
Now, all this does ladies and gentlemen is if a ters, pollution and things like that. Let us not
person is convicted, he ordinarily in some cases sink our state and our nation because we do not want
would have received the death penalty, of course in to forgive others as God so forgives us each day.
Louisiana he would never have been executed accord- Thank you. I urge you to defeat this amendment,
ing to past records, but he could have received the
death penalty. Well he can't do that any more so Further Discussion
he receives the most serious penalty he can get un-
der our present laws, life imprisonment. All this Mr. Jack I rise to oppose this amendment. We have
does is to give the legislature the right and the discussed it backwards and forwards. Now, you have
authority that in that one instance they can pass a got to have trust in your machinery that you set
law providing when a man has been sentenced for life up in your government. Different people.say certain
that they can provide by act of the legislature that things can't happen but they can. The assumption
he has to serve twenty years, we will say. I just under the Burson Amendment is that the legislature
say twenty years, they could say fifteen. As one would pass the law where you were serving a life
of the previous speakers told you under our present sentence you could never get out of the penitentia-
law he could get out in ten. Well, I thought he ry . Now, if the legislature passed such a law and
could get out in seven. All in the world this does the Burson Amendment passed, then that is correct,
is empower the legislature in that one case, not all it could be a seventeen year old boy or girl with
these other cases such as the one my good friend, a life sentence would stay down there eternally
Mr. Triche, just told you about, is in that one case as far as the pardon board ever trying to give them
that they can pass an act of the legislature putting any relief. It would be cutoff. That is correct
some teeth into it where the public, the aggrieved and anybody says otherwise I wish they would talk
ones, the families of the one who has been murdered to me before they make that statement. The next
and the families of the daughter who has been raped thing, I do not see how the Supreme Court of the
will have the satisfaction of knowing that when that United States, right or wrong, under their deci-
guilty person goes to the pen for life that he is sions, they would uphold such a law. You would not
going to have to stay there for at least twenty have uniformity of the law. Just like in the death
years and not be walking the streets within six sentence. Now I repeat again I believe in the death
months raping other people's daughters, breaking sentence in the proper case but the Supreme Court

;er wt
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here and there. I'm a citizen. I want to live. few statements to make as a non-attorney. Those
I don't want to be shot. 1 don't want to be robbed, statements are that capital punishment is a thing
but we are not going to take people out to Angola of the past and perhaps, emotionally you are just
like they are rats and drown them, whether you think making it a thing of the past, perhaps emotion and
it is a good idea or not, we are restricted in wisdom should direct us to a realistic life impris-
things. So let's try to have laws that we think out onment. I feel that Mr. Burson's Amendment is not
and not emotional and that work. 1 have studied designed as a reprisal or a method of seeking re-
this thing for years. I have always been interested venge. I see it merely as one of the very small
in criminal law and I think the amendment we just means of providing that you and I, and our families
passed that is authored by five people who are fa- can again walk the streets and the byways of this
miliar with this field covers this subject. The state without fear of the criminal. 1 thank you.
other amendments, and I have read them, I am going
to be against them. Further Discussion

Further Discussion Mr. Weiss Fellow delegates, before moving the
previous question since I believe no one follows me,

Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of I would like to attempt to summarize this very
the convention, I am going to move the previous eloquent discussion in that we have met this matter
question but in view of the fact that someone else headlong in the Bill of Rights Committee and have
will speak, I have something to say. In the book, spent many hours discussing this. I would like to
Love Story , Erich Segal asks "What do you say about compare this discussion to the three blind men and
a twenty-five year old girl who died?" I ask what the elephant who each described the tail, the trunk
do you say about a national paranoia of law and and the legs. I think each person up here is very
order to a group of honest, dedicated, well-meaning sincere in what they had to say. Each one--the
whites who may be headed in the wrong direction? district attorneys have related a very important
I say whites because the blacks among us, long the phase of their undertaking. Others who feel very
recipients of this law and order paranoia, need strongly as a citizen on the street, insecure in
not be reminded of its consequences. Do I repeat their own person as they walk down the street day
that Pappy Triche was eminently correct when he said and night, in expressing the belief that criminals
that you are confusing parole and probation, a le- should be removed from the scene, either by life
gitimate legislative function, with commutation and imprisonment or otherwise. I can vouch very defin-
pardon, a legitimate executive function that only i tely--pronounc i ng people dead who have been mur-
the governor is equipped to handle because of those dered by criminals in our community, the very famous
cases where it is needed? Could I call your atten- [...] case. I had t "

tion to the fact that the common denominator of all this woman dead who
Fortune of pronouncing
legedly murdered by thi

the arguments supporting the Burson Amendment is individual. These are serious problems. Now we
some individual case history or some specific event have had great minds tell us what they think and I

resulting from some probably parolee's conduct rath- think a lot of great minds are still in doubt and
er than a pardoned person's conduct? And 1 remind somewhat confused and of course those of lesser
you that it was a crowd or the jury who erroneously caliber are even more confused about these issues.

hat Barabbas be freed and that
crucified. Need I try to trace the history of pa- when in doubt, serious doubt, you should act emo-
role reform by quoting Carl Menninger et al., and tionally but where possible act by reason. I think
ask is it Dante's Inferno that we wish or enlight- there is no question in this particular floor amend-
ened penal reform. Need I remind you Mr. Burson, ment that reason should predominate. The predomi-
whom I admire, that only twenty years ago an en- nant factor here I feel only is one thing and that
lightened legislature of this state passed discrim- is executive clemency. I believe as we argued sov-
inatory laws with respect to certain groups because ereign immunity, the issue here is executive clem-
of emotional needs and the emotions that the people ency. If you are in favor of executive clemency,
had about the matters. Lest you older gentlemen you will vote against this. If you do not believe
forget, was it not the Reichstag in World War II that is the case and want the legislature to act
and III Germany that allowed a madman to execute along with the governor on these matters, of course
six million innocent men, women and children in the you will vote for it. I think that the issue is a

name of scapegoats. 1 must remind you, for we are highly significant one and I at this time feel
now discussing that issue, namely, will the tradi- that executive clemency is the issue here and that
tional constitutional concept of commutation and we should allow our governor to make these deci-
pardons be subverted to statutory status to be sions. The people have elected him to this respon-
abused at the whim of a capricious legislature. I sible position, we desire to give him more author-
agree with Mr. Burson when he said that is the is- i ty , and sometimes in the most serious of cases and
sue. And it is the issue. Are we going to take with a parole board to advise him, I think that a

a legitimate constitutional provision, traditionally governor will act responsibly in such serious sit-
in every constitution in the world, and remove it uations. Therefore, by reason, I must vote against
and make it nothing more than a statutory piece of this amendment.
legislation? You may choose to say so. So long as
I am a delegate I will speak against such paranoia
I will oppose all attempts to make this sacred con
stitution nothing more than a bill of indictment
or information to satiate the desires of some well
meaning but misguided advocates of law and order.
Further, I want to remind you that if you talk wit
any attorney here or you check any records you wil
find that most murders are committeed between and
among people who either love or once loved each against a black in a case I prosecuted this spr
other. Most murders are not premeditated. We are where a black girl who on psychological examination
not taking away the right of the governor to never had a lower I.Q. than a retarded person was a victi
give pardon or commutation to a premeditated mur- of a gang rape by ten men. Her poor father and
derer, but we may allow him for those people, who mother who could barely speak English were standing
in the heat of passion kill their loved ones be- out in the courtroom waiting to appear as witnesses
cause of some conduct, i.e. being caught with some- and being harassed by some of the codefendants in
one else, the right to commute a sentence. I hearti- tha hall. Those codefendants firmly believed that
ly oppose the amendment. they could not be brought to justice under the law

and they continued to harass the witnesses in the
Further Discussion hall until after a three-day trial a jury composed

of nine whites and three blacks found a verdict of
Mr. Champagne Fellow delegates, I am going to be guilty as charged. Do you think it is fun to see
very brief, and direct to the point. 1 have very the husbands, the wives, the mothers and fathers

[597]
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of criminal defendants crying after a jury finds Explanation
them guilty? There is nothing funny about that,
but somebody has got to do it because if nobody does Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
it, we won't have any more law. We will have anar- is just a technical amendment I'll make on the
chy and you know what happens in the state of anar- second line, "which" should be "whom", "one of
chy? The strong prevail and the weak die. Now whom". Now gentlemen what this is, it's consistent
Thomas Hobbs said in the sixteenth century that and I think the amendment adopted by Mr. Jack is
without law the life of man is solitary, poor brut- appropriate. I think that it lends for more exper-
ish and short and that is just as true today as it tise in the field of pardons and considerations
was in the sixteenth century so don't come up here but I think one significant thing has been left out,
and make this a black versus white issue. I believe for this reason. In the previous system that we
we have as many or more law-abiding black citizens now have on the Board of Pardons, you do have an
in this state as we do whites. That is not the is- elected official or more than one elected official
sue. The issue is what is the sanctity that you ac- on the Board of Pardons which to me gives a degree
cor the process of law. Because don't kid yourself, of independence, and what I am trying to do in this
without a meaningful life sentence and without the amendment is mesh those two concepts together. More
penalty of death, you are Increasing beyond the specifically, you have four appointees under my
point of human tolerance the temptation on the part amendment. The fifth person on the board would be
of individuals to take the law into their own hands the lieutenant governor, and I feel very strongly
and to resort to selfhelp. They are going to start to this extent about the Board of Pardons. If you
pulling those pistols out that we've got too many don't have an elected statewide official who is
people walking around carrying right now and they accountable to the people who can voice objection
are going to start taking personal satisfaction in and speak out if he thinks that something is wrong,
retribution for murder and aggravated rape and that you would then be left with five appointees of the
is the only thing that is involved In this amendment governor. I think what this does would preclude
because under the present law of this state there the possibility of having sometime in the future a
are only two capital crimes, aggravated rape and stacked deck. I have not changed the concept of
premeditated murder or murder committed in connec- four appointees to give expertise, and the only
tion with the commission of a felony. They got up argument which I think can be logically placed
here and talked about hot-blooded murders, catching against this is to say, "well, you know the past
somebody with your wife, that is manslaughter. That lieutenant governors didn't want to serve on a par-
is a textbook definition of manslaughter. That Is don board". I don't accept that as being a legiti-
not affected by this amendment. This amendment Is mate reason. Additionally, I submit to you that
about premeditated murder and rape. Mr. Triche this is a logical, appropriate function for a state-
said that we ought to kill these snakes and once „ide elected official to serve and secondly, if
they are dead they shouldn't rise. Well, I can you don't assign in this constitution specific du-
tell you one thing, the victums [victims] of the ties to this lieutenant governor, which I think this
premeditated murderers are dead. They can't rise is a legitimate function he can perform then I ask
either, and I think that their survivors are enti- you to justify to yourself where in this constitu-
tled to a little bit of justice. Entitled to more tion have you specifically provided for the lieuten-
justice than a political proceeding which Is going ant governor to do anything. I would move for its
to be a bonanza for some lawyers. Going to be a adoption, Mr. Chairman,
bonanza because I'm telling you that is what it has
been In the past and that's what It will be in the Further Discussion
future. I'm not asking you in one sense of the word
to infringe upon the judicial process or the process Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
of the jury in criminal law because I believe deeply the convention, I rise in opposition to the proposed
in it and if a jury says a man is not guilty and I amendment by Mr. Juneau although I concede that
am the prosecutor, I am the first one to go up and the motives behind his proposal are excellent mo-
shake his hand because I believe in the jury system. lives. The present lieutenant governor, ladies
But I do not believe in a political system of pardon and gentlemen, appeared before the Committee on the
and parole and don't kid yourself, that's what you Executive Department and in addition to stating that
are going to have. I don't care what kind of pardon he did not feel that the lieutenant governor should
board you put there because the governor makes the not serve on the Board of Pardons, said that it was
appointments. I am not talking about the present abolutely impossible for him to effectively do so.
governor. I am talking about any governor. You He recommended In substance, as did almost everyone
talk about emotion in the legislature. What kind else who came before our committee, that any board
of emotion do you think goes on at the present time of pardons should be a full-time operation. I

in the lieutenant governor's office when the hus- don't know if any one of you have ever seen a pardon
bands or wives or the mothers and fathers of the board docket or schedule. The Pardon Board is going
people in the penitentiary come in with all the fam- to meet on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday this coming

' -nd they may be good political supporters of week In New Orleans. There are several hundred
that man? And span
facts of the case. In closing, do you think that of three days. Just as an Illustration, one judge
it IS more important to keep the gates of political in New Orleans may be involved in some twenty-five
influence open on the criminal system or are you cases and the pardon board consisting of the lieu-
going to rely on the jury system, the courts and tenant governor, the attorney general and that par-
the legislature to do justice? ticular judge is allocated fifteen minutes within

which to consider those twenty or twenty-five cases.
[Record vote ordered. Amendment re- The point I wish to make is that no public official
jected: 46-63. Motion to reconsider who has Substantial duties and responsibilities, and
tabled.} we have accorded to the lieutenant governor such

duties and responsibilities in our article, no such
Amendment official should serve on the board because he's not

going to have the time or inclination to do the
Mr. Hardin Amendments proposed by Delegate Juneau massive amount of work that is going to be necessary
to Committee Proposal No. 4 by Delegate Stagg et to consider fully the cases that are going to be
^'- before him. Now for that reason 1 would urge that

Amendment No. 1, on page 4 line 6, in Delegate you reject this amendment because all, in my opin-
Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Jack et jon, you will be doing is putting as one of the five
al, delete lines 12 and 13 and Insert in lieu members on the Board of Pardons someone who is eith-
thereof the following: "2. There shall be a Board er unwilling or unable to act effectively on the
of Pardons which shall consist of five persons, one board. Thank you very much,
of which shall be the lieutenant governor and four
electors appointed by the governor who shall be sub- Further Discussion
ject to confirmation by the".
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suggested that it should be done. Is in order to
permit the governor to get from appointments he will
make, the most competent advice and assistance that
he can in order to determine whether or not he is

going to exercise a power and authority that is in-
herent in his office as the chief executive of the
state. He is the man who has to ultimately make
the determination and I say he should be given the
authority in this constitution to set up a competent
board of pardons. Now ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, let us recognize that this is a neces-

like the parole board operates. Let's go along with sity that we have needed for a long, long time in
the present amendment of a five man board. Thank the state of Louisiana. I think the governor should
you and let's vote this down. have the flexibility to appoint people on the board

who can make the right kind of determination so that
ordered.] he Can act wisely and competently in all these mat-

ters. If we leave this concept of the Board of
Jsing Pardons with the legislature, we are still committed

to be attended by many of the problems that come up
uneau Just a point, the statement was made when emotional issues are being considered by the

Mr. Chairman, ladies
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know what's going to happen. It gives the legis- Mr. Schmitt On page 4, you have "whose election
lature the power to do this. I think the legisla- or appointment is not provided for by this consti-
ture needs a little bit of leeway and give the tution". Does that mean that if there is a con-
governor a little bit of leeway in these matters. stitutional appointment allowed in here that this

ved by the Senate?

It's exactly right. If we decide
amendments

Mr. Hardin The first set is sent up by Delegates that a certain position should be appointed
Anzalone, Asseff, Deshotels and Kelly. the constitution and not subject to confirmation

"To amend Committee Proposal No. 4 by Delegate by the Senate, then that's the way it ought to be.
Stagg. In other words we don't want this in conflict with

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 22, immediately any other provision of the constitution,
after the period and before the word "The" delete
the number "1". Mr. Schmitt So in any other section in which

" On page 4, delete lines 26 you want the Senate to have some type of

[_Amentlment withdrawn .]

jse, you d have to specifically put
there.

Mr. Arnette That's exactly right.

Amendment

conforming the title to th
the section. "Appropriati
proper title. The proper
Veto" in that this is the
I move its adoption, if th
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istionsChdtelai n Delegate Roemer, isn't it a tact

t the rules of this convention is the only time
., .u u ^ ,. .i.- ,

-an have an executive session is when we are Mr. Dennery Mr. Abraham, don't you think in a

ing people or possibly firing people. Is that matter of whether an appointment is confirmed o

-•ect sir' rejected that there should be due consideration
*

given to it, rather than automatic confirmation

Roen
1 buy

failed to be considered, don't you
that it is more preferable if no consideration i

that the appointment should be treated as

Chatelain The rules of this convention are rejected?

t we can go into executive session only for the
.. . , , ,.,_, . u » ..

Dose of hiring the staff, etc. Mr. Abraham I think we are going to have to put
language in here to try to force some action one

Roemer Yes, the Executive Committee. That way or the other because I don't think it is very
I submi t. . . . 1 f I were

name to the Senate and
after the end of the

. Millis Well, that was my question, Mr. eighty-five day period as to whether I am going tc

is correct and for the same reason, Mr. C

I think, personal consideration.

Chatelain asked it but what happened to the argument fiave a department head or not

that this convention should be open when you put
.. „

that vis-a-vis whether or not the Senate's de- Mr. Dennery Doyo
liberation should be )f names to the

by the Senate?

Mr. Roemer O.K., I think it is a good point and ., ^ , i, u , , a t

I am not trying to close the Senate deliberations Mr. Abraham I, personally have no knowledge of

as to a vote. Burton. I am trying to insure that that, no.

a man's right for appointment and valid considera-
tion will be kept open. I have found and I think Mr. Dennery Thank you.

so have you, that when you open it to the political ., , j ^u ^ j

arena and people are attacked personally, that some Mr Flory Mr. Abra am under the present procedur

good men just don't even come forth at all. °f confirmation by the Senate, when a name is sub-
^ ' mitted to the Senate for confirmation no one knows

tPrevioas Question ordered Record that except the governor and the members of the

\ote ordered. A.end.ent rejected: Senate. My question to you is in the third

19-81 Motion to reconsider tabled.] amendment you have proposed, where you say and
-•--•• -..'---•' ' '^—mation", my question is,

public should be aware as to

; submitted for confirmation

Hardin Amendment No. I Iby Mr. Abraha^-]. On or under the same procedure as now used by the

shall submit
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right? At the next session they wouldn't be able o"* the armed forces of the state. It was mentioned
to act on a confirmation that was submitted at a t^^^t there has been various emergencies in the state
previous session. of different types and as far as I know there

hasn't been instances where the present powers of
Mr. Abraham Well, if the Senate failed to act the governor to call out the armed services has
on a particular appointment then Paragraph 4 takes been hindered by the present provision. I see no
care of that. reason at this time to further broaden this provi-

sion if the present provision adequately provides
[previous ffuestion ordered. Amendments ^°'~ Calling Out the armed services in any case of
rejected: 7-92. Motion to reconsider emergency that we've had in any foreseeable cases
tafcied.] tfiat I see. Further, in regards to this, in the

Legislative Article, we provided that the governor
Reading of the Paragraph could call the legislature into special session in

regards to emergency situations. And we enumerated
Mr. Hardi n J. Removal. The governor may remove the reasons, the emergencies, we did not leave it
from office those whom he appoints, except those broadly open to any interpretation as this would
appointed for a term fixed by this constitution do. And I sinply believe that we should keep the
or as may be fixed by statute. prevent provision which seems to have worked in all

instances and not leave an open door as to whatever
there any amendments to J? this interpretation might be "or in other times of

Read Paragraph K. emergencies'. I think we should enumerate
cases the governor should be able to call out the

Reading of the Paragraph armed forces. I ask the acceptance of this amend-
ment .

Mr. Hardin K. Commander-in-Chief. The governor
shall be commander-in-chief of the armed forces of Questions
the state, except when they are called into the
service of the federal government. He may call out Mr. Lanier Mr. Toomy, as I understand your amend-
the armed forces of the state to preserve law and ment, you would delete from the committee proposal
order, to suppress insurrection, to repel invasion, the terms "and other emergencies" which as I under-
or in other times of emergency. stand it was intended to include among other things

the present provision that says that the governor
Explanation may do this for the preservation of law and order,

is that correct?
Mr. Arnette Well, this is a slight change from
the way the present constitution reads. The pres- Mr. Toomy My amendment would not delete the words
ent constitution provides that the governor may "to preserve law and order." My amendment only
order out the militia in times of to preserve dea^s with lines 22 and 23 and I think the terms
law and order, to repel invasion or suppress insur- °f l^w and order have been broadly enough inter-
rection. Well, the committee felt that certain
other things ought to be included in this such as
the situation we had lately with the floods. The
national guard was called out to work on building
up the levees and things like this. This is the
other kinds of emergencies that the committee an-
ticipated when they proposed this particular chanc
I think the change is a good one. Are there any
questions?

Mr. Arnette, if you deleted this
mes of emergency" the national guard
called out when we have such emergen-

as flooding, levee breakings and so
that may not constitute the preservation of law and
order, it may be some other unanticipated emergency.

Well, according to the constitution, '^t this time can we anticipate everything that
posed to be able to and we felt that *^' ^ ^ happen, so we need some catchalls, don't we?
ve him the power to do this and we

thought it was a good power for him to have. In Mr. Toomy Reverend, as I tried to bring out to
times of floods, tornados, hurricanes, anything of y°" before, that in the Legislative Article in

this nature, that the national guard traditionally regards to the governor calling the legislature
has been used for, that we would allow the governor ^"t° extraordinary session in terms of emergencies,
to call them out in this situation. ^^ enumerated the cases. We did not leave it open

to broad interpretation which you are suggesting.
Amendment '^"d I believe in the case of calling out the armed

forces of the state, law and order is broad enough
[by Mr. Toomy]. On f°'' the interpretation of what you are worried

"
i n
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ig It in an emergency?
lational guard was called out down in Morgan Lity it ne can use it in an emergency, why not have
to rebuild the levees down there to protect the it in the constitution, he can use it in an emer-
town? gency. I think this is a bad amendment.

Ir. Toomy They were called out as I understand, Mr. Nunez Isn't it true that they are adding the
jnder the present constitutional provisions and provision that Mr. Toomy is trying to take out
that is all I hope to maintain right here, is the and the governor has successfully over the past
present provisions. fifty years been able to call out the guard when-

ever he saw fit in the case of the emergencies you
^r. Arnette Well, Mr. Toomy, it seems to me that .iust described?

e would be some question of this authority to
;his because they weren't maintaining the law Mr. De Olieux Well, if he has been
order, they were not repelling any invasion
they weren't suppressing any insurrection and
luld question his authority to do that. And I

; him to continue to have the authority to do
;, don't you think that would be a good idea th

lould have national guardsmen protecting towns
•ebuilding levees?

Toomv As I understand Mr. Arnette, in each

why
tut-
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Explanation Hr. Hardin Yes sir. in as far as they are
ble.

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, the con
If into a Committee of the

, then the motion that I made simply would
us out of the Committee of the Whole so that
lid move to our regular order of business

my question is

senta t 1 ve
mittee of

djourn. Hy reason for making fir. Hardi
the motion is that I do not believe that we can
resolve the difficult problem that we have within Point of Informatio
an hour. I think that this is a rather complex
situation that ought to be considered by the Mr. Stinson Point of informati
Executive Committee and make recommendations to jhe motion was to go into the Co
this convention. This is why I made the motion. Whole to hear Mr. Wade Martin.

two gentlemen involved? Is Mr.
Point of Information is he going to be heard too? I

to both gentlemen should be heard,
i nto convent i on ,

the secretary of Mr. Roy We're not debating that at this time,
and I don't know if Mr. Fowler is here. The moti
simply is that we. ..by Mr. Jackson, that we rise

lext week or and if you vote for Mr. Jackson's motion, obvious
lid resolve and we won't hear Mr. Martin this morning.

Mr. Stinson But I think that a lot of people
' would know whether the committee is only just for

Mr.
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checks Wednesday when you return here. It takes
about three days for the Clerk to get his paperwork
in, and it takes about three days for our office.
Wednesday you should have your check when you
come back.

[substitute Motion adopted without
objection . Adjournment to 1:00
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as well as I can. I will give it my all and I offices, and with respect to dual office holding,

want to go out like Gene Tunney. I'm going to go a code of ethics, and impeachment. Present status,

out as a champion, as a winner. They ain't going is that the convention has adopted as amended the

to defeat me at the polls, I assure you. I want first six sections of the proposal and presently
to congratulate you for the fine work that you has under consideration Section 7, Powers and Ou-

have done, even the people that were called as ties of the Secretary of State,
being absent which I know might have been in com-
mittee meetings or might have had more pressing Explanation
things to do that the rest of the delegates did
take care of the business at hand. Again, I want Mr. Stagq Mr. Chairman, there has been passed

to say thank you for putting up with me for the out to the delegates an amendment to the section
last four days that I was here, and I'm going to relating to the powers and duties of the secretary
sit in my seat and keep my mouth shut the rest of of state proposed by Mr. Asseff, Abraham, Anzalone,
the day and half of tomorrow, and I'll come by and Brien, Dennery, Duval, Gravel, and myself. At the

visit and I'll sit in the spectators section when- meeting of the Committee on the Executive Depart-
ever I have time to come in. Thank you very much. ment this moriiing these groups, the delegates who

are listed on this floor amendment adopted this
Personal Privilege language and it will be explained by Dr. Asseff on

behalf of the co-sponsoring delegates.
Chairman, ladies and gentlemen.

Amendmentthe only problem with answering the misrepresenta-
tion of this organization, this private organiza-
tion, dedicated to pushing taxes on the backs of Mr. Poynter Amendment, submitted by Delegates
the poor, the only problem with answering them is Asseff, Abraham, and others, an amendment. Ho. 1

when I show how much I've been here then they are page 6, delete lines 19 through 21 both inclusive
going to say I've been absent out of my assessor's in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

office. So, it is a problem. Now, in reality, following: "the secretary of state, who shall

during July I was here on the 5th, I was here on promulgate all election returns, administer the

the 6th, the 11th, the 12th, the 13th; on the 14th election laws, except for those relating to voter
I wanted to get permission to be away because I registration, and voting machines; administer",
had to and it was my understanding that we did not
have to ask and would not ask for permission to be Explanation
absent. I was here on the 18th, the 19th, the 20th,
the 25th, the 26th. On the 27th, which was a Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, this floor
Friday, I took ill, asked Eddie D'Gerolamo would amendment represents eight of the twelve members
he help me, you know, drive me home which he did. of the Committee on the Executive Department. It

I came back the next day and could not remain and meets with the approval of the secretary of state
left. Those are the 3 times that I was ... actual 1

y

and also of the Custodian of Voting Machines. The
absent 1 time, 2 times had to leave, and that only change that we made is this, is you will note
accounts for July. During the month of August, on lines 19, 20 and 21, we have struck. ..on page
this month, I missed one day. Now, it so happens 6... we have struck those three lines and have
that on the 27th and 28th, the two days that I added this language: "the secretary of state who

had to leave, on those days alone, and the only shall promulgate all election returns, administer
way to compare it is to compare what's happened the election laws, except for those relating to

is the same as if your family spends two weeks voter registration and voting machines; administer",
preparing for a Christmas Dinner and you preparing In other words, we have left the duties of the
and cooking, then on the Christmas Day the wife secretary of state as they now are. We have simply
gets ill, so the cook gets credit for the whole taken from our report voting machines which is

dinner. Now, what happened on Saturday and Friday, currently operated by the Custodian of Voting Ma-

we had one, two, three, four, .five, six, seven, chines and have assigned that to him and we have
twelve, seventeen, nineteen votes in those two given voter registration, which is now an inde-
days. The sum total of it is, I've been absent pendent board of registration, we have assigned
two days, had to leave on two occasions, and that that to the Commissioner of Elections. When we
is the sum total of my presence and of my operation later present an amendment on... for the Commission-
as a member of this body, which I value very highly er of Elections, we will add those particular du-
and which I honor and would do nothing to harm ties. At this time we are simply saying the see-
any of the work that we have to do. I thank you retary of state will have full control of elections
for your forebearance of course, I'm like Mr. Guid- except for those two specific provisions,
ry, my suggestion is that Mr. Steimel leave the
state and PAR leave the state, not that Mr. Guidry Questions
resign. Thank you.

Mr. Tobias Dr. Asseff, 1n the fourth line of
Mr. Henry We might get Rev. Stovall, Rev. Landrum your recommended amendment, you use the words
and Rev. Alexander over here in the corner and we "voting machines". Who would print the ballots
can just have a little confessional booth. It for the voting machines?
ight speed this thing up a little

Personal Privilege
As seJJ Beg

Mr. Tobias Who would print the t

Chairman, delegates, I didn't voting machines? Would that conti
come here to apologize, however, I

idry since
ago, much younger and much M r. Asseff Voting machines, you're talking abou

thinner. He's a very fine and able person,
owes us no apology and I sincerely hope that
will not resign from this convention. Thank you. Mr. Tobias The printing of the ballots

Mr .
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his time exc I usi ve

i

tions. We cannot p

natters dealing with elec-
ly risk the danger of al-
inery, our elections, to

be piece-meal by any means. We cannot allow a

division of the functions of elections in our
state government. I have all the respect in the
world for Wade Martin and I have for Doug Fowler.
I have known these two gentlemen for 40 years in

politics. I don't believe that you and I want to
write a constitution predicated on these two gen-
tlemen. They will not be here forever and neither
will we. It is therefore necessary that we write
a constitution that will serve the future and fu-
ture generations. We have at the present time the
secretary of state handling part of the election
machinery of our state government. We have the
Board of Registration handling a portion of our
election machinery. We have the Custodian of
Voting Machines handling part of our election ma-
chinery. People don't know who to call when there
are problems develop concerning the elections and
even at the time of elections. It is absolutely
necessary that we do get one individual since we
have created the office of Commissioner of Election
that we do put all of the responsibilities under
this one head. In order to get efficienty, econo-
my and to simplify election laws and so forth, it's
necessary to put all of the election machinery
under one head. Now, we talk about economy or
cost to the taxpayers. We have the experts in the
departments, various departments already set up.
All we have to do is transfer them into the de-
partment of the Commissioner of Elections. We
don't have to have three different office facili-
ties. We don't have to have three different lo-
cations, and we don't have to have three sets of
utilities. We don't have to have three sets of
expenses. All this can be done under one depart-
ment. Now, in conclusion, if we pass this amend-
ment, ladies and gentlemen, all we have done since
last Saturday is we have lost an awful lot of
precious and important time of this convention.

Further Discussion

tary
3f E

of state and delete the office of Commissione

Well, that's just exactly the point
trying to make. Would it not be better
it just like it is than for us to create
n it because...

that I
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who maintain an interest and a concern with elec- for us to even conduct elections. You know how
tions know that for years Louisiana and every many ballot changes there are for the 2,587 pre-
other state operated solely under state law. To- cincts? Six hundred ballot changes. Now that's
day there are five different regulatory systems, where we are today. I say to you that if you
all of which must be taken into consideration in change this and create a new department you will be

order to timely meet election deadlines and satis- wasting a fantastic amount of taxpayers' money
factorily conduct elections. I'm not here to say needlessly and uselessly. The office of secretary

ec
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not arguing that point. My sole reason for appear- United States among the other states of this chief
ing before the committee was to see to it that no election officer? You allude in your speech that sc
functions were removed from the secretary of secretaries of state in other states administered,
state's office and that that amendment apparently but therefore not all do. What happens in those
did so. So that's so much for that. Now, where states where the secretary of state does not ad-tK,„i, *u,, ,. .5 this. If you look to minister the election laws?

ch were completely deleted,
and do all of you have a copy of the original rec- Mr. Martin Practically all secretaries of state,
ommendation of the committee which recommended the almost al 1 of them, have election functions. In
inclusion of all functions in the secretary of some of the states the ballots are printed at the
state s office, it's on page 6, lines 19, 20 and county level and the voting machines are handled
21. Now this amendment would delete all three of at the county level and the state has nothina to
those lines, as I read it. That deletes the words, do with it.
"who shall serve as the chief elections officer."
Now this is important in the light of what you're Mr. Roemer To your knowledge, what I'm trying to
doing because when you delete the words "chief get at, to your knowledge, is there a commissioner
election officer" and create another statewide of elections who is the chief election officer in
official under the title of commissioner of elec- any other state?
tions, you're certainly confusing the public as
to what the situation really is. Commissioner of Mr. Martin No sir, I don't know of any'. There's
elections would imply that everything is in the no custodian of voting machines either,
commissioner of elections office. So if you want
him to be custodian of voting machines, give him Mr. Asseff Mr. Martin, I do not want to argue
a title that's indicative of that, and if you want the point with you and. ..a little confusion, but
him to take over the registration laws, give him I think I did ask you specifically whether or not
a title indicative of that. I'm not trying to you preferred this, the one that I introduced to
write the thing, do it any way you want to, but the alternative that our committee was considering,
by whatever language you use, if this is want to which was to leave out several words, "administer
do, it should be a commissioner of . . . cus todi an of the laws relative to voting machines or other vot-
voting machines and administrator of registration ing machine devices." Now, I'm not disputing you,
laws. Put back the words that the secretary of but I don't want to be placed in the position of
state shall be the "chief elections officer." misleading this convention. It was my understand-
That clarifies that part of it. Now let's take ing, and I agree I may have heard you wrong, it
another situation. You see, in the description was my understanding that you said that this was
of no functions and duties of any elected officer, preferred. So I'm sorry if I misunderstood you,
have you anywhere said affirmatively you shall do but that was what I thought you said,
this, but you shall not do this. Nowhere has that
been ever done, to my knowledge, in a constitution. Mr. Martin I thought we were talking about the

Casey
and ask you to limit the answers to your questions.

Mr. Martin I'd like to answer this one first
that they asked me to elaborate on just a little
bit. I fear that when you exclude from the secre-
tary of state the authority to administer voting
machine laws, that some court could very naturally
and logically conclude that the secretary of state
cannot print ballots for the voting machines be-
cause that is a part of the administration of the
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and because the people who were primarily con- Committee of the Whole to debate those issues and

cerned with full-time elections were the highest to consider those anendments. We acted last week,
paid, it would be over fifty percent of the work i think, as a result of some rhetoric from people
and over seventy-five percent of the payroll. That telling us that the holiest and purest form of gov-

is the situation. I want to make this final ob- ernment is by elective officials, and nobody quarrels
servation in answer to that question. I think the with that. But that almost every elective office in

people of Louisiana want elective offices and I the state capitol should be elected. I think we

think you're all with that. But I also believe ought to reconsider the judgment we made as a result
that the people of Louisiana want these elective of that rhetoric. I think when we recognize that
offices to have substantial work loads that are the governor, the chief executive of this state, is

meaningful to the people of Louisiana. If you elected in open, free elections, that when the Su-
remove over fifty percent of the work and over preme Court and the Court of Appeals and the district
seventy-five percent of the payroll from the secre- judges and district attorneys of this state are
tary of state's office, you almost leave it as a elected in open and free elections, now when the
simple ministerial shell that does not really de- legislature and the lieutenant governor of this state
serve the name of a constitutional office. are elected in open and free elections and that when

our police juries and school boards and constables
Mr. Casey Mr. Martin, I'm afraid we have to call and justices of the peace are elected in open free
time, and we appreciate your appearance before the elections, I think we can truthfully say if we stop
Committee of the Whole of the constitutional con- there that the government of the state of Louisiana
vention, and what is a further pleasure of the js a republic and the people govern themselves
committee. through responsible elected officials. I think we

ought to consider at that time, efficiency, respon-
Mr. Martin Thank you very much Mr. Speaker, and sibility, division of authority more carefully. I

ladies and gentlemen of the convention. can't see for the life of me, gentlemen, and let me

remind you I have no quarrel with electing offices,
Mr. Casey Thank you very much, Mr. Kartin, we but I can't see for the life of me why we should re-
appreciate it. move the responsibility for the administration of

the laws of this state dealing with agriculture from
Motion the governor of this state and put it in the hands

of an independent elected officer. I don't think

that it enhances the voice of the people. I don't

think it enhances their right to determine for them-

selves what the agricultural policy of this state is.

That's in deference to all the pious rhetoric about
elections. I think what it does, it divides the re-

sponsibility in the executive department so that with
to speak. I've just learned that, but I wanted tc tivided responsibility comes not efficiency...
make the motion anyway because when the motion to
go into the Committee of the Whole was made, it Point of Information
was expressly for the purpose of hearing Mr. Fow-
ler, also. So I so move.

i>. Burns To ask a question. This convention

Mr.
"
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technique,
that mean 1

of discuss-
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Mr. Chehardy But that means we would revert bac
to the orginal situation which permitted Mr. liar-
tin or Mr. Fowler or his representative to speak.
Is that right?

Casey Chehardy ,

stay in the Committee of the Whole. Tl-

only deci sion

.

Mr. Jenkins has made a motion that t

of the Whole rise and report progress.

[«ot
19-60. ]

Mr. Poynter Mr. Guarisco, does this have to do
with the commissioner of elections?

Mr. Chairman, I do have committee amendments
at the desk at this time. A single proposed amend-
ment proposed by the Committee of the Whole to the
proposal. However, I understand we do not have
yet available the distribution copies. If the
convention wishes to insist that it needs those
copies, I do not have them at the desk at this
t i me

.

Point of Information

Mr. Fulco Is it possible that we could hear the
tape replayed on the motion made by Delegate Triche

Casey It is possible but no one has the floo
nake that motion Mr. Fulco.
^r. Guarisco has been recognized for the floor.

Point of Information

Mr. Jenkins What is before the committee at this
time? Is it the entire Committee Proposal No. 4

or is it only the section dealing with the secre-
tary of state?

Mr. Casey Mr. Poynter will answer that and read
the motion by which we got into the Committee of
the Whole.

Mr. Poynter Mr. Jenkins, the journal clerk and
I have recorded that Mr. Triche's motion, and of
course that can be changedby a vote of this com-
mittee if you feel that we are in error, was that
the convention would resolve itself into the Com-
mittee of the Whole for one hour for the purpose
of considering Committee Proposal No. 4 and also
hearing the testimony of the secretary of the
state and the present custodian of voting machines

Amendmen t

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by the Committee
of the Whole to Committee Proposal No. 4, by
Delegate Stagg et al, amending the reprinted bill.

Amendment No. 1, delete Delegate Amendment No.
1 proposed by Delegate Kelly to page 1, line 18,
which read "commissioner of elections" and which
was adopted by the convention on August 2, 1973.

Explanation

Mr. Guarisco I bring this amendment before the
Committee of the Whole for its consideration. I

am not going to rehash what Delegate Triche has
already told you about the commissioner of elec-
tions and the secretary of state and so forth,
except that I think we should be very careful
not to base our judgment on the deletion or the
inclusion of this office on who happens to hold
the usufruct of the office at the time. I think
this particular office would not have even been
created if someone— that we had no incumbent,
i.e. the comptroller. I move for the adoption of
the amendment by the Committee of the Whole.

Point of Information

Mr. Avant I've got to express it in my own way.

Point flo. 1, the only thing the Committee of the
Whole can do is just like any other committee. It
can recommend to the convention that it take cer-
tain actions. Correct? So, by a majority vote
then the Committee of the Whole could recommend
to the convention that we adopt this amendment.

Mr. Avant All right. Now, assuming that that
occurs, if by the rules of the convention it
takes a two-thirds vote to adopt that amendment,
it still takes a two-thirds vote to adopt it re-
gardless of the recommendations of the Committee
of the Whole. Is that correct?

Mr. Poynter Mr. Avant, that point of orde
be raised and certainly I think that this chairma
might personally agree with your interpretation
but the point I think is critical to make, you ar
asking him to rule on a potential point of order
ahead of time when most likely he would not even
be presiding at that time. He can not bind the
chair, whoever the person might be in the chair,
to that ruling if that question ultimately comes
before the convention. Mr. Casey, you may want
to personally agree with Mr. Avant's interpretati
of what it would mean, I am only suggesting. Dele
gate Avant, that that point would be disposed at
the time.

Mr. Avant Does the Committee of the Whole have
a parliamentarian who can advise us because I

would like to !?now before I vote on this particu-
lar amendment in the committee.

Id

Mr. Avant Would you advise me, sir, as to what
the situation is with respect to the problem that
I pose?

Mr. Poynter Mr. Avant, it is my opinion, and of
course you are aware of the rules, I can recommend
all I want to and make whatever comments, the
chair rules. It would be my opinion first of all
that amendments may be proposed in the Committee
of the Whole. Mr. Triche's motion as we at the
desk appreciate it was, emong other things, to
resolve in the Committee of the Whole for the pur-
pose of considering Committee Proposal No. 4. In

that light, any proposed amendments during the
period of time that you are in the Committee of
the Whole would be in order. Those could be
adopted by the Committee of the Whole by a simple
majority vote. However, like any other committee,
this committee may only propose to the full body,
even though you are the same ladies and gentlemen,
sitting as a Committee of the Whole all you may
do is recommend to the full body that it adopt
certain proposed amendments. It would be my fur-
ther feeling that if proposed amendments were
adopted to those sections heretofore adopted by
this convention in full session at which on each
of those the motion to reconsider was made and
that motion subsequently laid on the table the
only way the committee could take proposed action
with respect to those amendments from Sections 1

through 6 would be to call the motion to reconsider
from the table which would take a two-thirds vote
of the total delegation to this convention, at
which case if it does so by majority vote it could
move to reconsider that section. That would be
my opinion as parliamentarian under the rules.
Again, I make the point, the chair at that time
that such a point of order was raised would have
to rule, the chair would make the ruling and not
me, and ultimately any delegate has the right to
appeal any ruling of the chair and have that de-
cided in accordance with the rules.

Point of Informati

[617]
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Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Acting Chairman, I was wonder- would automatically go out of the Committee of the

Casey Mrs. Zer
Can we appeal to the ch

Act
tioi

act
con

Mr.
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after considerable debate and discussion over the Amendment
last two weeks, to retain. The amendments are on

their way right now to do just that. The commis- Mr. Poynter The pending amen
sioner of elections is first. All the rest will time is offered by Delegates fl

follow: agriculture, superintendent of education, al.
commissioner of insurance. Now if we want to re- Amendment No. 1, on page 6, delete lines 19

tain these elected officials as we have already through 21 both inclusive in their entirety and

decided to do, we need to continue in the regular insert in lieu thereof the following: "the secre-
order and not go back into the Committee of the tary of state who shall promulgate all election
Whole because that is just going to give the returns; administer the election laws except for

people who want to do away with these elected of- those relating to voter registration and voting
fices the opportunity that they need. So, let's machines; administer",
go on in the regular order, deal with the duties
of secretary of state, deal with duties of the [previous Question ordered.}
other officials. If we want to change some of the
duties of the commissioner of elections we can do Closing
that. If we want to go back by two-thirds vote
and change his title, we can do that. But let's Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, we
don't start reconsidering this basic decision we have been on this same point in the convention's
made to have these elected officials. time schedule since last Saturday. When we ad-

Mr. Chairman, as a substitute motion, I would journed we called a meeting of the Committee on

like to move that we continue in the regular order. the Executive Department which met from nine o'cl

this morning until quarter to one today. The res

1 1 e 1 a i n Mr. Chairman, is my motion debat- olution by majority vote of the Committee on the
Executive Department of the dilemma which we were
faced with was the language that is contained in

the amendment that is before you. In this amend-
ment when we state very clearly that the secretar
of state shall promulgate the election returns an

administer the election laws except for those re-

lating to voter registration and voting machines,
it is an attempt to preserve within the office of

the secretary of state those functions which his

office had well and faithfully performed for many
years. It is unnecessary to repeat from this mi-

crophone again the importance with which our elec

tions are guarded and how well they are regeirded

by the candidates and the voters of this state.
This is as well as the committee would define the

functions of the secretary of state and the same
remarks which will follow on the job of the new
commissioner of elections whose job it is in the

amendment which will follow, that he will have ir

charge the voter registration laws and the admin-
istration of the voting machine laws. I urge the

adoption of the amendment and in doing so I say

while ago. quite frankly, I have grave doubts from this mi-
crophone at this time that the committee system i

Point of Information this convention is functioning as well as all of

us would have hoped that it would. When the Com-

Mr. Flory If we suspend the rules, would we not mittee on the Executive Department rendered its
then be in effect violating our rules requiring a report I stated how proud I was of the job we ha\

two-third vote to reconsider? done. Well, the action of the convention shows
that you were not as 'proud of it as we were. We

Mr. Henry We are doing indirectly what we can't have attempted by today's meeting to fill the gap

abl
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of elections in the precincts at each election returns. Which is in keeping with the present
time. functions of that office. The amendment would

further make it clear that he is responsible for
Mr. Stovall Mr. Stagg, isn't this amendment the administration of the election laws except
basically a contradiction to that principle that for those ralating to voter registration and cus-
the Executive Branch Committee decided upon in tody of voting machines. Which would then be
its original recommendation to this group? available to be allocated to some other constitu-

tional officer, the commissioner of elections who
Stagg Yes sir, Mr. Stovall, it certainly is, would have the responsibility clearly spelled out

for these particular areas of the voter registra-
tion and the handling of the voting machine. It
seems to me under these circumstances that we have

be better to vote against made it clear by the amendmen
this compromise and later hope to come up with of state with respect to his present election func-
something more in keeping with our principle? tions would retain those functions.

We would make it equally clear that he would
Mr. Stagg Well, if the committee system is worth not have any responsibility with respect to laws
a durn I am going to follow what the committee relating to voter registration and custody of
did this morning. voting machines and leave it for the convention

to then decide whether or not those particular
Mr. Riecke Mr. Stagg, isn't it your understand- functions would be allocated to another constitu-
ing that if we vote for this amendment we are vot- tional officer at the time we take up the duties
ing against the recommendation of the secretary of the officer. Under the circumstances, I think
of state? it fairly meets the problem, it doesn't completely

solve the consolidation of the officers but I

Mr. Stagg In some parts, Mr. Riecke, we dre, think in light of the separation of the duties
but in great part we are not, because our provision that it is an adequate solution and I urge that
here seeks to preserve in the office of the secre- you support the amendment which has been offered,
tary of state, and this will be a part of the leg-
islative history of this provision of our consti- Questions
tution, the preparation of the ballot and all of
the other acts that he presently does except those Mr. Juneau Mr. Kean, as I appreciate this amend-
with respect to management of the voting machines, ment it has got us in a pretty good quandary. The
and he does not now handle the voter registration secretary of state will be the chief election of-
laws, so that is not taking anything awcy from the ficer and we have a commissioner of elections, I

office of the secretary of state. have a hard time explaining that.

Mr. Riecke But didn't the secretary of state Mr. Kean Well, it would be my hope that when we
recommend that we not approve this amendment? get over into the duties of the commissioner of

elections that we would make it clear that he was
Mr. Stagg The secretary of state made a recom- really the commissioner of voting

that nature at this convention this registration and under those circumstances perhaps
morning but we are faced with voting on the only the Committee on Style and Drafting could make the
amendment presently before the house. name jnd the title and the duties fit together.

[.Record vote ordered. Amendment re- Mr. Juneau Well, then Mr. Kean, if 1 follow you
jected: 50-59. Motion to reconsider correctly, if we would vote for this amendment
tabled.] then we would have made no change substantially

in what we have today other than taking the regis-
Amendment

'

tration function and giving it to the custodian of
voting machines.

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Kean]. On
page 6 delete lines 19 through 21 both inclusive Mr. Kean Leaving it available to be given to some
in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the other office,
following: "the secretary of state, who shall be
the chief election officer of the state and shall Mr. Juneau And the suggestion would be that Style
prepare and certify the ballots for all elections and Drafting would put back what we have in the
and promulgate all election returns; administer present constitution, the archaic language of cus-
the election laws except for those relating to todian of voting machines,
voter registration and custody of voting machines;
administer." Mr. Kean No, my suggestion would be when we get

to that, Mr. Juneau, that we give in the section
Explanation dealing with the commissioner of elections or de-

partment of elections, 1 think it is proposed,
Ml". Kean Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, I that it would be headed by a commissioner of voting
would have initially supported the committee pro- machines and registration. I think if we reach
posal that was first presented to the convention that conclusion in the convention that then the
and that is to have consolidated in one office Committee on Style and Drafting would have the
under the secretary of state all of the election prerogative to make the name of the department
functions. However, I think this convention has coincide with the name of the commission.
indicated by a substantial vote that it prefers
to continue the present separation of election Mr. Juneau In other words you would be clarifying
functions between the secretary of state's office -

.
. - - -

and that which is under the custodian of the vot-
ing machine. And I exceed to that will of the
convention. I voted against the Asseff amendment
because I felt it left it unclear. As to the
proper separation of the functions between the
secretary of state and some other office with
respect to carrying out certain of the duties that
were enumerated in that amendment. This proposed
amendment I think makes it clear that the secre-
tary of state would be the chief election officer
of the state and responsible as such for the prep-
aration and certification of ballots for all elec-
tions and required to promulgate all election

Mr.
the
cai:
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Burns Mr. Kean, did I understand you to say Further Discussi
that the Committee

Jthority or the power to change Mr. A. Landry Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentl
is office. of this convention, I believe that I am the

rson as a delegate to this convention who acti
ly conducts elections. And I feel

Ityle"!
power
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executive department. Today, we are trying t
split up the duties of the elections officer,
I disagree with. Many delegates who have cha
their vote. ..or maybe I had better not phrase
like changing their vote because they didn't
change their vote, they changed their idea,
people who voted against the custodian of vot

3ted fo

Further Discussion

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, yo
'gument we are having reminds me of
laying high school football of tli

tfnnc % H / . i .r :: Z l
^'^^' statue of liberty play, and I was on defense ontions voted for it because they thought that the j^e opposite side of the ball, that is exactl-convention would place all election resp

ities under one department. This is not
are doing here with this amendment. And
its defeat.

Furth

pened to me in this particular situation.
We voted the only true time that the issue of the
custodian of voting machines was ever before this
floor it was voted down to take it out of the
constitution as I recall the vote, and that is how
I voted. I prepared an amendment to do that, sub-

oer in <;npskinn
sequently it was changed. The language was changed

Mv-o^, „„,-"„ ,-, ^y ^°'^'" °f ^" amendment to say that we won't have
custodian of voting machines because that is too
mited in scope but we are going to have a com-
ssioner of elections and I took a look. at that

I think many of you did and you decided, well
w that is logical, we should put all of the

functions with regard to elections in those par-

Jroposed amendment. My
-. Bollinger's but slightly differe

I too feel as Mr. Bollinger feels
/ention has been misled and I think

to perpetuat
and further this misleading of the delegates.

loulllr"ltro\nir, i:i tS^r?h?s°con:^n??or- V.^^l^^ -ll ..['^l P!^'!-!- ^°^- ..^"^
_

* ^P«
.oted against r t ng h

'

s a o v g '\'Y
support of the people who had negati

machines as an elective officer. This co vention lllt\°" ^"n
° In" °t iVl"^ t^'^Jn^h ^°.nT.did vote favorably to have a commissioner of e ec- "u"^

^" happened, we have gotten to the point

tions. Both the original committee proposal and
"^"'"^ "' ''' specifying what the duties are of

this ampnHmpnt <: 1- ri n wh;. t ha. h«=„ ^„
uHu:.oi ariu commissioner of elections. And what are his du

any significance ai all ?hL strinn»H ,1 ' °^ ^^^s, his duties in substance gentlemen are th

m?Isi ne f': ec. n ^Af I ^^^^I "L'. 'f,,""^". same as they are under the present constitutionlections of any power whats
ito the secretary of state's offi
it belongs. I think it belonged

I can't justify it, I think it is wrong. We eith

where I think it beil onas '. "l ' think^i t "hPl nnnort''"'
'"^"^ to^do^one of two things, we have to consider

there all along. I urge you to reject this amend-
^'"^ ^^^''^ '^^"^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^^' ''° y°" "^""^ '° ''^^'

ment, 1 think this is {he only way that this con '.5'^'!°^!'" ?^'?*1"5 machines in the present con-

j1 timate y 9
;titution. And I say, if

f this convention has said it wanted '^^" ""^^ 9'"""-Jt y°" '^°"'^ "^"'^ '^° ^ote^that

)t to have an elected custodian of
function. ;

3in to greas
dressing to

only way we are -go

ig machines if that is to be his function. All ^!.' !°„^!!! L!"!!^;,^."''..!!!!''.!^ T!^!!^..!*! 1!^"^
this amendment does now is to begin to gr

>te do
these amendments and get to the point that

^hat was othe'rwi se' rej ec ted'h^ thi Trnnver t inn hL "f"- Conroy talked about. That we are going to re-ejected by th
conventio
some sort of capaci ty of

lead the convention delegates '"<-" turiiioer inii vote and then vote
believing that there is some sort of capacity of '^^"^ '^ appropriate on custodian of voting ma-
commissioner of elections, and only by chanqinq chines. And I respectfully submit to you that I

the title, by changing the name to mislead this
^^''"^ that that is the only true vote that you can

convention into continuing the election of the ''°^^ °" ^"'^ ^^ "^ don't do it that way via par-
custodian of voting machines. liamentary procedure we have avoided the complete

issue, I have avoided it because I will not be

Questions afforded the opportunity to vote on whether or
not we want to retain what we have today. I would

fir. Roy Delegate Conroy, when you say that you
^^"^ endorsed the concept of giving all of those

would like to see the majority go back to what vou
functions to the custodian of voting machines but

would like to see in the convention you really ^^^^ ^= "°^ going to come to pass, apparently,
have to say two-thirds, don't you' '^"'^ since it is not, I want to go back and vote

on whether or not we want to retain what we pres-
Mr. Conroy No, I don't believe so Mr Roy be

ently have in the constitution and for that reason,
cause if we create within this article and this ' respectfully submit and urge you strenuously
proposal an absolute conflict between two parts ^'"^^ ^°" ^°^^ against all of these amendments so
I would think that at that point that at least

' "^ '^^" S^*- ^^^'^ ^"'^ ""'^ °" ^^^ basic issue.
two-thirds of the convention delegates would be
willing to recognize that the majority have spoken Questions
and have changed their mind and would give us anopportunity to reconsider solely this question Mr. Tobias Mr. Juneau
And this is a procedural question that I hope we

'•'^^^ amendment we are g
can get straightened out before too long I am '^^ custodian of voting
not interested in getting back into the commissioner "°" '^^''"^'' '*^s commissi
of insurance, I am not interested in getting back

function and that is, t

into the commissioner of agriculture, but I think tration throughout the state
that if we proceed to retain in the secretary ofstate's office all of the election processes all

Mr. Juneau And that is
them, that

two sections c

at that point , yes

,

reated a conflict

s i'
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)f state
'^'J-':'^'^li/rrd'lllU'',irlr' .T^uT,r.Veit[^.e-noV:i bri^f history, at on

And all similar amendments tiir.e as it has been brought out befc-- "
-----receding speakers in askinq

:^i!^\irio'c!:tr^:^he to wh;; ;;;;,; to me ar"^^ t;;; ^f ;iate was in cha ge Of certain other fea-

uncompromising situation. Now what I am going to tures and Governor Earl Long then took it away I

talk about here and what I wish others would not was against it at the time, I was a member of the

talk about is people. Whether they be men or legislature because it was discriminating against

woman, whether they be Doug Fowler or Wade Martin Wade Martin. But since then I think it has worked

because unfortunately for those gentlemen perhaps well and I am speaking with experie been

in'the^disucssion of"a constitution for all the president and secretary ,... chai rman and secretary

people, a person is not important, whoever that of the parish and city ex^^^^^ive committees for

person is. Now we owe those two men only the thirty-seven years and I have gotten the best co-

resoect and love that we give to all brothers that operation from both of these gentlemen. And I

travel through life and that is it. But we are tell you that the elections, as everyone recog-

not talking about that now, we are talking about a nizes, is our most important thing m our couni;ry.

constitution. To me the issue is clear, we have We have got to have good elections. And we have

as far as I am concerned two alternatives left and got to have checks and balances. I am not in

two alone. A commissioner of elections that has favor now of giving all of this authority to any

the duties of the commissioner of elections or no one person, one office. I still think that voting

commissioner at all. One or the other. The third machines can be rigged and you have got to have

alternative has already been turned down by this checks and balances to be sure that that isn t

convention, that is a custodian of voting machines. done. Now as I say, this is not giving the voter

Now I will not at this time argue the merits of registration duties or the custody of the voting

whether we should have a commissioner of elections machines to anyone. That will be left up to the

which such duties or no commissioner at all, try- wisdom of this group, when and if we get to that

ing to address this amendment. What this amendment part of the constituion. Now, again as 1 say l

does, it gives us neither heaven nor hell. It gives voted for the present status because the custodian

us limbo, status quo. I refuse personally to has been turned down and you couldn't introduce

vote for an amendment like this and the subsequent the same thing again you had to word it, you can t

amendments. Which would force me when on the street introduce the same amendment worded exactly as it

and asked by one of my constituents to say "well, was. And I got out and we said "well, let s chang

Buddy what is the commissioner of elections" and and I worked with a number of people over the floe

1 would be forced to answer, well he is the custo- and I think that was the reason it was because

dian of voting machines. Nothing more. He is the those stuck together and said "well we are not go-

house of voting machines with a window of voter ing to get rid of that and make it appointive by

registration and that's all, Pat was right. It is someone, the governor or someone it may be. And

just window dressing nothing more. Now some would i think the way it is going now let us vote for

try to make. this issue the cabinet form of govern- this amendment and when it comes up on the custo-

ment again. Mr. Triche tried to put the can opener dian of the voting machines or whatever you want

to that can of worms. Well talk about the cabinet to call him, give him what duties you think. But

form of government all you want to, it works no we are not supposed to be here and rob one depart-

better than the elected form. If you don't believe ment and give it to another and abol i sh one and

me, read the newspapers in Washington. Oh, we have give it to another. Ue are doing an injustice to

got a fine president and a wonderful cabinet, to- the people when we attempt to do that. I don t

gether they have circumvented law after law and I think in my part of the country that there has

submit to you if there had been an elected official been no demand to take away the duties of the sec

there among them it would have been his duty and tary of state, which he has performed and I think

it would have been his obligation and he would have in a very wonderful manner. My people are happy,

taken it, chances are, to put a stop to it, to Ue on the local level we make mistakes and I want

blow the whistle to it, to do something about it. to tell you that the secretary of state s office

But when appointed people who owe their allegiance has worked day and night over the weekend and

to a man, not to a country or to a state, but to sometimes it seems to be impossible that we would

a man, all too often, when these people get to- get the things done on time and on the machines

gether they can circumvent and hide and misuse and but not one failure that I know of has there been

abuse and disguise their rightful powers. So to in thirty-seven years that I have been connected

me the issue here is not a cabinet form of govern- with it. Let's leave the secretary of state '=

ment. len let'

decided the commissioner of agriculture, we decide about the commissioner of elections or cus-

have decided the commissioner of insurance, now todian of voting machines or whatever you want to

we are talking about the commissioner of elections, label him but don't bring that feature into this,

and I for one refuse, and I urge you too also, to gy this amendment if you don't pass it and you

put yourself and put this convention in a position leave it like it is you are taking away from^the

to have to define the commissioner of elections as duties of the secretary of state. Let's don t do

the custodian of voting machines. It is not right, that, because that is an important function and it

it was not our intent, and let's do not do it. has been well performed and I would like to urge

you to let's adopt this amendment and leave that

Further Discussion feature of our state government as it has so well

performed through the years. We certainly don't

Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, want to be labeled as the group to come down and

I would like to attempt to clarify one thing that throw everything out the window and start from

the preceding speakers have brought out. I am scratch with experimenting. This is too important

speaking for myself and I think for a few others. a matter to experiment with. Let's vote for this

I was against taking the custodian out of the con- amendment and then take care of the others that

stitution and we lost. But we did some politick- come up. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
ing and as you know, you couldn't introduce the
same amendment again so they just changed one word Further Discussion
and called it commissioner of elections and I think
that had a lot to do with the fact that the people Mr Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of

still wanted the custodian or whatever you want the convention, I feel like that I am obligated to

to call him, in the constitution. That is the rea- take the floor on the issue of this amendment,

son I voted for it, not to give him any additional xhe reason I say that is when Mr. Kelly, and 1

powers but to keep it status quo as it has worked believe I co-authored it, I asked to, offered the

so well through the years. Now, some of the amendment to establish the constitutional office
speakers have said that this amendment gives the of commissioner of elections, I took the floor
voter registration and custody of voting machines in support of that, which as you will recall,
to someone else. It doesn't do it. It just says followed very closely behind the vote which did
that the secretary of state shall not do that. away with the custodian of voting machines. And

[623]
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if your memory serves you correctly this was one I consider it a check and balance and vital in our
of the statements I made at that time and I have election process. I think it is important that we
had quite a few of the delegates say that that is accept this apparent compromise and therefore I

the reason they voted for the commissioner of elec- would urge you to vote green and yes for this
tions to become a constitutional officer. The amendment. It appears to be a compromise truly
statement that I made to you at that time and I but on the other hand from the testimony we have
feel like that you understood what I was talking had from the secretary of state and from the other
about, I know you did. I made this statement information that I have it is also a practicality
that "I hope you will adopt this amendment, create versus an idealism and the men that have come up
the office, a constitutional office of commissioner here before you have been more idealistic and less
of elections because by doing so we are laying the practical. Let's vote in favor of this amendment
groundwork to establish a department of elections and I urge you to vote green,
to handle the entire election procedures." I

have not changed my position on that. I think [previous Question ordered.]
this convention today has made a tremendous error
and mistake because we have been talking about Closing
personalities, incumbents in offices and the ef-
ficiency with which those offices are run, which Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, I

has nothing to do with the adoption at this con- will be very brief because I think this matter has
vention of any type of proposal. The incumbents been fully discussed and I am sure that the dele-
were not considered by me. The manner in which gates have made up their minds as to hon they feel
they operate their office was not considered by about it. I do want to make a couple of comments
me and I do not think it should be considered by in light of suggestions that were made by speakers
this convention. The incumbents are totally im- that preceded me here on the podium. I agree with
material because we do not know who their sue- Mr. Drew that there is nothing sacred about the
cessors may be next week. And whether they oper- present procedure. But by the same token I have
ate a good or a bad office is totally immaterial been given absolutely no reason for a change in
to this thing. I don't see that there is anything present procedures other than that of some theory
sacred about the present procedure. We are down of consolidation to justify that change. And I

here to draft a constitution that we feel is in am frank to admit that I have seen consolidations
the best interest of the people. I firmly respect that work and consolidations that don't. And I

your right to change your mind and I would be the don't believe the mere fact that we are striving
last to criticize you if you did. I reserve that for the ideal situation of placing all similar
prerogative myself. But I hope you will remember functions in one particular office or under one
that I do think that one reason, if not the main oarticular official without further evidence, is
reason, that after, almost immediately after, justification for making that change. I am not
abolishing the custodian of voting machines, I be- here concerned frankly in the final analysis with
lieve there were eighty some-odd votes cast to ex- the commissioner of elections or the custodian of
tablish the constitutional office of commissioner voting machines or the duties of whatever those
of elections, because it was laying the groundwork offices might be. I am here concerned with the
for a department of elections to handle the proce- duties of the secretary of state. and I have en-

I am ong deavored by this amendment to spel
nth that concept at this present time. I think duties so that they will be fully understood
that when this conv 't say this would not require any undue interpretation to de-
meaning to reflect upon either incumbent of those termine the jurisdiction of that office. I fee
two offices that we are talking about. I am that this amendment accomplishes that. With re-
happy to have their advice. But I think when this spect to Mr. Roemer's discussion, he lost me. Be-
convention reaches a stage that we come to a com- cause he voted for the custodian of voting machines
promise that is acceptable and we come to that and I find it a little difficult to understand how
compromise because it is acceptable to the present having voted for a custodian of voting machines he
incumbents, we have given up our right to be the now comes up and argues against this amendment be-
delegates to this convention. I think we are going cause it might permit a continuation of that office
to have to be individualists, ignore the incumbents under some other name. Under the circumstances I

and look to the future. That is the whole purpose believe that the amendment does adequately take
of this thing, looking to the future. I am of the care of the problem before us and I ask your favor-
opinion that one department can do a better job able consideration of it.
and I ask that you defeat this amendment and give
the commissioner of elections the duties that [Rff^cord vote ordered. Quorum Call:
should be prescribed to that office, which is com- iii deiegates present and a quorum.
plete authority to handle all election procedures. .Amendment adopted.- 71-39. Notion
Tliank you. to reconsider tabJed. Previous

Question ordered on the Section.
Further Discussion Section passed: 88-22. Motion

to reconsider tabied.]
nr. Weiss Fellow delegates, this vital issue is
important to all of us and certainly to the elec- Reading of the Section
torate of the state. The issue seems to be con-
fused at times, but I think rather than separate Mr. Poynter "Section 8. There shall be a de-
the Ideal from the practical, which is the vital partment of justice headed by the attorney general
issue too, I believe, we should also consider some- who shall be the state's chief legal officer. As
thing more important about the commissioner of may be necessary for the assertion or protection
elections. Certainly he will be, I hope, according of the rights and interests of the state, the
to the Executive Committee be given more than cus- attorney general shall have authority to 1) Insti-
tody of the voting machines. This window dressing tute and prosecute or intervene in any legal action
of voter registration is no light matter however. or other proceeding, civil or criminal, 2) Exercise
We in the Bill of Rights Committee have discussed supervision over the several district attorneys
this and we have had testimony before us that any- throughout the state, and 3) for cause, supercede
vhere from ten percent or more of tt ng the state in any
;tered in the state of Louisiana are illegally or criminal proceeding. He shall have such oth

registered. In the future we hope that there will powers and perform such other duties as may be
be computers to help check out immediately and authorized by this constitution or provided by
momentarily those voters in the state, who with statute."
perhaps a card or some other means of identifica-
tion can be readily identified. And hopefully Explanation
the commissioner of election will be able to work
in this direction in a very positive fashion. I Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
do not see him as a window dressing whatsoever. of the convention, consistent with the position

[624]
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previously taken with regard to this section and Mr. Gravel That's right. He was not included
as authorized by the Committee on the Executive in lA but subsequently there was a consideration
Department, we are going to propose, at least I'm by the convention of language in another section
going to propose, in lieu of Section 8 a short that I think does substantially put him in lA. It

provision, that I think the clerk has at this time, was just read by Mr. Tobias and I don't think there
that in effect will leave out of the consideration is much question but as I've indicated we do have
of the office of attorney general at this time, and a style and drafting problem in relation to this
until we get to the Article on the Judiciary De- office,
partment, the powers, functions and duties of the
attorney general. But the proposed amendment will Mr. Dennery Mr. Gravel, I don't understand the
of course simply create the department of justice purpose of your deleting the second sentence as
and designate the attorney general as chief legal it was originally proposed,
officer of that department and authorize that this
constitution elsewhere or the statute may provide Mr. Gravel Sir?
other functions and duties for him. I don't know
if there are any other amendments, but I did want Mr. Dennery Can you explain why you deleted the
to make it clear to the convention that this is the second sentence in the original amendment as you
position that is going to be adopted with respect proposed it?
to Section 8 and the recommendation of the Com-
mittee on the Executive Department. Mr. Gravel Yes. When we were in the Henry huddle

a moment ago, some of the proponents of other
Amendment amendments felt that there might be a broadening

of the authority being granted to the legislature
Mr. Poynter First amendment sent up by Delegate with respect to the powers, functions and duties
Gravel. Amendment No. 1, on page 7, delete lines of the attorney general that they did not want to
1 through 14, both inclusive in their entirety and permit by this language at this time,
insert in lieu thereof the following: "Section 8.

There shall be a department of justice, headed by Mr. Dennery Now wouldn't that be true of all of
the attorney general who shall be the state's chief the other offices in the executive branch?
legal officer." and Mr. Gravel has chanced the
amendment so as to delete that whole next sentence. Mr. Gravel Mr. Dennery, I believe we are going
The last sentence, the second sentence of the two, to come to that issue with respect to other offices
is deleted so simply the amendment would insert but this is one office that we know is going to be
Section 8 and the first sentence contained in the specifically and fully considered in another article
language. that will be coming up in the very near future.

But the point that you make, I think will be valid
Explanation and should be considered in connection with the

office of commissioner of agriculture, and com-
Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen missioner of insurance and superintendent of edu-
of the convention, all that this does is to create cation because they. ..well, except for superinten-
the department of justice within the executive de- dent of education, those other two will not be
partment arjd to constitutionally declare that the considered I don't think in any other article and
attorney general shall be the head of that depart- I think we may very well have some discussion at
ment and the state's chief legal officer. All of that time about this precise problem,
the matters relating to the functions, powers and
duties of the department and of the office of Mr. Munson Camille, my question is more or less
attorney general will be relegated to future con- the same as Mr. Dennery 's only is specifically
sideration when we consider the judiciary article. refers to the commissioner of agriculture because
Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the amendment. in the amendment that the Committee on the Execu-

tive Department has, they do have that last sen-
Questions tence. Would you agree then that the Committee

on Agriculture should come up with a proposal as
Kr . Tobias I'm reading Section 2 B of our draft to the duties and functions of the commissioner of
as amended and as it reads now it says "the attor- agriculture?
ney general shall be the state's chief legal of-
ficer, head the department of justice and shall Mr. Gravel Well, we'll discuss that when we come
have been admitted to the practice of law in this to it. I don't think that the same deletion should
state for at least five years immediately preced- be made with the respect to the commissioner of
ing his election." In view of this, do you really agriculture, Mr. Munson. I don't think that's be-
think your amendment is necessary? fore us.

Mr. Gravel No, but I think. ..I think it's nee- Mr. Munson Whv? It's a separate section, a

essary but I do think we have caused a style and
drafting problem that we'll have to consider late

separate committee. You have a

Judiciary, you have a Committee

Mr. Gravel What I'm saying is
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we're going to remove him from the executive branch article we had the same language and we have the
as a constitutional office in lA, and I assume that same language in the treasury. These were the
he's going to Judiciary. Is that right? original five statewide officials presented to

this convention by this committee. It was felt
Mr. Gravel No sir. I think that most of us that as this constitution ages, as situations in

agree that the attorney general should be in the this state change that we don't want to lack in

executive branch of government. In the previous flexibility for new circumstances and new condi-
discussion on that Mr. Guarisco, I believe the tions, that might cause the legislature in its
desire of this convention was to consider the wisdom to add functions to the officers that we
functions of the attorney general's office under had set out as being statewide elected officials
the judiciary article but generally with an under- and this kind of language we used quite faith-
standing that probably those functions would then fully in all of the statewide elected officers
be placed back in the executive article where we feeling that the legislature could if it saw fit
will have created, if this amendment passes, the oive them additional duties beyond those prescribed
department of justice within the executive branch. in this constitution and gain flexibility thereby.

Shannon Mr. Stagg, who is the present trea
•consider sure
lered on

. „^^^^^. 107-4. Mr.
tabled.

"i

sur

Mr.
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Rayburn Mr. Stagg, I'm just a little curious Mr. Gravel I beg your pardon, I thought that
; as to why you spelled out that th

Mr.
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Mr. Anzalone I wish they could aoproDri

Mr. Arnette What I'm saying though, the legisla-
ture has no power to appropriate those funds once
they are in the retirement fund.

Mr. Anzalone But it's still within a state agency
Greg, is what I'm trying to say, so therefore it
is a public fund. It's not private.

Mr. Anzalone I don't know whether we do or not.

Mr. Duval Mr. Anzalone, just to avoid a little
confusion, I see two amendments with your name on
it and the one you're talking about riaht now is
the supervised one and as provided by law one, and
you've got a more lengthy, unweildy one after that.
If this passes, you don't intend to introduce this
other one, do you?

/al Thank you for your an swer

[Previous Question ordered. Amendments
rejected: 31-70. Motion to reconside

[Rules Suspended to allow Committe
the Judiciary to meet. Adiournmr-
9:30 o'

1973.

i

Thursday, Au
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Thursday, August 9, 1973
pretations are not going to be bound by the deliber-

ROLL CALL ations of this convention. They can look to them
when they want to.

Mr. Bollinger But, I am not an attorney and I

PRAYER am not really familiar with the judicial process
in that respect. I am asking this as a serious

th Let us pray. ' gracious heavenly question. Do they usually do this in the case of
Father, we worship Thee as the giver of light and a deliberatory body as we are and in trying to de-
life and as a revealer of saving and upbuilding cide what the feeling of the body was, go back
truths. Gracious Father, be with us today as we and transcribe the minutes or the tapes and see
deliberate as a convention. Guide what we do. what was the attitude of the convention?
Bless us and help us to walk in Thy ways, and may
the words of our mouths and the meditations of our Mr. Anzalone The answer to that question can only
hearts be accepted in Thy sight. Lord, our be yes and no, because sometimes they do and some-
strength and our Redeemer. Amen. times they don't.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE Mr. Rayburn Delegate Anzalone, we now have in

this state man," retirement systems, school bus
READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL drivers, lunchroom workers, school employees, state

employees. There is a committee that has done
PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL considerable study i i trying to combine some of

[i Journal 276] these systems. I am a little concerned about your
lanauage here where you say "except those of the

UNFIfllSHED BUSINESS state retirement systems which shall remain in

the custody of each system." Now I wonder if you
PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE would know or not whether in the event that there

is an effort later by the legislature to combine
Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal Mo. 4, introduced some of these systems whether this language will
by Delegate Stagg, Chairman on behalf of the Com- prevent that from being done or not, where you
mittee on the Executive Department, and other spell out here that shall remain in the custody
delegates, members of that committee. of each system.

A proposal providing for the executive branch
of government, for the filling of vacancies in Mr. Anzalone No sir. Senator, it would not.
certain public offices and with respect to dual What it would do is whatever system you have at
office holding, a code of ethics and impeachment. the time is going to be governed by this particular

Mr. Chairman, the status is that the convention article. It doesn't limit you to the number of
has adopted as amended Sections 1 through 8 of the systems that you have now.
proposal. It presently has under consideration
Section 9, Powers and duties of the treasurer. Mr. Dennery Mr. Anzalone, in connection with

the question raised by Senator Rayburn, when this
Amendments language says shall remain in the custody of each

system, don't you agree that that is binding into
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Anzalone and the constitution or locking and freezing by means
Mr. Asseff~\, on page 7, at the end of line 18, change of the constitution, the very thing that he sug-
the period to a comma and add the following: "ex- gested might take place in the future?
cept those of the state retirement systems which
shall remain in the custody of each system and shall Mr. Anzalone No sir, it does not, Mr. Hoise
be invested and disbursed as provided by statute."

Amendment No. 2, on page 7, at the beginning of
line 19, delete the word "he" and insert in lieu
thereof the words "the treasurer".

Explanation

Mr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, in the deliberations by the Committee on the
Executive Department it was more or less understood
by that department that the treasurer was to re-
ceive and receipt for all monies that went into
the state. We had more or less decided that this
was going to be except for retirement funds which
traditionally have been placed in the tiands of
these particular agencies. When the representative
of the treasurer came before our department, his
interpretation of the wording of the duties of the
treasurer led some of us to believe these retire- Mr. Dennery, you will recall that in the delibera-
ment funds were inclusive in the duties of the tions of our committee when we attempted to speci-
treasurer, that it could be interpreted that he ficially exclude retirement funds from the control
would be responsible for the receipt, investment of the treasurer that we did not come up with the
and management of these funds. The retirement language necessary to do it as per the interpreta-
funds of the state traditionally have been a compo- tion of the treasurer's office themselves,
sit'j of private and public funds, they have been
placed in these several departments under their Mr. Dennery Mr. Anzalone, would you agree then
own management and this is merely an exception that if you put into the amendment only the first
to rule out any possibility that the treasurer line up to the word "which", except those of the
will have custody of these funds. state retirement systems, that that would cover

problem that you are worried about?

Moise, I am not concerned about

cau
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If the legislature feels that it would be proper to belonging to any state retirement fund or system
combine all of these funds... which shrll be handled as provided by law."

Mr. Anzalone Yes sir, we tried that yesterday. Explanation

ieve it was tried in Kr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
Anzalone. Thank you. my amendment really tracks the present law that

created--the language in the present bill invest-
Mr. Stagg Joe, when you read the whole sentence ment of idle funds, and I feel like that language
and the whole thought that is being expressed, should be included in this particular article and
"that the treasurer shall be responsible for the I move the adoption of the amendment,
custody, investment and disbursement of the public
funds of this state except those in the state re- Questions
tirement systems," could not someone read into
that that you are regarding state retirement funds Mr. Flory Senator Rayburn, isn't it true that

as public funds because you state that he is going your amendment would allow also in the event the

to be responsible for the public funds of the state legislature saw the wisdom of it, comingling of

except those in the retirement systems. I didn't the retirement funds for the purpose of investment
that retirement systems monies were public in order to get a better return on the money?

Mr. Rayburn That's true, Mr. Flory.
funds

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Stagg, you and I have both heard
testimony from many, many witnesses and half have Mr. Jenkins Senator Rayburn, my concern with the

said yes and half have said no. Now, if the court amendment is that perhaps by the wording of this
decides that it is public and I see no reason why amendment we are defining these retirement funds
they couldn't hang on the fact that this is a as public funds. You see if you look on line 18

state retirement system that it would not be con- there it says "public funds of the state" and then
sidered public money even though there are private your amendment says "except such funds" and then
contributions that come into this thing. I make a you mention your amendment,
private contribution every year in the form of
taxes. That is public money. The state appropri- Mr. Rayburn It says "except monies belonging to

ates money. That is public money. This is a retirement systems," Mr. Jenkins which I think
state retirement system. That is public. I see clearly defines that these cannot be classified
no reason in the world why the court could not hang as public funds. I think it excludes them from
a decision and say it was public. the provision of the language you just read.

I't you think that just the

Mr.
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state would be out of compliance and the federal concerned. There is no conflict whatsoever in this
government could come in and take hold of those particular amendment ... tha t Mr. Roemer read to you

funds and administer the program from the federal out of the Revenue and Taxation. It will still

level. Now, what's involved in these funds? At allow that to be done. I just think that this is

the present time, there is about. ..and I'm quoting a good way to say that the treasury shall handle

from memory. . .about 150 million dollars in that the funds of the state. Also I might call your

fund. It earns annually approximately 6 to 7 mil- attention to a small amendment which takes care

lion dollars on their investment. That 6 or 7 of the feminine gender with reference to the trea-

million dollars is fed back into the employment surer. I think it's a good amendment and I think
security fund for the purpose of paying unemploy- we should adopt it.

ment benefits. The reason for that being is that
the level of that fund determines in a fashion Further Discussion
the amount of contribution that the employer makes
on an annual basis. So, that if you take away Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

from that fund the 7 million dollars a year that also urge the adoption of this amendment. Last
it earns it automatically then increases the con- year the legislature adopted a proposal pertaining
tribution rate of the employer, plus the fact that to the conservation fund. In the past all the ex-
you would be out of compliance with the Wagner- cess money at the end of the fiscal year in the
Peyser Act. Now, how does that apply to this amend- conservation fund was returned to the general fund,

ment? I suggest to you that the amendment ought to The monies that go into making up the conservation
be adopted and it ought to be adopted for this rea- fund comes from royalties, rents and so forth, frorr

son. That the legislature determine what goes in- some of the various game refuges in the state as

to the general fund, what monies of the state go well as hunting license, fishing license, trapper's
into the general fund. So that I would suggest to license, and so forth. We changed that to say

you that instead of the word "public fund" as used that all this excess money at the end of the year
in the committee's proposal, that we adopt the would remain in the conservation fund but would
amendment and the language that is used there for have to be reallocated in the budget and through
the protection, particularly that my concern at the appropriations bill each year to operate the
this moment being the UI fund which stands at Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. A similar in-

about 150 million dollars which I don't believe stance was the Marsh Island Refuge in which as I

anybody in this state or this convention intends understand it, the Marsh Island Foundation...!
to use and have the proceeds of the earnings of believe Mr. Triche handled the bill in the last

that fund gc into the general treasury, but I'm session ... thi s foundation was reluctant to lease
afraid under the language of the committee's pro- any of the properties on the Marsh Island Refuge
posal that that would happen. I would be glad to because the excess money was going into the general
yield, Mr. Chairman. fund. ..or the interest on the investment was going

into the general fund rather than back into the
Questions Tiarsh Island Refuge fund. Mr. Triche was success-

ful in changing this in order to allow the state
Kr. Roemer Gordon, did "Sixty's" amendment satis- and the foundation to lease this property for oil

fy you on your retirement situation? exploration. This amendment, as Mr. Flory stated,
would also take care of the fund that he's interest

Mr. Flory Yes, sir. Insofar as the retirement in and I think if we go ahead and adopt this,
systems are concerned. Yes. But it does not ad- which says that this pertains only to the gen

dress itself to the problem that I mentioned inso- fund, we'll be satisfying a whole lot of
far as the UI fund which as a complete bearing on the state of La '

the contribution rate th

on an annual basis. Furthe

But it does not ad
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proposal. the constitution. There's no such constitutional
animal as a general fund. That's defined by the

Mr. Conroy The amendment. Senator De Blieux, is legislature. So, essentially what the Wall amend-
totally inconsistent with the proposal of the ment says is that we shall have a treasurer; the
Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee. treasurer shall invest, disburse and be responsible

for the custody of funds, the general fund which
Mr. De Blieux Will you please explain that? is to be defined by the legislature and such other

funds as to be defined by the legislature. So
Mr. Conroy Because it deals only with the general what the Wall amendment says is the treasurer shall
fund. Out entire concept there was to put in all invest such funds and be responsible for such fund;
public funds, except as could be excluded by the as the legislature directs. That's what the Wall
legislature. This leaves it up to the legislature amendment does and that's what we have today. I

to decide whether or not they will act and still cannot be critical of the present system that we
leaves it outside of the scope of the treasurer. have today because the legislature has refined

and adopted a comprehensive investment of idle
Mr. De Blieux This amendment says "and such other funds law which apparently works to everybody's
funds as shall be provided by the legislature" satisfaction and is producing money for the state,
which means that we'll take it and we have the The committee, however, the committee proposal,
present law on the investment of funds. Section 9, takes a different tact. It makes it

the obligatory, constitutional duty of the trea-
Mr. Conroy If the legislature acts, but they surer. The treasurer has to invest all public
haven't acted in all these areas. Senator De Blieux. funds, the legislature's wishes notwithstanding.
Not in all of these areas. This even gets into the I think we ought to have and I would urge some
question of dedication of funds, funds that don't members of the committee to explain to us the rea-
come into the treasury; they presently go into son for the policy adopted by the committee as it
different agencies, don't ever come through the contrasts with the Wall amendment and what we have
state at all. It's totally inconsistent with the today,
concepts that we've dealt with.

Mr. De Blieux At the
-ther Discussion

•eseni
tell
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the article that is before us today? We sought
lity and the maximum
for investment for the

accoun
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Indebtedness Committee that brought about the Bond Explanation
Commission to save us money, make it easier, get
the best interest rate for investment of bonds. Ilr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
That was an act of the legislature and it should vention, the purpose of this aiiendment is to clari-
be. The Retirement Committee's study, and there's fy a very important point. It's really a technical
a lot of things that need to be corrected there, point, but 1 think it's quite important. With this
but you can't do it by a sweeping constitutional amendment, the v/ay the first sentence in this
amendment here. It's too broad. All these things section would read would be as follows. It would
that have been pointed out here are creatures of read this way: "There shall be a department of
the legislature. They are what the people want, treasury headed by the state treasurer who shall
is investment of these. But when you say public be responsible for the custody, investment and
funds, that's so far-reaching, you're going to disbursement of the public funds of the state and
have so many lawsuits and so many constitutional other funds as provided by law except monies belong-
amendments and so many "ifs" and "ands" brought ing to any state retirement system, fund or system,
up before this is presented to the people that you which shall be handled as provided by law." How
will not have a successful estimate what will be the difference that this makes is this. It makes
passed by the people because you will be trying it clear that state retirement system funds ire not
to legislate. Ladies and gentlemen, the policy public funds. That is an important thing we've
has been set by the statutes of the legislature. got to point out. The reason that it's important
This amendment of mine puts it where the treasurer is this. There are many limitations on the way
supervises, invests and disburses and be responsible that public funds can be handled and most of those
for the custody of all funds in the general fund limitations are excellent. If you take the pro-
of the state, and such other funds as shall be pro- vision on revenue and taxation in Committee Proposal
vided for by law. What more could the people of No. 15, you look on page 7, as an example, you'll
this state, the state treasurer or anyone else find that public funds cannot be used to purchase
ask than that. Now, as to the Committee on Taxa- or subscribe to the capital stock or any other stock
tion and Revenue. I'm not familiar with their pro- of a corporation. Public funds cannot be used in
posal, but it was brought out and asked was there that way. They shouldn't be used in that way.
any conflict and no conflict was pointed out between But it may well be that for investment purposes we
this proposal and the proposal in taxation and want state retirement funds to be used in that way.
revenue. But let me go one step further. This But if we say that state retirement funds are public
deals with exactly what the Executive Committee is funds, then they can't be used that way. So the
dealing with. There are going to be a number of only distinction this amendment makes is, that it
committees that's going to deal with the same makes it clear that state retirement funds are not
subject matter. Those dealing with the same subject public funds, they are other funds. So it would
matter where there is no conflict or even where say that the state treasurer has charge of public
there is a slight conflict. Style and Drafting is funds and other funds that may be assigned to the
going to have to recommend to this convention, state treasurer by law, but those other- funds will
later on in the convention, that we correct or not include state retirement system funds. That's
coincide the language of these particular provisions the purpose of this amendment, and I'd like to
and different sections of this constitution. Or urge its adoption,
they will recommend what section they should be
in. But fellow delegates, we are dealing with the Questions
state treasurer, the investment of funds and the
responsibilities here in this section and that's Mr. Roemer Celegate Jenkins, if I understand it
what this amendment deals with and . . . conf 1 i ct with correctly, all you are doing is insuring constitu
revenue and taxation and this is where it should tionally that retirement funds cannot be considered
be at this time. No one has pointed out any con-
flict. So I'm going to ask you to stop legislation
and let's write some good constitutional law. Than
you.

[;imendments rejected: 31-61. Motion
:o reconsider tabled.] [Amendment adopted: 95-7. Motion

to reconsider tabled.]
Amendment

Mr. Henry If you'll give us your attention just
a minute. This is the letter that Mr. Guidry has
written so far as his resignation is concerned.
It's dated August 10.

Dear Bubba,
Due to the fact that my personal bysiness has

recently expanded on in international basis, and
due to the fact that my business demands my full-
time supervision, it is impossible for me to con-
tinue my duties and obligations as a delegate to
the Louisiana Constitutional Convention. I do not
feel that I can adequately fulfill my business
obligations, my obligation to my constituents as
an elected Representative of the legislature, and
my obligations as a delegate to the constitutional
convention at the same time. I deeply regret having
to make this request, but respectfully ask that you
accept my resignation as a delegate to the Louisiana
Constitutional Convention. With warm personal re-
gards, I am very truly yours, Richard Guidry.

Dick, we will reluctantly accept your resignation.
Go in peace, and don't start any wars wherever
you're going. It's always good to have had you.

correctly
tional ly 1

as public
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a tragic loss that this convention is goiro to what he's contributed to this state and about his
lose the talents and the abilities of a rrar, like abilities but I think they all speak for themselves.
Dick Guidry. I don't know whether Dick's resigning I think you who know Dick, I wish you would join with
because of the fact of the recent disclosure or me in requesting him not to resign and to stay in

the recent article in PAR about his absenteeism or public office because he is the type of man that this

else he just feels like his business does not allow state and this country needs to keep the type of
him to continue on at this convention. I think we people in public office that he is. I would request
all can say the same thing about that. It's pretty you, Dick, as a friend and as a fellow delegate and
difficult for us who are making a living and trying as a fellow legislator not to resign from this con-

to rewrite this document. I don't think any of us vention. Please stay in public office. We need
envisioned, when we ran or we were appointed, that people like you with your fierce independence and

we would be working the hours and the days that we your integrity and your business background. I urge
are workino now. I want to say this while I'm on you very sincerely not. ..to reconsider your position
that subject. I think in appointing a men like and to stay in this convention. You can contribute
Dick Guidry. I want to congratulate Governor a lot, just like you have contributed a lot to your
Edwards. He's probably one of the most independent constituents in the legislature, and you have in your
men I've ever had the opportunity to work with. public life. Certainly I don't want to take up any

I've seen him be the floor leader for governors more of your time and I appreciate the opportunity
and vote against their proposal because he didn't to come before you. Thank you very much,

believe in them. I think it's a tragic loss that
this convention, even though he wasn't here, and Personal Privilege
I understand his reasons for not being here are as
valid as any reason that you can have. Dick is a Kr . Landrum Mr. Chairman, I agree very much with
self-made, and I'll use the term millionaire because Mr. Nunez, and 1 would like to say that if this
I've known Dick since '64, and watch him develop a gentleman is resigning because of that statement
business in a competitive world in the boat and tug from PAR, then I would request PAR to don't send
business that he is. I know he has just ventured me any more material. Thank you.
in the overseas aspect of it and I think it's taking
some of his time. I think if he had envisioned that Personal Privilege
he would have to be here for five days a week or
four days a week when the legislature passed the act Mr. Munson Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

that created this convention that he would not have don't really know of one thing that I could add
accepted the appointment. But in lieu of that, and to what Senator Nunez has said about our mutual
because of it he is here. I want to say something friend Dick Guidry. I would just like to. ..I'm
because he has, in his remarks yesterday, said that here simply because I want to go on record as
he would not run back for the legislature or any concurring with everything that Sammy Nunez said
other office. I think if this does happen simply about Representative Guidry. I've worked with
because of the adverse publicity, it is a real Dick also in the legislature for quite a number
tragedy. Because I've watched Dick Guidry over of years. What Senator Nunez says is true about
the past eight to ten years represent his people his integrity, his ability. I know that he and I

int to tell you delegates together have worked together to pass many pieces
the people from LaFourche of legislation that we thought was good legislation,
itor that I know of that We've also worked together to defeat legislation
nore for his district. that we thought was not in the best interest of
ic, but I've worked with the state. I, like Reverend Landrum and Sam Nunez

him on such things as the Laf

i

tte-Larose road would like to ask Dick to reconsider if it has
which is about a fifty million dollar venture anything to do with the statement, the pamphlet
that's going to put a four lane highway straight put out by Public Affairs Research Council. I

across the marsh. This just did not happen. It know, personally, that his business interests and
happened because a man like Dick Guidry was behind interests at home have absolutely kept him from
it. If you look at the progressive legislation attending as many meetings of this convention as
that was passed over the past eight years, I'll I know he would have liked to. I don't want us to
guarantee that Dick Guidry's name was on a lot of lose a good delegate. Therefore I would like to

it. He's fiercely independent, he's a dedicated add my words, Dick, and my request that you recon-
individual and I would certainly request, Mr. sider and not resign from this body if there is
Chairman, and I hope that the governor and you do any way that you see that you can give the time to
not accept his resignation. If you look at the it that I know that you would like to give. Thank
number of votes that were cast in the first month, you.
and if you look at some of the amendments that
were called for record votes and they got beat by Personal Privilege
a hundred to one or sometimes better than that, I

don't think that that's a guage of what Mr. Guidry
should not have been voting on or what he should
have been voting on and either of you who had
records that were similar. I think he had put his
request in for extended leave for business reasons
For business reasons beyond his control that have
developed before he became a delegate. I think
if we allow, if we allow as delegates and as peo-
ple who run for public offices, such organizations
to dictate to the public the kind of pamphlet that
was put out on these delegates, I think we're maki
a mistake. I'm sure they would like to appoint
everyone they think that would vote the way they
want to vote. I know you know, and I've seen Dick
Guidry cast votes in this convention, and I know
they can't control him and nobody can. What are
we going to do? I don't believe there's many
people here that do not have a business or is not
a professional man that can allow his business to
run down like we have to in this convention. I

don't think it's that critical that we have 132
delegates voting on every issue, and I mean on
every issue because the 61 issues they choose,
some of them were about as superfluous to the out-
come of this convention as you can get. There car
be a lot more said about Dick Guidry and about

LaFourche
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surer, "Monday" Lowe. No one has worked any harder place himself out of the convention for we do need
than "Monday" Lowe in this constitution. His people that are behind the scenes and working for
voting record in the percentages is one of the the betterment of the entire state of Louisiana.
worst, along with mine and some others. That's I think Dick Guidry has not only the people of
what I'm trying to say. They've impressed on the LaFourche Parish, not only the people of south
people one thing. They've taken a little bit of Louisiana at heart, but also the betterment of the
the facts and twisted it around to mean something entire state including the great crevices of north
else. Coming to Dick Guidry. I've know Mr. Louisiana at heart at the same time. I feel very
Guidry for many year. I've seen him operate in very strongly that we should continue to support
the legislature. I've seen what he can do. He is Mr. Guidry for the simple reason that this man
one of the most effective legislators I have known. has sacrificed already more than we could ever...
I too, would like to join with Mr. Munson and than many of us could ever sacrifice. For he is

Delegate Nunez in asking Mr. Guidry to reconsider a businessman. He's spending many thousands of
because I feel he has left his mark in this conven- dollars just wasting sitting here right now for
tion already. We need guidance of people with his the simple reason that when he is not in his busi-
experience. I'd like to ask you delegates to not ness he's losing money. I feel that we should
accept his resignation and ask him to reconsider. support him, and I do. I want to publically stand

that I appreciate what Dick Guidry has done and
Personal Privilege any way in the future that I can help him or help

the members of this convention to realize what
Mr. Chehardy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen Dick Guidry has meant to this convention -and meant
of the convention, I believe we are witnessing to me, as a young delegate, I'd like to say that
something deadly serious and many of us are treat- now.
ing it very lightly, perhaps because the shoe is

not squeezing the particular foot of everyone at Personal Privilege
this time, or your foot at this time. Now, here
is what transpired. PAR loosely plays with the Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
truth. As Mr. Segura pointed out, it's not diffi- what I'm about to say has not anything to do with
cult when you take figures to distort them, particu- the resignation of Delegate Guidry. I too will
larly when you know that the big city press such miss him. I think he's been a fine Representative
as the Times-Pi cayune , now you have the morning and I think he is a very big man, a big man in

iyune available to you now, and you know that business, a big legislator.
I stood up here yesterday and pointed out that I of making his own judgments. I think in view of
was absent one time in July, one time this month, the story he's told us and the story that he's
twice I appeared last month and had to go home ill. made public throughout this state is a sign of a

Now I don't say the reporters didn't send that big man. But why I stand before you today, my
back home to the Picayune , but when it hit the fellow delegates, is to speak up for a great oraan-
"Ivory Towers" at the Picayune , the only thing the ization. Public Affairs Research, who has done a

Picayune told the public is that Chehardy said PAR great deal for this state. You can look'back and
and Steimel, a self-serving interest group, they make your own opinions on the good that CABL and
didn't say that part of it, should leave the state. PAR have done for this state. A little incident
That's all they said. That is the only thing re- came out on publishing a few statistics that might
ported. Now if that isn't a distortion of what not be to your liking. It shouldn't change your
took place, then I don't know what is a distortion. opinion about the directions of the state of
And that is taking place every day. PAR can say Louisiana. We're here to write a constitution and
what it wants and know with security, that its if we are so small that we're going to let a little
friends, the papers which it controls or controls incident like this change our direction and cause
it, will absolutely report only what they want a lot of personalities, I think that we are less
reported. Now read your Picayune and see what they than Mr. Guidry is. I think that we delegates
reported on what was said. Not to the public that ought to look at the thing straight in the face
the lies that were told by PAR and the misstatements and make judgments based on what is right and not
and the mistruths, and if by any means what they what is a little triviality that's come before us.
have said would influence a man who has served the i would suggest that we go on about our business,
state as Richard Guidry in the past to leave our and let's act like grown people, like Mr. Guidry
service, then we are the losers. So all I can say is. Thank you.
is, in closing, I spoke to Mr. Steimel and I brought
you back a message from him. And this is what he Personal Privilege
has to say. ..can you all see it? Okay, now that's
Mr. Steimel. Mr. Guidry Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, when

I came to the convention last week, by the way
Personal Privilege Sam Nunez and Mr. Reeves and all you gentlemen

that came, it's real nice to hear your eulogy while
Mr. Reeves I'll make what I have to say very short. you're still living. Personally, when 1 accepted
As a young delegate and as a native of north the appointment I thought that the legislative in-
Louisiana, I guess it may seem strange that I'm tent, which it was the legislative intent, that
coming to defend my friend, Dick Guidry. But I do special expertise committees, paid committees, were
feel very strongly that we need men like Dick going to do most of the committee work and what have
Guidry. I've spoken to Dick since this, since you. Then the convention and the delegates were
Saturday, in reference to resigning, and hoping going to meet for the final approval and the final
that he would not resign. I talked with the governor drafting of the amendments to be presented to the
in reference to not accepting the resignation in general public for their approval or disapproval,
case he did resign. I hope that the governor. Had I know at the time that the convention, that
Bubba and the entire constitutional convention will the delegates would have chosen to go this route
not accept Dick's resignation. I think we all, and make it a twelve month job, I certainly would
as young politicians and older politicians and just not have accepted the appointment. Therefore, I

politicians in general, and if you don't think you don't apologize for accepting the appointment be-
are one you're very mistaken, but I think that we cause of the unknown. At that time 1 did not know
all realize that in legislation there is more to that this was going to happen. For those of you
politics and more to legislation than just simply who know me best, if you think that for one minute
a voting record. There is a tremendous amount of that PAR is making up my decision, well you're
L _ ,_

.
_
J ., _ scenes work that goes on to formulate wrong. I read PAR'S reports. Some I agree, some

' ilate constitutions. This is i disagree, some is correct, some is hogwash. I

're formulating a constitution take it with a grain of salt if it's hogwash and
of Louisiana. For our l use their facts and figures and statistics when
lildren's children. I would

| check them out and I agree that they are correct.
lot place Dick Guidry out of this I've used them at times and 1 think they do present

1. I hope that he won't a valuable service to the state. I do think they

[638]
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have been unfair with many of you delegates that ture. So I am reluctantly leaving, but however
are here. I can cite several of them. "Monday" I have to leave in all good conscience. I have to

Lowe, for one, and several others that they have leave because I cannot do justice to you delegates
been very unfair with. Mr. Steimel has a habit and I cannot do justice to the people of the state
of rubbing people the wrong way. It's not his of Louisiana and I cannot do justice to the trust
fault, it's his personality. Forgive the man. that's been instilled in me by Governor Edwin
Forgive the man because he does make irresponsible Edwards. I do not want to embarrass any members of

statements as often as I make statements that many this delegation or the governor or the people of

people consider irresponsible. But when I say the state of Louisiana by my staying on with an
PAR can go to [...] gentlemen, I mean it, every empty chair sitting there while I'm traveling
word of it. I don't take that back. I am not around the world taking care of my business. I

resigning because of PAR. Last week when I came don't think it's fair to the people and for that
to the convention, I had a letter in my pocket to reason I hope that Speaker Henry and the delegation
give to Governor Edwards and to Chairman Bubba do accept my resignation as I am sure that I am

Henry. I did not give it to Bubba Henry at the going to convince Governor Edwards at 12 o'clock
time because the governor was out of town and I when I meet with him. I'm sure that he will accept
did not think it was fair for him to pick up a my resignation as well. I want to thank you very
newspaper and read where one of his appointees had much for the friendship that's been offered me
resigned without first consulting with the governor. since I have met you gentlemen the first few weeks
This past Tuesday I discussed this with the gov- of January and since I've been back last Wednesday,
ernor and I told him of my intentions of resigning. I do regret not being here to spend more time with
My decision was made before the PAR report came you delegates. Thank you very much for putting up
out and the real, true reasons are in the letter with my absenteeism. Thank you very much,
which Bubba Henry now has in his possession. For
the record, for Mr. Steimel or PAR or whoever com- Amendment
piles the records before they come out with their
pamphlets and their releases, I would like for them Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [iy Mr. Fioryl, on

to check with David Poynter and see the corrected page 7, line 18, in floor amendment No. 1 proposed
Journal and see where I did write, before leaving by Delegate Rayburn and adopted by the convention
for Spain, where I did have an official leave of on August 9th, at the end of the amendment, delete
absence, an indefinite leave of absence, according the period and insert in lieu thereof the follow-
to the rules where the Chairman has the option to I'ng: "and except the employment security administre
either grant or not grant. Mr. Henry did grant tion fund",
me the leave of absence. So in that aspect, PAR
was wrong in their. ..they did not say that I had a Explanation
legal leave of absence. As far as I'm concerned
PAR is definitely not the reason for my resignati
My business needs, my personal needs, my family
needs, - I've spent something like twenty-one day
at home since last December. I'm being unfair to
ny family. I'm definitely being unfair to my
business. I'm being unfair to my customers that
I do business with and I know of at least four to
five trips that I have to make to Europe before,
between now and December. It certainly would not go below that trigger level every employer's con-
be fair to the governor, to the delegates and to tribution rate in this state will go automatically
the people of the state of Louisiana for me to to 2.7S of their taxable payroll which means in

stay here as a delegate and not be present on impor- effect that you would be collecting about, some-
tant issues and important votes. As far as not where in the nei ghborhhood above fifty million
showing up for the committee meetings before I dollars a year in addition to what they're now
went to Europe, I don't apolinize for this. I collecting, which would go into this fund and I

made my statement very clear, I think, yesterday don't think that's the purpose of the committee's
when I said that for twenty some-odd years in proposal. I will be happy to yield to any ques-
and out of the legislature I have heard all, or tions, Mr. Chairman.
most all of the arguments that have been brought
forth. I think it was quite an education for some
of you new delegates that were elected. It was
good for you that the delegation took upon itself
to write from the beginning. It gave you more in-
sight as to why things had been done for the past
many generations in this state. Why the constitu-
tion had such articles which you thought might hav
been ridiculous at the time that they were written
And you know the reasons why things were done, I

think you were enlightened a lot. Well I've been
putting up with a lot of this garbage for some
twenty some-odd years and I don't feel that I

could have contributed that much attending the
committee meetings and hearing testimony because
1 have sat as a chairman of a committee for most
of the time that I've been in the legislature. I

have listened to most of the arguments in any fiel
that you can possibly think of that pertains to th
state of Louisiana. Education, welfare, highways,
wildlife and fisheries, the timber industry, you
name it and I've heard it. I've sat through com-
mittee after committee after committee. Alimony
problems, divorce problems, you name it and I feel
that I did not, I could not contribute that much
at the tine because I feel that I had been through
all of this and I was ready for the final drafting
because I knew that you were going to tear up,
article by article, item by item, as we have been
doing ever since I first made my first meeting last Mr. Weiss I don't think so.

Wednesday. The short six days that I've been here
I'm familiar with what's been going on through past
history through the time I've been in the legisla-

Mr. F-
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Mr. Dennery Suppose your federal law changes the

name of that fund sometime in the future. What
happens?

Mr. Flory Of course, I can't answer for what the
federal government might do, Mr. Dennery. The
only thing I can do at this point and time is to
label the fund as it is by statute.

Mr. Dennery Would you agree though, that if the
name were changed then the purpose of your amend-
ment would go down the drain?

the committees, but the Revenue, Finance ar

tion Committee does have a section which wc

the legislature the power to pass those Ian
make administration of any agency or fund i

dance with federal regulation. This seems
federally regulated.

Flc Mr. Roemer, I'

Dposa 1 , at your
ve checked the language
request, I'm convinced

that that does not take care of this situation be-
cause it is not on a matching grant basis and is

not as a federal program. I again stress to you
thst technically, under Louisiana law these are
state funds. However, they are at no time expend-
ed or aopropriated by the legislature in any way,
shape, form or fashion.

Mr. Flory No sir, I do not because I think that
any court would hold that a successor fund would
still be covered by this.

Mr. Roemer Delegate Flory, I'm in the usual
position of really not understanding exactly
you're doing and why you have to do it this w

Could you enlighten me and other delegates wh
might be like me and don't understand what th

employment security administration fund is, w

funds it, is it really state funds at all?

t'r. Abraham Gordon, you made the statement a

while ago that all these funds are paid to a fed-
eral government and I think you. ..I don't think
you meant to say that because the funds are paid
directly to the state, to the employment security

al so funds
3ut these.

the
Mr. Flory Let me try to briefly expl
you. In 1935 the federal congress pas
Wagner-Peyser act which created the system of
unemployment compensation throughout the country.
The states then were required to pass legislation
enacting state regulations in compliance with
certain standards. The monies that are collected
are paid, used to the employees and employers made
a joint contribution, the legislature changed that.
The employers now make the total contribution
based upon the experience they have in their par-
ticular employment, their contribution rate is

based upon an experience rating. However, there
is a second provision of the law that says that if

a fund falls below a hundred twelve million dollars
every employers contribution rate regardless of

what it is at that time will automatically go to

2.7% of the taxable payroll and that is the first
forty-two hundred dollars of each employees earn-
ings per year. That money is paid along with
three-tenths of one percent to the federal govern-
ment for the administration of the funds. The
total contribution collected then is returned to

the state employment security administration fund
for the administration of the agency which is tech-
nically a state agency, all of the funds which are
paid by employers for that specific purpose of
administration and the payment of unemployment
benefits which are thereby set by the legislature.

Mr. Roemer I see. I just don't have the impres-
sion that this can be construed as state funds and
that's my problem with the amendment.

oemer

,

passed
r com-

Mr. Flory Well, I can only tell you,
that when the cash flow management bil

by the legislature they set up a three
mission or board composed of the legislative
auditor, the state treasurer, and the commissioner
of administration who would have the power to

exempt from the cash flow management these types
of funds. They were convinced by the federal
regulations, by the federal government, that to

put these funds into the general treasury would
take Louisiana out of compliance with the federal
law which would then let the feds come in and take
over the entire program.

nave one final ques ti

Delegate Flory,

Mr. Flory No, sir. There are many. ..I can't re-
member what the minimum is at the moment,- but I

believe it's at .9 percent, nine-tenths of one
percent. So if you take an employer in this state
with ten thousand employees who's enjoying the
minimum rate of nine-tenths of one percent and
jump him automatically to 2.7 you're talking about
a real increase in contribution rates.

Hr. Lennox Mr. Flory, is it the intent of you
amendment that all earnings from the employment
security administration fund be credited to tha
fund and rather than the general fund of the St
of Louisiana?

F1 ory

read the proposals from all

;, indeed,

support yo

Further Di

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman
of the convention, I oppo
Flory and wish to point o

getting ready to make a v

in the handl ing of this a

the proposed article that
culty correcting. Whethe
or not I don't know but t

the way the article now r

amendment and the Jenkins
Now please listen to me v

shall be a department of
the state treasurer who s

the custody, investment a

public funds of the state
vided by law, except moni
retirement fund or system
as provided by law." I t

very difficult for anybod
that means. As I see it,
quickly, we have said tha
treasurer who shall be re
bursement and handling of
and other funds. This ha
fore we can adopt this se
in addressing myself part

and ladies and gentlemen
se the amendment of Mr.
ut that I think we are
ery, very serious mistake
11 important section of
we may have great diffi-

r this is exactly right
he staff tells me that
eads with the Rayburn
amendment is as follows,

ery carefully. "There
the treasury headed by
hall be responsible for
nd disbursement of the
and other funds, as pro-

es belonging to any state
which shall be handled

hink it is going to be
y to state exactly what
analyzing it rather

t there shall be a state
sponsible for the dis-
public funds of the state

s got to be clarified be-
ction. Now beyond that
icularly to the amend-
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merit, it is bad constitutional draftsmanship to

put into a constitution such a statutory concept
as a fund known as the employment security admin-
istration fund, not otherwise defined nor certainly
otherwise provided for in the constitution. This
would permit the legislature to completely delete
this provision from the constitution simply by
changing the name of the fund. Now let's don't
be hasty. We've got a problem here that we've got
to solve. The chairman is not going to like it.
Nobody is going to like it but we had better have
enough time to reanalyze this section before we
act finally on it and to come up with some clear
statement of the intent of this convention. I

now oppose the proposed amendment and frankly feel
that we should not adopt the section until there

got up the

r. Rayburn

adopted

:

tabled.
he Secti

Amendment

anc



the
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because he has certain duties that are sacred and so much for agriculture in this state and it sets
that ought to be inviolate and ought to be separated up in my view a rational executive department...
from the chief executive. Just to illustrate, he helps to set up a rational executive department,
is the chief election officer. And the people ought Thank you.
to elect their chief election officer to assure them
that they have a voice in whether or not the elec- Further Discussion
tion laws are being administered. And we ought to
have an elected lieutenant governor and state Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates,
treasurer but when we get to these offices... I rise in opposition to this amendment. Not because

apposed to an elected commissioner of agricul-
it of Order ture because we have lost that fight I think, and

)ing to reconsider it we should recon-
Section 1 and Section 3. I rise in

remarks to the amendment at all. He is talking opposition to this amendment because I think it's
about whether it should be elective or not. This not needed in the constitution. We have already
merely pertains to the duties of the office provided that there will be a commissioner of

agriculture, we have already provided that there
will be twenty departments. I don't think that the

2i Your point is well taken but we have governor will make as the elected commissioner of

rvii
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;r- work. ..or as the original committee proposal came

to this floor. This Action by the convention...
the action of this convention has removed froiii

ion the possible range of executive reorganization fou
rt- additional areas of responsibility so instead of

having seventeen departments freely to work with
the legislature will now have thirteen. It is un-
questionable in my mind that the legislature of
Louisiana. There is no doubt that they could

ricul- reorganize the state government ... the other func-
;c- tions of the state government into no more than

tions and treasury that adds up to seven, doesn't those thirteen. I doubt they will need the thirte
it? So I really don't perceive that this has caused an

' we
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now the convention has played hob with that beauti- prepare an amendment I would like to have a look
ful setup and we are now trying... you know that at it too.
biblical statement Joe, as ye sow, so shall ye
reap. ..we are now reaping. tir. Casey I don't know the answer to this ques-

tion, and I ask that in all seriousness is the in-
Mr. Anzalone We are going to try to reap some- surance commissioner the one today who administers
thing out of this... and this is the wording here, "administers the

Insurance Code"?
Mr. Staqq You can tell it anyway you want to.

Mr. S t a q

q

Except that part of the Insurance Code
Mr. Anzalone Well, Mr. Stagg, since we do have which refers to the Casualty and Surety Board. The
these constitutionally authorized elected officials, rating board, he does not administer those boards,
wouldn't you agree that they should all be given he serves ex officio.
some type of constitutional sanction?

Mr. Casey And is it clear that the insurance
Mr. Staqq Mr. Anzalone, I think that argument rating board is not part of the Insurance Code, or

nent is before the could it be considered part of the Insurance Code?
n something to do.

Thank you , sir.
3 that yours doesr

•ther Disci

Mr. Champagne
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recall when Dudley Guglielmo was running last time time, can abolish the rating commission and vest
for reelection. He had an ad on TV "my hands are those powers in the commissioner of insurance. I

tied." I personally want to do something to correct think that the legislature would have the time and
this situation, to allow the insurance commissioner the facilities to study this problem to determine
or the rating commission to have the authority, one what is best for the people of Louisiana. I think
way or the other. Do you disagree with that? right now, if we do it without proper study, with-

out getting all the facts and the statistics we're
Mr. LeBreton Well you've asked me several ques- making a grave mistake in acting hastily and that
tions. I'll try to answer them all. It's my we should never do anything without really getting
opinion that at the moment there seems to be a per- the facts, and we don't have the facts on this,
sonality clash between the rating commission and There was no testimony, really, before the Executive
the commissioner. I've never seen that happen be- Department Committee and I think the amendment as
fore in the history of this state. The previous it presently stands allows the legislature to
commissioner, as far as I know, and the rating abolish the rating commission and put this rate-
commission got along as you would expect them to. making power in the commissioner of insurance. But
Prior to that, the previous insurance LOmmissioner let them study it, and they, as the people's repre-
and the rating commission got along. At the moment, sentatives, after due deliberation, can make a good,
there seems to be a personality clash. I can per- intelligent decision,
sonally tell you from my experience I see no other
reason other than personality, because it's always Questions
worked in the past. I can give you thirty years
of experience and you can go back fifty-two years. Mr. O'Neill Mr. Duval, why does Mr. Stagg say
I can't vouch for the first twenty years, but I that my amendment and his amendment are diametri-
can vouch for the last thirty. cally opposed then, if under his amendment they

can do all of this? Under the committee amendment?

Mr. Duval I don't know why anybody says what they
do, and would never speak for anyone else. In my
own opinion, yours specifically gives the insurance
commissioner the rate-making function; Mr. Stagg's
leaves it up to the legislature.

Mr. Chatelain Would you tell me, sir, that...
don't you think that we delegates got a mandate from
our constituents that they wanted an elected commis-
sioner of insurance? Would you say that, sir?

Mr. Duval No.
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Mr. flsseff Mr. Casey, isn't it true that for specifically set forth by statute only and not in
several offices we have gone into great detail the constitution. Part of the problem is what is
about their duties and responsibilities and sudden- the interpretation of the words "administer the
ly, when we reach offices that some people oppose insurance code." That's part of the conflict that
because they are now elective and not appointive, exists today with that office and 1 don't believe,
we want to add ten lines to say nothing? in all honesty, that this is the proper forum to

decide that issue or that conflict. Me should leav
-ect. Dr. that to statute and to the legislature.

Mr. Lambert I'r. Casey, 1 want to address my ques-
tion to that point, leaving 1t to the legislature

Representative Casey, wouldn't you say and to the statutes. How many times can you recall
as the public is concerned, the prime since you've been in the legislature has that been

function or the only function of the insurance attempted, for example to abolish the insurance
commissioner would be rate-making? and rating commission and put all of the authority

under the commissioner of insurance?

that

test that exists between the commissioner of insur- that legislation has been introduced
.__ --..__ ,__,_ recall whether it's one, two, three or four, but

I think it's been a couple of times.

nitte

up wit
reason
they h,

these

Mr. Ca
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Mr . O'Neill If they so choose, Mr. Derbes. same side but I'm afraid to vote for your amendment
Are you telling me that under your amendment you

Mr. Derbes It seems to me, Mr. O'Neill, that when can have a legislatively created body who would
you say "shall administer the Insurance Code and have rate-making authority?
shall be responsible for all regulatory and other
functions of the state relating to insurance in all Mr. O'Neill Mr. Juneau, it would be under the in-
of its phases," that you are delegating to the in- surance commissioner. If they decided to appoint

:ertain powers which cannot be a commi ss ion . . . i f the legislature decided to appoir
slature. Don't you agree? a commission to administer rates, it would be under

the sphere of the insurance commissioner.
Derbes, I do not.

O'Neill, you do
(n my amendment?
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with absolutely no power or all the power

Mr. Arnette, I believe you were on the duties of the
the executive departir 'ance who wo

le to get el
raise more c

"'' fli-nette That's true. elected offi

)f you

rathe
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Would you also agree that if all of these amend- it withoug a great deal of money sometime,

ments are voted down, this would be a good possible
alternate to bring to the people so they can make ^'r. O'Neill Mr. Arnette, anybody can put

the final decision, in lieu of their last decisive- name on the ballot and run statewide, and

ness in the last election? spend a penny except to qualify.

Doctor

One of the alternate proposal!
convention decides to have alternate proposals,
would be that the commissioner of insurance woul
have sole power in insurance matters throughout
the state. This would be brought to the people
to make the final judgment.

proposa I !

Mr. Ullo Right.

Mr. Nunez I don't think we've gotten to the point
that we have decided that we will have alternative
proposals. I personally would be against them be-
cause once we have one, I think we're going to have
ten, fifteen, twenty, fifty or a hundred. I would
be against alternative proposals. I think we shoulc
write into this document what. ..one decision or one
proposal and submit that to the people. I hope I

am answering your question right.

Mr. Ullo Well, 1 think if this is so controver-

Mr.
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Point of Information ^ Supreme Court justice and had to give you a

written opinion and interpretation today, it leaves

[s there any way or any parliamentary it absolutely as it is today. Whatsoever, no change;

procedure that will prevent every time some ques- "i^de as I understand

tion comes up that's current and before the conven-
tion that this same old dead horse they're trying Mr. flnzalone Mr. Casey, conceptually speaking is

to resurrect every few minutes it seems like "°' this the same identical thing that Mr. Dennery,
which as a tendency to keep this whole convention Gravel, Brien and Stovall previously proposed to

in more or 1 ess ... tense , can be prevented? this convention?

I would assume that after a while that Mr. Casey Well, as you know, Mr. Anzalone, I

irgued against that amendment because of the refer-
ence to the fact that the commissioner of insurance
vas charged with the responsibility of administer-
ing the insurance code. I frankly am not sure
Mhat that meant and how far that concept went and

urns Mr. Chairman, the only reason I asked how much more authority we gave to the insurance
in the spirit of expediency and to get along commissioner under that amendment--or any greater

the work of the convention and not have that Powef" than exists today under the present law.

up every time you turn around. *" "e are saying right now is that there will be
an insurance commissioner and an insurance department

point is well taken, Mr. Burns. ^"'^ those functions and duties will be set by

ly has made
5, no procee
this point.

Mr.
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)t of states, determined that we want an elected

nette But thi Mr.
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Further Discussion snd nobody would ever know I did it, and send down
to your insurance company and they'll rate you base

Mr. Gauthier Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con- on that. The insurance people would let them do

vention, I rise in opposition to the Casey amend- it. Mo one is concerned about it. Now, this is

ment. Mr. Casey was very honest with you and very where the poor people get caught. People who can

clear in his explanation and I very much appreciate fix their tickets and never get caught in this...

it. He made a statement, though, "submit to the you 9et two traffic tickets and get them fixed,

will of the convention." I submit to you, why not you don't have this problem, but poor people are

submit to the will of the people of this state? victim of these circumstances and I know from the

The people clearly indicated they were ready for a insurance people that this is what's happening,

change in this past election. It was not so much So, you're not being rated by a rating commission
the man as it was the office. The man in office like we keep talking about. You're being rated

was not free to be able to do what he should have by a computer, and the state is keeping this com-

done as commissioner of insurance. I ask you these puter out at the police headquarters. All you have

questions, do you want to create an elected officer to do is go out there with two dollars and get a

and put an appointed board over him? Do you believe rating. That's the way you're being rated. This

that it would be just a little bit misleading to do is what's wrong. Now, I would normally vote for

this? Again, the third question, do you think the what you have here. It sounds good. But, it's no

past election indicated that the people of this good. Now, we elected an Insurance Commissioner
state wanted a change in this industry? I believe for one reason. We thought he could do something
it did. I believe the people of this state want about the insurance rates. I did. I guess I'm a

to elect their officials, but they want to elect victim of voting a man out of office for nothing,

officials that will have a voice and not have an Found out he couldn't do anything about insurance
appointed board reigning over them. It's clear rates. I would vote to give the Insurance Commis-
and simple. Woody Jenkins said you're going to sioner some power just simply because the rating
set up a czar, a man with unlimited powers. I can't commission as it is now constituted, is doing
buy this. I don't buy that he'll run the industry absolutely nothing. Try buying some automobile
out of business, either. I think this man can work insurance with two radar tickets and never had an

with assistance from boards that he sets up to get accident in your life, and see what it will cost
the advice he needs and make intelligent decisions you. See who is doing the rating. Whether the
and be responsive to the people of this state. rating commission, as you're talking about, that
How can you have a responsive elected official they're doing anything. Not a thing. The computer
with an appointed board over him? To me the issue is doing it at the state's expense for the insuranc
is very simple. I ask you to vote this amendment companies, and the insurance companies are using
down and vote for the next amendment coming up. it through the credit bureau and rating you there.
Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
a statement was made some time ago that we came
here to strengthen the legislature. I did not
come here to strengthen the legislature. I think
that the only persons that can strengthen the leg
islature is the legislature themselves. I came
here to represent the people from district 102, and Insurance Commissioner who had the power to fix

I hope that most of you came here to do the same rates, could become a Czar, and not only that, but
thing. I am opposing this amendment for the simple if you folks are worried about who's going to be

reason, it does nothing. It tells you it is some- electing him in the future, you're dealing with
thing then on the same strength it tells you it's millions of dollars. It takes a lot of money to

nothing. I was in favor of Mr. O'Neill's amendment run for and be elected statewide and naturally he

and I'll tell you why; because, the people from my would become the pawn in my judgment of insurance
district have expressed the fact that they wanted companies. That's not the thing that really worries
a Commissioner of Insurance. They realize how im- me about all this discussion. What worries me is

portant it is to have someone that they can go when people get up, whom I know have good sense,
to without having to pass the buck. So, I'm going and tell me they know nothing about any other state.
to ask you to defeat this amendment and vote for They don't know of any other state that has one
something when it comes up. Thank you. individual who may arbitrarily fix rates and then

tells me not-knowing any of this, though, they think

wouldn't argue too much about that if he were
before the legislature and said let's try it.
Let's try giving the Insurance Commissioner, under
statutory law, the power to fix rates at his discre-
tion. That would be fine, because you could change
it the next year, but these people are asking you
to cons ti tut i ona 1 ize , in a document that may last
25 years, a notion that has no support, no statistic-
al data than can back it up. Now, Tom Casey answered
honestly, and he answered correctly. This matter
addresses itself to the legislature. We should let
the 1 egi sla ture . . . now that we've given them the
flexibility, the regular sessions every year. ..the
chance and the opportunity to address itself to the
problem of insurance. The legislature should, in
its wisdom, fix the duties and what have you of the
commissioner. It may not provide for a rate fixing
body. I don't know. It may do better than what we

you have here now would be a good one. The only have. I don't know. But I do know one thing, that
thing wrong with it, if that's what we have now, it can change it if necessary. But, if you put the
it's not working for sure. With two tickets... power of a rate fixing authority in one individual
traffic tickets issued by a radar machine your in this state, contrary to every other conceivable
insurance can be increased one and a. ..times the notion of checks and balances, you're doing your-
standard rate by simply calling out to a computer selves and this state a great injustice. I support
out here at the Department of Public Safety... the amendment. I think we ought to get on and vote
that's who's doing the rating. I can get your for it. The people who have been opposing this
driver's license now and go out there and rate you amendment generally are thinking that down the road.
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if they can stir up enough trouble, they're going which would follow this. ..would not want to

to have us reconsider this entire article. That and lock into one individual such a powerful
may be, but let's not jeopardize the whole concept
of constitutional dignity by putting something in [quorum Call: 115 delegates present
this constitution that we can't take out. If and a quorum. Amendment adopted:
there are no further speakers, I move the previous 67-49. Motion to reconsider tabled. "i
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Mr. June au Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. with that because when we have

Fellow delegates, as I said, I won't take up much these proposals, Kr . Flory, we'
of your time, but this is the issue that we've been by section, but we find ourselves in a unique
talking about, and it's squarely put before you circumstance here in that a section has been amended,
and without any equivocation whatsoever, what this has been added to this proposal by an amendment,
does is put the rate making, the regulatory and all So, what we acted upon was whether or not we would
functions relating to insurance in the elected create a new section, and we voted to create a
statewide official which is the Commissioner of new section and I think we should allow the dele-
Insurance. If you favor that, I ask your favorable gates the opportunity, since that section has been
adoption of this amendment. added, to offer amendments.

Questions Mr. Flory So, I take if from your statement, Mr.
Chairman, that this does not alter your rulings

Hr. Drew Pat, your statement is a little bit mis- of the past that it takes a two-thirds vote to
leading. Actually, it authorizes and empowers reconsider a section that's been laid on the table.
the Commissioner of Insurance to administer these
programs, is the way it reads, isn't it? Mr. Henry Not at all, no, sir. Now, let me furth-

er explain this. Suppose, now, under my ruling,
3 administer if it survives, that the Juneau amendments are
Donsible offered and are adopted 50 to 46 and they can be

for all rate making. by a majority of those present and voting-. Then,
it's going to take a majority of the delegates to

''ir. Drew It does not set him up as a Czar? the convention, i.e. 67 votes, to adopt finally
this section, because the section is being proposed

Mr. Juneau I don't see that word in this language by the original Casey amendment,
at all , Mr. Drew.

Point of Order
Point of Order

Mr. Conroy Point of order, Mr. Chairman. In the
Mr. Triche Haven't we already adopted Section 12 event the Juneau amendment and other amendments to
and reconsidered that motion, and tabled the this new section should be defeated, would you still
motion to reconsider Section 12. Isn't it out of have to have a motion to adopt this section, which
order now to adopt other amendments to Section 12? would be adopted by a majority vote of the delegates
Because, you see, Mr. Chairman, if we allow Mr. of this convention? 67 votes.
Juneau, by amendment, to reenact Section 12, then
we've got some other amendments that are going to Mr. Henry I think, to remain consistent, and I

come to reenact Sections 1 and 3. wish y'all would quit raising all these questions,
Mr. Conroy, I think to remain consistent you're a

Mr. Henry It presents an interesting situation absolutely correct, that we would have to have a
inasmuch as if we allow the amendment and we say final vote if the amendments are offered and are
this is an amendment to a section it can be adopted rejected,
by less than a majority vote. Then if it is adopted
we would have to turn around and adopt the section Mr. Conroy We would then have to have another
insofar as the Commissioner of Insurance is con- vote where 67 delegates at least would have to
cerned. This is the first time it's come up and vote in favor of this section?
usually since I don't have an answer immediately

Lcuorum Call: 109 delegates present Mr. Jack I agree with the r

and a quorum.] be sure of this. I think it

of these situations in the fu
Ruling of the Chair sure whether you're applying

instance or will it apply in
Mr. Henry Gentlemen and ladies, if you will, amendment adopted and no othe
since Mr. Triche, as he is so capable of doing, has should,
raised a very interesting point of procedure. As
best I can, in my limited way, I will attempt to Mr. Henry Well, Mr. Jack, 1

make a rational ruling. In the opinion of the as consistent as is possible
Chair, what we did by the adoption of the Casey and I'm sort of locking mysel
amendment was to adopt a new section. The motion would suppose,
was to adopt the amendment creating the new section.
The amendment was adopted creating the new section Mr. Jack Well, I don't think you quite understand
and the motion to reconsider the vote by which that me. Let's say this is disposed of and we have
new section was adopted was then laid on the table. another section and it's just going to be one
In the interest of, I think equity and fairness and thing like this, the duty of one of these officials,
because the rules are not explicit and don't pro- and there are five amendments. Now, if you're
vide for a situation like this, it's my ruling that not going to apply this same law, I'm going to have
we are going to have to allow people to offer amend- to pick ahead of time without listening to argument
ments to this newly created section. I think if maybe that if I want to vote and support the first
we don't do this then we're not going to be fair one, knowing if we pass it, then the other four go
to some people who did not know we were going to out the window. That's the reason I want to know.
have such a section and have not been afforded the
opportunity of amending it or offering amendments Mr. Henry My rulinq will remain consistent, sir
at least. I so rule.

Mr. Jack Thank you.
Point of Information

Point of Information
Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, is that in conflict
with the rules that you have interpreted in the Mr. O'Neill I had the same question, Hr. Chairman,
past to the extent that when we have adopted a sec- that Mr. Jack did. Perhaps, if you explain it once
tion and laid that motion on the table, that it more then every delegate will be able to understand
would require a two-thirds vote to reconsider that how you will probably further rule on these ques-
section? tions.

"'• »enry No, sir, in my mind it is not in conflict Mr^. Henry All right, let me get rid of these other

[658]

, but
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questions and then I'll do that, Mr. O'Neill. reduce the pr

the agr icul tL

Point of Information way it was typed up, it was 14 and we made it, I

announced, 10, and then made this one 11, and if

Hr. Nunez Mr. Chairman, should not there be two you add any more we'll keep going that way. Per-

motions, one to adopt the amendment regardless if haps at the end as we go along we can add some

it's on a new section and encompass the entire amendments to change the present 10, 11, and 12

section and after that amendment is passed, another to consecutive numbers whatever they may be.

motion moving the previous question, no further
amendments on the section, and then a 67 vote Mr. Rayburn Well, Mr. Chairman, straighten me

majority to pass the entire section. I think... out once again, because I'm really confused now.
Certainly, I understand that any section that was

nmittee proposal, we could amend it...
take from. In the present proposal that
consideration there was no section 12,
agreement, or there was no section relati
ies and powers of an Insurance Commission

You ' re correct , sir.

i truly, the language
Mas a complete,

new section. Am I correct?
It to make sure I understand this.

This is a point of information. If we adopt an Mr. Henry Absolutely,
idment to this section

readopt the section as amended, that's going to Mr. Rayburn That section did receive 67 votes.

Mr.
are
to
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67 or whatever it is? been adopted in the past for an abundance of caution
so it won't be challenged later on that you and the

Well, it appears to me that we've re- Clerk review and make sure that
lived the problem inasmuch as he can offer his something wrong, so that we won't be challenged
lendments, and it's up to the disposition of the from now on.

convention as to what they I 1 do with those

It of Informati

you, sir.
stance does

int of Informati
Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, without being difficult,
if we continue with this procedure here, what is to rir. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, I just want to be
prevent someone who feels strongly enough about a sure that I understand the procedure. As I under-
particular issue, later on as we proceed, from stand it, if there is no new section, a vote taken
giving a new number to a section and coming up with on a new section requires 67 votes to start with,
a section which is diametrically opposed to one we've After that vote, and the amendment may be passed
already adopted and offering it as a new section. to that particular section, with a majority of
That's the problem that worries me. those voting, but before the final clincher, you

might say, is put on that particular section,
Mr. Henry 67 votes. whether it's amended or not amended, it must also

Mr. Burson But, it can be done, can't it?
Mr. Henry Ves, sir. You're correct.

Mr. Henry Certainly, it can be done, yes sir,
and we can call from the table a motion to reconsider Point of Information
if a man could get 88 votes, Mr. Burson.

Mr. Tobias Then, have we properly adopted the
Point of Information section on the powers and duties of the Commission

er of Agriculture under your ruling that you just
• -- made?

Mr. Henry Have we properly adopted them? Yes,

in-

qu(

ce(
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the convention, I thought
notion with 67 votes and
pretty badly when fir. O'M
the identical language,
comrii ssi oner of insurance
al 1 regulatory" etc . , etc
amendment cones up and it
sible for all rate-naking
emphatic. I don't believ
thing else but authorizin
insurance to fix rates.
he will be responsible fo
making rules that the Hou
the Senate may have passe
opinion very arguable tha
tempted to have some type
after a lot of study and
commissioner of insurance
was unauthorized and with
any type of rate-makino 1

tution because you can de
can't delegate responsibi
what this thing is tryino
very shaky amendment in t

will allow the court to s

commissioner may fix rite
down. It is e dangerous
dent for it. Mr. Juneau
in the last fifteen minut
any information about any

we just b
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Mr. Chairman. Is it not a fact that we did not waste all of this valuable time. I don't mean
table this proposition and therefore we do .not by that that we shouldn't give every subject matter
have to pass Mr. Jenkins' notion in order to keep that comes before us thorough discussion and de-
this matter before the convention? Isn't that a liberation and vote as we see fit, but after all,
fact? there comes a time when we should proceed with the

other business of this convention and not spend
Mr. Henry What he wants to do is reconsider the all our time in legislative and parliamentary
vote by which it failed to be adopted and he is jockeying back and forth such as we've done all
insisting that we do it at this time. We have afternoon. So, I appeal to you, not in the sense
already taken a vote on it but under the rules you of criticism but as a friend and a brother delegate,
can reconsider the vote. That is what he is tryinc or sister deleaate, to let's decide this issue
to get this group to do right now. once and for all. We have debated it--there

couldn't be one possible thing more that could be
Mr. Tapper What he wants to do is revote on the said pro or con on this matter. So I apneal to
Casey amendment but if we vote rot to revote on the you, let's settle this once and for all and qet on
Casey amendment we still have the proposal or the with the business, or better vet, adjourn, thank
section before the convention. We haven't tabled you.
it so we can come back later on today or tomorrow
and give some duties to the insurance commissioner. Further Discussion
Isn't that a fact?

Mr. Weiss Fellow delegates, I hope to crystallize
Mr. Henry './ell, if we decide that we don't went the problem before us. It has been said that we
to reconsider it, then it is not necessarily dead, have had the failure of the committee system. We
but it is pretty sick. I'm not trying to be cute have seen this. Frankly, had the original proposal
witl: you, but it's just sort of like it is. by Dennery, Gravel, Brien and Stovall been accepted,

I feel certain that would have been the most ac-
V.r . Tapper But only the Casey amendment is pretty ceptable, as a matter of fact, it is the current
sick, not the whole proposition. situation in the state of Louisiana. This was

rejected. We have said that we have been beaten
Mr. Henry That is right. by procedure, other delegates have said this here,

and it cert'^inly seems to be the case now. It is
Further Discussion without Question that we have abused the privilege

of parliamentary procedure, but thanks to our Chair-
Mr. Stagq Mr. C ha i rman- -Mr . Arnette would you man we have been held in check. I would like to
all sit down and listen because I am not ooing to call to our attention, all of us, that we have
do this too much. We are doing what a man or the amongst us men with the tenacity of wildcats,
television said the other day, that they decided That we have men who cannot accept defeat, and
to let the fellow who was in a bit of trouble gamblers, simply thinkina by voting down certain
turn in the wind. Boysie Bollinner asked me a floor amendments that they themselves are going to
while ago, "What direction are we headed in?" And perpetuate their feelings upon the group. I am
I answered him "Circular." I don't care for an sshamed of us as a group for having'these types
elected commissioner of insurance nor an elected of individuals in the group and I hope that we
commissioner of agriculture nor an elected com- will now, as a result of this experience, become
missioner of education nor an elected commissioner nrofessional constitutionalists. I speak now
of elections. But the convention has not agreed with authority because none of us have ever had
with that view expressed by the Committee on the this experience and I feel myself your equal. f,t

Executive Department. We rot our ears pretty well the same time we have outstanding legislators be-
boxed down on a number of votes. I think the fore us and I have consulted with them. They have
convention erred. I think we made a mistake, but said that at least in the legislature when a man is
what I think doesn't hold any water when sixty and beat or a group is beat they do not brino up and
seventy and eighty people in this convention vote try to resuscitate a dead horse or bring matters
otherwise. The Casey amendment assinned the con- before us that are going to be beat again and aoain.
stitutional duties to the commissioner of insurance. In summarizira what has happened, and I believe I

They weren't much but at least it did what the job know this fairly well as it has been a hobby of
set out to do. You created an elected commissioner mine and particularly since the chairman has said
of insurance. It now seems to me that our duties that we've not some sick amendments, I think I am
are to vote on his duties and then go on to the qualified in that respect to treat the sick, this
next job. We are movinc circular and we have to is what has happened. The insurance code amendment
stop it. I am as in love with parliamentary pro- which said "only insurance code," put the foot in
cedure as some of the rest of you are but there the door for the insurance commissioner to abide
comes a point where we've got to stop and vote. by the insurance code which has in it a statement
I think we are at that point now. I shall urge the to the effect concerning rate-making and regulatory
convention, Mr. Chairman, therefore, to vote favor- agencies. It does not however allow him the priv-
ably on the motion to reconsider and then thereafter ilege of applying this rate making or reoulatory
if there are 67 of you who think that Mr. Casey function at his own will. Therefore this was the
did as much as needed be done for the elected com- best amendment. It was defeated by people who
missioner of insurance they picked Tuesday then thought by defeating it they could push on the
vote, 67 of you, to establish this section and convention the other two or three amendments which
let's go to the next section so that come Labor were basically the same and define the rate-making
Day or Thanksgiving we won't still be moving cir- function and the regulatory function specifically
'^'J^Sf- in the hands of the insurance commissioner. This

is questionable. At the present time we have a
Further Discussion much watered-down version which has been accpeted

by sixty-seven votes, the Casey amendment. The
Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, majority of the convention voted for an elected
let me first say that I have the highest reoard commissioner. We must now make his ciuties known.
and respect for each and every delegate to this Since it has been watered down, let's vote on this.
convention. I have told people back home on I think we should accept it and go on with the
every occasion the same thing. I look on each and business at hand. We have too many much more
every one of you as an independent and self-think- important functions, although 1 consider this highly
ing individual, but as I sat there, it seemed like significant and vital, to be wasting time arguing
hour after hour, hearing the same thing debated with men who are namblers, with men who are acting
back and forth, the same question, I just was glad like wildcats and'with men who cannot accept defeat.
that the voters of the state of Louisiana who Let us vote by sixty-seven to pass this simple,
have to approve or vote on this constitution weren't watered-down version of Mr. Casey's,
sitting back in those chairs and listening to us
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Friday, August 10, 1973

PRAYER

Mrs. Brien Let us pray. Dear God, Our Heavenly
Father, that the licjht of thy divine wisdom,
direct the deliberation of this convention. And
shine forth on all the proceedings and laws framed
for our rule on government. Give us security to
accept what cannot be changed. Courage to chance
what should be changed, and wisdom to distincuish
the one from the other. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READIiiG AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURIIAL

Personal Privilege

h . r . A s s e f

f

t'r. Chairman, delegates, this will
be very brief. I apologize to the Chair relative
to voting someone else's n-achine for the Chair
stated correctly that we should either give the
names or keep our mouths shut. I should have kept
i.iy big mouth shut, since I had no intentions of
giving any names. However, I urge the delegates
to vote their own machines and I said it only be-
cause the press is aware of what is going on and
I was worried that it would destroy our image and
hurt the constitution. I apologize f'.r. Chairman.

KiTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
il Journal 2*6]

PROPOSALS Oil SECOND READING AMD REFERRAL
[I Journal 286^

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
U Journal 286]

RESOLUTIONS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
ll Journal 286-28/]

Reading of the Resolution

I'r. Poynter Delegate Resolution No. 33 by
Delegate Leithman.

A resolution to provide for the numberinc se-
quence in Rule ilo. 66 of the Rules of Order'of
Procedure.

Comes in the committee reported with amendments
which were adopted by this convention on August 3,
1973.

Explanation

Leithnan rir. Chairman, members of the coi,-
ittee, this was requested by the Clerk in just

ly renumbering our system of doing busi
You notice your blotter in front of you has a con-
tinuous numbered system, which is wrong, it is
error and all that this resolution does, is it pro-
vides for Homing Hours 1 through 12. With the
completion of Morning Hour we go into a Regular
Order of the Day and we begin with 1 for Unfinishei
Business, so is merely. ..and we will go in the
Regular Hours 1, 2, 3, 4, through 5 and this is
just to correct our numbering procedure. Because
in fact we have two orders of business, one the
Horning Hour and the other, the Regular Order of
the day. If there is no opposition, I ask adoptior

Question

i'i r
.

A 1 a r i Delegate Leithman, if we adopt this
resolution, will it be necessary for us to change
each blotter, or can we just change the numbers on
our blotters?

Mr. Leithman Mr. Alario, I wish you would come
1n in better shape in the mornings.

[previous Ouestion ordered. Rcsoiution
adopted: 92-3. Motion to reconsider

U!!FUiISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD PEAOI'IG AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 4, introduced
by Delegate Stagg.

A proposal providing for the executive branch
of government, for the fillinp of vacancies in
certain public offices and with respect to dual
of f i cehol di ng , a code of ethics and impeachment.

The status of course of the proposal is that
the convention has adopted as amended the first
nine sections of this proposal. Sections 1 through
9 has added to date between the present and the
reprinted bi 1 1 ... between the present 9 and present
10 two new Sections 10 and 11, dealing with powers
of el ec ted of f i c i al s

.

Amendment

t,r. Poynter Mr. Chairman, this amendmerrt is
offered by Deleoete Xelly, it is one of the two
amendments with Delegate Kelly's name on it. Other
persons have added their names as coauthors, Asseff,
Abraham, Anzalone, Brien and Gravel.

To distinguish between the two, the easiest
way I can tell you which of the two Kelly amendments
is, it is the one that ends up with the last line
reading simply by statute.

The last line of the amendment reads by statute.
The other one has about five or six words at the

7 betwee nes 23Amendmant No . 1 .

and 24 add the following:
"Section 13. Department of Elections and

Registration
Section 13. There shall be a department of

elections and registration headed by the. state
commissioner of elections who shall administer the
laws relative to custody of voting machines and
voter registration. The commissioner shall have
such powers and oerform such duties as may be au-
thorized by this constitution or provided by
statute.

It needs to be Section 12, Mr. Kelly.

V,r. Kelly This amendment is just in conformance
with the furtherance of what this convention has
already done as far as creating the office of com-
missioner of elections. I think the amendment or
the proposal for the section itself is self-ex-
planatory. I think the convention more or less
decided this issue the other day at which time we
decided the powers, functions and duties of the
secretary of state. I don't think it bears a great
deal of discussion, it simply says that the...
there shall be a department of elections and regis-
tration, the commissioner of elections will ad-
minister the laws relative to voting machines and
voter registration. These powers and duties would
be as described in this constitution as' orovided
by statute. And that is all I have to say.

Questions

M r. Lanier Mr. Kelly, is it the intent of your
amendment that the commi ssioner . . . sta te commission-
er of elections would have the powers and have to
perform the duties that are presently assigned to
the state board of registration?

Mr. Kelly That is correct.

Mr. Lanier Are you aware that under Article 8,
"Section 13 of our present constitution in Louisiana
Revised Statute 13:3 that the board of registration
has the power to remove at will, each and every
registrar of voters in the state of Louisiana?

Mr. Kelly ! am familiar with Article 8, Section
13, now as far as their ability to remove, my
understanding that that arti c 1 e. . . the primary
thing that I read into that article was that there
would be a registrar of voters ... elected or ap-
pointed by the City Council of Orleans and that

[664]
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her par- Mr. Lanier Ok. Now in running the election on

ce Jury. tfie parish level will the clerk of court be doing

)w quite frant-ly, I think that is a statutory it under the chief election officer, the secretary

itter or might possibly be handled by local gov- of state or will he be doing it under the custo-

-nment, it might be handled by the Bill of Rights dian of voting nachines?

-icause that section is under the election article.
. , ^ , j ,.

The article dealing with elections. 1 do not ^r
.

Kelly I think that he would be concerning
. 3

. ... , _,,.-.., j..^,-, „t .!,» -i^rk of court of a resp
-forming his functions

lating to the chief election officer of that
-ish. I think that he would be under the au

head'the department and that' hi s' powers and duties P^'<^^^ °^ "''• Martin's office. At t

hink that this is the point to concern ourselves of fi cial duties of the clerk of court of a respec-

ith whether or not
oters are going to

ned that by U
_ _he department
1 be set forth in this constitution or will be it is my understanding that under statute'

' " voting machines in eacfby statute
:, I don't

simply sayi



that tl
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Section 13. If we deleted Section 13 wouldn't had been in the depa
' erything.

d simply be provi di ng' that there shall be first ruption whatsoev

tion there, CI

ing a first a;

which I don't
assistant is t

that one who
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Mr. Flory fir. Abraham, why d

feel it necessary to give cons'
an assistant? As I appreciate
time, those officials now have
appoint assistants without lim
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first assistant and second assistant to the attor- before he could be a first assistan
ney general, but I don't think you'll find it for

no other statewide officer. If it is, I can't Mr. Arnette That is correct.

Mr. Arnette Sir, if I could borrow someone's the House or the Senate at 18, but he couldn't
constitution, I could... be a first assistant unless he were 25?

Article 5, Section 18 states in the second
paragraph, "the secretary of state, the comptroller, Mr. Arnette I think if a man is second in ord

the treasurer, the commissioner of insurance and to the elected official, he should have the sarr

the custodian of voting machines shall each have qualifications. That's what we so stated, and
authority to appoint and remove at pleasure, an that was the feelings of the committee,
assistant, who in the absence of his chief or in

the case of his inability to act or under his Mr. O'Neill Well I'm waiting for you all to

direction shall have authority to perform all the come back now, that everyone who serves in the

acts and dutires of the office." This is exactly department has to be at least 25.

what we have presently proposed except, we in

addition, put a safeguard on this particular thing Mr. Arnette Well you can wait, but we're not
ano say he must be confirmed by the Senate. But going to come back with it.

this is our present constitution. Article 5, Sec-
tion 18. We do have first assistants in there. Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Arnette, the present cc

tion says he shall have the "authority."
nail" appoint. That was my ment. I cannot agree that we can consi

question. It says he "shal^" have the authority without considering 13. It is my opini
to appoint if he so desires. The language here think n our discussion that we agreed, or I

my opinion is mandatory, agree, to subject the official to Senate confi
which the other constitution is not mandatory. tion because of Section 13. In other words, that

office.
lette Well don't you think that a man that Section 10 is not of constitutic

Mr. Asseff Mr. Cha
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going to go with the Drew amendment for the simple
reason that I don't think that belongs in there.

I think these first assistants probably would be

better off statutory. But looking at the confirma-
tion of the Senate as something that's really worth
while, it's absolutely nothing. Even though it's
confirmed by the Senate, the department head can
turn around at will, if he's going to resign at

10:30 this morning, he can completely revamp. He

can kick out his first assistant at 10:25, at 27,
appoint an 85 year old uncle if he wants to, it

doesn't make any difference, and there's no quali-
fication really tied to it. He comes right back
and he walks in the office. So I think, possibly,
we'd be better off to go with this amendment, de-
lete the whole thing and try to clean it up in

Section 13 and 14.

Questions

Jut Mr. Womack,
the language that we have in h

these appointments subject to the same procedures
and limitations as the governor's appointments,
ties this down? Because we place these people un

der the same limitations as the governor in makin
his appointments, and his appointments have to be
confirmed by the Senate.

WomacI you don t

subject to the same limitations of the governor.

Mr. Abraham Yes it does. On line 30, it says
"subject to the same procedures and limitations
connection therewith as are imposed upon the gov

its wisdom the legislature would not appoint
iant minion of power of that official?

t understand you, Burt.

Mr. Willis Don't you think that the legislature,
in its great wisdom we've been talking about,
would not appoint a pliant minion of power of

the superior seeking confirmation? Did you all

understand my question?

Mr. Drew I still don't understand you, what
you're saying.

Mr. Willis Let us assume that the official
would have the subterfuge of confirming somebody
that the Senate would confirm. Then he has the

right to withdraw him. Now when he reappoints
another one, you still have to have that great
wisdom of the legislature to approve him before
he can supplant his superior. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Drew I don't know that it would be necessary.
If so, then it's totally inoperative because if

he removes his first assistant the day the legis-
lature adjourns, then there would be no first
assistant until the next session of the legislature

Mr. Willis Well then if he removes him, he can-
not engage in a subterfuge that was suggested a

while ago from this podium.

Mr. Drew I say but there would be no first as-

sistent, then. It's totally unworkable.

that he can ,Mr. Womack Doesn't it say in the

even though it's confirmed by the
are subject to removal at his will

Mr. Abraham Subject to removal at his pleasure,
but under the same limitations as the governor
has. The governor may remove at pleasure certain

Closing

Ladies and gent just one more time
let me tell you what we're doing. If we adopt
this section, and we can't disengage and ignore
Section 13 because that is tied in completely with
it; we are establishing constitutional offices of
first assistants. We are violating the separation
of powers between the executive department and the
legislative department and we are creating offices
that could easily be as far as the interim period
of time in case the elected official is out of
state, can be handled by statute. We are putting
into this constitution matters that do not belong
here. I do not see how you can go home and ask
for your constituents to vote blindfolded for a

state office. I ask adoption of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. 'Nei 1 1 Mr. Drew, do you foresee the pos-
sibility of the first assistant being a relative,
perhaps, of the top man, and then being escalated
up in case this person resigned or left?

Mr. C

the next day that official could remove him at
his pleasure, and appoint, if the legislature
was not in session, he would serve until the next
regular session and therefore would succeed up
until that time. It is a matter that can be
handled by statute. It's not a constitutional
provision that should be in here.

'ew, do you think ... we ' ve been
talking about the wisdom of the legi
let's apply that argument. Don't you think that

[670]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter The next set of amendments are of-
fered by Delegate Asseff.

Amendment No. 1. On page 7, delete lines 27

through 32 in their entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "portion of the word "'tant'
who shall serve at his pleasure. The first as-
sistant shall possess the same portion of the
word 'qualifications'."

Mr. Asseff In view of the fact that the conven-
tion has rejected the deletion and the possibility
that he may succeed to the office, I withdraw my
amendment.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by »r. Brown'\.

Page 7, line 26, immediately after the word
"governor" and before the comma, delete the words
"and lieutenant governor."

Amendment No. 2. Page 7, line 27, immediately
after the word "to" and before the word "confirma-
tion" insert the word "public."

Expl anat i on

Mr. Brown Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
what I 'm trying to do in this amendment, if you
go on to the next section in line with the lieu-
tenant governor, this is one of several amendments
I'd like to offer to try to put in perspective
how to appoint the successor. When we go on to

Section 13, I have an amendment ready which will
basically allow the governor to appoint the suc-
cessor with the confirmation of the legislature
and only until the next regular statewude election.
Until the next regular statewide election, which
would be the next congressional statewide election.
So this is part of the package to try to clean all

of this up, the first amendment. The first amend-
ment merely says that if you're going to have an
assistant that the lieutenant governor will also
have one and this will fall in line right down
the line. Let everyone have their appointed
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Alat

Amendment No. 2 does this. Since we're going to worried about here and t

have the first assistant, and since he has to be it up for me. I'm worried that he would be ap-

confirmed by the legislature, I'm askino the pointed into that position, hold that job and

convention to do it in public session. Now I want have all the responsibilities and duties that go

to apologize to the convention because I wasn't along with it. Then let's say the governor died,

here last Saturday when a similar amendment came then we have an appointed person who then moves

up for public confirmation. Apparently there was up to governor without ever having to go before

some misunderstanding about it. My wife had a the people,

baby the night before, and I was a little tied
down at the time. But it was brought up and it Mr. Brown Well we haven't come to succession

was defeated very strongly by the convention. yet and I would be very much against that, Mr.

From the discussion that I read about, there seemed Alario, I think it would be wrong and I think our

to be some concern about going over public confirma- line of succession will clear that up. I cer-

tions and whether or not you could hash this around tainly hope so, because that's not my intention

in an executive session. This does not prohibit and I wouldn't want that to happen at all.

this whatsoever. It merely says ;hat when the final

vote comes down, you've got to do it in public [Division of the Question ordered.}

session. In the legislature right now, in the
Senate on some of these confirmations, I've voted Mr. Nunez Senator Brown, on the Senate confi

on confirmations of appointments of the governor
and I can't tell you how the vote came out because
in the Senate we vote in the executive session and
the vote was never announced. I don't know to this
day how the vote came out. I don't think that's
right. I think the public has a right to know
how the final vote came out. If the Senate or
the legislature wants to go into executive session,
if a committee wants to hear testimony in execu-
tive session, this doesn't limit them whatsoever.
It generally says, or it says in effect that when
the final vote comes up, it's got to be done in

public session. So that's the extent of the
first two amendments and I also call your attention
to the fact that I'll be coming up with the third
amendment on Section 13.

Questions

Mr. Abraham If I understand your amendment cor-
rectly, the first part of it allows the lieuter
governor to appoint an assistant. Is that corr

Mr. Brown That's right. In line with what w€

done for everybody el^e. In other words, we r€

»'s amendment, and therefore each

tion, doesn't the Senate now ha'
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reread. Record vote ordered. Amend- a first assistant. I believe the effect of this

ment No. 2 adopted: 88-24. Motion is to con s t i tu t i ona 1 i ze nine people and have an

to reconsider tabled.] additional nine constitutional officers. I don't
believe we should have that in this constitution.

Amendments I believe this can be taken care of sta tutora 1 1 y

.

"Shall" is a mandate word. I'm substituting the
Hr. Poynter The next set of amendments are sent word "may." He may appoint a first assistant,
up by Delegate Stagg. These are technical amend- And I think this would be more in line. Fifty-
ments that haven't been passed out, Mr. Chairman, three of us voted in line with Mr. Drew to take
that have the effect of correcting the section the whole section out, but the majority didn't
number. On page 7, line 24, change "Section 10" concur. I think the majority might concur to let

to "Section 13". it be permissive rather than mandative.
Amendment No. 2, page 7, line 25, change "Sec-

tion 10" to "Section 13". Questions

[Amendments adopted without objection.] Mr. Dennery Aren't you assuming by virtue of
your amendment, if you merely have a permissive

Recess appointment, that the section on succession in

office is going to be completely changed? In

[Quorum Call: 108 delegates present Other words, if there is no assistant appointed
and a quorum.] by the elected official then under Section 13

there will be nobody to serve during his absence
Amendments from the...I think its Section 18, during his

absence from the state and there won't be any
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Landruml, on method of appointing his successor in office shoul
page 7, line 27, delete the comma after the word he die, under Section 13. Therefore, you are giv-
"Senate" and insert the following: "and House of ing the Governor another appointment. It seems
Representatives, acting jointly,". to me you have to consider the effect of your pro-

Amendment No. 2, on page 7, line 29, immediately posal on the balance of the committee proposal and
after "Senate" and before "in the", insert "and 1 ask, have you done so?
House".

Mr. O' Neill Yes sir, I have. And I'm still in

Explanation

Mr. Landrum Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
a few weeks ago we decided that the House of
Representatives and the Senate, members to be

elected to both Houses, we have the age dropped to
18. In other words that they were standing on
equal footing. I'm of the opinion that all con-
firmation should be made up of both Houses, a com-
mittee of both Houses. Since tney are two equal
bodies then they should act in such a manner.
This amendment is designed to do that purpose. To
give the people a chance to express their opinions
through the House of Representatives as well as
the Senate. The House of Representatives is a

larger body, means that it represents a smaller
number of people. We will say that it is somewhat
even closer to the people, and therefore the
voices of the people should be heard. We would
ask your support of the amendment.

Question

Hr. Abraham Reverend, following this line of
reasoning then would you recommend that we would
have the go back to page 4 where we deal with the
appointments of the governor to all boards and
commissions and agencies and have that changed
to where all those people would have to be approved
by the House also? Mr. Roy We passed... we just beat down an amend-

ment prior to this that you argued for. ..doing
away with the appointment because you said it

was allowing a state official to impose somebody
on us that we didn't like. Now you have come
back and you are saying "he may appoint", which
any elected official may do now anyway. So what
you are doing is deconsti tutional i zing , in my
opinion, what we have just done, aren't you?

favor 01
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change that one, I believe, the correct number
13. We changed the present Section 10 to 13 be

cause we added three new sections in there and

Stagg will have technical amendments to change
Section 11 to Section 14 here on this section.

Mr. Leigh Mr. Chairman, the reason I ask that at
this point is because as the speaker noted 53 Mr. Henry It won't be refl

members of the convention voted to do away with your copies, but we are taki

the section altogether. And this deconst i tu t

i

on- Thompson. The point is well

alizes the assistant as a constitutional officer
and the voting on this can be influenced very Explanati

largely by what happens in Section 13. If we are
going to delete Section 13... Mr. Duval ''- "--' 're this is a very uncontr

te self-explanatory. I it

Henry Mr. Leigh, I understand what you are point out that it provides that the order of s

ing about, but you are sort of debating your cession shall be the elected lieutenant goverr

)sition and it's not before the body right secretary of state, the elected attorney gener

It makes sense, but it's just not appropriate elected treasurer, the presiding officer of t\

-ing it up at this time. It's out of order. Senate, the presiding officer of the House of
Representatives, and then as may be provided t

.eigh Unless he should withdraw his amend- statute. The word "elected" is used merely tc

obviate the problem in the event there was a

vacancy in the office of say lieutenant goverr
and then one was appointed by the governor or
however else he would get there. He would not

succeed in that he was not elected. Then the
elected secretary of state would succeed. I

think it's basically self-explanatory and I mc

its adoption.

ment and 1
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whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the
vice-president, the president shall nominate a

vice-president who shall take office upon confirma-
tion by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress.
We of your Committee for the Executive Branch felt
that this was a more reasonable pattern for us to
follow and to recommend to you for your considera-
tion. So this is what we are saying, that the gov-
ernor shall nominate a lieutenant governor who
shall take office upon confirmation by a majority
vote of the elected members of each House of the
legislature. One of the obvious reasons for this
is that it saves the cost of a statewide election.
I've been advised that the cost of a statewide
election would be in the neighborhood of $800,000.
Now, obviously this is a large amount of money and
we feel that this is an alternate proposal which
will be very satisfactory. Let me remind you that
the lieutenant governor may be given specific
duties by this constitution or by statute. And the
appointed person could continue these duties. And
also let me remind you that he will be appointed
by an elected governor and confirmed by both
houses of the elected legislature. Which assures
that the people will have input into the appoint-
ment and the confirmation. I encourage your adop-
tion of this section.

.tand youMr. Burns Reverend Stovall, as I ur

statement your objection to an electi
for a long term for which the successor would be
appointed, was the cost of a statewide election,
of approximately $800,000. Would you object to
an amendment that it would be until the next...
until the next general congressional election?
which there would be no additional cost to fill
this unexpired ter

Stoval . Burns, the cost of the election
is one of the reasons why we followed this pro-
cedure. Another would be for uninterrupted con-
tinuation of programs by the governor and the
lieutenant governor. Your committee feels that
this is the best approach. It would assure com-
patibility between the governor and lieutenant
governor for the remainder of the governor's tern-

And it would not inject a political issue into th
term of an elected governor.

Amendment

Poynter nendrr iby
1 through

I insert
1 11 through

rj. On page 8, delete
15 both inclusive in their entirety and
in lieu thereof the following: "Section
21. Delete lines 11 and let's make that through
21 both inclusive, in their entirety and insert
in lieu thereof the following: "Section 15. (with
the renumbering process) Vacancy in Office of
Statewide Elected Officials.

Section 15. Whenever there is a vacancy in

the office of any statewide elected official, other
than the governor, the governor shall nominate a

person to fill such vacancy who shall take office
upon confirmation by a majority vote of the elected
members of each house of the legislature during a

legislative session. However, temporary approval
may be obtained by the written consent of a majority
of the elected members of each house of the legis-
lature during an interim period. Until such time
as the appointee to the vacancy is confirmed by
the legislature, the first assistant to the vacant
office shall serve in such office except in the
office of the lieutenant governor. Once the ap-
pointee has been confirmed he shall serve until
the office is filled by election. Such election
shall take place at the time of the next regular
congressional election.

Explanation

Mr. Brown In looking over this amendment I was
concerned, as were other delegates, in the process
of letting the first assistants fill out the term.

fill out the term for what might be three or four
years, for a number of reasons. It seems like
this might be open to a lot of abuse. You might
have someone run for reelection and then step down
after a very short period of time and handpick
his successor. You might have the statewide elec-
ted official indicted and maybe his number one
assistant might also be indicted too, and maybe
the third one might be too. So to balance the
thing out, this amendment says that, basically,
when there is a vacancy in the office that the
governor shall make an appointment to fill the
office. The legislature would have to confirm
this appointiiient by a majority vote and it would
take both houses of the legislature. Now a number
of people have asked why can't just the Senate
do it? We did allow the Senate to confirm the
first assistant but in this case we are talking
about a major statewide official and in a case
like this it is my feeling that we should let
the entire legislature confirm such ah individual.
There is a provision for the temporary approval.
This is in for this reason. Say that the vacancy
comes about in September. There are six or seven
months until the legislature meets again. There-
fore in a case like that the governor by a written
ballot could obtain the majority approval for the
temporary time until the legislature comes in
session. But it is the intent of this amendment
that the legislature would then again have to
confirm when they come back into session to make
the appointment final. You will notice also that
there is also an exception of the office of lieu-
tenant governor in allowing his assistant to
serve because we beat down the amendment giving
a first assistant to the lieutenant governor and
that is why it says what it does. The final pro-
vision says that the man will not ser^re out the
entire term. He will only serve until the next
regular statewide election and if you think it
out, the next regular statewide election that we
have other than our four-year election where we
elect our governor is the congressional election
and that is why it is worded in that way.

Questions

Mr. Duval Delegate Brown, one thing that con-
cerns me about this amendment you require temporary
approval by the written consent of the majority
of both houses. In the event that this consent
was not approved through this, I assume it would
be by a mail ballot or something like that, you
could have no attorney general. Since the gov-
ernor cannot make a straight flat interim appoint-
ment, am I correct in assuming you would just
would plain have no attorney general?

Mr. Brown Not at all. What would happen, we
would revert back to what the committee originally
proposed. The first assistant would be operating
the office. That is what the committee proposal
wants to do for the entire term and so that is

our safety valve. If the legislature by written
ballot doesn't approve the appointment of the
governor, the first assistant keeps right on
serving just as was the intention of the original
committee proposal.

Mr. Duval Well, I may be incorrect, but is it

your impression that Section 10 that was adopted
provides that the first assistant shall succeed
to the office in the event that no ballot is

approved by the legislature?

Mr. Brown It is my impression that that Section
10 says that the first assistant shall run the
office and shall take over the duties. I don't
think you would call him, in the example you used,
the attorney general, but I think he is the acting
attorney general who is running the office. That
was the intent of the committee proposal. I just
didn't think we should leave it up to the first
assistant to sit there for what might be more than
three years. I think that if you have a vacancy
the people should pick their successor. It is

[674]
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only.
your question the best
of the amendment to allow the first assistant to
serve up until the time a vote is taken by the
legislature either by a written ballot, if they
are not in session, or, if they are in session.
Once that vote is tabulated and confirmation is

given, then it is the intention of the amendment
that the person so voted on and confirmed will
then take over the office.

Mr. Roy I know what you are saying, but it

doesn't say that to me right now.

Mr. Tate Senator Brown, wouldn't your intent be
more clearer if you said until such time as the
appointee to the vacancy is confirmed or approved,
the first assistant shall serve. In other words,
it is internally inconsistent in that it seems to
say you can have a formal confirmation and until
that formal confirmation the first assistant shall
serve and then it has an interim approval, a tempc
rary approval, and if your intent is that the
temporary approval by the majority of the legis-
lators' written consent supercedes the first assis-
tant, it seems to me you would need the two words
"or approved", the technical amendment until the
vacancy "is confirmed or approved."

Hr. Brown Judge Tate, I would see nothing wrong
with doing something like that and 1 don't know
whether the chair would require us to go prepare
a written amendment to add the words "or approved"
or not. I would certainly have no objection and
think the point is well-taken. If we could find
some way to do it here real quick, I would be
happy to go along with it. If the chairman will
allow me. ..Judge, if you could just ask them to
put that together real quick over there, maybe we
could do it here real quick and put that in. I

have no objection to that.

Mr. Stinson Senator Brown, I am for your amend-
ment. I am concerned about the last sentence.
You said that the election would be at the next
regular congressional election. That could ex-
tend the term past the statewide election. Don't
you think it should be the next statewide election?
I foresee that the end of the four year term, he
would wait until the next congressional election
to run instead of running at the statewide election
for that office.

Mr. Brown Mr. Stinson, here is what I am trying
to get around. With your background and wisdom
and you have been over these things a lot more
than I have and I'll certainly defer to your sug-
gestion in something like this. How do you define
statewide election? We have a period once every
two years when we have a congressional election
in eight congressional districts yet we do not
elect a U.S. Senator and no other statewide offi-
cial. It is really eight different elections
which are in effect a statewide election, and the
only problem you would have would be in the case
where possibly a congressman was unopposed and
therefore they didn't have an election in that
race. We haven't had that in some time but that
could be the possibility. But I didn't want to
say statewide election because there is often
a four year gap from one time to another when
we have statewide elections. I didn't want us to
go more than two years...

Stir Cou

igree to that.

-egu I a r

Mr. Stinson I am afraid this is going to extend
it even beyond the regular term.

Mr. Brown Your point is well-taken, Mr. Stinson.
If you could in some way help me to prepare a

quick amendment to add those two words I would

[676]

Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, a point of order.
Could we make that amendment? You made one other
amendment for him.

ve to withdr

Discussion

To save some time, Mr. Chai

;on, if I understand correctly you wanted to say
'shall take place at the time of the next regular

.
.." and then add "or statewide" the two words
or statewide." Is that correct?

egular congressiona

onal or statewide,

f I am in order, I

or statewi
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> election. a way of looking into the background of this
son to determine if it is a good appointment

Explanation not. If they give the written confirmation w

out such a hearing, I think it is tantamount

Brown Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the actual confirmation because I seriously do

?nt th confirmed in that manner that he

before. It merely makes two minor changes. It would not be officially confirmed when the legis

changes the words "temporary confirmation" to lature is in session. 1 object to that language

"temporary approval," which was the suggestion I don't think it is workable, and I urge your de

made by Judge Tate. It also adds the words feat of the amendment on that basis. Also, it

"statewide election" on the end of the amendment doesn't say when it's going to be done, what is

which Mr. Stinson suggested to cover the possibility the time limit for the written ballot, the mecha

of a statewide election comino before the congress- ics of it are not set out, it is totally unworke

ional election. I have had a number of questions as I see it. I urge your rejection of the amenc

asked and I've explained the amendment to a certain
degree. I will certainly entertain any further Furthe
questions of explanation if there are any at this
time. Mr. Stovall Mr. Cha

me remind you that th

Further Discussion dealing at this time
witli the successor to

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen it states that the go

of the convention, I certainly dislike having to tenant governor who s

oppose my good colleague in the Senate, Senator firmati^on by a majority vote of the e

particular amend " "' "

!r Di
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I think Mr. Dennery has an amendment coming jp executive branch and not the concentration of the

possibly that says that the first assistant should power within one office?

serve up until the time that an election takes
place. Here is why I would object to that. I

^r. Brown Well I think we are trying to reach a

think that whoever is elected to this statewide balance of distribution along with competency and

office is not going to pick his first assistant ' think the point you are trying to make. Mr.

thinking in terms of this is going to be the man Dennery, is that this puts a little bit more power

who is going to succeed me. He is going to pick i" the governor. I would agree with you except

a man who is going to probably be the nuts and that we do have the check that the entire legis-

bolts, behind the scenes working horse of the of- lature would have to confirm the person involved,

fice. Not particularly a person who is people ^"d ' follow up the point I made earlier about

oriented in terms of dealing with the people and <^*^° the assistant must be. We are looking at the

fulfilling the overall perspective of the job. I
national level right now of the two top executive

think in an instance like that we need a man who assistants to the president of the United States,

ideally is elected statewide but until that time the two top people who run his office. I for one

comes this provision at least gives the entire wouldn't want one of those two men to be president

legislature a chance to confirm the man, giving of the United States. So what I am saying is

some type of protection to give a people oriented there is a problem in terms of the kind of people

type man for the position. That is the purpose of yo" P^<^'^ as your assistant. That is why I men-

the temporary confirmation. We would have to wait tioned the people orientated type --- ---'- '-

an entire year in some instances for the legislature
to be in session to actually confirm the man and to
keep some assistant from sitting there a whole
year with the office, this was the idea of the
temporary confirmation. So this is a compromise
we have tried to work out amongst a lot of sug-
gestions and I would ask your favorable approval.

" - - ' J--'t think there is a man who
elected statewide in the state right new who
thinks that in the next three years before the
election comes up that something is going to happen
to him and that he is going to be removed from
office. I don't think that would enter into the
consideration of anyone picking their assistant.

[Amendments rejected : 43-70. Motion

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegate Ju-
neau .

. 1, page 8, line 13, immediately
"the" delete the remainder of the

line and lines 14 and 15 in their entirety and
insert in lieu therof the following: "presiding
jfficer of the Senate shall discharge the duties
)f lieutenant governor and receive the emoluments
)f that office".

Explanation

the
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perform in the capacity of the lieutenant governor 13. It says "in all other offices other than the
and it would necessitate that they elect another lieutenant governor",
presiding officer during that vacancy period.

Mr. Juneau That's my understanding, Mr. Burns.
Mr. Bol 1 inger Would he remain as a member of
the Senate? Mr. Dennery When the presiding officer of the

Senate takes over as lieutenant governor does he

Mr. Juneau No, sir. I might add in further remain presiding officer of the Senate?
answer, Mr. Bollinger, that would be the same case
today if the President Pro Tempore were to assume Mr. Juneau It 1

the position of the lieutenant governor. not, Mr. Dennery,
under the current

Mr. Boll inger Is not the situation different
today in that we are considered to have an over- Ms. Zervigon Mr

Mr.
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Who is going to take the place of this Senator?

Mr. Juneau That would activate your provisions
with regard to a vacancy in the legislative branch
which is covered by the legislative article.

Mr. Cowen Pat, your presiding officer of the
Senate will be the lieutenant governor. Suppose
the governor dies, but the succession to the gov-
ernor coming from the secretary of state, then
you're going to have the secretary of state pass
over lieutenant governor to assume the governor-
ship. Is that correct? Your succession to the
governor does not tie in here.

Mr. Juneau Well, the only point is, this particu-
lar problem, the way we adopted Section 11, that's
going to occur in any event, Mr. Cowen. I can't
change what was done in Section 11.

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. stagg], on
page 11, line 11, change Section 12 to Section 15.

Amendment No. 2, page 11, line 12 change Sec-
tion 12 to Section 15.

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'll
be very brief. As you know, we have provided
heretofore that each statewide elected official
will have a first assistant who will have to be
confirmed by the Senate. Now, the only difference
between this proposal and the proposal that is in

the committee recommendation is that under the
committee recommendation in case of a vacancy the
first assistant would succeed to the office for
the balance of the term, no matter how long that
might be. This simply changes that to provide
that if the unexpired term remaining is more than
one year the office shall be filled by election
held at the next regularly scheduled congressional
election or statewide election and the first as-
sistant shall serve only until the person who is

elected in that election takes office. It's very
simple. I ask your favorable vote for this amend-
ment .

Question

Mr. Toomy Mr. Avant, this last sentence, "the
first assistant shall serve only until the person
then elected takes office." That does not eliminate
the first assistant from being this elected person,
does it? From succeeding to the office through
election?

Mr. Avant Well, I don't think so. If he chose
to run and happened to be the one elected he would
serve until he took office for a new term.

Read i )f the Secti

Mr. Poynte r Section 13, of course it needs to be
amended to keep in sequence.

Vacancies in Other Statewide Elected Offices.
Section 13. The order of succession in any

other statewide elective office in the event of
a vacancy in such office shall be the appointed
first assistant in such office. Successors to
such office shall serve for the remainder of the
term for which the official was elected.

Expl anat ion

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
vntion, this section is to provide for filling the
vacancies in statewide elected offices. As it
presently reads, the appointed assistant shall
succeed to the elected official for the balance
of the elected official's term. I can't speak
for all of the committee, but inasmuch as the
number of elected officials has now been increased
I have signed along with a number of other dele-
gates an amendment to this ction which will pro-
vide that if the vacancy is lor more than one
year then there shall be an election. In the
meantime the appointed assistant will fill the
vacancy. Mr. Chairman, I suggest that we bring
forth those amendments.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter The first set of amendments is
offered up by Delegates Avant, Rayburn, Burns,
Kean, Nunez, Drew, Zervigon, and Munson.

Amendment NO. 1, page 8, delete lines 17
through 21 both inclusive in their entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 13. A vacancy in any statewide elec-
tive office other than that of the governor or
lieutenant governor shall be filled by the first
assistant of such official. However, if the un-
expired term remaining is more than one year,
the office shall be filled by election held at
the next regularly scheduled congressional elec-
tion or statewide election and the first assistant
shall serve only until the person then elected
takes office. "

Explanation

just wanted to cl

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I don't know whether you realize
it or not but at the present day's cost, it cost
us anywhere from 800 to a million dollars to hold
a statewide election. The part of this particular
amendment which I fear for is the fact that if
there is more than a year of the office left you
will have to call a statewide election to elect
this individual, which means that there will be
that cost. In fact of the business, I was told
during my term in the legislature that the secre-
tary of state's office was required to fulfill
the requirements of calling so many elections that
the legislature adopted a provision to where these
particular i nd i v idua 1 s . . . tha t is the office would
be filled by appointment until the next election
held within their respective district, in order
to eliminate a large number of these offices that
had to be filled because of a year or more to
serve during that term. That's the present law.
We don't have all of these elections when you
have more than one year or something of that sort
to serve. You only serve until the next election
covering the district in which that person is

elected from or the parish or the state as it may
be. I have an amendment that would continue that
particular provision in our laws. I think it is

good. We have at least three elections every four
years. There's no way you can keep from holding
those three elections. Therefore, in answer to
a question that was brought up a while ago in

the conference by Senator Rayburn, the governor
cannot call off the general election for congress-
men. He cannot call off the general election for
governor. Those three elections will always take
place during a four-year period. It means that
there will never, never be, more than a two-year
period of time between elections before the office
will have to be filled by an election. I certainly
feel like that that is sufficient time to allow
the appointed individual which will be the first
assistant to serve until the next election can be
held. I therefore ask you to defeat this particu-
lar amendment so that we can vote for my amendment
and continue the practice as we presently have,
which has worked very well over the past four or
five years .
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Mr. Suther Senat , as read tf

it says that if the unexpired term remaining is

more than one year the office shall be filled by

election held at the next regularly scheduled
congressional election or statewide election.
That doesn't seem to call for a special election.

Mr. De Blieux Well, what would be the need of
this then if we passed this amendment? If we can
do it just by saying it would be a statewide elec-
tion as presently provided in the article. That's
all we need to change in it.

Sutherland \s I se i t , Senator , i t cal

-ong.

Mr. Rayburn Senator De Blieux, would you show
me in this amendment where any special election
would be called or where any added expense for
calling an election will occur? It plainly says
here "to be held at the next regularly scheduled
congressional election or statewide election".
Show me, if you will, where that will cause any
special election to be called at any time or any
added expense.

Mr. Ilieu II, I misread that, because I

ersto^od in our discussion in conference that
election would be called if there was more

n one year to serve.

of the present provision that we have then and
allow it to. ..that the person will serve on until
the next statewide election.

Mr. Nunez Senator De Blieux, I know you always
concern yourself with costs, and you seem to be

overly concerned about the cost of elections.
Wouldn't you agree that as long as we are in the
democratic form of government that we have that
elections are absolutely necessary unless you
just want to change that form of government.

Mr. De Blie The elections are necessary anc
agree, but they ought to be held in a systemati
system.

Amendment

Wr. Hardin [Assistant cJerA] This is a techr
amendment by Mr. Stagg changing the section nu

from 13 to 16.

[Amendment adopted without objection

,

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-

tion to reconsider tabled.]

Rea ng of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 14, as it presently is prior
to amendment.

Other Vacancies.
Section 14.
Paragraph A. Should no other provision there-

fore be made by this constitution by statute, by
local government charter or by ordinance, the
governor shall have the power to fill any vacancy
occurring in any elected office. If, at the time
a vacancy occurs in such office, and the unexpirec
portion of the term of office is more than one

year the jcancy shall be filled at an election
months as may be provided by statute.

The appointment provided for herein shall be ef-

fective only until a successor is duly elected
and qualified.

Paragraph B. Nothing contained in this section
shall be construed as changing the qualifications
for the various offices involved and all appoint-
ments must be of persons who otherwise would be

eligible to hold offices to which appointed.

Explana t i on

Mr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, I've learned since I've come here that the
word "merely" is a terrible word to get up and say
that this merely does something. In the feeling
of the Executive Department Committee, the com-
mittee felt that there should be some provision
for the appointment of an official whereby there
was no other provision made by this constitution,
by local government charter, by statute, by or-
dinance or any other type of law that would set
out who is to be appointed and by whom. We felt
that this is more or less a catchall phrase to

allow somebody to appoint somebody wherein you
might have the possibility of it not being pro-
vided for.

Mr. Anzalone, I'm so confused
you discussing Section 14 as

Anzalone res ,

Raybur ittl
at an e 1 ect i

ing

! concer
say the vacancy shall be fill

within six months. The present constitution pro-
vides that it shall be filled with an election
at the next scheduled election, and what I'm
afraid you're going to do and I thought I had
some amendments, I don't see them yet. You're
going to call for a lot of extra special election
with this language in there. It says that "the
vacancy shall be filled at an election within the

next six months" which means that if it was a

seven month period before the congressional race,
Mr. Anzalone, you would have to have a special
election to fill this vacancy, when you would
have a regular scheduled election coming up
within 30 days.

Mr. Anzalone Senator Rayburn, it was the fee

of the committee that this particular article in

all probability is" going to be one of the most
useless articles in the constitution, because
everywhere else you will note here, "should no
other provision therefor be made by this constitu-
tion, by statute, by local government charter or
by ordinance", now if by any one of those things
a provision is made for that, then of course, this

would not apply.

Mr. Rayburn I carefully read that provision,
Mr. Anzalone, and it does say "should no other pre

visions therefore be made by this constitution or
statute" ... that is dealing with the appointment
procedure. .. I have been told by some good legal
minds, and it does not deal with the elections, sc

to speak in every case. That's the point that

I was trying to make. Certainly, you may have a

statute or the constitution may provide for fillir
the vacancy, but if it doesn't go on and provide
for the length of that vacancy and when the next
election will be scheduled or be held. It might
be null and void. Then, you come on down further
and say that the vacancy shall be filled at an

election within six months. Now, if I thought
that the top part of this provision applied to

filling vacanc ies . . . I mean to calling elections,
certainly I would agree with you that maybe once
in a lifetime you'll find some provisions not
covered by some type of law, either a city or-
dinance or a special charter, Lawrason Act, or

[681]
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itatute :onsti

Mr. Anzalone Well, Senator Rayburn, of course,
you do have many differences in legal interpreta
ti'ons but I can assure you that it was not the i

tent of the committee to apply one separate fron
the other.

Vice Chairmar I exander the Chai

Poynter Set of amendri Its pas It to tl-

are proposed by Delegate Gravel to be cc

sidered first. Amendment No. 1:

On page 8, line 27, after the word and punctu
tion, "office," and before the word, "the" delet
the word, "and".

Amendment No. 2:

On page 8, line 29, after the word, "electior
and before the word, "as" delete the words, "wit
six months".

Explanation

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gent
men of the convention, this particular amendment
just takes out the words, "six months" so that
the election can be held at the next scheduled
election as provided by statute and eliminate ti

necessity of calling special elections to fill
vacancies. That's all the effect it has of doir
and I think it is a good amendment if this parti
lar section is ever called into action.

Mr.
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start easing in on the home rule charters now. By Mr. flnzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the con-
home rule charter or plan of government. vention, I rise in opposition to the amendment.

We have 105 districts in the state, and we The present article says that "should no other
start right now talking about certain ones that provision therefor be made by this constitution
we are going to represent. I would urge you to by statute" in particular,
defeat this amendment. What Kr. Hayes has done is to provide that

I have an amendment that would give us a fair "should no other provision therefor be made by
representation throughout the state where appoint- this constitution" only. And what you are doing
ments are concerned that's on its way around now, is that if you create something of a purely local
because as it appears that the governor will be nature that is created by the legislature con-
appointing people to about sixty something parishes ceivably, it would have to be a constitutional
and the four or five with home rule charters will amendment before anybody other than the governor
be able to do their own. And now it has gotten would be able to make the appointment,
down to specifics here. It is down to the home I don't think this is the intent of the Ian-
rule charters. They have a method of doing this. guage. I don't think this is his intent and I

But when you go on out to these other parishes urge your rejection,
where they don't have the facilities for doing
the appointment, then the governor is going to it [previous Question ordered. Amendment
anyway. rejected.- 13-96. Motion to reconsider

So I would urge you to defeat this amendment tabled.']
and let's wipe out this Section that deals with
twenty-four and twenty-five where it even permits Amendment
it in the first place. I have an amendment to that
effect that I am going to pass aroung as soon as Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [iiy Mr. schmitt} ,

they can run it off. page 8, line 31.
Change the period after the word "qualify" to

[previous Question ordered. Amendment a comma and add the following. This is page 3,

adopted.- 89-19. Motion to reconsider line 31.
tabied.] Change that period after the word "qualify" tc

a comma, add the following, "and the person so
Amendment appointed shall be ineligible to be a candidate

in the election to fill the unexpired term".
Again "and the person so appointed shall be

ineligible to be a candidate in the election to

fill the unexpired term".

Explanation

Mr. Schmitt The reason that I am putting this
in is that in one other Section we had attempted
to limit the power of the governor to appoint
persons in certain positions.

By the adoption of this amendment, it would
prevent the governor's appointee from being eli-
gible to run for whatever position there might

Ur.
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that PAR came up with the wrong figures on ; of Order

ike to make a motion to object

Anything is possible with this bunch. to consideration of this quest
parliamentary procedure.

revot

adopted without object
e to postpone it.

Weiss If it wc

Reports of Committees I move to tabl

[l Journal 296] move.

Point of Order

UNFINISHED BUSINESS to have the amendment read and to state the pur-

pose of the amendment to the convention as a whole

Point of Information before any such action would be taken?

;n't we M r. Henry Mr. Gravel, we haven't let anybody do

additional anything to you yet. Now, we recognized Mr. Mun-
son for a point of order, and Dr. Weiss was recog-
nized for a point of order consequently his motion

;ndment to was out of order. You do have the floor and you

icular may proceed to. . .

le have Why do you rise, Mr. Munson?

obliged to

sections ar
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You've sort of got me confused now.

I'm just going by Mason's and reading
t of this book.

Well, maybe that is what's got me con-

ril bring it up to you, sir.

s i n e r s .

Read it out of Mason.
Point of Order

Mason says "A member desiring to ob-
ject to the consideration of a question should Mr. Duval It is my understanding that appeal
ise before the debate of the question..." to the ruling of the chair is not debatable ur

Rule 32 of the rules of the convention.
r. Henry Start all over. I am getting inter-

Mr.
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is horrible at all. This does not detract from Mr. Gravel No sir, it isn't. First of all, Mr.

the fact that these offices will continue to re- Burns, we are not deconst i tu t ional iz i ng these

main constitutional offices. The only provision offices. Number two, I frankly state that this

that is contained in this proposed amendment is is an effort to afford this convention the oppor-

that after the next statewide elections that the tunity to correct what many of us believe was

legislature may permit these three offices to be an error in actions that have been heretofore

appointive rather than elective. I think this is taken. I must confess too that I voted for one

a very simple amendment insofar as understanding of the offices as being a statewide elective of-

it is concerned. I don't believe that anybody is fice, but I don't think I am fooling anybody. I

trying to hide anything or to mislead anybody. don't think we are trying to do anything other

This simply is to authorize the legislature after than come to what I think may be the fair middle

the next statewide election to designate these ground that might be to some extent unsati sfactorj

offices as appointive offices rather then elective to all, but probably more satisfactory to every-

offices. body than what we are going to end up with if we
don't make this amendment,

peopl

e

ffices in Point of Information
in 1980.

Mr. Munson How many votes does it take to add a

Mr.
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custodian of voting machines." Now with regard Secretary of State and the Attorney General being
to custodian of voting machines and commissioner
of insurance, this would represent a change. It

would represent only a weakening of the present
constitution, however, insofar as it deals with
the secretary of agricul ture--commi ss ioner of
agricul ture--and I assume that the people must
have approved this language in the present con-
stitution or it wouldn't be in there, so let's
not get too carried away about what the people
want and don't want. The people voted and ap-
proved Article V, Section 1. Now, the second
thing I want to point out about this proposed Point of Information
amendment, is it would leave the constitutional
departments that we have previously established Mr. Bollinger I think I'm misunderstanding the
as constitutional departments. The only thing Chair. It'll take 67 votes and if 67 votes are
that this amendment could possibly affect would be received then there's no final debate. I was un-
the method of selection. I would also point out der the impression that this was just to put the
it says "may" it does not say "shall," and the amendment before the convention. It took a major-
legislature had had the power under Article V, ity vote then it took 67 for final pas.sage.
Section 1, to eliminate the commissioner of agri-
culture's department for twenty years and has Mr. Henry ' Mr. Bollinger, it'll take 67 votes
never done it. It might be fifty years and they to adopt this amendment because it would in effect
would never do it under this amendment, but at create a new section. If this amendment is adopted
least you would be opening the way for adaptation by 67 votes then you or any other delegate to this
to changing times. You would be making it pos- convention will have the opportunity to amend the
sible for the legislature to act in this area. I same by a lesser amount,
would point out to you that we should leave the
gate open on this matter and allow the legislature louorum Call: 114 delegates present
some flexibility here. I personally do not in- and a quorum. Amendment rejected:
tend to vote to stalemate the article that we are ss-ss. Motion to reconsider tabled.]
now considering but I am sure it is no secret to
the delegates at this convention that there are Amendment
some people who feel strongly enough about this
not to vote to finally approve the article. Now Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Cuarisco},
1 ask you to stop and think what situation that page 9, between lines 7 and 8, add the following:
will put us in. The vote on that last motion was "Section 19. Appointment of Commissioner of Elec-
5_7 to 54. If forty people, with the numbers that tions.
we have had here, were to decide to vote against Section 19. After the general election for
approval of that section, you would come real statewide elective offices in 1976 the office of
close to defeating it and certainly if forty-five State Commissioner of Elections shall cease to be
or fifty vote in favor of it, you may defeat it. elective and the legislature shall prescribe the
This was my motivation in proposing this section qualifications and provide for the appointment,
because it seemed to me it was a compromise be- No action of the legislature pursuant hereto shall
tween those individuals who felt that some of reduce the term of office of Commissioner of Elec-
these offices should be elected and those that tions."
felt that some of them should be appointed. I

voted to keep the custodian of voting machines Explanation
and then when we changed his name to the commis-
sioner of elections I voted to keep him an elected Mr. Guarisco I'm offering this amendmen t . . .

I

official. I say that I join in sponsoring this thought that the Gravel amendment was good. I

amendment because it seems to me to be a reasonable think it had two problems with it. One is that
compromise and it does not finally make the deci- it had all three offices in it, agriculture, in-
sion on that matter but leaves it to the leoisla- surance, and commissioner of elections. I think
ture, whereas I would point out and emphasize that the convention might want to have the oppor-
again, it has remained on the commissioner of tunity to vote on those areas separately. Second-
agriculture under the present constitution. I ly, in that amendment, the legislature had the
will answer any questions. responsibility to remove those offices from elec-

tive status to an appointive status. I don't
Questions think that that is their responsibility. I think

that is the responsibility of this convention.
Mr . O'Neil l Mr. Burson, I had a quick series of This convention can vote to allow this office to
questions. Were you present on the first day of cease to exist by operation of law, that is at
the convention? January 5th. the next election in 1976 the Commissioner of

Elections would be elected and then after he's
elected his office would cease to exist as an
elective office. It would be a constitutional
office. The legislature could prescribe his duties
and responsibilities. That would rule out the
problem we may have with the personages involved
or who may or may not be an incumbent in office.
That would give the present incumbent if he should
be successful or should decide to run again and win
six more years in that office. I think that the
convention initially spoke that they did not want

the Executive Counsel, Mr. Beychok here at the a custodian of voting machines. Later on it was
-invention lobbying various delegates on this pro- changed to Commissioner of Elections and I think
3sal, is interference? it was probably as to not affect the present in-

cumbent. I believe that this is a workable com-
r. Burson No, sir, I certainly would not, no promise. I think it's the fair thing to do. We

were sent here to write the constitution; not the
legislature. Also, as many speakers have said,

telling us that... that it would implement the cabinet form of gov-
ernment. This is like the "Mission Impossible".

iswer the question...! don't This Is a self-destruct type thing. Once the 1976
; interference than the elections are over his job would cease.

Mr. O'Neil
said that
executive
stitution?
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we were elected to do. We've been here day in

and day out trying to revise, trying to resurrect
and trying to pump a little life into something
that has been killed time and time and time again.
The people of our great state have their eyes
focused on us, and tonight when I say my prayer,
I'm going to ask the good Lord to give the people
more wisdom than we seem like we're having right
now when they go to decide our final product if

we ever reach an agreement to send one to them.
These propositions have been here, someone just
said this is the first time we've ever had a chance
to vote on it individually, well I voted on them
individually when we placed them in the constitu-
tion. That was an individual vote. It just looks
like that somewhere down the line, some people
could see where we've tried and we've tried and
we've tried but we're not going to muddy the water
any more. Let's go ahead and make a little prog-
ress and do some of the things that the people
expect us to do. The legislature at any time can
submit these propositions, if they so desire to

the people, and let them decide whether they want
them elective offices or whether they want them
appointed offices. I think we're just spinning
our wheels over and over and over, and I wish
that we would have so adopted some rules in the
beginning of this and we spent about a week try-
ing to adopt some where once a subject matter had
been acted upon it could not be reconsidered. I

think maybe the Rules Committee could give that
a little suggestion. We've got an awful lot of
work to do. My committee has got a tremendous
amount of work to do, and I think we've met about
as much as anybody. I know I have. But my com-
mittee is about like we are now. We just can't
reach an agreement. I would like to suggest that
once or twice or maybe three times we have had a

proposition up and the proposition has been de-
feated, that we move on. Go on and try to con-
tinue our work and do the things we're supposed
to do. If we don't, we won't be finished our
work by January. We'll have to get an extension
if we continue at the pace that we're now going.
Back and forth, back and forth, back and forth.
It just looks like that somewhere down the line
some of us could see a little light. I'm not
critical of anyone. Certainly you've got a right
to do what you want here. You've got just as

much right as I have or anyone else. But I would
like to suggest that when you've had two or three
opportunities on the same proposition and you've
been soundly defeated, that you go ahead and let's
move on and try to make a little progress and

Mr. Sequra Senator Rayburn, when this question
was first brought up did we not vote to take all

of these offices all together out of the constitu
tion?

Mr. Sequra If I recall, the very first vote was
to. ..someone put in an amendment to put all of
these back as elective offices and we voted it

down then your side came up with these one at a

and then some of them were added at that
Is that not right?

Perse n lege

Mr. Rayburn Mr.
this that I reall
I just bow to you and I

'

1

cause I doubt if you'd ha

Segura, we've done so much on

y can't remember. If you can,
and I'll accept what you say be-

;orrec t

.

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman, if this keeps up they
can just [add] a new amendment increasing 1977,
1978, 1979, just keep on for two thousand years.
There's bound to be some motion to put a stop to
this foolishness. Whatever it is, I'd like to

make it, and if there's no such motion I want the
floor on personal personal privilege for less than
two minutes. Is there such a motion?

Mr. Chairman and members, this keeps coming
up and it's utterly ridiculous and it's going to
look very silly to the public to get up and re-
peatedly have to kill this type of legislation
that you have here. We have decided individually
which of these offices shall be elected. We've
passed on it. These things keep coming up. Like
I said, under the rules, and I've just asked the
Chairman, you could have another one all you'd
have to do is change the thing one year each time.
Now, here is the reason for it back here again,
I'm sure. It's the same old story of having it...
having a cabinet. Now, the convention has shown
that they do not want a cabinet. I say this in

concluding, let's quit putting these amendments
in. We've decided this question numerous times,
that we want those four offices elected. Now,
I'm telling you, let's decide for once and for
all who's going to be a cabinetmaker and who's
going to be a statesman, and let's leave it alone.
i choose to be a statesman. Thank you.

[Motion to take up Section 19 adopted

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 16, which, of course, would
need an amendment to make it Section 1 9. . . Dec 1 ara-
tion of Inabi 1 i ty

.

Section 16. Whenever a statewide elected of-
ficial transmits to the presiding officer of the
Senate and the presiding officer of the House of
Representatives a written declaration that he is

unable to discharge the powers and duties of the
office and until he transmits to them a written
declaration to the contrary, the person succeed-
ing to the office in the event of a vacancy shall
assume the powers and duties of the office as
acting official.

Explanation

Mr. Dennery This section and the next section
deal with inability to serve when someone has
been elected. The first section is when the
elected official himself determines that he is

unable to discharge the powers and duties of the
office. In this instance he will transmit to the
presiding officer of the Senate and of the House
a written declaration to this effect and until he

subsequently transmits to the same two officials
a written declaration to the contrary then the
person who succeeds to the office in the event
of a vacancy shall assume the powers and duties
of the office as an acting official. In other
words, if someone got into an accident, was laid
up for any length of time or suffered illness or
something of that effect where the individual
himself could transmit a declaration of inability
to discharge the powers and duties of the office,
he would be relieved for the time being and his
successor under the previous provisions would
serve as acting official.

you re telling us now that we're coming back time
and time again because we're not getting it the
way we want. Well, I think that's the way they
got in here to begin with.

M r. Bol

1

ing er Delegate Dennery, what would be

the effect of the absence of this section in the
article, if you understand my question?
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declaration that he was unable to discharge his constitutional amendment.

duties, and the other, when he was unable to make
such a statement, but he actually was. The pur- Amendment

pose of it, actually, is merely to permit this
without having to go through any lengthy proceed- Mr. Poynter The first set of amendments

ings. In the following section you have to go offered by Delegate Drew.

through a lengthy series of proceedings in order Amendment No. 1, on page 9, delete lir

to assure that you're not getting someone out of through 16 both inclusive in their entire

office when actually he is able to discharge his

duties. ition

Mr.
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Mr. Drew Mr. Tapper, did you and Mr. Derbes hear want just the five elected officials that were

me when I said that the third amendment which I recommended by the committee, I'm one of those

have in this package will provide that the legis- in the middle. I'm really concerned with what

lature shall take actions to provide for the in- the public thinks about what we did, especially
ability of public officials to serve which I think about the commissioner of elections. People

would answer Mr. Derbes' question. around the state are going to laugh at us and
say well all you did was change the name and

Mr. Tapper I heard you very well. Representative you gave him the same job he had. That's exactly

Drew, and I'm opposed to that procedure. I do not what we did. Now I'm going to abide by the wishes

believe that it should be left to the determination of this convention. If you think we should leave

of the legislature to set up the procedure for it like it is, I'll go for it but I just feel I

disability, but it should be set forth in this have to move to suspend the rules to reconsider
constitution that will be voted on by the people Section 3 as far as the commissioner of elections
of the state. I urge rejection of the amendment. is concerned.

{previous Question ordered. Amendment Motion
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the third calendar day after the filing of any official has an opportunity if he chooses to do

counterdeclaration which may be filed by such so, to prove he is able to act. He can do this

official at any time. Should two-thirds of the of course by any evidentiary process or procedure

elected members of each house in the legislature he desires. A majority of the members elected to

fail to adopt a resolution within 72 hours declar- that court incidentally must agree in order to

ing that probable justification for the determina- declare inability. And subsequently, at any time

tion that inability exists, such officers shall the court may reconsider its judgment, either on

continue or resume in office. its own motion or by application of the official.

C. Should two-thirds of the elected members And when the Supreme Court ulitmately determines
of each house so adopt a resolution declaring that that the individual is able to resume his duties

probable justification exists for the declaration he will then resume the duties of his office.

of inability, the constitutional successor shall
assume the powers and duties of the office and Questions
such resolution shall be transmitted forthwith to

the Supreme Court of Louisiana. _
D. By preference and priority over all other to make this shorter but we were unable tc

Mr.
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Mr.
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Further Discussion thought that really, ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, really I think this is a very fine

Mr Gra vel Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gen- proposal in that it does bring all of the top

tlemen of the convention I just would like to level forces of each branch of government into

state more or less in support of the position play into making the consideration and the deter-

taken by the Committee on the Executive Depart- mination before a statewide elected official in

ment. This Section 17 was modeled after the 25th effect is declared removed, not removed from his

amendment of the United States Constitution and office, but unable to perform the functions of

frankly we felt that there was some improvement his office, for whatever reason, physical, mental

made with respect to the inability concept inso- absence and so forth,

far as the state of Louisiana is concerned. I

would like for you to give consideration to this Mr. Flory Mr. Gravel, do you think that the 48

fact which I think is very important. And that hours necessary for the person who has to file tt

Is that there is still into this section an inter- statement in answer is sufficient in view of the

place of the statewide elected officials in the fact that he might be out of the country and not

state of Louisiana, the elected members of the have knowledge of the fact that the statement hac

Louisiana legislature and the justices of the been filed?

Supreme Court. All of which is to say that before
a final definitive determination of inability can

be made, that you have the interplay of each branc

of government--the Executive, the Legislative and

the Judiciary. Now I think if you will read this
proposal you will see that an effort has been made
to try to do all that could possibly be done to

protect the integrity of public office and yet to

give to the people who are at the highest level
in state government an opportunity to make a deter

It as the dete

Mr. (
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come might be, this only deals with inability, and come up with an answer within 72 hours. I don't

unable to perform your duty. I further see in know of any court that's ordering an examination
here where if the court ruled that a public of- where an answer was forthcoming form the Medical

ficial is unable to perform his duties that later Association within 72 hours,

they can come back and say he had recovered and
can perforin his duties. I'm wondering what would Mr. Dennery Senator Rayburn, do you realize
happen if a successor has been named during that that the provision of this does not require the

interim period to take his place and maybe he legislature to determine inability but only to

still had a considerable amount of his term left determine if probable justification exists and

to serve. I do think the legislature could handle if the Supreme Court determines the disability
this better, I don't think we need to clutter up after the hearing at which both the legislature and

the present constitution with something this long. the individual elected official have an opportunity
And that's my only reason for asking for you to to present medical evidence? The legislature is not

adopt the amendment and let the legislature place asked to pass on the medical evidence in this pro-

some type of language in the statute that wouldn't vision.
be certainly cluttering up the present constitu-
tion. Mr. Rayburn I'm asked to pass on a resolution or

adopting the procedure, Mr. Dennery, and if I'm

Questions going to have to go that far, I say just let the
legislature go all the way.

Mr. Dennery Senator Rayburn, I believe you said
you saw nothing in the provision which would in- [Amendment rejected: 46-62. Motion
dicate how long the legislature had to act. If to reconsider tabled.]
you will refer, sir, to page 10, lines 2 and 3 you
will see that the legislature must act within 72 Amendment
hours, so there is a limitation.

Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegate Tapper.

Mr. Rayburn Well I don't know if that means they Amendment Mo. 1. On page 10, line 11 after the

will have to reach a final decision within 72 hours period add the following: "However, no action shall

and if they hadn't I'm no medical doctor. Sup- be taken by the legislature until after a report
posing they come before me and say to me that this has been filed by a medical examination board corn-

man is unable, he is incapacitated. I'm no doctor, posed of three physicians qualified to practice
I don't know. I don't know if we could have time in the area of the alleged inability, one to be

in 72 hours, Mr. Dennery, to get the information named by the official, or his representative,
we would want before we would take a crucial vote whose ability is in question, one to be named by

on whether to say a man should give up the powers the president of the Louisiana State Medical So-

and duties of his office or not, 72 hours is not ciety and one to be named by the chief justice
very long, Mr. Dennery. of the state supreme court."

Mr. Dennery Senator Rayburn, do you realize Explanation
that all the House and Senate would have to do
in a case like this is to adopt a resolution de- Mr. Tapper Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates,
clcring that probable justification for deter- this amendment in effect adds a section which hits

mination of inability exists? upon some of the objection that Senator Rayburn
brought up and that is, about the decision being

Mr. Rayburn If we are going to have to do that, made without, possibly without any medical examina-
just let the legislature do it all, tion. We labored long and hard in the Committee
ly point. And certainly we are going on the Executive Department to arrive at the proper
) something to even comply with this wording of this particular inability section and I

ikes no mention here, no medical ex- am still not completely wedded to all of the words
) one that's qualified to give the as they are in the section. However, I attempted
information, there is no mention of in the committee as long as I could to require

that, we are certainly going to have to do some- that some type of medical examination and report
thing else to this article to ever make it active be given before any statewide elected official
and if we are going to have to amend it or doctor could be removed from office because of inability,
it up, I say just let us go all the way, that's And I also am not wedded to the exact language of
ny only point. I have no quarrel with adopting my amendment as far as how we arrive at the cotr

quarrel with the way position of the board of physicians that will
language is placed in the constitution. assist the legislature, and the supreme cou

Dennery One final question. Senator. Has
' ... ^^ j.^.jj constitution a section on inabil

the possibility that this determination
eport if

ture, Mr. Dennery. We might the inability is determined on the basis of physical
It it didn't cause a or mental disability. And I will ask for

the lieutenant governor and othe
romotion took over and I don'

know of any, I think if it had caused a serious
problem in this state that the legislature would
have adopted the necessary laws, or the necessar
remedies to correct it. But Mr. Dennery, in all
fairness to me as a legislator, and I may not be
when this provision is in effect. Am I qualifie
or does the language in here make any provisions
or give me tlie information that I need Or allow

I don't know of a doctor
people in a period of

say the legislature was called and we come in

session then we got to have a medical report and
act and do what we are going to do within 72 hou
It might take the medical examinations far longe
than 72 hours to make a final determination. I

know it does now when they are trying to deter-
mine a person's capabilities or incapabilities.
They have to make various tests and they don't

Mr.
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Representative Ta

Mr. Tapper Yes, I would imagine so, Reverend, I

think they could. I do not believe that it should
be left to the discretion of the legislature,
this is what I said before about iiiy position on
the inability section in the constitution. I be-
lieve that if we are going to have it here that
we should try to stop all of the possible loop-
holes that we may have and I think this is one
of them. Where an elected official is being
challenged because of disability on the basis of
physical or mental condition without provision for
a medical examination.

Mr. Willis Mr. Tapper, in Subsection D, it

directs the Supreme Court to give preferential
consideration when the matter reaches it and to
give due notice and hearing. Now my understanding
of hearing which ! hope does not. ..which I hope
coincides with yours is that you can hear any
medical evidence in the Supreme Court that it

would have by rule, which would include all of
those doctors plus others, isn't that correct?

Mr. Tapper That is correct.

Mr. Willis Wouldn't that be a just as good a

hearing as if the legislature would hear doctors
and isn't the Supreme Court more fit to make a

judicial determination in the matter than the
1 egi si ature?

ig of the Secti

amendment c^

Section
iging it

Section 18. In the event of a temporary ab-
sence of the governor from the state, the lieuten-
ant governor shall act as governor. In the event
of a temporary absence of a statewide elected
official from the state, the appointed first as-
sistant shall act in his absence.

Expl anati on

Mr. Tapper Well the section I think is very
clear. I believe it says the same now except for
the. ..same as the present constitution except for
the appointed first assistant assuming the duties
of the officer in his absence from the state. If
there are any questions or any explanation that
you would like to have I would be glad to try to
give it, otherwise I move the adoption of this
section.

Mr. Poynter Mr. Stagg sends up technical ame
nents changing the section number on lines 23
and 24 of the page from 18 to 21.

Mr. Willis Isn't that the purpose of a court
to make an adjudi cation ... under the division of
powers it interprets, isn't that correct?

Mr. Tapper Yes, that is correct. And they

lapper

icluding those you suggest and

;s, and more, yes they could.

Mr. Willis At anybody's request?

Mr. Tapper Right.

Mr. Willis Even the legislators.

Mr. Tapper They could if they want to but under
this provision they do not have to and I just want
to make sure that ... somewhere along the line in
this procedure that there is a medical examination
and a report from a borad or physician before an
elected official, statewide elected by the people
is removed from office.

Mr. Willis Your statement that they do not have
to prompts this next question.

Don't you think that if the Supreme Court is
requested to, it will hear?

. Tapper I think you are probably right but I

not sure they will. And that is why I want it
here. I urge your adoption of the amendment.

revjous Question ordered. Amendment
ejected: 26-77, Motion to reconside
ibled.'i

Mr. Poynter Next set of amendments just technical
amendments. Changing the section from Section 17
to Section 20, sent up by Delegates Stagg and
Abraham.

Point of Information

Mr. Puqh It is one of style but it would seem
to me that the second sentence of this section
should read "any other statewide official" you
have already declared what is going to happen if
the governor is out. I recognize that the governor
does not have a first assistant, still from a pure
systematic standpoint I think he should have any
other official .

Mr. Roy Style and Drafting, Delegate Pugh, will
probably take care of that and your suggestion is

[Previous Question ordered on the Sec-

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Reorganization
Section 19. The governor may propose to the

legislature, on or before the first day of any
session, a plan of reallocation of the functions,
powers and duties, and responsibilities of all
departments, offices, agencies, and other instru-
mentalities of the executive branch, except those
functions ,

powers , duties , and responsibilities
allocated by this constitution, among and within
not more than twenty departments. The legislature
by a majority vote of the elected members of each
house, may disapprove such plan, but may not sub-
stantively amend it.

]erx

Explanation

delegates to the
vention, the 1921 Constitution vested the power
of reorganization in the legislature. This section
as proposed, would give the governor the constitu-
tional authority to reallocate non-constitutional
executive functions, powers, duties and responsi-
bilities into not more than the twenty departments
which we have already determined as the maximum.
The legislature has the right to disapprove the
governor's plan by a majority vote but it could
not substantively amend it. The governor's plan

[697]
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would have to be submitted on the first day of a

legislative session. Now, I call your attention
to the fact that this article on reorganization
should be read in conjunction with Committee Pro-

posal No. 19 which is a proposal to be added to

the schedule entitled "Mandatory Reorganization
of State Government". And in the Mandatory Reor-
ganization Article the legislature is required to

make this allocation within eighteen months after
the effective date of the constitution. The re-

allocation made by the legislature within the
eighteen months period will not be subject to the
governor's veto. And if the legislature fails to

make such an allocation, the governor within six

months thereafter shall affect the allocation by

executive order. In the discussions and the wit-
nesses that we heard before the Committee on the
Executive Department much was said about whether
this power to reorganize if you will, should be

left entirely with the legislature, entirely with
the executive or split between the two. It was

the conclusion of our committee, after much debate,
that the mandatory reorganization should be put

into the hands of the legislature so that within
eighteen months after the effective date of this
constitution, the legislature would reorganize
the executive branch of the state government.
And such reorganization would not be subject to a

veto. Thereafter the governor could come in with

a new plan of reorganization at intervals. We
felt that the executive branch at that time, after
the first reorganization would be in a better
position to make suggestions as to methods of re-
organization than would the legislature. But we

do provide the legislature with the veto power
over any suggestions made by the governor. In

other words, the first reorganization, which is a

required one is up to the legislature. If the
legislature fails to act, the governor within six
months shall act by executive order. Thereafter,
as times change and it becomes desirable for the
governor, whoever he may be at the time to suggest
further reorganizations, he suggests them to the
legislature and the legislature approves but may
not amend. It can veto or approve but it may
not amend. You should also note of course, that
those powers and duties which are set forth in

the constitution to any of the constitutional
offices cannot be reallocated to any other depart-
ment. I will be pleased to answer any questions,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Munson Mr. Dennery, I am certainly not op-
posed to any effective reorganization but I am
concerned here about some elected officials.
Where it says the governor may propose and so

forth a plan of reallocation of the functions,
powers, and duties and responsibilities of all

departments, offices, agencies and other instru-
mentalities of the executive branch except those
functions, powers and duties and responsibilities
allocated by this constitution. Now the amendment
we adopted for instance to use the commissioner
of insurance simply says there shall be a depart-
ment of insurance headed by the commissioner of
insurance. The department shall exercise such
functions and the commissioner shall have such
powers and perform such duties as may be authorize
by this constitution. Couldn't this as it is

written, strip an elected state official of all
of his powers and duties and still leave him in

office with nothing just the head of a department
with no powers and duties whatsoever?

Mr. Dennery I think that is conceivable Mr. Mun-
son, you must remember when this article was
drafted, it was drafted on the assumption that
there would only be three other offices and those
duties and functions were set forth. Now as I

appreciate it the Agriculture Committee is going
to set forth duties and functions of the commis-
sioner of agriculture.

Mr. Munson But it is not

<o, but

hope sc

it will be presumably.

Mr. Dennery Presumably the same will be true
of the superintendent of education, whether it

will be true of the commissioner of insurance and
it is also true of the commissioner of elections.
The only one we would really be worried about is

the commissioner of insurance.

Mr. Munson But at this point Mr. Dennery there
are no real powers and duties set out in the
article as we have adopted these different sec-
tions. Except that a department head shall be
head of that department and his responsibilities
and duties shall be as set forth in this consti-
tution are by statute. So at the point we are
at right now there are none, isn't that correct?

Mr. Jennery absolute red

Mr. Derbes Mr. Dennery, I have been trying to
pay attention here and discuss this matter with a

couple of other delegates but as I recall, we
amended Section 1-A to include additional officers.
Section B stands as it was originally proposed
in Section 1 which says that all offices, agencies
and other i nstrumental i ties. . . shal 1 be allocated
within not more than twenty departments, isn't
tha
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Mr. Poynter Amendment No.
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Mr.
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Mr. Weiss Vou think you want to further encumber guard operated and practically wrecked the entir

the governor, then? system in the state. I think as it is right nov

we have a good adjutant general. He was consids

Mrs. Brien Ves. In that way. well, and I think we need to have these consider
tions on our adjutant general like the adjutant

Id Stovall. Mr. Kean fr. Arnette, it says that in order to

be qualified, it has to be someone who is "feder
^commendati on comes out qualified for promotion to the rank of colonel

of your concern for the consumer? or higher." What does that

Mrs. Brian Yes it does. That's why I said it

is very close to my heart, and I think if you tions in the federal armed forces that to
fir. Arnette
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Mr. Arnette That is true.

Mr. Dennery The final question I have to ask yc

is that you wouldn't want someone who had the
ability of an admiral, who may have also served
in the national guard to qualify because the
promotion to the rank of colonel or higher ex-
cludes the Coast Guard and the Navy. Is that
correct?

Mr. Arnette No it does not. Whey you say quali
fied to the rank of colonel or higher, it's
colonel in the equivalent services. They aren't
called all exactly the same thing. They aren't
called colonel. As a matter of fact, he's callec
a captain in the Navy.

Dennery
of "rank of colonel
one of that nature'

ut do you think th£ language
would exclude some-

Mr. Arnette The requirements for the rank o

colonel and the rank of captain are exactly t

same thing and I think this would be interpre
in that manner.

Mr. Arnette Excuse me. Let me finish answering
the question. The reason it was phrased this way
is we presently don't have a navy national guard.

Kean Mr. Arnette, do you knc

3l e there are whopie there are who are active or retired officers
of the Louisiana National Guard who have had at
least five years of federally recognized commis-

ified for promotion to the rank of colonel or
hi gher?

Mr. Arnette No, I couldn't give you that figur
but it's not very many, no.

Mr. Kean It would be a rather limited number,
would it not?

Mr. Arnette It would be a very limited number
and the reason for this is we figured we needed
qualified persons who were used to the national
guard and who had operated and had been high rar

ing officers in the guard. This was the purpose
of 1 imiting it in this manner.

\jtrvrx the people that are qualified,
state, Mr. Kean. Arnette,there are four

Lambert, Fayard and Bro

Mr. A v a n

t

Mr. Arnette, I'm not going to ask you
about General Eisenhower or MacArthur, but Lou-
isiana had two very distinguished general officer;
One of them was General LeJeune who I believe was
commandant of the marine corps during World War I,

and who Camp LeJeune was named after. The other
was General Claire Chennault who I believe was
from Waterproof, Louisiana. Under this provision,
would either one of those officers have been
qualified to be adjutant general of this state?

Mr. Arnette As I answered before, I said no
sir, they woul d not because they were not members
of the Louisiana National Guard, and that is the
entire purpose of this proposal. To limit it to
the Louisiana National Guard because the people
in the guard know how It operates and the federal
officers do not.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment

Amendment

Mr. Poynter This amendment, Mr. Chairman, is
offered by Delegate Abraham on behalf of the Ex-
ecutive Department Commi ttee . .

.

and we've retained
for a long time. It would amend the title of the

[702]

proposal .

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 8

through 11, both inclusive in their entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the following: "Providinc
for the executive branch of government, for the
declaration and determination of inability of
statewide elective officers and related matters.'

[A. Bnt adopt ,bje

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1. On page 11, line
23, add the following: "Section 23. Office of
Consumer Protection; Director. Section 23. There
shall be a State Office of Consumer Protection
headed by a Director of Consumer Protection. He
shall represent consumer interests in hearings
before any board, commission, department or agency
of the state or any political subdivision thereof
and shall exercise such other powers and duties
as shall be fixed by law."

Expl anat i on

Mrs. Brien My proposal failed by eight votes so
this time I want a record vote. I took out "it
should be an office in every parish." I think
the legislature, later on, could establish this.
So I ask you one more time to do something good
for your people, and vote yes for this proposal.
I want a record vote, please.

this amendmen
had is that you are not now specifying that the
particular branches offices have to be in any
parish. Isn't that correct?

)f Information

[previous Question
rejected: 53-52.
other orders of bu
motion for the Pre

same amendment that h

Henry It's a different amendment, Mr. Kean.

1 to take up
Substitute

Question on

Point of Order

Mr. Tobias Under the rules of this convention,
that motion is not privileged. It is not a

privileged motion. The motion to call for the
orders of the day is privileged over the motion
for the previous question on the entire subject
ma tter

.

Mr. Henry This is not to take up orders of the
day. it is to return to other orders of business
Mr. Tobias.

[substitute motion rejected: 52-55.]

Mr. Stinson I don't believe that it was laid on

the table, and I'd like to reconsider the vote
by which that failed. If you did lay it on the
table, I object to it at this time.

Mr. Henry The vote on the previous question on
the entire subject matter. No sir, it was not
recons idered .

Do you move now to reconsider the vote?
We're going to vote whether we're going to

take up other orders one way or the other, sir.
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Let's vote aga

Point of

We're in U
do not move the p

subject matter, which means Committee Proposal No.

4, we return back to the order of the day.

Mr. Henry Well, that motion is pending. Senator
Nunez. If that is adopted, then we would return
to other business, which is announcements, so far

Mr. Nune z My point of information is, we hav

completed Committee Proposal No. 4. There an
no more amendments and it's just hanging there

int of Information

just confused, and I'd like for
3 me just what we're voting on

)te mean and a green vote

Point of Information

understood that you had recognized
Mr. Stagg to close and he waived that right.

Mr. Henry That is correct, sir.

Mr. Rayburn Well then was the motion to ac

...I mean could anyone get recognized after
previous question to make a motion?

Mr. Henry I did not know for what purpose

Mr. Raybu
-/hat

now, but Mr. Chairman, you usually
then you maybe make a ruling

on whether they are out of order or not. The only
point I'm trying to get straight in my mind is

if I'm correct, you had recognized the previou
question had been ordered. You had recognizee
Stagg to close. Mr. Stagg had declined.

Mr. Henry You are correct sir.

Mr. Rayburn Am I correct?

Mr. Henry You are absolutely correct.

Rayt -ules, is a motion
na t 5 bee

Henry Mr. Newton had moved
motion to which motion of substitute was made by

Mr. O'Neill, to move the previous question on
the entire subject matter, which if it had been
adopted, we would have voted then on the Executiv
Proposal. The motion for the previous question o

the entire subject matter was defeated. Mr.
Stinson, now, has moved to reconsider the vote
by which it was defeated. So if we vote to

reconsider the vote, if you vote yes now, that
means we'll vote on the motion for the previous
question on the entire subject matter again.

What it boils down to, it appears to me, and
it's getting so late I'm not even sure what I

understand anymore, but it appears to me that if

you want to go ahead and vote on the proposal
today, you will vote yes, now. If you don't
want to do it, you will vote no, now.

^consider adopted: 56-5J.]

It Of Information

Mr. Tapper If we vote for the previous question,
then we will be voting on the section and will
it not take a 67 vote in order to pass that section

Mr. Henry Yes sir, we hadn't changed that rule
since the last time I explained it.

Point of Information

Mr. Stovall Point of information. Will there be
closing speeches on this entire article if we
vote to. ..the previous question?

Mr. Henry There can be five minutes of closing.

tire subject matter: 54-52. Motion
to adjourn to 9:30 o'clock a. m.,
Wednesday, August 15, 1973. Substi-

Point of Information

Mr. De B1 ieux I thought we had ordered the
previous question on this, and I didn't think we
could make a motion to adjourn while... the pre-
vious question.

Mr. Henry You've got the highest privilege
motion that there is, and that's to adjourn, sir.

Mr. Henry A motion to adjourn is e-lways in order.
Senator Rayburn.

Mr. Rayburn Well is anyone in order to get rec-
ognized to make a motion after previous question
and after the man that had the right to close...

Mr. Henry Senator, the manner in which this con-
vention has operated, and particularly today,
just about anything could happen because every
time there is a motion made, there are about forty
hands go up. I did not know that the gentleman
was going to make the motion.

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with
you there's a lot of confusion, but I'm just try-
ing to get it straight for the record and for
future reference. Is that procedure in accordance
with our rules?

Mr. Henry Yes sir, it very definitely is.

Point of Information

Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, if we considered this
Proposal No. 4, assuming that the motion to ad-
journ failed, and Proposal No. 4 did not receive
the necessary vote, 57, would that mean then that
the convention would have to start all over again
with the reconsideration of the entire proposal?

Mr. Henry Mr. Kean, if we voted on the entire
proposal and it did not get 67 votes, it would
not have passed. However, had it gotten a majority
of votes, that is not 67, but say 60 to 50, some-
one could move to reconsider. Under the rules,
it would lie over and be subject to reconsidera-
tion on the next day. If it didn't get more yeas
than nays, then it would automatically be dead.

ton, do you ins :n your original
motion?

Mr. Newton Do I insist on my original motion?

Mr. Henry Yes sir, the motion to adjourn.

Mr. Newton Well I'd like to adjourn. If some
body might want to substitute the time, that's
all right with me.
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Personal Privilege

\_Record vote ordered. "^

Point of Information

Mr. A 1 a r i Mr. Chairman, just to help clarify
this matter and let me know what I'm voting on
at this point, if I wanted to vote to. ..whether
to vote for or against adoption...

Mr. Henry Vou are debating this now, Mr. Alaric

Mr. Alario I'm not debating it, Mr. Chairman,
I'm asking you a direct question. If I wanted
to vote on that particular proposal, wouldn't
I vote against all of these a.l journments and
then we'd be right at that point?

Mr. Henry I would assume that you would, sir.

Point of Information

Mr. Leithman Tlie motion is strictly right now
that we adjourn until Wednesday. We're not dis-
cussing proposals at all. It's to adjourn until
Wednesday. Am I right?

Mr. Henry Mr. Jack, we're not going to debate
this thing, just vote against the motion if you
want to keep working.

Mr. Jack All right, if that will do it.

[Sufcstitute motion rejected: -JS-e^.

Proposal NO. 4 rejected : 59-50.
Notice given for reconsideration on

to revert to Introduction of Fesolu-
tions adopted without objection .2

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIOriS
[j Journal J0S-J06]

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS .

[l Journal 306]

iturday, August 11,

It of Informati

Point of Information

Jack Well I want to be sure that I'm giver
a choice on this vote

Mr. Henry I would imagine it was so, yes sir.

Mr. Weiss Sorry to waste your time, but a point
of information. If it fails on the Wednesday ad-
journment, do we go then to the Saturday adjourn-
ment?

Mr. Henry We would vote on the next one, yes

7ted .- 38-71 . ]

It Of Informati

Mr. Kelly A substitute motion to continue with
the business that we're dealing with at this time.

Mr. Henry No sir, because a motion to adjourn is

of higher priority than that.

sHtutc^motion!']"''

Mr. Henry Gentlemen, why don't we just go ahead
and vote on this thing one way or the other with-
out all this nonsense?

Personal Pr i v i 1 ege

Mr. Jack Mine isn't nonsense. I want to keep
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tomorrow, I'd like to get a suspension of the
rules for a meeting of the Committee on the Ex
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Committee Proposal No. 4
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day?
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Henry No
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jgust 15, 1973 We have reduced it in length from approximately
sixty pages to about fourteen. We have, I think,

ROLL CALL clarified some of the areas that gave trouble in

the past,

legates present and a quorum.] In Short, this article that we are presenting
to you today represents what I believe to be a

PRftYER very good blend of professional and political prin-

ciples.
Father, in the name of Jesus, we Our committee, which

Thy many blessings.
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requiring that that be done overnight or not even digent defender programs in New Orleans and Baton

requiring that it ever be done, but leaving the Rouge and other places to come and appear before

legislature free to deal with the problem. We our committee. I believe only one of them did.

have, I think, recognized the political facts of We discovered that this problem has quite a few

life in Louisiana by continuing to provide that financial problems involved with it. We feel that

judges shall be elected rather than appointed. We by not saying anything in the article we are

found in our committee that this was the over- leaving this matter entirely to the legislature
whelming sentiment among the committee, the conven- and I believe I am speaking for the committee, al-

tion and, we think, the people. though we didn't take a vote on it, that this mat-

We have continued the tradition which is based ter should be left to the legislature because of

on long-standing custom of providing for separate the difficulty in funding this matter, either at

treatment for the courts in New Orleans and you the state level or at the local level or with fed-

will find that this has been done in Section 35 of eral grants. But it is my opinion that there is

this proposed article. But I want you to be aware nothing in the article to prevent the legislature

that the compromises that we have reached in some from establishing a state-wide or a regional de-

of these areas in recognizing these political real- fender program, and I believe that there have been

ities have not been easy compromises. They were bills in the past and there will probably be many

fought long and hard through many meetings, we additional attempts in the future to establish such

took positions on some of these matters and changed a program,
them once or twice; we adopted this article only
after listening to some seventy-four persons come Mr. Stagg In effect then the answer is that your
before our committee, judges, lawyers, law profes- not mentioning it in the constitution was to

sors, sheriffs, mayors, average citizens, you name leave it to the legislature to adopt, should it

it. We had them all come before our committee and choose to do so and that there is no prohibition
we listened to them all and I think we had some against it in this article,
excellent hearings.

In essence, I think that this article represents Mr. Dennis Yes.

a very good compromise between an ideal model judi-
ciary system, the aim of which is to set forth an Mr. Stagg All right, sir, thank you.
independent, neutral judiciary and the political
facts of life as they are here in the State of Mr. Womack Judge Dennis, what area, if you know

Louisiana. offhand, in this specifically deal with the judicial
We hope that you will find in considering our retirement system? What section? I'd like to be

article that we have expressed the sentiment of the checking some of it out.
convention as I hope that in all of these articles
we are attempting to express the sentiment of the Mr. Dennis It's all in 23, Mr. Womack.
people of our state.

So we present this article to you and ask for Mr. Womack All in 23? Thank you.
your favorable consideration. And Mr. Chairman,
if I am in order, I would attempt to answer any Mr. Dennis I'd like to say very briefly on that

at this time about the general that we have provided an additional retirement
Judiciary Article before we begin system to the one that is presently contained in

to take it up section by section. the 1921 Constitution. The reason we have done
Let me say before the questions begin, Mr. this is to, first of all, try to help the judiciary

Chairman, I might also point out that the first be what it should be, an independent branch of

seven sections deal generally with the Supreme government. By having judges contribute a portion
Court, Sections 8 through 17 deal generally with of their salary to their retirement system which
the court of appeals. Sections 14 through 21 deal they do not do now under the present constitution,
generally with the district courts and the courts and also giving them the right to accrued credits
below the district court level. Sections 22 through in a retirement system which they can withdraw
25 deal generally with judges' qualifications, should they be defeated before they get enough
election, retirement and the judiciary commission time in to retire.
which is a vehicle for removing and disciplining The present retirement system of judges is an
judges. The remaining sections in this article all or nothing sort of thing. You either serve
deal with other offices which are related to the your twenty years and get your retirement benefits
judiciary by tradition and custom: The attorney without contributing anything out of your salary,
general's office, the district attorney, the or, if you get defeated before you have the twenty
sheriff's, the clerks of court, the coroner, and years in, you go out with nothing, at which time
I may be leaving some out, but these offices were you may be fifty or sixty years old and haven't
contained in the 1921 Constitution and they were practiced law in fifteen years.
assigned to us for consideration, and they are re- So, in order to be fair to the state and fair
lated, their functions do relate to the court to the judges, we have attempted to. establish what
system although they are not judicial offices. And we think is a better retirement system for the
for this reason, they are contained in the Judiciary judges and better for the state by having the
Article. judges contribute part of their salary, as most

quire, but allow the judge to
ledge that if he is defeated,
to withdraw something at

Stagg Judge Dennis, in reading your article, least from the system. We think that this would
ne preface my question by saying that in a make for a better judiciary because a judge doesn't

number of the smaller parishes of the state that have to worry as much about the politics of a de-
have a sparse lawyer population with some increas- cision if he knows that he is accruing some bene-
ing numbers of cases involving the defense of in- fits in a retirement system that will not be com-
digent defendants and the necessity of the court pletely denied him if he is defeated before he
to appoint lawyers to represent these defendants serves his twenty years.
under the new supreme court system, a lot of these
lawyers have complained that they are vexed about M r . Anza 1 one Judge Dennis, recently this conven-
the number of criminal cases to which they must be tion has seen fit to remove the sovereign immunity
assigned within their parishes because there are of this state insofar as tort actions are concerned.
so few lawyers. Have you included anything in your Judiciary Article

My question is, did the Committee on the Judi- which would render the judges immune from any suit
ciary consider the institution of a public defender in tort for actions taken while they are adninister-
system either on a home-rule basis or on any ing to the affairs of the court,
other basis for inclusion within the constitution?

to the judc
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something of the nature in this constitution? government.
So in order to distinguish this, which is a main

Mr . Denn i s I think, perhaps there should be a branch of state government from a department, I think
general provision, perhaps, granting some type of that we should change the name to Judiciary Branch
qualified immunity to public officials while per- and so I am offering that amendment,
forming the functions of their office in a proper
manner, but I don't know that it should be placed [.Amendment adopted without objection.]
i n the judiciary article.

Reading of the Section
Mr. Roy Judge Dennis, in response to Mr. Anzalone's
question, are you familiar that in the Bill of Mr. Poynter First section is Section 1. Judiciary
Rights there is a provision that no one is immune Department, Section 1.

from suit, no private person is immune from suit, "The judicial powers shall be vested in a supreme
thereby implying that public officials administer- court, courts of appeal, district courts and other
ing their duties are? That may be what you are courts authorized by this constitution."
talking about.

Explanation

Mr . Denni s Fellow delegates, this represents
no real change from the present constitution. It

Amendment simply vests the judicial power in the Supreme
Court, Courts of Appeal, District Courts and othe

Poynter This amendment is sent up by Delegate courts authorized by this constitution. You will
Tis. Amendment No. 1 on page 1, line 13, delete see in the following sections that we have retair

-ting in lieu the present court system that there are other
courts authorized but the main judicial power is

established and vested in the first three levels
It of Information of the judiciary system. I ask for your favorabl

cons i deration .

irman, befc
tailed discussion of this article, I have a point Questions
of information of the Chair.

We have voted to reconsider, as I understand Mr. Abraham Judge Dennis, you mentioned a while
it. Committee Proposal No. 4 and it's apparently ago in your talk that there were provisions in

somewhere out in the wings out here. My question here for the legislature to authorize courts, mer-
is, what is the status of Committee Proposal No. gers or what have you. I assume that that is

4 as it now stands and what will it take to bring covered so that where you say your "other courts
it back on the floor of the convention? authorized by this constitution" still leaves the

legislature free to do as you had stated a while
Mr. Henry Committee Proposal No. 4 will be tomor- ago.
row on matters subject to call on Regular Order
of Business No. 4, Proposals on Third Reading and Mr. Dennis Yes, free subject only to some quali-
Final Passage. At such time as someone feels fi cat ions in Section 15 which I mentioned earlier
called upon to do so, that matter can be called providing that future courts below the district
from the calendar. level must be parishwide and have uniform juris-

Mr . Kean That can be called from the calendar
by any delegate? Mr. Abraham Well, I just wanted to be sure that

these words "as authorized by this constitution"
Mr. Henry Yes, sir. were not '-estricted to where it would restrict

what you were trying to do elsewhere in the article
Mr. Kean All right. Thank you.

Mr. Henry We have traditionally, well we have a

rule against it in the House, we haven't had much [previous Question ordered on the section.
tradition in this convention. We haven't been section passed: 104-2. Motion to
here long enough. reconsider tabled.]

Mr. Kean, there is no rule which says that the
author or the owner of a proponent has the right. Reading of the Section
It would probably be frowned on, I would assume,
by a majority of the members of the convention, I Mr. Poynter Section 2. Habeas Corpus, Needful
don't know, to pull somebody else's proposition Writs, Orders and Processes
from the calendar. But of course, it's debatable. Section 2. A judge may issue writs of habeas

Normally, when someone has a bill or resolution corpus and all other needful writs, orders and
or what have you on the calendar, it is sort of process in the aid of the jurisdiction of his
an unwritten rule that you don't call another man's court. Exercise of this authority by a judge of
legislation from the calendar. But it would be the Supreme Court or Court of Appeal is subject to
up to this body to decide because we have no rule review by the whole court. The power to punish
to prohibit it. for contempt of court shall be limited by law.

Mr. Ke an Well, I couldn't find any rule with re- Explanation
spect to a calendar and that's the reason I asked
the question. Mr. Dennis Fellow delegates, this represents no

„ ^ ,, ,, • ^ . , , .

essential change from the present constitutionalMr^Henry Well, insofar as orders of business, provisions which are contained in Section 2 and
order of business calendar, it's six of one and Section 17 of Article VII, of the 1921 Constitution
half a dozen of the other, sir.

Mr. Den nis Ladies and gentlemen, this simply
changes the name of this article from Judiciary Mr. Dennery Judge Dennis, in the last word...
Department to Judiciary Branch. Delegate Walter "may be limited by law", do you refer that to
Lanier pointed out to me just before we started statute law or would that include a rule of court
this morning that the Executive Article is called or something of that sort?
the Executive Branch and in that article it pro-
vides for the, some twenty departments of state Mr. Dennis It relates primarily to statute law.
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have proceeded upon the traditional theory that to provide for a neutral, detached and independent
; power to punish is, for contempt of court, is judiciary. Not subject to political pressure, to

lerent in the court but that the reasonable lim- rule upon whether or not other government officials
itions may be placed upon it by legislative act. and private citizens are proceeding or have pro-

ceeded according to law. And if judges are subject
reading the present sec- to political pressure than they cannot perform
;garding to the issuance this essential function in the American tradition

of habeas corpus, I noticed that it enumerates that we have established our government upon,
and lists the judges of the various courts which
have this power. In your article. Section 2 says, Mr. Roemer Judge, did your committee consider
merely, a judge may issue writs of habeas corpus. the appointment of Supreme Court Judges so they
Now, my question is, is it contemplated that judges could work as a team?
of city courts or justices of the peace would also
have this power? Would they be classified as judges Mr. Dennis We considered the general idea of
under Section 2 or not? merit selection of judges. And although I would

not say this is totally without support in our
Mr. Dennis Judges of city courts would and you state we found little real sentiment for it. On
will notice the second sentence continues the our committee we found that most of the delegates
qualifications that a judge of the Supreme Court believe that the people of this state want their
or court of appeal that he may act, but that his judges to come back before them for election at
act in this regard is subject to review by the regular intervals. And so that is why we continued
whole court. the elected judiciary.

Mr. Fayard But a city court judge would then Mr. Kean Judge Dennis, there may be another pro-
vision in the article or proposal, but in the pre-
sent constitution in dealing with the composition
of the Supreme Court, it providesthat except when

Mr. Dennis I may have missed part of your ques- judges of other courts are called in this is the
tion but I believe the answer is that the J.P.'s composition of the Supreme Court, is that taken
and Mayors are not classified as judges anywhere care of in other provisions?
in this article so this would refer only to judges
of city courts, special courts, district and on up. Mr. Dennis We have provided in Section 5A that

the Supreme Court may assign a sitting or retired
Mr. Fayard I see, thank you. judge to any court. Since it has this broad power

we felt it unnecessary to state here that district
[Previous Question ordered on the Section. judges COuld be called in.
Section passed: 111-0. Motion to
reconsider tabled.

"i Mr. Abraham Why did the committee leave out any
mention of the qualifications for a justice? The

Reading of the Section present constitution of the past does have some
qualifications but I noticed you had left it out.

Mr. Poynter Section 3. Supreme Court Composition,
Judgments, Terms Mr. Dennis Section 24 sets forth the qualifica-

Section 3. The Supreme Court shall be composed tions for all judges. They are all the same and
of a chief justice and six associate justices, four we attempted by this manner to simplify and condense
of whom must concur to render judgment. The term the article,
of a judge of a Supreme Court shall be fourteen
years. Further Discussion

Explanation Mr. Momack Mr. Chairman, and members of the con-
vention, I would hope that those individuals who
are preparing amendments would take serious listen
to the statements I am going to make. I have
heard that one amendment was being prepared that
would limit the judiciary in certain categories to
nine years. I think you should take a second look
at that even, because the judicial retirement that
is proposed here, while I cannot accept many of
the provisions of it, I can accept the twenty
year basis for retirement. A nine year term would
require a judge to be elected for two years of
another term before he would be eligible to reach
that retirement benefit. I think there should be
some consistency in the relationship with his term
of office and their retirement. Not necessarily
what you have in the legislature, but we have it
in other elected officials which ties into the
term of their elected office. The retirement
provision of this article is certainly going to
be up for a good bit of grabs and I know that the
judiciary as such is expecting those of us that
dealt with retirement systems over a number of
years to come up with what we think that the public
can buy, what we think that the other hundred or
hundred and twenty-five thousand people we have

at the present time. in retirement systems of this state can accept, at
least reasonably gracefully. And I would hope

Miss Wisham Judge Dennis, I am sure you gave the that while we are considering amendments that we
greatest consideration to each of these sections, would consider these amendments that would keep
but don't you think that fourteen years is too it, the term of office in keeping or in some degree
long for a judge to serve in the Supreme Court? of recognition of the standard retirement procedures

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman,
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Reeves and Deshotels. twelve years,
iment No. 1. Page 1, line 31, immediately
le word "the" and before the word "years" Mr. Lanier Yes, present recc
"14" and insert in lieu thereof "10". committee is twelve, which qui

is too long.
Explanation

ques ti or
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IS how we
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There are many in this state, and we elect them down to the real old thing, the judges never lose,

only for six years. If anybody is under the gun I say never lose, almost never lose when it comes

politically, it's the district judge because he's to the legislature because they have the strongest

got only a six year term and generally he makes lobby of anyone. I got baptized to that judge

about twenty-five thousand dollars a year on the lobby in 1948 when they were trying to extend the

average. Some police juries give more to their terms of district judges from six to twelve years,

district judges. You can't compare that with a I was a freshman in the legislature on Judiciary

man who is elected for a fourteen year term. What A, and I was able to defeat that in the committee

flak does he have thrown at him, really? He's in 1948. They have been trying to get th"^- '" "

impare t
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constitution. I ask you to defeat this amendment. of appeals judge to be placed in a position with
a short term of six years, eight or ten, where he

Questions or she, and we'll be having lady judges on there
and they will make good ones, I don't want those

Mr. Anzalone M-. Kilbourne, if we approve the appellate judges placed in the position that to
fourteen year term for a justice of the Supreme keep up a political fence they are going to have
Court, is it not very likely that with this sixteen to, when they ought to be reading that transcript
year provision in Section 23, that he will be and have unbroken continuity, have to drop it to
elected to the Supreme Court, be eligible for re- go make a talk. They are entirely different from
tirement and never be accountable to the people? district judges, so I say defeat this amendment.

Tha yoi.

Well
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the United States that ran for and was elected with me to have a ten year term for the Supreme
justice of the peace once. He really loved that Court justice. For the question is coming up
kind of work. here and there, when you reduce it down to ten

years you are removing from the Supreme Court jus-
Hr . S ti nson Did he make a better justice of the tice, his independence. My statement to that is

peace than he did a United States Supreme Court simply this. Ten years is not very far removed
judge? from fourteen. We're only asking for a pittance

for the people. Just a simple pittance. We're
Mr. Jack I don't know. not asking to go down to six or seven or five, but

up to ten. I'm giving him more than I would give
[previous Question ordered.] anyone else in the State of Louisiana for I agree

that the Supreme Court is the greatest court in

Closing the land as for as the state of Louisiana is con-
cerned. It should be and I'm for that.

Mr. Reeves First of all, I would like to say that Please vote with me and the people of the state
this amendment that Mr. Lanier and a number of of Louisiana in voting for this amendment,
other of us brought together is not biased against
the Supreme Court justices nor the organization of [Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted:
the supreme court. We feel simply that fourteen 59-52. Motion to reconsider tabled:
years is too long for an individual to be separated 59-52. Previous Question ordered on
from the people whence he came. He came from the t^ie Section.]
people he was elected by the people and there he
should go back to the people whence he came and Closing
be elected again. My personal opinion, backed up
by statistics, that there has been only one supreme Mr. Dennis Ladies and gentlemen, I think we had
court justice that faced opposition. That was a full debate on the matter ar

political decision and it was based on politics. may have reached a consensus
I think you realize the situation with Judge adoption of the amendment as amended.
Fournet. This amendment does not discriminate
against the justices of the Supreme Court that [section passed: 76-32. Motion to
are presently in at the present time for it simply reconsider taiied.]
states that the Supreme Court justices shall have
ten year terms rather than fourteen. We cannot Reading of the Section

or his term that he is presently serving now. I Mr. Poynter Section 4. Supreme Court Districts
take exception with Judge Dennis when he says Section 4. The state shall be divided into at
that the judges should not be political. I feel least six Supreme Court districts with at least
that it is not a method of politics but it is in one judge elected from each. The present district
touch with the people. I feel that an individual and the number of judges assigned to each are re-
should, if it is called politics, okay, well and tained, subject to change by a two-thirds vote of
good. But I think that he should be in touch the elected members of each House of the legisla-
with the people and in line with their beliefs. ture.
It's completely erroneous to believe that we
assumed that the district court would be cut down Explanation
to less than six year terms. This is not our in-
tention at all. My personal intention, and I'm Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
sure that it's Mr. Lanier's, is to let the district section omits the listing of the parishes in each
court remain at six years. But we feel that the district. However, it does allow for the continue
ten years for the Supreme Court justices would be tion of the present districts but further provides
better than fourteen years. Let's be fair, Mr. that these districts may be changed by the legisla
Kilbourne said, to the Supreme Court. I say yes. ture by a two-thirds vote of each House. This
Let us be fair to the Supreme Court, but let's would allow for change in the future, but retain
be fair to the people, for the people are those at the present time, the same districts for the
individuals that we must be concerned with. Who seven justices, two of which run in the same dis-
do I mean when I say the people? I mean al I the trict.
people throughout the entire state of Louisiana.
The people within the districts the Supreme Court Questions
justices are elected from do not elect Supreme
Court justices every two years, but elect Supreme
Court justices every fourteen years. This is too
long. My peonle do not even know who their Supreme least six Supreme Court
Court justice is for the simple reason that they one judge elected from each. As I interpret that,
have been so far removed from that justice. He that means possibly one of the ju
does live in New Orleans. He is away from the appointed. Is that your understandi
people. I know, and I know also that this Suprem
Court justice when he was running, prior to his
running and afterward, just immediately after he My understanding is that presently two of the
was elected, he toured the entire district and judges on the Supreme Court are elected from the
talked to a number of civic organizations. He also same district, and there are presently six dis-
talked to school groups. We find that these in- tricts.
dividuals that are brought closer to the people
realize that there are people problems as well as Mr. Flory Yes, but doesn't it also say that "at
lawyer problems. I'm not saying this that I'm least one judge elected from each". It doesn't
against attorneys. I'm for them. But there are say anything about both of them being elected
also people problems. Problems that are everyday from that district. It just said at least one of
common problems that are just not taken care of in them has to be elected.
the text book that the attorney takes with him.
In closing, let me say this. How in America, in Mr. Dennis You may be correct. There may possibly
the state of Louisiana, can we be against a more need a clarifying word in another section to make
responsible judiciary? How in America can we be certain that everyone understands that all of
against the people having a bigger voice in who these judges are going to be elected. But it is
will be their judge and on their Supreme Court? certainly the intention of the committee, through-
I feel, as I'm sure that you feel, that if you're out this article; that all judges be elected.
for democracy, if you're for a belief that all men We have not provided for any judges to be appointed.
are created equal, and above and beyond that, that i believe Section 24 does just that. It says that
they should have a voice in their government, in a "the judge of the Supreme Court, and other judges,
all aspects of their government, that you will vote shall have been admitted to practice in this state

[713]

you
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Mr. Dennis Well Mr.
cit. It is implicit i

you would like to off
that , I woul dn ' t oppo
tention of the commit
Not only Supreme Cour
be elected.

ir pardon, but that only says
to be elected. It doesn't
be el ec ted .

Flory, I think if not expl i-

n the article. However, if

er an amendment to clarify
se it because that is the in-
tee, that they all be elected.
t justices, but that all judges

districts and the number of judges assigned to

each are retained. It takes care of the provisions
in the present constitution which tells where the
judges come from. So there is no problem there.

Den Yes

le that pro-
^r. Abraham All right. Well thi
wasn't clear, whether this would h

/ision all right.

Mr. Dennis Without further action of the legisla-
ture the provisions that are now in Article 7,

Section 9, of the 1921 Constitution would continue.

Mr.
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Mr. Mario I have no quarrel with that with al- the amendment is not before us. Now if you want
lowing him to run in either district. At the same an intellectual justification for it for which I

time, I don't think we ought to be writing a con- don't necessarily agree, the Supreme Court of the

stitution to protect any particular individual. United States in an opinion by Chief Justice
It's much bigger than that. Burger, subscribed by more than a majority, held

that since the courts do not exercise legislative
Mr. Poynter Your intent, Mr. Alario, and the powers, since they have an interpretive function

ifter
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represent each legislative district? And I think Mr . Bo1 1 i nqer Chris, if in the schedule when
the natural assumption there is that each district those provisions were stated with John's amendment
will be apportioned equally. I think even in the if John's amendment was in the constitution saying
absence of an amendment, t would think that when that there shall be seven districts with one
we passed this legislative amendment and I'm read- member from each district and then in the schedule
ing just from the amendment here, that we would we would provide after January 1, 1975 the first
go to single member districts and I think we would district would be split to make two districts,
accept. Po you agree that we did in fact agree Would this in essence be saying the same thing
that we would equally reapportion each district? without cluttering up the constitution with dates?

Mr. Tobias I disagree with you for this reason. Mr. Roy Boysie, I do agree but don't forget that

Judge Tate just referred to the opinion of the John Alario's amendment from line 3 on destroys
United States Supreme Court which said that the the present Supreme Court districts and that's
Louisiana Supreme Court did not have to apportion what I don't want to do. I want to keep the pre-
itself on a population basis. If we were to just sent Supreme Court districts and at most I want
say that there shall be seven districts, there is the first Supreme Court district to be divided by

nothing that would prevent for the districts to be two, or be divided into two districts which would
apportioned differently. Presently, the districts make the seventh. Wendell Gauthier amendment, not

are so ma 1 apport i oned , it's ridiculous. You have the one with Mrs. Miller, because I'm against that

one district, the district that Justice Mack Barham but his, a separate amendment, will allow the legis
sits in, which has approximately 385,000 people in lature by a mere majority vote in 1975 to do that
it. Yet you have the district, the one we are and I think certainly they will go ahead and do it.

presently sitting in, in which Chief Justice Joe But don't forget Mr. Alario's amendment destroys
Sanders sits in, and it has well over 600,000. So the total concept of six Supreme Court districts
this seems to me inherently unfair, and to think as we now have which to me is the essence of a

....we would change this, I think we ought to well balanced Supreme Court,
spell it out, make sure that the legislature or the
Supreme Court districts are equally apportioned, Mr. Weiss Delegate Roy, you
that each person who runs for office will only there must be different distri
have to face that number of representa ti ves . . . only throughout the state. Are yoL
have to have that number of people in their dis- that there is different types of justice in dif-

trict so they can campaign on the same basis as ferent parts of the state?
all others in that district.

Mr. Roy No, I'm not implying different justicE

seem
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thirds vote could change the districts if it chose. merits are drawn. I say again, if you believe in

But by 1975 you must have a mandatory separation of the basic concept of the single member district.
District One. I agree with you it could be better adopt the Alario amendment. Then make the refine-
worded, but Mr. Alario's just negates the whole ments that are necessary later. The Miller,
concept of that type of representation. Gauthier amendment which is proposed on the floor

has a Section (A) which is substantially the same
Further Discussion as Mr. Alario's proposed amendment. There is no

inconsistency between that and the amendment being
Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman, and delegates, I rise proposed by Mr. Alario. So adopt the Alario amend-
to oppose this amendment. It's certainly difficult ment, then we can go on with the other amendments
to intelligently argue against the proper apportion- and define what the best way is to move into the
ment of anything where representation is involved, single member districts for Supreme Court justices,
and representation of the people is what I am re- Thank you.
ferring to. But as the law is written today, or
at least as my understanding of the law as written Further Discussion
today, the legislature could have accomplished
the same results that Mr. Alario is attempting to Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

accomplish. Unless somebody shows me something rise in opposition to the amendments on behalf of
different to the contrary, they could have done it the committee. The committee debated all of these
and there has been no proposal that I have seen that issues and the committee does not disagree with the
may have been submitted from any delegation in the principle of one man, one vote or single member
legislature to make any change in the Supreme districts. But the committee is interested in

Court districts. Let's face it. Any delegate who drafting a constitution and passing a constitution
is aware of the problem in the large district and we took a position that when we take material
which exists between the City of New Orleans and out of the constitution as we are doing here, that
Jefferson Parish, realizes that this is a political is spelling out the district, that we should not
problem, which now exists between Jefferson and attempt to change them at the same time we are
Orleans Parish. It's difficult to resolve this taking them out. This is a job that should be left
problem with this amendment because injustice is to the legislature. I recognize that the Supreme
going to be done. Gerrymandering will occur and a Court may be mal apporti oned and I recognize that
justice who is serving at this time regardless of Jefferson Parish may have a legitimate grievance,
who he may be if this is passed, he will be gerry- But that is a problem that should be dealt with
mandered out of office in some way, manner, shape in the legislature. This proposal will not pre-
or form. I would submit to you that the amendment vent the legislature dividing the state into seven
that has been submitted by Mrs. Miller would ap- districts. It will not prevent the legislature
propriately resolve not only Mr. Alario's problem, from reapportioning the Supreme Court on the one
but also the political problem which does exist. man, one vote principle. This section will simply
And I must be very frank with you that it is a allow that job, those two jobs, to be done by
political problem. It's a political problem that the legislature and they should be done by the
could have been resolved by the legislature but the legislature. So 1 ask you to vote down these
legislature apparently did not see fit to attempt amendments because the section will allow the ac-
to resolve this either through a statute or through complishment of everything that the authors of the
a constitutional amendment which could have been amendments want to do in the proper form in the
submitted by the individuals or by the delegation legislature,
which is submitting this amendment. I would sug-
gest to you if you want a more reasonable, practical [prsvious ouestion ordered .'i

and intelligent approach to the solution to the
problem, I would suggest that you reject this amend- Closing
ment and in lieu of this amendment then accept
Mrs. Miller's amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Conroy I rise in support of the Alario
amendment. I believe the amendment is important.
I believe it preserves the concept which we estab-
lished when we first started dealing with the sub-
stantive parts of this constitution. And that is
the concept of single member districts. Make no
mistake, that is the issue and the only issue pre-
sented by the Alario amendment. And that is whether
you have single member districts for the Supreme
Court in the same fashion that you have single mem-
ber districts for the House of Representatives and
single member districts for the state Senate. The
other questions that are raised relate to other
problems and do not relate to that basic issue.
When we took up the legislative article we did not
try to solve the problems of reapportionment in
Section One. We discussed those in Section Five.
We did not try to solve the problems of election Amendment
in Section One of the legislative article. We tried
to solve that in Section Four. The questions which Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [fcy «rs. nin^-i, uc
people like Mr. Roy or Delegate Casey have raised ai .]. On page 2, strike out lines 1 through 6 in
relate to other problems in the basic concept of the their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
single member district. If you believe in the following: "Section 4. A. The state shall be
single member district, you should vote for the divided into seven Supreme Court districts apportion-
Alario amendment. Then as these other amendments ed as equally as practicable by population accord-
are proposed you can decide what is the proper way ing to each official decennial federal census. One
to move from what we have now into the single mem- judge shall be elected from each district.
ber district. But I warn you that if you reject B. After January 1, 1975 and before January 1,
the Alario amendment, then you will be faced with 1976 the Supreme Court district shall be reappor-
the problem that in the subsequent amendments people tioned as equally as practicable by population in
will pick at the minor technicalities that may accordance with the 1970 official federal decennial
exist in such other amendments and will urge you census into seven districts. Judges then serving
to reject those amendments because there is some terms to which elected shall be assigned by a vote
technical deficiency in the way the longer amend- of a majority of the Supreme Court justices to a

Mr. Alario Mr
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district for the remainder of the term to which Mr . Duva 1 You don't think it would be better to

then elected. Thereafter, a judge shall be domi

-

have the representatives of the people do the re-

ciled in the district from which elected for at apportionment rather than this board?

least one year prior to qualifying as a candidate
for the position. However, at the first election Mr. Tobias No, sir.

for each office of the Supreme Court following
reapportionment, an elector may qualify as a candi- Mr. O'Neill Mr. Tobias, Mr. Duval touched on my

date from any district created in whole or in part first question and my second question is, do you

from the district existing prior to reapportionment feel that it's absolutely necessary to mention
if he was domiciled in that prior district for at these dates in the new constitution?
least one year preceding his qualification.

C. Subsequent decennial reapportionments of the Mr. Tobias As I have this particular provision
Supreme Court districts and the assignment of after January 1, 1975 and before January 1, 1976,

judges to the Supreme Court districts for the re- could be handled by Style and Drafting placed in

mainder of the terms to which elected shall be the schedule to such an extent where it would
made by a board for judicial reapportionment com- just make it clear in that sense,

posed of the presiding judge of the Supreme Court,
who shall be the presiding judge of the board, the Mr. ' Nei 1

1

Good,
presiding judge of each circuit court of appeal, the
speaker of the House of Representatives and the Mr. Roy Mr. Tobias, isn't this present amendment
presiding officer of the Senate." the same as Alario's only it's a lot more compli-

cated
E X p 1 a n a t i

, Mr. Tobias No, it's substantially different.
Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this First of all, it does not. ...Mr. Alario's amendment
particular amendment does basically three things. did not say that there should be one man, one vote.
First of all it establishes seven Supreme Court This does, too. And if you were opposed to this,
districts throughout the state. Secondly, it pro- in effect you are saying, "I am opposed to one man,
vides that each district shall be apportioned ever/ one vote." Even the Gauthier amendment, which is,

ten years on a one man, one vote principle. You I believe, coming up after this one does not pro-

will know who your justice is on the Supreme Court. vide for one man, one vote.
Third, it creates a judicial reapportionment board
which will reapportion the districts each ten years. Mr. Roy Mr. Tobias, isn't it possible under this
The purpose of this board is in keeping with the amendment, since you allow "an elector may qualify
legislative proposals allowing the legislature to as a candidate from any district created in whole
reapportion itself and here we are allowing basi- or in part" for any elector in this state, any
cally the Supreme Court to reapportion itself. The kid eighteen years of age who is registered and

provision to provide that a person shall be able to who is an elector, to run as a candidate, but under
move into another district in the event that his Section 24 of the committee work, of course he
reapportionment gerrymanders him out. The whole couldn't be the judge until he became of age.
purpose of this is to allow that individual judge
the opportunity to move into that district. And Mr. Tobias That conflict could be resolved in

also to assure that not only those judges in office the. ...by the Style and Drafting Committee to

on January 1, 1975 would not be gerrymandered out coordinate the two.
of office but those judges in office in 1980 and
1990 and the year 2000, etc. would not be gerry- Mr. Roy Oh, no. I am on Style and Drafting.
mandered out of office. This provision will ac- I didn't know we were to resolve obvious substan-
complish, I believe, everything that we want to tive conflicts,
accomplish and I would urge its adoption.

Mr. Tobias What it means is an elector who would
Questions be qualified underour... .proposal.

Mr. Duval Mr. Tobias, I'm looking at Paragraph Mr. Roy But does it say that?
C, in reference to subsequent decennial reapportion-
ments. Now when the legislature reapportions it- Mr. Tobias That's implied, Mr. Roy.
self, isn't it subject to gubernatorial veto?

Mr. Bergeron Max, some of my questions have been
M r. Tobias As we adopted it? touched on. I'm looking at Paragraph B, line 5,

that sentence beginning with the word, "judges",
Mr. Duval No, I mean when the legislature passes could you explain to me exactly what that means?
an act of reapportionment in the future. Wouldn't
it be subject to veto? Mr. Tobias As I understand this particular sen-

tence, it means that in the event of gerrymandering
Mr. Tobias As a legislative act, I wo j d assume out, this person .... the Supreme Court would say
•it would be. that this person would serve until the qualified

term. ...this person woul d . . . . s tay in that office
^1-. Duval All right, therefore, here the board until such person is reelected.
that you composed could do an ex port* subject to

by any other branch of government. Is Mr. Bergeron I may be having problems with the
that right?

Mr. Tobias As a practical matter, I thi

you do have review. For the simple reaso
when we enact a one man, one vote princip
our constitution we in effect are saying
body is looking over your shoulder.

Mr.
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to reapportion it in the future. So, I ask on tends only to questions of law.
that basis only that you vote against the amendment. (D) In addition to appeals provided for else

where in this constitution the following cases
Questions shall be appealable to the Supreme Court:

(1) A case in which a law or ordinance has b

Mr. Kilbourne Judge Dennis, wouldn't this have declared unconstitutional.
the effect of allowing a change by the legislature (2) A criminal case in which the death penal
by a simple majority as to the first district but or imprisonment at hard labor may be imposed or
all the other districts would have to have a two- which a fine exceeding five hundred dollars or
thirds majority under the present committee propos- imprisonment exceeding six months has been actua
al? imposed. In other criminal cases an accused sha

have a right of appeal or review as provided by
Mr. Dennis Mr. Kilbourne, I don't know whether law or by rule of the Supreme Court not inconsis
it changes all of the votes to a simple majority tent therewith.
or just this one vote. It does at least make a (E) Subject to the provisions of Subsection
change there and the committee felt that a two- the Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction ove
thirds vote should be required to change these all issues involving any civil action properly
districts. before it.

Mr. Gravel Judge Dennis, do you have a copy of Explanation
Delegate Gauthier's proposed amendment before you?

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, thi

if I read it c(

majority vote <

know of that tl

can compel the
vote.

Mr. Dennis I
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Supreme Court grants a writ and agrees to review a besides the reassignment of a sitting judge dis-

ease or once a case is appealed to it, that it may cussed?
review all of the issues in that case. It may look

at the case as a whole and review all of the issues, Mr. Dennis Would you clarify your question? Do

subject to the exception in Paragraph (C) where you mean for what purpose, in order to equalize

:ases it can only review questions of

Judge, a little bit more specifi
is that when we ' ve got

sitting judge back home it is hard enough to get

Judge Dennis, just a technical ques- orders signed, but when the Supreme Court decides

Dage 3, line 2, the term "civil action" that they are going to take him away from us and

ign to our jurisdiction. It seems to give him to somebody else for six or seven months

matter of federal court. at a time, and then it makes it a little bit hard-
er to get orders signed, that there are some

I am sorry. I'm not with you. people who just disagree with this policy. My
question to you is did your committee consider the

2, from where possibility of seeking interim appointments from

does the term "civil action" derive? other than sitting judges?

crimina-
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-ts and
.trati

tell
e part

administer to the local cou
the court how to operate th

of is court. The committee proposal gives absolute
and total power to the Supreme Court. The judicial
administrator of the Supreme Court could become a

Tsar and go down and snoop in the records of the

local courts and thereby create problems on a local

level. This Tsar could possible supercede in many
respects some of the local courts. We wish to give
independence to the local courts to handle their
administrative duties. They were elected on a

local level, their obligations are statewide. How-

ever in many instances it belongs to the local
people and their obligation is to the local people.
So each district and local court presently estab-
lishes its own administrative duties. Each court
has its own set of rules. If you practice in one
district court and you go over to another district
court, you can learn what those rules are in the

other court. So recently a meeting of the district
and court of appeals and several of the Supreme
Court justices stated that they do not want this
additional administrative duty. They prefer to

leave this to the local courts and this is what we
are doing in this amendment. The other part we
are dealing with in this amendment is the transfer
of a judge. In the committee proposal there is a

mandatory transfer of the judge from one district,
or one court, to the other. Our committee says that
the sitting judge or retired judge may assign, and
the court, with the consent of that particular
judge. It says the consent of the judge being
transferred and also the consent of the district
court where the judge is being transferred also
would have to give its consent. You might have a

local judge in the parish of Orleans or Jefferson
who is compelled to serve in the northern part of

the state. He does not wish to be transferred up
there and that is what this particular amendment
does. I urge your adoption of this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Mr. Conino, are you well aware of the
fact that your proposal or your amendment would
strike out the phrase "It may establish procedural
and administrative rules not in conflict with law?"

to be the general super
system in the state.

lou Are gutting the
luisiana Supreme Cou
)f the entire jud i c i

the
juri
pres
is t

oug^
the
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We have ore, my good friend from Jefferson who P^''* of the state apparently police told no lies,

sponsored this amendment. Judge Bel. I haven't =0 when he made his decision from the stand, and he

heard any complaint from this very fine judge. stated it from the stand, that he would believe the

I'm sure you all would have accepted him. Inciden- policeman's word. He gave them greater credibility

tally you have a very good judicial system in than any other judge in our court system would

Jefferson. Your judges are up on their work and have given them. In Orleans Parish generally the

there is no problem there. But there are problems police feel that the district attorney's office is

in other places where the judges are falling behind, going to be involved in pi ea-bargai ni ng in different

where you need people to come in to help. For in- types of cases. Therefore what they do is they

stance, in Orleans Parish in 1954 the criminal dis- charge the man with the highest possible offense.

trict court was way behind. The Supreme Court was As an example if you get involved with a fight

able to send in Judge Fruge and I believe Judge with someone the police might charge you with

Holcomb to help there and they sat with those judges attempted murder, knowing that the district attor-

as extra divisions and helped them clean up the ley's office is going to reduce this to aggravated

docket. That is the sort of thing that you just battery or simple battery or some other related

have to be able to do, when the people demand the offense. But when these same cases were brought
statewide system operate efficiently for all of before this judge and he saw that the district at-

the people. As a judge, I am a servant of all of torney's office brought these charges forward, he

the people, not just in my district. A judge who felt in his heart that these people must have been

is elected from a given district, his primary re- guilty. As a result of that many people were
sponsibility is to the law, his secondary respon- found guilty. I don't know whether or riot they

sibility might be to the people of the district, had committed the crimes, but his philosophy differ-

but certainly he also has a responsibility to the ed to such an extent that probably a lot of innocent
people of the entire state and to help the judicial people were found guilty in these cases. His con-

system serve the people efficiently. Mr. Chairman, cept of a person being guilty and not guilty was

that's all. I yield to any questions. different from any other one I had heard in the
state of Louisiana. I actually saw him go off the

Questions record, which is also unheard of. He said, "I do
not want this made part of the record", the court

Mr. Flory Judge Tate, along the lines of assign- reporter stopped making it a part of the record,

ing judges, isn't it possible under the proposed then he proceeded to tell this black man why he

section that the Supreme Court could assign a was not guilty. After doing this he said "are you
judge that had been defeated, a judge that had ready," and the man went up and talked to the judge
chosen not to run because he couldn't be elected, and talked to the district attorney so he pled
or a judge that had retired at twelve years? Now, guilty. I'm sorry, he never pled guilty, but he

if that is possible, isn't this subverting the will was ready for his sentencing. The judge turned around
of the people in creating new judgeships to take and found him guilty. The attorney went to object,
care of workloads where they are peaked and it can saying, "but you just said that this maji couldn't be

be justified, which in that case the people would found guilty." He almost held the man in contempt of

have the right to choose their own judge? court. Going on and off the record is something
'

' rd of because of the fact that
peal the only thing that the
1 see will be this written re-
going to see this other action
the courtroom and was not made
When objections, or in criminal

wn as exceptions, were raised ir

his judge considered it as a per-
nas assigned to help Jefferson and' Jeff erson didn '

t sonal insult and he often threatened attorneys to

like it, and the Supreme Court has the policy now Put them in contempt of court because they objected
that it will not assign a defeated judge to a to his rulings. He cursed me out personally and he

place even on a temporary basis without being sure did many other things from the bench which horrified
it is acceptable. However, I don't think you should me as being a representative of defendants. Now
tie the hands of the court or the people to permit who was the victim under the present system that
temporary assignment without the expense of creat- we have right now. Were the criminals the victims?
ing a permanent new position, when it is only a 1 daresay that if any one of those people who were
temporary situation needing temporary help, or a found guilty under that judge had filed a writ of

sick judge for instance. habeas corpus and had that brought before a court
of appeals or the Supreme Court, they would have

Mr. Flory I am not familiar thoroughly with the been let loose because of this judge's antics and
Jefferson situation but you have got a lot of tactics or the bench. The people are the victims,
judges who have beer assigned that have beer re- you and I, the innocent people. Many guilty
tired for years and are still sittirg and there people could possibly have gore free.' This man
is no way you car rid of them? also had arother philosophy. He believed that
Mr. Tate If you are talkirg about a situation in prostitution was a wonderful way of life and that
Baton Rouge, there is a judge over seventy-five who it was o.k. because of the fact that it kept
at the unanimous request of the judges of Bator people off the welfare roles. These are just some
Rouge and the consent of the Baton Rouge Bar was of the instances of things that just shocked me
asked to come over here and serve as motion judge because I just didn't think people existed in

to hardle confirmation of defaults and noncontro- the twentieth century which had the concepts that
versial matters to free the full-time judges from this man had. I went and complained to some of the
that detail so they could try more cases. The justices and they had felt the same way and they

ict, ircidertal ly , is one of the had stated that some of the judges from Orleans
had complained about this man and many attorneys
had complained about him, yet that judge still sat
on that bench. I favor this amendment because 1

Further Discussion feel that it will help prevent such abuses of the
civil process and the criminal process in the

Mr. Schmitt I am in favor of this amendment and future.
I wou Id like to give you my main reasons for being
in favor of it. I had the unpleasant experience Further Discussion
of being an attorney ir a court of law in Orleans
Parish when we had one of these retired judges Mr. Derbes Ladies and gentlemen, if I can get
sitting. This was an elderly man and I didn't hold your attention for a couple of minutes, I would
that against him but apparently he was from a like to tell you why I am opposed to this amendment.
different part of the state and he had a different Mr. Schmitt is an example of the old legal maxim
philosophy than we had in Orleans Parish. In his that "a judge is a good judge when he agrees with

[724J
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you and a bad judge when he disagrees with you". of this nature which are essential to efficient
Unfortunately, the example here is, in my opinion, management of the entire court system. Just to

not the real question at hand. The real question make sure those were not done away with by deleting

at hand is whether or not we are to have some cen- the words, "control of," we put in the second sen-

tralized authority to supervise our judicial system tence which clearly states that the Supreme Court

or will our judicial system be fragmented into a can make procedural, administrative rules.

series of minor fiefdoms where one judge perhaps
is not one to accede to certain demands or neces- Mr. Lanier So, what we have here, this does not

sities in another section of court. What I am authorize the Supreme Court to tell each judicial
referring to is the old rule of judicial abstension. district how to make its local court rules. It

I am using the term loosely to refer to what I merely is to give the court authority to control

regard as the basic policy on the part of most the general administration of justice throughout
judges not to take cases when other sections of the whole system,
court have matters pending in them, not to get in-
volved in anything that is not ordinarily allotted Mr. Dennis That's correct, Mr. Lanier, and I

to them. The principle operates unfortunately to believe that under this even if something like

the detriment of a policy of centralized management. that should be attempted, the legislature could.
That is, if the demands of one particular court by its authority in this sentence, come in and

require that additional personnel be assigned to write another rule and say you can't make local

that court then in order to better serve the in- court rules. But it is not the intention of the...,

terests Of justice and the public, that assignment to grant the Supreme Court that much pervasive
in my view should occur. The question is, do you power,
leave that assignment solely to the discretion of
the individual judge and to the i ndi vi dua 1 . . . vari
ous members of the bench to which the assignment
will occur. I believe that if you leave that
final decision to them alone and provide no al-
ternate authority in any supervisory body that
you may unfortunately encounter the instance wher
in my opinion the most efficient allocation of
judicial resources will not occur. So, I briefly
urge you to defeat the amendment and to preserve
the Louisiana Supreme Court the ultimate authorit
for adoptions of standards and rules of procedure
and for ultimately the final say-so in what ad-
ditional judic-ial personnel should be assigned
where needed to any given court. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennis Well then, Mr. Chairman and fellow

do, the second ser
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Mr. Poynter The amendment [by Mr. Roy] as drafted judge or jury.

reads: "on page 2, line 17, after the word. What I am trying to do by this is to say that
'civil', delete the remainder of the line and on in questions of fact, the Supreme Court may not
line 18, delete 'both the law and the facts' and tamper with the local judges' ruling or the local
insert in lieu, thereof, 'and criminal cases ex- juries' ruling.
tends only to questions of law'". Now it may, on a question of law, always review.

That would make the paragraph read, "except as And it may reverse. But when it comes to a fact
otherwise provided in this constitution, the matter, it is not allowed to do so. I think it's
Supreme Court's jurisdiction in civil and criminal a good amendment. I think we need to meet that
cases extends only to questions of law", but leaves issue head on.

the last sentence, "in criminal matters its appel- Louisiana, incidentally, is one of the few

late jurisdiction extends to only questions of law". states in the union that allow the appellate courts
You didn't want that redundancy .. .make a slight to review questions of fact. The Federal System

change, then, Mr. Roy, page 2, line 17 after the in this state does not allow the review of fact
delete the remainder of the line and questions. That's why I said earli

7 after
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increase in the number of cases litigated. Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I rise in opposition to this

Mr. Derbes It's not a matter of the increase in amendment. Now this amendment is a favorite project
the number of cases litigated, Mr. Roy, it's an of an association of which I am a member. The Trial
increase in the number of jury trials. Lawyers Association. And as most of the members of

that association in my legal career, I have primari-
Mr. Roy That doesn't necessary follow because ly represented injured persons, whether in workmen's
the judge. ...the court of appeal or Supreme Court compensation cases or personal injury cases,
cannot review the judge's opinion as well as the However, I disagree with the position tal(en by
jury's. So that doesn't bother that jury trial my fellow members of the association who seem to

issue. assume that denying appellate review of facts would
In fact, let me just point out in other states, redound always to the benefit of the injured party

in the common law states where you have jury or the workmen's compensation claimant,
trials that are prevalent, the defendant asked for I have not found this to be the case in my ex-
jury trials in most of the cases. You try filing perience as a trial lawyer in eight years of prac-
a suit in another state and ask the judge to decide tice. I have rather found that on many occasions
it. Most of the times the defendants come in and I was very happy to have recourse to appellate re-
ask for a jury trial himself. view of facts and I have participated

But that's not the issue. The issue is not where I am convinced tha the power
whether we can increase.... court to review facts in a persona

Do you have a question Mr. Sandoz? I'll stop. compensation case has presented, has prevented,
rather, great injustice.

Mr. Sandoz Mr. Roy, don't you agree that in other Now our courts have used this power of appellate
iew of fact by the appel- review of facts with discretion. We have what is

1 substantial backlog called the manifest error rule which simply stated
in their cases where in some states three, four means that an appellate court will not reverse a

and five years in getting a case to trial? trial court on a question of fact unless there is

what is called manifest error, or error apparent
Mr. Roy I don't think that that's the reason on the face of the record. In my experience, it
for that, Mr. Sandoz. In your Northeastern states is very seldom that you will find an appellate court
where there has been an influx of cases it has just in the State of Louisiana reversing a trial court
been that way for many years because they don't on a question of fact. They will say time and time
provide for an adequate judiciary. again that the finding of the trial court on the

We have a great judicial system here. We've question of fact is entitled to great weight,
got enough judges, they don't provide enough. My position on this issue would be that this

system has worked well in what a judicial system
Mr. Sandoz ffut, don't you think, Mr. Roy, that is after all supposed to do, that1

' t yoL
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made in evaluation of the evidence below, it can I think could be summarized for three reasons:

only be corrected if there is an error in law. One. Under the present review in civil matters.

That's not right. We should have one standard. If the review of both law and facts puts on the clerk

we are going to use it, it should be the same in the duty of reviewing for justice in the truth of

criminal cases as in civil cases. There is no rea- the matter. As a matter of fact, a properly re-

son to have a double standard in our law. plied.... the manifest error doctrine prevents an

And I say if you are not going to review the appellate court from disturbing evaluations of

facts in criminal cases, why should you have the credibility and overturning factual findings on

right to review the facts in civil cases? It is the mere whim of the appellate court. But the ul-

just as simple as that. timate aim when you review for presence of fact.

In contrary to the arguments that have been used is fairness, truth and the just result according

here, I do not see where the appellate judges are to law. Now if our review is limited to questions

any better able to decide whether or not a witness of law as it is in criminal cases, the sole matter

is telling the truth or not telling the truth, before the court is this technicality or that

looking at a cold record than they can as a judge technicality. This rule of evidence, this instruc-
or a jury, listening to that witness in his own tion to the jury, this procedural step being put

manner, his own mannerisms, his own voice, his own instead of that procedural step first, and what
reflections tell his story. can the court do if it finds an error? It can do

If they can review it in a civil case, they ought nothing more. ...I'll answer the ques ti on . . . . than

to be able to review it in a criminal case. And remand for retrial like in criminal cases. The
Louisiana philosophy since 1812 has been in accor-
dance with review of facts and law, and one trial
wherever possible, and one appeal in civil cases
to end the matter forever.

Now, when your review is limited to questions
of law, what does a trial lawyer do? Naturally,
he tries to raise, and I don't blame him, just as
many technical traps as he can for the trial court.
Why? In order to. ...in case he loses, preserve
some ground to have another shot at the apple on

a retrial. So what happens? Instead of a case
being tried in one day, it'll be three days. And
instead of being finally over. ...if there are some
technical errors there, it's sent back and it

occupies the trial judge again three days.
Now, I respectfully submit to you that the

custom, tradition and law of this state since 1812
requiring appellate courts to review facts in law
in civil cases has worked well. I would say that
probably ninety-eight percent of the cases, the
trial judge and jury and appellate judge are going
to reach the same results. Two percen t . . . .may
differ. And those two percent, maybe they should
differ.

But by and large the end result is one fast
required to do the job now performed by those trial, one faster trial with full day in court,
sections in existence in your areas. One appeal directed not to technicalities but to

I think there is one important consideration the merits. Who should win? And then the final

to bear in mind, and that is that we have, this conclusion of the matter. As a result, I may say,

convention has adopted the principle of elected the Institute of Judicial Administration which
judges. That, to me, means that the judge is collects statistics on delay in Metropolitan and
responsible to the people. other areas doesn't even list our state because

If this provision, if this amendment were sug- as bad as we think the delays are, they are nominal
gested as a compliment to an appointment system compared to other states. Chicago five years to

for the judiciary, I think I might be in favor of wait for a trial in an automobile accident case.
it because it would insulate the people, the actual New York the same and so on.
petitioners and claimants, from manifest errors So I respectfully suggest that we should reject
by interposing a jury where appointed judges may, the Roy amendment as much as I like the author
in my opinion, occasionally render judgments more and appreciate his willingness for me to serve in

in keeping with certain preconceived social notions. perpetuity except limited to ten years.
For example, if the judiciary were selected by

the Bar Association and were oriented toward in- Questions
surance companies rather than plaintiffs, this,
I believe, would be a good provision.

To the contrary, we have not seen fit to estab-
lish an appointment system for the judiciary.
Rather, we have chosen an elected mechanism for
selection of judges and in my opinion that creates Mr. Tate That is another question. I don't
a substantial responsibility and likelihood that think we seriously did. I think someone proposed
the judges will follow the will of the people and it. I don't think it carried with a second. But
will in my opinion, render judgments for the in- that's another question. I understand there is

dividual rather than for the firm or the company another amendment coming up on it.

where permitted by law.
So I urge you in the interest of providing Ms. Zerviqon Do you have any idea why serious

speedy trials, and in the interest of dispensing consideration wasn't given to review the facts
justice swiftly and efficiently, that this amend- on criminal cases?
ment be defeated.

Thank you. Mr. Tate Well, that requires an awful long answer
The reason possibly is, tradition, the fact that

Further Discussion we inherited that law from the Anglo-Saxon which
traditionally limits review in criminal cases to

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I law. The fact that as a matter of administration
hesitate to trespass once more on your time, but of justice, many times people were afraid that,

request of a few I rise in opposition to for instance, an appeal on facts in criminal cases

if t
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question of acquittal and things like that. I'm
not giving you a completely square answer because
it's very complicated the question you asked why
there shouldn't be a review of facts in criminal
cases. But for the administration of criminal
justice, it's generally felt that. ...that has just Mr. Weiss An appellate judge then

not been extended.

Avan

JU(
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ik he's wrong, they can renc

igs are entirely different
rt be confused by the argu-

it that since there is only an appeal of law on Mr. Guarisco Would you believe it if I told you

lal case, it should be in the civil case. that no European country, including France, today,

rue at all because the two procedures reviews the facts on appeal? That they '"--- "-

affirm it.
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Amendment No. 1. On page 2, (this goes to 5A) Mr. Velazquez Don't you think that if some

line 12, after the period, delete the remainder of wants to practice law full-time after he fir

the line and delete line 13 in its entirety and being a judge the Supreme Court in its wisdo
insert in lieu thereof the following: "It may not force him to go somewhere he doesn't war

assign a sitting or retired judge to any court with go and preside over a court?
his consent and with the consent of a majority
of the members of the court in which the judge is Mr. Toomy I would agree with your assumpti
assigned." but under this amendment, that would be the

Now this is not the same amendment that was and there would be no exceptions to that cas

heretofore prepared because it deletes one line think exactly what you are saying would prev

less of the language, if you will. with no exception at all.

Explanatior
uss i ng this thing and tl

was
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right,

Mr. Ke-
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tion and Judge Tate that it would be somewhat re-

dundant if we left the phrase in there "impri sonme
at hard labor". Now to the meat of this amendment
I think that Dr. Weiss and Representative Alphonse
Jackson have expounded pros and cons of the words
"death penalty" and the merits of "death penalty".
My position to make it very clear to the conventic
is that I don't believe that we ought to at this
point consti tutional i ze the words "death penalty".
If in the future, and I would hope not, but if in

the future that the federal courts or the Supreme
Court reverses its decision then the wording of
this language would provide, it would seem to me,
for any imposition for those who may want. I do

not. In fact if someone is charged and been con-
victed of murdering somebody, let's say, then he

is in effect, has caused, has viol a ted ... been con-
victed of a felony. I do not as a delegate to

this convention, as a citizen of the State of
Louisiana want to at any point cons ti tutiona 1 i ze

the words "death penalty". I would suggest that
the manner in which this amendment is phrased the court feels that municipal ordinances are not

offers the possibility for, as Representative worthy of being decided by the Supreme Court? The

Jackson said, positive organic constitutional law constitutionality of it? It just seems to me

and with that explanation I would ask that you Justice Tate that the wrong attitude has been taker

adopt this amendment. here. It seems to me that municipal ordinances
and district ordinances and parish ordinances are

[previous Qi^estion ordered. Amendment equally as important as a Statute would be.

Hr^
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Mr. Tobias, isn't it a fact that
las declared unconstitutional, if t

It was adopted it would add approximately at
Kean And it's your opinion that that could least nine months to maybe a year to the time that

be done simply because ordinances do not have the ordinance would be in limbo before we ever go
statewide significance as state laws. final decision as to whether it

cons ti tu 1 1 onal
many i ns tances .

most instances that come before us, they do not. Mr. Tobias Not necessarily. As a practical matter
In the exceptional case, of course it would go all the Louisiana Supreme Court presently gets very
the way I suppose. very few appeals on ordinance cases. Very very

few and it's minimal and the delay is not that
Mr. Kean Well isn't it a fact though that many long. They're almost down I believe to six months
ordinances can deal quite directly with the rights at this point,
in property and as a matter of fact with respect to

life and liberty, and you still feel that there is [previous Question ordered. Amendment
a distinction under those circumstances between rejected: 27-82. Motion to reconsider
state laws and ordinances so far as action by the tabled. '\

Supreme Court is concerned?
Amendments

Tate Now we must incidentally, we must sepa-
rate the civil side from the criminal
anybody is convicted under an ordinar
declared constitutional or not, they
right of review to the Supreme Court,
leave at the side life and liberty ar

tlking about regulatory ordinances ar

Mr. Kean
tice is th
not that i
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of law in prescribing the manner of appeals violate
our entire system of three branches of government.
I am opposed to Judge Dennis as far as his positior
on trial de novo and I think that very possibly
the legislature will adopt statutes to create or
recreate a procedure of trial de novo from the
courts of limited jurisdiction to the district cour
It has worked satisfactorily. It has not been a

burden on the district courts and it has been a

means of review for the limited courts. He also
mentioned the fact about there ^would be finances
involved. Well I can assure you this, the Supreme
Court cannot provide the finances for taking care
of the cost of these appeals. If there is any pro-
vision there that is another matter that is going
to fall on the back of the legislature that has
to be financed. I seriously urge that you adopt
this amendment. Leave legislation with the legis-
lature and the courts with the judiciary.

[Amendment adopted: 60-50. Notion to

Amendment

Mr. Poynter It is a technical amendment sent up
by Delegate Dennis on behalf of the Committee on
the Judiciary. It hasn't been distributed.

Amendment No. 1 on page 2, line 32, immediately
after the word "of" and before the letter "C"
delete the word "Subsection" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "Paragraph".

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

7led.

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[I Journal 317]

pynter
Ji

ment on today.
Mr. Rayburn, chairman on.behalf of Committee

Revenue, Finance and Taxation, sends up notice
that his committee will meet Thursday, tomorrow,
after adjournment in Committee Room 4 to continu
consideraton of the committee proposal, respect-
fully submitted, "Sixty" Rayburn, chairman of th

commi t tee

.

[.Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Thursday, August 16, 1973.]

[737]
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Thursday, August 16, 1973 paragraph simply clarifies what are the actual facts
today. ..that the chief justice is the chief admin-

ROLL CALL istrative officer of the judicial system subject to
rules adopted by the court. Now, there are two

[90 delegates present and a quorum.} checks and controls here. I don't want you to get
the idea that the chief justice is being given com-

PRAYER plete control of everything. First of all, these
rules adopted by the court are subject to legisla-

Hr. De Blieux Our heavenly Father, we thank Thee tive regulation in Section 5, you will recall that
for the privilege given here once more in Thy ser- we have already adopted. The chief justice in turn
vice. We ask that You give us the wisdom that the is subject to the control and regulation of the
actions to date be all in accord with Your desires rules adopted by the Supreme Court which are subject
and wishes. We ask this in Christ name. Amen. to the legislative acts. So, what he is given is

a delegation of authority from the legislature to
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE the court to him to take care of the day-to-day

management and administrative chores of running an
READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL efficient and effective judiciary system. Ladies

and gentlemen, I ask for your favorable vote on
this section,

s]

3P0SALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal 318] Mr.
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Hayes
It age set at 70 fo

in a later
nent age fo

Mr. Hayes What is the reason then for having 65

as the age at which you must step in as Supreme
Court justice?

Mr. Dennis Well, as 1 attempted to explain earlier,
this was a compromise between electing the Supreme
Court judge and having him serve strictly on the

ity. defects hav
the basis of seniority are f

of all, you encourage people who might have ret
at 65 to stay on the court just for the hope of

getting that honorable title. Second, you run
danger of the situation that we had recently of a

rapid turnover of three chief justices in a ten-
month period. Third, you might have someone who
is physically and mentally able to be a justice,
but not physically up to the task of being the
chief administrative officer in addition to being
a voting and writing justice of the Supreme Court

the

Hayes Couldn't you st that pr blem by
5? Couldn ' t we solve
nstead of going to 70?

cause then, I think, you wc

stay on the court who would
get this honorable title,
the problems, perhaps, but )f tf

Mr. Hayes One more question. Judge Denni
parti cul ar problem that we. ..did we run in

we couldn't solve the last time? Were we
solve the problem when we had these three
retiring all at once? Were we able to solve it

then? I understand you had Judge Hamilton or some
body retired . . .

Der I suppose, Mr Hay Id get
along witho ut a chief justice if we had to. We
could muddle through, but I believe you would have
a better run, more efficient, more just judiciary
system if you have an able chief justice, who is

able to serve for a substantial period of time and
to provide leadership for the court.

Mr. Hayes

Den Well , there's r

[ said before thi
! committee came
issumed the role

thing magic about the
is a compromise fig-

p wi th. It would give
f chief justice

age 65; as
ure that t

anyone who
least five years more to be a justice and chief
justice of the Supreme Court and to provide leader-
ship for the judiciary system.

Mr. Puqh Judge Dennis, I noticed that you made the
statement in this provision that he would succeed
to the office if he was under 65. Do you contemplate
that once he reaches 65 that he'll lose the office
or do you contemplate that he'll stay in the office?

Denn No, sir. We contemplate that
squire that the chief justice vac
Ten he's 65. It requires only tl-

55 when he takes the position.

«hy wouldn't he

iremise that you need
If that's the basic
the office when he ge

The basic premise is that
have a substantial period of time left on the co
when he assumes the role of chief justice. The
basic premise is not that he would be too old to
be chief justice after he reaches 65.

Mr. Pugh You're just trying to provide for sub-
stantial period of time in which the Supreme Court
would be under one specific chief justice, is that

chief justice when he is 69 years old and has only
a few months left on the court to be chief justice.

Mr. Pugh As I understand, the present posture of

the court is such that this. ..the use of this amend
ment could not be for many years to come, is that
not correct? Will not Justice Sanders serve until
almost the end of the century?

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. I believe that if he serves
his full time out that this will not benefit any

nber of the pr

Mr. Pugh Nor w

It Supreme Court,

it affect any of them?

ler benefit

Mr. Dennis Well, I guess it would affect them if

Chief Justice Sanders should retire early or should
pass away before his time on the court is up, but
it is not geared to any particular member on the

court.

Mr. Fayard Judge Dennis, did your committee...
I 'm sure it did. ..study the constitution of other
states in regards to vacancy of a Supreme Court
justice?

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir, we did.

Mr. Fayard How many other constitutions prov
for such a provision in their constitution? H

many other states provide for such a provision

ion of such as what we have

Mr. Dennis I don't have the figures at hand.
Some of them provide for the chief justice to be

elected, some provide for him to be appointed by the
governor, others provide for him to be selected on
straight seniority, and there may be some other vari-
ations on the theme, but those are the basic methods
of selecting the chief justice that I know of. I

can't give you the number of how many do which.

^r. Fayard Nearly every other state has a prov
sion for the selection of a chief justice and th

replacement of the chief justice in the case of
vacancy in the constitution?

Mr. Dennis I would say substantially all have a

provision for the selection of the chief justice.
They don't all do it the same way.

Mr. Fayard Well, what would be the effects of de-
jvision in its entirety. Do you have

Mr. Dennis I think the effect of it would be a

less efficient judiciary system because there would
be no vesting of authority in any one person to be
the head of it. I think that if you deleted it

then the Supreme Court itself would be the adminis-
trative head of the judiciary system and you would
have. ..it would be run by a committee. I guess from
time to time they might select an ad hoc leader but
there would be no stability there. There would be
no constitutional vesting of authority in one man.

Mr. Fayard Well, then it would be left up to the
court itself to provide for a chief justice if it

so desired. Is that correct?

Id, and I wou Id hate

[739]
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Mr. Deni
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Mr. Alexander Judge Dennis, suppose we put this
back into perspective. Prior to the last three,
during the time in Judge Fournet ' s . . . how long did
he serve? That is from the...

Mr. Dennis He served a long time and he was a

good chief justice and I'm not saying that you can-
not get lucky and get some good chief justices on
a straight seniority basis, but this shouldn't pre-
vent us from trying to Improve our constitution
and our method of selection as we go into the future.

Mr. Alexander

good chief justic

Mr. Dennis Yes,

Mr. Silverberq Jim, my mathematics might be a

little different from yours, but what's the differ-
ence between this ten-month period at age 65 and
age 70?

Mr. Dennis This difference is that the retirement
age is going to be established, we think, at 70
years old, and so most justices when they reach 65

Furth ;cus;

Mr . Lei gh Ladies and gentlemen of the convention,
this is the first time that I've risen to speak to

you, but I feel very strongly about this particular
amendment and I rise in support of it. Let me
point out that while this may not affect the present
court as it is presently constituted, our constitu-
tion is being drafted for many years in the future
and there could well be changes which would make
this affect the terms of the court as it will be

constituted. The amendment would permit a judge at
64 1/2 years of age to take office as chief justice.
It would prevent a man 65 years and one day from
taking the same office, and I submit that there is

no justifiable reason for putting a cutoff date at
all for the office of chief justice. Traditionally,
the oldest justice in pointof service has served
as the chief justice when his time came and while
it may be true that we've had four chief justices
in the last ten or twelve months, before that time
I would say for a period of thirty years or better
maybe 40 years, we only had two. We don't know
what the court will be and I submit that there is

no occasion or no justification for a cutoff date
for service as chief justice. I strongly ask you
to support the amendment and vote favorably on
the amendment .

Question

Mr. Womack My question, Mr. Leigh, whether he
served one day, one week, one month, or ten years,
that would not take anything away from his quali-
fications, would it?

Mr. Leigh Not a thing in the world, Mr. Womack.
I think that he would be amply qualified and should
be amply qualified at 65 just as much so at an

earlier age. There's no requirement, actually, in

the committee's recommendation that he come off at
65. He'll be serving after 65 if he takes office
below that age. Was there any other question?
Thank you and I again ask that you support the
amendment

.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman, and members, I am in favor
of the amendment to take out the age limit. To
me, the thing that counts is the condition a person
is in and not his age. Some people at thirty are
through. Some people at a much older age of sixty-
five are going strong, numerous. Look at old Strom

San
up in the United States Senate. Look at

Remember, Bernarr Macfadden, a strong
man, health man, numerous ones. And if we are going
to start, just running the country by age alone,
you are going to lose the services of many good
people. Oliver Wendell Holmes was on the Supreme
Court of the United States until he was ninety-two.
And he was in good shape up until his ninety-second
birthday. I could go on and on, and on. But per-
sonally, I wish this amendment went further to not
only take out the age but let the members of the
court select their own chief justice. Now, another
reason for taking out the age, if a person is on
the Supreme Court and not able to perform his duties,
he shouldn't even be there. Now, the additional
duties of being chief justice are not the kind of
duties that are a lot of hard work. On top of it,
you can always have another person help you. Not
only because you might not know how, you might not
like it, or this, that or the other. But I think
we are making a serious mistake to start putting
in a limitation on age. Next think, somebody will
want to do, is be changing everybody over a certain
age. So, I say it is a good amendment.

Further SCUSS 1

ilbc -man, and fellow delegates,
I opposed this arbitrary

the committee. I oppose
iposed it. At the present

I support the amendment.
SI xty-f 1 ve 1 imi tation on

it now. I have always o

...under the present constitution, the mandatory
retirement age of the judges is seventy-five. We
are proposing in the new article to reduce that to
seventy, and I presume that that is going to pass,
but in all events whatever the retirement age is,
I say if a man. ..and I have said it all along, if

a man is qualified to serve on the Supreme Court he
is qualified to be chief justice, if he reaches the
age and stays on there long enough. And it just
doesn't seem to me to make sense to say a man can
stay on the Supreme Court and serve as a justice
until he is seventy years of age, but he can't be

chief justice when he gets sixty -five years or
older. And I hope that you will vote for the amend-

De brief.
k that the

it they want it to do

!f justice who serves
replaced in the case

un for r

Ms. Zervigon Mr. Chairman, I wil
just wanted to say that I don't th

committee proposal does what they
You could still have a c

for ten months and is ti

term ended and he either chose not to

tion or was defeated at the polls. I would very
much oppose any upper age limit in the constituti
at all unless there is a very strong reason for i

This one, I can't see a strong reason for and I

don't think it accomplishes what the committee wa

and I urge your adoption of the Bollinger amendme

iered.]

Ray bu

Closi

r. Chairman, and fellow delegates,
I rise in support of this amendment for many, many
reasons. And I am a little shocked and a little
surprised to think that we might have someone on

the highest court of our land that could make de-
cisions that govern you, your family, your children,
your friends, your relatives and neighbors, but yet
they were not qualified to be the chief justice.
Have you thought of that? You might have a person
that had spent his entire life on the Supreme Court
and one day would keep him from having that little
honor in his few remaining days or months to serve
on the Supreme Court. Oo you want to deprive him
of that? I don't believe you do. I think this is

a good amendment. If they are qualified to make
decisions that govern this state, they are certainly
qualified in my opinion to carry their little honor
and the great name of being the chief justice.
Don't take that away from somebody that might have
looked forward for it for fifteen or twenty years.
It has worked all right in the past, you might have

[741]
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had a few conflicts or you might have had a few I think this would effectively accomplish
people that wasn't...! heard they had some that want, but I am against this amendment whic
rearly wasn't qualified to be the chief but yet he before us at the present time.
is qualified to pass on me, and you and the welfare
of this community. That is ridiculous. And I Mr. Rayburn Certainly you have a right t

think this is a good amendment and I hope you will against it, sir.

adopt it.

Questions to reconsider tabled.]

, do you realize that the com- Amendment
ie this because we believed
(ty-five was unqualified, and Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Brou

that I at no time represented this to the conven- page 3, delete lines 4 through 7 both incl

tion. The basis for this proposal is simply to their entirety and insert in lieu thereof
make sure that the man who assumes the office of following:
chief justice has a substantial period of time left "Section 6, Paragra
in his term. Do you realize that Senator? elect from its members

Mr. Rayburn No, I don't really agree with why it Explanation
was proposed. I think I know why it was proposed
and I don't agree with what you just said, that Mr. Brow n Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think

we have got a difference of opinion there. And I the amendment is self-explanatory. I think we are

respect yours, I hope you respect mine. I think talking about competency when we look at a new
this was proposed to cut some of us old folks out. constitution. And I can't see why that someone
And I am asking all you old folks to join me, and just automatically becomes chief justice because
it is time we are sticking together. he has hung around long enough. He has waited out

his time and all of a sudden he takes on one of the
most prestigious positions in this state. I think
that in a case like this, that the court itself
should elect who they feel is the most competent
man to serve as their chief justice. There has
been some argument against this. I understood it

was hotly debated in the committee because there
would be politics involved. Because the justices
would be politicking one another. Well, gentlemen
and ladies, I would like to suggest that these

nen are elected to begin with. They got
d through politics and this is a onetime
and I think the evils involved of a little

eking for the chief justice far outweigh
3uld happen if we appoint a man, merely be-
he has hung around long enough. I think the

lave'a birthday within a month of elective process is something we have stuck with
t that the situation that we are throughout this whole convention. I think it cer-

low? tainly ought to apply to the chief justice, for
the justices of the Supreme Court to elect a man

ion't think so. I think this, if that they feel is most competent.
! and he has been there, and he is

lief justice, if that honor is not Question
lould have
lants it. Mjl^ Homack Senator Brown, under this proposal,

how long would he serve as chief justice when he

to ask you this question. was elected, until they called the next election,
lot more about the ser- the next meeting, the next week, the next year, or

honor that might come until he died?
? putting individuals
state in this particular Mr. Brown Representative Womack, it phrases

exactly the way the preser
he serves as long as he is

Mr. De Bl ieux Senator Raybi
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; you agree that
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seniority and the experience you gain by the length have got to do, is to hold another election and ap-

of time that the judges serve on the court. Couldn't point a new chief justice. And I think it would
this happen, that a chief justice would be elected only occur in chaos in the Supreme Court and cer-
and he might have served fifteen years and die or tainly we don't want that in our Supreme Court. I

have to retire because of illnesses or something think we have good Supreme Court justices, I don't
and then in a popularity contest the remaining mem- think we will have any problem with the ones who
bers that they could elect the youngest and the are here now, but we are not writing a constitution
newest member on the court to succeed him, and pass for the present, we are writing a constitution for

up all the others that had had much more years of the future, and I urge you to defeat this amendment.
ity, isn't that right?

Ibourne That certain a possibility.
Closing

Further Discussion Mr. Brown Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, let tne

briefly point out just a couple of things in closing.
Mr. Chehardy Mr. Chairman, members of the conven- First of all, there are twenty-four states in this

tion, the prime error that I see in this particular country. Twenty-four states in this country that

amendment is that I believe the very political at- elect their chief justice. This is nothing radical
mosphere that you are trying to avoid, you will that we are just going into. Twenty-four states
create. And you will create it within almost a do this very thing. Mr. Stinson raised the question,
family unit, seven people. But that is not the he was very concerned about one judge going and
prime reason that I am up here to talk to you. buying off all the other judges and then making a

Delegate Champagne made several statements which deal. Well, let me say this, if we get to the

I really feel cannot remain unanswered because I stage where that is happening on the Supreme Court,
for one, do not share the feeling that he expressed the men who are supposed to be the highest caliber
in relation to our senior citizens. And 1 am talk- legal minds in this state, then I think we have a

ing about such statements as "why keep a man on the lot more to worry about than who is going to be our
court who has to be massaged into life, just wait- chief justice. This merely is an amendment to

ing around in effect to reach seventy or die". As bring about competency. To let who the justices
far as I am concerned, there has been productivity think is the best man in the administrative end.

at the age of seventy. I, for one, do not think Let me make that point clear. You know a man might
because he reaches the age seventy or the age of want to be a college professor all his life, and
eighty, or the age ninety he should be torn away not particularly want to be president of the uni-
from life. I too, happen to sit on the board of a versity. I think the very same thing applies, the

bank and I have witnessed men dealing in finance, man might want to be a good working judge, but not
in business seventy and older. And I have yet to take on all the administrative affairs of being
find their equal in a man of thirty-five or forty. chief justice. There are a number of additional
And I believe the whole attitude that we have to- burdens. And I think it only fair to let the jus-

ward the aged today, more and more rest homes to tices pick the man who wants to take on these addi-

take them away from the family. And I believe on tional burdens. I ask your support of this amend-
that whole subject, I want no part of it. And I ment.
don't want it to reflect on myself. I don't want
any sharing of any thought that detracts from old Questions
age. I am fifty-two. I hope I live to the age of
seventy. If I do, I hope I am productive at that
age. But I believe the best expression I have seen
about old age, whether it comes from the children
or from anyone else, was said by a judge in a trial
where a parent, a man of seventy-five, had to bring
in seven children to give him a little support and
he asked for two dollars a week from each child. Mr. Shannon And under your amendment, why, the

And it all goes back to what the judge said there Supreme Court justices themselves would be able t

in this case referring children to a parent and in vote intelligently on the senility or inadequacy
our case, human beings, fellow human beings. ..and of any justice, is that not right?
what he said in that case was, "one parent or two
parents can raise seven or twenty children. But Mr. Brown Quite true, Mr. Shannon, I agree with
seven or twenty children cannot take care of or you.
show respect to that one parent." And we as a group
of human beings are neglectful in our respect to Mr. Ro emer Senator Brown, isn't the thrust of

the elder citizens of this state if we accept a your amendment is that the Supreme Court justices
remark like this unchallenged. themselves know who should bes ' -

" " "" "'

Mr.
men
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Mr. Brown Well, Section B before me, says "the
chief justice is the chief administrative officer
of the judicial system of the state. Is the chie
administrative officer of the judicial system of
the state, subject to the rules adopted by the

Doctor, I think what th

to his duties as chief adir

think he possible is still

!fers tc t refers

Poyr

nendment

;ndments
Delegates Landry, Lanier and other

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, li

after the word "the" and before th

delete the words "judicial system"
lieu thereof "Supreme Court".

Landr

Explanation

Members of the con

5nt up by

9, immedi
lords "of

lenti
this amendment would do, would be to make Paragr
B read as follows: "the chief justice is the ch
administrative officer of the Supreme Court of t

state subject to rules adopted by the court." I

...my district judges in my area...l don't know
about your district judges, but my district judg
oppose this Paragraph B with the fear that many
years to come that by saying that the chief admi
strative officer of the judicial system is not
limited to the Supreme Court, but could be so fa

a local parish and tell the district judges how
they will administer their affairs. Such as hir
minute clerks, court reporters, and in the
of financing their courts. And they feel that th

is objectionable and I urge you to adopt the amen

Mr. Landry, did I understand you to sa

district judges objected to the way this
n in the proposal?

ods

is amendment?

. Landry, A. na t IS cor

Tate Fel low del egates , ;e br ;fly
oppose the amendment. The suggestion for its inclu
si on to clarify the status of the chief justice wa
made by Chief Justice Sanders. I thoroughly agree
with the concept that as Senator Rayburn said when
we first started to organize, every ship needs a

captain. You need someone who is kind of the man
who starts things. Who has the responsibility you
can look to, for him particularly to administer an

to administer efficiently. As I view it, it's par
of the same argument we had yesterday about the
administration of the state as an entire system.
And I respectfully urge that you may see fit to
reject it because after all I think the chief jus-
tice at the present serves in that same capacity.
There is no radical change made except that recog-
nizes his importance as the man to whom the people
can look for primary responsibility in carrying ou
the administrative rules of the Supreme Court. I

yield to any questions, Mr, Chairman.

Questions

Mr. Sandoz Justice Tate, don't you believe that
the proposal that the committee has made would als
enable the chief justice to supervise some distric

judge s duties
why they

Jte I take the fifti

Mr. Avant Justice Tate, isn't it a fact that
this provision the chief justice does not just
operate on his own and tell the people what to
He is subject to the " -

-

and has to operate w

by the entire court
court, does he not?

s of the Sl, .

thin the guidelines laid dowr
r at least the majority of tt

Tate es , rds of )ne syll

just for

yes

isn't the chief just
officer of the judic
such in prac ti ca 1 i ty

ate

actic;

De f£

d i f

f

erence
though it's
bei ng the c. ... . ^

system and chief jus
ated by my functio

ween. ..that means in fact he is al-
t called that. The difference between
f justice of the entire judicial

lybe iUus-
las presiding judge ofcraceo oy my runciion wnen i was presioing ju

the court in Lake Charles for ten years. All
worried for was getting the money for that co
with the assistance of my colleagues, of cour
making sure our dockets were current; worrying
about hiring and firing and things like that. T

chief jus ti ce ... under the rule-making power I th
has a greater responsibility to take the leaders
and worrying about the efficient operating of th
judicial system over the entire state. If in on
district, for some reason in order that delays a

incurring, somebody should have the primary re-
sponsibility to go look and see, see if they nee
help, see what's the reason, that sort of thing.

Then all this real
rds what he is actu£

n my opinion, yes s i

Judge Tate, is the

ified court system?

Mr. Tate Mr. O'Neill, I, really can't answer that
question because I don't think we adopted a unifiec
court system in the sense that they use it in other
states. I'm not trying to dodge your question but
I think it's apples and lemons.

Further Discussion

airman, fellow delegates, I ri

is amendment. We have already
sue in one way or another. In

will look back, we defeated an
ght to delete the language it

nd administrative rules
with respect to the

Supreme Court. This provision simply cont
same language in effect, just
justice of state will administ
the rule
this syst

Mr. Tobias Mr. C

i n oppos i tion to t

passed upon this i

Section 5A, if you
amendment which so

may estab procec
1 law" with resoect to the

..J ^„. les th..,

ig that the chief
,. . , -- it, subject to
by the court, shall administer

.J _,,..^ly stated, we have already passed
this issue, and I would urge that you reject

Discussion

d fel low del egates , 1r. Chairman a

of the amend . . . .

of the court system should be sepa
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appealing is very proper. But I still feel that arbiter of this function?
the administrative functions of the courts should
be left up to the separate and respective level of Mr. Velazquez I think that the committee proposal

each court system. I have discussed this matter as written, has the necessary balance between the

with the judges back home in Caddo, and they all chief justice and between the judiciary board. And

oppose this idea. And I can agree with them and I think it ought to be retained in that general

for that reason I ask you to vote for the amendment. manner. I think that this is too significant and
too abrupt of a change. It would destroy what is

Questions basically a very balanced program. I think that
this committee proposal is one of the best that I

have seen. If we hit this one point, we destroy
too much at one time.

Do you also realize that th

Mr.
VTi
giv
to
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Further Discussion present court system which we now have in this Stat
Realize that the funds for the operation of our

Mr. Burson I want to speak in opposition to this local courts come from local funds, from the variou
amendment. Because I do not construe the language court costs which are paid by the various litigants
of the committee proposal in any sinister terms. from the fines and so forth. And here we would be
If you will look at Section 10 of the present Arti- making the Supreme Court, the chief justice of the
cle VII of the constitution, it says that the Supreme Supreme Court the czar over the administration of
Court has control of and general supervisory juris- every district court in the state. He could order
diction over all inferior courts. It seems to me that more employees be hired, even though the funds
that that language is much stronger then what is in might not be available locally for the employment
the committee proposal here, which simply necessi- of those particular employees. He could order the
tates administrative supervision. And certainly judges when they must sit, in spite of the fact,
the Supreme Court has never exercised any sort of that according to local custom they may want to
tyranny over lower courts. And make no mistake sit at different times. There are so many things
about it, we need someone in the judicial system which can be done and which are included in the
with administrative supervisory power. It is well- term "administrative officer," which has never been
known that we have had occasions in this state enjoyed by the Supreme Court over local courts be-
where district court judges simply were not doing fore. I submit to you that what we have done in
their work. And you need someone in the judicial Section 5A, in which we gave the Supreme Court the
system with the authority to bring them to toe and general supervisory jurisdiction over all other
require them to do their work. And I submit to you courts, authorized that court to establish proce-
that you should vote down this amendment and main- dural and administrative rules not in conflict with
tain the concept of the committee proposal. law. We have given to the Supreme Court all author

ity that is needed with respect to the supervision
of the lower courts. But if we go so far as to
give the chief justice of the Supreme Court the
administrative functions over all local courts, the
I say to you we will be going so much further, so

therefore urge that you adopt the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Stovall Mr. Perez, I don
here that sets the Supreme Cou
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Mr. Perez No, I did not attend the particular Explanation
committee hearing to which you refer. But I say to

you sir, that the permissive proposal which you just Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
read to me with respect to the clerks would not in the purpose of this amendment is to delete from the
any way stop the total administration of the court proposed Section 7, the authority given to the
by the chief justice. Supreme Court to fix the compensation of the judi-

cial administrator and its other employees. I don't
Mr. Avant I must respectfully disagree with you, anticipate that they would do so, but this provision
sir. as it presently stands, could permit the Supreme

Court, for example, to fix the salary of the judi-
[Amendment rejected: 54-60. Motion to re-

<- i a 1 administrator at $50,000 a year. Could make
consider tabled. Previous Question ordered jpy provision whatsoever with respect tO Other em-
on the Section. Section peissed: 100-15. ployees regarding compensation. If this amendment
Motion to reconsider tabled.] passes, and we delete the words "and compensation"

from line 15, then the legislature of course, may
Reading of the Section authorize the court to fix salaries in some instances.

And if there is an abuse of that authorization then
Mr. Poynter "Section 7. Supreme Court, Judicial the legislature could change it. But this is a

Administrator, Clerks and Staff. very dangerous provision to put into a constitution
Section 7. The Supreme Court has authority to because we are then cons t i tu tional i zi ng the author-

select the judicial administrator, its clerks and i ty of the Supreme Court to fix salaries without
other personnel and prescribe their duties and any right to limit such authority at all by the
compensation." legislature. I don't believe that the authors of

this proposal had that in mind as the intention of
Explanation the section, but certainly that's the way it would

have to be fairly interpreted. I urge the passage
Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this of the amendment,
section continues the present offices of judicial
administrator, and clerks and staff of the Supreme Questions
Court. And grants the Supreme Court the authority
to select them, prescribe their duties and compen- Mr. Dennis Mr. Gravel, are you aware that Section
satlon. This will not change the method in which 12. 1 of Article 7 of the 1921 Constitution already
the Supreme Court is now operating. I ask for your authorizes the Supreme Court to provide for the
adoption of the section. salary of the judicial administrator, and that there

has been no abuse since this was adopted in 1966?
Questions

Judge Denr
Mr. Gravel I am aware of that, and _I think it's

the previous article ^ (jad provision to have in the constitution because
we talked about the chief justice as the chief ^t does permit abuse. Now I think there is no
administrative officer of the judicial system. question but that the Supreme Court under that par-
Section 7, we say the Supreme Court has authority ticular authorization can fix the salary of the
to select a judicial administrator. Sir, my ques- judicial administrator at S50,000 a year, if it
tion to you is why do we have two judicial adminis- wants to. And the legislature in my judgement
trators and would you not agree that we should take would be powerless to do anything about it because
judicial administrator out of Section 7? j court would be acting under the mandate, under

the authority of the constitution. I think that
Mr. Dennis First of all, I do not agree that we ought to be out of the constitution completely,
should take it out. Secondly, I don't believe that
they are the same things. The chief justice is the Mr. Dennis Do you agree, sir, that the legislatur
chief administrative officer, he is an elected would still, even if what you say would happen.
state official. He has been vested with this au- have an effective check by refusing to appropriate
thority by the people who elected him and now we the money?
have decided that if he is the senior member of
the court, he is vested with this role. The judi- Mr. Gravel I think that's possible. But, I'm
cial administrator is not elected. He is selected
by the court and he performs the clerical duties
that are related to administering the court system.
It's really the office of judicial administrator,
and could be called by another name. But it's
actually, if you want to call it that, it would be
similar to the role of an executive assistant of
the president of a big corporation or something of
this nature. This man is not elected, he has no
authority on his own, he acts only upon the author-
ity given him by the chief justice. And of course,
we have just debated the fact that the chief justice's
authority comes from the Supreme Court itself.

Mr. Bollinger One short question, Judge. Who
sets the compe nsation now for these duties under
the present law?

Mr. Dennis The legislature has passed a statute,
which allows the court to set the compensation.
However, the legislature has not given complete
control because it must still appropriate the money.
And we are not giving the court complete control
here because even under this provision the legis-
lature would still have to appropriate the money
which would be an effective check, should there be
an attempt to overcompensa te this office.

Amendment

sweeping statement that no one but the legislatur.
Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by «r. Gravel and should set the salaries of public officials. Vou
Mr. Kayburni Page 3, line 15. after the word ^ean public officials paid from stale funds don't
"duties" and before the word "and" insert a period
and delete the remainder of the line.

[748]
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HI You would have no objection to
iment to raise their own revenues setti
; of their own employees would you?

Well, I'll have to give that consider
! light of maybe some other factors. I

It to make such a sweeping statement at

<es t

ast se
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reason for that? Was it the intent of the committee his work involves him staying at the domicile of

that they should travel or that they should sit at that court as much as possible and carrying out the

their respective domiciles? burden. His work further involves his certain
amount of insulation, if you will, from the active

Mr. Dennis It is the intent of the committee to political world. We know when a salary raise is at

leave this up to whatever the litigation and the issue and so on, sometimes we forget that. But
population of the state demands in the next fifty nevertheless, in the previous portions of the Con-

or a hundred years. It was for that reason, to stitution, for instance, where did you put the power
provide this flexibility, that we did not designate to make difficult questions like reapportionment?
a domicile for these courts or require that they Vou put it in the courts because you had some con-

sit at those domiciles. fidence that these courts were beyond the immediate
reaches of immediate political interests. Now, I

Amendment rise to support this, first, on its merits. I

think court of appeal judges are entitled to twelve

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Lanier, et years whether or not the Supreme Court has only ten.

ai. J. On page 3, line 23, after the words "shall Second, I have to admit to being devious. If you
year twelve years for the courts of appeal.

"twelve" and insert in lieu thereof the word "ten". will give those of you who wish to reconsider the
fourteen year term for Supreme Court judges an

Explanation opportunity to do so. I rise in opposition to the

amendment. Now I'll answer questions.
Mr. Lanier Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, yes-
terday the majority of this convention, in its Question
judgment, determined that it was in the best interest
of the people of the state of Louisiana, that the Mr. Roy Judge Tate, isn't it a fact that the

judges of the Supreme Court of Louisiana should be court of appeal judges generally live in their

reviewed by the electorate in their districts on a home areas, such as Judge Culpepper lives in

ten-year basis. I now propose to you, along with Alexandria and just commutes to Lake Charles when-

several fellow coauthors, that this policy consid- ever they have hearings and doesn't have to move
eration and judgment that you made yesterday is down there like Supreme Court justices?
applicable in the same way to the court of appeal
of the state of Louisiana. At the present time, Mr. Tate That is generally true, although, as

the judges of the courts of appeal have terms of you may know, when I was working in Lake Charles,
twelve years, and this is the committee proposal. I spent more than half the week down there.
Since we have established the term for the Supreme
Court of Louisiana at ten, I am sure that all of Mr. Roy I understand. Judge, but you are an ex-

you will agree that we should not set more than ception to the rule,

that amount for the courts of appeal. In view of
an amendment that is coming up very shortly by my Mr. Tate And Judge Fruge too, and so on, and the

good friend. Burton Willis, I think it is quite Second Circuit, 1 believe they are all in Shrevepc
clear that the vast majority of the people in this I understand,
convention feel that the judges in the district
courts should have terms of six years. Therefore, Further Discussion
we are in the position of making a judgment deter-
mination of whether or not we feel the courts of Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm ir

appeal should have terms of ten years, not more favor of this amendment. The other day when the

than ten years or less than six years. I feel that Supreme Court came up, I voted for ten years. In

a term of ten years is a reasonable time to give fact, if the amendment comes up for eight years,
courts of appeal judges. I think that this is a I'll vote for that. I think they ought to h^ve a

reasonable time within which the peopi ict courts and if th

judges on a ten-year basis. I think, in my on the amendment, I'm going to vote for it. I'm

judgment, it would be in the best interest of the an attorney. I've been practicing over 43 years.
state that they be reviewed every ten years. I I'm familiar with the court system. I feel like

would ask you to support this amendment. I might the judges have too long a term. Right now they

further add that one of the most recent states in gave the argument for the Supreme" Court , they

the United States to adopt a new constitution is weren't staying at home, but the court of appeal
the state of Illinois. In Article X of the Judi- lives around their district. They can get around
ciary Section in the state of Illinois, they adop- it. So I think we should go ahead with this amend-
ted ten-year terms for their judges of the court ment. It's a political office. You talk about
of appeal and their Supreme Court. Now I don't appointive office, this is political. They have
mean to suggest to you that what is in the best to get elected and they go around to see the people
interest of the people of Illinois, is necessarily and I think the less you can have, the better it

in the best interest of the people of Louisiana. is because they can keep next to the people. So

Only you, the delegates, can make that determination. let's go along and make it ten years and if this

But I do suggest to you that at least in Illinois other one comes up for eight, I'd vote for it.

they felt that this was a reasonable amount of time
for the terms of their appellate judges. And Further Discussion
accordingly, fellow delegates, I would ask your
adoption of this amendment. At this time I will Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise
be happy to yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman. in opposition to this amendment. In my opinion,

we made a serious mistake yesterday in reducing
the term of the Supreme Court justices to ten years.
In my opinion, we did It on the basis of rhetoric
rather than reason. I think to now reduce the
terms of the court of appeal judges simply compounds
the error that was made by this convention yester-
day in dealing with the term of the Supreme Court
justices. I came to this convention with no mandate
to change the terms of appellate judges. I've had
no constituent of mine suggest any abuse that arises
out of the present terms of office that the consti-

had consistently since 1921 when' tution provides for the appellate judges. They
those courts were started, increased. Now, the have been traditionally twelve years for the court
reasons are obvious. As some of you are in the of appeal. The present judges of the court of
short House, in a close vote, and the absentees, appeal ran for terms of offices that extended for
may not have had a chance to consider them. They twelve years. I know of no instance In this con-
are: (1) When you put a man on an appellate court, vention to this date, until we dealt with the

[750]
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question of the term of the Supreme Court justices, am concerned, that's only my opinion, ought to have
where this convention has undertook to change the terms of at least twelve years, if that be possible,
term of office, the length of the term of office. It's easy for individual delegates, and I've seen
of any elected officer. In my opinion, we've got this in the legislature also, where judges, at times,
a good appellate judicial system. I think that are subjected to some difficulties in their rela-
when we make these kind of changes based solely on tionship with individual legislators. I think this
the rhetoric of returning the judges to the people could easily be prevented if we would give them a

whence they came, without any demonstration of reasonable length of time to serve a term of office,
abuse in the present system and in fact, in face which is awfully important to our individual citi-
of a demonstrated responsibility in the present zen. These judges, when they accept these positions,
system, then I think we make a serious mistake, as give up a law practice. They give up their means
I have indicated. I hope that you will vote down of support on a permanent basis and they go into a

this amendment. I'm even more hopeful that when completely new field, although it's still working
that takes place that we can go back and correct with law, they give up something, they take a risk
the error that occurred yesterday in reducing the and they should have some sort of stability that
term of the Supreme Court justices. a position of this type should be able to offer

them. Judges on an appellate level, whether it be
Further Discussion the Supreme Court or the court of appeal are not

in contact with people. Their contact is merely
Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, with members of the bar--with attorneys. A person
yesterday I voted to retain the term of the Supreme who may be popular in a certain appellate district.
Court justices at fourteen years. I would be in- because of his popularity and because of

had my wish, to retain the court financed campaign, can easily defeat
of appeal judges at twelve
reconcile in my own mind g

judges ten years anc'

years. It just doe;
risk the chance of i

appeal having eight
are in thei. .. ,_.., ._.-
t.v... .uu,.. at the time, and they are tak..., - ^.v--
risk. If these gentlemen are voted out of office,
and a person who is doing a good job on the appellate
level easily could be, from an opponent who is

popular and well financed, but these gentlemen are
taking a very serious risk in seeking these higher
offices because if they are voted out and they have
only served, let's say, four years, or six years,
or eight years, or ten years will have difficulty
going back into the practice of law and establishing
a practice that will assist them in sustaining
themselves to live and assisting their families,
also. This is a very serious problem. It's easy
to pick on judges on the appellate level. I think
we should be awfully considerate and cautious in

making these decisions. We must have a stable ju-
diciary and a particularly stable appellate judi-
ciary. I think we were just nitpicking yesterday
when you really think about it. When you go back
to the fact that here we reduced a period of time

got to consider that when a for the Supreme Court from fourteen years to ten
an office, for instance in the years, now what's so good and what's so important

circuit that I come from, the Third Circuit Court about that? Did we really do a service to the
of Appeal, he's got to get elected to that office people of Louisiana, and in particular, did we
by campaigning over twenty-five parishes. He's really, honestly, when you think about it, do a

got to spend most of his time, if he comes from service to our judicial system? I think it was
Alexandria, let's say, he's got to spend most of absolutely ridiculous and uncalled for yesterday
his working time in Lake Charles. He probably will when we did something of that type. If you really
wind up moving over there. I think it would be think about it, the judges should have a proper
very unfortunate if we were to ask people to have length of time to perform their duties on the ap-
to run three times for such a high judicial office pellate level. These are honorable, intelligent
to even be eligible for a twenty year retirement. men. They should be removed from politics. They
I urge you to at least maintain ten-year terms for should have stability in their position. I realize
these judges and personally, I would prefer to that some of the difficulty that we had yesterday
leave them alone at twelve. I'm basically conser- and some of the discussion came from the fact that
vative, I guess, when something is working well I the U. S. judges, whether they be in the Supreme
believe in leaving it alone. My experience with Court or district level or circuit level are
the courts of appeal in this state has been unifor- appointive and do not run for office. Gentlemen,
mly good. I say when something is working well, our judges on the appellate level have to run some-
let's not disturb it. As Mr. Kean pointed out, we time or other whether it be when they are initially
haven't gone in here and changed the terms of office elected or when they run for reelection. They are
of any other officials in our state. I really see subjected to a vote of the people. I think we are
no justification, especially in the realm of appel- just being nit-pickers about it. I think we have
late court judges for such a change. to get out of this rut that we're in and approach

this on an intelligent basis. I concur with what
Further Discussion Justice Tate said. Let's stick to twelve years

here and I think those of you that regret and made
Mr. C asey Mr. Chairman and delegates, the Chair- a mistake yesterday, we can go back to a longer
man in giving some advice on making comments at term for the Supreme Court. Thank you.
the Speaker's stand indicated that if you can't
say it in a minute and a half, you probably have [cuorum Call: 112 delegates
missed the point all together. So I'll try to be present and j quorum.]
as brief as possible. Ladies and gentlemen, we
committed a serious mistake yesterday. I think we. Further Discussion
in some manner, shape or form should try to rectify
it I think this may be the first step by refusing Mrs. Mill er I think we made a serious mistake
to accept this amendment. All judges, as far as I yesterday in limiting the Supreme Court judges' term.
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I think this would be a second serious mistake. I out to the people? You know one of the biggest
do not see that we should compound the error. I problems we have, these holier than thou judges that
think we should vote this amendment down and that say "take us out of politics." Those are the biggest
we should seriously consider going back and looking bunch of politicians in this state and if you keep
again at what we did yesterday. I urge you to de- them coming before the people, you will make better
feat this amendment right now. politicians out of them. You can't take politics

out of politics, but you can improve the politics
Further Discussion of the judiciary if you'll keep them coming before

the electorate. There's not a bigger politician in

Mr. Alario Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, this room now than the judges sitting around in here,
the last couple of speakers pointed out to you just Not a bigger politician. They are all politics,
what the intent of defeating this amendment would They politic with that judiciary and that position
do. It's going to give them a chance to come back they hold all the time. I don't say that's bad,
and say well since you got twelve years now for but let's keep them to where if it is bad that the
these judges, then we ought to come back and recon- people can vote them out of office. Why did they
sider the Supreme Court and put them back at four- have those long terms? Why do they have longer
teen years. They're fixing to bog down this con- terms than anyone else? It's because they've got
vention again. To bog us down like we've been in that hammer. They have that last word many times,
the last few weeks. To reconsider, reconsider, re- There are so many people that are part of the ju-
consider. The average man on the street doesn't diciary that serve in public bodies that it's only
know from one day to the next how this convention natural for them to feel inclined to go along with
is going to turn. One day we say we're going to do the judges. That's why they have those long terms,
this and the very next day we're going to do just Bec'ause they are politicians. That's why they don't
the opposite. We come back a third day and we're have to respond to the people, because they are
doind something altogether different. He doesn't politicians. We want to keep them politicians but
know what to expect when he reads the paper from we want to improve the politics of the judiciary,
one day to the next. We voted to cut the Supreme I ask you to vote for this amendment. We did not
Court justices down to ten years and we ought to make a mistake. When I say this, I don't mean any
now proceed to be consistent. I, personally, am discredit to anyone, but I wish that this was one
in favor of eight years for these judges and six issue that the lawyers didn't vote on. There'd be
years for the district judges. I'm going to ask no question then, if the man making a living didn't
that you, however, would support this ten year have to go before these judges, there'd be no ques-
term and I'm going to come right back with another tion. The people would force them to run, not every
amendment to bring it to eight years and let's be ten years, but every time they made a bad decision.
consistent and make them eight, ten and six. That would be pretty often. Ladies and gentlemen,

we want to have a good compromise here. Let's
Further Discussion adopt this ten-year amendment. Thank you.

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Justice Questions
Tate, Mr. Casey and Mrs. Miller and others have
already given you reasons for rejecting this amend- Mr. Drew Mr. Wall, from what you've said, am I

ment far beyond my capacity to add to, but I would correct in interpreting your argument that decision
like to remind you that our committee considered should be based on political expediency and not on
these terms very carefully and I believe that there the law? Is that your argument?
is good reason to reconsider this matter. There
were quite a few people absent yesterday. I be- Mr. Wall No. You are incorrect. I was jesting
lieve there may have been some people who have when I said after every bad decision, Mr. Drew, and
changed their minds. There is nothing wrong with I think everyone knew I was jesting when I said that,
changing your mind. If we have acted rashly on But I wasn't jesting in those other remarks,
something in this convention,, I think we should go
back and reconsider it. So for that reason, I Mr. Drew One more question, Mr. Wall, and I hesi-
ask you to vote this amendment down and to recon- tate to bring up a division of attorneys and those
sider the blow that was dealt to our Supreme Court who are not attorneys, but would you not have to
yesterday. agree that possibly we attorneys might know a little

more about the courts because that's where we are
.ion day after day than those who are not in the courts?

fellow delegates, M r. Wall Mr. Drew, I welcome that question because
phrase that was quoted many I'm going to tell you how these attorneys know more
' you might know where it came about it. You know how the attorneys know more

; man will change, but a fool- about it, is because the judges call them in their
There was a mistake, I believe, chambers. They call them in there without their

/e not been lobbied from any- clients. Now that's justice! Now look, there's not
body. I came to this convention with my mind made but one thing that could be worse than the judiciary,
up on this issue. This is one issue, along with that's the legislature. But the judiciary, they
some others, that my mind was completely made up. don't give the people justice, they cover up their
I didn't need anybody to tell me anything that was mistakes and they don't let it out. They call the
in the law books on it before, or what you planned opposing attorneys in without their clients and
to put in it. I had my mind already made up. I they hammer them and beat them over the head. That
had said I was going to vote for the ten-year amend- lawyer has got other cases coming up in that court
ment, but I really wanted the twelve and I think I and they tell them, "now look, this is what I think
stated that very clearly this morning. That I you ought to do" and that's what the attorney has

ited twelve years and I really wish that the to do. Many times he has to let his client down
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I've been practicing law for 31 or 32 years
never on any occasion has a judge gotten me

office, or any other lawyer that I know of,

any pressure on me to do anything. The only
I brought up the fact that I did bring up at

attorneys, and I think if you

to

ndment to reduce the Supreme Court ter

years, you will find that the vote among
attorneys was about five to one against tti

ment. I do know this, I know that we have a system
of courts in this state that has worked exceedingly
well. Let me point this out to you, Mr. Wall had

the audacity to say that a judge could get out and

feel the pulse of the public so they could render
the proper decisions. That could in no manner be

interpreted in any manner except to say that the

judge should ignore the law and decide a case on

political expediency. I have, on occasion, had to

practice before judges who did just that, ladies
and gentlemen, and it is an intolerable situation.
Our judges do not fix policy. Our judges interpret
law. There should be some insulation. I certainly
would not favor anything along the lines of the
federal judiciary. That is also intolerable. But
I think we need to give these judges sufficient in-

sulation to where they can still be some responsive,
not to public feelings, but to where we will have
an opportunity to put the best men and the best
attorneys on these courts. Let's not disrupt a

system that has worked so well. I'm not one to say
that we should continue to do something just because
we've done it that way for fifty years. But I am

one who says that if you have something good, do
not change for the sake of change. I notice that
the majority of those who are insisting on reducing
terms of the appellate judges, the Supreme Court and
on the court of. appeal are not those who have to

deal with them everyday in representing you before
those courts. 1 don't know what to do on this
amendment, ladies and gentlemen. I think we made
a serious mistake yesterday. I was inclined to

vote for this amendment only in order not to let
the amendment reducing it further to eight years
come before this convention. It is a serious de-
cision that we are going to have to make. If we
have to leave the Supreme Court at ten years, I

cannot see the merit of where you could justify the
court of appeal for a longer term. I don't know
if we can go back and change the Supreme Court to

fourteen years where they should be. It is a dif-
ficult decision to make. But I ask you, let's not
disrupt something that has worked well. Don't you
ever follow anyone who tells you that a decision
in any case should be decided on political expedienc
rather than the law and the constitution of this
state. When you do that, you have resorted to
anarchy. I'll yield, Mr. Stinson.

Question

Mr. Stinson Mr. Drew, isn't it a fact that the
lower you reduce the terms, the less likelihood
that we will have the better qualified lawyers to

offer for a judgeship race.. .to give up their prac-
tice. Isn't it a fact that we are going to have
the people that Mr. Wall apparently wants, the
politicians who run who can't make a living prac-
ticing law and want to get out and go around like
he says and shake everybody hand and promise them
everything if they elect him instead of saying I'm
going to interpret the law as the lower court sends
it to me.

Mr. Drew That is my deep concern, Mr. Stinson
about reducing the term of the Supreme Court from
fourteen to ten years.

• Gravel

Further Discussion

Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I too oppose this amendment because
I would like to see retained in the proposal a

twelve-year term for court of appeal judges, and 1

would hope that we would correct what I believe was
an error in reducing the terms of the members of
the Supreme Court from fourteen years to ten years.

Now, Mr. Wall has suggested that the lawyers.

you know, who are going to b(

proposition to give long terr

they are afraid of what the (

if they don't support that,
you now that I am going to v(

ment program that the judges
tion becau

for this kind of a

s to the court because
ourt might do to them
I want to tell all of
te against the retire-
have in this constitu-

)n't think it belongs in the con-
stitution and that's the only area of the proposed
article where I have been seriously contacted.

Now, we made a mistake. We have provided for
the election of seven judges to the Supreme Court
and reduced their terms to ten years which, as Mr.

Stinson pointed out, is going to cause a lack of

effort or desire on the part of the best qualified
people to seek the office. The same thing would
be true if we reduced the terms of the courts of
appeal. The Supreme Court and the court of appeal
judges in most instances, after they ai

have to maintain two homes and two plac

which they operate. It's almost necesi
insure a high quality and top (

we afford to him some reasonable length
tenure in order to get him to undergo tl

the inconvenience and the displacement that occ

when a man serves on the court of appeal and tl-

Supreme Court. I hope that we defeat this amer

ment so that we can retain the proposal of

mittee for court of appeal judges and then
do that, I hope , we will lai

priate time reconsider what
mental error that we have f;

elected,
5 from
ry to

ibre judge that

ce Cha nder

at some
el ieve to
n into.

in the Ch<

pense ,

he com-

funda-

Ms. Zerviqon Mr. Gravel, we'
that the judges ought to be re

people. I'm not an attorney s

a question on that subject
The leg

le heard
ipons

nts

ave to ask yoi

areand the gove
making people that should be responsive to the

people. Do judges set policy or are they more
the nature of technicians?

. Gravel I don't know that I understand you
estion. I don't think the judges set policy.
_, lake judgments and adjudications that fina

a dispute between the litigants that are before
them. Their judgments become precedents. Bu

certainly don't think that they are technicia
the sense that you suggest or policymaking,
decisions do, of course, set precedents.

Th

t I

Ms laoi Wei

you desc
people for rf

a very few y(

are talking about policy
judiciary determination!
not matters of policy.

ine with the dutii
be sent home to •

olicy matters afti

adjudications and

1 , that was my point, Mr.

Gravel , I too think we madt
take on yesterday on the Supreme Court judges, but
inasmuch as we have, temporarily, at least, and if

th'ey should generate enough votes to reconsider
that vote of yesterday, would there be anything to

prevent in the event that this amendment passes for

ten years, then to come back and readjust this in

line with the Supreme Court. If it came back to

fourteen and. . .

Mr. Gravel I think, frankly, Mr. Burns, that if

we adopt this particular amendment, there will be

less likelihood that we would reconsider the error
that we made. And personally, I feel that a twelve

ate c( rt judge! ISO
nable term.

time I don'
ve years for

for the Suprer

, I agree with you. But at the
t think it's realistic to have
the court of appeals and ten years
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Mr. Gravel I think upon an understanding of that Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I rise against

unreal istic situation if we defeat this amendment this amendment. Now in selecting judges, I want to

that we would have more chance of reconsidering the elect people, that's my idea, that are close to the

Supreme Court decision we made which I think was people. Then, when they serve, I want them to stay

very much.

this
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change the Supreme Court to fourteen years is ex- service may retire with benefits commencing at the

actly the direction that some people want to head. age of fifty-five. On retirement, a judge shall

Let's go back and change the executive department. receive annually, as retirement benefits, four

I would like to go back and change the legislature percent of his salary times the number of years
from eighty-five days to sixty days. And I think served but not more than ninety percent."
when we start doing this, we are jeopardizing and Ladies and gentlemen, let me tell you what this
I think the news media is probably right. We are does. Four times twelve is forty-eight percent,
starting to jeopardize the passage of this consti- Forty-eight percent of thirty something thousand
tution because it just seems like we can't stick dollars represents in the neighborhood of seventeen
with the majority of this convention. thousand dollars a year retirement from the time a

We voted yesterday sixty or fifty-nine to fifty- man reaches fifty-five years of age on. I say to

two. And I realize it's close. We are about to you to elect a man for one term, allow him to retire
vote today to go back and redo or undo what we have at the end of that one term on a retirement program
done yesterday. Now I don't think that's the way which grants to him seventeen thousand dollars a

this convention ought to run its business and I year is by no stretch of the imagination making him
might be in a minority. But I think I can sense responsible to the people. I reiterate, I do not
what I see is going to be a move on after we recon- think we made a mistake yesterday, and I hope we
sider this if we don't pass it, we go back to the don't make one today.
fourteen and we reinstate that, and you heard some Mr. Chairman, if there are no other speakers, I

of the delegates, let's go back and reinstate what move the previous question.
we undid... or what we did in the executive depart-
ment. [Motion for the Previous Question

Well, I want to go back to the legislative de- withdrawn.]
partment. I don't like eighty-five days and I'm
a legislator. And there's a lot of people in this Motion
state don't like eighty-five days. So let's just
keep going back and back and back. I think the Mr. Thompson I move the previous question,
personal attacks on the attorneys in this body are
unjustified. I personally have enjoyed every bit [Motion for the Previous Question
of serving and appreciated the advice of the at- adopted: 60-47.]
torneys and the various people in these halls. I

don't think we can do without them. I don't think Closing
we can do without the diversity of people we have
in this hall, and I don't believe...! believe if tir. Henry Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
we didn't have the diversity, we wouldn't be coming of the convention, I stand, of course, to support
up with the good constitution I think we are. We this amendment and for several reasons, primarily
are a debating society, we are a deliberating society because if we defeat this amendment, what we are
or body, and that's what we are doing, but I think going to end up with in this proposed constitution
if we keep going back, and keep going back and keep is twelve year terms for appellate judges and ten
going back, we are going to kill this constitution. year terms for the Supreme Court justices. Because
And I think a lot of people want it killed. I, there's just not any way, I don't believe, that the
personally, don't. I want to see it pass. I would delegates of this convention are going to muster up

ask you to support the ten years. It's ridiculous eighty-eight votes on an issue like a term for
to say we are going to give the Supreme Court ten Supreme Court justices to call that motion to recon-
years and then give the court of appeals twelve sider from the table.
years. It's a mockery and I think we should go In that connection, let me say this. We've talke
ahead and give them ten years. about the sanctimoni ty , I guess might be the word,

of the judicial system in this state. What's so

Question much more sanctimonious about that branch of state
government than the legislative branch or the ex-

Hr. Fontenot Sammy, I noticed you and I voted ecutive branch?
together yesterday in a majority. Don't you agree Sure, we need longer terms and ten years is

that the people who are saying that we made a mistake sufficiently long, I believe. Someone pointed out
yesterday, all happen to be in the minority? Isn't a while ago that, well, the best lawyers won't
that correct? ""un for the shorter terms.

Well I submit to you that the same rule applies
Mr. Nunez Mr. Fontenot, if a majority of this i" the legislative and executive branches of state
convention January the fourth has made a mistake government. But nobody seems that concerned about
and submit it to the people, it's going to be that. I don't see anything wrong at all in a demo-
submitted to the people. If the majority of the cratic society to people having to be submitted to

people after January the fourth make a mistake and the electorate on a more frequent basis than we
adopt this constitution, it's going to be adopted have in this state insofar as the judiciary is

by a majority of the people. And I don't see any concerned. There's not a better friend anywhere
other way we can operate but by the majority rule. in this state, than I've been to the judges. Ask
But there are some delegates in here who evidently them. Ask them about that time we came up with
want to operate by the minority rule and put the that pay raise and it wasn't popular. I believe in

minority will on the will of the majority and I compensating them, and I believe in paying them
think that's what's attempting to go in this con- well. I believe in paying them so we can attract
vention. the best. But I don't think we ought to lock them

in for life. I think it's ridiculous.
Further Discussion I think the arguments that have been presented

in so far as longer terms are fallacious, they are
and gentlemen of the conven- not necessary and they have been overargued today.

tion, I am an attorney this week. I may not be one So I ask you to accept this amendment so that
next week. I do not think we made a mistake yes- we can get on with the business of this convention
terday. We have long discussed the philosophy of Thank you.
responsiveness to the people. Let me explain some-
thing to you that has not been brought up before
as to what a twelve year term will do for a judge
in the court of appeals.

Mr. Gravel has said that he is going to oppose
the adoption of the retirement benefits as set out
in the constitution. I feel that in all probabilit
it will be passed by this convention. If it is
passed, on page 8, beginning with line 7, "a judge
with sixteen years of judicial service may retire
at any age. A judge of twelve years of judicial

[Record vote ordered.
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silent moment of prayer for a friend of mine who years and would be a little more consistent with
was killed last night in a murder-robbery. what we were talking about doing when the Supreme

Marshall Bond lived and was believed to be the Court would have ten, we would go ten, eight and
longest living elected official in the state of then six on the district court. I think it's been
Louisiana. He is currently or was currently an debated long and hard today and I certainly don't
Alderman in the town of Zachary. He served thirty want to delay the convention any longer and I just
years as an Alderman, eight years as the Mayor of ask that you support this.
Zachary. He served on the former Police Jury of
East Baton Rouge Parish and also on the Parish [Motion for the Previous Question
Housing Authority. adopted: 54-35. Amendment reread.

Mr. Bond came to Zachary in 1923 and he opened Amendment rejected: 14-84. Motion
one of the first drugstores in the area. He was to reconsider tabled.]
known as Dr. Bond because there was no doctor in

the area and the druggist then administered all the Amendment
medical care to the persons who desired it in that
area. And I must say that he never showed any par- Mr . Poynter Amendment No. 1 [bg Mr. Lanier, et
tiality towards one segment of the population or aJ . J , on page 3, line 22, after the word and punc-
the other, that he was fair in administering medi- tuation "judgment." and before the word "the"
cine just as he was fair in administering the poli- insert the following: "However when the judgment
cies as he was Mayor of Zachary. of the district court is to be modified or reversed

He was brutally killed because he was known to and one judge dissents the case shall be reargued
have carried large sums of money which he loaned to before a panel of at least five judges prior to

people upon request. He didn't keep records and rendition of judgment and a majority must concur
he didn't charge interest rates. He just loaned to render judgment."
money to people. And because he carried such large
sums of money someone killed him and they robbed Explanation
him. ..a defenseless seventy-five year old man.

I ask you now to stand with me and join in a Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the
silent moment of prayer for the repose of Mr. Bond's convention, in your wisdom yesterday, and I want
soul. to apologize for saying I thought it was a little

dirty pool but I got a little excited. You voted
Moment of Prayer that the appellate courts would have the right of

review in cases. Let me point out to you, I hate
Personal Privilege to talk like a lawyer but I'm going to have to for

those who aren't lawyers. Let me tell you what
Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in his the present circumstance is in this state with
closing, the chairman refused to yield to my ques- respect to appeals to your appellate courts. There
tion and that is his privilege and I don't quarrel are four appellate courts in this state." They are
with it nor do I quarrel with the position he took numbered one, two, three, four. They cover certain
on the merits of the question. judicial districts of this state, that is certain

But the question I wanted to ask is one that's parishes. The first circuit court of appeal is here
been bothering me and I'd like to just share it in Baton Rouge, it has six judges on it. The second
with the convention. circuit court of appeal is in Shreveport and it has

If we are getting to the position where we can five judges on it. The third circuit sits in Lake
never reconsider a vote that we have taken except Charles, it has six. The fourth circuit sits in

by this super majority vote, I suggest to you that New Orleans and it has nine judges on it. Now as
we may be headed for disaster in that respect, also. long as there were five judges on these different
Because if we do change our minds on something of courts of appeal you didn't have much of a problem
importance and find ourselves boxed in and can't because this is what happens with a case. You try
go back and change it and present a constitution to a case in district court and a judgment is rendered,
the people that we know a majority of the delegates Yesterday I said ninety percent of the cases are
disagree with in some respect, I think that would appealed. I didn't mean it that way. What I meant
be detrimental to the constitution, also. was that ninety percent of the cases appealed are

This article was mailed to you on Monday and I generally on fact issues. That is if somebody lost
hope and pray that most of you had time and did in a district court and is not satisfied so he asks
consider it carefully before we took our votes. for another review of the case. But in any event.
But I think there is a chance that a substantial presently whenever a case is appealed to one of
number of delegates may not have had adequate time the appellate courts as they now are constituted
to consider some of the issues when they come before they sit in panels of three and we have constitu-
us, and if that happens, I hope that we will never tionalized that motion in this Section 8 which says,
find ourselves in the position where we cannot as "they shall sit in panels of not less than three
an intelligent and democratic body go back and members." Now what happens. You have- a case and
express the wishes of the majority of this conven- the district judge has decided after let's say,
tion on important issues. three days of testimony the whole issue is who did

Thank you. the district judge believe? He believed me instead
of the other guy. The case goes on up on appeal.

Recess If two of the three judges sitting on the panel,
you understand, decide that they disagree with the

[Quorum Call: 94 delegates present district judge even though they haven't heard the
and a quorum.] witnesses, saw them testify, etc. and all these

good things that you don't want to reverse district
Amendment judges for, they may nevertheless vote two to one

against a dissenting judge who says that the case
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Mario and should not be reversed or modified. When that
Mr. Lanier], on page 3, line 23, after the words occurs, the present rules of the courts are that
"shall be" and before the word "years" delete the if you apply for a rehearing, the rehearing goes
word "twelve" and insert in lieu thereof the word back to the same panel that heard the case. So
"eight" and we need a technical addition, and strike what happens, the two judges that already decided
out floor amendment No. 1 proposed by Messrs. Lanier against you and reversed the district judge natu-
and Alario and adopted by the convention on the day. rally deny the rehearing. Under the concept of the

judicial review by the Supreme Court in writ cases,
[Mr. Lanier deleted as coauthor the Supreme Court will grant a writ of review only
to the amendment .] when there is no question of facts involved. So

if you are dissatisfied you then apply to the
Explanation Supreme Court for a writ of review, the Supreme

Court simply says writ refused, no error of law,
Mr. Alari o This would set the courts now at eight on the facts signed by the court of appeal. Now
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what does my amendment do? All of these people
who coauthored this amendment voted against me yes-

terday on judicial review. It simply says this.

When a case goes up to a court of appeal and when

you are going to reverse the district judge or

modify its opinion, then if there is one dissent
of the three who says that it should not be done,
that you should not reverse this district judge,
at that time instead of rendering the opinion, the

parties are entitled to a reargument before at

least five judges of that appellate court. In other
words they call in two additional judges, the case
is reargued. If at that time a majority decides
that you should in fact be reversed, you are re-
versed. If not, you are not reversed. Now let me

show you what can happen as a result of the present
circumstance. Since the courts of appeal sit in ro-

tating panels of three, never the same three judges
at the same time, we are getting out of the same
court of appeal sometimes different results in al-

most identical cases. That is compounded when you
think of the fourth circuit having nine judges and

they sit in panels of three. You can get out of the

same court of appeal two different results from
the same type case. I think this is a very, very
good amendment. What it does is, it allows the
verdict, the judgment of that district judge to be

entitled to a little more weight than it's got now.

As you see right now you can simply disagree with
the district judge, two judges reversing, and that
is the end of it. That's the finis of it. I ask

you to consider this in light of what I have told
you about the appellate structure. I hate to get
so lawyer-like in telling you but that is the only
way you will understand. If there are any question;
I will be happy to answer them.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Mr. Roy, I am reading the committee
id it says that each court of appeal
in panels of at least three judges. Undei
nent...well this would allow a court of

"appeal to sit in panels of possibly five, is that
not your interpretation of it?

propc
shall
your
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Mr. Tate I rise in opposition, Mr. Chairman and question of fact. As a matter of fact, when there
fellow delegates, to Mr. Roy's amendment. It has is a dissent we do study them as closely. ..and
some desirable features. There is much merit to perhaps very closely ... But anyway I'll have to say
what he says, however, I primarily oppose this be- in fairness the policy of the court has been on a

cause this is the sort of intra-court regulation question of fact not to accept it unless. ..in ab-
that should not in my opinion be in a constitution. sence of a question of law, or manifest injustice.
Incidentally, New York State has a constitutional
provision that in the case one judge on the inter- Mr. Tobias In other words, what you are saying
mediate court dissents the Supreme Court has to is that when there is a two to one split in a

review the matter. They removed it finally, but court of appeal, where one judge dissents on a

the experience in that state was that it involved question of fact, then the Louisiana Supreme Court
the membership of the Supreme Court at that place will look at that judgment of the court of appeal
in a great number of essentially uncontradicted more closely to see if there is a possibility that
appeals. Essentially because when two judges have the facts in that case have been properly inter-
studied the matter, that's two-thirds of a three preted, as a practical matter,
man panel. We feel it is a tremendous protection
to require two-thirds of the legislature. When Mr. Tate I would hate to say that we look at it
two out of the three judges who have studied the more closely if there is a dissent, but I will say
matter come to a conclusion different than the that when...
other judge, it is something like when an appeal
is reversed. When an appeal is reversed, one Further Discussion
judge may be wrong and one may be right but some-
where there has got to be finality in our system. Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman and members of the conven-
We are entitled to one fair trial, one fair appeal tion, I rise in favor of the amendment. The only
and in the event that the panels of a court of concern that I have for this amendment is that
appeal differ supposedly the Supreme Court is to apparently it provides for an absolute right to a

grant a writ to reconcile differences of law, not rehearing. I would suggest that if this amendment
of fact however, I agree with Mr. Roy on that. I were to pass, and if it does I will provide an
rise primarily to oppose it because justice was amendment to it myself to provide that this ruling
delayed, my chairman was delayed, and he is now will occur in such instances where a rehearing is
here, and I rise because I think it is just bad actually granted. We have, in the second circuit,
constitutional detail to put in the constitution. a rule not too dissimilar from this. In the second

circuit where there is a rehearing that has been
Questions granted, then that matter is reheard by all five of

our judges. It is an excellent rule and it works
Mr . Lanier Mr. Justice Tate, would you agree that well. What concerns me about our present system,
in about 75 to 80 percent of the cases that writs and I am sorry that a speech yesterday J(ept me from
are sought from the Louisiana Supreme Court on being here because I feel rather strongly on this
questions of fact that these writs are denied? issue on whether or not an appellate court should

review matters of fact from a district court.
Mr. Tate Oh yes, I would agree with that. I Under our existing system you can have a jury trial
didn't contradi ct that. and the jury can find for the plaintiff, a rehearing

can be asked for, and the judge in effect finds for
the plaintiff, the matter is appealed, the appellate
court reverses on a question of fact, it can be a

two to one reversal and the Supreme Court for all
practical purposes will not look at that record.
Insofar as a writ application is concerned on a

factual matter in this state, it is a waste of
time. For that reason I suggest to you there needs

jbt about it. to be greater safeguards built into the system and
I think that this particular amendment approaches

't you think that justice would be that direction much

an
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been selected by some process. Hs is not an elected
judge of that court. Now this amendment simply
provides that in any case where there is a reversal
of a district court and there is one dissent, one
of the judges dissents out of the three, that this
rehearing that Mr. Roy's amendment provided for

will be held by at least five of the judges elected
to that court. Not some assigned judge that's been
sent in here from somewhere else and is not from
this circuit and has never been elected to this
court of appeal, and it will take a majority of
those five judges elected to the court to reverse
one of the district judges in those cases where
there has been a dissent. Because what happens if

you have a panel of three judges, one of whom is

an assigned judge, and you have a dissent you can

well have a situation where you have two judges
who have voted a certain way, two judges who have
voted to do the opposite on the same particular
question and one of those judges may not be an

elected judge.

Questions

Mr. Pugh Mr. Avant, in the second circuit we have
five judges and that is all, and one of them has a

son practicing law, and therefore he must recuse
himself on all cases relating to that particular
firm, and it happens to be one of our larger tort
firms. I think you have a problem about your elec-
tion to that extent. What would you do in the
second ci

Mr. Avant It does present a problem, but
concerned particularly about the problem i

first circuit and in the other circuits,
aware ot that problem. 1 think that it sh

by the judges elected to the court.

Mr. Pug h As I understand it we couldn't adopt
your amendment and comply with the existing condi-
tion in the second circuit because in perhaps
twenty percent of the cases, or ten percent of the
cases, one of the judges must disqualify himself.

Mr. Avant In the first place, you are going to

have to have a dissent, Mr. Pugh. If you don't ha\

a dissent, you've got no problem.

Avant

_Pujih

in opposition to the amendment. I believe Mr. Pugh
has very clearly pointed 'out that this would present
an insurmountable problem in the Second Circuit
Court of Appeal. Also, fellow delegates, I think
in this amendment and the one previously adopted,
we are delving much too deeply into procedural as-

pects of law and writing into the constitution what
is really a code of procedure that should be statu-
tory or by court rule so I ask you to reject the

amendment for both reasons.

Point iformat 1

Mr. Kean I have a question of the chair. Mr.

Chairman, I am not clear. Does the Avant amendment
delete the Roy amendment or is that going to be an

addition to the Roy amendment? If '' '

going to have a terrible time tryi
how to get out of the court appeal

Mr. Henry

ng to figu

:1 ieve that the Avant
require the technical amendment up he

delete the Roy amendment, Mr. Kean.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Pugh'i, delete
Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Lanier

and others and adopted by the convention on date,
August 16, 1973.

Amendment No. 2, page 3, line 22, after the word
and punctuation "judgment" and before the word "the"

insert the following: "however, when the judgment
of the district court is modified or reversed and
one judge dissents the court shall grant a rehearinc
before the court en banc if requested by either
party. "

Expl ition

the amer

)nvention
i f you
Id provid

that

in, members of the c

that I stated that
passed Mr. Lanier's amendment, that I would
for. The purpose of this amendment would be

if an appellate court through a panel of three
judges or more if the rules of that court provide
for a panel of more than three, if there is a dis-
sent then either party may ask for and will receiv
a rehearing at which time a panel of at least five
judges will hear that rehearing. Are there any
questions?

jesti

Mr. Pug h If we have five judges and one is requ
to recuse himself, that leaves us four. Where do

we get the five elected judges from to rehear?

Mr. Avant
once in a tf

a d i ssen t

.

Mr. Pu gh I am sorry to labor the point. I under
stand you need a dissent. My thrust of my questior
is to your amendment providing that the rehearing
judges sitting on it must all be elected judges,
tell you, we only have five, one of them recuses
himself quite often on account of his son being
volved in litigati

thi
ne only
e be af the

Mr. Pu gh This says that th

assigneH judge. It must be

ays, Mr. Pug^

Mr. Chairmar

1 scuss 1

, fellc

ment doesn t ir

c i rcums tances
reversal of th

, your provision, your amend-
rehearing mandatory in those
there has been a dissent and a

rict judge, does it?

Mr.
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situation
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ships where the judges run at large, and those three proposal from the committee. My amendment only adds

judges who run at large run in 21 parishes. Now, that after January 1, 1975, no judge shall...

other than your public service commissioners and

your statewide officials, I do not believe you have Mr. Stinson Well, take our district up in north

any public official in the state of Louisiana who Louisiana. We have five judges and what you're

is required to run in such a large geographic terri- doing, you're trying to make them run just in the

tory. This has placed an impossible burden on peo- district and not at large,

pie who seek judgeships and it places a terrible
burden on the people of those 21 parishes in trying Mr s. Miller We're trying to make the legislat

to decide on someone they have never known and see

for a judgeship. Now, as I said before, I do not
think you are going to affect very greatly your Mr. Stinson Well, suppose, they refuse

situation in your Orleans and Baton Rouge parishes. We're going to have a problem, it looks to me like.

In the first place, they will be given more judges It goes on in the last part of the committee and

from time to time and it will not be impossible or says that the present ... suppose one of the present

difficult for them to be assigned to districts and judges dies . . . a.ren ' t we going to have a problem as

kind of keep you assignments equal. What we are to where he's going. ..his successor will run from

trying to do is to require that these judgeships and so forth...
in these larger geographic areas. ..that the judge-
ships created will be assigned to districts so that Mrs. Miller It won't be a problem with that becai

they will not run at large any more after January I think this will be mandatory to the legislature

1, 1976. I will answer any questions. to create these judgeships and to assign them. _ Not

Mrs
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Now, our general approach in the committee was that constitution where on one instance it very clearly
we were going to turn this job over to the legisla- states that they must run from respective districts,

ture but we weren't going to tell the legislature at least three districts, and in the next sentence

how to reapportion courts of appeal circuits. We they say that one or more can run at large. I

simply said that by a two-thirds vote of the legis- think the argument as presented by Mrs. Miller de-

lature, the legislature may reapportion these serves serious consideration by this convention and

consti
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have good benefits and I think the legislature c

live with it and 1 believe we'll be asking the 1

islature to look at our problems each time they
create a judgeship and just not try to say well
we'll make it at large and cope with the problem
later. We're eliminating this at large position
which has had such disastrous effects particular
on your Third Circuit and your Second Circuit.
ask you to support it.

jpreciate you

Questions

Mr. Abraham Mrs. Miller, as I

amendment, isn't it true that this would not
any redi s tri cti ng at all. It simply means th

assigning of judges to run in a particular di

Is that not true?

Mrs. Miller That's right. This would just per
the legislature to assign, it has absolutely no
domicile or residence requirements at this time.
If the legislature wants to write it in they'll
free to do this. It will leave the freedom that
believe Judge Tate mentioned we needed and I'm f

leaving that freedom for the legislature except
tell them to quit creating these at large judges

Isn't It also true, that there is

is article which requires that a ji

the district from which he runs?

me, it says that at least one shall come from each
district within the circuit. No further limitations
In other words, in Orleans, since there are three
districts, Orleans could elect everybody except
two, is that correct?

Mrs . Miller Right, and when they create at large

large judgeships down there and they could all get
elected from one area of New Orleans.

Mr. Dennery I must confess, Mrs. Miller, I hope
that you are not as confused as I am, are you? I'm
terribly confused by it.

Mr. Jack Mrs. Miller, I'm from the Second Circuit
t heard the judges say one way or the
you keep saying it would help the
it. Have you talked to any of them.
whether it will help them or hurt
n't have an even number there. We have
and, of course, three districts, and we
present we need that at large section
itution.

Well, let's put it this way. You're
eveport area and the Shreveport people
omplained because basically they are
to elect their at large judges from

and I haven'
other. Now,
Second Circu
I don't know

'd force any judge

from the Shr
have never c

usually able
that area.

Mr. Jack N

Have you ta

lo, that's not what I'm talking abou
ked to any of those judges? I have

passed, 6B, notes that the chief justice is

sible for the judicial system of the state.

;commending to the legisl
jld and might be?

Wei
that when it comes to these judicial districts t

the legislature has shown a great inclination tc

listen to the members of the judicial council ar

take their recommendation and I hope that in the
future they'll continue this policy but, of cour
none of us ever know what the legislature is goi
to do

.

<hy they

the state

Mrs. Miller Well, I believe Judge Tate ga

that background very well, that it just kir
grew. You know, why does a problem grow,
the easiest way to cope with it at the time
it didn't cause any problem.

ably , because all...

Mrs. Miller It's not saying that the legisl
has to apportion or to make anything equal or
assign an equal number of judges and, of cour
you don't have an equal situation now.

Mr. Jack Bu

I don' t want
with any of t

Well, let's put it this way. They
he same problem that the Third Circuit
=cause they don't run in 21 parishes.

rhank you; I ask you to support this.

[Awendm

;te line 30 jn its entirety and insert
^eof the word " the" .

[Amendm

Mr. Arnette
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court system the... most of the criminal cases
appealed directly to the Supreme Court and al

civil cases .. .most all civil cases are appeal
the court of appeal. We add to that juvenile
ters and cases appealed from the family court
The courts of appeal's review of facts and la

similar to that granted the Supreme Court in

appealable to it. If there are no questions,
ask for your favorable adoption.

Mr. Duval Thank you, Mr. Henry. Judge Denr
in the last sentence, it says, it has supervi
jurisdiction over all cases in which an appee
would lie to that court. Now, I just want tc

the intent. This is purely for information,
does not, does it, take away supervisory juri
tion over interlocutory matters in which an e

woul d not lie?

Wait a minute; it agai

the
Mr. Uuval An appeal
locutory matter, but
diction of the appellate courts, and wr
taken. Now. ..to the appellate court...
does not intend to take away the right
for writs to the court of appeal in an

, does

get
That

sdic-
ppeal

;ntence
ly

jcutory

die
to
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present time, there are 80,000 people in this state injustice because it would allow the appellate court

unemployed The law governing the payment of unem- to do justice in the particular case in question,

ployment benefits provides that either the employee So, 1 think that gives us justice much more directly

or the employer has the right of appeal. The appeal than through a legislative sanction,

goes first to the appeals referee and then either I urge the adoption,

side has the right of appeal to the board of review.
Then, they have the right of appeal to the district lAmendment rejected: 49-58. Motion

court, but only on questions of law set out in the to reconsider tabled. \

statutes. Now, if you take the language out of the

proposed Section B, as provided by law in the case Amendment

of review of administrative agency determinations,
what you're doing is requiring the court to review Mr. Poynter On page 4 [by Mr. Avantj, between

facts in every one of these cases. Now, the board lines 13 and 14 add the following paragraph: Para-

of review, the appeals referees and the agencies all graph C. The legislature may provide for administra-

have to conform to rules almost identical with any tive agencies and authorize such agencies to make

court of law in this state and that is that they factual determinations which shall not be subject to

don't take any hearsay evidence. They have time review if supported by competent evidence following

prescribed in the statute as to the rights of appeal, notice and hearing."

time limits and etc. So, that their rules are set

forth in the statutes, but if you adopt what the Explanation

amendment calls for here you're going to require a ,,,_,, ^,..

review of fact in every one of these cases. I Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this

suggest to you that it ought to be only on the amendment is intended to accomplish what Mr. Jenkins,

questions of law. Now, it's my understanding that I think, wants to accomplish and at the same time

one of the authors of this amendment is coming back eliminate the objections to the provision which

with another amendment which would do exactly what you've heard which would result if this was taken

the authors here purport to do but still protect out completely as Mr. Jenkins' amendment did. I

the right of those agencies whose rule, etc., are understand it was rejected, Mr. Dennis. May I have

in proper form and in accordance with the courts, my amendments? Now if you read this section or

and still allow them to accomplish what they're subsection as it is wri tten . . . Al 1 right, now. The

after. I would suggest that you defeat this amend- purpose of this amendment is to eliminate the danger

ment and then go with the amendment that will come that Mr. Jenkins brought to your attention and I

afterwards. I'll be happy to answer any questions, think it is a very definite danger or possibility

Mr Chairman ...without the objection that Mr. Flory made. Now,

if you will read this Subsection B in this Committee

[previou? Question ordered.] Proposal No. 21 you must come to the conclusion, I

think that the language "or as provided by law in

Closing the case of review of administrative agency deter-
minations" would permit the legislature to create

Mr. Jenkins Just in closing, I'd like to say that an administrative agency and authorize that agency

Mr. Flory's objection, I don't think to make factual determinations from which there

taken for the reason that every case would be no review period. It would authorize the

)t going to be appealed, but in those legislature to do that which would be exactly the

'.re is an appeal the decision of the situation that is cons ti tuti ona 1 i zed now with re-

body should not be given any higher spect to the Civil Service Commission. That'

;he decision of a district court. the constitution. The peopl

That's what would happen, and if we don't make this stitution. Now, on the othe

amendment. That's why this amendment is necessary. the language out completely

with 1
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Mr. Avant All right, under the proposal. Senator process of law.

De Blieux, as it is written. Subsection B, the
legislature could create an administrative agency Mr. Jenkins Jack, rather than accomplishing what
of any kind, you name it, authorize it to make my amendment would have, don't you think that this

findings of fact, or factual determination and in is just the opposite of my amendment, because didn't

that same statute provide that those factual deter- my amendment provide that a factual determination
minations were final and not subject to review by of administrative agencies would always be subject

any court, period. It could do that. to review and doesn't yours provide that they shall
not be "

.....
De Blieux That's under proposal B? all to

;al B. If you read it, I Mr. Avant Any competent evidence, Mr. Jenkins.
;hat conclusion.

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Avant, I certainly don't want to

It, would C keep them from clamor the constitution up with a lot of "nay"
propositions. If we would adopt this amendment and
say the legislature may do this, don't you think

: legislature because it that we could do it without this amendment?
could not do so without the qualification that those
finding of facts must be supported by competent Mr. Avant Mr. Rayburn, the purpose of this amend-
evidence and must be the result of a hearing follow- ment was to prohibit the legislature from doing

ing adequate notice. something which I think they can clearly do under
Section B and that is, to create an administrative

Mr. De Blieux Well, couldn't the legislature pro- agency and authorize it to make factual determina-
vide that under proposal B? tions on any basis they want to, no evidence, in-

competent evidence, if that's the way they set it

Mr. Avant They could provide that but they are up, and at the same time, provide that that would
not compelled to do so. not be subject to any kind of review.

Rayburn Mr. Avant, so under Section B, they
provided by law" and then

guage says they may provide,
OSS as to know the difference. Sectior

by law and you don't say they
may.

Mr.
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which shall not be subject to review if supported
by competent evi dence" . . . my question is, wouldn't
you have to review those facts to determine whether
there was competent evidence? That's what's both-
ering me about this. I wanted to ask Mr. Avant the
question, but he didn't have time.

Mr . Denn i s I'm having the same trouble you are.
To me, it means that if there is any competent evi-
dence then the legislature couldn't tell the court
that it could change the determination of the ad-
ministrative agency, but since he puts the word
"may" in there, it doesn't seem to compel the leg-
islature to do anything.

Hr . Guari sco Judge Dennis, under the law as it is
presently and under this provision, if the fire
marshal should check out a person's building and
make a determination of fact that his building
should be condemned and he reaches that factual
determination, can any court review that fact or
is that fact conclusive?

Mr. Dennis Well, it depends upon what the legis-
lature says. If the legislature said that the court
can review that administrative agency's determina-
tion then it could review it according to such
standards as the legislature set forth.

Mr. Guarisco But isn't that adm itrative
agencies, determinations of fact by those agencies
are not subject to review by the courts? Yet,
court decisions are reviewable by the higher court.
Isn' t that correct?

Hr. Dennis No, sir. I think unless there's a

limitation placed on the court in the constitutior
or in statutory law it has appellate review of all
facts coming before it. Now, we have attempted tc

say in the previous section that the legislature
can withdraw this appellate review of facts from
the courts in administrative determinations as the
legislature should see fit. Now, Mr. Avant is
coming back and saying the legislature may provide
a review but can't tell the court it can reverse
if there's any competent evidence. I'm confused
as to what it means. I don't think it's clear and
I'm not su'e even if we can all agree upon what it
means that it is good

in i s Yes sir. Th same pr

Mr. Roy And it's worked to obviate a lot of extra
work and a lot of decisions by a court of appeal
that later would need clarification by the Supreme
Court anyway. Hasn't it?

Mr. Dennis Yes. The committee went into this and
decided it would be desirable to continue this in
our constitution.

Mr . Puqh Judge, as you know by statute, the fed-
eral court of appeal may also certify a question to
the Supreme Court. I doubt its constitutional
validity in its present form. Did you give any
thought to providing here that a federal court of
appeal may certify such questions or did you intend
when you say "court of appeal", without referring
to Louisiana Court of Appeal, to cover both the
Louisiana Courts of Appeal and the federal Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeal?

Mr. Dennis Mr. Pugh, I may stand corrected by
other members of the committee, but I don't believe
we considered granting to the state Supreme Court,
if I understand you correctly, the power to certify
to federal courts, questions of law. Is that what
your question was?

Mr. Pugh No. The statutes now provide that the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal may certify to the
Louisiana Supreme Court, questions, much as a

court of appeal, Louisiana Court of Appeal, may
certify to the Supreme Court. I'm saying that I

don't think that statutory provision is constitu-
tional. I'm asking you whether or not you all
intended to include, when you used the phrase, "a
court of appeal may certify a question to the
Supreme Court", did you intend to include both the
state courts of appeal and the federal courts of

Mr. Denni

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 11. Courts of Appeal, Certi-
fication of the Supreme Court, Determination

Section 11. A court of appeal may certify any
question of law before it to the Supreme Court
whereupon the Supreme Court may give its binding
Instruction or consider and decide the case upon
the whole record.

Explanation

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
continues a provision that is presently In our
constitution without any essential change except
to simplify the language. For those of you are not
attorneys, in case you don't get the word from my
fellow members of the Bar, on the floor, to certify
a question to the Supreme Court from the court of
appeal simply means that the court of appeal writes
out the question of law that it wants to know and
wants to have decided in a particular case and
sends it up to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court
can answer that question for them without reviewing
the whole case. However, if the Supreme Court finds
that it needs to consider the whole case in order
to adequately answer the question, it can require
that the whole case be brought up and be decided
in the Supreme Court instead of in the court of
appeal .

Mr. Tate Judge Dennis, with regard to Hr. Pugh's
question, did you know that when the statute was
adopted the Louisiana State Bar Association had made
a full study and came to the conclusion that in
every state where such a provision was adopted, it
was within the constitutional powers of the legis-
lature to provide for that procedure? That the...
Did you know that?

[previous Question ordered on the

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter "Section 12. Courts of Appeal, Chief
Judge; Duties

Section 12. When a vacancy In the office of
chief judge of a court of appeal occurs, the judge
oldest in the point of service on the court, below
the age of sixty-five years, shall succeed to the
office and shall administer the court, subject to
rules adopted by the court."

Explanation

Mr^_Deji.nls Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
provinon provides for the selection of a chief
judge In each court of appeal. In the present con-
stitution, we have such a person already. He's
called the presiding judge. So here we are changing

[767]
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his title to chief judge. The committee proposal to say that Style and Drafting could come back after
provides for selection based on seniority except we had already adopted this particular section or
that the judge must be under sixty-five when he schedule and put in there a chief justice which was
fills the vacancy, similar to the provision in the not in there now, spell it out? Is Style and Draft-
chief justice position of the state Supreme Court. ing going to have that much authority?
I suppose that we have already fought this fight
and unless there is any other member of the commit- Mr. Dennis No sir. What I may have suggested in

tee who would like to resist the amendment to make not too clear words, was that Style and Drafting
this one consistent to the Supreme Court Chief could suggest to the convention that there was an
Justice selection, I would accept that amendment. oversight here and that we should adopt an amendment
I believe Mr. Kean has it prepared and has offered clearly setting forth the following, quote, unquote,
it, taking out the words "below the age of sixty- and if we decided to adopt it, we could put it in

f i ve years"

.

there

.

Questions Mr. Rayburn Okay. In other words, what you really
said. Judge was that Style aiio Drafting couia call

Puqh Judge, I noticed by this section that that oversight to this convention and then we could
you provide a method by which the office of cl

judge may be filled in the event of vacancy, but I

found no place in the constitution providing for a

chief judge. The Supreme Court provision provides
for a chief justice and six associate justices. I

do not notice anywhere in the court of appeal pro-
visions that a chief justice is defined or named,
except here, where it says how he will be replaced
Am I in error?

Mr. Dennis You are correct, Mr. Pugh. The reaso

Mr. Dennis
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the matter, and in light of the comment by Judge committee, I believe, felt, I know, felt tha

Dennis, I request of Judge Dennis that he accept was very ipiportant because this is something

this amendment so that the matter can be included is lacking in our court system today. A chi

as part of the new section. judge on the trial court level who has some
granted him by law in the constitution to be

[previous Qvestion ordered. Amendment administrative judge. I would ask you to re

adopted without objection. ] the amendment because I don't believe the air

is necessary to take care of the special pro

Amendment that Mr. Guarisco is attempting to solve for

of his judges .

Mr. Povnter Amendment sent up by Delegate Guarisco
Question

line 24, after the
' and delete the Ms . Zervigon Judge Dennis, if you took the

lete line 25 in its strative duties away from the chief judge, v,

n from the other judges

as fol
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(ground of the not believe we ought to leave it up to Sty
1921 Constitution, I feel safe in saying that this Drafting to create constitutionally endowed offit
i/ould be interpreted to mean the same judge who is As originally written, this section provided for
the presiding judge, under the 1921 Constitution, the method by which you would replace an office,
Khich is the senior judge. but you failed to create the office. Under the

existing constitution, the presiding judge is who

"jr. Tate Judge Dennis, would you ask Mr. Pugh, will then be, upon adoption of this constitution,
ly out of order, if he would accept the senior judge. Therefore, the ph

taking out of his amendment "presiding or" which I, presiding or senior judge" takes care of the situa-
unfortunately , suggested to him that he add in at tion without having to put "in point of time",
another stage of the composition? After the presiding or senior judge dies or is

replaced subsequent to the adoption of this consti-
Judge Tate, I think that it is very tution, then the balance of the section clearly

clear that we mean the judge who is the presiding flows to provide that that is the person who is

judge under the 1921 Constitution shall automatically senior in point of service time. Are there any
become the chief judge under the new constitution. questions?
I don't think it's necessary to amend it any further.
If there are any stylistic changes, I think that
these can be recommended by the proper committee.

Mr. Chatelain Judge Dennis, do we really need
this amendment in this section, sir? It seems to
me like we are amending your committee's work to

death. I just want to know if we really need this
amendment, sir, in your opinion?

Mr. Dennis Well Mr. Chatelain, it doesn't change Mr. Pugh The presiding judge, under the existing
the substance. I believe it does make some of the constitution, the presiding judge is that judge
delegates feel a little more comfortable with the who has been there senior in point of time to all
section, and we have no objection. others. That presiding judge automatically will

be the one who will be the chief judge under the
Mr. Chatelain Well I think that we are writing new constitution. That's what that provides.
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one thing to say how you are going to replace them, Section now as it would be, and would be stated

but let's put them in before we talk about replacing
them. Mr. Dennis Yes, sir.

"There shall be a chief judge of each court
[Amendment rejected: 29-77. appeal who Shall be the judge oldest in point c

Motion to reconsider tabled.
'i

service on the court and who shall administer t

court subject to rules adopted by the court."
Amendment

Mr. Bergeron Judge Dennis, this simply establ

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [bv «r. Dennis], on the chief judge and it coincides with what we I-

page 4, line 21, after the words, "Section 12.", done for the Supreme Court justice, chief justi

delete the remainder of the line and delete line in case of a vacancy. Am I correct?

22 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"There shall be a chief judge of each court of Mr. Dennis Yes, sir.

appeal who shall be the judge oldest in point of
service on the court and who shall administer the Mr. Bergeron Thank you.

court subject to rules adopted by the court."

Mr. Dennis Madam Chairman
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less than to do our best. didn't even mention the constitutional convention
I suggest to you that one delegate, either con- and about the twenty-nine and a half minutes and I

sciously or unconsciously has added himself and thought, "Oh yea, I am running as a delegate to the
his actions to a list that is already too long, of constitutional convention." And I said, "By the
people who have abused and misused my name and way, you people in the fifteenth district over
yours, my thoughts and yours, my constitution and there, I'm a delegate to the constitutional conven-
yours. tion and there's one thing I'm going to do if I go

Fourteen amendments have come across my desk in down there. I am going to do everything in my pow-
the last twenty-five minutes that directly contra- er to take the judges' retirement out of the consti-
dict delegate proposals passed here. No. 9 and No. tution where it has no business and see that they
30 that call for amendments, at tax payers' expense contribute." That's the only promise I gave the
to the tune of at least twenty dollars a set, to people of the fifteenth district that I was going
be pertinent and germane to the issue. to try to do if I was elected to this constitutional

I suggest that this man is ill-advised and mis- convention,
guided and whether you agree with me tonight, I So what I am doing is exactly what I promised the
want to take these few moments to say, I object as people. And I am going to tell you right now, it

a friend of his. I object as a fellow delegate of has already had its effects. The judges are all
his. I object as a citizen of this state. ready to make some compensation that will save the

I say no more. I say, shame on you. No more. state many thousands and hundreds of thousands of
Now is the time to grow up together. dollars more than what these little amendments are

costing.
Personal Privilege Thank you.

fellow delegates, I'm here [Motion to take up the



Mr.
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Friday, August 17, 1973

ROLL CALL

[_107 delegates present and a quorum]

'RAYER

Stovall

in quietness before You to reali
it is to whom we belong. Where
the values for which we live and
lives and our state should take,
each of us such a holy moment,
that we are Your children, creat
You are the source of wisdom and
seek to lead each of us and our
kingdom, the fulfillment of Your
grateful to You for this state i

and which we represent. We are
concern and the dedication of th

pray for Your presence with us h

might be patient one with the ot
of the issues that are before us

to stand for the hard rights aga
And above all, work together to
a state, as a people, as a conve
fulfill Your purposes. Be with
while we are separate one from t

Your presence and Your wisdom fo
in Your name, the one who was, a

be. Amen,
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Poynt Committee Propose
by Delegate Dennis, Chairman on
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bers of that committee.

Which is a substitute for Com
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the convention has adopted, as a

through 14; presently has under
tion 15, which was read but I be

. Cha i rman , f el 1

o

this time Section
relates to the co

vel and below that level
courts are the basic tr

The other courts below t

n this- section as limite
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n which we live
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her, understanding
and the wi 11 ingness

inst the easy wrong
move us forward as
ntion, that we might
our dear loved ones
he other and give us
r we offer our prayer
nd is, and ever shall

NCE

THE JOURNAL

SS

FINAL PASSAGE

No. 21 introduced
behalf of the Com-
r delegates and men-

three leveled or four leveled court system that
would be uniform and consistent throughout the state
and would not be fragmented and specialized as it

is today. Paragraph B provides that in order to
change a judicial district from those existing at
the present time, the legislature would be required
to pass such a change by a simple majority and then
that change would have to be approved at a referendum
in each parish or district affected. Paragraph C

represents a compromise on a very hard fought issue
and that was the term of district court judges. As
you know, the terms of district judges in Orleans
Parish are twelve years and elsewhere in the state,
they are six. Our committee considered increasing
them all to twelve, reducing them all to six. A

combination of having the first term being four or
six years and then the second term twelve and after
several days of debate finally adopted this compro-
mise, which establishes the minimum term at six years
but provides that the legislature could by a major-
ity vote with approval of the referendum in the par-
ish affected, reduce the terms of any judge who had
a term over six years down to no lower than six years.
I might add one comment on the style of this section
as it might relate to the schedule when we have fi-

nally adopted both the section and the schedule. I

believe for clarity sake in the schedule and this is

my own personal view and it may not prevail in the
schedule or in the Style and Drafting Committee. I

believe we could set forth in the schedule specifi-
cally the parishes outlining the districts as they
are today. And simply refer to the schedule in this
section, it would make this section a lot neater and
a lot clearer when we finally adopt the product. 3ut
what this section says now is exactly what we are
attempting to do, we dre attempting to retain all of
the courts as they are today, but allow" the legis-
lature to have the power to reorganize courts below
the district court level in the future. And as I

said earlier, the legislature has this power largely
already. We are simply making it clearer and we are
imposing two guideline to make sure that the courts
established at this level in the future, would be
established on a uniform basis.

you

mittee Proposal No.
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it to these limited jurisdiction courts, is

could also, since it is par

refer- wide, I believe that you could add to it by

to city courts. Now, does your resear I s 1 at 1 ve act tc

that city courts will cover ward courts? We do bee" seeking the last few years, isn t it,

have some ward courts you know, that takes care of

two or three municipalities. Jack Judge, on that Section ISA, nc

e a juvenile court in Caddo, it can b£

a simple act of the legislature, that

legislature to esta
tain wards in lieu
referred to as a ci

constitution. So I

identified as city
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Court, court of appeal and district courts.
Mr. Dennis First of all. Mayor, the 1921 Consti-
tution does not require a referendum to be held to

[ct court level, the 1 eg i s

1

ature establish a court that you are talking about. I

should be left free to change the specialized and don't know enough about your particular situation

limited jurisdiction courts as the times change. In and why you had a referendum, but the 1921 Consti-

other words, if you find you need a parish court in tution simply provides that the legislature may

your parish instead of the one or two city courts substitute a city court for a J. P. court, and where

that you might have now. This is the situation that yo" fi^ve enough population for it. ^So, to com

exists in my parish perhaps today. Perhaps my people "ow and put a referendu- *

would want to go to a parish court system. There tution, would put in th

are some other parishes, Mr. Landry's parish is con- tions upon the legislat

sidering a parish court system. Well, we are at- with regard to establ

tempting to leave the legislature free to meet th

problem by establishing a parish court without ha

to amend the constitution in order to get it. So,
we are not attempting to discriminate in favor of Mr. Heine Right, I understand this and let me

New Orleans or against it. They like the referen- bring you up to snuff on my deal. We established
the committee and so our court by charter when we adopted the home rule

i gave them a separate charter. We established our court in the charter,

)f the state, I repeat,
(as best to not put re- Mr. Roy I don't want to interrrupt, but I under-

I

at the moment.

requin
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'^O'J'O limitations in Section 16 and 21 of this article.
Except as provided in Section 35 of this article,
the legislature may establish trial courts of lim-

ttiis was ited jurisdiction which shall have parishwide ter-
he population of the ritorial jurisdiction and subject matter jurisdictic
ting back to your first which shall be uniform throughout the state. The
provided here that "ex- office of city marshal is continued until such time

Je felt th

cept as provided in Section 35 the legislature may a; the city court he serves is abolished by t
establish parish courts", then the legislature will legislatu
be able to establish by act a parish court in Orleans
Parish and we were attempting to make that distinc-
tion.

But you
is drafted, the only type of par
establish are those which have p

tion and is uniform?

ie of Sect!
would be the only kind of parish court that
be authorized by the constitution.

Mr. Dennery Thank you.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
reread and adopted: 103-5. Motion tc

reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. a'Gerc
On page 5, line 4, immediately after the wor
ish" and the comma "," and before the word
insert the word and punctuation "magistrate,

Mr. Nunez
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ame
35?
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) be plausible to me. In that lieves our district courts to a tremendous extent
that the authors of this amend- and is vitally needed, just as each court is in you

ne, are motivated by a fear which district. New Orleans is granted this privilege
fact. But the most important and I'm certainly not opposing or directing my

sideration, on this issue is, that you have got opposition at New Orleans. New Orleans has a pop-
leave to the legislature the power to do what ulation just a little bit in excess of Jefferson,
lecessary to modernize and update our courts as perhaps within the next ten years it will be equal

It
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consider this article and we will consider the heard anybody want that law repealed. Now, 1 think

Orleans article when we get to it. It's very dif- there would be plenty of protection and be fine that

ficult for me to add too much to what has already in order to change these, you not only have the leg-

been said by Mr. Burson and Judge Tate. But they islature but a referendum. However, this does not

have said, have pointed out the problems that we provide for certain amendments It's left out the

will be faced with, if you adopt this amendment. «°':'' ^'^y 3"<i '^ ^^^s in a referendum in each dis-

This amendment was thoroughly discussed, the con- trict parish a portion affected. How ray amendment

tents of the amendment at least, in committee and 1= 90ing to eave in district and parish and add

all of these danger points were pointed out to us c^tv- "°"
!

>" 9°'"9 to take out, and Judge Tate I

as the reason it was not submitted in the final think this is one of the things you were worrying

proposal. 1 think this, if you will really stop to about, I'm going to take out that word in my amend-

think, of what a small percentage of the people of "'^"'
J

portion
.

Because I m not concerned about

this state have any contact whatsoever with the the referendum in a small area like the justice of

courts, to leave the decision of the needs of the the peace court. But am interested in having a

judiciary to a referendum is a dangerous and very referendum before the legi s la ture can abol i sh wel

1

erroneous way to approach a problem. We need es tabl i shed thi ngs like juvenile courts ^"d city

flexibility, as far as Mr. Leithman is concerned, courts. I do not, in short, believe in a three tie

they have the courts they need. I cannot, under system of the Supreme Court, court of appeaU dis-

any circumstances, foresee that the 1 egi s

1

ature would 'rict court or a four tier system whi ch- i ncl udes

overrride their will of the representatives from the parish court. I think it s a step backward to

Jefferson Parish and start abolishing courts down 9et rid of juvenile courts because that's a special

could increase their courts ^
! ^l"^:. L"' "^ "^ ' ^ "^^P backwards to get rid of

day, the world's moving fast. No one can
be an expert in every field, lawyers can't, doctors
can't, any other profession can't. Now how can a

three tier court with the district court handling

hout having to go to a referendum. I'm not city co

saying that the people of th

but I am tellina you that they do
know the needs of the court. We
counsel. The legislatur
recorr (here courts are needed. I don't every thing be experts When t

my short tenure of where they fields. You

.. .... that the courts were needed. having criminal judges, and civil judges and juv€

If we defeat this proposal, the legislature has "il^ judges and city court making it all one I

that flexibility to provide for the future. Let's say this is a good amendment except -'

)t fore
be needed

ded. I have talked to Senator Nunez over the
agreed that my amendments and in cU

the courts I humbly ask you '">' amendments are simply that you are going to add
where they accidentally left out "city" and we are
going to take out that part about our parish. Then
you're going to leave out the words "except as pro-
vided in Section 35". Because Section 35 has to

do with Orleans Parish alone and this article, as

amended by Nunez, as amendeo by me, will be state-
wide. I trust you will go along with this amend-
ment. You have my word that we have our amendments
and also Senator Nunez and he speaks for Mr. Toomy
beca'use he is the head author. Now Mr. Drew, I'll
answer your question.

to reject this amendment.
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we ought not to involve the people unnecessarily in Committee for the past six months. I urge you to

elections. Amendment No. 4 deals that to reject defeat this amendment. As Judge Tate says, if we

the amendment will provide the kind of flexibility have one provision in this entire article that gives
which the future might demand. I encourage you to us room for judicial reform in the future, it is

reject this amendment and to have the kind of trust this section. I don't think because of the history
in our legislature chat I think they will merit in that we had in the legislature, Mr. Champagne comes
the future. Thank you. from my parish too, and I feel that the one instance

that he speaks is not something that should preclude
Questions us from moving forward. I feel with the testimony

and the expertise that this committee had, and that

Mr. Anzalone Reverend Stovall, my concern is main- you should follow the wisdom of the committee pro-

Ty wi th the 1 ine beginning on line 4, the district, posal and reject this amendment. It gives us an

parish, city, family and juvenile courts existing opportunity in the future, to give the legislature
at the time of the adoption of this constitution an opportunity to abolish some of these courts and

are retained. If we are going to go into judicial go into a more modern system, such as the parish
reform, is this first sentence not locking us to courts that Jefferson has. We have in our state,
this type of judicial reform, rather than another in addition to the Supreme Court, the courts of

type which we might foresee would be better in the appeal, the district courts, we've got these family

future? courts, juvenile courts, city courts, ward courts.
As our society becomes more urbanized and more com-

Mr. Stovall Mr. Anzalone, the amendment that I'm plex, we need to move into the parish court system,
opposing does not change those first three sentences. and do away with these city courts and these mayor

The amendment which I am opposing does not change courts and other courts of lower jurisdiction. I

those first three sentences at all. I think if you urge you, if you're going to vote for any section

want to change that, you should present an amend- of this judiciary article, to support the committee
ment to come at a later date, at a later time, which proposal on this section and defeat this amendment.
would change that.

[Quorum Call: 112 delegates present and

Mr. Avant Reverend Stovall, do you believe and a quorum.']
feel that when the people drafted the Constitution
of 1921 that they had this faith and confidence in Further Discussion
the legislature and in the executive branch that
you feel we should have now, that they had that Mr. Heine Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise

confidence when they drafted that document? in favor of this amendment and also of the Jack
amendment. I don't see how we can stand up here

Mr. Stovall ' Mr. Avant, I feel that they did not and be opposed to giving the people the right to

have enough faith in the legislature and governor speak for themselves. I'm not an attorney, but

at that time. And possibly that's one reason why I do have eight years experience as serving as a

the legislature and the executive branch has not judge. My situation may be unique in East Baton
merited that much faith. I think if we show faith Rouge Parish, but it's always that possibility that

and confidence in the legislature, that this will the legislators in East Baton Rouge Parish could

encourage us to elect better people to the legisla- decide that they wanted to expand the city court

ture. of Baton Rouge to take in the city court of Baker.
And by a vote of the legislature, they could do

Mr. Avant Do you know, that under that constitu- this. About two years ago the people of Baker

tion, which didn't have this protection that we are decided for themselves that they wanted a city
asking for, that a very well and able and respected court. They voted for a city court, they've got a

judge was gerrymandered out of office by a powerful city court. And I don't want to see them in a

political figure and a subservient legislature? As position of losing this court unless they vote them-

as result of that, a direct result of that, it led selves that they want to get rid or abolish their

to the assassination of a United Stated Senator. court. There may be other situations throughout
the state, or other courts that are in the same

Mr. Stovall Yes, I'm aware of that and that's position that we are in in Baker. So I ask you

possibly happened once in fifty years, Mr. Avant. to vote favorably for this amendment and also for

And to conclude from that, that we should provide Mr. Jack's amendment because I think it is good

for the many elections which would be called for and I just don't see for the life of me how you can

in this amendment, I think is taking, is responding argue with giving the people the right to speak

more than we should to that one situation. for themself. What is the cost of an election?
This is the American way. I put many issues before

Mr. Burns Reverend Stovall, to clarify Mr. Anza- my people in referendum. Many of them that I was

lone's question to you just now. Is it not a fact in favor of that I lost, but at least the people

that this Section ISA provides first that we should spoke. And they weren't able to be critical of me.

not do away with any existing courts. But in the I have been in office eighteen years. I think this

future, if the condition should justify that the speaks well. I think this is success and I give

legislature could merge, abolish or establish a the success to the fact that I let the people back

new court. Isn't that what this section provides? home speak and I don't see how you can argue against
that.

Mr. Stovall Yes, sir. Below the district court
leveT Further Discussion

Mr. Burns Of course I'm referring to that. Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to the amendment for the same

Chairman Henry in the Chair reason as stated by Justice Tate, Mr. Gravel and

others. If this amendment carries, you will strip

Mr. C hampagne Reverend Stovall, are you aware from our committee proposal the only real, signi-

th'at the judge that Mr. Avant speaks of and the ficant movement toward court reform that I believe

parish that he represents, that he was a friend of we have made in the past six or seven months. I

mine and his entire family and I represent that can't really add to any of the reasons, they have

parish and I am against this amendment. all been stated. And it boils down to simply, the

only reason to vote for this amendment is to show

Mr . Stovall Yes. your distrust to the legislature and to freeze the

present court system and perhaps create a crazy

Further Discussion quilt work in the future. The reason to vote

against the amendment is to show some trust in the

Mr. Sand oz Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'll legislature to deal with the courts below the dis-

attempt to be brief but I served on the Judiciary trict court level and allow us, hopefully, to move

[781]
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toward a more logical and consistent court system somewhere along the line we are going to have that
that the people will understand and get justice reform. So, I would say for the people of Hew
from. So I ask you to defeat this amendment. Orleans to vote for this amendment and very possible

it would be consistent throughout the constitution.
Further Discussion Rather than waiting for Section 35, and they abolish

35, and then you don't have what you want in your
:hairman, fellow delegates, I real- courts down in New
ire restless and this issue has So I said, let's be

'eargued. But I would like to state people what they now
jposing this amendment. One thing tent with the judici

we have to do, in this constitutional convention, is courts of this state. That if we want to merge or
eliminate sacred cows. Now I ask you, how can the abolish those courts, they shall be merged or abol-
legislature vote on laws that affect the life and ished by a majority vote of the legislature and by
limb of its citizens without public referendum? the people, just like they were created. That's
It can pass local and special laws, affecting the terrible to say that I guess in these halls, that
locality much more than the court system. It can we are going to let the people do, undo what they
pass criminal laws, it can pass tax laws, new taxes did. Let's trust the legislature, first time I've
without referendum of the people. I think the con- heard that in a long time. All of a sudden, we
cept of public referendum is a great case of buck wait to trust the legislature. Let's trust the
passing. We, in this convention, I think have been people, if those courts worked good for them, and
mandated by the people to make this constitution they were constitutionally created

ize



Mr. Puqh
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can justity having a criminal sneriTT ana a civil you are talking about criminal judges, who have in-
sheriff. There is enough work to justify having dicated some sentiment towards that. I just want to
a civil clerk and a criminal clerk of court. There understand that you said that,
is enough work. The system of criminal justice in

Orleans Parish is failing. It's failing. This M r. Tobias Yes, one who comes to mind is Judge
convention has the chance, the chance, to bring it Ward who spoke before the New Orleans Bar Associa-
back into the svstem of the rest of thp state. An- tion in favor of consolidation. Judge Bagert spoke
other reason for the merger. The court system before our committee and spoke in favor of it. Those
could have one judicial administrator who could two come to mind offhand.
examine the work load of the court, both civil and
criminal, and when a criminal docket gets far be- Further Discussion
hind, they could shift, the court itself. They
don't have to go to the Louisiana Supreme Court. Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, I hate
The court itself can shift judges from the criminal to disagree with my friend, Mr. Tobias, but I have
district court to catch up on the civil backlog or information to the contrary. Let me see now why
vice versa in the criminal backlog. The system these courts are so constituted. At the time when
in New Orleans is in bad shape. We've got the op- this process began, even before 1921, at the turn
portunity to change it. If we leave it to a major- of the century, most of the parishes, most of the
i ty of the legislature as in Section 35 and the ma- district courts in Louisiana, were madeup of sev-
jority vote of the people of Orleans Parish in a eral parishes. One judge presided over a court made
referendum called for that purpose, what are we up of several parishes. Orleans Parish, being the
doing? First of all as a practical matter you can largest of the state, naturally could not operate
believe me that the Representatives and Senators of that way because the case load was naturally larger.
Orleans are never going to ever, ever propose the As you know, most litigation develops in urban areas.
merger. They are just not going to do it. The Then the number of suits or the amount of litigation
reason we are not going to do it? "Why should we per capita has increased since that time. As a

destroy a judge, a judge of a court, why should we result, Orleans Parish not only needed additional
attack him? He has political power." Judges have judges, more judges, but specialized courts. Now,
political power. I repeat that. I said that a if you do this, suppose we go below the district
couple of days ago. I want to make that clear and court level and talk about the city court, the
I don't think anyone here would deny that. Bring first city court and the second city court, the
the bar and the bench of Orleans Parish back togeth- municipal court, the juvenile courts, the traffic
er. Let's clean up a rotten system. court. Are we going to consolidate them? Are we

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a technical going to consolidate a traffic court with a criminal
amendment, to delete the second amendment. court? Where a traffic judge may handle three hun-

dred cases in one day, three hundred I said, whereas
[Amendment No. 2 withdrawn.] in a criminal court he may not be able to conclude

a trial in one day. I submit to you that this sys-
Questions temwas necessary at the time and it cannot be al-

tered or abolished simply by this amendment. Let
nth what you are trying me see, these judges, that is the judges of the
imendment is written aren't criminal court and the judges of the civil court,
1 continuation of your civil sit in building about three miles apart. Which
leans and by leaving it up building are you going to transfer them to? Who
-eading that as you describe is going to provide the money if another building

is to be constructed? This amendment does not, so
I submit to you that until we can come up. ..I con-

;o take away those sentences elude that until a better system is developed, let's
ihd say "notwithstanding go against this amendment. Thank you.
35 to the contrary .

"
I

;h another amendment. Further Discussion

irman, ladies and gentlemen
really like to get up here

t I mean it would and say, "I'm a country boy," but I can't do that.
I am from the big city of New Orleans and let me
tell you I'm proud of it. We've heard from some

/ay it is, and I previous speakers that said so many judges are
ime to come but opposed to this, that so many judges want the courts

merged. Publicly they have announced this. Well,
I don't know where they are getting their statistics

leaving it there from but I would like to see them. We have heard
icating that it from previous speakers that the trend in this coun-
t the state in try and in this state is toward specialization...

toward merging courts and against specialization.
I don't believe that. I believe the day of special-

ly do it already. ization is coming, if not here. Our committee has
:ons t i tu t i on . They discussed this for four months, time and time again

we have heard this, merge the courts in Orleans.
Do away... pull them back into the rest of the state.

they? Well you know this sounds fine on paper. It really
sounds good. It looks like one, big uniform system.

There is no rule And, if that is what it were, I would go with it,
of court that says they have to. There is nothing but it just does not work that way. This would be
in the constitution that says they have to. In the achilles ankle to New Orleans judicial system.
our committee, thirty-nine witnesses came before us. Now we have heard from some thirty-nine witnesses
Thirty-nine and of that number, thirty-four of them who have said, "O.k. we want a uniform system. It
said they were in favor of the merger. And who might be good." Well that's fine. We heard from
were those other five? I remember four of them thirty-nine witnesses. We heard from people from
were judges. Two were from the civil district court California, form New Jersey, from Washington. Well,
and two were from the criminal district court. I it might work fine for them but it is not going to
don't remember who the fifth one was. work for us. Our system in New Orleans has worked

well. It has worked fine. We have had no problems.
Mr. J. Jackson Max, did I understand you to say I've heard that on Tulane and Broad that is the
that publicly there have been some announcements scum of the city. I'm not an attorney. I don't
by particularly the Orleans criminal judges, now visit Tulane and Broad very often but when a man
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Closing is a New Orleans matter. Let me see if you agree
with my appraisal of it. The criminal judges in

Mr. Gauthier Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Members of fjew Orleans have a very heavy case load and they
the delegation, I come before you today to plead pretty much favor merger with the civil district
with you for logic and reason. We have heard the judges down there. The civil district judges have
argument that Orleans wants it this way and it should j fairly light case load and they don't favor merger.
stay this way. And I ask you, whose court is the i; that an accurate appraisal?
criminal court in Orleans Parish? If your brother
your sister, your relative or your neighbor is Mr. Gauthier Also, Mr. O'Neill, the criminal
charged in the Parish of Orleans, then whose court judges have recognized the fact that hearing crim-
is it? I suggest to you that this plan is a great inji cases day in and day out does one of two things
improvement. And talking about improvements, if I to a man. He either becomes callous and hard or
can have your attention for a minute I would like „ice versa, he becomes lax. Now that is not true
to tell you a little joke. There was a factory ^„ every case. There are some exceptions. Some
worker that on his way to the factory--he was a big, judges can hear it all day without it bothering but
bungling guy--he found a little sparrow that was

i g^ told by Judge Augustine and Judge Bagert that
crippled, had a wing out of focus. So he picked up it does something to destroy a man's equilibrium
the little sparrow, put it under his arm to keep listening to one matter all day.
him warm, and walked all the way to the factory
carrying this little sparrow. When he got to the [Record vote ordered. Amendment rejected:
factory door, he realized he would look pretty funny 46-68. notion to reconsider tabled.]
going into the factory with a little sparrow under
his arm, so he looked for a nice warm place to put Recess
him. Not finding any good places, he bumped upon
a pile of cow manure and he snuggled this little [Quorum call: 104 delegates present and
sparrow down into it, and the little sparrow was ^ quorum.]
nice and warm and he was comfortable and he was
chirping away. Then along came a cat and snatch,
off the little sparrow's head went. The moral of Personal Privilege
that story is that it is not always your enemies
that put you into it and it is not always your Mr. Heine Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, you
friends that take you out of it. Now, if I have i^^qw when I was a boy my old dad gave me what I

your attention, every judicial district in this think was some very good advice. He said to speak
state has one district court. In Orleans we have q„-\^ vihen spoken to and be a good listener if you
separate criminal and separate civil district courts. want to learn a lot and stay out of trouble.
What does this do? What does it accomplish? There Well, that's what I've tried to do during the
is approximately 4,500 attorneys in Orleans. Out of convention. And I must admit I've learned a lot.
this number a small few, I am told around five or p^g learned a lot of parliamentary procedure and
six hundred, practice criminal law. From this a- y„ „qi s^Jre that my council back in Baker is going
mount comes all of your criminal attorneys, your to be able to put up with me when I get back,
criminal judges and the district attorneys. I sug- I'^g also learned that when you get up here to
gest to you that the criminal court has been taken speak, you're supposed to say, "Mr. Chairman, I'm
out of the mainstream of the practice of law and going to be very brief," and then you go ahead and
isolated. Consequently, we are not getting the best speak for five minutes.
qualified people for judges, we are not getting the you know there have been a lot of questions going
best qualified people for district attorneys. And around about this red coat that I am wearing such
if you doubt this, ask yourself why, why are there as, "I wonder if he likes red?" "I wonder if he's
two judges that are presently under federal indict- got more than one?" "I wonder if he's got another
ment and a district attorney under indictment? The suit?"
argument has been raised again and again and again Well, I want you tonight, if you will, to tune
that this is an Orleans matter. Don't be deceived in channel 33 at 7:30 and you will see why the Mayor
by this. That court is your court, it's our court, of Baker is so proud to wear this red coat which
it's every person in this state's court. If you i; the official blazer of my city. And I'm giving
don't believe it, how are criminal charges titled? y^u all a special invitation. That's on Channel 33
The state of Louisiana versus ... That court belongs at 7:30 tonight and I'll appreciate it and all the
to us and I suggest to you that if you pass this people of Baker will,
amendment it will simply say, there is one district
court in the city of Orleans. Now, what will that Personal Privilege
do? What will that accomplish? Will it force them
to build two buildings? No, no it does not say that.
It says one district court and by local rule. By

the judges meeting together, they can decide if they
want to sit on just civil matters or just criminal
matters. Now, what will this accomplish? It will
put the criminal division back into the mainstream
of the practice of law in New Orleans where it be- vice Chairman Roy in the Chair
longs. We are not trying to force them to build new
buildings, force them to rotate. We are saying Amendments
create one district court. Who agrees with this
concept? The senior district judge. Judge Bernard Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Abraham],
Bagert of the criminal division after sixteen years on page 5, line 6.
of practice said, "It is good. We want it. Let's Immediately after the period, delete the re-
merge." One of the junior judges. Judge Israel mainder of the line.
Augustine, said "It is good. Let's merge." They Amendment No. 2, page 5, line 7, at the begin-
are saying this with experience and with a true de- ^ing of the line before the word "legislature",
votion to try and improve on a system that is not delete the words and punctuations "of this article
working. The argument about us causing Orleans to the", and insert in lieu thereof the word "the",
do something they don't want to do to make them Amendment No. 3, on page 5, line 9 immediately
spend money and build buildings is not so. It is after the period, delete the remainder of the lint
definitely an improvement. It's s step in the right Amendment No. 4, on page 5, line 10 at the be-
direction, and I urge your support of this amend- ginning of the line immediately before the word
ment. Thank you. "legislature", delete the words and punctuation

"Section 35 of this article, the" and insert in
Questions lieu thereof the word "the".

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Gauthier, we've been told this Explanation
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Mr. Abraham Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this amendment will determine how serious this con-

vention is in taking out of the constitution the
exceptions for particular parishes. In the previous
arguments this morning we talked about having all

parishes treated alike in the judicial system, that

what is good for New Orleans is good for the rest
of the state and vice versa.

So what this does, this is the begi
this does is it takes out the words, "

provided in Section 35 of this article
tion 5 is the one that deals with the
courts. So I ask your adoption of this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Vesich Mr. Acting Chairman and members of the
convention, I hope we do not have to go through this
particular section. Section 15, all day long like
we did in the committee for months and months and
months on the Orleans situation. We listened, we
talked and we fought in that committee about the
situation in Orleans and what I ask for, and the
majority of the members from the Orleans delegation
on the Judiciary Committee asked for, was only one
thing. Please don't do it to us overnight.

If you are going to merge us or whatever you are
going to do, give us some time. Put it on a local
option basis. That's all we ask. That's the way
it stands in Article 35. It says that when the
majority of the legislature and a referendum of the
people in the City of New Orleans decide, they will
do it.

You just don't understand the complexity of the
situation of the courts in New Orleans. They are
financed from -different sources. We get some from
the judicial expense fund, we get some from the
criminal court fund, we get some from the state,
we get some from the city, our different courts
down there are financed separately and you just can-
not say overnight you are merged.

And we have asked that you please just go along
with us and let us do it in the orderly process.
That's all we ask for and that's all Section 35

does .

In the event that sometime in the future, I sat
there and I listened to the opponents, in the future
we decide in the City of New Orleans that it is

best for us to merge or the legislature decides
that it is best for us to merge, that at least pro-
per preparation will be made for it.

Now you have to admit that your situation in the
country parishes is different than ours and if you
just look at it, you will see how different it is.

I mean we are sorry that it is. It was something
that was created many years ago. We can't help it,

but you can't say today you merge ... bang ! it's
over with. If you do, you are going to have com-
plete chaos in the city.

I ask you, please defeat this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Tapper Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to the amendment. I was talking
to Mr. Abraham. I'm a little confused and I don't
know whether he is or not. I hope he will explain
it in more detail when he closes if he does. But
I think what he is attempting to do is to authorize
the legislature to either abolish or create certain
offices within the parish of Orleans. And of course,
I'm from St. Bernard, but I represent part of Orleans
and I do some practice in the City of New Orleans.

I don't believe that we want to allow the leg-
islature to maybe abolish something that would be
all right but to create a particular office and
have the people in a particular parish have to pay
the salary and fees and costs of operating that of-
fice...! think it's a bad principle and I don't
believe that we really want to do that. I don't
think that Mr. Abraham wants to do that. I believe
that his amendment will set into motion the procedure
by which that can be done. I believe it's unfair
to the people of any locality for the legislature
to be able to create an office and not fund it; an
office that will be funded by the people of that

particular parish, and I urge that you defeat U
amendment. I hope that he would withdraw it or
maybe explain it in more detail when he comes uf

But I ask that you defeat it at this particul

Further Discussion

Mr. Ale xander Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is

more or less the same amendment that has been de-
feated previously and it poses the same problems,
the same questions and the same threat to the order-
ly operation of the courts in the parish of Orleans.

I agree with previous speakers who have said
maybe there are some improvements and some changes
necessary. But to do it helter skelter as proposed
here would create chaos and confusion in the court
system in the city of New Orleans. I admit that
if something was wrong in Calcasieu Parish, I pos-
sibly would consult with some of the delegates from
that parish before introducing an amendment affecting
that parish.

Let me raise one little question briefly. When
an individual is convicted in the criminal courts,
in any criminal court for that matter, the judge
retains jurisdiction. That criminal may appeal and
his case may go to several courts including the
United States Supreme Court.

In the meantime, that judge is back in civil
court. What happens? And this may not include just
one case, there may be many cases. What he does...
he runs back and forth from criminal court to civil
court and etc., and etc. This would entail time.
This would make, or. ..the other al terna ti ves . . . Then
while the case is on, when the case comes before him
again or would come before him, the case has to re-
main on the docket and the individual stays in jail,
especially if it's a capital case or what used to

be a capital case where he can't make bond. Then
the man stays in jail until this judge is shifted
back to criminal court.

All these are possibilities and all these things
could happen, and I ask you to defeat the amendment.

Further icuss

fel low del egates , thi s

jould listen to this care-
fully. This amendment is a technical amendment and
I'll explain to you why. I disagree with Mr. Abra-
ham. It does not substantively change anything.
If you will look at Section 35 of the proposal, the
first line says, "Notwithstanding any provision of
this article to the contrary". The provisions...
and then it continues with the provisions for
Orleans Parish.

That would override the statements, "Except as

provided in Article. ..in Section 35 of this Article"
as proposed by Mr. Abraham's amendment. It's better
constitutional draftsmanship, it cuts down on a lot
of words. It's just surplus wordage. It doesn't
do anything and don't let anyone up here kid you.

Further Discussion

I se

The point was made that the judicial system in

New Orleans is different from the judicial system
in the parish courts throughout the state. But
whether they are different or not, or whether they
should be different or not is not the issue before
us today.

I can't sit here today and decide which courts
ought to be maintained and which courts ought to

be taken out of the New Orleans system or Evangelin
Parish or Baton Rouge or any other parish. I'm
not here to decide that. I don't think the commit-
tee decided that either.

The committee decided that the legislature shoul

have that power and I agree with the committee. Th
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I don't agree with what the committee
Jew Orleans a special treatment in the

allowed both the leg'
the New Orleans area to decide whether they would ^o believe that New Orleans is different

am of th
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[prei-ious Question ordered.]

Closing

Briefly, I just want to say that
rejected the Nunez-Toomy amendment t .

35 to 81, and that amendment provided that you

s^ Stan, I'm concerned about the possi
ticularly of some of the smaller rural

g merged with the urban areas,
mple, if we take this out, wouldn't it

systs of East and West Feliciana, to be merged

Now this amendment here does not do away with "ith the Nineteenth Judicial District which is East

any of the offices of New Orleans or anything else. Baton Rouge Parish, even though the people of East

All it does, it paves the way so that when we get ^"A.^^^^
Feliciana would be opposed to s

to Section 35, we can do. ..either decide on what
''

we want to do on the referendum there, see. So i

just simply, all this other leaves it up to the

legislature to decide the issue in New Orleans t

same as it does for the rest of the state if we
to take off the referendum.

Now I don't disagree that New Orleans differs
from the rest of the state. But so is Shrevepor
different from Lafayette, and Monroe is differen
from Baton Rouge, Lake Charles is different from
Alexandria, and if the legislature can decide th

for these different areas of the state, well the
surely it can decide for New Orleans,

is does is just paves the way
Se ion'35^:rcrn rn^k^'a Te'^ i s i on the:.'^" to be. made because, the court system, the judge

>-" district attorney assigned to each of these

Quest

t there a distinction

do and what your theory is, and in principle 1 agree
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axes and not have a public referendum on that? I Mr. Jack Well, in other words, you could have a

jggest to you it's a bad idea. It's such a danger- hundred thousand votes for making whatever the

js precedent, and if the amendment fails we ought change is and then one little parish that had only
3 have a public referendum everywhere. 15,000 and yet the 15,000 would defeat the hundred

thousand votes.
[Amendment rejected: 34-82. Motion to

reconsider tabled. 1 Mr. Perez I think that's probably hypothetical
but the proposition is to protect the little fel-

Amendments low against being put into a very large area and
thereby eliminating the opportunity of the people

•-. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Perez, et aj . ] of that area to be able to elect a judge.
1 page 5, line 19, between the words "district"
Id "parish" delete the word "or" and insert in lieu Mr. Jack O.K.
lereof the word " and" .

Amendment No. 2, on page 5, line 20, between the M r. Reeves Mr. Perez, is this not consistent with
jrds "establish" and "or" insert the following: our ideas on the Local and Parochial Government of
,divide,". more home rule and ideas of bringing the rule of

the people back to the local areas to protect the

Chairman and delegates to the con
vention, these amendments are primarily technical and I hope that we can return government to the
in nature. The first amendment on line 19 would people as much as possible.
make it clear that in order to be able to change a

judicial district it would require the vote not on- [previous Question ordered'. Amendments
ly in the district but also in each parish affected. adopted: 92-18. Motion to reconsider
The second amendment on line 20 would simply make tabled.]
it clear that not only can judicial districts be
established and merged but they may also be divided. Amendment
I've discussed this with most of the members of the
committee, and they have agreed to the amendment, Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Pugh], on

and I don't believe there should be any objection. page 5, at the end of line 12, after the period.
So I ask your favorable vote. add the following: "the manner of holding such

referendum elections shall be as prescribed in the
Questions legislative act providing for the referendum."

Explanation

M r. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, the amendments are self-explanatory.
They simply provide that the legislature shall pro-
vide the vehicle by which these referendums will be
called. That is you won't have different referen-
dums from different parishes and the legislature
should designate exactly how the people will vote
for or against the amendment. I think it's more
of a technical amendment than anything else, and
Mr. Pugh asked me to explain it because he had to

Mr. Dennery Mr. Roy, in the Bill of Rights and
Elections Committee, I know there is a section on
initiative. If it were to contain a section on
referendum this would be unnecessary and would you

the judicial districts as I feel I ought to be, but agree that Style and Drafting could then take it

Ms. Zerviqc
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ordered. Amendment adopted: 100-13. CO n t i nu ta t i On Of what IS COnSl

Motion to reconsider tabled.'] cally a protective device, be it local
or otherwise, even in the tax field.

Amendment pression and my strong feeling that
nothing more than a protection for 1

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [iy «r. Juneau, et ment. That's the best way I can answer your ques-

ai. J. On page 5, between lines 28 and 29, add the tion.

following: Paragraph D. "The legislature may in-

crease or decrease the number of judges in any ju- Further Discussion

dicial district by a two-thirds vote of the elected
membership of each House." Mr. Sinqletary Ladies and gentlemen, 1 urge the

to be
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[Amendment ado ion.]

Amendments

'oynter
up by Delegat

Amendment
letter "(A)"

Amendment
gi nni ng of th

The next set of amendments is seni
es Abraham, Tobias and Gauthier.
No. 1. On page 5, line 30, after I

delete the remainder of the line.
No. 2. On page 5, 1 ine 31 , at the
e line delete "stitution, a" and it

)f the word "A"

Explanati

to the technical amendment that we adopted in Sec-
tion 15A. If you will follow me, we say in this
Section 16, "unless otherwise authorized by this
constitution." If you will look at Section 35 of
this constitution, of our proposed draft, the seconc
paragraph which says "the civil district courts
shall have civil jurisdiction as provided in Sectior
16 of this article and the criminal district courts
shall have criminal jurisdiction as provided in

Section 16 of this article." So in effect, this
refers you. Section 35 would refer you back to Sec-
tion 16, and it would override the previous article.
In other words, it's simply technical .It should be

Mr. Dennery Mr. Tobias, I understand the purpose
of your amendment. Where would jurisdiction of
public service commission cases be? It's a civil
case therefore original jurisdiction would be, ac-
cording to your amendment, with the district courts.
Where would civil service commission cases go? Ac-
cording to your amendment, it would to the district
courts. It seems to me that it is overly technical
because I think it goes beyond what you intended
it to go. Now I believe the purpose of your amend-
ment, if I am correct, and please correct me if I

am wrong, was to clarify the situation with regard
to New Orleans. But do you not agree that it goes
much further than that?

Mr. jbi a; I St corrects tthdraw the

Mr. Poynte 5ndment No. 1 [by Hi-. Cauchicr and
rr On page 6, line 9, after t>ie word "law"

change the period "." to a comma "," and add the
following: "except that from parish courts, appeals
by trials de novo are prohibited."

Expl anation

Mr. Gauth ier Members of the delegation, if you
refer to Section 15, line 10, we provided that
parish courts could be created at a time when they
were needed. In our committee, we hassled back
and forth about appeals. Presently in the consti-
tution, trial de novo is a right granted. Trial de
novo simply means this, the ability to have a com-
plete new trial in the district court. Now this
is what happens. If you create new parish courts
and then you give the right to have a complete new
trial in the district courts, you would be doubling
the expense of the state. The parish courts, as we
foresee them, will be totally equipped. They will
have record keeping equipment and the appeals should
be on the record. This is all this does. It pro-
hibits a new trial bringing back all the witnesses,
bring back the defendants. It simply provides that
the appeal will be on the record. Thank you.

Mr. Ab raham Wendell, though you've explained the
meanTng of the term de novo, doesn't the manual on
Style and Drafting specify that we should not use
terms like this in the constitution?

Mr. Gauthie r That objection has been raised and
P~m told that there would be no problem for Style
and Drafting to change it and put it in English
language which would be acceptable and mean the
same thing. They would not be changing the mean-
ing, then.

Kea Gau «hen you talk about parish
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courts, what kind of a court are you talking about? M r. Gauthier Mr. Roy, I'd find it difficult to
answer you because we provided in Section 15, line

Mr. Gauthier If you refer back to Section 15, Mr. 10, that the legislature will establish the juris-

Kean, on line 10, "the legislature may establish dictional limits,
trial courts of limited jurisdiction which have par-

ishwide territorial jurisdiction and subject matter Mr. Roy Well, that's what I'm saying, and if it

jurisdiction which shall be uniform throughout the does, then your amendment necessarily implies that

state." The intent of the committee was that these all litigation from a parish court even with a jur-
courts be parish courts. isdiction of as much as ten thousand dollars would

have to go to a district court. My question is,

Mr. Kean All right. Now, as 1 appreciate that couldn't the legislature decide that it would go to

provision which you have just read, the legislature the circuit court of appeal rather than the district
could create a parish court, that is one having court?
parishwide jurisdiction, over nothing but traffic
violations and misdemeanors. M r. Gauthier You're correct. It could go either

to the district court or the court of appeal. I

Mr. Gauthier That's correct. checked with Justice Tate on this and you would have
a right of appeal on the record to either the dis-

Mr. Kean In an effort to help handle traffic vio- trict court of the court of appeal.
Tati
a pe

cour
to a
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from one of these courts below the district court
level, that there must be a record and that then we
would leave it up to the legislature as to whether
or not the appeal would be on that record or based
upon the trial de novo. The reason for that was,
is that this language which says that evidence shall
be preserved in all trials, the legislature is going
to have to implement that in some sort of way be-
cause it provides that it shall be as provided by
law. There was discussion of many practical prob-
lems that would arise in certain cases such as may-
ors' courts and city courts where they don't have
the facilities to do that, and the expense that
would be involved in doing that. So that's why these
two provisions were put in there. They've got to

be looked at together, and that is the Section B

in Section 16 and Section 20. They have to be
looked at together. Together they give to the leg-
islature the leeway to provide how those appeals
will be handled.

Chairman Casey in

Further Discussi

ne Chai

Sti "man , members of t

h

ify this bytion, I wanted to clarify this by a question, but
wasn't able to. The statement was made that it was
a hardship on the defendant to go trial de novo.
Well the defendant is the one who is appealing. He's
the one that's asking for a review by the higher
court. Certainly there's no hardship on him. And
again I'd like to point out if we want to or you
want to help the little man, this is the same as
an appeal from the city court in which ordinarily
the defendant goes in the court without an attorney,
not knowing that he's got to introduce all the
witnesses and have it transcribed if he is to have
his day in court on appeal. I think to protect that
type person, that we should make the appeal, leave
it like it is recommended by the committee so the
legislature can say it will be de novo, if in the
legislative wisdom they so see. I'd like to urge
you, let's defeat this amendment.

Questions
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of us. Under your law regarding the parish courts Further Discussion
now, where a suit is filed there for S25, now that's
what we would term in city court in Shreveport a Mr. De B1 ieux Mr. V ice-Chai rman and ladies and

:ase and evidence is not transcribed. gentlemen. Mr. Pugh discussed this amendment with
left this afternoon and his explanation

think it makes sense. It is the na-
ical amendment. He takes the pro-
isdiction has to be conferred by the
It cannot be done necessarily by the

$25 is involved. legislature unless the words explicitly provide that,
't have a And as the reading of the present provision says,

)t to appeal on a record. it just says "appellate jurisdiction as provided by
xhich doesn't necessarily clarify the situation
ive the legislature the right to make juris-
3n with reference to the appeals of court.
; just wanted to reword that particular section
has outlined it here. It is a technical amend-

jnd I think that he has made his point and it

be worthwhile to adopt it. That is his ex-

Do
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this amendment is really necessary? in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
fol lowing:

Mr. De Blieux Well, let me put it this way. It "Section 17. There shall be a chief judge of
does. ...it clarifies the situation. I certainly each district court who shall be the judge oldest
think that it will make a little bit better provi- in point of service on the court."
sion out of it. I can't say how much it would ac-
tually change... if you did not adopt it but I think Explanation
it does make a little bit better provision. It is
only a technical amendment. Mr. Bollinger We voted to allow the Supreme Court

to have the chief justice be the oldest judge in
iPrevioas Question ordered. Amendment point of service. We voted to have the court of
rejected: 50-55. Motion to reconsider appeal Chief judge to be the oldest judge in point
tabled. Previous Question ordered on of service, I can see no reason why we should dif-
the Section. Section passed: 108-0. ferentiate between the district courts. As Mr.
Motion to reconsider tabled.] Lanier said, Lafourche Parish has two judges and if

for some reason they could not agree we wouldn't
Reading of the Section have a chief judge. Now, possibly the two judges

that we have now could agree. However, we are not
ntex Section 17. District Courts; Chief writing a constitution for two judges that are pre-

'^"''96 sently in office, but for judges who are to come
"Section 17. Each district court shall elect in the future. So I feel for the sake of uniformity

from its members a chief judge who shall exercise, throughout this article that we should adopt the
for the term designated by the court, the adminis- language in the amendment.
trative functions prescribed by

ExDlanat
Que<

Mr. Flory Mr. Bollinger, wouldn't it really be
Ml". Dennis Fellow delegates. Section 17 supplies better to leave that up to a rule of the court, and
something that we, or the committee felt has been I say that in the form of a question because of the
long needed in the district courts of Louisiana, fact that in East Baton Rouge in the Nineteenth
and that is, someone who is officially designated as Judicial District, I believe, the court here rotates
the administrative judge, the chief judge in each on an annual basis?
district court. Some of the district courts do this
by agreement already but in other districts they Mr. Bollinger Mr. Flory, I think that if you had
have failed to choose a district judge because there a chief judge in name the chief judge could designate
is no requirement in the constitution or in law that someone to administer it if he saw fit. However, I

they do so. You will notice that although this think that for the sake of uniformity throughout the
requires the selection of a district, of a chief constitution we shouldn't make exceptions because
judge in each district, it does not granthim carte East Baton Rouge decides to rotate it from year to
blanche the administrating powers. It provides that year. I think if they decide among themselves that

gated administrative duties and functions they want to let someone act as chief judge although
bed by rule of court. Which gives the one man is the chief judge, it would be legal.
es on the court a voice in formulatina

presc
her judges on the court a voice
e rules under which he will administ ,uuiu It utr leyai ti yuu

tution that the oldest
Questions of service shall be the chief judge?

Mr. Lanier Judge Dennis, in the Seventeenth Judi
cial District, which is Lafourche Parish, we have
two district judges. What would we do in the cir-
cumstance if the vote was tied one to one as to wh
would be the chief judge?

Mr. Dennis What do you do now for court rules if
you can't agree upon a rule when the vote is tied?

Mr. Lanier We don't have court rules if they don
agree. And fortunately they have agreed, but if w
are mandating that a chief judge be elected in the
constitution and our two judges are unable to agre
as to who is going to be the chief judge and it is
a one to one tie, what do we do?

M r. Dennis I suppose you don't have a chief judg
But I think that knowing your iudops. Mr. l/inipr.
know that they will have wot
one of them will be tl

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Mr. Stinson Mr. Dennis, in that case don't you
think that Representative Guidry could cast the
ciding vote for them?

Mr. Dennis He might arbitrate for them a little
there.

Mr. Bollinger Well, I aqree that one will be the
chief judge. However, another could execute his
duties if he so al lowed.
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chief justice.... Mr. Weiss Mr. Roy, if judges have such problem
as that, do you think they should be on the bench

Mr. Henry Gentlemen that is not relevant.... if they can't talk to one another?

Mr. Dennis As I explained earlier, we reached a Mr. Roy Dr. Weiss, that's not the issue. I'm no

compromise on the chief justice. But let me say going to answer that,

this, I don't think you have the argument here at

the district court level that you have at the Su- Mr. Dennery Mr. Roy, are you aware that this pro

preme Court level about politics entering the elec- vision states that the term shall be fixed by the

tive office. As Mr. Fontenot has pointed out, there rules of court?

is not a whole lot of honor attached to the job of
being the administrative judge at the district court Mr. Roy Am I aware of what?

level. It is a job of very great responsibility and
a lot more work, but it doesn't have near about the Mr. Dennery The term for which the judge shall

honor of chief justice of the Supreme Court. And I
serve as chief judge, shall be fixed by the court

don't think you will have the politicking and this rules,

was the main reason that the committee shied away
from election at the Supreme Court level. I believe, Mr. Roy I think probably some district courts

was because they thought it might inject politics. have that and they ought to solve their. own proble

And I don't think that would happen on the district
court level. Mr. Dennery No, no I asked you if you are aware

of the fact that the provision against which you a

" """nger Judge Dennis, could not the language presently talking, has that specific language '

"

^^^'^^ • •- O"-- 'f " "" — -e of it, would that no. .^..

rescriDed Dy rule or tne court" ana i-"^ ^>luulclll i,riai. na^ uc^n raised as to judges fight-
be added
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Questi

Judge Tate, di

that gives the
of Loui si ana ad

! not previously adopt
;f justice of the Su-
i strati ve control over

sta

Mr. Tate That's an excellent question, Mr. Lanier.
And one of the reasons that this was adopted, was
to be sure that we, in our supervisory administra-
tive power, would not have a super riding authority
over the local districts way it wanted to select its
own chief judge and the functions it wanted to give
to them. Very good good question, though.

Wouldn't tl- -t hav the thori ty ,

Mr. Tate I do not believe they would have
power, if this amendment is adopted, to pro
a method of selecting chief judges and to a

chief judges, duties by Supreme Court rule,
not believe, and that's one of the reasons,
who proposed it wanted it in the constituti
glad you brought that point up.

Mr. Lamer
can make t

feel ing ar

that the i

Wei me ask you this then, so we
le record on this real clear. It is your
J opinion, as a member of the committee,
itent of the committee here was that the

inistrative rules fashioned by the district
the chief judge thereof, would have precede

- those rules which would be promulgated by
!f justice of the state of Louisiana.

The
each
clus

;tratii powe
district, low it shal

what I mean, is this.
3f the chief judge and fo

:he prerogative of the district. I'm nc

saying that under the general rule-making power,
the other authority that the court might suggest,
for instance, that all judges decide cases within
thirty days as required by statute, and so on. 1;

that an answer to your question?

Mr. Lanier I'm not sure. Judge. Are you saying.

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I thi
we've got to assume that most of the judges in the
state are going to follow the law and the constitu
tion. If we provide in the constitution that each
distri-ct shall select a chief judge, I feel that
they will all do so. No matter what these problem
may be, and I really don't see any because he is
ultimately subject to court rule adopted by all of
the members of the court. There could possibly
arise, a situation where some individual would de-
vise a means to circumvent the law. But that woul
be so, in just about any situation. I think we mu
give our judges more credit than that. I think
they're going to try to implement this constitutio
provision and carry it out. Because, there is a

much needed purpose behind it. Right now, we don'
have administrative heads designated by the consti
tution or by law, in our district courts. I dis-
agree with Mr. Roy, to this extent. He says every
thing is working well. But it seems to me, that
is one of the big problems we have
courts. We do not have enough cons
formity and discipline in our distr
cause there is no administrative head now, in the
district court bench. I submit to you, this is the
most democratic, the most flexible way to do it, th
will fit with the way most courts are handling thei
problems already. So I ask you to adopt this pro-
vision, as a move toward court reform and toward th
better administration of justice in our state.

lustice
; would
the

exclusive right to make their own court rule

judge, the authority to exercise administrat
functions, as prescribed by the local court

isiana Supreme Cour
jper

Denr !s are related tc

agree , yes
about here
procedura 1

As long as thes

ir. Because that is all we are talkin
r. Lanier. We're not talking about
les relating to the operation of the

entire system. We're talking about the administra-
tive functions in the local court, as I perceive
the section.

Mr. Lanier Well, the point I'm driving at, is I

think Justice Tate brought up a very good point.
Which I think has changed my mind on how I'm going
to vote on this thing. But, I want to make sure
the record is clear. If we don't have this, then
there would be no authority for the local court to

3uld be
:he

Mr. Dennis I think you might be right. I think,
then this would leave the door open completely for
the Supreme Court to spell out how the local func-
tions are administered, possibly, unless you had
this section. If that's what you're saying, I thi

you may be right.

3 then that tf

will be clear
of your committee of

slative history
t your feel i ng

you are

It tl-

would grant them the complete authority to make
administrative rules about local functions. As
long as they did not interfere with some overall
state policy of the Supreme Court, in the admini
tration of justice. But, I can't tell you that
every member on my committee would express it th

same way. But this is the way I see it.

Jackson

led.]

Motio

-. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen

1 the jurisdiction of the juvenile
(. courts. I am prepared to make a motion before this

body that we pass over this section, temporarily, in

3l order that persons who are interested in the pro-
tection of the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts,
particularly, the courts of East Baton Rouge Parish
can get their heads together and work out some sort
of reasonable approach to this problem. I think
that the matter of jurisdiction of where our young-
sters are going to be handled, should not be embed-
ded in the constitution in a simple sentence. Par-
ticularly, in light that we have spelled out the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, the court of
appeals and the district court. I would ask, and
plead for your consideration, to allow us to pass

The gentlemar
ly pass over Sectic

Is there objection?

[803]
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Judge Dennis, you object?

Mr. Dennis I don't know whether to object or not,
Mr. Chairman. Could 1 get some more information
about how long the delay will be? And whether or
not this would be establishing a bad precedent. I

think there may be some other sections, some other

5Stion to Rep

Questions

Denni s Could you tell me that?

Mr. J. Jackson Judge Dennis, in talking with par-
ticularly with Mr. Kean and other delegates, we feel
that we could resolve whatever problems that we have
concerning this section by Wednesday. In fact, that
will meet tomorrow, and we wanted the rest of the
present articles as basically a matter of routine.
That by Wednesday, which would give us the weekend
and a couple of days before the convention reconvenes
to work out the approach to this problem.

Den Well, I won't raise any objection at
[ would ask, maybe, if we could do it
it would be better. We might be able

to finish this article if

Mr. J. Jackson Judge, we

immedi ately

.

Mr. Gravel Mr. Jackson, if I understand you cor-
rectly, you want some time for the amendment, with
the understanding that we will take it up before
we conclude this article and it will not unduly de
1 ay that

.

and I'll guarantee you we are going to take it up,
at least when we get to the last section of this.
If you understand what I mean? I've already dis-
cussed this with Representative Jackson and Mr. Kear
and 1 don't think there will be any problem on that
at all. sir.

No objection to the motion, so ordered.

Poynter

Reading of the Section

"Section 19. Mayors' -ts, justices
of the peace, continued.

Section 19. Mayors' courts and justice of the
peace courts existing at the time of the adoption
of this constitution, are continued, subject to
change by the legislature."

Explanation

-. Chairman, fellow delegates, it is

)f this section to continue the sub-
)resent constitutional provisions re-

the intentio
stance of th

lating to mayors' courts and justices of the peace
courts. Under our present constitution, these of-
fices may be changed or abolished by legislative
act. Some of the delegates have pointed out to me,
that this language is not very exact in this section.
That it does not completely track the language in

the present constitution. And I agree with those
delegates. Although the committee has not author-
ized me to do so, I would like at this time to offer
an amendment on- my own. If any members of the com-
mittee object, then we will discuss it further. But
it's my intention, at this time, to offer an amend-
ment placing into this section the same language
that is in the present constitution. Which does
the same thing that I have just explained to you.
It allows the mayors' courts and J. P. courts to

continue, but to be subject to abolishment by the
legislature as they now are in the present consti-

J. Jacks Righ

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Jackson, concerning this section
The jurisdiction of juvenile courts, as it is now,
is it in the constitution or in the statutes?

Mr. Fontenot Is it just like it is

Mr. J. Jackson No way.

Mr. Fulco I just wanted to ask Representative
Jackson, he said something about working out problem
that exists in East Baton Rouge Parish. Now, would
the solution that you would come to, have an effect
over the whole state? Juvenile cases in juvenile
court in Caddo?

Mr. J. Jackson Yes, sir. I would suggest that the
parish of Caddo, because there is a particular refer-
ence about the juvenile courts of Caddo also in the
constitution.

Mr. Fulco Well, don't you think that maybe some
of us from Caddo should get involved in the confer-
ence?

Amendments

M r. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Pugh]. On

page 5, line 20, immediately after the word "mayors'
courts", delete the remainder of the line.

Amendment No. 2. On page 6, line 22, at the end
of the line add the following "any parish of the
state, the parish of Orleans excepted, may be divi-
ded by the police jury thereof, into not more than
six nor fewer than three justice of the peace wards.
From each of which there shall be elected one justice
of the peace, provided that the legislature may re-

duce such number or even abolish the office of jus-
tices of the peace throughout the state. The num-
ber of justice of the peace wards in the several
parishes, shall remain as now fixed until rearranged
or until the office of justice of the peace may be
abolished as herein provided."

r. Denn i s Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1 be-
ieve I have already explained the amendments. This

s the exact language from a previous section of
ur constitution. Article VII, Section 46. It is

he intention of this amendment to clarify what the
ommittee, I believe, intended to do. Which was to

imply leave the J. P. and the mayors' courts just

I would ser

Point of Information

Mr. Burns Information. If we agree to pass this
over, I would definitely suggest that some definite
time be fixed so that if we finish this article, we
won't be confronted with the situation they haven't
come up with a solution.

Henry Mr. Bu it's a tem iry pass over.
Mr. Buj-^s Judge Dennis, I notice in your amend-
men"t, you say after excepting the parish of Orleans,

* * *
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may be divided by the police jury, thereof, into

not more than six justice of the peace wards. In

other words, in St. Tammany Parish, just using that

as an example, it seemed like this is going to be a

temporary arrangement anyway, till the legislature
steps in and does something.

Mr. Dennis Mr. Burns, the last sentence states,
that the number of justice of the peace wards in the
several parishes shall remain as now fixed until re-

arranged, or until the office of justice of the peace
may be abolished as herein provided. I believe that
would take care of any situation where there might
be more than six, if that's what you are worried

Mr. Burns Well , wh

police jury thereof
than three?

Mr.
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Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair j^^y. That particular provision does not, and will
not, under the law give any trouble. The other

Ms. Zervigon Senator, you made a remark that provision, with respect to the number of justices
Orleans was excepted, as usual... ^f ^he peace, the last sentence in the proposed

amendment by Judge Dennis, which is exactly what's
Mr. Rayburn I know you don t have any J. P. s down ,„ j^e constitution now, would protect those jus-
'•^^'"^- tices of the peace who now hold office. But provide

.. ^ . ,, u- J » J ,.
that in the event, in the future that there should

Ms. Zervigon Was this amendment requested by any-
t,e no more than six if changes were made in the

body in Orleans that you know of? justices of the peace offices. So again, if you
,. „ ^ , J , , u J u J leave the section as it is, you will substantially
"'' Rayburn I don t know who requested the amend- be changing the law and require the local government
ment. I see Judge Dennis name on it. I don t know jq go ^o the legislature to get an act passed to
If that s because it s his proposal or what. I don t .f,^ g tf,^ n^^^^er of the justices of the peace,
know who. I know this, I ve talked to some J.P.'s whereas, with the provisions submitted by Judge
a while back and they are very concerned about what Dennis, it could be done on a local level by local
we are going to do with thei r 1 i ttl e ol d office. I government. That's the difference between the two.
think this IS planned here, that it leaves it strict-
ly up to the legislature. This leaves it up to the Further Discussion
police jury, so I don't know who they rather be at
the whims of the police jury or the legislature. Mr. Sandoz Madam Chairman, fellow delegates. I

It looks like they are getting a shot either way it ?ise in opposition to the amendment and in support
goes here. But, m just of the opinion that I think ^f the committee proposal. I think this is a classic
the language is plain here and we should leave it example of the difference between 1921 language
al°"9- and 1973 language. We are saying in three lines

what this amendment, in a very awkward way, says
Further Discussion ^^ twelve lines. For example, we are excepting

the parish of Orleans as far as police juries. In
Mr. Fontenot Madame Chairman, fellow delegates, I ^^e fifty intervening years there are several other
rise in opposition to this amendment We were elec- p^^ish governments that no longer have police juries,
ted to rewrite a constitution. And like Mr. Cham-

j ^^ink the committee proposal which was considered
pagne said, we promised people we would take out after much deliberation is much superior to the
the excess verbiage. Judge Dennis says he proposed amendment which has been offered here. I urge you
this because it's just like the 1921 Constitution. j^ defeat this amendment and. Madam Chairman, I ask
This is exactly what the people want us to rewrite, for a record vote,
the 1921 Constitution, with all its excess verbiage.
I think the committee proposal in three lines said Further Discussion
exactly what Judge Dennis is saying with his amend-
ment, which is God knows how many lines.

_
Therefore, Mr. Tate Madam Chairperson, fellow delegates, I

I think we ought to just stick with the committee
-oposal. It says the same thing, it has the
jbstance and let's get on with the convention

just to call your attention--I am wasting yc
, but we have that in the present constitutic

Avoyelles Parish wanted to reduce tt
t need all this excess language, every time some ^er of justices, they had to have a constitutional

ig comes up, people wanted to leave it just like amendment that reads in the constitution. Article
It says the same thing in this section the vil. Section 46, page 224, it says all that you've

....|^ jf, j^g committee. j^ij (^g^e and then it says, "provided however thatLet'
And I also move the previous question.

t,,g police jury of the parish of Avoyelles may
. reduce the number of justices of the peace for Ward
\_Motion for the Previous Question

g (jf that parish to One." Now this is a sample of
rejected: 16-83.} ^f,g ^o^t of thing you get into when you get into

this kind of detail. Avoyelles Parish is a great
Further Discussion parish. Miss Perkins and Mr. Roy, and I am sure the

.
people love to have to vote on it. The present

'^'"- >'erez Madame Chairman and delegates, in fair- constitution, for instance, says the legislature
ness to Judge Dennis. I would like to explain to j^all have the power to abolish justice of the peace
you what the present posture of the law is with re- courts. As I view it in the committee's amendment
spect to justices of the peace, so that you will ,• ; essentially a reasonable, sound regulation of an
understand what you are voting on. The proposed institution that is useful in some areas of the
section provides the justices of the peace courts state and will probably eventually wither away by
existing at the time of the adoption of the consti- the force of time and parish courts and so on. I'm
tution are continued, subject to change by the leg- subject to questions. I am against the amendment
islature. Now the present law under the present ^„^ f^r the committee report,
constitution, it is provided that when the local
governing authority determines that it wants to [Previous Question ordered. Record vote
change the boundaries of wards, that it may do so. ordered. Amendment rejected: 7-100.
And that there shall be one justice of the peace for Motion to reconsider tabled.]
each ward in the parish. Now the problem we are
getting into is that we will effectively be changing Chairman Henry in the Chair
the law so that instead of the local government
providing for a justice of the peace for each ward Personal Privilege
in the parish, it would require that whenever any
particular local government wanted to either decrease nr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

or increase the number of justices of the peace, would like to take one minute to explain what hap-
they would have to go to the legislature and get pened on that amendment and apologize to the con-
an act. Now the amendment suggested by Judge Dennis, vention for the confusion. Mr. Perez had asked me
IS exact y the same provision which is now in the to--he pointed out a problem involved that we were
present 1921 Constitution. The question was raised. changing the law to some extent as he said and I

with respect to the reference to police jury. And thought I was offering what was going to be a tech-
whether or not. for instance in the parish of Jef- ni^al amendment to simply clarify that the law was
ferson, where they have gone to a council form of going to be continued. 1 did not appreciate the
government, whether it would apply to them. In the complexities I was getting into. I should have
parish of Plaquemines, we have a council form of allowed Mr. Perez to offer the amendment since he
government and we have a provision. I am sure Jef- understood it far better than I did. 1 apologize
ferson has the same, in which the new council of for getting the convention into that situation.
Jefferson Parish and Plaquemines succeeded to all
the rights, responsibilities, etc. of the police [Previous Question ordered on the section.

[806]
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section passed: 106-3. notion to

reconsider tabled. 'i

rds of th
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the intention is clear that it is to be preserved Hr. Avant Well, it is has this to do with the
in case of an appeal so I think that after an appeal trial de novo. The legislature could provide if
is over I don't know that this would apply. this doesn't say that there will be a complete

transcript, it says that the evidence will be pre-
doesn't say that and preserve served, whatever that means. The legislature coserved.
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to force you into the abolition of the same,
we have heard just a few minutes ago some nf

valid reasons as to why we should keep them,
not think that it should be a constitutional
vision that evidence be kept in all trials i

sections of the court and I urge your adopti

dia
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of judicial retirement. That should be discussec
in the retirement article. I point out question;
this thing raises to me. For instance;

It says, "No judges' term is to be reduced dur

sitting judge who has been on the bench eighteen
years and he's reelected. Does that mean that al

that eighteen years is out and the new term staithat eighteen years is out and the new term starts
under some new system that he gets no credit for
the past if the legislature doesn't provide for it?

Does it mean. ..those are a lot of problems that
we should discuss in an orderly way when we get to
Section 23, Section 23, Retirement. Let's discuss
the whole ball of wax, and I promise you, and this
ought to get me a few chances and plaudits, I prom-
ise you I won't speak when Section 23 comes.

Now, if there are no questions and no other speal
ers, Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.

Question

Mr. Nunez Judge, I don't know whether it was you
or the previous speaker said this was a "judges
amendment". I don't read it that way. I read it
as a test vote on who to work on for tomorrow. Don'
you agree?

Mr. Tate Senator Nunez, I am not a politician.
Senator Nunez, I don't understand parliamentary

Mr. Henry If you ain't a politician,
judge , Judge Ta te .

ng to learn parliamentary pro-
don't understand what you meant

i scusi

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow members, I think
we are about to take a step here that's very inad-
visable on something that is extremely serious. You
may be about to affect the retirement rights of all
of the sitting judges in this state, and this amend-
ment is obviously introduced by Mr. Gravel as a

tactical maneuver to defeat the entire retirement
provisions that are contained in the committee's
proposal in Section 23 that, we labored on for seven
months and which is based upon actuarial advice, the
advice of experts, it's been carefully thought out
and here in five minutes we are going to adopt some-
thing that is going to change the entire course of
this convention's deliberations on judges retirement,

I think this is a shoddy way to debate this issue,
This issue should be debated in the Retirement Sec-
tion. And Mr. Chairman, before we do something
here that is wrong and detrimental to our state, if
I'm in order, I'm going to move that we return to
other orders of the day.

Mr. Bollinger Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
I'm going to be very short.

First of all, I want to say this is my amendment.
I'm the one who looked in this Section. I'm the
one who brought it up. Mr. Gravel saw the amendment
and then co-authored it. It was not his move.

We have been here for four or five days discus-
sing how judges should be free from politics. All
this amendment does is protect a little bit of the
political part of politics. What's wrong with say-
ing that their retirement benefits shall not be re-
duced during their term of office?

I move the adoption of the amendment.

lAmendment rejected: 34-66. Motion to
reconsider tabled. Previous Question
on the Section ordered. Section adopted:
105-0. Motion to adjourn adopted: 56-
46. Adjournment to 9 o'clock a.m., Sat-
urday, August 17, i97J.]

[811]
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Saturday, August 18, 1973 of the convention, under the present constitution.
Article vn. Paragraphs 7. 23, 33. 51, and 53. 69,

ROLL CALL 80, 82, 90, 92, 94 and 97, under that article, it

authorizes the governor to fill vacancies in judge-

{.105 delegates present and a quorum.
"i

Ships and to appoint in Some cases judges to newly
created judgeships below the level of court of ap-

PRAYER peal. The proposed article provides a change and

a uniform method of filling all vacancies in judge-

Hr. Burns Our Heavenly Father, as we begin the ships. Under the new procedure, the vacancy would

last day of this week's work, we pray that Thy be filled at a special election if there are more

would give us a spirit or atmosphere of harmony than six months remaining in the term. Pending

and goodwill. Give us the concern for the opinions an election, the Supreme Court would appoint a

of our fellow delegates and may we all work to- qualified person to serve as judge. That person

gether today, that at the end, that whatever we who assumes the duties of the judge by appointment

have done will meet with Thy approval and with the of the Supreme Court would be ineligible to be a

approval of the people of this state. We ask these candidate for election to the position for which

things all in the name of Our Lord and Savior he temporarily assumes the duties. This proposal

Jesus Christ. Amen. would make it more responsive to the people of the

state of Louisiana. Also, the present .cons ti tuti on

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE provides that the term of court of appeal judges

ends in odd-numbered years. In the proposed con-

REAOING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL stitution, the proposal we now have would have
iges terms ending

PETITIONS
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Mr. Jenkins Well, Frank, why don't you go on and he split his ticket a lot of times, if ever. I've

go with it and then if. . .we can, it would be easy split mine plenty of times for presidential and
to put in as a technical amendment following this, others. But Republicans, so help me [. . .] they
the fact that party labels would not be on the bal- just don't do it. I've been bitten by them, I'm

lot. But I think if you go along with the concept telling you it's the worse bite than a wooly ant,

you ought to support us on this amendment. the deadliest of all animals in Texas. Thank you.

Mr. Fulco Well I do. Questions

Mr.
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ing to that oath, I would say that I have, as a Mr. Derbes Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates.
Republican voter in Caddo Parish, split my ticket rise in support of the amendment for essentiall

and I have voted for democrats. And if Mr. Jack reason which I feel is consonant with the theor

doesn't choose to believe that, then I don't know and practice of our government. I see the exec

how I can prove it to him since we have the sancti- branch of government as one where a party or a

ty of the secret ballot in this state, but I vow partisan platform is desirable and that when or

it is true that I have done so. Now that's not votes for an executive candidate one in some ir

the question. The question is shall we try to get stances votes for him because of his party affi

into the selection of the judiciary in this state tion because that party affiliation stands for

a method of election that in some measure divorces philosophical basis on which his qualifications
the judges of this state from politics, as previous be determined. The same is true for the legisl
speakers at this microphone in the last two days branch of government. But I ask you if that is

have assured us you cannot do. Some people have case or indeed should be the case for the judic

said they are the greatest politicians in this branch of government. The judge after all is

state, that they have the strongest lobby in this charged with the fair and impartial administrat
state and that judges are indeed politicians. They of justice. I see no particular place in that
are politicians as we are because we ran for the structure for partisan politics and furthermore
offices that we seek. But I believe that Mr. since a multiplicity of elections merely costs
Jenkins has a good amendment. 1 don't know whether the state additional money, I can see no reasor
this is, as Mr. Jack said, the opening wedge for continue the practice in the past of holding si

an open .primary. It may be. As he correctly elections in order to fill a judiciary vacancy,
pointed out, when we went into the election for I urge you to support the amendment. Thank yoi

the constitutional convention, the legislature, in

its wisdom, in Act 2 of 1972 stated that the elec- Questions
tion of delegates to the constitutional convention
shall be conducted on a nonpartisan basis. Every
body who wanted to run put their name on the ball
and then the top two ran it off. We didn't elect
too many republ i cans--f i ve in number, actually.
But that's a pretty good score in a state that Mr. Derbes It would seem to me, Mr. Landry, that
hassofew republ i cans. Ihopeournumbersdo
continue to increase. Mr. Jack said there are mor
republicans in Caddo Parish than in any other
parish in this state and he is correct. Our num-
bers are increasing day by day as they are in

other areas of the state. Perhaps it's time that
we tried elections as they are conducted, I am
told, for school board election in other parts of
the state, on a nonpartisan basis, and have been
done so successfully for years. I move the favor-
able consideration by the delegates to this con-
vention of the Jenkins' amendment. I would, of
course, be happy, Mr. Chairman, to yield to any
ques tion.

Mr.
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to go through two primaries and then a general elec
tion. In Louisiana we have the first and second
primary and then the general election and I submit
to you that a trip to Baton Rouge even from the
farthest corner of the state is cheaper than forc-
ing a candidate for a judgeship or any other
office for that matter to go through three electior
Finally gentlemen, I ask you to vote to reconsider
this motion and let us pass this amendment so that
poor men who aspire to a position of judge will
not have to go through the process of going into
his pocket, begging his friends, making committ-
ments in order that he may go through a third elec-
tion and Mr. Chairman, if you have no other speak-
ers, I call for the previous question.

[P.^ev

now and I really i

tion. Dr. Weiss,
trates the need f(

party are you now?

am a registered democrat right
appreciate your asking that ques-

I think that once again illus-
just such an amendment.

55-6J.]

Mr. Poynter Amf

page 6, line 32,
No. 1 [i«

ately afte
nd bef(
ng: "i cept as therwi se

J udges shall be

- the letter
isert the fc

Mr. Jen nairman, it is unfortunate that
^e dealt on the technicalities

I think our
so many speak
of procedures of our election
purpose here is to decide broad policy questions.
And that is what this would do. The procedures
will be dealt with in the legislature and there
are few difficulties that arise. The argument
about the qualifying, where you are going to quali-
fy, who is going to qualify, you are only talking
about two hundred judges in the whole state whose
terms are spread out over a fourteen year period.
You are not talking about a whole lot of elections.
You are not taking about a whole lot of qualifying
being done, and that can be handled. As far as

taking away from the local people that's not a

valid point. What this would do would be to allow
the local people, all the local people, to partici-
pate in the election which they haven't been allow-
ed to do. Now someone has made this argument and
I wish you would consider this point. They've said,
"Listen you need to have those party designations
on the ballot for judge so we'll know their philo-
sophy." Now if anyone can with a straight face
tell me that the label democrat in this state indi-
cates anything about a person's philosophy, I'll
withdraw this proposal. The label democrat doesn't
mean a thing about philosophy in this state. It

encompasses all types of philosophies. The way
that you find out about a person's philosophy in

this state is you interview them in your meetings.
You talk to them. You make them take a stand on
public issues. That's how you find out their
philosophy and that's how the philosophy will be
found out in this instance, not by someone just
putting a certain label in front of his name.
That's not going to indicate anything. It never
has, for a long time at least. Now talk about
partisanship and the need to remove partisanship
from judges elections, I think that our discussion
here has demonstrated the need to do that because
there has been so much partisanship in our dis-
cussion here. The discussion of whether you are
going to help republicans or hurt republicans, as
though we are supposed to consider this on the
basis of our party affiliation. Well let me tell
you, I wasn't elected to be a delegate on a party
basis. All the people of my district were allowed
to vote; republicans, democrats, third party and
independents, and that's who I'm here to represent
and I think you are too. So I don't think any of
these attempts to inject partisanship hurts this
amendment. I think it helps it because it shows
how much we need to get away from it in this one
field. So let's go ahead and cure this evil right
here right now. Let's allow our judges to be elec-
ted on a nonpartisan basis and allow all our
people to participate in the election of these
judges. I think we will have a better judiciary
system in the long run.

Ques ti ons

Mr. Weiss Delegate Jenkins, were you at one time
a registered republican?

M r. Jenk ins Dr. Weiss, yes, I was at one time a

lory Cha- and delegates , the othei
the j udi cday when Judge Dennis began t

article, we got into the election and di

the Supreme Court districts in Section 4

the question at that time, that it did not provide
that all the judges shall be elected. Section 9,

which deals with the court of appeals, contains
basically the same language. Section 14 and 15

relating to district judges make no requirement
of it's judges in the district be elected

s amendment does, although it's technical
in nature, makes it mandatory that all judges shal
be elected except as provided in this section.
This section deals with the appointment of judges
to fill vacancies. Therefore, it was necessary to

include that specific language except as provided
in this section. But this makes mandatory that al

judges shall be elected.

.ed

What tl

complete agreementMr. Pe rez Mr. Flory, 1

with your amendment. But there's only one '

that I'm concerned about. You said "except
provided in this Section". The only questii
have, do we have in any other area in the pi

constitution, any reference to the election
judges?

Fl ory Not ^] edge

.

Mr. Perez In an abundance of precaution, I don't
know whether it would be agreeable if this is in

the nature of a technical amendment. Whether you
would prefer to say the word "constitution" instead
of the word "section" and it might take away any
question that there would be with respect to the
possibility, there maybe some other provision in

the constitution dealing with judges.

Mr . Fl ory Mr. Perez, my reason for wording it to
say that provided in this section, this is the
section that provides for the appointment of
judges only to fill vacancies of unexpired term or
perhaps in a newly created district. Now, I believ(
that regardless of where else you refer in the

to the judges, that they ought to be.,nstitut .„,. .- .... J.
lected. So that the only exclusion granted by
his amendment, are for those appointments made
ill vacancies as spelled out in this section,
, C, of this particular section.

r s . Miller Mr. Flory, now your judges have b(

to

t)eing elected at the congressional elec
rather than changing them where they ha'

h all the other public officials?

Mr . F 1 ory It does not change the sentence that
now in there. I just put this in prior to that
sentence. So I did not disturb the sentence,
"election of judges shall be at the regular con-
gressional election".

Mrs. Mi it your desire ti judgi

[819]
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rather thar
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But he would, more than ready for some changes in our election law. I

ontri buti ons . If he wanted think they are tired of going to the polls so many
one race, instead of two or times as they have in the pass for three elections,

three, he would still be obligated, wouldn't he? when the outcome is always decided in the first
two. A fair way to alter that is this sort of

Mr. Riecke It would certainly not cost anything system, at least in regard to judges. Perhaps we

like that. When I ran for the school board in could make some other changes with regard to other
Orleans Parish, I sure didn't have to run three offices. Those would be in order, I think too.

times. I ran under a law that said that we could But this is a way to deal with the judiciary. Ther

not run as a candidate in either a democratic or are special reasons for givin them this special

republican, nor could we accept partisan support. treatment, because there is no reason for partisan-
We ran as independents, and that's the way the ship to the extent in this branch of government,
judges ouaht to run. as in the others. Once again, I appeal on behalf

of the thousands and thousands of people in my

Mr. Stinson Mr. Riecke, not ooina into oersonali- district, your district, this state, who would
ties of the iudae. I don't know who he is. But like to participate in all the elections. Let's

would vou feel that would disqualify him from being give them that chance in regard to judges. They

judge? are denied the right, right now, because the de-
cision is made in the primary. Let's give them a

Id disqualify him? chance. I urge the adoption of this amendment and
ask for a record vote.

Mr.
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vou are putting them in politics more than they have

=ver been before. I urge you, let's vote down tni

s

state of Louisiana so that you could have
amendment and accept the recommendations of the judges appointed. Therefore, I urge you t

Jucicial Committee on this, as they have proposed. against this amendment.

Any questions, I'll be happy to answer, if not,

Tlease let's vote this down. [previous Question ordered. Amendmen
rejected: 15-99. Motion to reconsi

Further Discussion tabled.}

Mr. Arnette I must briefly echo the remarks Ford Amendment
Stinson made.
I think we're going to have trouble if we don't Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Dennis].
go along with the committee proposal. This is a Page 7 at the beginning of line 9, after the par-
great step forward. This is a step forward to take tial word "tions" and before the word "the office"
some of the power away from the governor that he delete the words "for judge to" and insert a

now has, some power that is unwarranted. I think comma, and insert the following words and punctua-
we ought to have the Supreme Court make these tion: "other than domicile, for",
vacancy appointments. I think this is the only
way to do it. I think we ought to reject this Explanation
amendment. Thank you.

Chairman, fellow delegates.
Further Discussion
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the demerits of the proposition before you Evangeline, we have parishwide tax elections very

hout any strong recommendations, though I per- frequently that are defeated nowadays, but anyway.

ttee Id elect your permanent judge righ

Senator Rayburn's amendment has considerable merits, simultaneously and I would rely, incidentally upon

it will save expense. The demerits may be this; the good judgment of the governing authorities who

you wish to fill a vacancy in a district judge or administer this same provision for forty years,

in a court of appeal or particularly in the Supreme from 1921 to 1966, where you had to elect a distric

Court or the district court as quickly as possible judge within four months after vacancy and right

by a regular permanent judge. By having a special now you're supposed to elect Supreme Court judges

election, you will accomplish that purpose. We within four months after vacancy. I would rely on

do have a small pool of retired judges. I hope their good judgment to try to save....

in the future, we will have a greater number of

retired judges that could be sent in. But there [Previous Question ordered.]
is that possibility, of lack of flexibility in

immediately filling the post with a regular judge. Closing

Just in brief summary, I want to point. Last
year, the Supreme Court had two judges retire right Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,

at the end of the year. The governor called a I have no personal feeling on this particular
special election for March, but he held the pri- amendment. I'm merely trying to prohibit a lot of

maries before the vacancies occurred in the summer, special elections. I know how people feel about

cost the state not a dime extra. The general special elections when you have a lot of them.

eTection was called off because they had no op- I'm also trying to save the expense of calling a

position, no republican opposition. We were able lot of special elections. Certainly, it's immate-

to get two permanent judges on, right away, as rial to me as to how these vacancies get filled,

soon as the vacancy occurred, without waiting for but since we're going to have a lot of retired
two years. And I am perhaps, scarred by my experi- judges at the age of 70, if this proposal passes,
ence of serving where everybody said, wait until I felt like we could save a few elections, maybe,

the permanent judges go on. We're having August by just letting the judge that was appointed by

hearings this year, we couldn't have them last the Supreme Court serve, or the person rather,
year because everybody said wait till the permanent serve until the next congressional or statewide
judges come on. So I may be scarred and it may election. Certainly, I'm not going to try to ask

happen never again, there. But in fairness to the you to, or persuade you either way, I was merely
merits of the committee proposal, I have to say attempting to put the provisions of filling a

why I say it's a little better than Senator judicial vacancy in the same category with other
Rayburn's, although his has considerable merit. vacancies. Of course, it looks like that when we

talk about the judiciary, we're talking about the

Questions secondcomingofChrist.

Mrs. Miller Justice Tate Questions

Mr. Tate The court of appeal works this way right Mr. Derbes Senator Rayburn, I think your amend-
now , right. ment is a good one. I just would like to make one

thing clear if you don't mind. If we go ahead
Mrs . Miller What worries me, you are going to and adopt your amendment, you're not going to come
have sometimes, when your district judgeships, when back and tell us that we should vote against Sec-
all your judges come up at congressional elections, tion B as amended because we're not going to be

you may have sometimes, when a Supreme Court able to find qualified people to fill a long tem-
judgeship or a court of appeal judgeship has to be porary vacancy, are you?
filled at the same congressional election at which
the district judge is being elected. Then, you M r. Rayburn No, I'm not going to tell you how
have the situation where a district judge would to vote on any of these other judicial sections
have to make an election whether to run for his and my only interest here was just trying to al-
office. Then, you will not be able to have a man leviate a lot of special elections and saving the
with experience run for the job because he could taxpayers of this state a little money. I do not
not afford to jeopardize his own position. want to do anything that would jeopardize the

great judiciary of our great state.
Mr. Tate I forgot to mention, that's an additional
argument for having a special election, yes. Mr. Deshotels Do you know that I also support

your amendment? And another question that I have
Mr. Lanier Justice Tate, don't you have a proposal for you. ..if you read further into Subsection B,

later on in the article that says that "while you realize, of course, don't you that the person
serving as a judge an attorney cannot practice law"? appointed by the Supreme Court assuming that he

would be appointed for a term of almost two years
Mr. Tate Correct. would serve at the Supreme Court's pleasure, and

if for some reason that person could not continue
Mr. Lanier And, if a man had to not practice law in service for the entire time before the election,
for two years and then had to go back into the the Supreme Court could appoint another person,
practice of law and rebuild his practice after a You realize that, don't you?
no year period, wouldn't this be a tremendous
jrdship? Mr. Rayburn Well, I believe that person could

decline the appointment even though it was offered
r . Tate That happens to be one reason we wanted to him, buy my experience on vacancies ... they ' re
special election within six months. I think you standing in line at my house when a vacancy occurs

3uld get some older lawyers like Mr. Lamar Polk in any office. It looks kind of like a funeral.
f Alexandria who would go for six months and I don't believe you'd have any trouble getting some
ithdraw from the practice. You might have a harder one to accept an appointment. If they do have
ime getting people. those problems, they don't exist over where I come

r. Willis Justice Tate, isn't it a fact that
uring the consideration of this proposal in com- [Amendment rejected: 47-70. Motion to
ittee, we were hopeful that we would have an elec- reconsider tabled.]
ion code which would give us elections every six
Dnths, so that it would be in chronology and Amendments
3uld synchronize with what we expect?

Tate That's exactly correct. For instance
by Delegates

[823]
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Amendment No. 1, page 7, beginning on line 8, the amendment, but the clear choice you have is do
delete the words "Supreme Court" and insert in lieu you want the governor, and there may be sound rea-
thereof the word "governor". son for you so wanting, to appoint a temporary judge

ining on line 8,
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ittee

amendment, the person appointed will be able in toto, are you not in effect with the figures
to sixty percent of the judges
'ing originally been appointed,

Tate Yes, sir. be endorsing a half or fifty or sixty percent
Missouri Plan for our judiciairy?

[Division of the Question requested

.

Question ruled divisible.] Mr. Staqg Yes, sir.

both haU
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I now move the previous question. Questions

[notion for Previous Question rejected: Mr. Smith Mr. Jackson, have you ever heard of an

42-72.1 incumbent judge being defeated?

Further Discussion Mr. FJ-I Jackson In the judiciary let me suggest
to you... that in the judiciary I have never heard

Mr. [J.] Jackson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, of any judge who sought re-election being defeated,
I wish you would give me your attention for just and I'm not suggesting that it was a matter of

a few minutes. We've heard arguments against this patronage. It was just the matter that that judge
amendment and people have injected the issue of had the kind of qualifications that the voters want-
the Missouri Plan. Let me suggest to you that this ed to vote for.

does not take away the right of the people at
election to determine their judge. This provides Mr. Smith Well, don't you think that if he's ap-

for temporary short term vacancies at the termina- pointed, he's got a lot better chance of getting
tion of which the people will then decide who elected than if he was not appointed?
they are going to elect. I don't think that argu-
ment holds much merit. The other objection is Mr. [J.I Jackson I would admit to some degree
the fact that, you know the patronage system, that that that's true, sir, but I want to suggest to

exist within the state. I want to suggest to you you that that is also true of every position that

that since 1921 and since the state has come about, runs for office. It I'm appointed to let's say

that you're going to find patronage in all aspects a sheriff; I've known of sheriffs being appointed
of life. I want to suggest to you that even in the and have been not re-elected. I've heard of clerks
Local and Parochial Article that there is room being appointed and not being re-elected. I'm

for patronage to prevail. Someone raised the just saying that as we've know that there seems
question, and I think it's something we ought to to be some sanctity about the judiciary and that
consider, the fact of, since it's short term and to me prevails more than whether a person is an

we prohibit a person from running, what will be incumbent,
the quality of persons aspiring for that position?
It will probably be someone who's and I heard the Further Discussion
term used, "lame duck". The other point that was
raised, and I think Rev. Landrum raised, is the Mr. Sequra
question of the political powers of minorities. I amendment is

want to suggest to you that it's a matter of fact ment No. 1 a

that we have been able to elect a black to the you to consi
court of appeal in the city of New Orleans where first part a

you've got a ratio of black voters to white voters passed out,
which is very close. I want to suggest that this done prior t

amendment only puts us back to where the constitu- Amendment No

tion presently has it. I think that when we talk rately and d

about reforms we've got to look into the future and let them intermingle with each other you would
and see what those reforms are going to mean to all save yourself the trouble of having to vote and
the citizens of the state of Louisiana. I want debate another amendment again because then 1 would
to finally conclude in my remarks that I think as withdraw it. Because. ..my purpose is, in the
this amendment has been proposed to the convention first part where the governor appoints rather than
the only objection that I have been basically able the Supreme Court. ..I just don't think judges should
to weigh some merits in, is the objection of appoint judges. I think that it should be somebody
whether the Supreme Court or the governor will separate from the judicial system that should ap-
appoint. It seems to me and.it was brought out very point, whether it be the governor or anybody else.
ably when Justice Tate was up here and I guess that I think that the governor probably is the most
we have seen in this convention that whether you qualified. As Senator Brown said a while ago,
are in the legislative branch of government or how can his Supreme Court justice know who's best
whether you're in the executive branch of govern- qualified in my district? He doesn't know the
ment or whether you're in the judicial branch of people. The governor runs all over the state. He
government, you are very political. Now, I want knows the people in all parts of the state. I

to suggest to you that those who are afraid of do not think that a governor makes himself more
the governor building a base for re-election in powerful by making an appointment because for
the future by appointing certain numbers of judges every appointment he makes there are ten or maybe
throughout the state, I want to suggest to you that more that want that same appointment, that he makes
that applies also to the Supreme Court and I want enemies with or loses friendship. So, I think that
to suggest to you that any appointment that a it would be fairer and would be better for the
governor makes on a patronage system has to involve people if the governor would appoint. Now, on
most often the senators, the representatives and the second amendment that is proposed here, I wish
the judges from that particular locality. So, I that you would vote your own conscience about this.
don't see, very seriously, the merits against. This is debatable. This is..!. .and I have no
that were being voiced against the patronage system. feelings one way or the other. I'm not trying to

rman, fell
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the situation

the elect!
Mr . [J ] Jacks on Well, directly on one point

Mr. Segura, it seems like we've had that you made, Don, isn't it a fact that the public
3ns against, in this state and federally, at large throughout the state elects the governor
;'s three branches of government, don't and leaves it to his discretion to fill executive
, and I've heard some comments up there, offices, so, in effect, when he makes an appoint-
link you've made them, but just to get a ment, he's making an appointment as an elected rep-
3ver, that putting governors, appointing sentative of the people of the state of Louisiana,
ind assessors and 1 egi si a tors . . . by the So, that... there's always, whether you use the
jovernor is prohibited from appointing appointment method that there is some injection of
-s for the very simple reason that there the people deciding, you know, deciding to the
ibition against it, and the three branches electoral process about a particular candidate,
nent, don't you agree, if they should re- Because we elect the governor, right?
-inct and separate, that he should not be
) appoint members of the judiciary, and M r . Kel 1

y

I agree with that, Johnny, and as I

;ry simply put that those three branches said in further answer though, I have no objection,
distinct and separate. It makes me no difference who makes this initial

appointment. But the governor of the state of
i^ Well, why shoul d . . . . can I ask you a Louisiana or the Supreme Court of the state of
...why should judges appoint judges? Louisiana was elected to perform a specific duty

and perform certain functions and responsibilities
Mr. Chairman, he wants me to answer a of that office, but I do not believe that it is the

)ut....ril answer i t .... because of sepa- intention of the people for him or the Supreme
Court, whoever it might be making this appointment,
to substitute the wisdom of the people back home

Dn through this particular elected official.

and gentlemen of Mr. Arnette Tl- is
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Whoever appoints him, he's going to have the same It would just be somebody there to take care of the
advantage, so why worry about whether that's the everyday business that you have in courts and to

governor or the police jury or whoever you want meet people's needs and that's all it was for.
to appoint him. He's still going to be called
judge. He'll still have the same advantage when Further Discussion
he gets through. He's going to have the same ad-
vantage. Now, I'm not concerned about that part Mr. Burson Fellow delegates, just a few brief
of the amendment, number one. I am concerned about remarks to make a couple of points that I don't
number two, once he gets the appointment, don't think other speakers have made. First of all, the
deny him his rights he had before he went there. idea of the Supreme Court appointing somebody to
Now, it's just like a piece of property. When they fill a vacancy is not a radical departure from
deed it to you, you want all the rights that go present practice, because if a judge is ill now
along with it. We've had people who are appointed or otherwise incapacitated and unable to carry on
to this convention that have the same rights as the functions of his court, the Supreme Court will
people who are elected. When you're appointed, assign a judge to fill his position. This is true
you have all these rights. We don't want to deny for the court of appeal as well as for district
any of these rights. I'm concerned about the sec- courts. In the second place it seems to me as a

ond part of this. ..it's divisible and I'm concerned basic proposition that the Supreme Court is more
about the second part of it. likely to be aware of the professional qualifica-

tions of a lawyer as they might relate to his
Question ability to perform the function a judge has to

perfcm more so than the governor, who let's face
Mr. Stinson Delegate Hayes, you realize when the it, would primarily make that decision on a politi-

the appointment he knows at that time cal basis. Now, the final point that I wanted to
not be a candidate and he is not forced make is you ought to realize how this thing has
t. The only reason that he would be worked in practice in the past, and I know of a

ould be possibly because he intended to few specific examples. When a judge is nearing
ught it would advantage him. the end of his term, of retirement, getting ready

to retire the political forces in the parish begin
Mr. Stinson, I don't think you should to coalesce. The sitting judge is brought into
nalize a man's rights away just because the play and people begin to make trips to Baton

service. Rouge and delegations come to see the governor to
get the appointment lined up. The appointment is

Further Discussion lined up and the man gets appointed and if you
don't think that he's got a significant advantage

. K i 1 b u r n

e

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in that succeeding election, then I submit to you,
is matter has gotten bogged down in a whole lot you need to participate in a few more Tocal elec-
things that are utterly irrelevant to the issues. tions. There is no quesion in my mind that he

is is a very simple thing that our committee has has got a tremendous advantage. It all boils
)ught out and it's just to take care of a vacancy down to the fact that if you really believe in
newly created judgeship by appointment only electing district court judges as I do, that you
;re there is six months before an election. In will support the committee proposal as it is. I

ler words, there just could not be an appointment think it makes sense.
" longer than six months. If there is more than
( months in the term the governor has got to [cuorum call: 112 delegates present
II an election. The reason for that was simply and a quorum. Previous Question ordered.]
make sure that the people who. ..for instance,

I have districts 1 ike
!re's only one judge
! judge died and under the Committee's proposal Mr. Landrum Mr. Chairman, if I may, so many of

man
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afford full OBPortunity to all of the. people of
. , , .,.,.. j ,

this state. Tfiars th^ central ques ! i Bn ,' wRe ther he would be deprived of running for that judgeship
or not we want to extend the ability to all of the for life. This means that he could not run in the
people of this state to participate in all levels succeeding election, the election to fill the
of government. Somebody suggests that you give vacancy or to fill the new judgeship but it would
an edge to the incumbent when he is appointed. not bar him, in subsequent elections, for running
Certainly you do and this is why we support this for that judgeship. I think it's necessary to not
amendment because we know. I don't make any bones deprive an appointee of his rights for life. I

about it and I don't come here and suggest to you ask your adoption of the amendment,
that we have not made progress, but I stand here
and say to you that we still have incumbrances of Questions
the past that preclude us to look at a man in terms
of his work and in terms of his character. We still Mr. Silverberq Mr. Drew, I'm in favor of your
judge people by the color of their skin rather amendment. I want a clarification of the amend-
than by the content of their character. This is ment. In the event that an appointee should re-

why we want individuals to be appointed, so he can sign, we'll say three weeks before the election,
have that edge. Certainly we want him to have the is it clear in your mind that this man would not
edge. Now somebody suggested that Judge Morial be a candidate for this vacancy?
was elected by the people. Yes, he was elected.
He was elected after first being appointed and Mr. Drew That is a hiatus, Mr. Silverberg. It

having the opportunity to demonstrate to people all possibly needs some clarification,
over this state and all over the city of New
Orleans and all over that judiciary district that Mr. Silverberq Are we going to prepare for that?
he had competency and that people ought to look
past the fact that he had a few more pigments in Mr. Drew I wouldn't think that he was but I

his skin and the texture of his hair might be don't know that it says that,
different and he might not have the same symmetry
in terms of facial contour that somebody has. Mr. Gravel Mr. Drew, the appointee, isn't it your
That's why he was elected. So I ask you to con- understanding, Mr. Drew, that the appointee would
sider the central question of whether or not you be barred from running in the succeeding election?
want to include everybody in the decision-making Whether he resigned or not would make no difference,
process of this state at this level and vote for The appointee, under the language, would be barred
this amendment because it will show the people of from running at the election to fill the vacancy,
this state that we are ready to include, that we
are ready to extend freedom, that we are ready to Mr. Drew That is certainly the intention, Mr.
put aside and behind us all of the shackles of Gravel, of the . . .

yesteryears a.nd move forward and make Louisiana a

shining star in the great new South. Mr. Gravel Well isn't it really the clear letter
of the provision with the amendment that you pro-
posed? I just don't think. . .Don't you agree that
Mr. Silverberg's fears are not justified?

Mr. Drew With the intent of the committee and
as it's written I think that any court would inter-
pret it as you have, Mr. Gravel.

I
Trom any elec-

tion. So I"m not worried about that. But I say [previous Question ordered. Amendment
to you without equivocation, someone has pointed adopted: 109-2. Motion to reconsider
out that there are some 150 district judges and tabled.]
you can add another 100 municipal judges in this
state and out of all of those judges, some 250 Amendment
or more, only four are black. Now that is the
fundamental question. We're going to have to face Mr . Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mrs. Miller, et
that question sooner or later. We're going to ai . ] . On page 7, line 11, immediately after the
have to fight over that question. We're going to portion of the word "ship" add the following:. . .

have to vote on it and we may as well face it I think, Mrs. Miller, we'd need to amend that con-
right now, ladies and gentlemen. No matter how sidering that last amendment added language after
you vote, that is the basic issue. So I call on that portion of a word to say on page 7, line 11,
you and I ask you, in this forum that has been immediately after the language added by convention

Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate Drew
and just adopted, add the following sentence: "For
service as an appointed judge, the person appointed
to fill the vacancy, other than a retired judge,
shall not be eligible for retirement benefits pro-
vided for the elected judiciary."

Explana ti on

Mrs. Miller This is in the nature of closing
reread and rejected: 24-90. Motion to of what could be a possible loophole in the law
reconsider tabled.'] which would make the judges' retirement fund,

wherever it might be, less exposed, to be drained
Amendment by someone who becomes appointed for just a short

time and becomes (1). ill in office, where he
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Drew jnd Mr. might be eligible for medical retirements that are
Gravel]. On page 7, line 11, at the end of the accorded to judgesor (2), where he might die in
line delete the period (".") and add the following: office while he is appointed, and then his widow
"at the election to fill the vacancy or the newly be entitled to benefits. It just might be possible
created judicial office." that this could happen. We've come close to it

happening before, and so this is just to close
Explanation those possiblities so that in the right political

climate, attorney general couldn't give a quick
Wr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of ruling which would authorize the treasurer to pay
the convention, this amendment is merely to clarify these warrants. So I think that this is sort
the intent of the committee. As the proposal is of a necessary bill to protect the retirement funds,
now written, it could possibly be interpreted that I'li yield to questions,
if a lawyer accepted an interim appointment, that

Mr.
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ment and 1 agree with i

should also provide tha
contributory pension sj

not have the contributi
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be submitted to the voters for approval. It is in this regard, obviously, to me.
not strictly just appointed judges. That's a dif-
ferent system, too, because that, such as in the Further Discussion
federal system, you have strictly appointed judges
who are never submitted to the electorate. This Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to
plan would contemplate that the voters would have urge adoption of this amendment. I would like to
the candidate submitted to them for their approval, first of all charify that this is not a New Orlean
a very important part of the plan. amendment at all as maybe some delegates might

feel. It is merely an opportunity offered to the
Mr. Hunson Would you agree, sir, which I assume entirety of our state to permit on a local option
you won't, but I'm going to ask you, would you basis, either in a single judicial district, an
agree that this is perhaps ever worse than the appellate district, a Supreme Court district, the
Missouri Plan? opportunity, not today necessarily, but in the

year two thousand, if in the year two thousand the
merit system might be deemed the most appropriate
system for the selection of our judges. To offer
this opportunity on a local option basis, to offer
to our people in our state, the flexibility to
have this opportunity at some time in the future,

a Missouri Plan? I'm not going to pretend to tell you today that
the elective process is not the best method and

-e about your arithmetic. that the merit system is the best method but
ten years from now or twenty years from now it may
very well be the best method, not only in a single
district, but for the entirety of the State of
Louisiana. That's all that we're attempting to
offer the delegates at this time and we hope that
you give the people in Louisiana the opportunity
to avail themselves on a local basis of the oppor-
tunity of using the merit system. Approximately
26 states have varieties of merit selection of

Legislative Article we required a majority of judges. There must certanly be some merit to it
the elected legislators to pass any bill that went but this amendment at least gives the legislature
through there. In addition to that, this re- the opportunity to study it, and adopt it if it
quires. . . is good, and the people of a certain district the

opportunity, if it is good, by a vote of those
people to adopt this system of merit selection and
that's all we're offering to you.

Mr.
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permit the legislature in the foreseeable or unfore- mittee. for weeks and weeks we heard researchers

seeable future to adopt a system of merit selection and experts from foundations endowed by the

which before being put into effect would have to Rockefeller fund, foundations endowed by the

be submitted to and approved by the electors of the Vanderbilt fund, other foundations, we had them

particular area involved at a referendum called from San Francisco, New York, Chicago and from

for the purpose. The legislature would spell out other section of the United States. They were

the means by which the merit selection would be uniformly every one of them were in favor of

submitted and the electors would have to vote on the so-called Missouri Plan. The thing that con

it It is simply permissive. It looks to the cerns me, ladies and gentlemen, is these differe

future to a time when a merit selection plan might committees just like the Judiciary Committee

be desirable, might be desired by the peopl listening to testi

particular area. Without this permissive language searchers and experts before finally coming to a

in the constitution that would not be possible. conclusion. Just as we did on this amendment that

If this is put in there, it may avoid the necessity is before us now. I may be overly concerned about

for a constitutional amendment at some later date the approval of this constitution when we fi-' •

to adopt the amer

Mr.
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that as I read it after they get in office, ever so them to make their own decisio
often they will be submitted as to whether the

people approve them or not as to whe ther . . . no t Mr . Gau thi er That's correct.
whether they would approve someone else more, but
just one issue, isn't that correct?

Mr. Kilbourne The plan that was submitted to us

Mr.
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the things that he said. "So you are really in a

position, gentlemen, of selling yourself as you
sell soap or you sell cigarettes or you sell other
commodities. You go on television with clever ads
and you put ads in the paper and you hope that
somewhere along the line you attract enought at-
tention or you get enough of your message across
so that when the public goes into the voting ma-
chine they vote for you and not one of your opoo-
nents. Now don't misunderstand me gentlemen, I

am not criticizing the democratic process. I

think it works fine for the mayor, or councilmen or

for state representatives or alderman or whoever.
But I can't do anything for my constituents after
I get elected a judge on the court of appeal. I

can't promise them that I'm going to be available.
I can't promise them that I'm gong to pave their
streets or fix their lights. That is not why I

was elected. All I can do is try to peddle, if

you will, my professional qualifications for this
position, and trying to do that in the traditional
democratic process I submit to you, really begins
to raise questions as to whether the typical pro-
cess is as relevant to the selection of a court
of appeals judge or a Supreme Court justice or a

district court judge in New Orleans or Jefferson."
He goes on at great length and I'm going to go to

just pick up another part of it which I think is

most important. "The main reason I was elected"...
this is a man who was elected to the court of ap-
peals in Orleans..." the main reason I was elected,
the main reason, was because I had the political
support of friends, and I am very proud and very
happy. I admire some of these people very much,
especially the mayor of the city, without whose
support I don't think I could have been elected.
I don't want to sound ungrateful when I make this
statement but I will say this. Why should the
mayor, the councilmen or the representatives or
the ward leaders, or the constable, or the sheriff,
or the clerk of court, or this one or that one
decide who your judges are going to be, and in

the city of New Orleans they do decide it whether
you like it or not." Now I'm asking you to permit
us in this constitution, not require us, not re-
quire it anywhere, I'm asking you to permit in
this constitution the possibility of a different
sel ection .. .method of selecting judges on a local
option basis. It would not become effective until
the people within that district decided they wantec
it. They needed it. We don't have that situation
right now. We're still electing good judges but
we're on the brink of a real problem that this
entire state does have an interest in and I ask
you to give the people in these districts an op-
portunity to choose a better system of selecting
judges. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Conroy, suppose in 1990, if
this amendment is not passed today, suppose in my
parish, in Evangeline parish, you have say twenty
attorneys and the richest attorneys which are not
your best qualified for judge but nevertheless in
1990 it cost so much to run for judge that only
your richest attorneys would run. Suppose the
people said, look we don't want to have a campaign
between the two richest attorneys. We want to have
the best qualified men to run. Would not the fail-
ure of your amendment keep those people in Evange-
line Parish from doing exactly that, calling for

Mr. Conroy Yes, I think that other areas than
the Orleans area which I have stressed may well
find themselves with exactly that sort of problem
in the future and this is designed to permit a way
to correct any such problem as that.

[Record vote ordered. Anendment rejected:
26-87. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Motion for Previous Ouestion on entire
subject matter rejected: 29-76.]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [i>y Mr. Jenkins] , on
page 7, line 16, after the words "of a" and before
the word "election" delete the words "general
judicial" and insert in lieu thereof "regular con-
gressional "

.

Amendment No. 2, on page 7, at the beginning of
line 19, delete the words "a general judicial elec-
tion of".

Explanation

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
vention, this is strictly a technical amendment to

make the Judiciary Article on elections conform
with our Article in the Committee on Bill of Rights
and Elections by deleting specific references to

either primary or general elections. This makes
no substantive change in the proposal by the com-
mittee and I understand the committee has no ob-
jections.

Section passed: 106-3. Motion to re-
consider tabled. Motion to adjourn to
9:30 o'clock a.m., Wednesday , August 22,
1973 rejected: 46-64.}

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter "Section 23. Retirement of Judges.
Section 23, paragraph A. A judge shall not

remain in office beyond his seventieth birthday
except as otherwise provided herein.

Paragraph B. A judge or judicial administrator
in office or retired at the time of the adoption
of this constitution shall not have diminishing
any retirement benefits or judicial service rights
including the right to remain in office as judge
during his present term as provided under the
previous constitution or laws, nor shall the
benefits to which his surviving spouse was entitled
be reduced.

Paragraph C. A judge taking office after the
adoption of this constitution and a judge in office
who so elects within 90 days of the adoption of
this constitution by notifying the Secretary of
State shall be vested and entitled to the following
retirement benefits. Subparagraph 1. This sub-
section applies only to a judge. ..a court autho-
rized by this constitution except mayors and
justices of the peace.

Subparagraph 2. A judge with sixteen years of
judicial service may retire at any age. A judge
of twelve years of judicial service may retire
with benefits commencing at age of fifty-five.
On retirement a judge shall receive annually as
retirement benefits four percent of his salary.

[Afotion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without oijection.]

Explanation

Mr. [A.] Landry Mr. Chairman; members of this
convention, under the old constitution or the 1921
Constitution, which of course is the present one,
the mandatory retirement age is seventy-five. In

our proposal we are reducing the retirement age
from seventy-five to seventy. Under the present
constitution, the retirement system for judges
provides for full pay retirement for a judge re-
tiring at the age of seventy with twenty years of
judicial service, and if a judge who reaches the
age of seventy-five can continue to serve until
he reaches the age of eighty, or accumulates
twenty years of service provided that when he
reaches the maximum age of eighty and does not
have at least twenty years of judicial service his
retirement is based on the number of years served
as related to twenty. A judge with twenty-three
years of service may retire with two-thirds pay
at any age. A judge with twenty years service at
age sixty-five may retire with two-thirds pay.
Any appellate court judge may retire at age sixty-
five with full pay if he has twenty-five years of

[8361
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son Wei 1 , why d i d

yesterday and are just receiving this one now?

Mr. Poynter Because section by section the amen
ments are just passed out when we get section by
section, save for the Wall amendments which as I

indicated when we passed them out, Mr. Wall asked
us, Mr. Burson, to pass out.

Mr. Burson Why did we receive all of the other
amendments today and are just receiving this amend-
ment which we all know is being backed by a partiCL
lar group in this convention at the last minute?
That offends my sense of fair play and if that's
the way we are going to proceed, from now on I

think everybody ought to know about it.

Mr. Poynter Mr. Burson, those were not passed
out by an error because the Assistant Clerk and
I overlooked them when they were passed out....

of mine, then, in the future or any of any of the
other delegates here who happen not to be on the
appropriate side at a particular time.

Mr. Roy Why do you rise, Mr. Jack?

Jact as just suggesting, since this one,
incidentally, this is not anything new. A lot
of us, we had it drawn a few day ago and there
was an error. Where it says "the benefits" in

next to the last line, it had "he" there and it

had to be rewritten.
But this thing was typed up and approved by a

lot of us, including myself, three days ago. But
I am going to suggest we don't have a huddle now
because if we take up the Gravel, Henry, Newton,
Roemer, Pugh and I'm supposed to be on it. ...it
doesn't matter whether I am showing or not. ...I
am for that and I told Gravel and went over it and
made suggestions. This is going to pretty much
settle this thing and it's different. The others.,
we ought to take this up, it's the first one and
then do the huddling afterwards.

Point of Information

Mr. Rayburn Is the convention in session?

Mr. Roy Yes , si

Mr. Roy I don't know what they dre huddling about
but I don't intend to have a huddle. I think every
body knows what's going on....

Mr. Rayburn I think they are having one whether
you intend to or not.

L«<
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not adopted, I was goint to present trem. Mr. Kayburn If tnis i

So, to clear up anybody that wants to get satis- it is part of the const

fied, the rules get technical ..
I

' 1 1 withdraw mine, Mr. Munson.
temporarily, but I want them put right back in

there as soon as these first three amendments.... Mr. Fontenot Senator Rayburn you are proposi

now I'm not really going to withdraw them, but if these amendments. Are you in favor of keeping the

someone insists I would for that point. ...so I retirement system in the constitution?
could abide by the rules if it was necessary.

Mr. Rayburn Yes, I am, because it is in the pre-

Mr. Poj
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state. And the judges will start contributing and the constitution.
it will be a little better funded in the future
if these amendments in this proposal is adopted Mr. Wall Senator Rayburn, in this percentage

than it has been in the past. that you have here, are you going to increase the
percentage that the judges are going to draw for

Mr. Weiss How much will Louisiana citizens have all the years credit they have where they have not

to supplement this retirement fund by? What's contributed?
the estimate? ,, „ ,

Mr. Rayburn Representative Wall, or Delegate
Mr. Rayburn They have to supplement it by any Wall, what I am attempting to do here is to decrease

amount that's drawn out of the retirement fund now it. In the present language it has four percent,

by the people that are qualified by less seven I am decreasing it by one-half of one percent.

percent of the judges salary throughout the state,
and I do not have those totals at this time. But Mr. Mall Well, now, this three and a half percent,

they will not have to supplement it in the amount are they going to get three and a half percent of

that they are now supplementing it. It will be credit for all the years that they have not contri-
seven percent less of the judges contribution. buted?

Hr. Roemer Senator, you made the statement that Mr. Rayburn Three and a half percent times the

this would bring this retirement system in line number of years that they have served as a judge,

with your own, is that correct? That's the language in the bill.

Mr. Rayburn It will as far as the three and a Mr. Wall Senator Rayburn, you know how it is in

half percent times the years of service. It will the legislature. Doesn't all retirement systems
not as far as contribution, Mr. Roemer, and I use other retirement systems as a wedge to get
stated that. their retirement system's benefits increased?

Mr. Rayburn Well, I wouldn't say that's necessari-
ly true. I don't know of any yet that have attempt-
ed to use the judges' retirement system as a wedge.

Further Discussion

Mr.
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in favor of the Rayburn amendment to bring it into City, the retirement system up there has practically
line with other retirement systems. But the re- bankrupted New York City. I had high hopes of

public may fall if we cannot discuss our differ- trying to improve our retirement systems on the

ences without discussing personalities. And I benefits and contributions to make them more actu-
think in the end, above all, a constitutional con- arially sound. But remember this, each of the other
vention should not be a forum for personal vendet- retirement systems in this state, they come and they

tas or to fulminate against individuals with whom point to legislators, what you got, or what the

we happen to disagree. We have bad judges just judges have and when you get one out of line where
as I'm sure we have bad legislators or I dare say the people are not contributing, getting all these
bad constitutional convention delegates. years credit without contributing, it's not what

Judges are politicans to get elected. They you have to pay the judges because there are not
have to be. But in the main, one can only judge that many of them. But the other retirement systems
by his own experience and I would say as a trial use that as a leverage which this, putting this in

lawyer who has practiced and tried cases in twelve the constitution and giving the judges something
or fifteen parishes, the courts of appeal and the which they have not earned and this big percentage.
Supreme Court, and I haven't met more than one or will lead toward the bankrupting of the revenues
two judges that I could honestly say I didn't of this state. Now I'm not for taking any of the

like, although I'm quite sure that there were a benefits away from the judges which they earned
number of them that didn't like me. without contributing. I'm for them having all of

I have never met a judge on the bench of this those benefits and then I'm for them having any
state whose integrity or honesty I would question, benefits from the day this constitution is adopted;
although I've met quite a few whose judgment I beyond that, any benefits they want that they
would question. I've lost cases before judges would contribute to make it actuarially sound,
whose election I ardently fought for. I should They can name their benefits just so long as you
have lost those cases. I long ago came to the sad leave it flexible to where it can be actuarially
realization that I am not always right. I think sound. Thank you.
there is a significant difference between saying
that a judge has to get elected through politics, [wotion foi Previous Question rejected:
and saying that he has to take political considera- 34-66.]
tions into account in deciding after he is on the
bench. Question

And I submit to you that I would be shocked and
appalled to ever view the spectacle of a court of Mrs. Warren Mr. Wall, I just want to ask this
appeal or Supreme Court judge who had to call up question. You mention the teachers and I am very
and check with a political leader before deciding close to them, in fact, the people. But can
a point of law. teachers do other jobs other than teach? When

I submit to you that in the end, that the they leave their jobs can they hold more than one
the last refuge of the citizen who job?

)y his government. That the judiciary
-gan of government that can call a Mr . Wall Yes, they can hold other jobs and

legislative act unconstituti
executive act unconstiti

Roy Mr. Burson

the
and
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that were not retired. So you can't tell me that

you expect the judges all of a sudden to make their

retirement fund actuarially sound when we in

Louisiana today may be like Florida. Florida has

an unfunded accrued liability in their retirement
system of 1.8 billion dollars. The state of

Louisiana, in just one system, has an unfunded
accrued liability of $615,000,000. We have thirty-

eight retirement systems. I mentioned one system

to you. We have thirty-eight we know of. Now at

the present time the judges--it takes 29 percent
contribution from the state of Louisiana, the

general fund, to meet the benefits to be provided

by the judges in the 1921 Constitution, 29 percent

of compensation. The judges weren't satisfied with

this. The legislators---it takes 18 percent of

compensation to insure that there is an actuarially
sound system. What are we saying? Put the judges

on the same basis as the legislature, 18 percent
to make it actuarially sound. But let the judges
pay 7 percent. That brings it down to 11 percent
that the state now has to fund. Now what is 11

percent compared to 29 percent? We have reduced
the cost to the state 53 percent. Now, there is

much more I would like to say to you. I said I

would keep it short. I wanted to give you a few
facts, but if we are going to talk about making
a fund actuarially sound, let's talk about other
funds, too. You are not going to make any funds
in the state of Louisiana at this time, retirement
funds, or not the majority of them anyway, actu-
arially sound. It may not be wise to have the
retirement funds 100 percent funded. There are
good arguments against it. I'm for this amendment.
I hope all of you will be for it, because I say
it's wise to do what we are doing here, to bring in

a fund that the judges can contribute to and put
them on the same basis as the legislators.

Question

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Lowe, I am compl ete---k ind of
puzzled by the statement you made about the teach-
ers being that much in deficit in their retirement
system. I am sure you've been around the legis-
lature to know that there is not a session of the
legislature that we haven't had amendments proposed
to the retirement systems of various groups, par-
ticularly including the teachers and others. Now
the statement that I question about you is, if you
get your information right, because these amend-
ments have always been proposed on the basis that
they do not hurt the system. That they've got
plenty of money there to pay the increased benefits
or the increased retirement system to some person.
Can you explain that?

Mr. Lowe Delegate De Blieux, I hope I can explain
it in the couple of seconds I have left. I would
say to you that as a Senator and a legislator I

would see to it that any amendment that came before
the legislature, adjusting retirement systems, would
have a fiscal note attached to it by some indepen-
dent actuary that would tell you exactly what it
is going to cost the system and the state of
Louisiana and that's the best thing that you could
do as far as legislation is concerned in connection
with retirement systems.

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Landry Mr. Chairman, members of the con-
vention, the committee is not opposed to the amend-
ment. I want you to bear in mind one thing. At
the present time it is costing you, the taxpayer,
to retire judges. All they are asking you is to
permit them to contribute something to save tax
dollars. I hope you will vote favorably for the
amendment .

Further Discussion

Mr . Aert ker Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and
gentlemen, I rise for two reasons. One, to sup-
port the amendment and secondly, to give you some
information. This subject has a deep interest for

me because you have a committee proposal from the
Education Committee that does have a recommendation
that the retirement system for teachers and public
employees be included in the constitution that we
are proposing to the people. Our proposal states
that the legislature shall provide this retirement
system and that it shall be on a contractual basis
and that the benefits could not be diminished or
impaired and that finally, actually, the state
would guarantee all benefits and the full faith
and credit of the state would be behind it. I

will admit that we do not have in there any refer-
ence to any percentages or to any formula of dis-
tribution or anything but I think that the teachers
and the state employees are in a different cate-
gory than that of the judiciary. I think that we
have been talking around here for the last few
days about a basic principle and that basic princi-
ple is the so-called separation of powers and I

don't believe that we are ever going to have a

true sense of separation of powers when we move
in the direction of including or making some branch
of this government dependent upon another branch
in order for it to get a retirement system. I

think in order for the judiciary to move in that
direction they have to have some security and some
guaranty written into this constitution. I think
this amendment which moves in the direction of
providing a retirement system is a step in the
right direction and it seems to me that it does
preserve a basic principle that we've all been

-ther I scussi

Mr. Weiss Fellow delegates, it pleases me to see
the consensus amongst apparently the ma-jority of
the delegates and that is the judiciary should
receive as many benefits as we have tried to give
the executive and the legislative branches. How-
ever, I am very disturbed by we, the delegates,
who are not too well versed in the process of in-
surance, attempting to write an insurance policy
in the constitution. I much more favor the concept
of the teachers and state employees that the
speaker before spoke of. However, I do not believe
that they should be in the constitution. The point
here is that we are voting percentages and trying
to create what might appear to be an actuarially
sound system. Let's remember, however, that we
are dealing with only 150 individuals. I do not
believe that they will break the state any time in

the near future and heartily approve of any system
which will include the judiciary retirement fund
in the constitution. Not only for their own bene-
fit to stand alone and be somewhat aloof from
politics, but also it is important that this in-
surance concept be rendered actuarially sound,
that this annuity concept be actuarially sound,
as much as can be provided with the people of the
state, seeing how much they are required to con-
tribute to an annuity system of this type. Then
if Mr. Wall's concept and floor amendments were
to be heeded to, then the other divisions, some
thirty-eight other annuity provisions for retire-
ment, be observed and coordinated with the concept
that the judges they themselves are now trying to

incorporate in this. Now what the percentages
should be is a very delicate thing and I do believe
it might be best in the hands of the legislature.
On the other hand, if there is any other type of
security such as a contractual agreement as was
mentioned for the teachers that might be written
up as a compromise, I think this is a much more
sensible approach than to fix figures in the con-
stitution. I will of course vote for Delegate
Rayburn's amendment, but I think there will be
other amendments and we can go on and on ad infini-
tum trying to amend the percentages which only the
experts in the field are presumably qualified to
give us. They themselves, however, in speaking
to Delegate Wall and others more expert in this
field. Delegate Womack, they themselves are un-
certain of the actuarial figures. No one can
predict what the actual outcome of life expectancy
will be in a series of individuals with accuracy,
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but I do believe that the judiciary should be in- Everyone of you on both sides of this issue has
eluded in some type of retirement system within been lobbied just about as hard, I believe, as you
our constitution that will act as a lighthouse, as can possibly be lobbied, with rare and few excep-
a beacon, as a guide to the other retirement systems tions. The only expensive pressure that has been
of this state. I plead with those knowledgeable exerted upon this convention has come with respect
people. Delegate Wall, Delegate Womack, Delegate to this particular proposal. There are those
Rayburn, to put their heads together and come up who feel that no provision of this nature should
with something a little more sensible than these be in the constitution for how can we accord these
percentages and figures that lock themselves in the massive benefits constitutionally to judges and
constitution and the amendment that might be passed then not do something more in the constitution for
out of futility turning it over entirely to the school teachers, for school bus drivers, employees
legislature. Can't we do something to compromise of the State of Louisiana, other public officials,
in that regard? If we can, then I believe we will We can't open this gate and let others come before
have contributed soundly to the solution of this this convention and ask for less than we are giving
problem. President Woodrow Wilson is attributed the judges under this provision, if it is adopted,
with saying that the courts are the peoples' forum. The only argument that I have heard, that the
They are also the index of the government and na- judges advanced to seek to justify their position
tion's character. I think we can paraphrase that in asking you to cons t i tut ional i ze these benefits,
and say that it is the index of the government and is because it would tend to make them free from
the state's character in this case. the legislative process. This article that has

been prepared and sponsored by the Judiciary
[previous Question ordered. Record vote Committee, that is supported by the judges in large
ordered. Amendment adopted: 108-5. part throughout the state, belies that contention
Notion to reconsider tabled.] because the entire concept is based upon the

salary payments that are made to the judges as
Amendment provided by the legislature. There is no way to

disassociate any retirement program from the legis-
Mr. Poynter The next set of amendments are the lative process. No way whatsoever. In the section
Gravel, Henry, Newton, Roemer, Pugh and Jack amend- itself, provisions all relate to the payments
ments. that are having to be made in proportion to the

Amendment No. 1, on page 7, delete lines 22 salary that is earned, a salary fixed by the
through 32 both inclusive in their entirety and legislature. In lines 26, 27 and 28 on page 8 of
on page 8, delete lines 1 through 31 both inclusive the proposal we find the sentence. "The legislature
in their °ntirety, and insert in lieu thereof the and the political subdivisions shall provide for
following: "Section 23. The legislature shall pro- the payment of these benefits." There is no dis-
vide for a retirement system for judges provided association between the branches of government,
however a judge in office or retired at the time Ladies and gentlemen of this convention, keep that
of the adoption of this constitution shall not have compact that you made with your conscience when
diminished any retirement benefits or judicial you became delegates to this convention. Keep
service rights nor shall the benefits to which his the covenant that you have with the people of the
surviving spouse is entitled be reduced." State of Louisiana, and keep out of this constitu-

tion those provisions that people seek to insert
Explanation in the proposed constitution that rightfully belong

in the statutes. If we don't do this now, if we
Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen don't draw this line here and now, there is no
of the convention, I believe that this is one of basis upon which we can refuse every single, soli-
the most important issues, if not the most impor- tary, legitimate request that any pressure group,
tant issue, that has come before this convention that any single interest, may want to make before
with respect to the judiciary article. I want to this body. I urge you. Adopt this amendment,
be sure that we all understand what we are doing Relegate to the legislature the retirement systems,
here today. The issue is not whether you are for not only of the judges, but of all those who are
or against an adequate retirement program for entitled to pro tec ti on from the legislature and
judges. I think that every person in this hall from the government of the state of Louisiana.
feels that the judiciary just a moment, I am I will yield now.
not going to answer any questions for a while
that every person in the judiciary is entitled to Questions
share in a fair plan actuarially devised by the
Louisiana State Legislature. But I want you to Mr. Lanier Mr. Gravel, I believe in the last
stop and think for a minute before you go too far session of the legislature a bill was introduced
and understand what the committee proposal actually by Delegate Womack, House Bill No. 97, which was
means. If you will look at page 8 of the committee to provide for a retirement system for judges,
proposal and the bottom of page 7, you will see Do you happen to know why that bill wasn't passed?
that immediately upon the adoption of this consti-
tution and within ninety days, within ninety days, Mr. Gravel Yes, I do. Because it would have
that the judge of this state will be constitutional- taken an initial payment of seven million dollars
ly vested and entitled to the benefits that are out of the state treasury, which funds were not
spelled out in the remaining portion of the at that time available. That's why.
section. Now ladies and gentlemen of this conven-
tion, it may be all right for a judge who has Mr. A. Landry Mr. Gravel, have you figured how
served two terms to resign his office and receive much money it is going to cost to retire all the
three hundred and ten thousand dollars if he lives judges who are presently in office if they are
out his nornjal life expectancy, but it's not all retained in the present system at a hundred percent
right to freeze that concept in the constitution. retirement?
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, it may be
all right for a judge who is sworn into office Mr. Gravel I've done it in a little left-handed
one day, who dies the next day and who leaves a way. If this proposal either becomes law or is
widow who is forty years of age, it may be all vested in the constitution, more than half of the
right for her to receive six hundred thousand judges in this state could resign their offices and
dollars during the remainder of her lifetime, but retire on more than 50 percent of their salary for
It's not all right to freeze that concept into the the rest of their lives, if they were 55 years of
constitution of the state of Louisiana. It may be age and if they had served twelve years. That's
all right to say that the judges shall contribute a very important concept that I want you to con-
three and a half percent of their salaries or that sider, also,
they shall do other things that are spelled out
here but it's not all right to do it in this con- Mr. A. Landry Mr. Gravel, you didn't answer my
stitution. Let me point out one thing to you. question. My question was that under your amendment
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you are freezing in all the elected judges at the lature after that 1963 session in 1964 when the

present time under the old system, where they con- republicans got my seat. Now I say, ladies and

tribute nothing. Have you figured how much it gentlemen, this is a fme amendment. I have not

will cost the taxpayers to retire those judges heard one word against this from any judge up in

when they reach retirement age? northwest Louisiana. No judge has come to me any-
where. I know certain of them want to be left here,

Mr Gravel Mr Landry, we are not freezing them but none of them have asked me how to vote. People

into a system. We are just saying in this amend- know I am going to vote like I believe is correct.

ment, in fairness to the judges who have been work- but my judges discuss things with me. They dis-

ing under the present system, that nothing shall cussed with me about having these appeals still

be done by the legislature to deprive the judges of on the law in the facts, and I voted that way be-

the accrued rights that they have obtained under cause I thought they were right. I used to believe

the present constitution. That is the effect of in a civil case, appeal should onlv be on the law

the amendment. That's the only effect that it has, and not on the facts. I listened to them. But

{Qp I'm telling you I'm proud to help the judges to

have a fair, good pension system and let the legis-

Further Discussion lature pass on it. They are not going to lose any
rights they've already got and that's why Mr.

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I rise to sup- Gravel has in this amendment that they retain all

port this amendment and I am one of the coauthors. accrued rights. They would have that right under

Now first I want to mention that for years I felt the law. You can't take away something that's

the judges should be under a pension system set already been granted to a person, so I say let's

up by the legislature and not in the constitution. pass this amendment.
I think that having a pension system in the con-

stitution, it's too hard to amend even if it hap- Further Discussion
pened to be fair at a particular time. We want
these pension systems to be able to continue, none Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is

of them go bankrupt, and the only way you can do a rather awkward position to be in, to follow Mr.

that is to have them actuarially sound and if they Jack and precede Mr. Wall, but I am going to try

are not, to get them actuarially sound. Now if to make the best of a bad situation. I rise to

they are in the constitution, it is too hard to oppose the Gravel amendment because I view this

amend them. Now I do not deal in personalities. as being as issue which goes to the independence
Mr. Burson need have no fear of me mentioning names of the judicial system of our state. I think that

and those things. I don't know who it was directed the provisions that are in the present constitution
at. I want to say— give you a little background and which were in the constitution which preceded
of what I know on this whole subject. In 1940 when the 1921 Constitution, providing for retirement
I went to the legislature, a district judge got benefits for judges, were put in those constitu-

S5,000, I'm almost willing to take an oath, the tions for the purpose of maintaining the separation
court of appeals, $7,500. They were very low. I between the legislative and the judicial branches
helped to get if'ose salaries raised. I voted to of our government. I think that the rights of

keep a fourteen year term for the Supreme Court, a the judiciary, with respect to question of retire-
twelve year term for the court of appeals, and for ment rights, must come from the people in order to

all district judges to be six years. I didn't maintain that independence that we need in our

think New Orleans should have twelve and the others courts and in our judicial system. In today's
six, but I've always felt that the judges should times, where retirement benefits mean so much,
not have their system in the constitution and a individuals who look forward to an utlimate retire-
system in which they pay nothing into. I want you ment with certain rights, I can imagine no greater
to realize because the judges, the ones who have hammer over the heads of the judiciary than to

been on there a good while, they will know what have their retirement rights dependent upon a vote
I'm saying here. Back in the second term of of the majority of the legislature however sincere
Governor Davis, I believe it was his second term. that vote might be. I don't have any hangup with
I don't try at the time to remember exact details this detail in this constitution dealing with the
and times because I speak from my heart and I don't retirement rights of judges because, as I say,
know whether I will have to speak on a future date those rights ought to come from the people and if

on a thing. But they requested, because of the they need to be changed in the future, they ought
finances, that nobody ask for an increase. It to be changed by the people, and not by the legis-
didn't have any affect, except the court of appeals lature, and a mere majority vote at that. For

judges did not ask for one and later on under those reasons, I oppose the Gravel amendment and
Governor Davis, and I was the main one that was respectfully suggest to this delegation that we

moving, we got them a good, fine increase to overwhelmingly vote it down so we can go forward
323,500 which was good in those days, and then it with the business of this convention and complete
went on up. I have never voted against an increase our work,
for judges while I was down there because I wanted
to raise them to a good level and keep them at a Questions
good level. And I wanted good judges, and I don't
want them retiring after twelve years. I don't Mr . Brown Mr. Kean, where do you drawn the line?
like that. Some lawyer sound like put that in You talk about separation of powers. If you are
there. A real judge should not retire after twelve going to stay consistent, would you agree then
years. We've got grounds for him if he is sick or that you would put every retirement system that
can't function. The only time twelve years retire- in any way involves the executive branch government
ment, if you are going to have it, would be where he and of course that is where most of them are, would
is defeated. I don't want them retiring at that. you put every one of those retirement systems in

I want to elect good men judges and keep them there the constitution to keep separation of powers?
for a long length of time, but if they lose out How can you draw the line at the judicial and not
at the proper time and the proper precent, and the also do the very same thing for the executive
legislature is the one to fix that, not in the branch to draw your separation?
constitution, to freeze it in the constitution.
Now I talked, back when we got that to $23,500, Mr. Kean Mr. Brown, in my opinion the courts of

the late Judge Hardy was down there. He did a this state are the last resort that we have with
wonderful job. He was a wonderful judge. He work- respect to our rights and I believe that that is

ed himself literally to death. That was a fine so essential to be maintained in an independent
man. He agreed with me and those other judges, status that the retirement benefits of the judges
everyone I talked to, they belonged, their system must be in the constitution. 1 do not have that
controlled by the legislature and not in the con- same feeling with respect to the executive branch
stitution. And all these years, I felt they should or some of the others that you refer to.

not be in the constitution. I was not in the legis-
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Mr. Brown You put the judicial branch above the to be of the highest caliber possible. I think
executive branch in... we have taken care of the people today when we

decided that all judges will be elected and I

Mr. Kean I say that the branches are coequal. think that the people will go to the polls and make
They ought to be separate and independent, but in- certain that we have the type of individual that
sofar as the judiciary is concerned, when it comes we are all seeking. We must, we must provide for
to their retirement benefits, I think those retire- them a means by which they can depend upon to re-

ment benefits ought to stem from the people. tire at old age, after they have been on the bench
for several years. I think that this is mandatory,

Mr. Burns Mr. Kean, we've heard so much about that this comes from the people. Give it to the
le judiciary free and re- judges from the people because that's what we
this amendment would pass, are doing in writing this constitution. We are

ie judges would constantly talking for the people in this particular instance.
1 their hands every time Now you can leave it to the legislature. I am

not saying that you could not come up with a legis-
lative act that would be, as I coin a phrase,
actuarially sound. I'm not saying that at all, but

having their hat in their hand, Mr. Burns, as I I am saying this. What happens if, when you say
am concerned that legislative lawyer who is on the that the legislature shall provide for a retirement
other side of the case from me and that judge know- system for judges, and they don't. What are we
ing that he's got to go before him the next time going to do if they provide for a retirement system
the legislature meets to increase, protect or pre- and it's below what the teachers have or what the
serve his retirement benefits. legislators have? I submit to you that in order to

keep them independent we must, we must put them
Mr. Reeves Mr. Kean, would you not also agree into the constitution as far as their retirement
that the courts are the last resort of every other system is concerned. These men run for office after
state within this Union, is the courts of those fourteen, fifteen, twenty years of the pratice of
states? Would you not agree to that? law. They are elected. They have to make a big

decision whether or not to serve on the bench,
nee they are elected and they are on the bench
hen what are they going to do if ten, twelve,

sixteen years from today, or even eighteen years
Mr. Reeves Can you explain to me why, in this under the present system, if for some reason they
great United States of ours, that only one state are not reelected? They are out to pasture. They
in this Union, the State of Louisiana, presently have no place to go because all of the years that
protects the judiciary in their constitution in they spent in training for the position that they
reference td the retirement system? obtained, they cannot go back and just pick up

where they left off as I as a lawyer can do if

I don't go on the bench. So I submit to you they
give up a lot when they go on the bench. We
should provide for them in this constitution. I

have no qualms of putting it in the constitution.
It's no new words. It's better done. This commit-
tee has done a good job. They listened to all con-
cerned and they determined it as best to put it

in the constitution and I submit to you it is a

good provision. I want to leave you with one
thought and one thought alone. We must keep the
judiciary at the highest level possible. There
is too much today of people trying to equate the
judiciary down to the level of all others but
when I walk into court, and I am sure that when
you go to court and ask for your rights to be de-
fended, you want to be able to look up to that man
and say, "Your Honor" and mean it. Thank you.
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Didn't I say that I went to the farthest corner As far as the judges are concerned, they can

of the plantation where the birds conversed ... al one? come across the street this spring and I'll make

Did you under....! said alone, my dear sir. The this pledge insorfar as my one vote is concerned.
Do you not know that I'll help the judges get the best possible retire

; corner
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? on the amendment tied: 57-57. Vice Mr. Perez The Chairman has already voted and tf

irman Roy votes yea breaking the tie. is a rule which says the Chairman may vote but he

Tdment adopted: 58-57. Motion to may not vote but Once.
table reconsideration objected to.]

Point of Order
Roy Why do you rise, Mr. Jack?

spe till thi

Mr. Nunez Point of order.
Did you announce the vote as fifty-seven, fifty-

seven and then vote? I didn't quite understand Mr. Roy Why do you rise, Mr. Fontenot?
you. There was a little noise. Would you recapit-
ulate what happened? Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman, I move the

ing of the C

5d that but

3Stion.

Appeal from Ruling of tl-

Acting Chairman,
ig of the Chai

^oy The ruling of the Chair has been appeal
-espect to, I guess, my breaking the tie vote.

Roy I'm in the Chair and the Chair has to Therefore, I'll ask the parliamentarian to

break the vote.... can break the ti

Mr. Clerk, would you state what the motion
It of Orde

Mr. Poynter Unless someone rises further, the Mr. Fontenot I just made a moti
amendment was adopted by the vote of the Vice- question to table a motion.
Chairman in the Chair, fifty-eight to fifty-seven.

Mr. Gravel has moved to reconsider the vote by Mr. Roy An appeal is always in

which the amendment was adopted and table that
motion to which Mr. Stinson has objected to the Point of Informati
tabling of the motion to reconsider.

itel

s

Mr. Chairman, point of information
5f Order to override the ruling of the Chair, how many

When delegates have all voted and th

My
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Mr. Rayburn If I was listening correctly immedi-

ately after the vote, Mr. Gravel moved to lay the

motion on the table and Mr. Ford Stinson, Delegate
Stinson objected. There has been no action taken

on that objection and I am wondering what is before

this body at this time?

Mr. Roy An appeal to the ruling of the Chair

that I was entitled to break the vote.

Mr. Rayburn Can you take that before you take

the motion with the objection? Does that have

preference over any preceding motion that was made?

Mr. Roy
will state the motion.

Hr. Poynter After the vote was taken, the vote

was 57-57, the person in the Chair broke the tie,

made the vote 58-57. and the amendment stood adopt-

ed.
Mr. Gravel moved to reconsider the vote and lay

that motion on the table. At that time Delegate
Stinson objected to tabling. At that time Delegate
Perez rose to a point of order and quizzed the

Chair as to the interpretation under Rule 80 which
reads that "when there is a tie vote, the Chairman
in this event shall. ...and the Chairman shall not

have previously voted, he may vote to break a tie."
Delegate Perez sought a ruling of the Chair as

to whether this rule was to be construed that any
person in the Chair, not have previously voting,
acting as Chairman would be permitted to break
the tie.

The Chair ruled that such person would be able
to break the tie.

Delegate Dennis has appealed the ruling of
the Chair that any person, the V

i

ce-Chai rman or

otherwise, acting in the chair may under Rule 80

vote to break a tie, which is the question before
you at this time.

And under the other rules of the convention, the

question to be put to you is to sus ta i n . . . . vot i ng
yes to sustain the ruling of the Chair, or in

the opposite to vote no, not to sustain that rulinc
of the Chair.

Point

Mr. Stinson Then by manipulation on any issue
that the speaker might be in, he can go down anc

have an assistant go up and his side can gain or

vote. Isn't that so?

Roy No, the speaker Henry cast
and I cast a vote, and I was callec
a tie and I did it as Chairman of this convention
at this time as Vice-Chairman and sitting in the
Chair. I had not voted. I did not vote till afte
I had to break the tie.

Chairman, I move tha
Wednesday, next week

It debatabl

Mr. Poynter All right. We had after the adopt-
ion of the amendment we had a motion by Delegate
Gravel to reconsider the vote by which the amend-
ment was adopted and lay that motion on the
table, to which Delegate Stinson objected.

A point of order was raised, the Chair ruled,
there was an appealing of the ruling of the Chair
now subsequently withdrawn.

As a privilege motion, certainly having privi-
lege over the previous motion and as a substitute
Delegate Planchard has now moved that the conven-
tion stand adjourned until Wednesday at 9:30 if I

understood you correctly. Delegate Planchard.

1 850
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The vote will recur on the substitute motion
by Delegate Planchard that the convention stand
adjourned until 9:30 a.m. Wednesday next.

If the convention votes to adjourn,
disposition of the last vote or the
tion vote to lay it on the table?

Roy Poynter would yc spond to that?

Mr. Poynter Of course the amendment would stand
adopted with no disposition as to reconsideration
and under the rules you have a right to reconsider
on the day or the next legislative day. So it

would be possible that if a delegate chose to do

so, to renew the motion to reconsider atthat time
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Mr. Jack So there can't be any ifs or ands or [Quorum Call: 112 delegates present and
mistakes and fellows that vote one way and say they ^ quorum. Motion to reconsider tabled:
meant another one afterwards, let us just say.... 60-52.]
do you want to vote for the Gravel amendment you
vote a certain color, if you want to vote for the Point of Order
judges', vote another .

Mr . Hardee Mr. Chairman, my vote was not records
Mr. Roy Mr. Jack, you are out of order again. on the board. I want it to be recorded red.

Point of Information Mr. Roy So record it. It does not change the
vote .

Mr. Thompson I want him to restate what the vote
is. And I want the crowd to quit clapping and Chairman Henry in the Chair
hooping and hollering around you so you can hear
us, too, along with that. [potion for recess reie,

Poynti

[notion for recess rejected: 32-70.

that is well taken. I am going without objection ]
restate the motion.

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
'Oint of Order [j journal 346-347]

Ms. Zervigon Mr. Chairman, I thought I heard Mr. Annou
Fontenot move the previous question before the [j j^u
adjournment motion on this subject.

Mr. Planchard I ask th

else's machine and I thi _ __
Mr. Pugh. Now someone has voted
But that vote should be taken over.

Mr. Roy Yes, sir, that point is well taken
Planchard and we will take the vote over agai

Point of Information

original vote?

Mr. Poynter Mr. Pugh's machine was not voted.
Delegate Kean. His machines was not voted on the
amendment, sir.

His machine, however, as Delegate Planchard
points out was voted on the motion to table the
notion to reconsider. Delegate Planchard's point
is correct as to that. His machine, however, was
not voted on the amendment.

Mr. Roy We are going to revote on this once agai
since Mr. Pugh's machine was voted.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack It is well known in all law if a change
of vote where you claim there is a fraud is not
going to change the outcome and since we are dealing
with judges and they decide that. Since we won
by four votes, why does the one happen and did
anybody look to see if Mr. Pugh was under that desk
and reached up and voted.

Mr. Roy Delegate Jack, you are out of order. I

have ruled that we are going to revote.
Mr. Pugh's machine was voted on the motion to

table the reconsideration of the passage of the
Gravel amendment.

9 : 30
Mr. Roy That is what we are doing, Mrs. Zervigon, Wednesday, August 22, 1973.]
but we have to state the motion for the benefit
of everybody.

am going to ask Mr. Poynt(
read and green so that

Poynte

[861]
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Wednesday, August 22, 1973 Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm not
going to rehash the arguments of Saturday. I accept

ROLL CALL the vote of the convention with respect to the con-
cept that we used in dealing with the problem of

[79 delegates present and a quorum.

1

judges' retirement. My amendment, however, is de-
signed to do several things which I think are im-

PRAYER portant in order to clarify this particular issue
before us. My amendment would provide that the

Mr. Alexander Most holy and eternal God, we come legislature shall provide for a system, a retire-

this morning in Thy presence to continue our toils ment system, for judges which would apply to judges

and struggles to perfect a document for the gov- taking office after the effective date of the stat-

ernance of Thy people. We pray, oh God, that Your ute enacting that system. My amendment would fur-

presence will go with us, guide our minds, guide ther provide that a judge in office prior to the

our hands, guide our bodies as we move. Teach us adoption of that retirement system and who has the

Thy ways.' May whatever we do be consistent with protection of benefits under the existing consti-

Thy laws and Thy pronouncements of love, of humility tution, which were further protected in the Gravel

and meekness. May we feel for one another. May amendment adopted on Saturday, would then have the

we be so close so that one cannot fall for the other option of going into that retirement system with

and when we shall have terminated our toils and credit for prior years of service. The amendment
struggles here, receive us into Thy presence where would further carry forward the protective language

we shall praise Thee forever. In the name of of the Gravel amendment providing that a judge in

Jesus. Amen. office or one retired would have his benefits pro-
tected against reduction or dimi ni shment . Under

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE these circumstances, a judge in office at the time
the legislative retirement system for judges was

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL enacted would, in effect, have the option of re-

maining under the present constitutional provisions
[journal of first nine convention days until he was eligible for retirement and entitled
formally adopted.

'i
to the benefits under those provisions or at his
option coming in to what I would assume would be

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS a legislative plan involving contribution by the

[i Journal 34s] judges, but having the benefit of prior years' ser-
vice under the old system. In my opinion, it would

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL not involve the state in any considerable amount
[i Journal i-ts] of funds as far as prior years service is concerned,

because if the judge who had this option stayed un-

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL der the present system the state would be respon-
[r Journal 34S-3'!''] sible for his retirement benefits in any event, and

you would simply be granting him the option of
UNFINISHED BUSINESS coming into the new system in which he would make

his contributions and have the benefit of prior
PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE years' service. It seems to me that this would be

a reasonable approach to the problem. It gives the

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 21, introduced legislature the right to deal with the details of
by Delegate Dennis, Chairman on Behalf of the Com- the retirement system; it protects, as does the

mittee on the Judiciary, and other delegates, mem- Gravel amendment, the existing rights of the judges
bers of that committee, which is a substitute for and retired judges and their surviving spouses; but
Committee Proposal No. 6, a proposal making pro- give those judges in office the right to go into
visions for the judiciary branch of government and the new system with credit for prior years' service.
necessary provisions with respect thereto. I yield to any question, Mr. Chairman.

The status of the proposal at this time: the con-
vention has adopted as amended the first 22 sec- Questions
tions of this proposal with the following excep-
tions: Section 18, dealing with juvenile courts and Mr. Wei ss Delegate Kean, this provides for the
its jurisdiction was passed over and Section 20 judges currently in office, and would provide for
dealing with preservation of evidence failed to a more independent judiciary you feel, is that
pass. In addition the convention has had under right at this time?.. .by virtue of the retirement
consideration Section 23, retirement of judges. benefits that should be.
Of course, an amendment to that section was adopted
on Saturday. M£^ ^ean^ Dr. Weiss, I made my position, I think,

clear with respect to the independence of the
Amendments judiciary Saturday. I accept the deci.sion of the

convention as to a legislative retirement plan. I'm
Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegates Kean, simply now trying to afford to the existing judges,
Lowe and Zervigon. a right to come into that plan with prior years'

Amendment No. 1, on page 7, delete lines 22 service,
through 32 both inclusive in their entirety and
on page 8, delete lines 1 through 31 both inclusive Mr. Weiss My question is about the future judici-
in their entirety. ary and its independence by virtue of the retire-

Amendment No. 2, delete the amendment proposed ment benefits. Is there anything in here to in-
by Delegate Gravel and others and adopted by the elude for that?
convention on August 18, 1973, and Insert in lieu
thereof the following: "the legislature shall pro- Mr. Kean It provides that the legislature shall
vide for a retirement system for judges which shall provide for a retirement system for judges who
apply to a judge taking office after the effective take office after enactment of the statute. Under
date of the statute enacting the system and to which those circumstances, I take that as a mandate to

a judge in office at the time of its adoption may the legislature to establish the system,
elect to join with credit for all prior years of
judicial service without contribution therefor, pro- M r. Chatelain Delegate Kean, I'm a little lost at
vided however, a judge in office or retired at the this verbiage that states the "statute enacting the
time of the adoption of this constitution shall not sys tem" . . . wha t

' s going to happen to the judge in

have diminished any retirement benefits or judicial office at the time this constitutional convention
service rights nor shall the benefits to which his goes into effect. There's a gap there that 1 can't
surviving spouse is entitled be reduced. figure out. Would you explain that to me please?

Explanation Mr. Kean As I appreciate it, Mr. Chatelain, both

[8521
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ay arunder the Gravel amendment of Sa

amendment, a judge who is presently in office and
entitled to benefits under the present constitu-
tional provisions is protected against a diminutio
or reduction of those benefits. He can stay in th

category under this amendment if he desires to do
so, but if he wants to get into the new plan that
the legislature is mandated to adopt, then he woul
have the option of doing so and would get the bene
fit of prior years' service in noing into that nen

Kean futu ges would be taken ca
by the mandated retirement plan. My amendment
to bridge the gap by which those in the presen
having present constitutional benefits which c

not be diminished or reduced can leave the pro
and go into the new program if they want to do

you

Mr. Pugh Mr. Kean, given these set of facts, as
appreciate it from your amendment, he would be gi

credit for the prior years if he elected to come
under the new system.

Mr. Pugh Now, suppose he does not...I take it

that he's got to elect that and they all make that
election at one time and that would be shortly
after the adoption of this constitution. Is that
lat you contemplate

any connection
were persons »

another systerr

time, ar

_puah

thi

•ement system that I have ha

knowledge of where there
entitled to join it from

it always provided that they
ithin a specified period of

right, as I appreciate it on your
amendment, it would give them credit for the prior
years, suppose they elect not to come under the ne
system and stay where they are and then down the
road the legislature decides they are going to in-
crease some benefits to them. I take it that the
ones who stayed where they were would not have the
benefits increased. Is that your appreciation?

Mr. Kean That's correct, yes sir. They would ha
the option of staying where they are or coming int
the new system. If they stayed where they are, th
they would not get the benefits of the new system.

Mr. Pugh All right, by the same token, if they
elect to come into the new system and get credit
for their prior years and there's an increase, th
they would ride along with that increase. Is tha
right?

Kear CO ect

ean, as I read yo idment ,

. Gravel ' s amendment ,

St future diminution
for future judges , is

and this was also true in
there is no protection aga
of any plan which is set u

that correct?

Mr. Kean Future judges would be covered by the
legislative plan. It's my appreciation that until
rights become vested under a retirement syttem
that the legislature or whatever might be the cre-
ating body, would have a right to change those

benefits up and

judge who t

percent of
assumpt ion

<ean, as I understand it, eac
TOW is entitled to a hundred
iry. Am I incorrect in this

. Kean Except in certain instances where t^

a disability situation, in which case he is

entitled to two-t

>lr. Le Bleu O.K
Tient age is

he can conti
sa

1

ary until

.K. now, if a judge at hi

good health and decides t

to recieve a hundred per

e time of his death.

Kean

Bleu

f he stayed under the olc

If I remember correctly
offe
the

jgran

rrectly, one of the
amendments that was offered here the other day

new retirement system, say

a contribution of six percent and his retirement
benefits would be computed on a four percent aver-
age. Now, it was my understanding that this amend-
ment would reduce the amount that he would receive
to, say, eighty-five or ninety percent of his orig-
inal salary. Am I correct in this? The reason for
my question is I can't understand the reason for
this particular amendment when a judge could, at
the time of his election to one retirement system
or the other where he could now, under the present
constitution, retire at a hundred percent of his
salary, elect to take a payment under the new re-
tirement system at a lesser amount.

Mr. Kean Well, I think it's a rather clear reason,
in my opinion, why they might want to get in the
other system, Mr. Le Bleu; as I understand the
present system a judge, except for a disability
situation, can't retire until he reaches an age of
70 and has to retire when he gets to be 75. Now,
that means that a person who went on the bench
when he was forty, for example, would have to stay
on the bench for a long period of time in order to

be eligible for retirement. Whereas, he might
wish to retire when he got to be age 65 or after
20 years service at age 60, and if that kind of a

benefit was provided for in the legislative retire-
ment system, then he would elect to go from the con-
stitutional system that he is protected with by
this amendment into that system. That's one of the
main purposes, I think, for wanting this option.
Because, it would give them some flexibility with
respect to retirement.

Kean, I'm concerned about a hiatus
this proposal is adopted as is and

with your amendmen t . . . wha t would happen to an in-

dividual who became a judge between the time that
the new constitution might be adopted and the stat-
ute would be enacted by the legislature. You could
have, let's say, a six-month period, maybe ten new
judges during that period of time, and it does not
look like that parti cu 1 ar ... those individuals who
become judges between that period of time are
covered by the old retirement system. Is that not
correct that there is that hiatus and that there
should be something, someplace, even in a special
schedule, which would cover this?

M r. Kean I think that you would have to provide
in some manner that if a judge took office between
the adoption of the constitutioi .ind the enactment
of this statute that he would be covered by the
statute.

that
Casey

. Casey That he
the old system, o wou

Mr. Kean I think that if the constitution is

adopted no longer providing for those benefits,
then I think he would have to come under the pro-
visions of the statute because that would be the

only retirement system to which he'd be entitled.
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Further Discussion of this convention last Saturday. Now this pro-
posed amendment, and Mr. Kean makes it appear that

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have there is very little difference between what he

always believed, and I want you to listen to this proposes here, and what we did last Saturday. This
closely, that the judges should come under a re- proposed amendment seeks to half legislate with re-

tirement system created by the legislature. Mr. spect to judicial retirement for judges who are to

Chairman, can you get some order? There's still be elected in the future. It goes further than tha

an awful lot of noise... and seeks to require the legislature to prepare a

Now, I want to point out to you that I spoke for certain kind and type of retirement system that
the Gravel amendment for which I am a co-author. will be applicable to judges in the future. I sub-
I had in reservation, along with Mr. Tom Velazquez, mit to you, ladies and gentleman of the convention.

ithor.
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indicated just now, I be'

that had accrued at the
constitution?

Mr. Gravel That's correct.

Hr. Lanier Would it be accurate to state that
under the present constitution that the rights do
not accrue until there is 23 years service?

Mr. Gravel Under the present constitution, I

think. . .Wei 1 , some rights don't accrue until there
is 23 years service. There are other rights that
have to do with respect to disability and the right
of the beneficiary in the event of death.

disabled, who is on the bench, but doesn t have his
23 years. This gives no protection to that type of
a judge. Would that be correct?

the legislature is

that we adopted to give credit for the time that
has been served, under any plan that it would adopt.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

Mr. Lowe Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
tion , Vm sure that one of the most emotional
things that any convention can consider is the
retirement benefits of someone that has worked
years to attain those particular benefits. We
are not here working with a simple concept, but
I think we are all here working to provide bene-
fits to a group of individuals presently in our
judicial system today, that have earned certain
benefits. You know and I know that compensation
comes in one big package. Compensation comes in

one big package--i t ' s that take-home pay that you
get. It's the benefits that you get, all of those
fringe benefits, and it's the benefits you get
upon retirement. There is not any of us here, that
when we accept employment, don't take all of that
into consideration. Now, I believe that the judges
that are presently serving have served over the
years and have taken into consideration the retire-
ment that will accrue to them. I know when I get
a tax case and the Internal Revenue Service comes
in, they say there has been unreasonable compensa-
tion. They don't just look at salaries. They
look at benefits, fringe benefits, retirement and
everything thrown in. It's a known concept that
compensation takes into consideration everything.
Now some of the judges, I have a judge in my dis-
trict that in two or three years will have served
18 years. Now, if he's not reelected, he has no
benefits that have accrued to him at all. Now I

ask you, is that fair for a man that may have
served 18 years to suddenly have to walk away from
a career, his second career, because to get to his
second career he has to have had at first, a suc-
cessful first career? I think it's proper that
judges, probably most of them go into office at
the height of their career. First of all, they
have to have proved that they are professionally
mature. They've had a practice, most of them, that
they have to leave, that they've built up over the
years. They sacrifice for this because they know
that once they get into the judgeship, if they do
a good job, that they are going to end up being
able to retire and support their family for the
rest of their life. Now I think there is only a

couple of issues involved here. All of us want to
see a separation of powers and we've beat that
dog to death and there is no use beating it any
more. I know we'd get 132 votes if we voted for
a separation of power. Now, in conjunction with
that, we need to provide a judge that's going to
leave a career that he's built up to go into the
judgeship, an assurance that he is going to be able
to retire with some reasonable benefits. Now let's
stop right there. Are we saying that we here to-
day are going to tell what those benefits are? No,
we're not. We're doing what you want us to do.

We're saying let the legislature decide. So how
can anyone come up here and say we're legislating.
We're saying the legislature shall provide, and
that's all we're saying. Now, we are making sure
that we're not going to diminish any of the benefits
that are presently there for judges and this is

where it gets complicated. You hear Mr. Lanier ask
a reasonable question. Has a judge that's been in

for 18 years, and is 55 years old, does he have any
benefits that have accrued to him legally? I would
say probably not, but he does have benefits that
should have accrued to him because if he can go to
retirement age, he can retire. Now I submit to you
that we have to come up with this particular pro-
vision. By coming up with this particular provision
we are not doing anything, except granting to the
legislature the authority to provide for a retire-
ment system for judges. You're going to have people
that are going to come up here and say look, we're
doing something for judges we haven't done for any-
one else. L.S.U., with all of the people that they
have in their system, did not have a funded retire-
ment system. They fought for years before the
legislature asking them to give L.S.U. a funded re-
tirement system where the professors, the employees,
could make a contribution into that system and be
assured that at retirement age they would have a

decent retirement. Now there was no big hue and
cry about all of the professors and all of the
people at L.S.U. getting something for nothing. They
could stay in the system that was there or they
could join the new system. The concept is simple.
Over the years, and many years ago, retirement
systems were not the sophisticated, complicated
things they are today. We're been locked in with
the 1921 provision that was not sophisticated at
that time. Retirement was not the big thing at that
time that it is today. Now we have a complicated
system for judges today. In many instances, a judge
could serve 18 years and get absolutely nothing.
You wouldn't want that for your family, and the
judges didn't just start today asking us to do
something ^bout it. I ask that you give your seri-
ous consideration to a serious problem that we can
solve richt here today.

Personal Privilege

and ask Judge Tate to step in there and let all
of them go to confession that wants to, and then
we'll go ahead with our business.

Further Piscussion

Cha i rmaMr. Nunez
rise in support of this amer
as brief as possi ble , but I

tions and didn't have the oc

"ellcw delegates, I

nent . I'll try to be
anted to ask some ques
Drtunity to. I dis-

agree V

the mos
judges '

tain"
the
Chai

the statement th made here, that
J that we did was to take the
t of the constitution. Cer-

ly I don't think it was the most popular thing
convention ever did by 57 to 57 votes and the
rman broke the tie, or the Vice Chairman. In

fact, all I heard over the weekend is why did you
take the retirement of the judges out of the consti-
tution? It's been in there since 1921. Those judges
that have run for judge ran with the idea that they
would have that retirement and you took it out and
you said let the legislature do it. Now the way I

read this amendment, it just simply says, "The leg-
islature shall provide for a retirement system for
judges." But it goes one step further, and it pro-
tects those judges who might be, who might have a 15
or 20 year period as a judge. Let's take, for an
example, the legislature provides for that retirement
system and the legislature tells those judges, "Well
you can join that system, judge, you can join it

af ter. . .you ' ve been in a free one all these years."
Let's keep that in mind. The judges had a free re-
tirement system. They did not contribute, but the
state paid their retirement. The ones they tried to
get into the constitution Saturday, they wanted to
contribute. This qoes a little further and it tells
you, it tells the legislature that a judge who is
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years, that the legis-
Judge, you can retire,

i th 15 years of back

ready to retire that ha

lature can't tell him,
but you've got to come
pay." Now don't believe that isn't possible be-

cause that's that they're trying to do. This is

what this amendment protects. It protects that

individual that has a vested retirement system. A

free vested retirement system with the state. It

tells him that he can have that vested retirement

system if the legislature passes an act requiring

judges to retire. What's so terribly wrong with

that? What's so terribly wrong with that? I can't

see anything that was so terribly wrong with put-

ting it into the constitution, spelling it out that

judges should have contributed seven percent and

could retire at three and a half percent. Again,

a separation of powers. Again, this al most ... "you

shall have a retirement system", but we're giving

some protection to the people who are retired, by

the way, or the spouses and the children of the

people who are retired, and the judges who are

about to retire. What's so wrong with this? You're

just adding another paragraph to the constitution,
and certainly you are maintaining that separation
that everybody seems to want to maintain. So I

ask you to go along with this amendment. I think

it's a good amendment. I don't think it's as good
as putting it in the constitution, but I think it's

a good amendment.

_Pu3}}

ions

're not suggesting to this body that
those judges who have retired or their surviving
spouses who are receiving some benefits, that any-
one can take those benefits away from them, are
you? That's a valid, vested right that the United
States Constitution would protect. There's nothinc
that can be done about those benefits.

lez your jesti

retired judges and also the surviving spouses of

those who have passed away, who are presently under
the system. You're not suggesting anybody can take
anything away from them?

Mr. Nunez Mr. Pugh, I'm sugggs t i ng . . . a nd I'm not
suggesting, I've said outright, and I think this
amendment protects those judges. Those judges who
are not now retired and have 15 years and they might
want to retire under the legislative program ... I 'm

suggesting that the legislative program might tell
those judges that you can retire if you've put up
the additional funds that it takes to retire.
That's the way I read the amendment. It protects
those particular people. If you read it any
different, I'd have to disagree with you. Yes.

Mr. Pugh Yes, I read it that whoever has a vested
right up to this moment or until the adoption of
this constitution has got it period, and nobody
could take it away from them.

Tate Sen itor did -stand your
argument to be that the difference between the
Gravel amendment providing for a legislative re-
tirement and the Kean amendment providing for a

legislative system of retirement, is that the Kean
amendment provides that they must provide a means
for sitting judges to get credit for past service?

Mr . Nunez That's exactly what I said. Judge. If

I didn't make it clear enough, you certainly did.
That's what I think is the whole argument and the
whole point of this amendment. And that's what I

think the whole argument and the whole point of
why we should adopt this amendment.

-ther )iscussio

1 and fel t delegates , I

I think it's a

should be change

In order to understand this amendment, you have to

read them both together. Now looking here in the

Journal, it says "The legislature shall provide for

a retirement system for judges: orovided. however,
a judge in office or retired at 'he tire of adoption
of this constitution, shall not have diminished any

retirement benefits or judicial service rights,
nor shall the benefits to which his surviving spouse
is entitled to, be reduced."

I see nothing wrong with that. I think we should

stay with it. This adds, in other words, it takes

the "The legislature shall provide for a retirement
system for judges...". Then it goes on to say, the

new amendment, "which shall apply to a judge taking
office after the effective date of the statute en-

acting the system, and to which a judge in office
at the time of its adoption may elect to join with
credit for all prior years of judicial service with-
out contribution therefore, provided, however, a

judge in office or retired at the time of the adop-
tion of this constitution."

Well that's the difference of the two amendments.
I don't see any need to add all that. I think it's

taken care of. I'm afraid when you put too much
verbiage in it, it might be dangerous. I think we

adopted a good amendment Saturday. Let's stay with
it and defeat this amendment.

[Pr rdered. Record vo
3 adopted; 69-43.
r tabled.'}

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

didn't take the floor, probably should have a little
ahead of this, and it may be a little late now. I

can see a number of bugs in this provisfon right now,

and I want some of the legislators that's going to

have to work out some of the details to be giving
me some of the answers a little later because I'll

probably have to help handle it, assuming I'll still

be in the House, if something doesn't happen to me.
But, this makes no provisions for the type of sys-
tem you're going to have, number one. Number two
is, I don't know how you're going to say when it's
funded and when it's not funded because the judge
is going to have the right to ride the big old
black horse that's going good, or he's going to have
an opportunity, at the last minute, to jump on the

young new horse that's got ten years ahead of him.

There's a many of thousand dollars and hundred
thousands of dollars difference in that. Now if

you are assuming that the state employees are going
to accept this judicial system into theirs without
several million dollars being put up, and the state
employees' retirement system vote to adopt the work-
ings of this constitution, I think you're kidding
yourself because that system is going to be getting
considerably further in the red if an additional
several million dollars is not put into it. Then
again, somebody had better start figuring out the
responsibility that the state would have to the
municipal judges in trying to incorporate a system,
and also some answers to give the state employees
if they decide to put the city employees in the
state employees' system when they should go into
another system. So there's many unanswered things
in this. I just think that somebody that may know
a good bit more about retirement than 1 do had
better start pretty quick in trying to get some
pretty solid answers because there's going to be a

lot of questions asked, just prior to election, with
reference to this particular item in this constitu-
tional convention proposal.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment proposed by Delegate Zer-
vigon to Committee Proposal No. 21.

Amendment No. 1. On page 8, between lines 31

and 32, insert the following: (Mrs. Zervigon, con-
sidering the adoption of the previous amendment, it

would be well to say on page 7, immediately follow-
ing the language added by the amendment proposed by
Delegate Kean and Just adopted, insert the following

[856]
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as a new paragraph) "The retirement benefits or after this constitution goes in effect, if it does,

judicial service rights of any judge shall not be Now, this amendment, Tm against it. we've passed

-eased during the term for which such judge is this last amendment which I think is fair, where
-- -• - .. ^u- . -.--

.-3J) already been in. That provision was
Constitution and was a part of the emol-

that office. You went along with that.

Explanation Now a judge up until this amendment came in, he's in

office when this is effective, he can choose which

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Chairman and delegates, this system. Now, we're getting back to the unfair scuff.

paragraph would carry forward the philosophy that Now the judges that elect to come under the new one,

we put earlier in this article of the constitution if they do, that are in office, or the ones that

when we said that the legislature couldn't decrease get elected after this constitution becomes law,

the compensation of a judge during his term of they should be governed by the legislature and get

office. We said at that time that we thought that out of the constitution and not have reserved here,

the judiciary ought to be as independent as pos- This amendment, if passed will give to the future

sible, that we knew that they had to be dependent judges these rights that no other pension system

upon. ..It was handed out Saturday, Mr. Flory. We has. I just can't understand this type of amendment,

knew that they had to be dependent upon the legis- In simple, after adopting, a minute, a few minutes
lature for their compensation, but they didn't ago, an amendment getting rid of the Gravel amend-
want to be able to be pulled up and down like a ment of which I was a coauthor, we gave a choice
windOAShaoe during the legislative session if they "'en this constitution becomes effective, if the

sound themselves in the position of having to make people adopt it, of the judges in office then. They

unpopular decisions. This doesn't isolate a judge can come under the new one or they can stay under

forever, but extends to the judges that will be their present system. The new judges that are

sworn in after the adoption of the constitution, the elected after the effective date, they are going to

same right not to have his rights tampered with as come under the one the legislature passes. The

we've extended to present sitting and retired judges. legislature ought to have full authority on the

I urge your adoption of this amendment in order to future judges just like they do on all other pension
insure a judiciary that is responsive to the assistance. This does not do it. I don't know

people through the six-year and ten-year terms that what judges are suggesting this, but this is bad if

we have adopted, and yet independent of any pres- any judge is doing it. I'm not arguing with the

sure from the legislative arm of government. I'll author, that's a different thing. She's got a right
answer any questions. to introduce any of them. But the future judges,

they should be just like us peons and everybody
Questions else, be in a legislative act. Take your chances,

and at times, things are going to have to be de-

Mr. Anzalone Mrs. Zervigon, are you adding this creased in legislation that sets up and carries out

to the Kean amendment or are you replacing the Kean pension systems to be sure they are fiscally sound,

amendment with this amendment? So I ask you to defeat this. I want to keep the
pension system sound in Louisiana, and not show

Mrs. Zervigon No, we made a technical amendment favoritism to any group. This will be showing
to that effect. I'm adding it to the Kean amend- favoritism to the new judges that come in the office,

ment. I don't believe that it conflicts with the The judges there now, it was a part of their salary
Kean amendment or the Gravel amendment, but adds like if they'd said to a judge back there when you
one more idea to those two amendments. ran, you have got a system in the Constitution of

1921, it provides you get paid so much by the legis-
Mr. Anzalone And this concept is in keeping with lature and the constitution says if you die, your
the constitutional provision that we have now that wife, your widow is going to get so much. If you
a judge's salary cannot be reduced during his term live, when you retire, you're going to get so much,
in office. Therefore, it should be right that his which is a delayed payment of salary or emolument,
retirement benefits should not be reduced during But we're not dealing with that in this thing. This
his term in office. is for the new one, and let's defeat it.

Mrs. Zervigon That's the intent of the amendment. [previous Question ordered. Amendment
rejected: 38-67. Motion to reconsider

Hr. Fulco I don't have a copy of the Kean amend- taiied.]
ment, but in the Kean amendment it did say that the

t to go under the new system, if the Amendment
came up with one that showed an in-

benefits. So your amendment, Mrs. Mr. Poyn ter Amendment No. 1 [bu Mr. Tobias]. in
Id be a conflict with that, as I see Convention Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by (we

need to change it from Gravel to Kean) Kean, et al,
and adopted by the convention on August 22, imme-

No, sir. Unless mine is improperly diately after (we need to strike out the words "after

is a possibility because I'm not an
' Section 23"), make it read: immediately before the

e is to apply to future judges. Both words "the legislature" insert "Section 23. (A)",
ents we've adopted to date, the Gravel Amendment No. 2. In Convention Floor Amendment
the Kean amendment, apply solely to No. 1, proposed by Mr. Kean, et al, and adopted by

g now, sitting or retired in 1973- the convention on August 22, 1973, immediately
worried what would happen to a judge after the words "is entitled, be reduced" add the
'75, who made an unpopular decision following as a new paragraph: "(8). A judge shall

not remain in office beyond his 70th birthday ex-
cept as otherwise provided in this section."

judges
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Now this particular phrase would not affect any Mr. Avant Well, Mr. Tobias, don't you think that

oresentlv sitting judge. The reason is that under under the language as it now stands, that "the

the Kean amendment, the phrase, "judicial service legislature shall provide a retirement system for

rights" would continue any judge in office until judges, etc., etc.", that :he legislature can pro-

the age of seventy-five, at least. It would allow vide the age at which there shall be a mandatorv

him to continue in office until that time.
-'' ^-' *'"* "— -'-"'* *'''"'' '"'

The phrase, seventieth birthday, if we do not

put this in, this would mean that a judge could

stay in office forever and a day. There would b

no age at which he could retire. Anybody could

force him to retire. As far as saying that the

legislature by an act in the retirement system
judge shall retire on his seve-

hday, they cannot do this under our amend- so special about seventy. Why is it at age

that we adopted, t

thi
)oke
;1 amendme

ret
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of the bar thinks should have --etired ^^5 f^^^ percent, he'd have a fif
I rise, and for what its worth, if you wart to retirement system,

take advantage of my. ..what little expertise I have
on this thing, the national recommendations ore to „^ ^ ^^^^^ ,f ^^^^^.^ j^^ 5^5^^^ that the legisla-

percen

mandatory retirement ag
jnstitution because otherwise they have an
ight to serve so long as they are elected
leir death, no matter what.

I yield, Mr. Chairman.

ited to come
,ystem is gc

^""'"- Mr. Womack The question is, though, under this

Further Discussion the legislature could go ahead and adopt a system
and could say that you are going to get one percent

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this for every ten years you serve, if you are going to

amendment simply puts back into the provision the go ahead and assume that.

sentence that was originally adopted by the commit- What I'm saying is that the legislature has the

tee. As I recall, I don't remember any real serious authority to provide that he shall go on and get

opposition in our committee. We were pretty much whatever benefits he's accrued, according to how

unanimous in our agreement that this would upgrade many years he's served, and that the twenty-year

the judiciary. It would require a definite date factor is only a maximum benefit of eighty percent,

for retirement so that you wouldn't have to have
judiciary commissions and other judges trying to Mr. Avant That would be possible. I think, frank-

decide. whether a fellow judge was still mentally 'y, under the provision that we have as it is drawn,

able or physically able to carry on his job; you that the legislature can fix, under language here an

would establish a retirement age at seventy which age at which there shall be mandatory retirement

is not too early, we don't think, and this would and my primary argument is that having decided that

require that all judges go into retirement. These this is something that the legislature should do,

judges could still be used as reserve judges to be this entire concept of judicial retirement, when we

assigned in cases of emergency until they no longer should leave it completely to the legislature and
lars .

ittee adopted tr

1 good provi s i or

irticle that we

nan, fellow delegates,
oppose this amendment and I'll tell you why. We
have, in the' first place, voted to adopt the con-
cept that the legislature shall provide for a re-
tirement system for judges. Now, if we are going
to leave this matter to the legislature, I don't
think that we can tie the hands of the legislatur
with a provision such as this.

The danger in this prosivion that I see is if

the legislature in its wisdom decided that retire
ment should be based upon twenty years of judicia
service and that's the system that they put in,

then you are effectively prohibiting any man or

woman who is over the age of fifty years from see
ing judicial office with any hope of ever being a

to retire, so you are eliminating completely from
the pool of possible judicial candidates all per-
sons who are over fifty years of age because any-
one who enters the judiciary does so, I am sure,
with the idea that someday, if they are a good ju

and do their job properly, that they will be per-
mitted to remain in office and ultimately will be

permitted to retire.
Now, we have other provisions in this article

which we will get to later, and which are in the given job.

law now, that do permit the retirement of judges, I just don't see how we can say to a person, "B

the involuntary retirement of judges who for rea- cause you have reached a certain age, and for no

sons of health, either mental or physical, are no other reason, you can no longer serve in this posi

longer able to discharge the duties of that office tion." That's completely arbitrary. There's no

and they can be involuntarily retired. rationality to that. It's one single fact about
But we have elected, as I said, to leave this an individual. It has nothing to do with his

matter to the legislature with respect to those ability to do the job. If a man can't do the job,

judges who would take office after this constitu- we have means for removing him from that position,

tion became effective, if it ever becomes effective. But I don't see why we should automatically declar

And I think that it is. ..having made that deter- "Your usefulness has ended," or at least, in the

mination, then the best thing for us to do is to normal fashion as other peoples' usefulness is

leave the entire system to the legislature, both utilized, it'<

respect to the age at which a persor
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If they would be able to stay in their home dis- Question

trict, they'd probably be much more capable in

nstances of continuing to ser Conroy, referring to Section

if a man wants to retire at seven- page 10, lines 7 and following, which deals with the

ty and'^join this pool, now he can. In the future judiciary commission, the provision "on recommenda-

he'could if this weren't passed, but this will re- tion of the Judiciary Commission, the Supreme Court

quire him to retire and join this pool and travel may retire involuntarily a judge for a disability

around the state if he wants to continue to be a that seriously interferes with the performance of

judge, rather than staying in his home district. his duties and that is or is likely to become of a

So there are really two basic issues I think we permanent character". Don't you think that that is

should consider. The first is, the fact that the ample protection against the senile judge, the judge

people should be allowed to decide who their judges who cannot take care of his duties?

will be. That's the first point. And if they de-

sire to have a man who's seventy or eighty or what- Mr. Conroy No, not as a practical matter. That

ever age, it seems to me that should be their carries with it a stigma that is not likely to be

(-ho-j(;e, imposed on a judge who, while possessing some mental

The'second point is that we should not make an capacities, is not the kind of judge you want on

arbitrary age discrimination in this constitution, the bench any more, Mr. Avant. You can realize that.

completely unrelated in this instance to competency It's the same difference between interdicting a

or ability to do the job. We shouldn't tell our person and suffering through the difficult time

people who get up in age, whether it's judges or that they may have when they are really incapable

any other position, that automatically their use- of performing, but you don't want to put the stigma

fulness is ended, that they can't serve as normal on them. And I think that particular section that

functioning human beings simply because they have you refer to would put a stigma, the intention of a

reached a certain age, so I urge the defeat of mandatory retirement age is to avoid getting into

this amendment. that area where you might begin to have that stigma.

Questions [previous Question ordered.]

Mr. Dennis Woody, I didn't get a chance to ask Closing
Mr. Avant this question. He ran out of time. He
had indicated, I believe, that the legislature in Mr. Tobias I'd just like to make three minor points

the retirement ... the statutory retirement program in closing.
could provide for a mandatory retirement age for First of all, judges don't run generally for the

retirement system,
ndatory Second, Louisiana presently pr

tution that judges have to retire
seventy-five.

Third, most states place restrictions upon judges'
reti rement . . . a t the age at which they must retire.
Some of them do it by reducing the benefits at which
a judge can retire, for example, California does it

by judges' retirement benefits. If he doesn't retire
at the age of seventy, it will reduce fifty percent.
And some states such as Minnesota wipe out all

jposed amendment to create a mandatory retirement judges' retirement benefits if he doesn't retire at

age of seventy for judges. And that is the issue. age seventy, which has the same effect.
I think it's become clearer from the questions since So I urge the adoption of the amendment.
Mr. Avant spoke.

But the issue is whether or not you will have a

mandatory retirement age for judges because if you

judges.
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and amended and now we are going back over
went over on Saturday?

tched several

Mr. Vesich Mr. Dennis, didn't I understand tha
it's a different amendment, Judge other amendments were supposed to be technical w

we voted against Mr. Weiss's proposal? I though
the amendments on the table were supposed to be

Explanation technical. When Mr. Weiss moved for the entire
voted against it because I though

izquez This is basically a very. ..a rela- they were technical amendments. Isn't that what
ject matter
they were t

understood:
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just now that Mr. Velazquez showed you th-

Mr.
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much did it cost the state, I asked
[f you know, how much did it costyou, Mr. Lowe?

the state as an initial appropriation to fund thi

particular retirement program?

Mr. Lowe Mr. Gravel, I just told you that I mad
the rounds of the chambers trying to find out how
much had to be appropriated. But I'll say to you
right now. .

.

Mr. Gravel

Mr. Lowe
know. . .

Mr. Gravel

answer that you dor

My answer is that

(now

it fu. -ther
to tell you that I do not know how much the state
would have to appropriate to make every other sys-
tem in the state of Louisiana actuarially sound.
I mentioned to you the other day that the State of
Florida needed to make an appropriation of 1.8 bil-
lion dollars to make that system actuarially sound
and fully funded. I also told you that on June 30,
1971 that the teachers' retirement system needed
$615,000,000 to make it fully funded. I do know
those figures. I'm telling you that we need to...
the state needs to make many appropriations to make
funds actuarially sound and fully funded.

Lowe, I know you just said you di

would cost the state to fund the
a position to know how m

not go into a

ibute?

know how much
system. Would
it would cost the state if
funded system, where judges

Mr. Lowe Mr. Nunez, I spoke to Mr. Huval, who is

the actuary for the State Employees' Retirement
System, and I also read a report that he put out.
It is now costing the state twenty-nine percent of
the compensation of the judges today to meet the
payroll of the retired judges. So it's costing the
state twenty-nine percent of the compensation of
the judges. Now, assuming that the judges went into
the State Employees' Retirement System...! appreciate
the legislators' cost to fund that system is now
eighteen percent. If the judges are to pay six or
seven percent or eight percent, we could say that
it might be ten percent that it would cost to fund
it under a new funding type system, so we would cut
the cost down two-thirds to the state of what it
is today.

Nunez

the Disc

iS exceeded

i s s 1 n

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen
of the convention, in answer to the question posed
by Mr. Gravel, if I recall our figures correctly,
it cost the state a million and a half dollars for
the LSU system. I do not think that that system
adequately funded the LSU system as a system within
itself. But, yet when they were placed into the
other retirement system, they were willing to absorb
it on that basis. Now, let me state this about
these two amendments---the one, the Kean amendment
and the Velazquez amendment. One of them in my
opinion does not require the judges to put up, and
you might say, buy the time that they have already
earned in the retirement system. That's the Kean
amendment. These judges who have been elected or
sitting have earned certain retirement benefits,
provided that they can continue being elected enough
to where that they will earn a total retirement
system. Remember this, if a judge does not earn a

total of enough time to retire during the time that
he is sitting as a judge, he gets nothing under the
present system. He gets nothing. He can serve for

eighteen years, be elected three times, and if he
gets defeated on his fourth try, he gets nothing.

On the other hand If he is elected to that fourth
term, and then he can retire with the benefits he
will receive, it will cost the state considerable
money to pay him his retirement over the years that
he may live, or If he should die, his surviving
spouse. That's the difference in the system. What
I am afraid of, under the Velazquez amendment, that
it might force the judges to contribute to get the
benefit of that years of service which they have
earned by previous elections. I do not believe
that's exactly right. To have an actuarially funded
system, as Mr. Lowe spoke about, would initially cost
the state a considerable amount of money for these
judges. Over the long run the state will save a lot
of money on the contributory program for the judges
in the future. I do not believe the Velazquez amend-
ment is a good one because of the jeopardy it puts
the judges' retirement system in for those who are
sitting judges now and have earned a certain amount
of retirement benefits which the state would be
obligated to pay, if they can continue being elected
to office. That's the difference in the amendments.
As to the question of whether or not you want your
judges to buy this previous time, are you going to
give it to them under the present constitutional
provisions, which I feel like the state is obligated
to pay for them. That's the situation. You make
your choice. I feel like that from the standpoint
of the judges that the Velazquez amendment is a bad
one. Therefore, I ask you to reject it.

Mr. Velazquez First, I want to say that this is
not Mr. Gravel's amendment. I first had this thing
written up last Friday and It was distributed on your
desks last Friday. I showed it to Mr. Gravel. I

also showed it to Mrs. Miller and to several other
people. On this past Saturday when we voted on Mr.
Gravel's amendment, I voted against Mr. Gravel's
amendment because I felt this was a better amendment.
It was due to come up second after Mr. Gravel's
amendment, but this convention chose to adjourn Sat-
urday. Tom Velazquez didn't choose to adjourn, the
convention chose to adjourn. Today, when it came
up with several others, I deferred to Mr. Kean to
give him an opportunity to present his views. I

still thought this was a better amendment. I think
if you will check my voting record, you will see
that I have consistently voted opposite from Mr.
Gravel. I have never spoken in favor of any of the
programs that Mr. Gravel has stood up on this plat-
form and advocated. Nothing personal to Mr. Gravel
..just a question of the way I felt about them. I

feel this is still a good amendment. I think this
will allow the legislature to set up a system of
sufficient attractiveness for the active judges, so
that they will leave the free ride. I think it's
fair to everyone. I ask you to support the amend-

lA.erdwent^

'oynte

bled.

2

Amendment

nents offered by Delegates Ja

and Velazquez.
Amendment No. 1. In Floor Amendment No. 2 pro-

posed by Delegate Kean, et al , and adopted by the
convention on this date, at the beginning of line 1,

delete the word, "The", and insert in lieu thereof
the following: "Within two years after the effectiv
date of this constitution, the".

Explanation

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this
simply provides this amendment to the Kean amend-
ment, which I've mentioned before, states that with-
in two years after the effective date of this con-
stitution, the 1 egislature. . . 1 t goes on and tracks
the Kean amendment ... shal 1 provide for a retirement

[863]
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system for the judges that hadn't been elected... we should change that. I think that

in other words, the new judges. I'm not intimating remain as it is.

the legislature wouldn't do its duty. I've been a

member of it. The Constitution of '21 '' ""- " " - -- -.-- n..-;. t ..»..-.- .,

in the legislature should reapportion e

years", but we never did do it. This i

to make it mandatory that the legislatu
with the Kean amendment and giving them two sessions. Mr. Dennis Yes, sir, because many city judges

just a technical amendment.
If there are any questions,

[Previc

ery ten
, just simply
e comply
two sessions.
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error and would you accept the technical amendment Court districts?
to line 6, when it says "shall have been domiciled
in the respective circuit or pari sh"- "respect i ve Mr. Tate Yes, sir.
district, circuit or parish". I have the amendment
being prepared, I think this was left out. Be- [previous Question ordered.
cause, otherwise it's ambiguous, for instance, reread and adopted: 111-0.
whether a judge of the Supreme Court can live reconsider tabled. Motion t

somewhere else or in the same circuit and so on. I section 24 adopted without c

think you need "district" in because district
courts come from districts and so do Supreme Court Reading of the Secti
judges and so do court of appeal judges.

Mr. Poynter "Section 25. Judici

your amendment would be
tion of the committee.
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section and providing for the confidentiality
and privilege of proceedings. Am I correct in

assuming that this "confidentiality and privilege
of preceedings" applies to the investigation con-
ducted by the commission prior to action being taken

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. The present constitution,
as I'm sure you know, provides that all documents
filed with and evidence and proceedings before
the Judiciary Commission pursuant to this section
are confidential. And the present constitution
further provides that the record filed by the
commission with the Supreme Court and proceedings
before the Supreme Court are not confidential. !t

was with this in mind that we included this pro-

vision, thinking that the Supreme Court would prob-
ably continue the confidentiality of the Judiciary
Commission proceedings.

Mr. Lanier But, it's not intended to mean that
the Supreme Court can make confidential the formal
proceedings in front of the court by which a judge
woul d be di sci pi i ned?

Mr. Dennis No, sir.

Mr. Lanier Because it's certainly, at least for
myself personally. Were you aware of the fact that
I would not want to have a confidential proceeding
in front of the court to remove a judge that I

el ected?

Mr. De You're correct. And we thought th

nnce the section pertains to the Judiciary Com
nission proceedings that this was clear. This
vhat the Supreme Court could make rules with re

jard to and not with regard to its own preceedi

[Quor

Questi

Mr. Stagg Judge Dennis, as I read the proposal
of the committee, there are going to be on the
commission now, nine men-three of them are judges,
three of them are lawyers and three of them are
citizens, but all of them are appointed by presently
existing judges or organizations of judges. As I

understood it in the present constitution, the Su-
preme Court appoints four judges, the Bar Associa-
tion appoints two lawyers who have had at least
ten years experience, and then one citizen who is

appointed by the Judicial Council, who's not a law-
yer and not a memb'fer of the Bar Association. Now
that's a complete change from what we have now and
you didn't explain to us why the Committee on the
Judiciary felt that this change was either indicated
or necessary since the commission apparently is

doing a real good job as it is presently const itu-

Mr. Dennis Mr. Stagg, I did not go into detail
on that because Mr. Willis, who was the author of
the amendment or the section on the composition,
is going to speak on that in detail. However, it'
my appreciation that the main things that moved
the committee in this direction were: one, to giv
greater citizen participation and two, to allow
the appointment to be made of the attorneys by the
judges who know more about them than anyone else..

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Schmitt'].
On page 9, line 14, immediately after the word "la
and before the word "who" delete the words "for at
least ten years".

Explanation

Mr. Schmitt This is a very simple amendment. Al

It does is remove those five words from the con-
stitution and it allows the people who . . . whi chever
type of agency, board or commission or so forth, w

appoints these people, to have the discretion of

utilizing people who have practiced for less than
ten years of time. I don't see anything magic about
a person who spends ten years in the practice of law,
having any greater qualifications to judge whether
or not a person is making a proper or improper de-
cision. In fact, a lot of times you might get a

much more objective position from an individual who
has not had ten years in the field of law. Change,
and some changes are good. I feel this will be a

change for the better, in that it'll eliminate the
probability that the person whom is appointed to this
special commission will have dealt with this judge
in some other type of capacity. Oftentimes, younger
lawyers will be more bold in their ideas and thoughts
and will hold the judge to a higher standard of care,
than will an attorney who has practiced for a longer
period of time. I don't feel there is anything
magic about the ten-year term. I don't understand
why it was placed in here, other than the fact that
it existed in the past. I would also feel if no

one else comes forward with any amendments, that the
judges should not be the ones who appoint persons
to watch over what actions and activities they make
and determine whether or not these activities are
proper or improper. I feel that some other type of
group of people and I believe that lay people should
have more of a say, in determining whether or not
these actions are proper or improper. By allowing
those whom are to be the accused or possibly accused
to determine whom their judges are going to be, seems
to me to set up a situation where many improprieties
could result. I feel that in certain sections of
the State of Louisiana we have problems with judges
at the present time and if we had more lay people
serving upon this review commission, this Judiciary
Commission, we would have a much better chance of
getting even more honorable people. Just by the
simple fact of the existence of this commission,
preventing people from making decisions that may
not be in the area of either black or white but in

the gray area, against the interest of the people.
I therefore feel that we should adopt this amendment
and eliminate the requirement of at least ten years
of experience in order for a person, an attorney,
to serve upon the judiciary commission.

Questions

Mr. Dennery Mr. Schmitt, as I understand it you
are not suggesting that the attorneys not be attor-
neys. You are merely suggesting that the length
of time which they have practiced law be reduced?

Mr. Schmitt That's correct.

mery I don't have the amendment befor
how much time?

Mr. Schmitt It would read, presently it reads,
"three attorneys admitted to the practice of law
for at least ten years, who are not judges." etc.
etc. Subsequent to the amendment, it would read,
"three attorneys admitted to the practice of law
who are not judges." In other words, it would
eliminate the requirement of them practicing law
for ten years.

Mr. Schmitt It could be someone who had just been
admitted or it could be someone who had been prac-
ticing law for fifty years. It would be up to the
discretion of the appointing commission, whom they
wish to appoint to this commission.

Mr. Dennery And that Commission is the. ..that
particular phraseology comes in with the appoint-
ment by the courts of appeal, is that who it is?

Mr. Schmitt That's correct.

Mr. Dennery Well, do you think that many of the
judges of the courts of appeal would know a lawyer
who has just been admitted to practice?

Mr. Schmitt Than less than ten...l guess they

[866]
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would, they better. Lanier raised his question of Judge Dennis I sug-
gested to Judge Dennis the possibility of inserting

Mr. Dennery No, I mean someone who has just been the word "commission" before the word "proceedings"
admitted to practice who had never necessarily in line 13 so that there would be no such confusion,
practiced before them, for example. I'm trying Judge Dennis has authorized me to say that he has no

to find out whether. ..in other words, if the ap- objection to this. I suppose you could call this a

pointment is to be made by appellate judges... technical amendment.

Mr. Schmitt I'm not necessarily in favor of that. Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair
I just don't think there should be a restriction
on here of saying "for at least ten years of prac- [previous Question ordered. Amendment
tice." I don't think there should be a restriction adopted without objection. 1

upon whatever lawyer there is, by whom they ever are
appointed, that they should be in the practice for Amendments
at least ten years.

Mr. Poynter Amendments submitted by Delegate Per-
Mr. Dennery Thank you. kins as for

Amendment No. 1, on page 9, line 13, immediately
Mr. Derbes Mr. Schmitt, isn't it true that with- after the semicolon and before the word "attorneys"
out your amendment and taking into consideration delete the word "three" and insert in lieu thereof
the previous articles under consideration by this the word "two".
convention, that an individual could become a state Amendment No. 2, on page 9, line 14, immediately
senator at the age of eighteen, I believe, a state after the word "years" and before the word "who"
representative at the age of eighteen, governor at insert the following: "and one attorney admitted
the age of twenty-five, but he could not effectively to the practice of law for at least three years but
become a member of the Judiciary Committee until not more than ten years".

n'mately his thirty-third yea

Schmi tt Well, possibly even longer than that.
In fact, he could have become a judge and just de- Miss Perki ns The only purpose of this amendment is

:ided to quit and still not be able to serve upon to assure that there will be one younger lawyer on
Judiciary Commission. the commission. As we all know, during the course

times we gain certain pro-
. .it puts us in a little bit
to cast a vote on with ref-
iction. I certainly think
^o lawyers with more experi-

tabled.i ence. Therefore, I have left the provision in with
reference to at least two lawyers having ten years

PETITIONS, MEMORIALS, AND COMMUNICATIONS experience and thereon let the third lawyer have at
[i Journal js2-j5.s] least three years. In other words, they will have

been in the profession for some amount of time, but
Henry If you'll allow me while we wait on no more than 10 years. The difference between this

to assure tl
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ceivable. If we do make a mistake in the structur-
ing here, we're going to have to amend it. To

amend it will require a constitutional amendment.
There is no reason why all of this detail has to

be in the constitution. If we structure the judi-
ciary commission, why not structure every state
board in the constitution. One of the great prob-
lems with our present constitution is the fact that

so many things are structured in that document. I

think this amendment retains the judiciary com-
mission as it is and gives the legislature the

right to subsequently change its composition. I

think this is the way it should be and it's basic-
ally whether you want to put all of this detail in

the constitution or whether you want to leave it

out and only put a simple statement about the ju-
diciary commission in the constitution.

Mr. Jenkins Stan, wouldn't one justification for
putting the structure of the commission in the con-
stitution be the fact that the commission has ex-
traordinary power, naritely the power to remove a

judge from office and this is not the type of power
that most agencies or commissions or boards have

Mr. Duval I understand that reasoning, however,
I feel that, of course, that the Supreme Court
would have the ultimate removal power. Not the
commission. I feel like all boards are important,
but what's so sacrosanct about the way we structure
it here? Why. ..the way it reads ... three attorneys
admitted to the practice of law for at least ten
years. Now, there's one three years ... appoi ntments
by the Louisiana Court of Appeal Judges Association
...three citizens not lawyers. This is an unwieldy
constitutional language. This, I think, should be
our primary concern. ..to stop putting statutory
language in this constitution, or we're going to

have a great big monster like we have now.

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Duval , unc

feet has to

Den nery M

Yes, sir. The legislature could co

s an act saying that everybody unde
ive in the Gulf of Mexico.

Km
constitution tc

legate
)f the tremen
; giving me.

[ notice you del eted
-equire an amendment
title back in?

js attenti

Mr. Dennery I said I notice you have deleted line
9 and 10, and I asked whether or not this will not
require an amendment to the constitution in order
to insert a title which is not in your amendment.

Duva It certainly woul d

.

uval , did you want to c^

s 11 through 27, insteac
oul d 1 eave the title of

inge that
of 9

:he sec-

" Duval No sir, because then "compositic
icancy, grounds for removal and powers" woi
; applicable.

Poy want to ac a third amendme
putting a title in?

All right, the gentleman withdraws the previous
amendment, adds a new. .

.

resubmi ts them adding an
Amendment No. 4, which would delete lines 9 and 10
and insert in lieu thereof "Section 25. Judiciary
Commi ss ion .

"

'ther

Mr. Burson I rise in support of Mr. Duval's amend-
ment. I just want to say that this seems to me to

be a classic example of the kind of detail that does
not belong in the constitution. Certainly, I think,
that if we can't trust the legislature to set up a

proper judiciary commission we're in a bad fix, be-
cause we're trusting the legislature with an awful
lot of things that are as important or more impor-
tant than that. I would urge everyone here to sup-
port this amendment as one good way to shorten this
constitution without doing violence to any important
provision therein.

Further Discussion

Mr. Mill
in consi
sight of the fact that the amendment does not give
a decent burial to the old constitution. The argu-
ment that it should not be in the constitution is

self-destructing, because you are in this new con-
stitution referring to the old. It marries the new
constitution to the old one. If you will look at
the executive proposal, the legislative proposal
and the judiciary proposal, you will see where...
what we should constantly keep in mind is kept in

balance. Under Section 20 of the Executive article
you will find that the executive branch has a right
to take care of its members. Under Section 6A of
the legislative proposal, the same power is given
the legislature. Under the article under proposal
the judiciary takes care of its own kind, and in

this manner: the Supreme Court appoints three judges
and who is better qualified to test the qualifica- .

tion of judges than the Supreme Court. The court
of appeal chooses the three lawyers, and I assert
to you that the court of appeal should be totally
and very competent and perhaps the most competent
body to choose the lawyers, and the district judges
who are familiar with the citizenry and in close
touch with them could choose the three citizens.
This would give a three, three, three; three lawyers,
three judges, three citizens. Untimately, the power
of those nine men or ladies would be to make the
accusation; the decision of whether or not that
accusation is valid will be based upon due notice
and hearing and be made in the Supreme Court where
it should be. In other words, I am suggesting terse-
ly to you that the legislature should take care of
its kind, the judges should take care of their kind
and the executive officials should take care of their
kind. That is the proper balance that I suggest
and for that reason, though I loathe to do so on
account of my good friend who sits before me, I

shall have to oppose the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Roy Mr. Willis, disregarding all the other
comments, I think you do favor this amendment if

it were worded properly. Do you not?

Mr. Willis I hear you not well, sir.

Mr. Roy Don't you... if this amendment were worded
properly, I think you'd favor the concept of it, and
removing all this other stuff out of the constitu-
tion. Is that right? The present provision of the
Judiciary Committee.

Mr. Willis Let's dissect what you say there to
show how I cannot agree with what you say. That is,

this amendment directs me to consult an old and
dead constitution. So, we have two constitutional
articles in one. We're just dodging the issue.

Mr. Roy Suppose the Transition Commi t tee. .. isn ' t

it a fact that the Transition Committee, and isn't
it implied in this amendment that it will be taken
out of the consti tution. . . i t won't be in the new
constitution, but it will become statutory law un-
der the Transition Committee's work and therefore,
what you are trying to avoid will not be met?

Mr. Willis I just don't agree with that because
you are giving to the legislature something which
Is in Its article which you don't give to the
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judiciary in this article in which you should. by the judges had one voice out of seven on a seven
man commission? The other six members being rep-

Wr. Roy Well... resentatives of the judiciary and the bar associa-
tion and that the sentiment which led to this mod-

Mr. Burns Mr. Willis, in view of the fact that ification was to give the citizens a greater voice
Committee credit for gp the judiciary commission. Are you aware of that

e from 30,000 words to fact'
k that we are entitled
erhaps, in such an im- Mr. Duval Yes, sir. I understand that but I thinl<
resent one that we are it points up that any structure, specifically of

a board, in the constitution is subject to change
and therefore should be statutory.

ed to all this big tal

k

is not that sensitive Mr. Avant Now, if your amendment is adopted the
n a par with PAR. It present one voice out of seven which the citizens

have will continue unless and until it is changed
by the legislature,

illis; you said you don't
want, irT a provision of the constitution, to marry Mr. Duval That's right, yes, sir.
the old constitution and I think you said it twice.
May I point out to you in Committee Proposal No. 21 Mr. Avant And if it is changed by the legislature
that is under debate that in Section 4 it says the no one can predict what that change will be.
present districts and number of judges are retained.
That marries it. In Section 9 it says the present Mr. Duval Likewise true,
circuits and districts and number of judges are to

be retained. In Section B ... Subsection B of Article Mr. Burson Mr. Duval, don't you think that the
XV the judicial districts existing at the time of legislature as the elected representatives of the
the adoption of this constitution are retained. oeople from single member districts will see to
You, as a member of the Judiciary Committee, have it that the general public is well represented on
already married the old constitution to the new the commission?
one three times. Why do you find this one so
objectionable? Mr. Duval They better.

PAR has given the
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involving all of the people of this state. Then, got to admit to you it is a very personal conception,
we're going to find ourselves wasting our time that we do not repeat what I consider a very tragic

here. You think that the judges could stop the mistake that we made when we removed appointive
passage of this constitution. Some believe that powers of the governor as related to the judges. I

the governor could stop the passage of it. I be- think that this request that's being made by Rev-

lieve that black people could stop the passage of erend Landrum is a request with much merit and that
t poor white people could it does deserve your favorable vote.
because they want to have

a voice in their government and we must give them Further Discussion
a voice and we must give them a voice in our gov-
ernment. I'm answering no questions. Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise

in support of this amendment. First let me tell you
Further Discussion that I opposed the amendment that would have given

the governor the power to appoint judges and then
Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, though allow those people to run for that office, on the

appointed by the governor to this body, I am op- basis of separation of powers. But I think you
posed to this amendment. It is my understanding can get to a place where you have the powers too

that prior to the time I was appointed to this separated, and any one branch too inbred. It seems
body, that it had moved away from the concept of to me that this is a very serious decision we are
the governor appointing judges. Whether that be making, that we really need to think about it. But
good or bad, I not now address myself to, however, bear in mind, that when it comes to judges of courts
I think that this is an evident instance where there of record, the citizens have no input on the removal
should definitely be a separation as between our process. No one outside the judicial branch really
three points of government: the executive, the has meaningful input on the removal process because
legislative, and the judiciary. For that reason, there is no recall and because of the other removal
I oppose any appointment by our governor to the processes that we put in the executive department
Judiciary Commission. Thank you. section and the legislative department section don't

apply to judges of the court of record. So that
the argument that the people that are lay people on
this commission ought to be appointed not by the
District Judges' Association, which means that they
would know about judges, be known by judges and be
more or less inbred into the process, but be ap-
pointed by the governor and therefore more removed
from the process, hopefully, and look at it with a

more impartial eye, is a compelling argument. I

urge you to support this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, I can't
blame some of you, possibly, for feeling a little
disgusted, a little chagrined when we continue to
raise these questions, these questions of exclusion.

J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, delegates of the May I cite one little statistic to you that I think
convention, I rise in support of this amendment. will bring out what we are talking about, especially
To some delegates, this seems like a replay of our problem? There are some four or five hundred
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Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by »r . Schmitt and to your provision?
Hr. Hayes}. On page 9, delete lines 11 through
19, both inclusive in their entirety and insert in Mr. Schmitt It makes it kaput.

lieu thereof the following: "Section 25 (A) The
Judiciary Commission shall consist of nine citi- Mr. Burns Mr. Schmitt, if the Supreme Court would
zens of the State of Louisiana who shall be ap- have the authority to appoint all nine members of

pointed by the Supreme Court. There shall be one the commission and they in turn would make the

citizen appointed from each congressional district recommendations to the Supreme Court, there would
and one from the state at-large." be no purpose in having a commission. Is that

right? Because the Supreme Court would make the
Explanation final determination anyway.

Mr. Schmitt This is a very simple amendment. Mr. Schmitt The Supreme Court members do not have

Primarily what it does is it requires that each time to be'involved in the investigations of these
area of the state of Louisiana be represented upon individual judges. That's the reason for the estat
this commission. It allows for one area not to lishment of the Judiciary Commission.
be prejudiced by the interest of another section
of the state. It prevents the stacking of the Mr. Fulco Delegate Schmitt, you're talking about
commission against any one section of the state nine citizens. Nine citizens. Is a judge or a

of Louisiana. I feel that in other sections we lawyer or a lay person a citizen?
have attempted to protect the different people
across the entire State of Louisiana and we should Mr. Schmitt "Citizen" has been defined already.
continue in this vein. We were elected, many of
by the people, for the purpose of protecting thei
interests. This would spread the power around. Mr. Fulco Well, I understand, but can't a lawyer
Why should we allow certain urban areas to have
the advantage of stacking this commission with
members from their district? I don't feel that
the present article is restrictive enough with
reference to representation of all the areas of

the State of Louisiana. The primary purpose of
this amendment is to protect the people from the
stacking of the comission by whichever group migh
attempt to stack it, and to prevent wholesale
politics upon this commission.

Mr. Abraham
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Expl ana t ion

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, sometime
ago in the State of Louisiana, the legislature was

reapportioned and thus new districts were created.
In that connection, I had the pleasure of represent-
ing a client who had not lived in his home for a

two-year period of time, and who wanted to run for

the legislature. I was of the opinion that since
the districts were newly created, that the two-

year provision could not be possibly applicable to

any of the districts, much less the one that he

wanted to run from. In that connection, the matter
was argued before the District Committee of the

Democratic Committee, the district court twice, and

the court of appeal twice before we were through
with it. I suggest to you that there is a change
in our law that's occurring insofar as residency
requirements are concerned. As most of you are
presently aware, a person may vote, having lived
for a very short period of time, I believe it to

be thirty days, in the area in which he's casting
his ballot. I think that's a good sign. In my
opinion, it will be a relatively short period of

time before there will be drawn into question
whether or not you must live for something like
two years in an area before you can run for office.
For that reason, I submit this amendment, and
perhaps more important, I submit this amendment
to you, because as you have already learned insofar
as the various courts of appeal are concerned, the
case load work of some is greater than that of other
That has caused the election of at-large judges,
another matter which at sometime may well be con-
stitutionally questioned again. I suggest to you
that we will be changing district lines, it's
possible we'll be changing parish lines, and for
sure we will be changing these circuit lines. You
would find yourself under the section, as it pres-
ently reads, you could easily have one of these
court of appeal judges who had served you faith-
fully for many years, and then a district or a

circuit line was changed, and then he couldn't
run for the new court thought he had served suc-
cessfully and faithfully on the court of appeal
in the past. I suggest to you that by this amend-
ment that the two-year requirement, I can see that
some people may feel that a person ought to live
somewhere for a long period of time before he runs
for public office. I say that if a fellow can
move in an area and he can be elected to that pub-
lic office, all well and good. The primary purpose
of the amendment is to provide for what I know
is coming, the changes in these circuit lines, so
that our good and faithful judges can continue to

serve you and not be prevented from running.

Questions

Mr. Burns Mr. Pugh, I'm sure, I don't know, you
may not have been here then, in Section 15 (B) it
provides "the judicial districts existing at the
time of adoption of this constitution are retained.
The legislature, by a majority vote of the elected
members of each House with approval and a referen-
dum in each district or parish affected before a

judicial district can be changed." And this has
only to do with judges, not Representatives or
Senators .

Mr. Pugh Yes, I appreciate that. I do understand
that i n Section 5, Subparagraph A, B and in that
section relating to the Supreme Court, there is a

provision whereby these same districts or areas or
circuits can be changed by a two-thirds vote of
the legislature. I think you will find the same
provision in the court of appeal. It's for this
reason that I think the two-year requirement ought
to be el iminated.

Mr. Burns Mr. Pugh, and this is the basic reason
why the committee, after a long discussion, put
this two-year residency or domiciliary requirement
1n there. Do you think that a person, we'll say,

[8721

from south Louisiana, and we're talking about judges
now, who has a personal appeal and puts up a good
front should move to north Louisiana and because
of some emotional situation, within six months should
qualify and be elected judge up there?

Pug 3t more faith in the electorate
than the possibility of someone being elected to the
bench who is a total misfit. There may be a partial
misfit, but I don't think we're going to have a total
misfit.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Pugh, is it not true that the fed-
eral court decisions have failed to apply the one
man one vote test to judicial reapportionment?

Mr. Pugh Yes. The statement I made was that it

may well be retested at one time. The Supreme
Court has held that insofar as the judiciary is

concerned, the one man one vote does not apply.

Mr. Lanier Secondly, with reference to this term
that you have, "at the time of qualification for
election". Are you aware of the fact that there
is jurisprudence in our state that says that the
qualification for election is the time that a per-
son is sworn into office?

'm familiar jurispr

Mr. Lanier Is that what you intended when you...

Mr. Pugh No, I intended for this to be that when
the person actually qualifies for the election...

Mr. Lanier For candidacy.

Mr. Pugh Yes, that's right.

Mr. Smith Mr. Pugh, can't a man move in the dis-
trict and then run the next day? One day and run
the next day?

iiLar____^ ?s, he can run for judge the day after
Te moves in the district insofar as this is con-
cerned. By the same token, if he lives in the
same house and he's been living there thirty years
and they change the district line and put the dis-
trict where he is now in another district, that
will prevent him from running from the one he had
been on, and also prevent him from running from

Mr. Smith You think that s a good thing?

Mr. Pugh Do I think it's a good thing? I think
that if one of our judges had faithfully served
us for years, and the legislature, by a two-thirds
vote, changed the lines to keep him from running
for office, it would be a tragedy. I say we can
avoid that by eliminating the two years.

Further Discussion

Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, I rise in support of this amendment,
notwithstanding the hypothet given by Mr. Burns
about people from south Louisiana, and the response
of Mr. Pugh that he thought the electorate would
have better sense than to elect some misfit, is not
quite appropriate. I am a Cajun, but I think that
we go back to fundamentals in our democracy when
we talk about the right of a qualified person to

run for judge in an area in which he is domiciled.
Now I just can't understand why so many people get
worried about allowing the local gentry the right
to elect whom they choose if that person is quali-
fied. I don't see why we have to worry about keep-
ing a person in a district for two years for him
to sit as a city judge, or as a parish judge, or
even as a circuit judge. I think that in essence,
without this amendment, a particular area could
find itself in somewhat of a problem. Suppose,
for instance, a small town finally gets a city
judgeship and there are only five attorneys there
who are natives of that place, but have only been
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practicing in that area for one year, having lived
elsewhere and practiced at other places. It seems

to me that you could reach the position that you
would not have anybody qualified with respect to

having lived there for two years, eligible to seek

the office. I just don't see what two years qual-
ification has to do, that is living in an area, has

to do with having the people decide that they will
elect you whether you are Cajun or a coup rouge.
So I rise in support of this amendment. I think
it's good. I think you ought to get away from
this idea that we have to elect somebody from the
immediate area because he seems to be or should be
smarter than a Rhodes Scholar from elsewhere.

Questions

Mr. Burns Mr. Roy, you've cited an example of a

city judge. This section doesn't apply to city
judges, does it?

Mr. Roy Well, it does too, because it says "fam-
ily court, parish court or courts having solely
juveni 1

e"
. . . Wei 1 , not necessarily a city court,

but any other court. That wouldn't change my opin-
ion in any event, whether it was just city court
or not.

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Roy, is it your opinion that
this language in this section places certain re-

strictions and prohibitions against qualified
el ectors?

Mr. Roy It certainly does.

Mr. A. Jackson Secondly, Mr. Roy, is it your
opinion that-this language conflicts with some of
the sections and propositions in the elections
article?

Mr. Roy It does that too. I want to say one more
thing, Mr. Jackson. I'm glad you reminded me of
it. We're not talking about equal representation,
one man one vote, at all. I can buy the notion
that what we have done in the Legislative Article.
I'm just saying that there is ho place for one man
one vote in the election of judges. I supported
the idea that the Supreme Court of Louisiana should
have two people from north Louisiana, irrespective
of the population there. I still believe that.
But I don't think that weshould say that the
people in the local area or parish should say that
you cannot be elected judge there unless you have
lived there two years. Because I think there are
a lot of competent attorneys with maybe ten or fif-
teen years of practice who move from one place to

another because of various reasons and you would
preclude them from running for two years. It's
the citizens' choice.

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Roy, isn't this that same snake
that we ki 1 I ed when we were talking about the legis-
lature, and residence as opposed to domicile?

Mr. Roy What, the amendment or the...

Mr. Anzalone Yes, sir.

Mr. Roy No, I don't think we killed this thing.

Mr. Anzalone We didn't discuss this in the Legis-
lative Article where a man had to live in his legis-
lative district?

Mr. Roy Yes, well the difference there is that
if there is a change brought about by redi s trie t i ng ,

you have the option of running in either, if you
run for the legislature. But here, we're imposing
another restriction as a qualification for judge
that I don't think should exist. We're saying that
you have to live in an area for two years. There
is no exception. What Mr. Pugh pointed out is

correct. You could be redistricted out of a cir-
cuit court district and under the Judiciary Com-
mittee Proposal, not be able to run for that cir-
cuit court district, whereas in the old legislative

Mr. Pugh I yield to questions.

Questions

Mr. Abraham Mr. Pugh, I'm in favor of this amend-
ment. Are you aware of the fact that in the Legis-
lative Article, and we did put the provision in,

that they must live there one year, we made pro-
visions for incumbents to run in either district
if there was a redi s tri ct i ng that took place?

I I m now aware
in suggested it

the Legislativ

becc

Arti

1r. Abraham All right. Now isn't it also a fact,
'ight now, that we do have this red is trie t i ng upon
js because in Section 9, we amended the article to

;ay that after January 1, 1975, no judge shall run

jt large from an appeals court district which means
that there is going to have to be some redistricting
in 1975?

•Ir. Pugh No question but that we're going to have

^r. Abraham So we must either handle this situa-
tion now by saying that an incumbent can run from
any district after redistricting or we allow him
to run in the district in which he resides.

Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Pugh, did I understand you to

say when you where up at first under your amendment
a person could move into a district one day and
qualify, you said, actually qualify, that is to

file his papers for the office, the next day. Is

that what you said?

requir

Mr. Kilbourne Now Mr. Pugh, wouldn't that open
the possibility, say you have got an incumbent
judge and he is. ..the people in his district are
well satisfied with him, but he has decided the
case against some lawyer out of district, that law-
yer could move in there the day before qualifica-
tion time just to get even with the judge and run
against him without any idea of winning, but just
to give him trouble, now that could happen under
your amendment, couldn't it?

Delegate Pugh,
the whole question of residential requirements is

now being litigated in the court and we would be
making a serious mistake by cons ti tut i ona 1 i z i ng such
a restriction because the trend is toward the abo-
lition of residential requirements period?

Mr. Pugh There is no doubt about that the United
States Supreme Court has already abolished that
insofar as for all intents and purposes, electors
are concerned. I give them a short period of time
before they are going to abolish it insofar as the
people who run for office are concerned. I think
it is a forward step we would be taking.

A. Jacksc agree did you know. .

.

this proposal
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move into another judicial district, run for judge

and wouldn't even be qualified to vote in the elec-
Mrs. Miller The convention having resolved itself
into a Committee of the Whole, what is the pleasure
of the convention?

Mr. Avant Isn't that actually what would happen
under the present state of the law, don't we have

a residential requirement of a certain number of

days before you can vote in a precinct?

never less than thirty days. Therefore, if you
were living there, to qualify, you should have the

thirty-day requirement. I think the only reason
that we have got thirty days insofar as people be-

ing able to vote is concerned is a mechanical re-

quirement to put them on the roll.

[Amendments rejected . 26-80. Motion to

ordered on the Section. Section passed:
113-S. Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter "Section 26. Department of Justice;
Composition; Attorney General; Election and Assis-
tants

Section 26. There shall be a department of
justice, consisting of an attorney general, first
and second attorney general , and other necessary
assistants and staff. The attorney general shall
be elected for a term of four years at the state
general election, and the assistants shall be ap-
pointed by the attorney general to serve at his
pleasure. "

Motion

Mr. Vick Mr. Chairman, I would respectfully move
at this time that the convention dissolve itself
into a Committee of the Whole for the purpose of
hearing the attorney general, for one-half hour.

Mr. Nunez I believe that possibly it would be
more palatable to the delegates if we invited the
attorney general and the representative or the
president of the District Attorneys' Association,
so we can hear both sides if there are two sides.

Mr. Henry Well, could we just make that a motion
to hear each one of them for fifteen minutes. Don't
you believe Senator that if they want to talk that
anything they have got to say they can say in fif-
teen minutes apiece and you are going to make that...

Substitute Motion

Mr. Nunez That is what I am saying, but you...
the motion was to hear the attorney general. Some
people...! make a substitute motion that we go into
a Committee of the Whole to hear the attorney gen-
eral and a representative of the District Attorneys'
Association.

Mr. Henry I understand the motion.
Let me state the motion, and then I will recog-

ni ze you

.

Mr. Vick has moved that the convention resolve
itself into the Committee of the Whole for one-half
hour to hear the attorney general. To which motion
a substitute motion was made by Senator Nunez that
the convention resolve itself into the Committee
of the Whole for one-half hour. Fifteen minutes of
which we will hear from the attorney general, fif-
teen minutes of which we will hear from the repre-
sentative of the District Attorneys' Association.

[substitute motion .idoptod: 8i-2'l.]

Committee of the Whole

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Mr. Vick Madam Chairman, I move that we hear from
the honorable president of the District Attorneys'
Association first.

Substitute Motion

I make a substitute motion, that we
hear from the attorney general first.

[substitute motion adopted without ob-
jection.]

Mr. Guste Madam Chairman, Mr. Speaker, and dele-
gates to Constitutional Convention '73 and friends.
First of all, I would like to express my apprecia-
tion for the opportunity to meet with and discuss
this very important aspect of a new constitution
with you. I recognize the difficult task which
you have and I also recognize how difficult it is

to try and write articles of a constitution, in

effect, from the floor of a convention, such as

this. I also recognize that among men of goodwill
there can be real and serious and honest differences
of opinion about what words mean and what they are
intended to mean. As I understand the present con-
stitution and as I read it, it gives to the office
of the attorney general, to the attorney general, the
power to initiate, intervene in, and prosecute any
civil or criminal matter on behalf of the people
of the state. It gives him the power to supervise
district attorneys. I have met at length with the
district attorneys to discuss just what is the
meaning of those words as they relate to the district
attorneys themselves. I really believe that as far
as philosophy is concerned, that there isn't one
bit of difference between my point of view as attor-
ney general, and the point of view of the district
attorneys as to what ought to be included as a

matter of intent in the article in the constitution.
I would like to say, that I was very, very concerned
with the terminology, as I read it, as reported to

the convention floor by the Committee on the Judici-
ary. Because, since it left out the word "criminal"
in giving jurisdiction to the attorney general I

believe that it was an attempt to weaken the power
of the attorney general. If that power was weakened
he would not have the right to investigate into
criminal matters that were pending as in original
jurisdiction. He would not have the right to look
into matters of public fraud, of contract fraud, of
public corruption of any sort where a district attor-
ney was failing to act. As I understood it, it

weakened this original jurisdiction. I have talked
at length with the district attorneys on this sub-
ject and I am not so sure that they also don't agree
that we don't agree together on this philosophy.
First of all, that the district attorney has, or
should have, primary responsibility for prosecution
and, with the grand jury, for investigation and
indictment of criminal matters. That should be his
primary responsibility. The attorney general should
have the right to watch him do that, to supervise
as it were, him do that. Now the word "supervise"
might be a bad word. Perhaps we ought to find a

better word, but at least the attorney general
should have a right to see what is going on in

the investigative process, in the grand jury pro-
ceedings and finally if he determines that the
matter is not being handled in the best interest of
the state, for cause and only for cause, to super-
sede. Now as I have discussed this, I really don't
believe, in philosophy, there is a basic difference
between the viewpoint of district attorneys and
Mr. Ware will address himself to that. If we can
incorporate those words in some way into an article
in the constitution. But I am not certain yet that
the way the article is presented by the Committee
on the Judiciary it accomplishes that purpose. As
I understand the viewpoint of the district attorneys
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who have been meeting, they believe it does estab-
lish that purpose. I therefore, come to the con-
clusion, that there is necessity for more study of
this article. I would like to continue our meet-
ings with the district attorneys in hopes that we
can jointly suggest to you words that might accom-
plish that philosophy and I will repeat it. One,
that the district attorney has prime responsibility
for investigation and charges and, with the grand
jury investigation and indictment and prosecution
then of criminal matters. If the attorney general
has the power to watch what he is doing, to review
it, and if necessary, for cause after judicial re-
view, to supersede him and do those things which
a district attorney can do. If those powers can
be spelled out succinctly in the constitution, I

don't believe there will be one bit of difference
between the attorney general's office and the
district attorneys. So today, I wanted to clarify
this with you and suggest that perhaps there need
be more time for discussion of this article be-
cause I don't believe the nuancy of meaning can
be properly analyzed as quickly as it would seem
they should be analyzed. We have been meeting just
...well, I have had discussions on and off with
district attorneys for several days now, trying to

talk about words and what those words have led us

to is I think, a meeting of the minds on philoso-
phy but not on words. I would hate to see this
convention floor attempt to cope with those words
until we have had an opportunity for additional
review of the subject. So Mr. Chairman, if that...
that is all that I have to say at this moment un-
less. ..and I would be glad to answer any question
from any delegate from the floor for whatever
additional time I may have.

Questions

Mr . Lani er Mr. Attorney General, with reference
to the cause for which the attorney general should
be authorized to supersede a district attorney,
do you think that that should be such cause as
may be determined by the court without any further
definition, in which event we could only develop
what "cause" is by the jurisprudence, or do you
feel that this cause should be established by the
1 egi si a ture?

Mr. Guste Well, let me just say this. I feel it

ought to be determined by'judicial review. I think
if you attempt to write it into the constitution
there would be no end to the things that you might
...the conditions on which you might place the
matter. I think the court understands words like
"for cause." In tort cases they are constantly
interpreting what "proximate cause" means, in other
cases they are interpreting what "reasonable cause"

been coped with and the law will make a decision,
the court will make decision. I think it is ade-
quate for the court to determine what is "cause."

Mr. Lanier Well, do you feel that this would be
in the best interest of say, someone like me as
an individual citizen. How would I know what cause
would be sufficient for me to go to the attorney
general and ask him to intervene in a proceeding
by my local district attorney?

Mr. Guste Well, remember now, we are writing a

constitution. The present posture of the law is,
that an attorney general, without cause, cannot
supersede,. That is the leading case law. In

the case of Stanley vs. Kemp , Eugene Stanley, an
attorney general, tried to take over a case from
a district attorney and the lower court said, "wait
a minute, you didn't assign any reason for this,
you gave no cause, and without cause, you can't do
it." That is what the law presently holds. That
is why the Committee on tho Executive and why, I

believe, the Committee on the Judiciary wrote that
the attorney general "for cause", which is a pos-
itive statement of that which was written in the
case in the form of obiter dicta in Kemp vs. Stanley,
wrote in a positive way that only "for cause" could

Mr. Lar ^ I have here a copy of the decision
Stanley . Is it your opinion that this

case said that the attorney general can supersede
"for cause", or that the attorney general can only
intervene with the consent of the local district
attorney?

Mr. Guste It is my view, reading that long de-
cision which is many, many pages, that the precise
holding of the case is that an attorney general
can't supersede ... the fact. ..a district attorney,
but the facts of that case were that the attorney
general in that case assigned no cause. I have
always been of the opinion, and I am talking about
my opinion, and I have discussed this with some of
the delegates here who are lawyers, and since the
facts of those cases gave no cause that if you
read the constitution, which makes the attorney
general the chief legal officer of the state, with
power to initiate and prosecute any criminal or
civil case. That if there had been a cause that
he could have done so. That is the way I interpret
it.

Mr . Lanier Would you concede that perhaps a

reasonable person reading this opinion could also
reach the conclusion that the present law is that
the attorney general cannot intervene without the
consent of the local district attorney?

Mr. Guste Yes .

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Attorney General, the decision
reached in Kemp vs. Stanley or Stanley vs. Kemp ,

did not allow the attorney general to supersede,
is that correct?

Mr . Anzalone Now under your philosophy as to th
powers of your office, you are asking this conven
tion to give you the authority to supersede for
cause.

Mr. Guste Y

Mr. Anzalone something new.

Mr. Guste Under my interpretation. ..it is, if

you interpret the constitution as the preceding
speaker suggested it could be interpreted.

Mr. Anzalone The Constitution of 1921 did not
give you the authority to supersede a district

It only gave the authority

Mr. Weiss Mr. Guste, you made reference to an
agreement between you and the district attorneys
where there apparently is some conflict now between
the two offices. How long would it take you two
to resolve this matter to your satisfaction and
theirs so that we may act upon your and their de-

Mr. Guste I don't know the answer to that. I Sim
ply say, that I would think it would be well if we
both could have more time to actually discuss the
article.

Mr. Weiss We lay delegates have learned that a

politician must be both expedient and prudent. We
would appreciate all the information, but we will
have to act and now is your turn.

Mr. Guste Yes. I would hope that if we could
defer this, hopefully a day, that we may be able
to thrash this matter out.

Mr. Weiss You think twenty-four hours would give
you an answer?
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Mr. Guste I would certainly.,
have had a good faith opportuni

Mr. Weiss

Mr. Gu Madam Chairma
close with one remark. 1 would like to say that
we have enjoyed a very good relationship with
the district attorneys. We have tried to work
very closely with them and in this discussion there
is no animosity or ill will, I appreciate their
efforts, they are doing a good job towards trying
to enforce the law in their respective communities.
We are here to write a constitution which is a

franchise for government and for government official
and we are trying to work out an article which
would accomplish the philosophy on which I believe
both the district attorneys and I agree. Now with
that, there was one other question, I believe.

Question

Mr. Newton Mr. Guste, would you if you could in

the time remaining, could you tell us what your
supervisory responsibilities over the district
attorneys are, please sir?

Mr. Guste Well, specifically right now by act of
the legislature, they deal with gathering crime
statistics in the event that a. ..and this probably
addresses itself to what... a former question. If

a citizen comes to us and says "I don't think I

got justice down there in that case, that the
district attorney was handling" we will then review
the matter, investigate the matter with full know-
ledge of the district attorney, to find out what
was done and if it were necessary, we would urge
him to act and ask him to act which we have done.
We have never had occasion to supersede anybody
because in each case where we have made the request,
they have either gone ahead with a rev.iew of the
matter or they have invited us to handle it. That
is the practical way in which we have worked it in

the field day by day.
Well I want to thank all of you for this oppor-

tunity and I appreciate your kind attention.

. Miller Thank you, Mr. Attorney Ge
-eciate your coming .

Mr. Ware, are you goi .handle this?
Mr. Ed Ware, the president of the Distr

Attorneys' Association.

Mr. Wa Madam Chairman, members of the Consti
tutional Convention '73. On behalf of the district
attorneys of Louisiana, we appreciate very much the
opportunity to be allowed to respond to the remarks
made by the Honorable William Guste, Attorney Gen-
eral. I was somewhat at a loss, however, to know
how to take the remarks that he made about the
agreements that have been reached between the attor-
ney general and the district attorneys. I am at a

loss to understand the good faith efforts that have
been made by his department to work with the dis-
trict attorneys in arriving at some understanding
as what would be best for the people of this state,
to be incorporated in this constitution. The first
time the district attorneys knew that General Guste
was dissatisfied with the language as adopted by
your Judiciary Committee was when we read his news
releases and saw him on television. It was over a

week before there was any contact between General
Guste and the district attorneys. Until today,
there really has been no discussion between the
district attorneys about what the language should
be. I think General Guste made a very good state-
ment of what the law presently is, as interpreted
by the Supreme Court, and the district attorneys
are satisfied with the law as it presently is and
we think that the Committee on the Judiciary has
done a good job in drafting an article for the
consideration of this convention. The district
attorneys are willing to submit this matter to this
convention for your good judgment, following the
hearings that have been held by your Committee on
the Judiciary in arriving at a satisfactory solution

as to what the language should be. We think as
Attorney General Guste just admitted to you, under
he present law as interpreted, he does not have
he authority to supersede and we would like to

eave it that way. He says that the article as

roposed IS going to do a number of things and he
rote you a letter. Now gentlemen, we must take
ssue with the conclusions which he reaches in

this letter. First of all, the article as proposed
does not weaken in any way the present authority
of the attorney general. In fact, the district
attorneys cooperated with him in 1972 and went to

the legislature and got him authority that he

didn't have to appear before grand juries. We got
him authority to investigate, that he claims that
he did not have before. Nothing, in any of the
articles as presently written or proposed in any-
way diminishes this authority which has been given
to him legislatively. Nothing is in conflict with
it. He says that the district attorneys shall have
the primary jurisdiction to prosecute criminal cases
and with that we agree and we think the article
should so state. He says that the district attor-
neys should have the prime authority to investigate
and with this we disagree. The district attorney
should not be an investigator but a prosecutor. It

is only when the sheriff or the city police or the
local authorities fail in their investigative re-
sponsibility that the district attorney has to come
in with investigators of his own and perform their
job for him. In closing, let me say this, we do
not have a super sheriff in Louisiana, we do not
have a super assessor in Louisiana. We do not
have a supervisor for tne other elected officials
in Louisiana and why the district attorneys should
be singled out for a supervisor and someone to su-
persede him, I do not know. Let me ask you this
question. Who are you going to provide as a super-
visor for the attorney general and certainly, in

the memory of most, we have had attorney generals
who have not carried out the functions of their
office as they should have and assuredly in the
future we can look for the same thing. This is

not making any reference to Mr. Guste personally
Mr. Guste will not always be the attorney general
and there will be others. With this, gentlemen, we
submit the matter to this convention for your con-
sideration.

Questions

Mr. Newton Mr. Ware, would the distnci oitorneys
have any objection to giving the attorney general
power to exercise supervision over the several dis-
trict attorneys and, upon the request of district
attorney, advise and assist in the prosecution of
criminal cases and then go on and leave the third
article in here allowing him to supersede for cause
shown?

Mr. War Fhe nguage the present constitution
gives the attorney general the right to supervise
district attorneys. nlo one has ever satisfactorily
explained to any of us what that means. If you will
spell out what you mean by supervision, I'll be glad
to give you a definite answer.

Mr. Newton Thank you.

Mr. Derbes Mr. Ware, apropos what the attorney
general said earlier, then reflecting on your re-
marks, do you think any useful purpose would be
served in our moving to pass over this matter at
the moment? That would give you and him an oppor-
tunity to discuss this further?

Mr. Ware In all deference to Attorney General
Guste, I think that is a question which should be
addressed to the Committee of this convention on
the Judiciary. They are the ones who have studied
this problem and made a recommendation. Whether
or not something further should be done, shouldn't
come from me, the district attorneys or General
Guste, but should come from that committee.

Mr. Derbes Would you have any objection to doing
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any discussions, then you said you had had a slight be elected for a term of four years at the state

discussion I would like to know some of the things general election and the assistants shall be ap-

that you discussed. pointed by the attorney general to serve at his

pleasure." That is all I believe that is before
the convention at this time, as I understand it. I

think it is self-explanatory. I don't perceive
how there could be any particular question about it.

It is a very simple statement, but I will be glad
to answer any questions, if anyone has any on that

section.

cussed the proposa
the Executive Comm
the authority of

! legislation that \
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necessary to put the word "necessary" in there,
seems that that might be a binding term on the,
not only the Budget Committee, but the Appropric
tions Committee and the whole legislature as wel

11, Mr. LeBleu, that just gives
t that he will have that author

s going to always have to clear
ese things, as far as his budget is concerned,
th the legislature. I feel, and the Committee

.spells it
Of CO
these
with
thought that it

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Lanier'i, on
page 10, line 20, immediately after the word "first
and before the word "attorney" delete the words
"and second" and insert in lieu thereof the word
"assistant".

fel low dele-
gates, the purpose of this amendment is to delete
reference to the second assistant attorney general.
By the previous discussion, you realize why we
have already cons t

i

tutional ized the first assistant,
because he will succeed to the attorney generalship
if that position is vacated by the attorney general.
I see no necessity to cons ti tu tiona 1 i ze the position
of second assistant attorney general. The deletion
of this language will do no violence to this pro-
vision and, although I will concede this is the
language in the present constitution, I think this
was copied from the language in the present con-
stitution from a style point of view. There is no
necessity fo-r us to cons ti tu tiona 1 i ze the second
assistant attorney general, anymore than it would
be for us to const i tut ionalize the second assistant
anything else. For that reason I offer this amend-
ment. I will be glad to yield to any questions,
Mr. Chairman.

3uesti

Stinson 't yo
son is that if the first would succeed the attorney
general, then automatically the second one would
step in his place. Don't you think that is the
reason it is outlined? I believe this is the way
it is in the present constitution.

Mr. Lanier But I think he would theh be the first
assistant attorney general just like anyone else
in any other chain of succession in any other posi-

. Henry Does that complete your remarks?
Justice Tate. Injustice Tate, I should say.

Mr. Tate Injustice Tate. Just saying for the
committee, I think this is in the nature of a

technical amendment that I am reasonably sure th
no one on the committee has any objection to. I

think that was our intent.

[Previous

tdijJed. ]

rdex

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mrs. Zervigon] ,

on page 10, delete lines 17 through 24, both in-
clusive in their entirety.

Explanation

Mrs. Zervigon :\r . Chairman and delegates, the pur-
pose of the amendment is to delete this section be-
cause I believe that, considering the language that
we have already put in the executive department sec-
tion, it's unnecessary. Section 8 in the executive
department section now reads, "There shall be a De-
partment of Justice, headed by the attorney general
who shall be the state's chief legal officer."

Section 13 of that article now reads, "Each
statewide elected official, except the governor
and lieutenant governor, shall appoint a first
assistant, subject to confirmation by the Senate...
and so on. It seems to me that takes care of the
mechanics that this section of the judiciary articl
is trying to take care of. I think the language
is unnecessary. I can see no reason to repeat
it in two places in the constitution and I urge

Questions

Mr. Bollinger Mrs. Zervigon, did not we delete

Ms. Zervigon We deleted the attorney general's
name in a list of statewide people belonging to the
executive branch. However, when we came later on
to outline the various departments within the
executive branch, we left the Department of Justice

Mr. Stinsor

relieve that we said that

believe we have adopted the
up not having one, so don't

a V e it in this?

Ms. Zervigon No sir, I really don't because if

we don't adopt the executive article, we don't ha

a governor either. 1 think without a governor ou
constitution hasn't much chance of acceptance by

ion t you think the attorney
general, Mr. Guste, would make a good governor

.d.]

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. stagg and
Mr. Dennery'i, on page 10, delete lines 17 through
24, in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof
the following: ...You had the intention, Mr. Stagg,
of deleting the previous amendment with this. Is

that correct, sir? I add appropriate language.
"Section 26. Powers and Duties of the Attorney
General. Section 26. There shall be a Department
of Justice headed by the attorney general, who
shall be the state's chief legal officer. As may
be necessary for the assertion or protection of the
rights and interests of the state, the attorney
general shall have authority to: 1) institute and
prosecute or intervene in any legal actions or
other proceedings, civil or criminal, 2) exercise
supervision over the several district attorneys
throughout the state, and 3) for cause, supersede
any attorney representing the state in any civil or
criminal proceeding. He shall have such other
powers and perform such other duties as may be
authorized by this constitution or provided by
statute. "

Expl ana t ion

ting and trying to design an executive branch of
government, it was the feeling of that committee,
one, that the attorney general ought to be consider
to be of the executive branch of government, since
he was the state's chief legal officier. In the
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second instance, the committee, over a period of court. With this amendment, would this not perhaps

several hours, debated what ought to be the powers delay what might otherwise be rather serious civil

that would adhere to that office for him effective- and criminal proceedings, while we are trying to

ly to be able to be the state's chief legal officer, decide who is going to handle them?

to guard the rights of all of the people of the
,, , ^ ,,

state, without having him so much authority that Mr. Staqq Mr. Pugh, if you would read carefully

he might become more than just the state's chief the language contained in the Judiciary Committee's

legal officer The purpose, the effect, the thrust article, you will note that it states "that when a

of this amendment is simply to allow this conven- judge before whom a proceedings is being carried on.

tion, in the collective wisdom of the delegates to Now. for there to be proceedings before a court, a

this convention, to have the opportunity to examine district attorney must have brought in a bill of

the two languages side by side; that proposed by information or a grand jury must have indicted, and

the Committee on the Judiciary and that proposed the problem would arise, in my mind, when a district

by the Committee on the Executive Branch. There attorney did not bring in a bill of information and

are strong feelings among the delegates to this did not move for a grand jury indictment and there

convention as to what ought be the prooer powers of would be no proceedings before the judge on which

an attorney general. Somewhat unfortunately, as in the judge could then rule. That's the failure of

the case of other elected officials in the execu- the language in the judiciary article, as I see it.

tive branch, personalities of the occupants of There is no proceedings until one has actually been

those offices at the moment have been intruded into brought into a court and then the court could say

the argument. I have tried completely to divorce whether there would be proper intervention by the

le personality of the present incumbent from the attorney general. That language is insufficient.

duties that the constitution would gi

office of state government. I think that was what
the Committee on the Executive Branch sought to do.
There have been, in your memory and mine, several
instances in recent history, in isolated instances
I will admit, where in a given parish infractions
of the law were not prosecuted by the district
attorney for reasons felt by him to be sufficient
unto themselves.

Mr. Stagg The root cause of the disagreement
among delegates of this convention occurs in the
Subparagraph 3. The language reads, "for cause, we thought that for cause. ..from the very beginning
the attorney general may supersede any attorney if a district attorney, for some reason, failed to

representing the state in any civil or criminal act, there would be no proceeding as envisioned in

proceedings." We laid great stress by the words Article Subparagraph 3, in line 3 on page 11.

"for cause" and we debated the language contained
in the case of Kemp against Stanley in which a Mr. Pugh Well as I read your pj-opos

district attorney was thought to be superseded by it contemplates the existence of
an attorney general for purely political reasons proceeding. That's what it says,
and not for cause. It was the feeling of the men

bers in the Executive Branch in the discussion
that if a proper case brought forward to the Supi
Court, where sufficient actual cause did exist, Mr. Pugh Therefore, you've already got a proceed-
that the case of Kemp against Stanley would not be ing under your amendment, to get to that poi

Mr. Pugh Well,
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amendment, to do this whether or not he was re-
quested to do so by a local district attorney, wou
he not?

Mr. Stagq V e s , sir.

ayard Reading Paragraph 1 of your proposed
amendment, in connection with Paragraph 3, would
not the attorney general be the sole and primary
person responsible for the institution, the pro-
secution and the actual trial of any cirminal pre
ceeding? Could this not be interpreted this way?

M r. Henry You have exceeded your time, Mr. Stagg.

Further Discussion

Mr. Burson Fellow delegates, I rise in opposition
to the amendment. The primary reason is in the
discussion of philosophy that I have heard on this
question thus far, there is one major underlying
philosophical interest that I have not heard dis-
cussed at all. That is the interest of the average
citizen in having the system of criminal justice
as much as possible be an instrument of local gov-
ernment rather than the central government. Now
under our United States Constitution, Amendment 6

to the federal Bill of Rights, guarantees each
citizen of this country, in a criminal matter, a

trial in the district where the crime shall have
been committed, by a jury of his peers. A clear
constitutional interest is expressed there that a

man be tried in criminal matters, where his life
or liberty are at stake, by people in his community.
I submit to you that the same sort of interests
lie in the area of deciding who will be the lead
in criminal prosecution. Now most of the remarks
that I have heard in advancing the power of the
attorney general to supersede local district attor-
neys seem to assume that a statewide elected official
will be inherently more virtuous than a locally
elected official. I challenge that assumption.
There is nothing on the record in the history of
this state to support that assumption and I submit
to you that in recent history there is evidence to
the contrary. It seems to me that it is just as
likely that we will have an attorney general
who will not want to do what he was elected to do,
as it is that we will have a district attorney who
will not want to do what he was elected to do. But
the only difference is that in the case of the
district attorney, since he is a locally elected
official, he is much more responsive to the thoughts,
the cares and the concerns of the local citizenry
than any statewide elected official could ever be.
I submit to you that maintaining local prosecution
in criminal affairs humanizes the whole process of
criminal justice and that when you move to per-
mitting the central governmental authority to
take charge of criminal prosecution, you move in-
exorably, in my view, eventually toward a police
state, something that none of us want. Now the
remarks that I make in no way impinge upon the man
who presently holds the office of attorney general
in this state, for whom I have the highest regard,
but I think in the end, it is a matter of principle.
I submit to you that there are other technical ob-
jections to this amendment that have not been
brought out. For instance, when we say, "for cause,
the attorney general could supersede any attorney
representing the state in any civil proceeding,"
we present the possibility that the attorney general
could supersede the attorneys of the Public Service
Commission in a rate-making case. The attorneys
for the Public Service Commission, who are career
people, have a special expertise in this field,
which I do not feel could be duplicated by any
assistant attorney general who received a temporary
assignment on a particular case involving utility
rate-making. I suggest to you that the powers that
are set forth in this proposed amendment go much
further than the superseding of local district attor-
neys in criminal matters. 1 urge all of you, be-

Fore you vote on this question, look at the present
Section 56 of Article VII of the Constitution of
1921, and you will see, if you do look at it, that
the language there provides for supervision of locc
district attorneys and not for supersession.

Roy
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reason is that the f i rst ... number one of the amend-
ment says that, "The attorney general shall have
authority to institute and prosecute in any civil
or criminal proceeding..." Now let's just stop
right there. Once he has that authority, then num-
ber three is automatically negated. He doesn't have
to wait to do anything for cause. If you give him
the authority to institute and prosecute in any
civil or criminal proceeding and he jumps in at
first, you will never get to the cause issue. For
that reason, I just don't think that their amend-
ment does what they sought to do, which was to give
you the option of viewing this amendment with the
present secti
that I rise i

as soon el imi
If there a

previous ques
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akers, I move the

M r. Dennery Mr. Chairman and delegates, I think
we should first look at the present constitution
to see what it says and then compare it with the
two proposals before you. According to the present
constitution, "The attorney general or one of his
assistants shall attend to and have charge of all
legal matters in which the state has an interest,
or to which the state is a party, with power and
authority to institute and prosecute or to inter-
vene in any and all suits, on the proceedings, civil
or criminal, as they (and the words "as they" refer
back to the attorney general or his assistants) may
deem necessary for the assertion or protection of
the rights and interests of the state." Now both
of the proposals before you remove the language
"as they may deem necessary" and requires for the
attorney general to first institute and prosecute
or intervene that it be necessary for the assertion
or protection of the rights and interests of the
state. That is a matter which is not within the
discretion any longer of the attorney general under
either of these proposals, but it must be determined
by a court, if there is an objection to it, that
it is necessary for the assertion or protection of
the rights and interests of the state. Now the
first section of the S tagg-Dennery amendment states
that the attorney general under those situations
shall have the authority to institute and prosecute
or intervene in any legal actions or other proceed-
ings, civil or criminal. The judiciary article
leaves out the criminal, so that under no circum-
stances could the attorney general ever institute
a criminal proceeding. Now we have known in this
state of instances where the local district attor-
neys, for one reason or another, have refused to
prosecute when everyone around them knew prosecu-
tion should be instituted. In those situations,
our amendment would give the attorney general the
right to come in and prosecute. It would not, as
Mr. Roy s.tated , . . . that would not negate the right
of the attorney general, under Section 3, to super-
sede, for cause, an attorney representing the state
in any civil or criminal proceeding. The first
permits the attorney general to institute or prose-
cute, or intervene, but if a suit has been filed,
or if a prosecution has been commenced, the inter-
vention does not give the intervener control of
the case. He must take the case as he finds it
and the attorney general would not have the right
to supersede, for cause, in those instances. So
that the two sections do not conflict with each
other and one does not cover the other. It seemed

[881]
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to us on the Executive Committee, those of us who Questions
voted for this section, that it was essential to

continue the right of the attorney general to in- Mr. Fayard Mr. Kilbourne, do you agree with me in

stitute and prosecute civil and criminal actions. reading this proposed amendment that the attorney
We believe that is quite necessary, if it is nee- general under Subsection No. 1 could, by bill of
essary to protect the interests of the state. Fur- information or indictment, just institute a legal
thermore, we think that for cause, he should have proceeding without the knowledge or without the
the right to supersede a district attorney. Now consent of the local district attorney?
both of those, in other words for the interests of

the state and for cause, are matters which would Mr. Kilbourne 1 think there certainly is a possi-
have to be decided by the court because we must bility. And as I said, I would go into that at
assume that if he did this, the local district attor- length if we get on the proper section. What they
ney would probably object, and then it would be have done here is just absolutely taken the exact
up to the courts in each instance to reach a deter- language as Mr. Guste has suggested and attempted
mination. So we believe that the local citizenry to put it in the amendment .. .where , in a section
who were mentioned by Mr. Burson would have ample where it doesn't belong.
protection. There is nothing in here which would
permit the attorney general to prosecute elsewhere Mr. Fayard Well if my interpretation of Subsectic
than the location where the crime was committed,

i is right, then would that not shift the burden
so that he would be tried before a jury of his peers. ^f proof and the actual burden to the local distric
We believe, Mr. Stagg and I believe, that it is attorney to then contest the action?
essential for the orderly prosecution of justice
in the State of Louisiana, to have a provision such Mr. Kilbourne There is no question at all about
as this in the constitution. Thank you. it.

Questions [previous Ousstion ordered.

^
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Thursday, August 23, 1973 Mr. Staqg Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
tion, when I first came to this microphone on the

ROLL CALL day that the debate opened on the Committee Proposal
No. 4, I expressed a considerable pride in those

[i06 delegates present and a quorum. \ delegates that had been assigned to and had worked
so hard on the proposal of the Committee on the

PRAYER Executive Branch. We had, at great length, debated
and discussed and argued among ourselves about how

Mr. Willis Omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient the executive branch ought to be composed. We had

God, author for men of good will of the perfect as a starting point, the provisions of the composi-
consti tution , etched with celestial fire on tablets tion of the executive branch in the Constitution of
of stone, some two scores of centuries ago on a 1921. We had sought advice and we had studied the
mountain called Sinai, instill within us the prin- executive branch compo!.ition of a large number of
ciples, precepts and tenets of Your Son, crucified the states of this Union. And we conceived of a

well-nigh a score of centuries ago on another moun- streamlined, fully operational executive branch
tain called Calvary. We implore You to implant in and a method by which the sprawling executive esta-
our hearts that which is helpful, and to remove blishment in this state, could be consolidated and
that which is harmful. By the constraint of Thy operated more efficiently, more effectively and
mercy, we implore You to suppress the persuasion of more responsively to the needs of the people of

power for wrongfulness, falsity and ugliness, and Louisiana. As has happened in the legislative
to supplant that inclination with the power of per- branch and as we are currently embroiled in the
suasion -for righteousness, verity and beauty, to judicial branch, the delegates to this convention
the end that the constitution we shall author will found that in some respects, our work did not re-
be acceptable to our people and posterity, so that fleet their views. Perhaps some of you will remem-
we may enjoy the blessings of liberte, egalite, ber, that when we were under debate on the matter
fraternite, justice and all the freedoms, thereby concerning the commissioner of elections, where we
entitling us to the most noble enterprise of man- were hung up on an amendment that was being endlessly
kind and its greatest pursuit, to wit: the pursuit debated, some of us changed our long-held positions
of happiness. and voted in order that that amendment might finally

So be it. Sir Henry. be adopted and the work of this convention might
continue unabated. At that time, I told you that

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE one of the younger delegates of the convention did
ask what our direction was. My answer to him was,

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL that we were moving circular, and indeed we were.
When it came to final adoption and sixty-seven votes

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES were needed, a sufficiently large number of delegates
[_! Journal 359] felt that the article as finally presented for final

adoption, lacked some essential merit that it ought
to have because so many delegates voted no, that
we failed to get sixty-seven votes and final passage.
That I regret. But I understand the feelings of

SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY those who voted on either side of that question. I

understand it all too well. This morning, I am
Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 4, introduced more concerned with the image that we have projected
by Delegate Staqg, chairman on behalf of the Commit- to the people of Louisiana, than I am concerned with
tee on the Executive Department, and Delegates my own strongly-held feeling about the proper makeup
Abraham, Alexander and other members of that commit- of the executive branch of government. In every
tee. political arena, you are often faced with the ulti-

A proposal providing for the executive branch mate necessity of compromise. To some people, the
of government, for the filling of vacancies in issue of compromise and its necessity is faced with
certain public offices, and with respect to dual great disdain. They say, no not me, I will not
office holdings, a code of ethics and impeachment. compromise. When a man. tells you he will never

Of course, the status of this proposal is that compromise unless he is talking about a deeply-held
it has been reconsidered, up for final passage personal philosophical feeling akin to his religion,
again at this time. The bulk of the sections here- if I may, then I think there are points where there
tofore have been adopted, as amended. is room for a man to say to you eyeball-to-eyeball,

"I will not compromise." But in the ordinary con-
Amendment text of this convention, when one set of feelings

is faced eyeball-to-eyeball with the other and in
proposed by Delegates Henry, order to achieve the greater good, one who might
Stovall and many others. otherwise be inflexible can be expected to achieve
page 11, after line 23, add a lesser goal by compromise. That's where we are

following: Section 23. Appointment of Offi- this morning, this twenty-third day of August. We
Merger; Consolidation of Offices and Depart- have had this same problem on judicial retirement

and a compromise was adopted. We had this same
After the first election of state argument on split sessions of the legislature and
'ng adoption of this constitution, a compromise was adopted. I think that's where we
ay by a favorable vote of two- are this morning, in the executive branch. I was
cted members of each house provide struck with the problem when I read my Sunday morn-

for appointment in lieu of election of the state ing paper of last Sunday in Shreveport. There was
superintendent of education, the commissioner of a cartoon on the editorial page and it was a picture
insurance, the commissioner of agriculture, the ?f a slick limousine. On the side of that limousine
commissioner of elections or any of them. In such it was emblazoned CC '73. But the trouble with the
event, the legislature shall prescribe qualifica- picture in that cartoon w.js, the hood of the limou-
tions and methods of appointment. It may, by simi- sine was lifted up and the engine was missing. And
lar vote, provide that any such offices, their that was that cartoonist's idea of what this conven-
departments and functions be merged or consolidated tion appeared to him to be, all dressed up and no
with any other office of department in the executive motor to make it go. That's where we are this morn-
branch. No action of the legislature pursuant here- ing. The amendment that I am going to urge you to
to, shall reduce the term or compensation of any adopt, might not put back an in-line-8, super-hep
elected official. By a vote of two-thirds of the engine in this limousine, but it's a good solid,
elected members of each House, the legislature may foursquare, four-cylinder workhorse, that will make
reestablish any of such offices as an elective our convention move ahead. I am asking this conven-
office and in such event, shall prescribe qualifi- tion, this morning, to consider the adoption of the
cations". amendment that is before us, which is not too dif-

ferent from the convention's work in 1921 and I'll
Explanation read you from Article V of your present constitution.
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no. We had to have sixty-seven or better votes to pass
each one of them. We got as high as eighty-five on

Point of Information one of these to be elected. We got substantial
majorities on all of them. Let's look back and see

Mr. O'Neill This amendment is drawn to amend the what happened when they took up the whole proposal
previous article. I just want to know, for clarity's of the executive. You had one hundred and nine
sake, is it going to take a suspension of the rules people voted, fifty-nine voted to pass the proposal,
to go back and reconsider this matter, since it is fifty voted against it. There is one hundred and
amending the article itself? thirty-two delegates. It was a short House, we

missed approving the whole proposal by eight votes.
Executive But we had passed all twenty-six sections of

Mr. Juneau Mr
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thirds vote. The amendment, or the proposal, a new but I'd like to see all of the offices included, in

section that was proposed to us approximately two order to vote for the compromise. This is the
weeks ago as you will recall, stated that the leg- question I really had for Mr. Stagg, but the time
islature may after 1976, by a majority vote, make ran out.
these elective offices appointive. This requires
a two-thirds vote. Which in my opinion, gives the Further Discussion
people of this state a oreat deal more to say about
whether they want these offices appointive or elec- Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

tive. As far as agriculture is concerned, and I was one of the ones that voted to make all these
voted, of course, for the elective office, because positions appointive in the beginning. ! still

my people said "this is the way we want it at this would like to see them appointed,
time." As far as I'm personally concerned, I have I went along with the Executive Committee to

had some concern from time to time, that the day make it that way. But now it seems like that's not
may come when I, as a farmer, might want the com- going to be possible. We need to come up with
missioner of agriculture appointed from a list of some kind of constitution. And I feel like this
people submitted by people in the farming business. amendment is a good amendment, the best we can come
This gives me an option, as a farmer. For these up with.
reasons, I ask that you adopt this amendment. Thank I might add, too, that I have not been lobbied,
you. no one has talked to me about this aprticular thing.

In fact, when I once make up my mind, I 'don't change
Questions it. But I feel like, too, the people of my district

want it elected. However, I hope when the education
Mr. Womack Mr. Munson, don't you think that in proposal comes up to make it appointive, this is

the future years the responsibility that agriculture one of the main ones I would like to see appointive
has to provide food and fiber for the state, nation is the superintendent of education. I will vote
and the world, needs whatever flexibility that we for that and I hope it passes to make him appointed,
can write into it, in order to make the necessary I still would rather see these positions made

time goes on, to keep abreast of the appointive that we voted for, but it looks like
we've got to come out with some kind of compromise.
Being an attorney, I have compromised. I never

There's no doubt about it whatsoever, try to. ..I always try to compromise right. I think
There is also no doubt, that in num- this is a good amendment in that towards that end.

e producing this food and fiber, is So I think we should come up with this amendment, go
Consequently, their influence in the on with the work of the convention,

halls is decreasing, votewise, yes sir. And at this time, if no one else wishes to speak,
I move the previous question.

Mr. Munson, on the Natural Resources
Committee this subject came up. 'I'ou were one that [notion for Previous Question withdrawn.]

that the people wanted the commissioner of
;ulture elected. Further Discussion

chai
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Isn't this, in effect, a good protection for the And I think it is something that the people would
people, for the proponents of keeping these offices never criticize this convention or the legislature
elected because of this super. ..this small group, for letting them express their will at the polls,
this one-third in either house can keep it like it We can offer a constitutional amendment and see.
is. But it does provide that when there does get There will not have to be the numerous amendments
to be increasing problems, that the office no longer that we have under the constitution, and amendments
responds to the needs of the times, there is an that we are operating under now. With the provi-
avenue for change. sions of the Local and Parochial Proposal, I think

I think it is a reasonable alternative. We will you will find that constitutional amendments will
keep our offices elected, but at that time that we be a rarity. But this is one item that I think is

do make a change, this thing of qualifications, and adequately important to let the people decide. I

that last sentence that's down there, if you did go shall continue to vote for elective officials and
to the appointive route, you've found you have made I must vote against the amendment because I do not
a mistake, you could come back at a later day with take it and will not take it upon myself to compro-
the elective process. mise the mandate of the people of my district.

Rural people are vitally concerned in keeping Thank you.
all these offices elective, and I share that con-
cern. But as time changes, and it does change, we Questions
do have a way in this amendment to provide for it.

In closing, I would urge the adoption of this
woul
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the legislative article and that was not passed and

that is not what is before you today.
Now, how does that relate to this amendment?

This amendment as I read it is very clear. It has

put back into the constitution Section 32. And
that to me means this. That you as a constitution-
ally created body are asked to say what is in a

constitution. You are then abrogating your right
as to what you think should be the basic form of

government, and I submit to you that election or

appointment is the basic form of government. And

you are saying we are going to abrogate that right

to a two-thirds vote of the legislature. That's
what you have done by this provision.

Now let me tell you what could happen. You

could have an elected commissioner of agriculture,
you could have a commissioner of elections, and
then by a two-thirds vote if it be the will of the
governor as administration in administration, that
they want to. ..we are not going to affect him per-
sonally, but we are going to strip him of his powers.
That's exactly what you could do. I'm telling you
that that's bad. That does not make sense.

Secondly, as this amended is drafted, it provides
in essence that after the first election of state
of f icial s . . . woul d be elected but he can come up and
by two-thirds vote of the legislature be changed to

an appointed position. By the same token, next
year, at the regular session, the legislature could
abolish the duties of that job. That's ridiculous.

Now, I'm telling you this, I can't understand,
and this is what's unbelievable to me, I frankly
have mixed emotions about the whole provision in

this regard. I'm caught in the dilemma between
appointive and elected officials. I personally feel
that the commissioner of agriculture should be
elected. I personally feel that since we are not
going to give the duties to the commissioner of
insurance that he ought to be appointive. I per-
sonally feel that the commissioner of elections,
since we didn't give him election responsibilities,
should be appointed. But that's not the issue be-
fore you. I submit to you that if we are in the
controversy we are in, we. ..I respectfully submit
to you we have faced the first true issue which
should be an alternate on the ballot.

I'm not willing to abrogate that decision to
the legislature in 1974 or 1978. I think that
that's a constitutional issue and it's beyond me
why we want to go through the- back door in say two
years from now, or seventy-six or seventy-eight or
eighty. We want the legislature to decide that.
If it's that important and we are that split, let's
vote on the section and I guarantee you that there

as an alternate to the people. What's so sancti-
monious of discussing that we should not have an
alternate on a ballot. We'd better start thinking
in terms there is going to be some of those issues.
And I submit to you that that's one issue.

In conclusion, I'll tell you about this amend-
ment. When an amendment is faulty and when it's
bad, and when we are talking about the constitutional
mandate, it should be voted down. When something
is of the magnitude that justifies that the people
of this state are going to determine the form of
government, well then I submit to you, let's put
it to the vote of the people and let's don't talk
about the back door. Let's face the issue, let's
vote on it, let's stick with it like we have, come
back when we get the provision on an alternate
ballot and let the people decide it. I'm not
wil 1 ing to make that choice.

Thank you very much.

DiscL

Mr. Roemer Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentle-
men, of course I oppose the, what is it? The
Henry, Munson, Stagg, Abraham, Stovall amendment.
Let's talk about the games people play, and the
games we're playing here today because this amend-
ment is a game. It's a game that couldn't be won
on the playing field. It's a game that couldn't
be won in regular time. It's a game that couldn't
be won by the rules that you and I were elected by.
It's a new game. It's called "I didn't get what I

[890]

wanted when it was time, so now I'm going to get it

in the back door."
You know the issue here is a simple and clear

one, elected versus appointed. How, in America,
can people stand before me and say in the name of

efficiency, "I want to reduce elected offices"?
In the name of efficiency and team work, I want to

deny the people's constitutional, American, histori-
cal right to vote, and that's what we're talking
about .

Now some of you say, "well, Roemer, you've got
an amendment right behind this that does in effect,
the same thing." True, that's another game. I

hate to play them, but if we pass this one then I

surely will bring mine before you, because it's a

bad game to [too] but it's just a little bit better.
Now, some people talk about compromise. I can't
quote Shakespeare, my good friend Burton is not
seated here, maybe he could help me. Yes, Burton,
thank you. But I can quote rock and roll. I'm

more expert on that than Burton is, probably.
There's a song out by Paul Simon. It says "with
all the crap I learned in high school, it's a

wonder I know anything at all, but at least I

learned enough to know to read the writing on the
bathroom wall." That's what this compromise is.

Hell, I'm no fool. I can read the writing on the
wall. I know the telephone calls. I was here all

day yesterday. You're not going to fool me, not
on this point. I know where the votes are, and
that's the reason I have my amendment here, because
I have a fear, an absolute fear, that this first
amendment will pass. Now look at it and read it

close. It's got superintendent of education in it,

no reason to be there. We needed to discuss that
in the Education Committee. We needed to discuss
that on the floor when education is brought up,

you know that. It's got merger and consolidation
here, and doesn't even put a time limit on it.

They dould do away with these offices before the
next election, not only after, not only after.
It's a bad amendment.

Now let's talk about the Farm Bureau. Why they
bought this I'll never know. Why they were taken
in like this, I'll never know, but I ask them,
when they go back to those farms in Louisiana and
they. read what they have done, I tell you they will
regret the day, they will regret the day that this
ever took place.

Now, the governor, in his wisdom, wants this.
It's been made over and over again by the proponents
of this amendment, and no man here can take a

front seat before me in admiring, respecting, and
dedicating myself to our governor. I voted for
him three times, if I could have voted for him
more, I would have, I like him, I respect him. I

think he's a good governor, but you know there's a

time for leadership. It passed two weeks ago.
Leadership changes to demagoguery when the time
is wrong, and that's what we have here. Brinksman-
ship, crisis, demagoguery. It is wrong. No way
to justify it, no way at all. Now, -I'm going to

say that I'm willing to compromise on one point.
Let the people decide, let's make it an alternative.
Now there's a compromise, and you know they don't
want to do that. They don't want to do that, and
I can tell you why. Because they know what the
people would say; the people will say, and 1 can
guarantee it. "We want the right to vote". Thank
you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, delegates of the convention,
I rise in support of this amendment. I've heard
a lot of rhetoric, and what I've just heard has
been some of the best. 1 want to tell you how I

feel as just a plain old Louisianian. Nobody here,
in my books, who's more of a Jacksonian democrat
than I am. I truly believe in the right of the
people to vote and elect their officials, but that's
not without some limitation. I came here with the
idea that the only person who should be elected,
besides the governor and the five named previously
by the Executive Committee, was the superintendent
of education. I'm still, to some degree, committed
to that viewpoint. I was not for the commissioner
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anything, but I don't think those old country folks
are going to go along with this. I don't believe
they wi',1 because Mr. Stagg failed to tell you that
the governor is sitting in that limousine, and he's
driving it and no matter whether or not it has an

engine or not, he's still driving it and it's still
going to take him where he want's [wants] to go.

Do you honestly believe that the governor has enough
personal charm, charisma, to carry this constitution
over to the people, even if we allow these elective
offices to be taken out? I don't believe he does.
We hear that he has a mandate to come in here and
have a cabinet form of government, and I hear, as
delegates, we are supposed to come in here and ful-
fill that mandate. Well, I disagree. The only
thing that I was mandated to do was to come here and
protect the rights of people, not to take any rights
away. t believe that when you have two democratic
candidates running on the platform of constitutional
reform, and one of them happens to win by a few
thousand votes, that's not a mandate, and I don't
think you think it is either.

We've heard so much about compromise. They
would lead you to believe that compromise is the
honorable thing in every situation, and perhaps
sometimes it is honorable. But you fail to realize
that, perhaps, compromise isn't so honorable after
awhile, and that perhaps there has to be a line
drawn somewhere at sometime. We had fifty-nine votes
to pass this entire article, and I rise with Mr.
Jenkins in saying that if this amendment is tacked
on, I'll work just as hard to defeat it as the
governor did the first time and I'll ask you to
join with me in doing that.

We received a letter on our desk this morning
from Mr. Guargnard, the heard of the Farm Bureau.
The Board of Directors of the Farm Bureau has de-
cided for some thirty thousand odd members, that
they can go along with this compromise. They can
compromise the commissioner of el ec t ions , the in-
surance commissioner and the superintendent of edu-
cation. They've decided this for us, and you agri-
culture people were weak enough to go for it. You
were weak enough to fall out of the boat. If you
used to watch "Our gang" on t.v., their motto was
"One for all and all for one". Well, agriculture,
we stood with you and stood with you for a long
time. Those of us in the city who didn't have to
stand with you, we did, but you won't stand with
us. You've got what you think. you want, and you've
gotten what you think will make you happy. Well,
it won't be all for one and one for all anymore.
When we get to the legislature in future years, be-
lieve you me, that governor is going to get his two-
thirds vote. He's got us in this position right
now. 1 put before you that this is a more tenuous
position than in the legislature. If he's so hell
bent on having it here, then he's going to be just
as hell bent in having it in the legislature. I

submit to you that the people don't want the black
limousine, no motor, governor, driver or any of it.
They want something a little bit simple, something
they can understand, something that doesn't take
their rights away from them. We stood with you
agriculture, but you left us. If we ever have the
chance to leave you, we're going to think twice
about whether or not we're actually going to stand

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Further Discussion

Mr. Alexander To the Chairperson, delegates, I

would like to put the whole question back in per-
spective. For the last twenty-five years, I have
been hearing throughout the state, that the trouble
with our constitution: (1) is that it is too long;
(2) there are too many elected officials contained
within it. Now the people of the state do want to
reduce the number of elected officials. May I an-
swer one or two of those persons who have been
facetious in their remarks. Somebody said, suppose
we then include the secre_tary of state, the treasure
the lieutenant governor'and the governor. There is
an amendment on our desk to that effect. I submit
to you that that is the height of facet iousness .

If we are going to be facetious, why not say let us

elect the heads of all departments. All two hun-
dred and eighty-three of them, or three hundred of
them. Then we would be entirely ridiculous. Now
let me see what our position is. We have talked
about compromise. I submit to you, ladies and gen-
tlemen, that the fundamental way of life in this
country, has been compromise. We compromised those
of you who migrated from the Old World because of
religious reasons. You compromised and came to
America and for over two hundred years, we have
lived in America with complete religious freedom.
I submit to you that was compromise. Because as
a Baptist, I have little in common with a Catholic,
but I tolerate his religion and he tolerates mine,
because that is the fundamental way of life in

America. Now what do the people want? They want
a change. They want the constitution constricted.
They want it shortened. They want it readable and
understandable. They want fewer el ec ted .of f icial s .

Now I submit to you if there is any one group out
there who can, if that group wants to, impose its

will on this convention and say to us, "we are not

going to compromise", it is those people who repre-
sent agriculture. They have the votes to do it.

I doubt if the other elected officials could do it.

But compromise ladies and gentlemen, is not a dirty
word. I submit to you that from my youth, I have
always wanted a Rolls-Royce in one driveway and a

Cadillac in the other. But I don't know how many
cars I have owned, but have owned a Model A Ford,
a beat up Oldsmobile, a Pontiac, but never a Cadillac
nor a Rolls-Royce. I doubt if I will ever own a

Rolls-Royce. So every time I have bought an auto-
mobile, I have to compromise. Every time I've bought
a used car I was compromising. I say to you that
everyone who lives in America and who belongs to
a church, he compromises. Because I dare say that
of one hundred and thirty-two delegates here, almost
all of us represent some other denomination. Don't
let any body tell you, you compromise when you per-
mit me to be here. I compromise when I listen to

some of the rhetoric that I have heard here. May
I conclude, by appealing to those of you.. .by ap-
pealing to your good judgement and to your good
sense, by saying that the earliest the affects of
this resolution can be implemented would be 1980.
It doesn't mean that it's going to be done tomorrow.
It means that the earliest anyone or all of these
officials could be elected would be 1980. It may
never be implemented. It means that it's open end.
It may be 1984, 1988 and ad infinitum. I appeal to
you ladies and gentlemen, vote for this amendment.
Thank you, Madame Chairman.

Further Discussion

^^ S ti nson Madame Chairman, members of the cor

;itutional convention, I wish to join those who
ive appeared here prior to me speaking for the
ghts of the people, the inherent right of our
irm of government to express your wishes as to *

lall govern you. And against the principle of
ho

setting up a dictatorship, whether he be a board,
or governor, or who he may be, to say this man is

going to run your affairs. I am against compromise.
I personally think it's a bad word. It's a trade
out, or a sell out or a surrender of principles.
You never gain when you compromise. If you go into
it honestly and try to deal with someone that is

not going to be as equally honest as you, you're
going to be in the same situation as our government
is in the East. I have heard repeatedly, that there
is a mandate that we are supposed to rewrite and
shorten the constitution and change every thing in

it. I have never seen that mandate and I don't
know where the false idea is that we have been man-
dated to do this. The last time the people voted
on whether they wanted to revise the constitution,
they overwhelmingly voted it down. They have not
had the opportunity to vote on whether they wanted
this constitution rewritten. The fact that you
were sent here, wasn't a mandate that they wanted
to rewrite it. They said we want someone there to
protect our rights, as another speaker said, and
get rid of things that mav be wrong or rewrite what
may be in there, that's good. But no place have we
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been told, at any time, that we are supposed to on it ana see if we could get enough votes to pass

Mr.
you
is
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decision that will live with you the rest of your
life. You're fixing to deprive the people of our
great state of an honor, of a privilege and a sa-
cred right they've had invested in a handful of
legislators. Maybe you want to do that. I don't
want that on my conscience. I don't want to take
away the rights of the humans of this great state
invested in me, as a legislator, to tell them that
they can't vote for any more elected officials, or
they can't elect their officials. Just elect me,
and let me run it. I'm not for that. I don't be-
lieve you're really for that. It might work and it

might not work, but I want the people of this state
to say whether they want to try it or not. I'll
support a proposition to leave it up to the people.
They sent me over here. They didn't. ..no handpickec
group sent me over here. The people sent me here
with their vote and with their ballot. Maybe we
could have said, "just let the legislature write
this constitution." But we didn't want to do that.
We wanted to let the people elect some of you and
send you over here. Think a long time before you
take away that sacred right.

Nothing in here sets up qualifications. Of
course, I've got a little different opinion on
what it takes to qualify for one of these appointed
jobs, than most people. The best qualifier I've
ever seen is them big round marks on it. I'll
guarantee you or when I'm in a hard campaign and
a fellow hits me with a little greenback, I just
feel a little better about him. I said "you know,
that's a pretty good old fellow, isn't he?" Sure
is, sure is. It just does a little something to
you. I don't know what it is, and the more they
lay down there, the better qualified they get, the
quicker they get qualified. I don't think I'm no
different than nobody else, and I'm going to admit
mine. I'm going to tell the truth, 'Cause they
start putting that greenback on you and you're
scared. About half don't know whether you've got
a chance to win or not. I'll tell you, they look
better ever time they lay another one down, they
just look better. That's my definition of quali-
fication because I've seen it work. It has worked
and it will work. But I'll say this, I don't know
if I'll ever come back to the legislature anymore
or not. If I stay fooling around over here very
much longer, I'm pretty sure I won't. But I want
to say this to all you youngsters, and all you new-
comers that's hanging out therelooking and waiting
for an opportunity to run for the legislature, and
I know some of you got it on your mind. I can
kind of tell when I see the way one's acting what
they're thinking about. If you get in the running
in '76, you're going to have the dadgummedest time
you've ever had of trying to please fifteen differ-
ent groups or whether you're going to vote to elect
them or whether you're going to vote to appoint
them, and I'll tell you what, they're going to have
you in a nightmare. You'll be meeting tonight with
a bunch that will say the superintendent of educa-
tion ought to be appointed. The next morning you'll
meet with somebody that will say they ought to be
elected. Where are you going to be? Dodging and
ducking, trying to figure out what to do or what
to say. I'll tell you what I'm going to be, where
I'm going to be, I'm going to take my chances with
the people like I've alway took it, like they've al-
ways had a chance to vote for me or against me. I

'

ii

not going to deprive them of one of the few sacred
rights they have left. To all you who changed
overnight, because of the Farm Bureau. Do you know
what the Bureau was? I heard it down here yester-
day. ..about five or six fellows. They saw the
light. I don't know how they saw it so quick, but
I don't have that good a vision. I just can't see
the light that quick. I guess they did, but no one
had called me. We've got a few members over in my
country where I come from. Hadn't heard from a one
of them. Let me say this. I hope we don't make a

mistake here today that will defeat the final work
of this convention. I hope we don't. I may be
making one. I don't believe I am. I'm going to
s tay wi th the peopl e .

Further

Mr. Stovall Madame Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, we have seen here this morning
and during these past two months, democracy at work.
Cartoonists might make light of what we have been
doing, but during these months and here this morn-
ing we have had open and meaningful debate. We have
had free and responsible individuals expressing
their differences. We have expressed our differ-
ences, we have voted on them, we reached an impasse.
Last week we voted to reconsider. Here this morn-
ing we are trying to sink through, the best approach
to this impasse. I submit to you that the amend-
ment which is presently before us, is a reasonable
solution to the impasse which we have reached. For
this amendment does not change the election of our
officials. It simply gives to the legislature, the
possibility of responding to a need which might
arise at some future time. I submit to you this
morning that to pass this amendment will be an act
of faith on our part. Fear causes us to want to
box everyone in and control every possible situation.
But faith gives to us courage to leave a door open,
to permit us to respond to changing possibilities

part, a simple act of faith. To believe that the
legislature and our elected officials in the future
might respond to whatever the situation might demand.
I submit to you this morning that what the people
of Louisiana want is not necessarily "X" number of
elected officials. What they want is good govern-
ment. I don't think any of you here this morning
would say that because we have had eleven elected
officials in the past, that we have had good govern-
ment. To the contrary, we have oftentimes had
competing power structures which has prohibited
good government in the state. What we are pleading
for in this amendment is the privilege of some fu-
ture legislature providing a poss i bi 1

i

ty "whereby
the governor of the state might administer the
affairs without the competing power structures. ,

This amendment does not take away the people's
right. After all, the elected legislature is the
representative of the people. We have a representa-
tive form of government. Any change that might come
in the future would be brought about by these elected
representatives of the people. I submit to you this
morning that we are here because the people of
Louisiana desire something better. We are the mid-
wife for that which is seeking to be born in Louisiana
Namely, a new structure and a new political atmo-
sphere. This amendment is simply a small part in

bringing about that new possibility. I encourage
you, then, to vote favorably for this amendment,
that we might move forward in the important work of
this convention. Thank you.

iry

Jues tion

the Ch

that thi
have the
education and others
not give this power

Reverend Stovall, wouldn't you say
endment would say to the people, you
ht to elect your superintendent of

rovided the legislature does
someone else? Isn't this

Mrs. Warren

It says :
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M r. Womack Mr. Speaker and fellow delegates, it
would take about thirty or forty minutes for me to
cover what I think ought to be said at this time.
Of course, naturally, I don't have but about seven.
assuming I get the same overrun that some of the
others have had. But I've heard up here what I

think is kind of deplorable when the first speaker
gets up and runs down the legislature, the next one
runs down the governor, the next one runs down the
system, the next one indicates we're all going to
[. . .J and it's got me thanking goodness that I'm
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put up at the front, because I'd be a little bit Mr. H enry Fellow delegates, it gives me a great
smaller target up there than I would in the back. deal of pleasure today, to welcome back one of our
I'm amazed to see why any of this is all that bad colleagues. Delegate Harvey Cannon, as you know, who
in this amendment, when you have primarily the same has been out with a heart attack. Harvey, we are
thing in the constitution today that's been there glad to have you back, pardner.
since 1921 and hasn't cause any problem. As far
as the feeling of the people back home, I have one Further Discussion
of the largest districts in the House, percentage-
wise, because I'm on the high side of the average. Mr. Ch e hard y Mr. Chairman, fellow members of the
I went back and talked to my people, and both of convention, first off, I would like to state that
them that I talked to said it didn't make a lot of I believe this amendment is a good one, and I be-
difference. I would say now, that fifty percent lieve it accomplishes basically many of the points
of the people back home don't know you're down that both sides of the issue have attempted to
here. Fifty percent of them don't know what you're bring forth. However, in arguing against this par-
here for, and twenty-five percent don't care. Then ticular amendment, I believe the most important
you talk about what all the people want. I think thing brought forth is the necessity to face up to
agriculture is going to make progress. I think certain facts. Now for example, we have had it

education is going to make progress. Sometime they said by one of the delegates that spoke, that there
have go do it in spite of us and not along with are efforts to bypass the will of the people and
us. But for fourteen years, I've operated in the that we have a dictatorship down here trying to
legislature as Chairman of the Agriculture Commit- tell us what to do. Now at this point, let me state
tee and. we've had fine Agriculture Committees. that I am an appointed delegate. I have been ap-
They've done an outstanding job of trying to look pointed in my lifetime to office, and I have been
after agriculture. They are still doing it. Dur- elected. In one election, I believe I hold the
ing this period of time, we have consistently oper- distinction of probably one of the highest votes
ated with an administration that said we are going ever, 94.75 percent out of seventy thousand votes,
to help agriculture, but we don't care anything So I have felt sweet victory, I have felt defeat,
for the individual. The individual says I don't and I have felt the the effects of appointment and
care anything for the governor, I can't tolerate otherwise. I do not consider myself a blind follower
him. I don't know that that's altogether worked Yet, when I accepted this appointment, it was in
in the best interest of agriculture because I've my mind that I was going to do what I felt was best
seen some things agriculture needed, that was for the people of the state, but was also going to
turned down because the working relationship was be obligated to put into effect a program which I

not what it should be. If you have an appointed had already accepted and believed in. Otherwise,
man, the working relationship is going to be rea- I would not be here. We have heard what I first
sonably good. As far as saying that it's that bad, said by Mr. Stinson. Then Mr. Jenkins got up, and
it isn't that bad. Let's look at agriculture. Mr. Jenkins said that this flaunts the will of the
There will never be a day that every major candidate people. Then Mr. Roemer said, and Mr. Roemer, who
for governor would not make a commitment that I has the same amendment, no matter what he says,
will appoint a good man with education and experience coming up right after this amendment, and he refers
background in the field of agriculture. We will to such language as writings on the bathroom wall,
try to have a good administration in that field. refers to rock songs that talk about [. . .] and
What else can you ask for? then he says he has a fear of this amendment pass-

As far as Mr. Robertson is concerned and I'm ing, yet he proposes the same. Mr. O'Neill talks
always reluctant to call names up here, because if about the governor's black Cadillac. Of course,
I call a name, it's going to be a pretty good friend I've always thought it was a Lincoln. Now he might
of mine and one that I have had many hours of plea- know more about automobiles than I do. He says the
sure working with, and Mr. Robertson is no excep- governor is not mandated by the people. Now I had
tion. I know that the people in education, today, two choices, to sit back and keep swallowing this
are very much concerned we won't elect one. But stuff. As far as I am concerned, whether you're
let me tell you what the ones I've talked to back elected or you're appointed, the reason you have a

home have said, "we put him in there, we want the constitutional convention is 'cause you've had a

right of vote because we want the privilege of governor and a legislature willing to put it be-
taking him out." Maybe they ought to have that fore the people and bring it to task, and to give
right. If you go back and look at what the people us this chance to propose a constitution. If it
want on election day, just check. About five hun- was not for Governor Edwards, none of us would be
dred, six or seven hundred of them didn't want a here today to bring to the people a new constitution.
Representative because they walked in the booth There's nothing to me more despicable than to see
and didn't vote for him, in my district. Don't some of these new people, newcomers to politics
say they didn't know because I've been pretty con- who may mean well, many of whom are the most sincere
troversial. There's no in betweens. They're young people I've ever seen. But there dre four
either for the no-good rascal or he's good. I don't or five who are vicious in their every attack. As
have many contacts. They either respect the fact far as I'm coticerned, the governor ran on a plat-
that they think I'll try to do a good job, or he's form. He ran on a platform promising a constitu-
so hardheaded it don't do any good to talk to him. tional convention. He ran on a platform talking
Still, five, six or seven hundred of them doesn't about a cabinet form of government. All he is try-
even go to the trouble to vote for a Representative, ing to do is give what he was mandated to do, if
and that's right there at them. Literally thousands he has suggested it to anyone. Af far as I'm con-
and thousands of them didn't vote for superintendent cerned, I will, till the last day that I sit in
of education that voted for other offices. The this convention, will do what is best for the peo-
same proportion didn't vote for commissioner of pie. I have never once, I don't believe one ap-
agriculture, and voted for other officers. So don't pointed delegate or elected delegate has been pres-
tell me about what all the people want. I would sured by the governor. But I, for one, consider
say this, if you went back today and prepared a him the leader of this state. I, for one, wish that
questionnaire and submitted ten key questions, and he was even more vocal and was more outspoken so
submitted it even to the intellectuals and knowledge- that we would have much more of the leadership we
able ones, and the ones in that field that had spe- need in this convention. As far as I am concerned,
cial interests and after asking them ten loaded ques- I think that the delegates that I have referred to,
tions on each side and say are you convinced beyond in their remarks are completely out of order. I

any question that this is best, I'll lay you even believe that the governor should have a say in this
money that at least half of them would say no. convention, and I believe that he has brought this

state forward and is bringing it forward, despite
RECESS people who try to undermine his every action and

the action of the people who believe him to be a

louorum Call: 107 delegates present leader of the people. I, for one, know in many of
and d quorum. J the fields that have not yet come before this con-

vention, that he has taken steps for the people that
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aren't here today and I see some of you who ran
against them, that are here. So 1 ran hard, and
ran on several platforms. I can name them to you
Property tax reform. That's a big issue down in

my area. We have high millage and low assessment
We got hurt severely on the revenue sharing, abou

thousand dollars to one par
ined. and my parish in Jeffe

ion, too. PlacqueiT
ars, which wasn't

a mi 1 1 ion two h

or my other parish gained,
lost. St. Bernard lost a m

gained a hundred thousand d

much, but that was one of t

issue was things like metropolitan income tax,
metropolitan government and a strong issue that
advertised in my local paper, daily, was elected
officials. Elected officials. Now, I'll be a

little braggadocios on my part. I hope you don'
presume it is, but I did win by a considerable v

in my representative district I ran in, eleven
thousand people voted. Eleven thousand people,
rounded off. For seven opponents, I received al

ten thousand votes. I got a mandate. I don't
think there's too many mandates that was given i

this state, and I think I got a pretty represent
tive type of parish. It's independent, or paris
let me say. They are independent. I don't thin
this business about the people want this is corr

hes,
k

ect .

but I think he's a good example
a good example, this is my third time in the leg-
islature, but I don't think the people want us tc

appoint their officials. I just don't believe it

In my heart .and in my soul and in their vote, I

don't believe it, and I don't believe you believe
it, and I don't believe this convention ought to
be put in the position of trying to make us do it

through the backdoor. I would have been glad to

vote, I would have been tickled to death to vote

Mr.
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23..." I think that Mr. Roemer has revised the Mr. Henry and others and adopted by the convention
amendment somewhat. on August 23, 1973, on line 7 of the text of Section

"Section 23. Appointment of Officials 23 added thereby, immediately after the words and
Section 23. After the first election of state punctuation "it may," insert the following: "after

officials following adoption of this constitution such election,",
the legislature may by a two-thirds vote of each
house prescribe the qualifications to provide for Explanation
the appointment in lieu of election in the office
of commissioner of agriculture, the commissioner Mr. Staqq Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in the
of insruance and the state commissioner of elections debate on the previous amendment before last it was
or any of them. No action of the legislature pur- pointed out that consolidation might take effect
suant thereto shall reduce the term or compensation under the language of the amendment before another
of any elected official. By a similar vote of two- election took place. I have asked this amendment
thirds of the elected members of each house the to be prepared to make it very clear that no such
legislature may reestablish any such offices as an consolidation could possibly be had before another
elected office and in such event shall prescribe election has intervened. This is the purpose of
qualifications." the amendment. I move its adoption.

Explanation [Amendment adopted without objection .]

Mr. Roemer This is the same amendment that we Amendment
just passed with two exceptions. I'll keep it brief
because I know you want to proceed. I think these Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by mt. iveiss], on
two exceptions are important. I'll point them out. page 11 in Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by
The only difference in this amendment and the one Delegate Henry and others and adopted by the conven-
we just passed is as follows: Number one, I have tion on August 23, 1973, on line 3, after the words
deleted the superintendent of education from any and punctuation "of each house," and before the
reference in my particular amendment. I think it's words "provide for" insert the words and punctuation
the consensus of this convention, at least as I "and approval by a statewide referendum,",
understand it and it's my personal opinion of what
the consensus is to discuss the superintendent of Explanation
education when the Education Committee's report
is submitted to us. There seems to be a controver- Mr . Weiss Fellow delegates, the decision of this
sial area. I don't see any need for locking it in body to add Section 23 has not been overwhelming,
here, one way or the other. The second thing that It has been a coalition of minority groups and for
I deleted is the sentence on merger and consolida- any of you that are interested in politics and the
tion as presented in the arguments of the first mechanisms of its action and studying it as I have
amendment, the one we just passed. They admitted done during the past few months you can now see
that it was poorly drawn and that it has no refer- what five or six votes can do. To bring together
ence to time and in effect the 1 egi si a ture mi ght those who feel that their principles have been
try to merger or consolidate prior to 1976, and I compromised with the majority, I offer this amend-
don't think anybody here wants that. In addition, ment. What is the question before us now? Has
after 1976 I think that the merger and consolida- this compromise in Section 23 been a fair one?
tion sentence as presented in the amendment that Have we truly learned the principle of compromise
we just passed allows the legislature to back-door or have we compromised principle? I submit to you
an issue that they are going to refuse to face up that those of us who are neophytes at this time in
directly. The issue is, of course, appointive this process, but willing and anxious to see that
versus elective. Those are the only two changes it goes on effectively and efficiently, have learned
I make. I'd like to ask you to support it. I come the principle of compromise, but we will not sacri-
up here with half a heart, not in what we're trying fice the compromise of principle. This principle
to do here, but because I wish we could have de- is elected versus appointed officials. The issue
feated the whole thing. I think I've made my posi- before us is truly that, elected or appointed offi-
tion clear on that. But, since we didn't defeat cials. This is paramount. Arguments are rational
the whole thing, at least let's come with an amend- and have been presented ad infinitum in this regard
ment that says what we feel, and I hope mine does on both sides, both rational and emotional and I

that. I'll submit to questions if there are any. will not continue it here, but what is the answer
and how do we get this compromise? The answer is

Questions this floor amendment, I submit to you. I submit
that the final decision of this extremely difficult

ddy, is your amendment that same dirty problem must in the final analysis be submitted to
me you talked about earlier that you want the people for statewide referendum. It is only

te for? then that we know that the actions that we have
aken, and that we are here delegated to take, can

Mr. Roemer Yes, it's kind of like finding your- be effective. Nobody and no constitution and no
self on the wrong ball field and what you have to piece of paper is any better than the power of the

is do the best you can, Chris. people behind it to enforce it. Let us not make a

mistake today and let us reflect the true voting
of the majority of the people of the state. Those
who will choose to elect rather than have their
officials appointed. I ask that this floor amend-

'i^d. ment be accepted by you as a true compromise. If

you are interested in compromise you will vote for
Sol dman Mr. Roemer, didn't you leave a third this amendment. This is the compromise amendment;
3 out of here? The element of. ..no, you didn't. the other, perhaps, is a delay,
iorry.

Questions
ioemer I think I only left two things out,

Itried to. Mr. Roy Are you aware of the
'

thing that you are proposing i;

[Previous Ouestion ordered. Record an amendment to the constitutit

Jmei
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a two-thirds vote through the legislature is noth

more than the amendatory process that the Bill of

Rights has just enacted?

Mr. Weiss I have sat on the Committee of Bill o

Rights and Elections with you. I have spent over
30 days and am well aware of the process that I

here recommend that this body accept.

. Roy Don't you think it's unnecessary
nply we can always amend the constitution
junch of referendums being thrown in?

Weiss Exactly.

[Previous Puest

Wei this to i

against tl

ay
idment

nave learned

lose of you that vote
!gislators and are legislating. Those ot you
lat vote for this amendment are constitutional
hope we will have a fine majority of constitt
ionalists favoring this floor amendment.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment re-

passing.

Mr. Guarisco Dr. Wei
now. Isn't it true wh
proposing a constituti
tutional convention?

Weiss
ferendum of the people by the legislative appr
and I think the constitutional amendment artic
will be presented by our committee which will
discussed by this body at a later date, hopefi

ider Would you prop

Mr. Weiss No, this is only when the legislature
moves in the direction that they move, either to

eliminate a particular official or group of offi-
cials, then the referendum would be submitted to

the people. .The action of the legislature will
determine when the referendum would be determined.

Mr. Alexander Which election, gubernatorial, con-
gressional or special?

Mr. Weiss It does not specify; it could be at the
option of the legislature. A special election, or
the next gubernatorial election, after it's passed
or whatever election the legislature so desires to

have it included in.

Mr. Jenkins Dr. Weiss, isn't it true that the
way the section stands now, would allow the legisla-
ture by a two-thirds vote .to abolish these offices
whereas your amendment provides that there will be
two requirements. First, the vote by the legisla-
ture and second, approval by the people in a refer-
endum? Isn't that correct?

Weiss rect ,

think this is what the argument is all about, tt

the final decision rest with the people and I ti-

the legislature and the legislators that will be

running for office for the next many years will
plagued with this problem of where they stand ar

how they vote and it will create havoc in my mir
until the people of the state decide in their ov

mind how this will be settled.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by «r. Jenkins'i, on
page 11, in Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by
Delegate Henry and others and adopted by the con-
vention on August 23, 1973, on line 4, after the
words and punctuation "of election, of the" delete
the words and punctuation "state superintendent of

O'Neill igs

3t

Many

and this amendment d

words "superintendent of education". 1

that is an issue that we do need to vot
of you felt that the superintendent of education
should not have been included in the executive
article. By including it in this amendment it re-
quires that we have to come back two times if we
want to remove it from the executive department
article, and I feel that we're precluding the Edu-
cation Committee from coming in with any proposal
that might change something in the executive depart-
ment article. Were I on that committee, I would
feel very frustrated knowing that three times in

the executive department article, a superintendent
of education is going to be elected, and I would
feel that we could come back with almost nothing
to the contrary. I think it's a simple issue. It

simply deletes the superintendent of education from
this amendment which we have adopted. My second
reason for wanting to take it out of this is that
the legislature could provide that the governor
appoint the superintendent of education. Even
though I believe that the superintendent of edu-
cation should be elected, I would find it more
palatable to me for an elected board to appoint a

superintendent of education rather than the gover-
nor and the amendment which we have adopted would
allow the governor to appoint the superintendent of
education and I remind you of the 1972 legislative
session in which the governor almost did get the
chance to appoint the superintendent of education,
but it was barely blocked and it took a two-thirds
vote then. I ask you to adopt this amendment.

Jenki you must agree then
lis section it would
jmvent the public wil

thout
your amendment to t

legislature to circumvent the public will and that
there would be no opportunity for the people to
vote on this issue unless we have your amendment.

Mr. Weiss Absolutely, and as a student of history
and a believer in one aspect of Delegate Rayburn's
concept, we have yet to see what will come, and he
has seen, and I have seen, and most of you have
seen, what a dictatorial individual can do to groups,
to legislative bodies, and therefore, I think that
it is highly important that this be included
recommend accepting of this floor amendment.

Mr. S tinson Doctor, isn't it a fact that without
your amendment, what we are putting in the consti-
tution just adopted prohibits the legislature from
submitting it to the people, even if the legislature

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, I think it's unfortunate
that we haven't devoted more attention to the office
of superintendent of education. The reason that
we haven't before, I think, is because it was thrown
into this last amendment that was passed and very
little attention was given to it. This is probably
the second most important job in our state govern-
ment. Certainly, the second most powerful. With
a budget of seven or eight hundred million dollars
for which he is directly or indirectly responsible.
Out superintendent of education has probably more
direct contact with the people than anyone else
because he has ninety percent of the children of
this state under his care. If we were to ever
reach the point where the people of this state did
not feel that they had control over the office of
superintendent I think you would find it even more
diffidult to pass bond issues to finance public
education. I think you'd find public support for
the public education system deteriorating. As to
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whether or not the legislature would ever use its Mr. fA. ] Jackso n Ladies and gentlemen, I promise

authority to abolish this position by a two-thirds you that I will be brief. As an individual who has

vote, I think that is quite a danger, if we leave been a part of the professional educational enter-

state superintendent in the amendment that was prise of this state for more than 20 years, as an

passed earlier. And, I'll tell you why: we have individual who has some expertise in the field of

seen the way the governor can change things right education, having studied the problems that we have

here in this convention in the last two weeks on in this state and this nation as it relates to edu-

this issue. Now, I think that there will be few cational experiences for all of the children of all

bodies that are less political that ever meet in of the people, I'm compelled to come here and point

this state than this convention, and yet, the gov- out some rather important facts for your consider-

ernor has had significant influence in this body ation and hope that they will enable you to vote

on this matter. I submit to you that if a gover- against this amendment. I ask you to vote against

nor wants to get a two-thirds vote in the legisla- this amendment because it is not in the interest

ture and he makes that one of this leading issues, of the children of this state that we have an indi-

he won't have a bit of difficulty, because when vidual elected as state superintendent of education,

it comes time to pass out jobs and appointments and It is not in the interest of providing educational

roads and public projects, those things sometime excellence to have an individual who is not schooled

start looking awful good compared to one little in educational administration. What we need in

statewide office. State superintendent of educa- this state today to provide for all of the children

tion is very powerful. It is very important. It of all of the people is a creative, trained, expe-

deserves to be directly responsible to the people, rienced educational leader and administrator. We

not indirectly through the governor or somebody have no assurance of getting this type of individual

else. The people need control of this office. when we have to resort to the election process.

Now, someone may say that the incumbent superin- Now, you have heard people stand here and tell you

tendent wanted it appointed and it's true that that we ought not to consider this because this de-

everybody who campaigned for state superintendent prives the Committee on

lOmebody



of the word "and".
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Point of Information

Mr. Henry No,
is on the sectit
whether or not i

;ir. The vote that s coming
1 that has been added today,
t will be final ly adopted.

jestion ordered on the
Section passed: 79-39.
reconsider tabled,
jestion ordered on the
90-26. Proposal passed:
tion to revert to Unfinished
iopted without objection.'\

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

t^r. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 21, introduce
by Delegate Dennis, Chairman, on behalf of the Coir

mittee on the Judiciary, and Delegates Avant, Bel,
Bergeron and other members of that committee.

The proposal is a substitute for Committee Pro-
posal No . 6

.

A proposal making provisions for the judiciary
branch of government and necessary provisions with
respect thereto.

The status of the proposal is that the Conventi
has adopted, as amended. Sections 1 throuch 26 of
proposal, save for Section 18, which was passed ov
dealing with juvenile courts, and Section 20 deali
with preservation of evidence, which failed to pas
We have now under consideration Section 27.

adopted without objection .

\

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

tted the reading of this section 27
)n now. Committee Proposal No. 21.

bFTTi
whici
Perhi

Vaca
Section 27. Attorney General; Powers and Duties;
nci es

Section 27. (A). The attorney general shall be

the state's chief legal officer as may be necessary
for the assertion or protection of the rights and
interests of the state. The attorney general shall
have the authority to: 1) institute and prosecute
or intervene in any civil action or proceeding,
2) advise and assist, upon request of the district
attorney, in the prosecution of a criminal case
and, 3) for cause, when authorized by the court of
original jurisdiction in which any proceeding is

pending, subject to judicial review, supersede any
attorney representing the state in any civil or
criminal action. He shall have such other powers
and perform such other duties as may be authorized
by this constitution or provided by statute."

Gentlemen, the Judicial Committee has attempted
in this particular provision to clarify the powers
of the attorney general, particularly with reference
to the office of the district attorney. You heard
General Guste and you heard the representative of
the district attorneys here yesterday, which I

agree might have been somewhat confusing, because
this is actually the section they were talking
about. The present provision of the constitution
on this subject is Article VII, Section 56. This
reads, "The attorney general and the assistant shall
be learned in law and shall have actually resided
and practiced law as duly licensed attorneys in the
state for at least five years preceding their elec-
tion and appointment. They, or one of the, shall
attend to and have charge of all legal matters in

which the state has an interest or to which the
state is a party, with power and authority to in-
situte or prosecute or to intervene in any and all
suits or other proceedings, civil or criminal, as
they may deem necessary for the assertion or pro-
tection of the rights and interests of the state.

district attorneys throughout the state and perform
all other duties imposed by law."

Now ladies and gentlemen, in the past there has

been a great deal of trouble with that section of

the constitution, as to just what the powers of the

attorney general are. Our committee has tried to

clarify this problem, and if this Convention can
come up with something better to clarify it, then
that would certainly be fine. In order to acquaint
you with the problems that have occurred in the

past, I think it is going to be necessary for me

to relate a little past history which involves this
particular section of the constitution, and partic-
larly in regard to the decision of the Supreme
Court in the case of Kemp vs. Stanley . The diffi-
culty encountered with this section, in the instance
of the case I am referring to, began back in 1934
when the legislature, by Act 24 of the first extra
session of 1934, put this provision in the law. I

will just read the part that's pertinent, "provided
further, that the attorney general shall have power
to relieve, supplant and supersede the district
attorney in any criminal proceeding, when he may
deem it necessary for the protection of the rights
and interests of the state, with full power to

institute and prosecute criminal proceedings, and
the discretion of the attorney general under this
article shall not be questioned or inquired into
by any court." Now that was a 1934 act. At that
time Eugene Stanley was district attorney of Orleans
Parish. In 1935, he undertook to prosecute a man
named Major for carrying concealed weapons. Mr.

Major claimed to be a state inspector and entitled
to carry firearms. The then attorney general, who
was Mr. Porterie, thought that the gentleman did
have the right to carry firearms and that Mr. Stanley
should not be allowed to prosecute him, and so he

wrote the district attorney a letter and told him
he was removing him from the case, superseding him.

Mr. Stanley took the matter to the Supreme Court,
and in that case he alleged that this particular
law was unconstitutional because it far exceeded
the powers given the attorney general by Section
56 of the Constitution of 1921. But the Supreme
Court ruled that the law was constitutional. That
was the status of the situation in 1940, I believe
it was, when Mr. Stanley became the attorney general.
So, thereupon, Mr. Stanley, using this section that
he had previously claimed was unconstitutional,
undertook to supersede district attorneys all over
the state of Louisiana, and in some instances it

was almost an institution of a reign of terror.
Up in Rapides Parish, the district attorney was
superseded by the attorney general's office who
took over the grand jury and returned some two
hundred and forty-six or seven indictments against
various state officials, including a number of
indictments against the mayor of the city of
Alexandria. In that circumstance, the attorney
general's office had actually completely superseded
the district attorney and was advising the grand
jury. Now these matters were pointed out by the
Supreme Court in the later case of Kemp vs Stanley ,

but it developed that none of these charges against
these officials were actually prosecuted. They
were purely political. After Mayor Lamkin was de-
feated in the ensuing election, Mr. Stanley dropped
all the charges against him. In fact, none of the
people who were indicted in that parish were ever
even arraigned. Over in Sabine Parish, the attorney
general himself superseded the district attorney
and filed a bill of information against the sheriff
of Sabine Parish, charging him with public bribery,
with having accepted a bribe from two bootleggers.
The case was not brought to trial, but the sheriff
insisted on being tried, and he was acquitted, in

very short order. The grand jury then indicted the
two bootleggers for perjury on the testimony that
they gave in the case against the sheriff. An
assistant attorney general appeared in court to

defend these two bootleggers who had been charged
with perjury and succeeding in having all.., filed
motion to quash and had all the charges against
them thrown out of court.

Ar. Henry Mr. Kilbc
speaking t i me , sir.

you ve exceeded your

anted to go into thi;

[902]
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needs help,

may have thi
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Mr Lanier Does not the governing authority with the district attorney on the grand jury. A

of each parish sit as a board of review of the right that was just given to him in 1972, a righ

assessments in that parish? that he did not have before.

M r. Gauthier A board of review, right. Mr. Kiarrusso That's true. The only thing I'ff

saying is that it's very difficult if the distri
Louisiana Tax Commis- attorney, the judge .. .we ' re just being practical

B matters, also? about it, is that if they are together, it is ve

difficult for a little guy to have available to

spells out "for cause." him some legal relief if he so seeks.

[Mr. Gauthier] Right. Joe,

Mr.



does not Arti
constitution
"civil"?
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a crime, let the state handle it's own problems.
People have talked a lot about home rule. I think
it's time that the state started taking care of its

own house. And this is one way to do it.

Let's defeat this amendment.

Furth

Jack Mr. Chairn

Disci

ladies and gentlemen, I

rise to oppose this amendment. In this, I don't
think some of the arguments are pertinent. Here
you have the protection of the court. It has to
be shown cause when authorized by the court, he can
come in there and supersede.

Sometimes you find this necessity. You hope it

don't. Now I have an amendment that is added on
that'll take care of situations where if the dis-
trict attorney didn't bring any suit but where with
authorization of the court, you could. ..the attor-
ney general could come in and perform a necessary
duty. Now most all public officials are good, but
we all know that at times, corruption does occur.
And if we had by some chance a lot of corruption
and we didn't have the law that would allow the
attorney general to supersede a district attorney
in a pending case, my amendment that's coming after-
wards to file and prosecute cases and intervene,
then what would you have? You would just suffer
the consequences of the district attorney who had
turned out bad. That's the safety valve that you
have. Now, this talk about the Louisiana scandals
back in the late thirties and the prosecutions that
were filed and it wasn't completed, it looked like
the state was coming apart at the hinges at that
time. In times of crisis lot of things are done
that may be wrong. And that's all the more reason
when we are sitting here in a clam atmosphere with-
out any crisis, to figure out what's best to do.
There's no crisis here at all. We are just simply
here discussing these things in the cool atmosphere.
And I say that you ought to defeat this amendment
and adopt that Subparagraph No. 3.

Further Discussion

-sor Acting Chairman and fellow delegates,
you will recall yesterday that I took a very strong
position in favor of local law enforcement and
stressed the point that the processes of criminal
law should be kept close to the people in order to
avoid a centralized administration of justice that
is subject to tyranny. However, in my view, the
committee proposal is entirely consonant with the
views that I expressed yesterday. And I am up here
to speak against the amendment and in favor of the
committee proposal. I think the committee proposal
is thoughtfully drafted, and I think it meets the
fears of those who worry in situations where local
law enforcement officials might, for some reason
or another, not be in a position to prosecute as
they should to protect the individual citizens in
their area, and it gives those individual citizens
an ultimate authority to which they can appeal for
help.

I draw your attention to the fact that Section
3 provides for judicial review beginning in the
court of original jurisdiction, which is the local
court involved. And it also provides for further
review by either the district attorney or the attor-
ney general in case a decision of the local is un-
satisfactory to either party. And I think that a

judicial remedy in matters where rights of the pri-
vate citizen in criminal prosecution are involved
is appropriate. I cannot speak for all of the dis-
trict attorneys in the state by any manner of means.
I can say that I have been authorized to speak for
the man for whom I work, the District Attorney of
the Twenty-Seventh Judicial District, St. Landry
Parish, who is in favor of the committee proposal.
I can also state that I have received correspondence
from the District Attorney of the Fifteenth Judicial
District which is Acadia, Lafayette and Vermilion
Parish, and he also is in favor of the committee
proposal .

I asked intentionally yesterday a question of
Mr. Ware when he was testifying what the official
position of the association was and as I recall his

[906J

answer, it was that the association of district
attorneys in this state were in favor of the corn-

mi ttee proposal .

I submit to you that these men are in favor of
the committee proposal for the very good reason
that they know that they will do their job and
they have no reason to fear anyone seeking this type
of remedy against them in the court from the attor-
ney general's office. And they are all well aware
that the ultimate court to which they have to answer
is the court of public opinion in the elections
held every six years for this office. And as you
will recall, that court of public opinion has seen
fit in the most recent election to make a number
of changes in the most important office of district
attorney .

I urge you to reject this amendment. There will

be one future amendment that I think deserves con-
sideration. I think Mr. Toomy will offer an amend-
ment which will make it clear that the s'tatutory
powers which may be given the attorney general must
be consistent with and consonant with the provisions
of the constitution. I would urge you to support
that amendment when it comes up and I am doing so

now in order to avoid having to speak again on this
subject .

Thank you.

Further Discussion

Stoval 1

the conventior
cular subject because it is not in an area in which
I feel especially qualified. And yet the issue
here seems to be very simple and I think I might
express it this way.

We believe in a system of checks and- balances .

We believe in a separation of powers. We believe
that we must prevent power and authority from being
given to anyone or any person or any group where
it cannot be challenged. Now it seems to me that
if you go along with this amendment, you are saying
that the district attorneys have power where there
is no check or no balance or no question can be
raised. It seems to me that we are getting away
from one of the basic things of our understanding
of what our government should be, that namely, all
power should have some check or some balance, And,
therefore, I encourage you to reject this amendment.

Another point for our consideration is that we
believe in the role and the rule of law. Now if
we adopt this amendment, we are saying that laws
can go without being obeyed in different districts
and the district attorney or the attorney general
or no one else can step in and call a district
attorney to accountability. And it seems to me that
you who are attorneys, who believe in the law, should
certainly be opposed to this particular amendment.

And let me remind you again of what Mr. Jack
Burson said just a moment ago, that the district
attorneys, Mr. Ware being their spokesman yesterday,
says that he is happy with the recommendations of
the Judiciary Committee. And, therefore, I encourage
you to reject this amendment and to proceed to give
approval to this recommendation from the Judiciary
Committee. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Perez Reverend, you have stated that you are
in favor of checks and balances. Did you know that
with respect to a district attorney that under the
legislative article he may be impeached by the
legislature? He may be removed from office and he
may be recalled. Do you consider that to be suffi-
cient checks and balance?

Mr. Stovall I do not consider that, Mr. Perez, to
be an adequate check and balance. All of those
processes take a long period of time and they place
the responsibility for having adequate evidence to
impeach or recall or to file charges of malfeasance.
It is not dealing directly with the rights of the
human beings who might be concerned in a given case.

Mr. Pe rez Would you then be in favor of a super
sheriff who could supersede a sheriff who has the
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primary responsibility of law enforcement, or the think that scope of the supervision will have to be

super assessor who might supersede an assessor who determined by the legislature.
may be alleged to have not been conducting his busi- And the reason I put this in here is because

ness properly, or a super clerk of court, or some under today's law and the present constitution, the

other super. ..why do we pick out just the district attorney general can require of the various district

attorney to supersede as opposed to all other local attorneys reports as to the activities of their

officials? office so that the attorney general in the state,
and law enforcement agencies can be apprised of

the type, number of cases that are being held by

the different district attorneys and the disposition
that's being made of these cases. I think it's a

simple amendment. I don't think it deserves a great
horsewhi pping .

I'll be glad to answer any questions.

Ques t i ons

Mr. Lanier Mr. Newton, am I correct in that your

Mr. Sto
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yesterday afternoon, a speaker from another commit- get rid of. Exactly what this word "supervision"

tee told you that his committee had spent several means is just up to anybody's guess, that is, not

hours on the functions and authority of the attor- subject to definite interpretation. And in the

ney general. Well, I say to you the Judiciary Com- case of Kemp vs. Stanl ey, the Supreme Court wrestled
mittee spent several weeks ,... several weeks in dis- with the word "supervision" that's in the present
cussing the powers and functions of the attorney constitution. And they didn't come up with a defi-
general as opposed, not as opposed, as compared nitions, they just quoted some definitions. One of
with the authority of the several district attorneys. them was, they said, supervise and here was the

We drew up several drafts and the proposal that is definition they quoted. "Supervise: to oversee
submitted to you this afternoon was the culmination for direction, to superintend, to inspect with
of what we thought was the most fair and equitable authority, also, to exercise supervision over."
to both the attorney general and to the district And then they said s

attorneys. And I think the best evidence, the best that, the quotation,
proof of the fairness of this proposal is the re- vising, inspection.''
marks that the attorney general made to you yester- Now, I say if that is put back in the constitu-
day afternoon from this podium. tion we are going to have the same kind of problems

If you will recall, the only fault that he found that we have been trying to get rid of, and I don't
was in the interpretation of words between he and know what future legislature might try to come in

the District Attorneys' Association. You will re- and put something in like they did in 1934, if this
member that he very readily conceded that the dis- supervision provision is put back in the" cons ti tu-

trict attorneys had the primary responsibility for tion and I think it would be a bad mistake to put
investigation of crime, number 1 for the presenta- it in there. And I ask you to vote it down. Thank
tion of charges before the grand juries and number you.
3, for the prosecution of criminal cases in his
district. And the only thing different between he [previous oi^estion ordered. Amendment
and the District Attorneys' Association was with rejected: 16-94. Motion to reconsider
reference to the construction put on different tabled.]
wording of the article. ..of the proposal.

Now I don't know what words they were, but per- Amendment
haps it was with reference to... I was trying to
think what word that was... anyway with reference Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegate Jack
to one or two words. But outside of that which he to Committee Proposal No. 21 by Delegate Dennis,
though could be resolved, he found no fault as far Amendment No. 1. On page 11, between lines 6

as I could understand with the present provision and 7, insert the following: "(4). For cause when
of. ..present proposal as prepared by the Judiciary authorized by the court of original jurisdiction.
Committee. Now the reason I ask you at this time, subject to judicial review". And the comma and
because in my opinion the present amendment as pro- the word "investigate", which will appear on your
posed, I believe, by Mr. Arnette, in my opinion copy, have been deleted from the amendment by its
definitely conflicts with the committee's proposal author. So it reads: "subject to judicial review,
by adding the word "supervision" in there. Even institute and prosecute, or intervene, in any crimi-
he said, I believe, that he doesn't know exactly nal action or proceeding",
how far-reaching that is, exactly what it would

provi s 1 or

lanati

Jack Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentleme
the districts attorneys and it's fair to the attor- Section 3 on page 11, that provides for "with cause"
ney. And I want to say at this time without any for the attorney general to intervene in a pending
fear of successful contradiction, that this Judi- suit to supersede the attorney representing the
ciary Committee does not weaken the authority or state in any civil or criminal action. Now this
the power of the attorney general in anyway. We've (4) that I'm adding, is not the attorney general's
heard a lot about it that it did, but you didn't amendment. It's nobody's amendment except the
hear the attorney general himself, when he was people's amendment, for their protection. I'm not
standing right where I am now, say that this pro- going to get into any row about__past history. I

posal weakened his authority in any way. It gives don't know all that happened wa'y back then. I'm a

him the right to go into any district where the young man prematurely gray. I dye my hair to look
district attorney has deliberately refused or has dignified. Now what I want to say is thi s . . . Li s ten

,

let the law enforcement in that district break if you will, a minute...! want Mr. Bob Pugh to
down. Or where he himself has been guilty of any listen to this because you are good on these things,
illegal acts. It gives the attorney general unre- Bob, and this is an important thing. This is neces-
stricted authority for cause as established before sary in regard to Section 3 of the material we are
a court of that jurisdiction with the right of considering, (3) is for cause when authorized by
appeal to go in there and supersede the district the court, where the proceeding is already pending.
attorney. Now what could be more fair for both Now, (4) is to take care of a situation and we hope
sides, the attorney general and the district attor- these things don't happen. But they can happen,
ney than that...? You have sixty-four parishes. You have numerous

district attorneys, in every judicial district and
just like to point out that sometimes some of them may not do their duty. Now

s amendment that is now (4) would be in an instance where there was not a

put my name to. He proceeding pending; (3) takes care of superseding
here as saying I didn't where you have a proceeding that's pending in court.

But (4), this amendment, reads this way. It's just
so short, I'm going to read it again. "For cause

floor, Mr. Arnette? when authorized by the court of original jurisdic-
tion, subject to judicial review, institute and

ike to make a correction. prosecute, or intervene, in any criminal action or
proceeding". Suppose there's no proceeding and

jssion there were a lot of bawdy houses in a city near
your home. You say that can't happen, but 1 saw

hairman and fellow it happen in a certain parish in Louisiana and it
delegates, I rise to oppose this amendment and I wasn't my parish. Now if the district attorney
heartily endorse what my former friend and co-dis- didn't do anything about that, criminal or civil.
trict attorney, Mr. Burns, we were both district then the attorney general if he wanted to, he could
attorneys -at the same time, I mean at one time we file into court and show cause why he should not
were both in office and I thoroughly agree with be able to institute and prosecute a case on that,
what Mr. Burns says. If you put this supervision Now this has nothing to do with embarrassing any-
back in this article, you open up the same can of body, the court would pass on it. It would be sub-
worms that we've been. ..the committee is trying to ject to appeal, which is iuriiri.(I review. 1 just

1908)
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think that you should haue some way ot getting a four years, what I m talking about. O.K. Certain-
prosecution if a district attorney did not do his ly if the attorney general, like any citizen, gets
duty. Four years to wait, or whatever it is to the assaulted or whatnot and can file like any other
next election, would be not the proper thing and citizen. But I'm talking about him prosecuting it.

of course one man couldn't go out and defeat people. You can't if you get hit over the head in Caddo,
You ought to have safeguards and if you're going and the di s tri c t . . . wel 1 I won't even use it, because
to have three, which apparently we are having, you our district attorney won't do it. But suppose you
certainly should have four because the worst person get hit over the head in Mr. Burns' next parish,
is the one that won't act at all, which (4) takes You can have a warrant issued, you can do all of
case of and (3) takes care of where the action's that. You can testify. But you can't go up there
been filed but he needs to be superseded because and prosecute. You would be the prosecuting witness,
he's not proceeding properly. So I ask that you but you couldn't prosecute. You would have to have
adopt this amendment. If there are any questions, authority if you're attorney general. If you didn't
I'll be glad to answer them. have it, I wouldn't have it here.

Questions Further Discussion

Mr. Burns Mr. Jack, I understand your problem. Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise
i that the filing of criminal in support of this amendment. I think it is a

;tep in a criminal proceeding? good amendment and it clarifies the provision that
has been proposed by the committee. I don't think

don't follow. To begin with, I don't it adds anything beyond what the committee intended.
have a problem. Not on this. I may have other I think the committee intende
problems, but not on this. This is the people's certain that where there was an abuse and the dis-
problem that may arise. trict attorney was not doing his job, that the

attorney general could go to the court and ask for
Mr. Burns I understand, Mr. Jack. What I'm asking a court order and initiate a prosecution. I don't
you in our Section 3, for cause for the attorney see why there should be any objection to spelling
general, it refers to original jurisdiction in which that out in clear language, because, frankly, our
any proceeding is pending. I'm asking you, do you Paragraph 3 to my mind, leaves something to be de-
not agree that the filing of a criminal charge is sired. It says, in a pending proceeding or in a

the first step in a criminal proceeding? proceeding which is pending. Now I have been told
that I don't have anything to worry about there.

Mr. Jack Well, yes. Why? What's that got to do That a private citizen can file an affidavit and so
with it? forth and get it done. Well, if we're all in agree-

ment that the attorney general should be able to
Mr. Burns .Well, is there anything to prevent an go to the court and get a court order to start a

attorney general in a situation about the bawdy prosecution, where this is needed, why don't we go
houses or any other similar situation, is there ahead and spell it out like Mr. Jack has done, and
anything to prevent the attorney general from going I think he has done a good job of it. So I ask

you to support his amendment.

Questions

inis, I'm sure you don't mean it

t imply that you do. But just
, you are speaking for Judge
Judiciary Committee. Is that

into that
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Mr. Dennis Mr. Roy, I'm afraid it might be sub-
ject to that interpretation. I have asked some
D. A.'s about this and they say, "no, you don't
have anything to worry about, because a private
individual can file an affidavit and so forth and
so on". But I'm saying, "well, let's make it crys-
tal clear that the attorney general can, after he
gets a court order, start a prosecution where one
is warranted". Let's don't leave it in doubt.

1r . Roy The filing of an affidavit may not neces-
sarily amount to a proceeding being in existence,
is what you're saying. Isn't that true, sir?

Mr. flrnette Would a district attorney, sue
the one we have in our district, who is do in

good job, have anything to fear from this pa
lar amendment?

Mr. Puqh Mr. Dennis, is it not true that a citi
zen can, in fact, file an affidavit? But the D.

has no obligation to act on whatever the citizen

I believe you're correct, Mr

Further Discussion

Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

want to say this. The Judiciary Committee of which
both I and Judge Dennis are members, wrestled with
this problem at great length and all these matters
were discussed in the committee. The committee,
by a. ...I don't remember the vote, but it was a

substantial majority surely, decided upon the lan-
guage which we have in the article. Now I'm not
sure I know just exactly what this amendment means,
but I do know this. Insofar as Mr. Jack fears are
concerned, it is certainly true that any citizen
can go before a justice of the peace or the district
judge of a district and file a criminal complaint.
The moment that is done, that is a proceeding. It
is a pending proceeding. I don,' t think, in my ex-
perience, I just don't think there can be any ques-
tion about that. Now, if a district attorney just
arbitrarily refused to take any action or perform
his duty, I think under the Committee Proposal un-
der Paragraph 3, the attorney general could go into
court and take the necessary action. Now. gentle-
men, I want to say this. I think it ought to re-
quire an extreme case for an attorney general to
intervene and take over the duties of a district
attorney. A very extreme case. I don't think it
ought to be allowed, just on a whimsy or somebody
that had a political axe to grind. Now when I was
district attorney, I had a few cases where there
were citizens who, for one reason or another, didn't
think that my action was proper. They made com-
plaints to the attorney general and they were re-
ferred to me and I did my utmost to get them satis-
fied. But I assure you, the district attorneys
can't always satisfy everybody. I really would
like to see this convention go along with the com-
mittee proposal. I have the utmost confidence in
it.

M r. L anier Mr. Kilbourni
that a misdemeanor crimin;
menced with an affidavit, is that not true?

Mr. Kilbou rne That's correct. Any criminal pro-
ceeding can be commenced with an affidavit.

Mr. Lanier But would it not also be true that wi
reference to a felony, you must commence the pro-
ceeding by a bill of information or an indictment?

In my practice, any proceeding was always commenced
by an affidavit first being filed by someone. In
the case you mentioned, it was usually filed by the
sheriff or a deputy sheriff. And that was the be-
ginning of the proceeding. I think that is the way
it is handled in most places. A district attorney
can file an information alright without that. A
grand jury can return an indictment without an affi-
davit being filed, in which case, such bill of in-
formation or such bill of indictment would be the
commencement of the proceeding. But it is also true
that in any case, a person having knowledge can make
a sworn statement and can go before the district
judge or a magistrate and secure a warrant for a

person's arrest. When that is done, the proceeding
has been instituted. At least that's my experience,
my opinion, based on the experience I have had.

Mr. Dennis Mr. Kilbourne, don't you agree that it

was the intention of the committee to enable the
attorney general to go to a court and show cause,
and if he could show cause and get a court order,
to start a criminal prosecution.

Mr. Kilbourne Well, Judge

that s the com-

Mr. Kilbourne I think the committee's intention
is just exactly like it's expressed in the proposal,
that is, the intention of a majority of the committe
It certainly was my intention.

Mr. Dennis Well, if that's not expressed in the
committee proposal, don't you think we ought to
put it in there with this amendment to make it clear
that where there is something wrong in a parish,
badly wrong, that an attorney general can go get a

court order and start a criminal prosecution, if
the court finds that he shows cause.

Mr. Kilbourne In my opinion. Judge,
tion that we added paragraph....

the sec

Hr. H enry Mr. Kilbourne, you have ex
time. Is there any further discussion

bourne, you have exceeded your

)t correct, Mr. Lanier

Mr. Burson I think that it's important that those
delegates who have not been involved in criminal
proceedings understand, that in most cases, in fact
in all cases that I know about in my parish, before
an arrest is even made, a private citizen comes and
swears out an affidavit, to show why a person should
be charged with a crime. Now when Mr. Jack first
broached this idea, I couldn't see where it did any
harm. But then when I looked at it, and looked at
the language there, it says that the attorney gen-
eral, as I read it, could institute, investigate
and prosecute a criminal proceeding without ever
having had a complaint filed by a citizen of the
parish involved. Now I got up and spoke for the
committee proposal. I still feel that I'm in favor
of the committee proposal. But I am not in favor
of the attorney general being able to institute a

criminal proceeding without even having a complaint
from a private citizen in the parish or the district
involved. Now that doesn't make sense to me. I

think that opens up the kind of dangers that 1 spoke
against yesterday. That is, it would permit some
individual, certainly I don't think the man who's
in the office now would do it, but we have had cases
in past history in Louisiana where it wi^s done.
Where an attorney general could take out after his
political enemies by going in and instituting crimi-
nal proceedings against them. 1 think that's a

clear and present danger that we don't want to put
in our constitution. I think if you've got a com-
plaint made by a private citizen in that parish,
that his rights have been violated and that a crimi-
nal charge is justified, whether it's a felony or
misdemeanor, that you clearly have a criminal pro-
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ceeding started,
then under the c

eral is free to
the attorney ger

that question fc
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that I spoke age
position.

Mr. Goldman Sir,
attorney now has t

ment, brought out
whom he knows and
person who made th

guilt, if the dist

Once that complaint is filed,
jmmittee proposal the attorney ge
:ome in. But I do not think, tha
;ral ought to be able to decide
r himself. In my view, that puts
the Executive Committee Proposal
inst yesterday. I must take that

Questions

isn' t it true that a district
; power to quash even an indie

t the grand jury of someone
ne grand jury knows and that
complaint knows, of complete
ict attorney so desires?

Senate Raybui

t Mr. Raybu rn Would they have to prove that the
local D. A. has failed to do his duty? I'm just

St the definition of "cause." That ct

mind and I'm not an attorney.
trying to
mean anytl

Mr. Burso n I think this is certainly going to have
to be defined. But you put your finger on another
thing that's wrong with this
"for cause when authorized by

jurisdiction." I don't see h

ng in my

think this

of orig- ictii

endment. You say
he court of original
you can have a couri
charge has been

going to be filed
either ci ty court

uu yuu know what court it'b
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Dor

he snoi
ividual .

' t you 1

i not be able to attack a particular
And this individual would not be there,
ink this is slightly unfair?

Mr. Jack You're going to have to assume, sir, tha

not only are we going to have a crooked district
attorney or crooked attorney general; you've got to

assume you're going to have a crooked judge that
holds these. ...the attorney general has cause. I

just can't assume everybody's crooked.

Mr. Anzalone
district attor

Mel t you assuming that

Mr. Jack I'm not assuming. I m saying if it turns
out he doesn't do his duty, we need (4). If you
uphold the committee, you've already assumed that
he wouldn't do his duty and that's why you have
(3), which is worded the same as mine, because when
authorized by the court of original jurisdiction".
The only thing is the committee just allows him to
supersede a D. A., where the proceedings are already
filed. In other words, you approve it where the
D. A. has filed it, but is not doing his duty. Well,
that to me is ridiculous. Why not if he won't even
file the thing, let them by showing cause to the
judge, let the attorney general file the thing and
prosecute him. This committee certainly didn't in-
tentionally do something that would be ridiculous.
They want to cover the whole situation. The whole
thing is to correct a district attorney that won't
do his duty, once he's filed it, that's (3), (4)
is where he hasn't filed it.

.d.]

Mr.
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this amendment that the legislature might well be
able to authorize, in a case where .... Subparagraph
(3), the attorney general to go in and supersede
any district attorney, even when there was no cause,
as limited in Subsection 3. In other words, do you
think your amendment would protect against in some-
how diminishing the limitations set forth in those
first three paragraphs?

Toomy >y didon' t think i t woul d any
the powers and duties we set forth. But it would
provide that there would be no legislation contrary
to these powers and duties that we set forth. Con-
trary, I mean, not only directly but any thing to
impair the performance of these powers and duties.

<i ns Well, I m talking not so much
ig the powers, but do you think that
;ndment that the legislature might...

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, don't
be confused. This is not a technical amendment of
any sort whatsoever. This amendment is an attempt
to go in the back door, what they haven't been able
to get in through the front door. What does it do?
Well, as I read it, it would just provide, in effect,
wipe out any statutory powers that may be delegated
to the attorney general, no matter how minimal.
It's surplus language, also, because any statute
that would be enacted, that would be in conflict
with the provisions of this section, would be in-
valid. I urge its defeat.

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment

Amen nents

'—-^°i!llML Amendn
, 1 ine 3, after tt'

;nt No. 1 [by Mr. Perez]. Page
> word "for" and before the

word "cause" insert the word "proven".
Amendment Ilo. 2. Page 11, line 3, after the

word "by" and before the word "the", insert "a
majority of the judges of".

Expl ana ti on

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman,- and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I know that there has been a

great deal of question about the words "for cause".
There are many of us who do not know what that
means, but one of the things that concerns me and
many of the delegates is, could that be "alleged
cause" or "proven cause." I believe it would be
well for us, it is technical in nature as far as I

am concerned. I believe all of us would understand
that it would be "proven cause", but that it would
be well to include and insert the word "proven" in
order that it could not be interpreted to mean
"alleged cause". With respect to the second amend-
ment, I have discussed this matter with some of
the members of the committee. Some have told me
that when they say that "for cause and authorized
by the court" some would say, "well, they mean a

majority of the members of the court: and others
would say, well, they don't know what it means, and
others say that it means one member. I would like
to suggest to you that because this is a most un-
usual proceeding, that before such a supersession
would be authorized that it should be authorized by
a majority of the members of that court rather than
by just one judge. I submit, I ask for favorable
adoption of the amendment.

Mr Grayel_ Mr. Perez, are you familiar with the
fact that the words "for cause" as they are con-
tained in this amendment are also the basic words
that are used in the civil service law and that as
a consequence there have been no real judicial prob-
lems with that.

Perez Well, Jddressir myself at

this time as to "proven cause" not "alleged cause".
! just would believe that it would be better for us
to make it clear that what we are talking about is
the fact that the attorney general must prove that
cause and not just allege it. I am concerned about
the interpretation with respect to whether it would
be an "alleged cause", that is, if he alleges in a

petition that there are certain causes, whether
that would be sufficient or whether he would not
have to prove that cause.

Mr. Gravel Well, isn't that fully taken care of
by the other provisions that submit the "for cause"
concept to full judicial review by the courts?

Mr. Perez No, I don't believe so, sir. Because
nowhere does it say what "for cause" is. And of
course I have a lot of question [questions] about
that, but when you just say "for cause", it just
gives me concern that it is possible that there
would be an interpretation which would say that all
the attorney general has to do is allege his cause
and not prove his cause.

Mr. Gravel But, my first quest ion ... very quickly
is this. That "for cause" are the two words that
are used both in the civil service law and in the
Civil Code I believe. I know in the civil service
law in the constitution and the court has had no
difficulty in interpreting that to mean "for just
cause" it has been proved. I think what you are
suggesting is unnecessary.

11 I f you kr

'en by the cou
ticularly, is

causes of th

the interpretation that has
; in "for cause" in the Civi
;ry, very varied, and if all
least of causes sufficient

)n IS included, then it might be just
the minimal of causes which would give the attorney
general the right to supersede.

Mr. H ayes Mr. Perez, when you say, "a majority of
the court" are you talking about a judge in a dis-

ere you may not have but one?

cons 1 dera t

ict

nr^ Pe rez Yes. We are talking about a judicial
district here. Now when you are talking about in
the original, when the case is filed originally, in
some jurisdictions there may be only one judge in
which a majority would be that one. In many juris-
dictions there may be four or five or six district
judges. I am suggesti.ng to you first that the mean-
ing of these words now when it says the "court", it
may mean even all of the court or a majority of
the members of the court, but in my judgment before
such drastic action is taken it should at least re-
quire a majority of the members of that district
court.

Mr . Pere z If there are three, for
out of three would have to agree.

Hayes

Perez

IS two, then

you wou leed both

nstance, two

iiajori ty

.

Mrs. Warren You answered one of the questions,
Mr. Perez, but I wanted to know that since Mr.
Jackson's amendment was defeated, how would the
attorney general prove that word proved, how would
he prove that "for cause"?

Mr^ Perez Hell, Mrs. Warren, I don't believe that
any of us had the intention of allowing the attorney
general to just come in and to allege that the
district attorney has not been carrying out his
duties and just by virtue of barely alleging it,
come in and take over the functions of a district
attorney and supersede him. That is the very thing
that I was so concerned about, that he must come
in and not only allege but also prove the causes
for which he would supersede a district attorney.

[913]
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that is what I wanted to amendment.

Mr. Perez Well, by "allege" I mean that he would
state in his petition what it was that he was com-
plaining of, but, in addition to that, he would
have to prov

Perez, is there
a district court

the judges sit to

ly other place in

las to have an en
lear anything to

Mr. Perez I can't answer that offhand, but I do
say that this is such an unusual proceeding and
we are for the first time giving under certain cir-
cumstances the right to the attorney general to
supersede a district attorney that I do believe
that it should require more than one judge of that
district in order to authorize the supersession.
It should be a most unusual proceeding and there-
fore, a majority of the members of the court should
be required before an attorney general could super-
sede a district attorney.

ion.]

Disci

_Puii] -. Chairman, and fellow delegates, it
IS a matter of grave concern to me insofar as
Amendment No. 2 is concerned. That if for any rea-
son one felt justifiable cause to exist that we
woulc in effect shut down an entire criminal dis-
trict for the purpose of the resolution of this
problem. I am told that there are eleven criminal
judges in Orleans. Meaning no reflection, but it
is inconceivable to me that all the criminal busi-
ness in Orleans will be shut down while this one
proceeding is being handled and that as I read the
amendment, it necessarily follows that it must be
an en blanc Len banc] hearing. Obviously, it
wouldn't be a problem in a parish that had only one
judge. We have five, I would hate to see ours shut
down. Unfortunately, in every parish but Orleans,
when a judge sits as a criminal judge, if you sit
all of the judges as criminal judges, you are not
only going to shut down all the criminal work, you
are going to shut down all the-civil work. I don't
believe that that is justified in view of the fact
that if the attorney general is successful in the
district court by appellate review, it necessarily
follows, you will have many more than one judge
among the three that would be sitting on the ques-
tion. The criminal case probably the Supreme Court
could have all seven of them siting on it. I

therefore rise in opposition to amendment No. 2 as
proposed by Mr. Perez.

Question

Mr. Vick Mr. Pugh, I didn't hear that you made
any reference to Amendment No. 1. Isn't it a fact
that "for cause" is a term of art in the law that
is well known to lawyers and is amply defined in
the jurisprudence of our country and this state?

Mr. Pugh I think the phrase "for cause" is accept-
able; however, I didn't want to take issue with
both of the amendments because I felt so strongly
about the second amendment, and the first one is
one of structure and it is neither going to hurt
or help as far as I am concerned.

Oue .d.]

Closing

Mrv^Perez Just briefly again I would remind you
that this is a most unusual proceeding and that
before such an unusual proceeding should be allowed
to occur, the supersession of the district attorney,
it should require a majority of the judges of that
judicial district, and in my judgment it is possible
that's what the present provision means, but I think
we should clarify it. I ask that you vote favorably

[914]
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fails to meet the obligations as apparently this
convention expects him to meet, then you would of
course revert to Paragraph 3 of Section 27 which
would give the attorney general the power to come
in and for cause proven or shown supersede and
intervene in any criminal case or, for that mattei
any civil case that was pending in that particulai
judicial district.

order to br

Paragraph ;

add the languag
Section 27 of t

Mr. Kelly I d

much difference
talking about i

district attorr
of his prosecution
be read in conjunc
think when you red
now is stated and
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proceeding is
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irney representing the state

criminal action. Now that is plain
t may not be to you, sir.

att(

do yoi that_^^_^_^__^_ .._-., _. ,-_ - - - one pro-
vision says that the attorney general may supersede
the district attorney for cause and another provi-
sion says that the district attorney with no excep-
tion put into the provision has entire charge and
control of every criminal prosecution instituted or
pending in his district, that there is no conflict
between these two provisions. Is that your positior

i s my ositiorMr. Kelly Well, that , .

this, that is not the intent of this particul
proposal. I mean if you feel like that a tec

amendment would b( ' '
'

jection at th., ^-...-_,_
amendment. But you asked
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superseded the district atto

be the sole legal

my persor

ini

I'district an

t this provi-
district attorney is the sole legal

advisor" would no longer be applicable.

Mr . Ke1 1y No. That is not our position. In

other words our position is, at this particular
time. . . . 1 et ' s take first things first. I think
ordinarily we think in terms of the district attor
ney of a particular judicial district as being the
prosecutor, so to speak, in that particular distri
Under the present law, that district attorney, it
is my understanding that C tracks R:S: 16:2 also
verbatim. At the present time, that district attc
ney is the sole legal advisor to that particular
grand jury. Now the exception to that would be...
be under the powers and auspices of the attorney
general's office under Subparagraph 3 of Section
27. Of course if the district a ttorney . . . . i f the
attorney general comes into court, proves cause
for superseding the district attorney, I think the
then the provisions of Paragraph C under proposed
Section 28 would no longer be applicable. In othe
words, he would supersede the district attorney ir

all respects.

Mr. Staqg Mr. Kelly, are you familiar with the
provisions of Act 409 of the 1972 legislature, which
said that the following persons may be present at
the sessions of the grand jury and that act passed
last year allows the attorney general or an assistant
attorney general to be present and that in Act No....

Mr. Kelly But, may I answer that at this particu-
lar point, please sir. It is my understanding of
that particular act that you are referring to the
presence of the attorney general in the grand jury
proceedings. Subsection C here says "that he shall
be the representative of the state before the grand
jury in his district and shall be its sole legal
advisor". Now I do make a distinction between the
permissibility of appearing with or being present
in the grand jury proceedings than usurping the
power of being the grand jury's sole legal advisor.

Mr. Stagq How about the. . . . acti on . .

Mr. Henry The gentleman has exceeded his time.

[Quorum Call: 100 delegates present

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Vi ce-Chai rman and ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, there are three parts
to this amendment ... as I read this. I am not a

criminal lawyer. I don't practice very much crim-
inal law, but sometimes I think that I might be
able to read and understand some things. As I read
this. ..this first portion B would just a-bout allow
the district attorney to supersede the courts and
tell the courts what to do in criminal cases. In

other words he would determine the trial dates or
whatever that he wanted to do. I think it's bad
from that standpoint. In addition to that, we had
a discussion quite sometime ago about the super-
visory powers of the attorney general over the
district attorneys. This would, you might say,
particularly in the parish of East Baton Rouge, tn

the capital, where you have many actions pending
by the attorney general in the state, would allow
the district attorney to supersede the attorney
general in many of those cases. I just think it's
bad from that standpoint. Now, going to Paragraph
C, I have known of cases to where that there has
been certain members, citizens who have served on
a grand jury, who thought that they should seek
outside legal advice sometimes. They felt like
they were not getting the advice from the district
attorney. This would absolutely prohibit them
from ever seeking any advice from anybody else other
than the district attorney in any case or matter
pending before them. I don't think this is right.
I certainly think that they ought to have some lee-
way to where that if they wanted to get some outside
legal advice, they could do so. (D) portion is the
only part of it that's worth the paper it's written
on. The rest of it is bad and I ask you to vote it

down and let's have an amendment to allow the leg-
islature to prescribe the duties and responsibilities
of the district attorney. I ask you to reject the
amendments

.

Question

Mr. L anier Senator De Blieux. with reference to
tFTs" Part (C) where it says that, "the district
attorney shall be the sole legal advisor of the
grand jury." Are you aware of the fact that we
have laws on the books now that require the judge
to advise the grand jury of their duties?

Mr. De Blieux Well, that's what I'm talking about.
rt would absolutely take away the judge's authority
to instruct the grand jury. It's a very bad amend-
ment.

.PMiLh

Further Discussion

Chairman and members of the co

1916]
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I rise in opposition to this Amendment No. 3 for because it could cause very, very serious conflicts
these reasons. As stated by Senator De Blieux, with respect to statutory laws that will be adopted,
there is a problem. In most of the districts the I move the adoption of the amendment,
judges themselves determine when cases will be
tried, criminal cases will be tried. For that rea- Questions
son it would in effect allow them to supersede the
authority that the judges are going to take and Mr. Willis Mr. Gravel, it seems that if we do
have taken for year-.. In addition to that Subsection what you ask us to do, it would make the provision
(B) provides that he must act concurrently in civil limp. It would read, "a district attorney may se-
actions with the attorney general. I am of the lect such assistants as may be authorized by law
opinion that that means the attorney general must and other personnel."
necessarily be in every civil action along with him.
That is to say, that both the attorney general and Mr. Gravel That's the way it stands as a conse-
the district attorney must appear in these civil quence of the amendment. I think that that authorit
actions in his district. Insofar as (C) is concerned, should be given to the district attorneys. They
he may or may not be aware of the fact that by this shall do the hiring and firing,
provision the district attorney is the only one who
may represent the state before the grand jury. In Mr. Willis I understand that sir. But if it's,
addition to the problems already raised, obviously "as may be authorized by law and other personnel."
in most of the districts, the assistant district Don't you see....
attorney also handles matters before the grand
jury, and that's not herein provided for. As to Mr. Gravel Mr. Willis, the problem that I have is

(D), I call to your attention that the district with giving to the district attorneys....
attorney, obviously, ought to perform his duties or
he shouldn't be there. Therefore, we don't need Mr. Willis I embrace your problem. I understand
that subsection. it, but I'm saying the sentence to me limps. It

would mean that the personnel and the law would
authorize. Don't you see? It needs a little
cleaning up, it seems to me.

ndment in

on? In other Mr. Gravel Well, I think we would have a Style
as done in and Drafting problem after we delete the words,

"and prescribe their duties". 1 think it could be
clarified. But I'm very concerned about this
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experience requirement for a person to become a for three years practice has worked in this state.
judge and we felt that the district attorney office Now, the attorney general we require five years for.

should be treated on an equal basis. That is the He has to have practiced law for five years. But
only reason. that's a statewide office. That can be justified

on that basis, but on a local level three years is

No particular abuse that you were quite adequate. I urge you to adopt this amendment.
ect?

Further Discussion

Mr. Lanier Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would
Thank you very much. ask that you support this amendment. Right now,

the day after a young attorney is licensed to prac-
Judge Dennis, in your committee's tice law in the State of Louisiana he can defend

sal did you not reduce the requirement of a capital case. That is a pretty serious responsi-
practicing law for an assistant down to nothing? bility. So it would seem to me if there is no ob-

jection under our law in that circumstance, except
Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. with reference to the indigent defense board, then

it would seem to me that three years is certainly
Mr. Arnette Don't the assistants handle cases a long enough time to require him to practice before
that the district attorney handles at the same time. he can be an assistant district attorney, who would

be under the supervision of the district attorney.
Hr. Dennis Yes, but under his supervision. For that reason I would urge the adoption.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If there are any ques-
ions, I'll be qlad to try and answer them.

try

Mr.
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I urge your support for the amendment.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. oe fliieux].
On page 11, line 23 after the word and punctuation,
"duties." add the following: "the district attorney
shall have such powers and duties as may be pre-
scribed by law".

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, I might say that since
Mr"! Gravel's amendments deleted the word "duties"
that maybe we ought to add this after the Gravel
amendments

.

Mr. Henry Mr. Clerk, check and see if technically
his amendment is correct. If it is not, let's see
if we can technically make it correct.

Mr. Poynter Let me check it. Just a second. I'll
fix it for you. Senator.

Explanation

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentle-
men, at the present time in the section there are
no duties prescribed for the district attorney what-
soever. To be sure that we have the ri ght . . . . tha

t

is that the. legislature will have the right to set
his duties. They cannot deny that right. I just
added that one clause. It's more in the nature of
a technical amendment, to the effect that "the
district attorney shall have such powers and duties
as may be prescribed by law." That's all this does.
I think it would therefore, set the way for the
legislature to tell him what he ought to do and how
he ought to conduct his business. It's a technical
amendment .

Question

!ir:_5l0n5.ry senator Oe Blieux, I understood when
we went'through the Legislative Article that anythin
that the legislature wasn't prohibited from doing
they had the right to do? So do you conceive that
this amendment is actually necessary? In other
words, doesn't the legislature have the right to
prescribe the powers and duties of a district attor-
ney?

Mr,_Oe_Blieux Well, I would certainly think that
this would mandate the legislature to prescribe his
duties for him. It's more in the nature of a man-
date to the legislature to prescribe his duties, and
it will not be left hanging in the air as to where
his duties and responsibilities will come from.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. De Blieox'i-
On page IT, line 20, after the word, "election" and
before the word "shall" delete the word "and", and
insert in lieu thereof a comma ",".

Amendment No. 2. On page 11, line 21, after the
word, "election" change the period to a comma and
add the following: "and shall not engage in private
practice of law".

Explanation

Hr._De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men, thTs Ts a very technical amendment. I believe
here in East Baton Rouge Parish, and I'm sure there
may be some other districts as well, that the dis-
trict attorney whose salary is more than that of the
Judge. Now, we do not permit any Judge to practice

law. But we have permitted in the past, district
attorneys to do so. I just feel like under the
circumstances, particularly where the district
attorneys have assistants, after assistants, after
assistants .... the very nature of the types of cases
that come before them in which there may be civil
cases of damages, etc. in that way. He should not
be in a conflict of interest in that respect and
therefore, he should not engage in the private law
practice at all. It may somewhat sometimes color
his actions in the way that he prosecutes a criminal
case because of the possibility of a civil action
drawing out of it. Therefore, I urge you to adopt
this amendment and let's treat the district attor-
neys who are elected for the same term, drawing
sometimes more money, as the same way we do the
judges. I ask you to concur in the amendments.

Question

Mr. Stinson Mr. De Blieux, does this have the
endorsement of the District Attorneys' Association?

Id have the endorse-
ment of the Judges' Association, Mr. Sti
don't know about the district attorneys.

Further Discussion

Mr . Jack Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, this is a

serious thing. This is an excellent amendment.
Now, you have district attorneys in Louisiana that
make thirty thousand dollars a year. Will you get
some quiet, please, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Jack Well I wouldn't want to be impolite and
say "shut up," but I sure would like to be heard.
I'll answer any question when I finish.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, this is a serious
amendment. It's not directed at any person, but a

district attorney is well paid in this state. To
my knowledge, some of them make as high as thirty
thousand dollars a year. That is thirty thousand
with no overhead. That is with a fine retirement
system. Now, I say to you, when you let a district
attorney practice law, you are opening the doorway
for all kind of things to happen. For instance,
suppose the district attorney, and lots of them do,
they handle damage suits. The criminal end of those
auto wreck cases come to the district attorney's
office. They are not in a position to take part in

the civil end of an auto accident where you ought to
be checking out to see if somebody ought to be
prosecuted in the criminal action. Now I'm not going
into personalities, but all over the country there's
been a lot of people figuring that it ought to
stop. I don't know what happened to the Alabama
bill they had in their legislature to stop district
attorneys from practicing law. Now you have in here
they can't practice criminal law, but it's just as
bad for them to practice civil law as it is criminal
law because sometimes it winds up doing the same
thing. If they are employed in a damage suit and
the accident is a question of whether it's going to
be somebody ought to be prosecuted criminally, there's
a temptation not to prosecute the person if that
person will cooperate with them. It's not fair to
place them in that position. I could go on and
show where, by this type of thing, it's gotten
prosecutors in trouble throughout the United States.
Now I know, the district attorney is the emperor
in a lot of parishes in south Louisiana, and I don't
know whether Mr. Oe Blieux's amendment will get to
first base. But I'd feel remiss in my duties if I

didn't get up here and say something about it.

When people are paid these excellent salaries for
full-time duties as a district attorney to protect
the peoples' rights in that criminal district court
and the attorneys for various boards and all that,
that's what they ought to be doing instead of having
a big civil practice. This is a good amendment and
I hope you' 1 1 vote for i t

.

[919]
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Further Discussion

Mr. Puqh Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates
rise in favor of the amendment. I recognize
doing so that perhaps there are some parishe
would not pay thirty thousand dollars t

sttor
5t the answer, that perha

attorney, you do not have the workload on that
district attorney that would require a salary which
would be an appropriate salary, because the work-
load is simply not there. For that reason, if you
prohibit a district attorney in those areas of the

state, particularly some of the rural areas, from

pforp""recoanIze' thatthis aione practicing law, you're going to find that competent
fied attorneys will not seek the office of

; t r; :
"

u ; l i f t e if you put this m you are go ng to ra se the cost

area thit the man represents. However, predeter- to the taxpayers of the state because they are goin

mining those questions, since they are not before to have to come up with a salary which will justify

you, I do rise in favor of the amendment and I
the right, qualified man to seek this office Now.

{hink that its passage will go a long way to resolve i" the second place, as far as any abuse of the

some of these oiher probl ems we ve been debating system is concerned it was my understanding of the

consensus of the Judiciary Committee that in those
cases where there is abuse, that there is ample
authority and responsibility and power for the
Supreme Court, through the disciplinary procedures
that exist now, to do something about it. So those
are the things that we did consider, plus we are
aware of the fact that in the larger metropolitan
areas where there are full caseloads and much, much
work to be done, that the district attorneys don't

day

Mr. Hayes
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Further Discussion

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I take
the floor with some reluctance here because it is

certainly obvious that my remarks may be interpreted
as being motivated by a personal interest. However,
I am an assistant district attorney, not a district
attorney, and I do not read this amendment to in
any way affect the situation of assistants. It
seems to me, however, that I would be remiss in my
duty as a delegate if I did not express an opinion
which is grounded in my own experience. That opin-
ion would be this. That there are, certainly,
valid justifications for differentiating in the
treatment of issues like this between rural areas
and urban areas, and we cannot make that kind of
differentiation in a constitutional treatment which
would be a blanket prohibition against the private
practice of law for all district attorneys. It
seems to me, as Mr. Avant has previously pointed
out, that this is peculiarly a matter that can and
should be handled by statute. Moreover, I would
submit to you it seems to me that this would be
unfair by a floor amendment that has not been con-
sidered by the Committee on the Judiciary as part
of their proposal, so that testimony could be taken
from the parties who are concerned, as testimony
has been taken from parties who have been concerned
on other issues. In fact, we've even heard people
speak here on the floor of the convention, that
this would be a rash action, and would be an ill-
considered action. Now I would have to say that 1

am most disturbed by some rather direct comments
that have been made alleging improper conduct on
the part of some district attorneys who, of course,
remain unnamed. Now it seems to me that that's the
kind of comment with a scatter-gun, where you say
that all district attorneys are subject to improper
influence because they practice law, that can be
said in a scatter-gun way about all legislators.
You know, and I would never say that kind of thing
because I think it's unfair to ever brand a class
of individuals in that way. If you've got an in-
dictment to level against an individual, do it as
an individual, don't tar everyone who is doing his
duty with the same brush as you do one individual
that you happen to know about who is not doing his
duty. I submit to you, that in my experience op-
erating in the rural areas, that it would be very
unfair to prohibit a group of public officeholders
from handling even private family business, such
as successions, estates...! want you to realize
that if you pass this amendment which says they
shall not engage in the private practice of law,
that you mean that if the district attorney in my
parish has a grandmother who dies, that he can't
handle her estate. Now if that's what you want to
do, well vote for that amendment. But I suggest
to you, that the problems that have been raised by
the proponents of this amendment can be well handled
by statute and should be handled by statute. I

hope you will vote against this amendment.

Question

Mr. Flory Mr. Burson, in following your statement,
do ["understand you correctly that if you pass this
amendment then, supposedly, and I'm sure it would
follow one to prohibit the assistants from practi-
cing law, that what you're really talking about in
the way of increasing the salaries of the district
attorneys and the assistants and also their retire-
ment, that amount that the state pays, you're talk-
ing about cost to the state somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of a million dollars?

Hr. Burson I would think >

double these salaries and it
to that.

•ther Discussion

J. Jackso n Hr . Chairman, ladies and gentle-
of the convention. I'll be Miry brief because

I think if we would just kind of reflect on what
Mr. Jack has said, that he laid the foundation for
a support of this amendment. Someone raised the
question that legislators and councilmen are allowed
to participate in the practice of law, but they
also failed to mention to you that as legislators,
we cannot, by code of ethics and by rules of the
House and the Senate, cannot vote on legislation
that we are personally going to gain from. 1 want
to also suggest to you that this has only been al-
lowed to continue because persons in the past have
not decided to challenge it. I think that it has
been brought to light and this is the forum by which
we ought to make the necessary changes, not against
the D. A.'s but primarily in the interest of the
taxpayers. I could foresee, as Mr. Jack mentioned,
that you could have conflict of interest, conflict
of interest that would arise in cases whereby the
district attorney, at one point would be the prose-
cutor but in another division of the courts could
be a defendant. At the same time, for those who
are concerned about the sanctity of the judiciary
and keeping some sort of independence and diminish
and decrease the kinds of political ramifications,
then you ought to be in favor of this amendment
because, at present, if you continue to allow dis-
trict attorneys to practice law, at the same tine
serve as chief prosecutor for a particular parish,
then it allows for the introduction or the increase
of political manipulation. Finally, let me in
closing just suggest to you that there has been some
concern about taking away the powers of the attorney
general or diminishing his effect upon district
attorneys. I want to seriously suggest to you, and
I don't think I could say no more than what Mr. Jack
and other proponents of this amendment have said,
but I want to seriously suggest to you that the
district attorney's office ought not be allowed to
continue to practice law and at the sane time re-
ceive, in effect, dual compensation which ultimately
may result from taxpayers as being the prosecutor
or an individual taxpayer as being the defendant in
a lawsuit. I would urge your favorable adoption of
this amendment.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

Hr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to this amendment. Now I recog-
nize that this is a problem and I certainly admit
that there is merit to what the proponents of this
amendment have said. When I was district attorney
it was a problem, but I ask you to remember this,
that this would keep a district attorney from even
so much as examining a title to property in his
spare time. In the rural areas, it would certainly
be a considerable problem, and I feel certain that
if this amendment is passed that there will be a

clamor for increased salaries for many district
attorneys, especially those in the rural areas who
are dependent and have to have their salaries paid
by local police juries which can only be done by
authority of the legislature. Now there are, for
instance, many city judges that practice law. I

don't know where this thing would stop, but I really
feel that this is a statutory matter. The legisla-
ture could, at any time, prohibit district attorneys
from practicing law. So far they have not done so.
I believe, Mr. De Blieux, in the legislature, has
on occasions introduced such measures. They have
not passed and I would ask that this question not
be. ..such an amendment as this not be passed by
this convention on such short notice without any
more consideration than we have had time to give
it. If the legislature, after consideration and
in their wisdom, decide that they want to stop the
district attorneys from practicing law and decide
that they want to raise their salaries to compen-
sate for their loss that the district attorneys,
particularly In the rural areas, would suffer, why
that would be the thing to do. I really think that
this will create some serious problems and I just
feel that it ought to be left to the legislature.
If they want to do it, why they can do that. But
they would have to be prepared, at the same time.

[921]
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Tcrease the salaries of these district attor- ^re authorized by law. We're going to have to take
It is a serious problem and I certainly into consideration jurisdiction, salaries, retire-

t think we ought to go off half-cocked on it, nient benefits and whether or not it's feasible to
h we would have to do if we pass this amendment get district attorneys in certain parts of the

/. I'll answer any questions. state and assistants in certain parts of the state,
particularly in rural areas, who can comply with

Questions a mandate from the legislature that they shall not
engage in the private practice. We're going to have
to make sure that the district attorneys and the
assistant district attorneys, if this restraint and
restriction is put on them, is adequately, are ade-
quately financed by the legislature. So I agree
with Mr. Jack and with Mr. Jackson and the others
who support this concept, but I certainly can't
agree that it should be in the constitution. Sena-
tor Rayburn has made a very excellent observation,
and that is that this would be unfair to those
district attorneys who have been elected to office,
to those throughout the State of Louisiana who ran
for office under the impression that they would
have the right to practice law. Hopefully, the
same kind of support that I think may exist with

ishes. the delegates here will be maintained in some effort
to get the legislature to implement this concept.

any parishes in the state ' urge, only for the reasons stated, that the amend-
assistant, one or more? ment be rejected, but not that the cause be termi-

nated.

Quest i ons

M^r^ J^c^k Mr. Gravel, while you haven't served in
the legislature, you are familiar with it.

Mr. Gravel I've been there, yes sir.

Mr. Shanni
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actually, on the number of people they convicted
and the amount of fines that were brought into the
parishes. Finally, after years and years and years
of this abuse, the legislature decided to pay them
a living wage. Twenty thousand dollars free and
clear of library books, typewriters, secretaries,
and even investigators, is a lot of money sometimes.
1 know of no district attorney that needs to have
a civil practice going. What does that breed? It
breeds a lot of conflict of interest cases. It
breeds of cases where the district attorney happens
to be consulted by a woman to represent her in a

divorce claim against her husband on a civil matter,
and subsequently, the husband finds that he has
been charged with criminal nonsupport on the crimi-
nal side of the court. I know there is a conflict
of interest and I'm sure Mr. Avant is going to say
isn't that unethical? Shouldn't he not do that?
The answer is yes, but it is done. Until the attor-
ney for the husband, if he gets one, happens to
file a. motion to recuse the district attorney, then
he may proceed. But sometimes the recusation of
the D. A. takes place on the criminal side because
he can't serve both masters. He can't serve justice
on the criminal side, for justice is best served
when justice is done by representing the state
against the husband. He can't serve his client of
course, who has an interest in the outcome of the
case. So if he recuses himself, then maybe you'H
have to get someone else to represent the state in
the criminal proceedings because the D. A. has
chosen to select the civil side of it. Now there's
no need for this rhetoric about not enough pay from
the state. Several years ago, the Thirty-third
Judicial District Court was added to this state.
The 0. A. in that parish, I understand, well natu-
rally makes twenty thousand dollars from the state,
plus whatever the legislature gives him. There is
an assistant there. I know of no parish that doesn't
have an assistant. Avoyelles Parish has now, two
assistants and the D. A., and in 1960 to '66 it had
one D. A., and it's got the same population. Maybe
there are more cases. Maybe they're having to de-
fend the school board more, I don't know. But it
appears to me that if you're paying assistants at
least a thousand dollars a month, that you could
lump that in with what the D. A. is making and give
him a salary that would allow him to be full-time,
just like a judge is full-time. If he's got extra
time because he doesn't. have enough D. A. work to
do, then he can go fishing. But he need not get
in the conflict that necessarily arises as a result
of being able to represent both sides. So I rise
in support of this because the issue is justice.
The issue is whether a person can really serve two
sides. The 0. A.'s in the big cities don't need
this and the D. A.'s in the country don't need it
if they get the salary that they are getting plus,
instead of having an assistant who does really just
a little extra work that the D. A. could do himself,
he could be making the money. I'll yield to any
questions

.

Questions

Mr. Avant Mr. Roy, in this example that you gave
a whTre ago, isn't it a fact that if that was proven
and not just rumored or insinuated, that the dis-
trict attorney would also, most likely be disbarred?

Mr. Roy No, It's not a fact. He has to make a

cKolce. It's a question of ethics, and he has to
recuse himself, Mr. Avant. Look, I know of too
many; It's not done.

Mr, Avant All right, now question number two.
f sn' t ( t also a fact that there's nothing in the
world that would prohibit a local...

Hr. Henry The gentleman has exceeded his time,
Mr. 'Avant, I'm sorry.

Explanation of Vote

Mr^ Fa^ajr^d Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, my
remarks wTll be very brief. Although I was nomi-
nated to this podium by Delegate Anzalone, I did

not choose to come up here and speak in favor of
this amendment. However. I'm not going to speak
against it. My main purpose in rising to the podium
is to ask that the Chairman Instruct the Clerk,
when the roll is called on this, to register me as
abstaining, because I do not choose to either vote
In favor of or against it. I have a personal in-
terest. I would urge that the delegates of this
convention, when Items come up that affect them
personally, they do the same. But let me tell you
a little bit about my experience in my short time
as assistant D. A. Now I've been appointed now for
some four or five months and I have not had any
flow of gold into my office. As a matter of fact,
I consider it more than a full-time job. I spend
more than eight hours a day as assistnat D. A. when
it's averaged out. I further submit to you, that
if you want to govern what district attorneys do
on a basis of a forty hour week, you better multiply
that by about two or three times. As far as the
salary paid district attorneys, twenty thousand a

year, sure they get benefits from the police jury,
from other sources, but I don't have any typewriters,
and secretaries, and cars, and Items of this nature
in my office. That comes out of my office operating
expense account. Now if the state wants to pay me
for that, that's fine, and I would probably choose
to serve as assistant district attorney If I was
compensated for the time that I spent and for the
expenses also, that I have to pay to keep my office
going. I do not understand exactly what the pro-
ponents of this amendment are trying to do other
than the fact of forcing the state to get on a

professional system by which district attorneys
would be paid comparable to the work that is per-
formed. Now if the state Is ready for this, that's
fine. I'm going to let the delegates of this con-
stitution make a determination of this Issue. But
I further submit to you that you have to reach a

happy balance here or are you going to prohibit
assessors from owning property? They levy property
taxes against property. So you have to try to draw
an analogy here. In my experience as assistant
D. A., we represent the school board, the police
jury and we prosecute criminal cases. I have not
had the experience that Mr. Roy pointed Oj^t. Per-
haps as time goes along, maybe I'll encounter that,
but I hope not. Because I do not allow myself or
anyone else in my office to practice law or perform
any duty of my office that would conflict with the
district attorney's work. I can't Imagine a district
attorney who has been elected by the people allowing
this to happen. As a matter of fact, you have law
firms which have assistant D. A.'s that are appointed
in a particular law firm, maybe one member will be
an assistant D. A., and It's my understanding that
the entire firm is prohibited or at least on their
own merits, do not practice any type of conflicting
interest work with the D. A.'s office. So I haven't
run across this. I feel sorry for Mr. Roy and the
unfortunate experiences that he must have suffered
to make him get up here and say what he did. But
I would ask that each delegate review this amend-
ment and If you want to carry out this theme through-
out the constitution, I would say that it would be
a real good theme. As you know, I proposed an
amendment to make legislators be paid on a full-
time annual salary. Also, I think we could come
back, perhaps, and clear up the proposition that
where some city judges can also act as judge and
practice law. So let's carry I t on through. In
my closing remarks, Mr. Chairman, again I would
like to ask that the Clerk record me as not absent,
but as abstaining from this vote. Thank you.

Point of Order

Mr. Hunez After ten hours in here you get a little
woo2y and a little incoherent. Is this the same
amendment that you had ordered the previous question,
no objection. Mr. Jack said way In the back he
hadn't spoken and wanted to speak, and then some-
body resurrected this thing from the dead, and we
are still on It? If this is the same one, I'm a

little lost. ..my mind isn't working.

Henr Yes sii that's the same one.

[923]
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Mr. Nunez Why don't we bury it once and i lowest pa
attorney. The lowest paid district attorney in the
state of Louisiana makes S23,500 per year. That's
his salary. It goes from S23,500 up to $37,400.

there are n(
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iderstood the Mr. Kilboi it's correct.

Perso I ege

Mr. Nunez Maybe 1 just should explain. 1 didn't
certainly mean to be personal with Senator De
Blieux, but I thought since we were comparing and
everybody was saying what everybody else made, it

is public record what legislators made and I just
tried to make the point that legislators work other
than being legislators and I just couldn't see why
other people couldn ' t

.

Point of Information

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Chairman, as a point of informa-
tion, I would like to ask the Judiciary Committee,
according to the article that they have written,
do we not have a district attorney and we have not
given im anything to do

same provision that
under which the district attorneys have operated
very effectively for fifty years.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [iy Mr. Kiiboume

,

et aJ.J, on page 11, line 14, after the word "quali-
fications" add the words "duties and functions".

Amendment No. 2, on page 11, line 16, after the
word and numeral "Section 28" add "(A)".

Amendment No. 3, on page 11, between lines 23
and 24. add the following: "(B). A district attorney
shall have charge and control of every criminal
prosecution in his district and shall perform such
other duties as may be provided by law."

(C) The district attorney shall be the repre-
sentative of the state before the grand jury in his
district and shall be its legal advisor."

Explanation

Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, it

is a fact that we have provided, I think, for the
duties of every constitutional officer except the
district attorney. This matter wasn't considered
by the Judiciary Committee at all and I really be-
lieve that it might be a good idea to have something
in the constitution about what the duties of dis-
trict attorneys are. That problem was discussed
in the case that we have talked about many times,
Kemp vs Stanley , and the Supreme Court had to go
tooki ng all around to find just what the status of
district attorneys are because the present consti-
tution does not have such a provision. Now what
this amendment provides is precisely what the law
is, that the statutory law as to the duties of the
district attorneys is, at the present time. I

really don't feel that it is controversial but I

have felt that way before and it was. Without any
further talk by me, I will be glad to answer any
uestionr.

uestions

Mr. Champagne Mr. Kilbourne, in view of what we
just went through, and some people don't want you
all to even practice law, aren't you afraid maybe
they might do away with the job at all, if you keep
bringing this up?

Mr. Kilbourne
you, but 1 hope

i<ell it Is a bad ti

that won ' t happen .

Mr. Kean Mr. Kilbourne. did I understand you to
say that the language of this amendment is now in

statutory law?

Hr. Ifilbourne It is. Mr. Kean. That's substan-
tially what Is in the statutes at the present time.

Hr. Kean That's been the basis on which the dis-
trlct attorneys have operated over the years.

Mr. Kean Why do we need it in this constitution?

Mr. Kilbourne Well, I don't know that we do par-
ticularly need it, but they are constitutional
offices and we've got them hanging there as consti-
tutional offices without giving them any duties
at all. I realty think it would probably be wise
to have something in there.

Mr. Puqh Is it not true that the existing Consti-
tution of 1921 has a section providing that anything
the district attorney can do, the assistant district
attorneys can do. I pose that question. .. as you
recall some time ago when I was at the mike, I

objected on the premise that you state that the dis-
trict attorney will represent the state before the
grand jury. I have serious doubt whether or not
an assistant can do it under this existing language.
If we had put it in the constitution, would it not
be preferable to indicate that the district attor-
ney and his assistants shall do it?

Mr. Kilbourne I don't really believe that would
be necessary because in whatever an assistant does,
he is always acting for the district attorney and
under his charge. I just thought it would be wise
to have something in the constitution, Hr. Pugh.
This may not be the best language in the world, but
I thought it would be a good idea to have something
in there and not just leave it vacant.

'ugh I have no quar
1 the constitution.

It the pr ce of

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Kilbourne, I think I understood
you to say that this was somewhat of an oversight
in your committee proposal. Is that correct?

Mr. Kilbourne As far as I can recollect at this
time, it just was never discussed. Me discussed
so many things. As far as I am concerned, it was
an oversight. I don't know about the other commit-
tee members. It really was an oversight as far as
I am concerned because I do feel that there should
be something in the constitution on that.

Mr. Fontenot So, in other words, if the committee
would have taken it up and would not have oversighted
it, then possibly in the committee proposal there
would be a section on district attorneys. Is that
correct?

;i 1 bourne feel that there is a possibility.
I can't speak for the committee on that, of course,
but I would have urged it if it had occurred to me.
I'll be very frank with you, it did not occur to me.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Kilbourne, don't you think that
this amendment might get us into the same problem
that we had with the Kelly, Deshotels amendment,
in that since it doesn't specifically provide that
"except as otherwise provided" in Section 27, that
these things would be true? Don't you think that
gets us into the same conflict that we had with
that amendment?

Hr. Kilbourne The problem with the Kelly amend-
ment, as far as I was concerned, was that it had
something in there about the district attorneys
representing, with the attorney general, all these
civil suits, was the question Mr. Avant raised, and
it was completely unworkable. I don't see any pro-
blem with having this simple language here in the
constitution. I may be wrong. Hr. Lanier, I'm not
an expert on it. It's never been in there and I

presume that Is the reason we just never thought
to mention it in the article, but I feel that it

probably should be in there. Like I say, I might
not be able to answer all your questions satisfac-
torily and I certainly haven't given it a lot of
thought until the amendment came up, the previous
one that was withdrawn by Hr. Kelly.

Mr. Lanier To expand on the point brought Out by
ffr"; Pugh, which quite frankly I thought was a good

(925)
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matter because
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been going, we'll have probably twice that many
before we get through. So we wil) work until la

tomorrow afternoon.

[Adjournment to 9i00 o'clock a.m.,
Friday, August 14, J97J.]

[927]
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Friday, August 24, 1973

ROLL CALL

PRAYER

Mr. Abraham Our Father, we thank You for all

Your blessings. We ask Your guidance in our deli-
berations today. May our minds be pure, may our

hearts be pure, and my we do things that are bene-
ficial to the people of this state. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[I Journal 37 3^

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[l Journal 373-374]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[Z Journal 374]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[7 Journal 37 4]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 21, introduced
by Delegate Dennis, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Judiciary, and other Delegates, members
of that committee, which is a substitute for Com-
mittee Proposal No. 6.

A proposal making provisions for the judiciary
branch of government and necessary provisions with
respect thereto.

The status of the proposal at this time is that
the convention has adopted as amended Sections 1

through 28 of the proposal, save for Section 18
which deals with juvenile courts and their juris-
diction, which was passed over, and Section 20,
dealing with preservation of evidence, which failed
to pass.

The next section is Section 29. Defense of
Criminal Prosecution; Removal,

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter "Section 29. No district attorney
or assistant district attorney shall appear, plead
or in any way defend or assist in defending any
criminal prosecution or charge. A violation shall
be cause for removal .

"

Mr. Der Fellow delegates. Section 29 simply
prohibits a district attorney or assistant district
attorney from defending or appearing in any respect
in the defense of a criminal case. This represents
no substantial change except to simplify the lan-
guage from the 1921 Constitution.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 Iby Mr. Velazquez],
on page 1 1 , line 25, immediately after "Section
29" and before the word "no" insert "(A)".

Amendment No. 2, on page 11, between lines 28
and 29, add the following: "(B). Any defendant
in a criminal proceeding, the results of which may
be imprisonment with or without hard labor for a

term exceeding six months (and the amendment is

incorrect there. Strike out the words 'and for'
and insert in lieu thereof 'and/or') and/or fine
of five hundred dollars or more, shall have the
right to retain counsel and if indigent shall,
upon his request therefor, be appointed competent
counsel for his defense. The legislature shall
provide for a uniform system for securing such

Lzau

ig compensation .

"

Explanation

Ar . Chairman, fellow delegates, I

feel that basic to the overall concept of justice
and basic to the American concept of justice for
all, is the concept of a fair and adequate defense.
In the case where the defendant is indigent, an ad-
ditional problem arises. Can the poor, the blacks,
and the outcasts of society recieve adequate rep-
resentation? I don't believe anyone here wants to
railroad anyone to Angola, but the law itself is a

complex mechanism. Often an ordinary citizen isn't
capable of coping with it. The need for adequate
counsel should extend beyond an attorney dragooned
into it. This preserves the rights of the accused
and it protects an ordinary citizen who might be
accused of a crime which he did not commit. Notice
that there is no attempt here to delete Section 29
as written. This is an attempt to give uniformity
to a situation where now there is no uniformity ex-
isting. It is an attempt to allow the legislature
itself to provide for a uniform system of securing
such counsel, including compensation. If there are
no questions, I urge your passage of this amendment.
Thank you.



Mr. Velazc
that you *

Jack were
this parti
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;ction 12 of the Bill of Rights covers this body doesn't want to do his job. Thank you

;er, in much better language, and I urge
:tion of this amendment as being out of [Amendments rejected: 47-50. Motion

I Doorly worded. reconsider tabled.}

jesti Amendments

Flory Mr Roy, your concern is not the fact Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Pugh], on
,, .. - _,.., ... .^.. ^-.. p^gg n^ between lines 28 and 29, insert the follon

i ng :

"(B). Any defendant in a criminal proceeding,
the punishment for which may be imprisonment, if

indigent, shall have competent counsel appointed
for his defense. The legislature shall provide
for a uniform system for securing such counsel,
including compensation."

I have added as a second amendment the same
language you found on Amendment No. 1 on Delegate
Velazquez's amendment, on page 11, line 25, after
"Section 29" and before the word "no" insert "(A).'

Explanation

Mr. Pugh Fellow delegates, good morning. This
amendment will accomplish the purposes of the last

Mr.
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properly belongs in the section on Bill of Rights.
Do you not consider that it more properly belongs
in the section where we set out that the district
attorney shall be the prosecutor and we ought to,
in the same paragraph, provide from some form,
some places for criminal defense, equal criminal
defense, perhaps equal with that of the prosecution?

Pugh from consti tutiona
cept it might better be in the other section
do Itnow that 1 have heard so much criticism
the judiciary system, "they are taUing abou
yers and judges, and no one else." Obviousi
that's what you would have there. This, I t

allows a situation to exist where everybody
something in the judiciary article.

I con-
. I

about

Further scuss ion

Den ^r. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise to oppose this amendment. Not the substance
of it, but oppose considering it at this point.
Mr. Pugh, himself, has stated that even he, the
author of the amendment, considers that it should
more properly go in the Bill of Rights Section. I

agree with him and I think if we adopt this here,
we will be doing something that will be detrimental
to the progress of the entire convention because,
at every point in this constitution we are drafting,
it may affect fundamental individual rights, and
if we stop and consider the rights that are to be
affected at that point, we will be taking piecemeal
all of the Bill of Rights sections before we get
to it. Now the Bill of Rights Committee has con-
sidered this and if you will look at Section 12
of their draf-t, "rights of the accused", you will
see that they have not only provided for this, but
for other protections of accused. In fact, it
goes much further than this amendment that Mr. Pugh
is offering and I would like to just read it to
you

.

"When a person has been detained, he shall
immediately be advised of his legal rights and
the reason for his detention. In all criminal
prosecutions the accused shall be precisely inform-
ed of the nature and cause of the accusation against
him. At all stages of the proceedings every per-
son shall be entitled to assistance of counsel of
his choice, or appointed by the court in indigent
cases, if charged with an offense punishable by
impri sonment .

"

Now I'm not suggesting to you that this is better
than what Mr. Pugh has offered or that it should
be adopted in preference to it, but I am suggesting
that the Bill of Rights Committee has considered
more aspects of the problem of indigent defendants
from the beginning of their arrest until they go
into court. Since they have considered this fully,
we should pay them the respect of waiting until
their article comes before us next week and consider
this matter at that time. So I ask you to reject
this amendment solely for the reason that it comes
prematurely and it should be considered during the
debate on the Bill of Rights Article.

Question

Mr. Abraham Isn't Style and Drafting going to
take care of putting these particular sections in
the article where they are supposed to go and where
there are duplications, won't they call this to
our attention?

Mr. Dennis Mr. Abraham, the Style and Drafting
Committee already probably has more than it can
handle and I don't think we should give it any
more tasks, because it has a tremendous job ahead
of it. If we can decide that something belongs
in the Bill of Rights Article on the floor. I think
we should put It there Instead of sending it to
Bill of Rights and say, you do It.

'ther llscussion

Mr. Alexande r Mr. Chairman and delegates. I'm a
little frightened at this stage during the conven-

tion because of my fear that some of the delegates
are saying now. wait until we get to the Bill of
Rights. Malt until we debate that section and then
when we get there and we find certain provisions
there, they are going to say this should have been
in some other section over which we have passed.
This should be something else. I am concerned
about the subterfuges. I am concerned about the
attempts to end run this question, and I'm appeal-
ing to you to possibly cease and desist from that
attitude. Now let me finally say that In the
courts of New Orleans there is a kind of hodgepodge
of laws and procedures relative to indigents.
For example, there is no lack of the New Orleans
Legal Assistance Program which is federally funded.
But it is a civil program all tO'j= her, it only
handles civil matters. Then there is the Legal
Aid Projram which handles more or less criminal
cases and in most instances a capital, or what used
to be capital cases. Then there is the ROR or the
Release on Recognizance Program and all of these
operate more or less independently. There should
be some kind of program in Louisiana to which the
federal go-erriment would merge its program and
possibly make it possible to defend all indigents
from the misdemeanor level up to the capital case
and there we would eliminate the possiblity of
crowding up the courts with all these appeals,
with all of these attempts to circumvent the law
and the guilty would be punished and the innocent,
naturally, would not be punished.

I'm asking that you support the amendment and
Style and Draft can place it in its proper place
as this is not the proper place for it.

Further Discussion

Hr. Derbes Ladies and gentlemen of the convention,
I would just like to make a technical point here
which I think is very important.

As I understand the Bill of Rights' Proposal
that's being currently reengrossed, it says that
an accused individual shall have, or shall be en-
titled to counsel. As I understand the Pugh
Amendment which, in substance, I support, it says,
"shall have competent counsel". This means as I

understand it that a defendant in any criminal
proceeding must have counsel. That goes. ..that
runs the gamut from the minor misdemeanors in
municipal and city courts to serious felonies,
and what this effectively does, is it prohibits
an individual from waiving counsel and entering
a plea of guilty. Now I am in favor of a uniform
system for appointed counsel. I am in favor of
guaranteeing to every individual who is accused
in a criminal proceeding, a right to counsel.
But I am, also, in favor of providing that people
who wish to waive counsel and not necessarily
take the benefits of an appointed system may do so
and unfortunately, although I first wanted to rise
in support of the Pugh Amendment. I have to now
oppose it because it says very clearly, "any de-
fendant in a criminal oroceedina shall have compe-
tent counsel aooointed for his defense".

Questions

Hr. J. Jackson Jim, two points, one you say that
it's mandatory, but doesn't it say "If indigent"?
And secondly, the sentence that says that the le-
gislature shall provide....

Mr. J. Jackson Yes

.

Hr. Derbes Look, Johnny, it says "any defendant
in a criminal proceeding, the punishment for which
may be imprisonment, if Indigent shall have compe-
tent counsel appointed for his defense". Now a

lot of people go into criminal court In minor mat-
ters who are Indigent and who say to the court,
"Loolc, I don't want counsel. I'm guilty. I under-
stand my rights, I voluntarily, knowingly waive
my rights". This Is going to complicate what Is

[981]
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essentially a simple matter of administering jus- equal of the prosecution because of the nature of
tice. our system in this state of criminal justice.

Beginning with Gideon vs. Wainwright and
Mr. J. Jackson Yes, but the last sentence says Argensender vs. Florida, the United States Supreme
that "The legislature shall provide for a uniform Court has said to every state that men charged, and
system for securing such counsel, including compen- women charged, with crimes for which they have no

sation". Could not the legislature in terms of counsel and for which they might face imprisonment,
providing the unified system also provide for the shall be punished by the state with a counsel. In

right of a defendant to waive such counsel? many instances in our state that is an appointed
counsel who may not be practiced in criminal de-

rbes In my opinion as an attorney, I think fense as you know the district attorney is practice
tliere's a great amount of doubt. And I'm not trying in the art and the science of prosecution,
to be an obstructionist here. What I'm trying to One of the speakers at the microphone said what
tell you is that a judge looking at this amendment, do you do when a man says I waive my right of
if this amendment becomes constitutional, could very counsel. True, he can do so. But I hope that it

easily say, "I cannot permit you to waive counsel. would be an intelligent waiver, one where he was
I must appoint counsel for you." I think that is advised of what might happen to him if he waived
a reasonable construction. And I think that would his right of counsel, waived any defense and stood
be terrible for the administration of the system before the bar to be sentenced. If he had the ad-
of criminal justice. So I support the Bill of vice of a practiced lawyer in the art of criminal
Rights Proposal, and I really support a unified defense, his waiver of those real rights would
system for appointment of counsel to indigents, be an intelligent waiver. What we do now when a

but I can't support it as it's drawn. man is charged with a crime and is indigent and
cannot hire a lawyer, we send him into the list,

Mr. Schmitt Could this problem be taken care of we send him into the battle, many times with an
by changing the word "shall" to "may"? Could there amateur defense counsel faced with a professional
be a subsequent amendment to that effect? prosecutor. In this constitution, we ought to

Derbes
Tg to the degree that

that "J", it should be "shall be entitled to compe- I urge the adoption of the Pugh Amen
tent counsel and may appoint application, or some- let's put defense somehow on a par with
thing like that and shall appoint application, secution.
therefore, be appointed counsel for his defense....

-ther Discussion
you preparing an amendment

this effect at this time? Mr . Weiss Fellow delegates, I rise to oppose this
floor amendment. I welcome the opportunity that

Mr. Derbes It just. ...it caught me by surprise, we take the discussion of these vital issues to
and if somebody will prepare it, I will be glad to the floor, but not at this time until we reach
support it. But I have to oppose the amendment the Bill of Rights.
as it is drawn. The Bill of Rights after thirty days' study

with five eloquent and vocal attorneys who are
Further Dicussion most reasonable, most understanding and most con-

siderate, have with the remainder five members of
Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise the committee created what we think are a fine
in support of this amendment and I'd like to ex- Bill of Rights. Not that any one of us agree with
plain to you my reasons. There is not in this all of it by any means. But we are concerned
state a uniform system of criminal justice. In as Reverend Alexander, Delegate Alexander and
each of the parishes of this state, you heard yes- others, with intent and subterfuge and other matters
terday we have a well-paid system of prosecution which may remove from the individuals of this state
with a district attorney and a number of assistant their rights. There are several questions here
district attorneys in every parish prepared to pro- which are most important and Delegate Roy has
secute for criminal violations. called to our attention repeatedly the use of the

Now all citizens, all delegates to this conven- word "shall and may," what one word can do to an
tion, particularly all lawyers and all judges and amendment. You speak now of removing this tempo-
all district attorneys, are or ought to be interest- rarily and substituting another word, "may." What
ed in our system of criminal justice. I ask for about the word "competent?" All of these matters
your particular attention to what I think are the have come before the Bill of Rights' Committee,
failures of our system of criminal justice. I What is a competent counsel? Suppose it be the
believe that the defense of a criminal action counsel of choice of both indigent or those who
ought to be on a par with the prosecution. In can well afford one in another sectionof the
September of 1965, I was appointed by the court to state? How long will justice be delayed until
defend one of four men charged with the capital that competent counsel is employed?
crime of rape. I had never in twenty years of Other problems arise. What is a uniform system?
practice before that date ever defended a capital A uniform system, perhaps could be defined as one
case. I had never engaged in the jury trial of a which. ...in which the parish would pay the fees
serious crime. Yet on September 17, 1965, I was for the indigent. Now are some parishes in a posi-
launched into the middle of it. As a practical mat- tion where they can pay the large number of fees
ter, I had to shutdown the other things I was doing that would be necessary? And what would be an
in order to learn what I ought to do to try to save indigent case? How would that be defined? There
the life of the man I was charged with defending. are multiple complications in this floor amendment
I bought a lot of books on criminal defense. I and Mr. Pugh himself has admitted that this could
bought books on the laws of arrest. I studied well go in the Bill of Rights Section. I would
the records of previous trials in our parish and suggest if Mr. Pugh would, that he withdraw this
I filed every motion that I could think of on bill amendment at this time and let us consider this
of particulars to quash the indictment, to quash in the section where it rightly belongs and not
the evidence, to move to sever my client from the clutter this constitution with a great deal more
other three. It took six years to dispose of the verbiage than is necessary.
case. It took three weeks to pick a jury and to I first ask Mr. Pugh if he would withdraw this
try the case. It took two trips to the Louisiana amendment. If no one follows me, Mr. Chairman,
Supreme Court and one trip to the United States I then call the previous question, if it's in
Supreme Court before the capital offense of rape order,
and death sentence was finally reversed. I was
not a defense counsel, but I was by our system [previous Ouvstion ordered.]
charged with attempting to defend the man and to
save his life if I could. My defense was not the Closing

19321
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Mr. Puqh 1 won't delay you on the vote. I just 'aw, there is no statement at all as to who would

call your attention to the fact that the cases are coordinate efforts of law enforcement agencies in

legendary. This is a due process right, that the the event of a major catastrophe or a major event

person has the right to knowingly, willingly, and requiring all the law enforcement agencies to cone

intelligently waive this if he wants to. There is in. The legislature could do this, but it has not

nothing wrong with the language as it now exists done that.

in this amendment under every constitutional case This does not attempt to spell it out In detail

that I am aware of. but simply establishes a policy that the sheriff

Thanit you. wi" be the chief law enforcement officer and leaves
up to the legislature, if it should have to do so,

[Record vote ordered. Amendments rejected: and we haven't had to do it in fifty years, if It

49-67. Motion to reconsider tabled. Should have to do so, to spell Out In detail the

Previous Ouestion ordered on the Section. procedures for law enforcement agencies in a

Section passed i 115-4. Motion to recon- parish.
sider tabled.]

Mr. Duval One other question, judge, you say that

Reading of the Section sheriffs shall be the tax collector for the parish.
Would that imply sales taxes, also, rather than

Hr. Poynter "Section 30; Sheriff; Duties, Tax ad valorem, in addition to ad valorem taxes?

Col lector.
Section 30. In each parish a sheriff shall be Mr. Dennis No. It clearly says he shall be the

elected for a term of four years. He shall be the collector of state and parish ad valorem taxes

chief law enforcement officer In the parish, ex- and such other taxes and licenses as provided by

cept as otherwise provided by this constitution, law. So whatever is provided by law at the pre-

and shall execute court orders and process. He sent time would continue until the legislature
shall be the collector of state and parish ad va- changed that,
lorem taxes and such other taxes and licenses as
provided by law." Mr. Duval Do you mean where the collection....

it's d little unclear to me and it would imply that
Explanation he could collect sales taxes cause that's a tax

provided by law.

Mr. Dennis Kr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
is the first section we will take up pertaining Mr. Dennis But the collection of sales taxes

to the sheriff. Is provided by law, also. In other words, the

The sheriff, as you all know, performs three legislature has said who will collect each particu-
basic and very important functions In our parishes. lar sales tax in the sales tax acts. And that it

First of all, he is the major or chief law enforce- is our intention, that whoever is designated there
ment officer in each parish. He Is a tax collector, will continue to collect those taxes until the

and he Is the executive officer of the court, mean- legislature changes it. We, by saying that these
ing that he serves orders of the court and enforces taxes and such other taxes and licenses as provided
them. by law, I think we clearly stated that.

The 1921 Constitution inadequately stated the
duties of the sheriff. It only states that the Mr. Duval So it Is not your Intention that the

is a tax collector. As we all know, the sheriff sheriff collect taxes that are otherwise provided
performs these other functions and these other now by statute to be collected by someone else,
functions are equally or even more Important to

the citizens in each parish. Therefore, the com- Mr. Dennis That's right. Now I think our pro-
mlttee thought it best to clearly state these three vision states that clearly,
basic duties of the sheriff in this section. Ex-
cept for that change, that clarification of the Mr. Burns Judge, just to bring it out a little
sheriff's duties, there has been no substantive more clearly. Did we not discuss at length with
change from the 1921 Constitution. reference to the sheriff being the chief law

enforcement officer, that we definitely did not

Questions intend to keep out the state police or interfere
with the city police chiefs or city police, but

Mr. Abraham Judge Dennis, In the committee deli- merely to, as you stated just now, that this would
berations, was any consideration or discussion be a coordinating agency and not by any means dimi-
held on whether or not you should Include the Ian- nish or interfere with the authority of the state
guage that he shall be the collector of the taxes, police or the city police?
with the thought in mind that possibly this should
be statutory and that would provide the flexibility Mr. Dennis That's correct, Mr. Burns. Thank
that in case there might need to be a change in you very much,
the system of collecting taxes in the future, they
would not be tied down to the sheriff? There might Mr . Hayes Judge, does this prohibit anyone else
be other means of collecting taxes other than the from collecting taxes? Does it prohibit anyone
sheriff? else from collecting taxes in a parish?

Mr . Dennis We discussed this problem generally. ".1^ Qen.als No, it does say that the sher
ITwas the basic feeling of the committee that be the ad valorem tax collector. Beyond that, the
since this has been in our constitutional law for legislature could change it and appoint other
so long and thre is much statutory law and case people as

law based upon the 1921 provision which grants
the authority to the sheriff to collect certain
types of taxes, that we should not take It out,
but should continue it substantially as it is in Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [tv wr . .j

the 1921 Constitution. on page 12, between lines three and four insert
the following:

H r. Duval Judge Dennis, Just attempting to get "This section shall not apply to the parish of

sone Information. When you say the sheriff shall Orleans."
be chief law enforcement officer In the parish does
that Imply, or did the committee discuss whether Explanation
he could supercede the police, the municipality,
the police chief, for Instance? Hr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates. Unforunate-

ly, the historical difference that has enlsted
Hr. Dennis I think I am expressing the feelings between Orleans and the other sixty-three parishes

in the state, under this new constitution Is

10, i
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creating some difficulties that whereby we must parish is different from all the rest.

under certain circumstances except the parish of I agree with those among us who say there is a

Orleans I would prefer not to use the parish of difference, and I am the first to admit that such

Orleans if that be possible to use that wording. is the case. But throughout this state there

But unfortunately, we are unable through all the exists people who are not willing to live with the

staff research that we've been able to develop on idea forever and see spelled out to them, that this

this, there's no other way of accomplishing this. difference does exist. For that reason, I would

If you'll note, under Section 30 first of all, hope that there is enough ability in these one

the wording of the article says that a sheriff shall hundred and thirty-two delegates to find a means

be elected for a term of four years. First of all, somehow, somehwere that we would not have to imply

we have two sher dual parishes in this

sheriff. That's not as serious a problem, however, constitution. And for that reason, I have prepared

as the next two sentences which say that the an amendment which would say, except as otherwise

sheriff shall be the chief law enforcement officer. provided in this constitution, refer it to Section

Under our local charter, our home rule charter, the 35, and those great minds would get together and

mayor is charged with that responsibility and he somehow say there is a difference but we don't

delegates that responsibility to the superintendent have to signify by mentioning any individual parish

of police and we have as one of our delegates, a by name in this constitution.

former superintendent of police who can certainly
vouch for that. Questions

The major and main problem that Section 30

creates for the parish of Orleans is in stating Mr. Valezque z Wouldn't you say it might make

in the third sentence that the sheriff is the don't you think you are making a mistake to assume

collector of state and parish ad valorem taxes and that Section 35 is going to pass?

such other taxes and licenses as provided by law.

We have in the parish of Orleans as a municipality, Mr. Champagne Mr. Velazquez, there has been a

completely and wholly under the municipality, our number of reasons and people who have said that

own tax collecting system for all taxes. We have there shall be an attempt to destroy. If you can

our own revenue department just as does the State find a way, if you can find a way not to mention

of Louisiana. And that is the most urgent reason the parish of Orleans by name, but to simply say

why we must absolutely except the parish of Orleans those conditions which existed or those differences

from Section 30 because at this time, neither which did exist in the constitution at the time of

sheriff, whether he be the civil or criminal the adoption or some other way, sir, I guarantee
sheriff, in anyway has anything do whatsoever you that I shall speak in favor of its adoption.

with the tax collection system in the parish of
Orleans. Mr. Velazquez

I would urge acceptance of this amendment.
mu I (

Mr. Champagne Let me tell you that any mule or

Mr. Abraham Tom, would it be better language to any horse can tell the difference including any

jack.

Mr. Velazquez You say so.

Mr. Dennis Mr. Champagne, are you saying, sir,
that if we will say, except as otherwise provided
here, and then in Section 35, we can provide for
the Orleans' institutions of government, that you
would not object to mentioning Orleans in Section
35. I'm just. ...this is for information cause
this is a knotty problem that we wrestled with for
several months. And if that's what you're saying,
I would be agreeable to it. But if you're saying
you can't mention Orleans at all anywhere, sir,
that is an impossible task, I believe.

Mr. Cha mpagne What I would say, sir, and we are
fighting with this problem in Revenue and Finance
in which we have great variations in all the
parishes. But we have managed to not -mention any
parish by name in the final say, with one exception,
which we are going to take out. But. ...if we....

tences f tried to poiiit out the difficulty that [ouorum Call: lOS delegates present ^nd
we are confronted with. The most serious problem u quorum.]
is certainly the last sentence and that's the en-
tire tax collecting system in the city of New Further Discussion
Orleans. The others affect us, but maybe to lesser
degrees. But I would hate to completely put into Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman, and delegates. I

a turmoil the law enforcement system in the city come to you at this time in a very peculiar way
of New Orleans. We have enough problems as it is because I find myself along with the delegates
right now. from the city of New Orleans to be somewhat

strange animals because we seem to be the excep-
tions .

Let ne see if I can possibly talk with you as
ies and gentlemen, is said in the scriptures, let us reason together.
ed when this con- Let us reason together. Number one, the city of
Hinds of which I New Orleans and the parish of Orleans are the only
e some possible rea- parish and city in the State of Louisiana where
, for the entire the parish and the city are coextensive. Now
e, for all parishes, that condition has existed in our state long before
Id not have to sig- any of us in here, I think, were born. I know

ifferences by raising red flags or what- it was in the 1921 Constitution and I don't know

ever flags or whatever indications you would, and an- how long before that. But there is no parish
nounce to all people by names of parishes, that this government in the city of New Orleans. There is

[934]
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only one government. Now in all the other parishes,
including Caddo, that I distinctly remember and
even East Baton Rouge, there is the parish and a

city government. New Orleans is the only city in

the State of Louisiana which has a law enforcement
group of more than fifteen hundred persons. Now
I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen, that our
condition is similar to that of a Wilt Chamberlain
who wears a size M shoe and is seven feet two
inches tall. He can't sleep in a normal bed. Now
if you are going to compare us as I think I heard
one delegate say yesterday, with East Feliciana or
Cameron where the population is sixteen thousand,
we just can't operate that way.

Now Orleans Parish has both a criminal and a

civil sheriff. The criminal sheriff has no law
enforcement powers whatsoever outside of parish
prison. The civil sheriff is not the tax collector.
He handles civil matters only. We have a registrar
of conveyances, a register of mortgages, three
clerks, four clerks, five clerks of court. Now I

submit to you, ladies and gentlemen, that. ...I'm
willing to go along with the ideas of Mr. Champagne.
I think his ideas are wonderful, that maybe we
should not mention the city of New Orleans. But
to disrupt and throw into chaos the whole legal
and operational system of a parish and or city of
six hundred thousand people, I don't think it's
fair to those of us and to those people of the
city of New Orleans. And I want you to understand
this, that we are not just trying to be different.
It's just that New Orleans has a larger population
than other parishes and especially when these laws
were enacted, the other parishes were small, the
other cities were small in Louisiana while New
Orleans was. large because it's a seaport city.

I, therefore, appeal to you to adopt this lan-
guage and then let's adopt this amendment and let's
sit down with some of the people like Mr. Champagne
and see if we can put something together that will
permit New Orleans to operate normally just as we
will permit other parishes to operate normally.

Thank you so much. Please support the amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Conroy While I sympathize with the position
of the city of New Orleans, I oppose this amend-
ment. I think that if exceptions are to be made,
they should be made in a broad enough sense that
other parishes could take advantage of them or
the cities could take advantage of them if they
need them. I don't see that New Orleans is that
unique.

In this regard, I think either amendment is
unnecessary if you have a home rule charter pro-
vision, you can say that that overrides the other
provisions of the constitution as far as the desig-
nation of officers or elected officials or what
their functions will be. But I do not see any rea-
son to designate New Orleans as being different
from the rest of the state in this particular sec-
tion.

In further regard to that, if the system in
Orleans Parish is good, why shouldn't other parishes
be able to adopt it? If it's bad, why should they
want to continue it?

I urge your defeat of this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Bergeron Dave, who collects the taxes in

your parish? Who is the tax collector in your
parish?

Mr. Conroy I

Mr . Bergeron
o7f1cer In you

Mr. C onroy T

Mr. Bergeron
» In Me*

Mr. Conroy

Jefferson Parish, the sheriff's,

iforcement

think that Jefferson Parish should be entitled to
adopt this same system, if it's a good system that
Orleans has. Why single out one parish and say
they are entitled to have a different system from
any other parish?

Mr. Bergeron But you do realize that an amendment
of this nature is necessary to allow the parish
of Orleans to continue operating as it has operated?

Mr. Conroy t

that this Is not the

Ves, and if If

this kind is necessar
Local and Parochial Government section or in

Section 35 you can spell out that notwithstanding
other provisions of this constitution, so forth
and so on, will be true in Orleans. But it can
be done in one place.

Mr. Dennery Mr. Conroy, you suggested that the
homes rule charter provisions could govern this.
Do you believe that the home rule provisions,
which are from municipalities, would permit muni-
cipalities to collect parish taxes?

Mr. Conroy Mr. Dennery, I think that the wording
of the home rule charter provisions. In the Local
and Parochial Government Section, could be broad
enough to cover this problem.

Mr. Dennery Well, I suggest to you then and do
you not agree, that if those provlsons are sub-
sequently inserted, then the Style and Drafting
can remove it from this section? If by chance....

Mr. Conroy I'm sorry, I can't hear you.

Mr. Dennery I say, I suggest to you and I ask
if you do not agree, that if provisions such as
you speak of are contained in the home rule sec-
tion, then Style and Drafting can remove this.
But, on the other hand, if they are not so con-
tained, would you not agree that this type of
provision is necessary?

Mr. Conroy My point, Mr. Dennery, is that it is
in the area of local government, and the local
and parochial government area, that we should ad-
dress ourselves to the extent to which exception
should be permitted to the other provisions of
the constitution, dealing with all of these state
officials, and not have, except for New Orleans,
along with each one of these provisions as we go
along

.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Conroy, are you aware that
there will be a subsequent amendment that this
section shall not apply to any parish In which
there may be a provision in the home rule charter
to the contrary, which would allow not only the
parish of Orleans to do just as they are doing
now, but allow other parishes that possibility?

Mr. Conroy I was not aware of that amendment.
But I think it's a far better way to handle it
than the provision that's presently before us.

Further Discussion

Mrs. Zervlqon Mr. Chairman and delegates to the
Cons t i tutional Convention, I rise to tell you some-
thing that you know already. But it Isn't the
first time it's happened and it will probably
happen again. New Orleans is different, it's odd,
it's peculiar. And what's more, the citizens of
Orleans Parish like it that way. All throughout
deliberations we've tried to save things in the
parishes as they are and to provide for orderly
change, should that change become necessary.
Orleans hasn't got any justices of the peace, but we
didn't vote against other people. Or wc didn't
speak against other people having justices of the
peace. We haven't got a mayors' court. I didn't
come up here and ask you to abolish everybody
else's mayors' court. Just to bring them Into un-
iformity with Orleans. I think we need to look
a little bit at this concept of uniformity. If
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we go completely to the end with this concept of Zervigon.

uniformity, we got to abolish the city of Monroe's
c u r,

school system. We got to abolish the city of Further uiscussion

Bogalusa's school system. Everybody else got parish
.. „ . „ ^u ^ ,i j i . , -

school systems. Why should they be allowed to be Mr. Denn i_s Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we

different? We got to abolish the tax levy by the are getting into a problem that the Judicial Commit-

port of Lake Charles. All the other ports are tee wrestled with long and hara. We started off

funded differently. We can't let Lake Charles be with the idea that we would try to make the court

any different We got to abolish the five percent, system and all of the related officials in the

the five-mill alimony tax in Jackson Parish. Every state as uniform as possible. Eut we very early,

other parish has a four-mill alimony tax. Why you will notice, adopted the position that we

can we let Jackson Parish be any different? Ladies were not going to force a change overnight in any

and gentlemen I submit to you that uniformity is parish. We weren't going to make East Baton Rouge

a false concept for us to follow all the way to Parish give up a family court or Caddo Parish give

the end. If anybody in this convention can prove up a juvenile court or any parish give up a city

to me that Richard Thompson is uniform in any way, court. But what we were^goi ng^to^do
, J!;istead

shape or form with Boysie Bollinger, I'll eat my '" --^..-.--u
.

^

projet. If anybody can tell me that Ford Stinson
and Chris Roy are uniform, I'll read my projet.
If anybody would go and tell the citizens of Orlea
Parish and the citizens of Caldwell Parish that

they are alike, that delegates life wouldn't be

worth a nickel in either of those parishes. So I

beg of you, don't ask us to change. Now we though
of trying to draw this amendment so that it said
parishes over four hundred thousand. The problem
with that is as Jefferson, as Caddo, as East Baton
Rouge get to that level, we've changed them, and
we're really not asking anybody else to change.
We just want the right to remain as we are. We
thought of saying in parishes, where the city is

coterminous with the parish boundaries. But Baton
Rouge is trying to become coterminous, over the
long haul. It may take generations. They would
find themselves in a spot where we had completely
redefined the job of sheriff, and that isn't
really what they are aiming for. They just want a

unified government in that parish eventually. So

it seems to me, the most straight forward way to

handle this is to say Orleans Parish excepted.
That's where the difference is. There's no use
changing anybody else or pretending that we are
affecting anybody else. These offices are not

possible when we get this article into the Style
and Drafting Committee, if it's possible to say
what we have done and not say Orleans as many times,
I promise you as a member of that committee that
we will work toward that end. But I think it would
be much simpler at this point to go ahead and ex-
cept Orleans from this provision. Then when we get

let us remain peculiar. Let us re- to Section 35, if we can agree upon a reasonable way

main as Reverend Alexander said a strange animal. to allow Orleans Parish to continue their different
It's not hurting you any, it's not affecting you institutions until changed by the legislature and/

any. But to change the duties of our sheriff so or by referendum or whatever way you decide. If

radically would affect the city, would radically we accomplish that goal perfectly enough in Section
affect the school board, who will levy a parish 35, then we can come back and take these exceptions
tax, not a city tax now collected by the Department out in other sections. But until we get there,
of Finance in New Orleans. I really don't think let's at least give this assurance to Orleans
that that's what you came up here intending to do. Parish, that we are not overnight going to make
I will yield to any questions. them get rid of one of their sheriffs, take away

law enforcement functions from their other depart-
Question ments and change everything overnight. So I ask

you to put some faith in what the committee and

Mr. Weiss Delegate Zervigon, you make your point the members of the committee ha>/e learned through
ery well. Did you know that I agree with you cer- seven months of wrestling with this problem and

ainly in the concept of uniformity and the dif- go along with Mr. Casey's amendment,
erence between New Orleans and the rest of the
tate? However, I would like to ask, is this the Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair
ay to do it? Particularly with the alternative
loor amendment, which is proposed by Mr. Champagne, Further Discussion
see, and that is except as otherwise provided

n this constitution and then write this in Section Mr . J . J ac kson Mrs. Acting Chairman, ladies and

8. Would you have any feelings one way or the gentlemen of the convention, I rise in support of
other about that? this amendment. I find myself really weighing

the issues involved. As most of you recognize
Mrs. Zervigon Dr. Weiss, I feel that the place tbat when it came to the problem of New Orleans,
to make an exception to a provision is in that 1 was one of the first who suggested about the uni-
provision itself, so that anyone reading the con- formity throughout the state. As a person I admit
stitution knows clearly what section applies to to a large degree that there are and there is need
what. I think we must do it for room for exception, as so ably pointed out by

Mrs. Zervigon. I would suggest to you that this
Mr. Henry You have exceeded your time, Mrs. is a problem that we in New Orleans could, over a

(9361
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period of time, attempt to resolve. This is

problem that we do not feel, at this point,
going to provide those proponents of wanting
merge or wanting to consolidate in those opp
that who wants to not do it. I don't thinis

going to provide out of segment of this conv
with the kinds of desired results that we wa

For those reasons and by the reason pointed
Mrs. Zervigon, Representative Casey and part
ly Judge Dennis, I would ask that this convt
will consider and give favorable adoption of

amendment

.

ther )iscuss ion

Mr. Tapper Madame Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in support of the amendment. I'm not going
to be too lengthy, although this is a very, very
serious matter that we have before us this morning,
as most of the matters that we discuss here are.
I've heard the word uniformity mentioned, the
word equality and of course I agree with both.
But ladies and gentlemen of this convention, to

have uniformity merely for the sake of uniformity,
and risk the loss of the entire document, to have
uniformity merely for the sake of uniformity and
change a system that has been successful for so
many, many, many, many years, to have uniformity
just to say that we are doing to the same thing
in one parish as in another. I think we are kid-
ding ourselves. I can't add too much to what Mrs.
Zervigon said because we can take our special in-
terest all over the state. And if we begin to do
this, I will guarantee you one thing, this consti-
tution will never be adopted by the people of this
state. Now the choice is yours here. I think we
are right at the turning point in our discussions
and our deliberations. If you decide not to go
with this amendment or not to do something that
will continue the form of government, the type
of operation that is in the City of New Orleans
today, then ladies and gentlemen, you will have
defeated the constitution. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Tapper, all of this abolition
of these useless jobs that we have been talking
about for the past week. My sheriff is a civil
sheriff, criminal sheriff and a tax collector.
Don't you think we ought to carry this reorganiza-
tion down into the parish as well as the state?

Mr. Tapper I don't know if I understand your
question, Hr. Anzalone. Would you repeat it again?

Mr. Anzalone Yes, sir. I'm talking about merger
and consol i da t ion . Don't you think we should try
this on the parish level as well as the state?

apper For the sake of merger, just as
said uniformity for the sake of uniformity, we
shouldn't get into merger merely for the sake of
merger. Ho, I don't believe you are correct. We
should, if it will serve a useful purpose, and I

believe the consolidation of state offices, the
appointment of some state offices serves a useful
purpose. But you are not serving a useful purpose
if you do this to the type of government that you
have in the city of New Orleans. We arc not look-
ing at a small parish here with just a few fifty,
sixty, seventy thousand people. Hr . Anzalone,
you know what we are talking about. I don't agree
with you. I know your position; its been very
apparent throughout all of our deliberations on
the Committee on Executive. You and I have differed
and we will continue to differ.

Hr. Anzalone Hr. Tapper, do you know that I urge
the adoption of this amendment for the people of
New Orleans?

Hr. Tapper Thank you turf much, Joe.

a quorum.}

Questions

Mr. Burns Hr. Tapper, regardless of the individ-
ual delegates feeling about accepting the city of
New Orleans, do you agree that at this particular
time and under this particular article, that we have
no alternative but to support this amendment?

Mr. Tapper I would hope so, Mr. Burns. I think
you are correct.

Hr. Burns One more question. If we did not accept
the city of New Orleans in this particular section,
would it not throw the collection of taxes in the
city until some other. .in the future system be set
up into a state of chaos?

Complete turmoil yes SI

-the Discussi

i. Warren Madame Chairman and fellow delegates,
just appears that every time the name Orleans is

itioned it sounds like a dirty word. Orleans is

t a dirty word. It might be a little bit different
someone stated. I couldn't put this any better

in Mrs. Zervigon has put it. You are going to hear
ne other exceptions if things go like it has been
ing in our Natural Resources Committee. It has
»n suggested in our Natural Resources Committee
It land assessed in the country would be assessed
the usage and then would be assessed different in

; cities. So that means uniformity for uniform-
l'% sake is not good. You have just a uniform..
t if it doesn't fit, you're in a bad fix. So lets
I't throw us into chaos.

[Previous
adopted

:

Amendmen

LeBleu Had ne Cha fid fellc del egates
,

realize the problems that we are going to be faced
with a situation that arose pertaining to the last
amendment, not only for the parish of Orleans, but
other parts of the state as well. I voted for it

because I realize a lot of these problems. I think
we should give more consideration to solving some of
these problems in our committees, rather than by
using the words except Orleans Parish or whoever it

pertains to and for this particular reason. One of
the big objections that I've heard to the present
constitution is from people who dislike going to the
polls and having to vote on amendments that pertain
to a different part of the state. I don't know what
this convention will finally decide on how the new
constitution will be amended. If the convention de-
cides that the amendment process will require a vote
of the people statewide, when we provide these ex-
ceptions in the new constitution, we are going to be
at the same problem that now exists in the old con-
stitution. I just wanted to bring that to your at-
tention. I wanted to question one of the speakers,
the time ran out but I would ask you to maybe give
this a little bit more thought. See if there is any
possible way that various committees before they come
up on the convention floor. Thank you.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter These amendments are sent up by Hr.
Schml tt . They have been distributed, but there are
some changes he's made.

Amendment No. I. On page 12, between lines 3

and «, insert the following: "This section shall
not apply to any parish in which there may be a

provision in a city or parish home rule charter or
plan of government to the contrary."

Amendment No. 2. Strike out Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Casey.

Explanation

1987]
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Mr. Schmitt This is just a minor technical amend- had a lot of special interest groups on it, they
ment. It's like so many others, I guess. The had probably more. They did have at least one
main thing this amendment does, it allows a chance sheriff on there. Am I not correct?
for versatility in the future. I realize that
this might be stepping on the toes of many of the Mr. Dennery Mr. Schmitt, suppose there were a

sheriffs across the State of Louisiana. But I parish in which there were two municipalities, each
feel, in the constitution, there should be room of which had a home rule charter. One of those
for flexibility in the future. I don't believe home rule charters provided for collection of
that we should freeze into the constitution some- taxes, for example, by the municipality. As I

thing that might not be adequate ten years, twenty read your proposed amendment, this section shall
years, thirty or forty years from now. We have not apply to any parish in which there may be a

seen the parish of Orleans has come forward with provision in a home rule charter to the contrary.
a special exception to the parish of Orleans. Therefore, if either of these municipalities adopted
What happens, some time in the future when another a provision which called for the collection of
parish wants to come forward? Will it be necessary, taxes, then this section of the constitution would
at that time, that there be a constitutional amend- not apply to that parish. Is that correct?
ment? If it is necessary, it should require two-
thirds vote of both Houses plus a referendum of the Mr. Schmitt I'm willing to strike out city or
people. I feel we should have the flexibility parish and just may be a provision in a home rule
built into our constitution, so that we shall not charter or plan of government to the contrary,
need amendments in the future. I realize this
touches upon many of the parishes of the State of Mr. Dennery I beg your pardon. I didn't quite
Louisiana. But this does allow the parishes the follow that,
flexibility that they may need in the future. I

don't see anything so sacrosanct about the sheriff Mr. Schmitt I said that I think it would be
being the person allowed to collect taxes in any adequate to saj
particular parish in the State of Louisiana. What a home rule chc
gives him such great qualifications that he has contrary,
the ability to do this? I don't think this should
be frozen into the constitution. I think that Mr. Dennery Now, do you believe that a home
we should have the ability and capability to change rule charter should govern parish governments,
these different forms of government, if the municipal home rule charter should govern the
people want to change, but not having to go and parish government?
get the permission of the rest of the State of
Louisiana in order to do it. If the parish of Mr. Schmitt Well, presently it's my understanding
West Baton Rouge or East Baton Rouge wishes to have that there are six or seven methods presently
their taxes collected in a different manner, I allowed for individual parish to set-up- its own
feel they should be the ones who have the right to home rule charter, if it wishes to do so. This
decide this. I don't believe this should be an is presently regulated through the statutes,
issue which must be decided by all the people of
the State of Louisiana, because this doesn't relate Further Discussion
to all the people of the State of Louisiana. This
relates to those individual people. I feel this Mr. De Blieux Madair
would grant the individual parishes the chance to and gentlemen of the
modify and to change and to be responsive to the amendment, because I

problems of the future. harm to the present p

will take care of the
-e of several
larly allow th

; should be so
their system.

by a vote of the peop
except for that. If you don't have a provision
like this, it's going to require an amendment of

We will be right back in the
here we were before, where you
of the people of the whole

necessary that they state in order for a local subdivision to make
do provide for it. However, if they do want to this change. I certainly think if you can go
provide for it, why should we prevent them from ahead and do it now, we will prevent all of these
doing that in the constitution? If a parish up local amendments. Let's think about the future,
in North Louisiana wishes to have someone other not just think about the present, because I'm
than the sheriff collect the taxes, why shouldn't hoping that we will have a constitution that will
they be the ones to decide this? Why should we, last a whole lot longer than the one we are pre-
right now, establish the method of collection of sently living under at this particular time. It
taxes for the next fifty or sixty or hundred years will aid the New Orleans situation, it will take
in the State of Louisiana, depending how long this care of them. It will take care of any future
constitution lasts. consolidations that the local government might

want in years and years to come. I've heard some
rberq Delegate Schmitt, are you familiar talk about our own local government here in East

ittee that Baton Rouge Parish. They're talking about that
il to now possibly we will go to a parishwide system at

/e at it's conclusions? some time in the future. And it might be there
would be some suggested changes that could be made

> ':'''"; tt No, sir. I'm not familiar, but I if this amendment is adopted. Otherwise, we might
to have a whole new amendment to the constitu-

, just for the parish of East Baton Rouge.
tin's.

I certainly ask you to vote for this amendment.
So it will eliminate those constitutional amendment

Mr . Si 1 verbe rq Are you familiar with the fact in the future,
that they worked on this proposal for seven months
and they explored this type of proposal, this type Questions
of amendment to avoid the desanitizing of the
article? Mr . Den nis Senator, how can you say that this

wTll talce" care of New Orleans?
Mr. Schmitt I know that that pdrticular committee ing that this will delete the
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Casey just had adopted. It's also my understanding
that New Orleans has no home rule charter, that
their government provisions are In the constitution.

Hr. De Blieuic Mr. Dennis, as I understand the
si tuatlon. Rew Orleans is operating under a con-
stitutional grant of authority or powers. So they
have a local plan of government. Since it pertains
to a local plan of government, I don't think it

will affect them at all. That is, what I mean Is,

it will allow them to do what they are presently
doing down there now and that is the whole purpose
of the amendment. If you have some information
to the contrary, then certainly I don't want to do
any lence to the present New Orleans situatic

Hr. Dennis Well, my problem Is, .1 don't know
exactly what a home rule charter is going to be
under the new constitution. Don't you think this
term leaves something to be desired In how It's
defined in present law as well as how it's going
to be defined in the new constitution? Are you
sure that it would include the Orleans....

Hr. De Blieux In my opinion, 1t does include the
New Orleans area. It will permit them to continue
their government, just as they have It now. Now
if there's somebody that knows a plan of government
in New Orleans and can tell me something to the
contrary, I'd like to hear it. I'm just wondering
and surprised why that this particular provision
wasn't included at the time this section was
drafted, because I certainly see. ..you've probably
recognized that they had a different situation in

Orleans Parish than the rest of the state.

Den Senator De Blieu are you aware
that the home rule charter for the city of New
Orleans provides only that the department of fi-
nance shall collect taxes, etc., receivable by
the city or any of its offices? And for it to

collect anything that may be receivable by the
state or any public office, department or board
not subject to the provisions of this charter,
it requires authorization by law. So that the city
of New Orleans has no right, at the present time,
to collect these other taxes unless this provision
remains In the constitution.

Hr. De Blieux But in otKer words, Mr. Dennery,
you think that this particular provision would
not allow Orleans Parish to continue its existence
as It is now? That is what I want to find out.

Hr Dennery If you are asking me a question. I

will be glad to try to give you the answer. The
amendment that you put in is talking purely abou
sheriffs. That is all that I am talking about.
Obviously, a home rule provision will permit the
city of New Orleans to remain under its home rul
charter, but it will not remove from the constit
tion the provision that the sheriff shall be the
tax coll tor

Mr. De Blieux Hell, we don't want to remove that
provi s ion that sher 1 f f s . . . . un less that. ..a plan
of government subsequently adopted would change
that system.

Hr. Dennery Mell, I don't understand that it

reads that way. Senator. The way I understand it

reads is that any municipality which adopts a

home rule charter will knock out the collection of
parish taxes by the sheriff and I don't believe
that Is what you Intend, but that is what it says.

Hr. De Blieux No, It says "unless this provision
in the home rule charter to the contrary". Other-
wise, they would still be the tax collector. That
Is what we want them to be.

Hr. Velazquez Senator, don't you think that it

would be best to withdraw this particular amendment
at this time and rewrite it to take care of some
of these many significant objections that have been
risen. Don't you think that would improve the

chances of your amendment passing If you were to
request that Hr our good friend, Schmitt
would withdraw this amendment at this time for
rewriting to take care of these many problems
that seem to have arisen, unconsciously perhaps?

Hr De B1 ieux Well, you might be right, Mr.
Velazquez. Maybe it might be better that we just
pass over this particular section and see If that
can be done.

Hr. Velazquez Perhaps it might be better
would you not think it would be better to request
a two minute recess so that Hr. Schmitt could go
over this thing and knock out some of these obvi-
ous problems that otherwise would require us to
go into an extended debate on this topic?

Hr . De Bl ieux I would like to get as good a pro-
vision as we possibly can come up with for this
particular section and take care of the situation
in New Orleans and so forth. I am hoping that we
can. As far as I am concerned, that, of course,
it is Mr. Schmitt's amendment. If he wants to

withdraw it at this particular time and if the
Madam Chairman will allow a two or three minute
recess to put it in the proper form, it would be

a1 1 right wi th me .

Mr. Velazquez Thank you.

Hr. De Blieux Hadam Chairman, it tnere ib no
objecton, I would just like to ask for about a

three minute recess for that purpose.

[Amendments ui thdrjwn
.

]

Recess

Chairman Henry In the Chair

[Ouoj-um Call: 106 delegates present and

Amendment as Resubmitted

Mr. Poynter On page 12, between lines 3 and 4,
insert the following: "This section shall not
apply to any parish In which there may be provision
in a parish home rule charter or plan of government
to the contrary."

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennis Hr. Chairman I believe that it may
have, but if this...I don't believe at any point
in the debate it has been brought out that we
are interfering here with more than just tax col-
lection. Our provision is based on three main
ideas. If the sheriff is going to be the law en-
forcement officer of the parish, he shall execute
the orders of the court and enforce them and he
shall collect ad valorem taxes. Now as I read
this provision, it would open up a situation where
a sheriff could come to the legislature and get a

home rule charter saying that he doesn't have to
execute the orders of the court or that he is

not the law enforcement officer any more. I think
that this is doing violence to a good proposal that
we arrived at after much study and listening to
sheriffs and other people Involved in law enforce-
ment and in court work. I think that if you put
this exception in, you are doing violence to what
I think should be a statewide policy. That is,
that the sheriff should execute the orders of the
state courts, and t strenuously object to doing
violence to that policy because I think It is es-
sential to the operation of the court system.

[pra JM Quottion ord»ted .]

Hr. Schmitt This amendment does not eliminate
the prior amendment which related to the parish
of Orleans. If that Is the desire that you el1»
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Hr. De Blieu« That is right. Your client suffers
as the result of that because if the clerk of
court's office is open on a Saturday and you don't
get there, you have lost your right forever to that
case.

Hr. Stinson Not only are they closed now, but
this also wou 1 d authorize the legislature, wouldn't
It, to say what holidays they would have, in other
words, whether they would be closed or not.

I egis la ture?

1r. Oe Blieu The legislature always allows the
me before the committeess to state thei
atever legislation comes up. That is

party to
views on
the purpose of the committee heari
they are here in the cons ti tut iona

Mr. Stovall Senator De Blieux, don't you realiz
that the question is not whether or not you shoul
have uniform hours. The question is whether or
not this should be in the constitution. How can
you ever feel that this should be in the constitu
tion?

De Blieu Well_ _ his way, it IS just the
same as the constitution says you shall have judges,
that you shall have sheriffs, because this will
mandate the legislature to make those particular
provisions. I think that this is one of the things
that the Judiciary Committee came up with that is

worthwhile, this short sentence, because it will
mandate the legislature to have these uniform
hours.

Hr. Stinson Hr. De Blieux, when I was speaking
before, don't you think that this amendment pos-
sibly should say hours and days because the days
are very important too. Especially they have
changed so many holidays. Then try to put every-
thing on Honday. I believe the legislature said
last time, well, November 11 is s ti 1 1 .... November
11 is not on a Honday, etc. Is that possible...

Hr. De Blieu

situation. Hr. Sti

109 delegates

Further )iscii ; ion

Hr. A. Landry Hr. Chairman, members of the C.C./
'73 delegation, 1 happen to be the only Clerk of
Court in this convention. Uhen this proposal was
placed in the Judiciary Committee, 1 contacted the
Louisiana Clerks' Association and asked them to
comment on the article as it was proposed. There
has been no objection to placing in the constitu-
tion the fact that we should have uniform office
hours. I think that this is a step forward. 1

don't know if you know this or not, but we have
different office hours throughout the state. We
would love to have uniformity as far as hours are
concerned, so that when you have a Suit to be filed,
that your attorney would know at what time that
office will be closed, so that prescription will
not set in. This is important to the litigants of
this state. It's important to the people who have
a claim, especially in an accident case, when one
year after the date of the accident you have to
file that suit or else prescription sets in. Your
attorney leaves his office thinking he's going to
get there before the clerk's office closes, because
he feels that in his parish his office closes at
<:30. When he gets to the neighboring parish,
that office has already closed at 4:00 In the
afternoon. We would like to have uniformity. I

think the constitution can force us to do It. If

you do it. It's not going to create any burden on

the clerk's office. I urge you that this article,
as proposed, has the endorsement of the Louisiana
Clerks' Association. I rise in opposition to this
amendment and to all other amendments that may be
proposed. If you have any questions, I'll be glad
to try to answer them for you.

Questions

Hr. Toomy Hr. Landry, do you believe the Clerks'
Association would have any objection to providing
for uniform office hours for clerks by statute?

Hr. A. Landry We would have no objection except
that I 'm going to explain to you the problems that
we have had in the association. You've had some
clerks who close on Saturdays. Some do not close
on Saturday morning. Some remain open a half a

day. It's pretty hard for that clerk to go along
with any amendment unless somebody mandates

He !ll.

the constitution provided this and I have to go
along with the legislature whether I like it or
not." At least you would have uniformity through-
out the state as far as office hours are concerned.
I think it's very important. For instance, in my
parish we open up at 8:30 in the morning and we
close at 4:30. Hy neighboring parish opens at
8:00 in the morning, closes at 12:00, opens at
1:00, and close at 5:00. I don't think it's right.
I think we should have uniformity throughout the
state because it deals with prescription. If that
office is not open, your attorney may not be able
to file that suit and interrupt prescription.

Stov 1r. Landry, the
you think that if the Clerks'
the legislature to pass such u

legislature would respond and

int is this: Don't
sociation requested
form laws that the
it very happily?

A. Landry That is correct, sir. If sixty-
-ee clerks could get along and say we would

agree on one hour, it would be fine.

Hr. Fontenot Hr. Landry, these people
putting it in the statutes, couldn't you

legislati

advocate
into
trying

Hr.
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It's legislative and it doesn't belong there.

Questions

Mr. Minis Mr. Tapper, I enjoy a different opin-
ion of the law than you do. ...that you can file up

until midnight on the day of prescription. I own
the view that according to law in your parish,
St. Bernard, that if you go beyond the hour of
4:00 to your clerk's office, and that is the last
day upon which to file that suit, you done been
prescribed.

This is my last question.

;ase, don't quote any Shakespear
because I'm not too familiar with it anymore.

Mr. Willis Well, Shakespeare didn't know any
clerks. He called them scribes. Isn't it a fact
that the clerk's office has a monopoly on all the
business of recordings mortgages, conveyances and
suits, filing suits. ..a monopoly in the parish?

Tapper [t depends on what
wouldn't call

. Willis That is the sole depository to record
authentic acts affecting property or persons.

Mr. Tapper If that's what they call a monopoly,
you're correct. Yes, that is the sole place. But,
let me say this, Mr. Willis, I've never had any
problem with any clerk throughout the state. I

don't know whether you have.

Mr. Willis Well, I'm not talking about p-oblems.
My only problem is that the legislature does not
deal uniformly with the clerks or the people of
Louisiana. Some offices like yours in St. Bernard
open at 9:00 and close at 4:00, and mine opens
at 8:00 and closes at 5:00. That's service to the
peopl e.

apper Probably mine does a lot more busi

is an erroneous stateme

than yours

Mr. Willis That

[Previous 0.
iject

tabled.]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Abraham and
Mr. schmitt]. Page 12, line 10, after the word
"acts" and before the words "and shall" insert the
following: ", may appoint deputies, may appoint,
with the approval of the district judges, minute

Amendment No. 2. Page 12, line 11 after the
period, delete the remainder of the line and delete
lines 12 through 15, both Inclusive, in their en-
tirety.

Explanation

Mr. Abraham This amendment simply simplifies the
language in this section. If you will notice on
line 10, it says, "and shall have such other duties
and powers as prescribed by law". Line 12 says,
"such duties and powers as my be prescribed by
law". Line 14 says, "such powers and duties as
may be prescribed by law". All I have done is
taken the appointment of the deputies and the ap-
pointment of the minute clerks and inserted them
up there into the previous sentence, so that we
only have to say, "powers and duties as prescribed
by law" one time.

Questions

Mr. Schmitt's here?

Mr. Abraham Right.

Mr. Stinson But you just explained the first
part. You sort of slipped in that second amendment,
didn't you?

Mr. Abraham Well, the second amendment deletes
lines 12 through 15. What I've done is taken the
appointment of the deputies and the appointment of
the minute clerks and inserted them simply as
another duty on line 10. He can be the parish
recorder of conveyances, mortgages, etc., and he
can appoint deputies and he appointes minute clerks
as prescribed by law. You see?

Mr. Stinson Oh, your last one doesn't delete
the request of the legislature to make the hours?

Mr. Abraham No, it doesn't delete Paragraph B.

Mr. Dennery Mack, if you make this change, don't
you change the sense of that sentence which you
deleted? In other words deputies have powers as
may be prescribed by law, minute clerks may have
duties and powers as prescribed by law. When you
take that out and put it in the first part, all
you say is the clerks shall have powers and duties
as may be prescribed by law, and you omit deputies
and minute clerks from that.

Mr. Denne ry No, but you didn't give it the power
to provide those duties. That's what I'm asking
you. Haven't you really changed the meaning of
this by making this change?

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Landry Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, we debated this thing for seven months in

committee, and if there is a question for Style
and Drafting, they will take care of it. We want
the judges to take care of our minute clerks. We
want them to go along with our appointments on
those particular gentlemen because we feel that
they have to work with the judges, and we certainly
don't want a deputy who is not going to cooperate
one hundred percent with his district judge. He
will be under this supervision while he is in

court. I ask you to defeat this amendment. If

there are any questions of Style and Drafting, I

am sure that that committee is capable of doing it.
I ask you to vote no on the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Abr aham Mr. Landry, don't you realize that
this does not say that these minute clerks just
will be appointed without the approval of district
judges. It says it may appoint deputies and may
appoint, with the approval of the district judges,
minutes clerks. It is exactly the same language
that you have in the section.

M r. A. Landry But you are deleting the power of
the minute cferks and also the deputy clerks.

[Amendment withdrawn.]

Further Discussion

Mr. Oennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, al-
though we worked long and hard for seven months on
this section, the delegation from Lafourche Parish
has called to my attention that we completely
overlooked a peculiar situation in their parish.

(9421
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And, so 1 have talked to other members of the com-
mittee, and we unanimously, with one possible
exception, are presenting this amendment to you to
cure this peculiar situation. I asit the Clerit to
read the amendment.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by «r . Don,yir.. ct

..;.], on page 12, between lines 17 and 18, insert
the following, "Paragraph C, notwithstanding any
other provision of this constitution to the con-
trary, the clerk of court for Lafourche Parish shall
be appointed by the delegates of the Constitutional
Convention of 1973 from Lafourche Parish, provided,
however, an incumbent shall not be eligible for
appointment. But, he may retire at the same rate
as a member of the Board of Commissioners of the
Bayou Lafourche Fresh Water District. The clerk
of court of said parish shall be the recorder of
conyeyances and mortgages and shall have no other
duties."

If you are interested, your real friends that
offered this up are Messrs. Bollinger, Lanier,
and Silverberg, if you want to tuck that back.

Mr. Henry Are there any further amendments on
the. . .

We are going to open the machine for co-authors.

Mr. A. Landry The only thing I can say is that
Joe Silverberg and Walter Lanier, Jr. will not
eat too well next week if this amendment passes,
I can tell you that.

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, in sympathy to Mr.
Lanier and Mr. Silverberg, I withdraw the amendment.

[Previous Question ordered on the Section.

sider tabled.]

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 32. Coroner; Election; Term;
Qualifications; Duties

Section 32. In each parish, a coroner shall
be elected for a term of four years with such quali-
fications and duties as may be prescribed by law.

Mr. Den

Explanation

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
is the section pertaining to the coroner. With
certain changes this is the same provision that is

in the present constitution. The changes ire as
follows: first of all, we have deleted the pro-
visions requiring the coroner to be a physican if
one is available. We have deleted the provision
that he is ex-officio parish physician, and the
provision that he shall fulfill the duties of the
sheriff, pending filling of a vacancy. The reason
we have made these changes is, in some of our
parishes we have been unable to get physicians to
perform the functions of coroners and have had to
rely upon other persons. For example, in my parish
our coroner is a psychologist. We could not get
an M.D. to take the job.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [t,,, n,. >,r-,r.s. rt ., ^ ]

.

On page 12, line 21. place a period "." after
the word "years" and delete the remainder of line
21, and delete line 22 in its entirety, and in-
sert in lieu thereof the following:

"He shall be a licensed physician and possess
such other qualifications and perform such duties
as ire provided by law. The legislature may
provide the qualifications, however. If no licensed
physician is available for the office."

Explanation

Hr. Weiss Fellow delegates, this Is a simple
amendaent which maintains the Mording in the pre-

sent constitution, and greatly reduced, however,
with reference to the office of coroner. All of
you are familiar with the Importance and the
strength that a coroner holds. As a matter of
fact, the coroner is the only man in the parish who
can put the sheriff in jail. As you know, our
governor was committed through a coroner. The
coroner committeed Governor Long at one time. If

you recall, this man is highly Important, and he
must have a great deal of technical ability. I

will not spend your time unnecessarily except to
mention a few examples of why a physician is need-
ed. For example, we have now in medicine a foren-
sic pathologist which does nothing but study cases
which are involved in criminal activities. For
example, a man who is not trained in anatomy would
be unable to know ballistics and remove a missle
or a bullet from a part of a body that enters a

leg and ends up in the back. Or if someone is

shot in the back and then the bullet Is found in

his side, these are significant ballistic medical
points which should be taken care of by a physician
and one who is well-trained to understand the mat-
ter. There are other instances of aggravated rape
or murder which require microscopic examinations,
technical medical examinations, which one other
than a physician is neither qualified for nor
should do. The inquest of the coroner himself,
the coroner's inquest, is highly significant. I

was amazed in a civil. ..in a run that we had for
civil defense when we had a practice session and
supposedly 100 people were killed in a certain
area. When I asked, "Is a physician in charge of
this civil defense practice exercise to have these
bodies removed and brought to the morgue," the
police would not move these bodies theoretically.
And the reason is that the coroner must o.k. re-
moval of a body. This is highly significant as to
the point of entry or exit of a bullet. In other
words, many technical aspects to assure proper
facts being obtained in any judicial case rest
in the hands of a coroner and a coroner's inquest.
It is highly significant that they be a physician.
The present constitution calls for it. The only
objections are those areas where there is no coro-
ner, and I understand there are three parishes in
the state, and after three hours of study and ap-
proximately a week and a half on this particular
amendment, I think I have finally come up with
the answer and have several delegates who approve
of it. And your copy indicates those who have
gone along, co-sponsoring this, and that is that
those areas where there is no licensed physician
available, then the legislature will provide for
this function in that given parish. I ask your
adoption. I think it is a simple amendment to
maintain a very, very important factor in qualifi-
cation of coroners. We have qualified attorneys,
or rather judges, who have had to be five years in
the practice of law, and there is certainly very
important reason to have your coroner a licensed
physician, if you want justice practiced.

Questions

Hr. Roemer I have no quarrel or quibble with
the "intent, but the second sentence says the legis-
lature may provide the qualifications, however.
If no licensed physician Is available for the office.

Hr. Wei!

Hr. Roemer If two non-physicians run for the
office, and one is elected, then I would say there
would be no licensed physician available for the
office. What do we do then?

Hr. Weiss I did not understand that. Would you
repeat that last part?

Hr. Roemer If two non-physicians run for the
office, one is elected; then we have no licensed
physician available for the office. Then Mhat
happens?

Mr. Weiss That It correct. That fs Mhat the

Right

[948]
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legislature is to provide for. There is no licen;

physician available and, therefore, the legislatui

prescribes that in that given parish, he may be

other than a licensed physician. That is what th(

present constitution calls for.

RoemE But, what I am saying is,
- -'dea that your amendment does

d yoi

agree >. ^ _ _

ing if it allows non-physicians to

physicians run, and non-physicians
done?at ha\

We-__;_^_^__ ot at all, no, in those parishes whei

there are licensed physicians and they are availat

for office, they will be qualified for coror

No one else will ue. iM LMuse parishes where t

are no licensed physicians available, then the

are people who may run for office. And the

-

ture will provide for their qualifications.
egis-

nts toMr. Roemer But, what if no physi
run for the office? Then what have you got?

Mr. Weiss Then there is no physician available
in that parish, and therefore the legislature will

provide for the qualifications of that individual.
I understand in some parishes, or in one, there
is a sociologist. I do not think a sociologist
should examine for a rape case. However, that

sociologist, I believe, calls in a competent
physician to help him, although he himself is

the coroner.

nd it herf
f there

may or may n(

Roemer But, my point, am
nderstand the prol

area ,

Doctor, j„- ^

is only one physician in a

want to run for the office, he is going to get it

by default, if he happesn to want it

Well, who else can get it? If he
for the office, and he is not electee

the only physician avail-
the people have no rigf

inything.

wants to . _,- . -

by the people, yet
able; then he gets .i, ^..^ ^..=

h- = u,-

to vote, in effect, the vote didn't

Mr. Weiss He may refuse the office. If he

refused the office, he has not accepted.

Hayes,_. _ . Weiss, do we still have the c

, _ inquest and the coroner's jury that yoi

Ttioned, I believe? Do we still have that:

think they ha

a coroner's inquest

ironer ' s i nques t , but
a coroner's jury. Nt

r. Hayes The coroner can
equest and at state exoens

itio

Weiss

11 in experts at hi

f he has to , right;

e is not a doctor, or he needs help or
issi stance.

that authority

Mr. Pugh
comtempl
that not correct

nderstanding , yes.

^_^^^^ .- , under your amendment, you stil
template that there must be an election, is

Mr. Weiss Absolutely, they must be elected. They
are parochial officers in a parish, and they must
be elected for four years.

Even tl

yeai

egi si a ture ci

for an

Mr. Weiss Ho, it prov

Mr. Pugh That is the i

Mr. Weiss Absolutely.

Brown Doctor, wha
t you might have the a i tua
lifies. The legislature's

d not provide

qua 1 i f i ca 1 1 or

Mr. Brown Doctor, what concerns me is the fact
that you might have the situation where no one

'"ies. The legislature's role strictly deals

[9441

with qualifications of the man to get the job.

It deals nothing with the legi sla ture. .. the way

I read it, it prohibits the legislature from set-

ting up mechanics to pick a man if no one qualifies.

Mr. Weiss Now, what do they do if a judge does

not qualify, may I ask you, Mr. Brown, or Delegate
Brown?

Mr. Brown If no judge qualifies?

Mr. Weiss If no judge qualifies.

For the job?Brow

Weiss Right.

Brown That is a gc

Well, then don't ask me that question

assi
5 a bad question, becaL
you.

Bro^ 11, no one qualified in my parish
in the last election. Doctor, so you are wrong;
it does happen. What I'm saying to you is the

/ay your amendment is drafted, there is no provision
For the legislature to appoint someone or let

someone else fill the office.

1r. Weiss No, it does require that a coroner be

:ted from each pc

Brown What if

lat are we going to a

Let's talk about coroners now.

Mr. Weiss Well, let's talk about judges because
we have the same situation here. We've only re-

quired the judges be attorneys for five years.
1 simply state that the coroner should be a

licensed physician. I don't think your argument
is valid, if you can't apply it to judges.

Brown I think we can.

[Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

Mr. Weis s Simply to answer the question, the
hypothetical question, which I think is a poor one,
the coroner who is presently in office will be

maintained. So, I don't think there is any problem
here. The laws we write are never perfect. There
is always the exception and this is minutia. We're
talking about law-enforcement in the city of New
Orleans, in the city of Lake Charles, Monroe.
We're talking about the state as a whole, which
represents sixty-four parishes of which sixty-one
have a coroner today who is a licensed physician.
I think we should vote this amendment favorably,
and I ask you to vote green, please.

Questions

Mr. G ravel Because I'm a coauthor I was going to

ask you in view of the arguments that have been
made which I think are valid, would you be willing
to withdraw the amendment at this time to see if

we can't prepare something that would meet a couple
of the val id objections?

Jeis_s As thai , Delegate Gravel
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Mr. Weiss No, I don't think it is wise to yield

at this time, because the issues are three things:

(1) we have an elected coroner which is in this,

(2) that this coroner be a licensed physician,
(3) that, where available, he always be a licensed
physician; where not available, some provision is

made and the legislature makes that provision. 1

think this is clear in this amendment, and I hope
that you will vote it favorably. Anything else is

simply, after a considerable period of study, I

think, going to be difficult to satisfy everyone.

Personal Privilege

e need to

it's dead. The clock's running. I'm reading to

you from the qua 1 1 fi cation .. .on the constitution,
and then I'm going to ask you a question. If the
present law says the coroner of each parish shall
be a doctor of medicine, regularly licensed to

practice, and shall be ex-officio parish physician,
now listen closely, provided this article shall
not apply to any parish in which there is no regu-
larly licensed physician who will accept the office.
Why don't you withdraw your amendment, put it In

line with that, move that we go to lunch, and when
we get back , take you

Mr.



Mr,
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remember that one must be qualified to conduct a Mr. Wei ss Well, I've called in every specialist

coroner's inquest. One must be qualified to remove in the past two weel<s, and I thinli that the merits of

a bullet from the body of a dead person and l(now this spealt on its own value. It's difficult to

where to find it. Also, one must be qualified to get words to please everyone, particularly critical

evaluate a situation at the time. Many times attorneys as you.

deaths may occur at two or three in the morning,
the physician is on call, the coroner pronounces Mr Jacic No, It's not that. Or. Weiss. It's a

the individual dead and therefore is in a position thing that has to be studied. Your wording is

to evaluate the coroner's cases, as we recognize all right for what you're trying to do. I even

them. This is highly important. showed you the present constitution, but on further
thought. I don't believe the present constitution

Mr. Roemer Doctor. I notice that in the amendment taltes care of it. The point is raised that if you

as wri tten , it says "licensed physician". I'm not have just one coroner he would. . .one physician,
sure what that means. For instance, is a dentist he would be the only one and he would be your
a licensed physician? coroner, even though he might not fit in. That's

the bad situation and I thinlt the legislature needs
Mr. Weiss This is legitimate criticism in your to study it. You've got it drafted fine. Chris
mind, but if you look in the dictionary, a physi- Roy couldn't improve on the drafting,
cian is a practitioner of medicine. You qualify
"a physician" with a dental physician or a veteri- [previous Question ordered.]
narian physician or the lilte.

Closing
Mr. Roemer So a veterinarian is a licensed physi-
cian, a dentist is a licensed physician. Correct?

:1an is a medical doctor,
' the term "physician" with the
"dental", or the lil(e.

ght, loolc. Malie an assumption
ight, and you'll be ahead of
if to me again. That is, what

in of licensed physician as used
lean? Would a dentist apply

thank you.

ther Discussion

but
wore
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to vote for your amendment. able doubt by competent ev

'155 Thank vou . Mr. Chairman of the Judiciary Mr. Dennis I'm certain t

Comm



isert
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Amendments

Mr. Poynter I have amendments at this time sub-
mitted by Delegates Perez, Burson, Chatelain and
many others.

Amendment No. 1. On page 12, delete lines 24

through 32, both inclusive in their entirety,
on page 13, delete line 1 in its entirety and
in lieu thereof the following:

•Section 33. (A) When a vacancy occurs in the
office of district attorney, the duties of the
office, until it is filled by election as provided
by law. shall be assumed by the first assistant.
If there is no such person to assume the duties
at the time of vacancy, the governing authority
or authorities of the parish or parishes concerned
shall appoint a qualified person to assume the
duties of the office until filled by election.

(B) A vacancy occurring in the office of sheriff,
clerit of a district court, or coroner shall be
filled by appointment by the governing authority
of the parish until it is filled by election as

provided by this constitution."

Explanation

Pere;
Chairman
Government, it is my responsibility to submit to

you, this amendment because of the fact that the
Committee on Local and Parochial Government has
provided in its article or in its section the pro-
vision for vacancies which calls for local govern-
ment, the governing authority of local governments,
to fill these interim vacancies instead of a line
of succession. If you will notice the way the
section is prepared. Paragraph (A) deals with the
district attorney. The reason that no proposal
is made with respect to the district attorney,
other than that which was submitted by the Judiciary
Committee, is because of the fact that in many of
the judicial districts throughout the state, there
is more than one parish affected and it would be
a very difficult thing to work out the mechanics
of the method by which the parishes would get to-
gether. I recognized that in the Judiciary Article
and in the proposed amendment, there is some ques-
tion as to how the vacancy would be filled in the
event there was not a first assistant district
attorney because of the fact it would require the
governing authorities of the parishes concerned to

get together and appiint a qualified person to
assume the duties until filled by election. But,
however, we did not attempt as far as local govern-
ment was concerned, to correct that particular
problem. The main part of the amendment exists in

Paragraph (8), which provides that a vacancy oc-
curring in the office of sheriff, clerk of court
or coroner shall be filled by appointment by the
governing authority of the parish until it is

filled by election as provided by this constitution.
The reasoning of the Local Government Committee
was that the governing authority of the parish more
properly represents the people of the parish, having
members elected from all throughout the parish and
that, therefore, they would be in a better position
to appoint a qualified person to serve in the in-
terim period instead of having an automatic line
of succession. I regret that we have to differ
with our local governmental officials with respect
to this particular proposal. One of the things
that bothers me very much, and I've discussed
this with our people back home in our trei . is

that a chief criminal duty may be an exceptionally
well qualified chief criminal deputy, but may make
a very, very poor sheriff. The question that was
raised by Senator Brown gives us a great deal of
concern also, that under certain circumstances
where one of these officials may be removed from
office, we may be going from the frying pan to the
fire by removing one elected official from office
and putting In his place, the first assistant, who

in all probability would have been in cahoots with
the fellow who was kicked out. So it seems to me.
that the proposal by local government makes more
sense. That it would be truly representative of

the people of the particular parish if the local
governing authority of that parish filled the va-
cancy temporarily instead of having that vacancy
filled on a succession basis. Therefore. I urge
you to adopt this amendment which was approved
originally by the Local Government Committee by

a vote of 17 to 1. On our meeting of yesterday,
fifteen members of our committee have joined in

this proposal .

Questions

Mr. Ourso Mr. Perez, by any chance, you wouldn't
have any personal interest in this, would you?
Strictly personal interest?

Mr. Perez I'm the president of Plaquemines
Parish, sir, and I would be one of those who would
appoint the vacancies. But I can assure you in

Plaquemines Parish we get along real well anyhow,
and it really wouldn't make that much difference
in Plaquemines.

Mr. Ourso Good. I understand that. Now. on
the district attorney. I see where you want his

first assistant to succeed him. Is that correct?

Mr. Ourso
parish?

ittorney in your

Mr. Perez My brother is the district attorney.

Mr. Ourso Oh, but it's all right for your brother
to succeed, have his succession, but not the
sheriff to have their cronies. Is that correct?

Mr. Per ez No, Sheriff I explained it earlier.
If district attorneys were elected from one parish,
we would have put a similar provision in with
respect to district attorneys. But the problem
we have is that we have so many judicial districts
throughout the state which have more than one
parish. For that reason, as a district office, we

thought it was inappropriate to have the office
filled by the local government. But ff you can
figure out a way it can be done where we can all

get together, I'd propose that also.

Mr. Ourso I think if you'd talk to Judge Dennis
and the Judiciary Committee, we went over that
and it doesn't make much difference where a man
resides, the same as the district attorney. If

he's the district attorney for four parishes, what
difference does it make where he resides, and if

the first assistant resides somewhere else, he's
going to still be the district attorney after
something happens to the district attorney. So a

district attorney is a district attorney regard-
less of where he resides.

Mr. Perez I understand that. The problem is the
method by which you would fill the vacancy, and
as I pointed out in my earlier remarks, I really
dn't know what the provision means where it says,
in the case of a district attorney, the governing
authorities get together. In our district, for
instance, we have two parishes involved. Suppose
we decide on one and the other parish decides on
the other. How is it going to be solved? I

really don't know. So it creates a problem and
that's why we did not attempt to tackle the answer
to that question in our Local Government Committee.

Mr. Sa ndoz Mr. Perez, the rationale of the
JudlcTary Committee Is specifying this line of
succession was based primarily on the experience
of the parties who would succeed. For example,
under our proposal In the clerk of of court, we
put the chief deputy. Now don't you feel that
It would be better to have an experienced deputy

1949]
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1 the police juries or the parish
Is or other forms of parish govern-

might have no experience in running that clerk's ment who are also the direct elected representatives
office? of the people to make a decision of this nature.

We should not rely on the whim, possibly, of a man
Mr. Perez Well, I can answer the question this who is going out of office, perhaps under a cloud,
way. No, I do not agree with you. I think in all perhaps not. But just as Mr. Perez has pointed out,
probability if that chief clerk has been a good I think if most of you will reflect on your own
person and one who deserves to be appointed, I experience in local government, you will undoubted-
believe the local government would probably appoint ly be able to think of at least one or two instances
him anyhow. But we do have the possibHty that where a man might be a dandy chief deputy, might
that person may not be properly qualified as clerk, be an outstanding chief deputy clerk, but would
although he might have made a very good first assis- not be the man that you would want to run the of-
tant clerk. But there's a great deal of difference fice. So I urge you very strongly to adopt favor-
between being an employed assistant of some kind ably the amendment as proposed,
and having the judgment to be the chief of an
office. Questions

Mr. Stinson The last provision says "by election Mr. Anza lone How come we're going to riot allow
as proposed by this constitution". In the consti- the sheriffs, the clerks and the coroners to have
tution, it says "election as provided by law." their whims, but we're going to let the D.A.s have
Don't you think they conflict and maybe there should their whims?
be. . .

Mr. B urson Mr. Anzalone, I would be for the same
if there is any way how
e you had two parishes,
in the charter. And that

the event of a vacancy, and we very was the reason why we left th

ly put that provision
" - - - .

.
. jj^^j

2rnment provision. we adopted the committee proposal as such, that
you would have a lot. ...especially in the fact

Jlerna^ndez Mr. Perez, I notice that you did that. ...and the question will come in a minute,
that this takes place: if a man wants to resign,
it means that automatically his chief deputy or
criminal deputy or clerk or what have y.ou , don't
you envision the fact where the dynasties can be
perpetrated on the public by putting his son or
his brother or his father or his mother, whoever
he wanted to succeed him, in that office, and the

let, Mr. Stinson.
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say, is terrifically important, because remember
that the clerk can sign special orders, can render
judgment; and immediately upon the death of that
clerk, automatically his chief deputy would take
over and would insure continutiy in office. It

may take two weeks before the police jury meets in

order to be able to appoint an individual. And
when they do, they may appoint a politician, not
necessarily a public servant.

And I'm asking you today to please defeat this
amendment and go along with the method of succession
that the judiciary committee has cone up with.

Questions

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Landry, I'd like a point of
clarification, please.

Earlier in this constitution when we've had the
first assistant to any official take over his job
on his deaht or indictment or whatever, this has
been the first assistant that's been confirmed by
some other body and not just selected out of hand
by him. Isn't that correct?

Hr. A. La It i! rect, but it' )t ne-

Hr. A. Landry Mary, what has happened in the past
may not have been good either, and we are looking
at this point that, for instance, I am going to

make sure that if this constitution passes....

Mrs. Zervigon I'm not talking about the past
history of the state, Hr. Landry. I'm talking
about the past articles that we've confirmed.
Isn't it so that the first assistants that take
over that are specified in the executive department
are confirmed by the Senate and in our discussions,
we said that one of the questions that ought to
come up before the senate is: is this person fit
to succeed to the office?

Hr. A. Landry That's correct, but let me explain
to you something else that you may not know, that
the police jury has no authority to tell me who
to hire in my office, either.

Hrs. Zervigon No, I understand that, Hr. Landry.

Hr. A. Landry And I think this. I think that
if you had a chief deputy who would succeed as I

mentioned before, you would have continuity in the
office, continuity of government, because the
clerk's office is quite different than some of the
other offices that you speak about.

This office has to continue. It has to have
someone. For instance, only my chief deputy has
the right, when I leave the office, to sign judg-
ments and other papers involving the court. And,
therefore, if my chief deputy is not available,
I have to designate someone to act in my place if

I leave the office.

Mrs. Zervigon Thank you.

Mr. Kelly Mr. Landry, do you not agree that this
amendment would simply set up a process of whereby
you'd have a miniature election when a vacancy
occurred with that election being run by the local
pel 1 tic ians?

Mr. Roy Thank
your time.

Boy Thank you, Mr. Landry, yo (ceeded

[proviouM OfMtion ordtt
)»cfdt 36-74. Motior
fbt»d.]

Hr. Poynter Amendments are sent up by Delegates
Alirlo. Nune2, D'Gerolamo, Toca and others.

Amendment No. I, on page 1

word "deputy" delete the semi
following:

"Except in the parish of Jefferson, the parish
assessor shall assume all duties of the sheriff
whenever the sheriff is out of the parish."

Hjr^ My Take Hr
amendment

.

[amendment h

J09-3. Hot

'Gerolamo's name off of that

us Ouestion

Reading of the Section

Hr. Poynter Section 34, Reduction of Salaries
and Benefits Prohibited.

Section 34. No attorney general, district at-
torney, sheriff, or clerk of district court shall
have his salary or retirement benefits diminished
during his term of office.

Expl ition

Hr. Dennis Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
is a standard phrase or standard provision that Is

usually adopted to protect public officials during
their term of office. It simply provides that
none of those listed shall have their salary or
retirement benefits diminished during his term of
office.

Mr. Anzalone Judge Dennis, how does this differ
from the retirement system that we have set up
for the judges, if there is any difference?

Dennis , there was a provision
committee proposal to give this protection to

judges. However, that was deleted and, as of thii
time, the judges do not have this protection.

Mr



present time that just aDout a\i tne coronerb i

the state of Louisiana work on a fee basis rat^

than upon a salary?
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general, the district attorney, the coroner, the provides that although they ^re retained just as

?lerk of court and the other constitutional officers other peculiar ^°"';" '^'°"9*'°"\^^^. ^*^" • .°%,,
that we have in the judiciary section. peculiar offices, that they can be changed in the
Li.dL we iiavc J J.

future by the legislature with approval of a re-

Questions ferendum in the parish. This provision is a pro-

duct of many months of debate. It represents a

Mr np RliPM« Mr Conino. do vou know at the compromise. We don't feel that it will compromise
a principle because we have in the article es-
tablished a uniform system of courts, from the

district court on up and we have a lot of other
parishes to maintain their courts and their offices
which are different, subject to legislative
action. But we are not doing anything that dif-

ferent for Orleans here. And we arrived, as I

said, at this solution after struggling with the

problem for many months. So we are now asking the

convention to adopt this and to go along with some
understanding of the difficult problem with which
we were grappl ing .

Questions

Mr. Fon tenot Judge Dennis, in Section 15 where
we discussed and provided that the district, parish,
city, family, and juvenile courts existing at

the time of the adoption of the constitution are

retained. Now, in that particular section, the

legislature may abolish or merge these different
courts and in this particular section the legisla-
ture can change them, plus a referendum in the
parish. Do you think that New Orleans should be

treated different as far as the people voting by

referendum, and not the rest of the state?

that out you

you put this particular provision there



Mr.
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vote of the
you not? I:

state?
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Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise <n support of Mr. Casey's amendment. The
famous justice of the United States Supreme Court,
Justice Holmes, once said that a page of history
is worth a volume of logic. This amendment deals
with a historical problem. We cannot, it seems to

me, ignore two hundred fifty or three hundred years
of history in this state in which the city of New
Orleans has developed as a unique governmental
entity. And it seems to me we would be making a

drastic mistake to attempt to ignore the reality
of this situation.

I submit to you that if this were the best of
all possible worlds, and everybody trusted every-
body else, we could probably have come in here
and convened this constitutional convention and
left in a week and just adopted the model state
constitution. But it's not that easy. We have
to take into account special local problems. 1

address your attention, if you will, to the digest
of the present law that was prepared for us in con-
nection with this proposal. And if you will refer
to that digest, you will find listed there a mul-
titude of special constitutional provisions that
e«ist in the present constitution establishing
these various special courts and so on in the city
of New Orleans. Now these constitutional provi-
sions are there. We cannot just wish them away.
And if we do not make some provision in the con-
stitution that we are writing, then I submit to
you we will have courts hanging there, with no
root either in constitution or In law.

It seems to me that the provision by reference
such as is contained in the Casey amendment is a

realistic way to deal with the problem. Now
Louisiana is' not unique in this. I ordered a copy
of the constitution of the state of Illinois when
I became a delegate, because Illinois constitution
is held out as the paragon of modern state constitu-
tions in the reading I've done. And in the judicial
section. I'm looking right now at a sentence which
says. "Cook County, Chicago, and the area outside
Chicago shall be separate units for the selection
of c i rcu 1 1 judges .

"

Then two pages later when they are talking
about local government, they've got one way that
the members of the Cook County Board are elected
and then everybody else is elected a different
way. In selecting sheriffs and other local offi-
cials, they do it one wayin Cook County and they
do it another way In all the rest of the state of
Illinois.

So we're not alone in Louisiana in having to
deal with the unique political history. And It
seems to me that a short provision of this nature
which permits these peculiar local institutions
to maintain their operation until such time as the
legislature can work out an orderly transition to
what we hope will eventually in this state be a

more uniform system of courts is a reasonable thing
for this convention to do.

As far as the two-thirds vote, I can only point
out that prior to this time, since all of these
institutions for the most part are established by
constitutional provision, it would have been nec-
essary to obtain a change thereof by a constitu-
tional amendment. And a constitutional amendment
under the present law requires a two-thirds majority
vote in both houses of the legislature before It
can be presented to the people. It seems to me
that. In any case, we should adopt this provision
and then if we want to change it, the two-thirds
to a majority, you could consider another amendment
to do it. As for myself, I would be in favor of it
with the two-thirds provision.

Further Discussion

Mr
. Juneau Hr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1

would certainly appreciate your attention on this
natter, because I think It Is very crucial and
can be confusing. The history of this thing was
this. I had filed an amendment to delete Section
3!>. I met with a lot of the people who were con-
cfrntd with this problem and It was pointed out to
nc that that would cause problems for Orleans

Parish. I admit that. I have withdrawn the com-
plete deletion of Section 35. We do not want to
prejudice. We do not want to hurt or harm Orleans
Parish. Mr. Casey's amendment is fine. I have an
amendment which will follow his amendment which is

identical in language with his amendment. Mr.
Burson. It takes care of the problems you are talk-
ing about. But if you vote for Hr. Casey's amend-
ment, what you are doing Is establishing something
that is unfair and unequal. More specifically, the
key word, the only words, that's going to change in

the two amendments are this, but it is important.
Mr. Casey says that for Orleans Parish it will
take a two-thirds vote, but for the other sixty-
three parishes in this state and the rest of the
people in the State of Louisiana, you don't get
that super majority, people. You get a majority
vote. I want someone to get up here and explain
the logic of that. We have taken care of Orleans
Parish. They have problems and we want to retain
that. The language, which I said in the amendment
which will follow, is 1 ndent ical . . . no change. It

won't affect their courts, but it will put them
on an equal par with the other sixty-three parishes.
Some reference was made to the fact that Orleans
is a different kind of animal. Well. I think the
people in this state have two arms, two legs and
one head. I cannot justify, and I don't think you
can justify, telling the people in Lafayette and
Caddo and Ouachita Parish and Bossier Parish that
in your parishes it only takes a majority, but in

Orleans a two-thirds. 1 submit to you that we have
taken care and have recognized the problems In
Orleans Parish. We've done that, and rightly so.
But I plead and Implore you to reject this amend-
ment. The next amendment that comes up will be
the identical language with a majority vote, and
I sincerely hope that you cast the vote which will
be consistent with the one consistent vote we have
made in this convention: that is, that all judges
are on a six year term. I submit to you that the
same principle should apply here. Thank you very

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
direct your attention to Section 15. Now in that
section, that provided the legislature by a majori-
ty vote could abolish juvenile courts and city
courts and other courts of lesser than district
court jurisdiction by a simple majority of the
legislature. In that "15" it had reference to "35"

which is the New Orleans one, where in "35" It
would take a referendum to abolish their courts
I've talked about and other things. In "15" we
deleted reference to "35" on two lines. Everybody
would talk. ...say we're going to take care of the
rest when we reach "15". Now, let's take care of
it. In "15" you can abolish the city court and
the juvenile court of Caddo Parish by a simple
majority, and the juvenile court, the J. P.,
mayor courts and all those things of anywhere out-
side of Orleans Parish. Now, why should we pass the
Casey amendment allowing New Orleans, In order to
abolish theirs, it has to be two-thirds vote of
the legislature. That is not fair. They can say.
well, it could go back to Section 15. You know how
it is. trying to get sixty-seven or two-thirds of
those voting and then go back to Section 15. You
don't know how certain people are going to vote.
No use putting your hand up, I'll answer it If I

have time left. Oh, excuse me. Alright, now you
have one hundred and five members of the house.
New Orleans has nearly a fifth of them. Of two-
thirds, if they get that through, it will be almost
impossible to get two-thirds of both Houses of
them. It would be very simple, maybe, if New
Orleans, I'm not saying they make a deal, but I

have heard of compromises yesterday and I have
heard of deals and wheeling and dealing and compro-
mising. I don't approve of that stuff. I think
we ought to come up with a constitution that we
think Is the best. I'm not going to compromise
wheel or deal or make any deals. I'm goinq to do
what I think's best. I think that what New Orleans

[955]
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has, whether it's two-thirds or a majority, the
rest of the state ought to have. I don't care
what two hundred and fifty years of history, as
somebody said, in some fancy poetry that was said.
It's time New Orleans was governed by the same
laws as the rest of the state. Now I understand
that we have another amendment coming up. You just
heard the Speaker tell you, that's going to cover
all this, just like Mr. Casey's got, except it's
going to take that two-thirds out and put in the
word "majority". Then I think when New Orleans
is whittled down to the same size as the rest of
the parish, if they try to abolish the city court
and juvenile court in Caddo Parish and the rest
of the state, we'll have the help of those eighteen
delegates or members of the House, down in New
Orleans and those Senators, and we will have
security. Frankly, if we don't defeat Mr. Casey's
amendment and adopt Mr. Juneau's, taking the thing
and making everybody have to have just a majority,
I'm afraid what's going to happen to us. New
Orleans may join some other and get a majority and
throw out Caddo's juvenile courts, Caddo's city
courts, the rest of Monroe and the other places
that have J. P.'s, juvenile courts and this three-
tier court will go into existence. Now I say
let's defeat that and move onto Mr. Juneau.

[notion for Previous Question rejected:
26-77

.

]

Further Discussion

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as
I understand it, Mr. Juneau has the identical
amendment as the one before us, except it provides
"majority" in place of the words "two-thirds".
What? Exactly what is holding up judicial reform
in this state? Ten, ten judges of the several
district courts of the parish of Orl eans . . . nothi ng
else. There's justification for having a separate
civil sheriff, a separate criminal sheriff, a

separate clerk of the criminal district court, a

separate clerk of the civil district court, a

recorder of mortgages, a recorder of conveyances,
but there is no justification for separation of
those two courts, the civil and criminal district
courts. They are the only people, who are stand-
ing in the way of judicial reform in this state...
the onl

y

people and don't ever kid yourself.

Furtti 1 scuss 1 on

Hr. Schmitt I don't know what side Mr. Tobias
is on in this amendment, but I don't favor this
amendment. I think it's a bad amendment. The
reason I think it's bad is because of the fact
that I don't think that we should be treated any
differently in the parish of Orleans than they are
throughout the State of Louisiana, This does not
end the civil and criminal district court separa-
tion which presently exists. However, it does
require a two-thirds vote in order to have it
changed. I feel that it only should require a

simple majority vote in order to have it changed.
Why should the people of Orleans be given any dif-
ferent type of treatment than people from other
parts of the State of Louisiana? I really feel
that Mr. Casey's amendment is in actuality an ap-
plication for the right of secession from Orleans
from the State of Louisiana, because when Mr.
Casey came forward, he feels that the things which
benefit New Orleans, or allegedly benefit New
Orleans, should be given greater protection than
for other areas of the state when they feel cer-
tain things protect them. I don't feel that we
should give any greater protection to the parish
of Orleans than any other section of the state.
I'm from Algiers, which is on the West Bank of
the city of New Orleans. We were incorporated into
the city of New Orleans many, many years ago. We
have certainly been discriminated against by the
East Bank of the city of New Orleans. But we
haven't asked for any special type of protection,
to protect us from the East Bank of New Orleans.
We have consistently tried to get along with the

people on the other side of the river. We have
worked in this direction. It would be no more fair
in this situation, for us to have the right to
secede from the parish of Orleans, as it is

now for the parish of Orleans to attempt to
from the State of Louisiana. Discrimination
favor of the parish of Orleans is unfair to

rest of the state. Discrimination in favor
the parish of Orleans may or may not hinder judicial
reform in the future. I don't know. But I do
know that what's good for the goose is good for
the gander. I do feel that the people in Orleans
should be given the same rights and the same pro-
tection as the State of Louisiana. If you wish to
make it two-thirds for the parish of Orleans, it

should be two-thirds for the rest of the state.
If you want a majority for the parish of Orleans,
it should be a majority for the rest of the state.
I think that this is just a question of simple
fairness and equity to all the people of the State
of Louisiana. There should be no discrimination.
Our delegation has continually requested that we
be treated the same as other parts of the state,
when it was in areas which might allegedly hurt
the city of New Orleans. Yet, when it comes to
something which they believe may to some extent
protect certain interests, they come forward and
want to be treated differently. I don't think
that's the way the ball game should be played. I

believe we should be fair. I think we should defeat
this amendment and go forward and pass the other
amendment, which is the same except requiring a

majority vote.

Questions

Mr. Landrum Mr. Schmitt, why is it that two days
out of every year in the city of New Orleans there
are more people than the entire State of Louisiana?
More people visit New Orleans two days out of
every year than the entire sixty-three parishes in

Mr. Land rum Why is it that if the railroads, if

the ships in New Orleans, if airplanes stop flying
in New Orleans, if they were stopped, why would
the rest of the state be tied down, that they
could not even do anything? One more question.
Why is it that if the cattle that the gentlemen
spoke about last week, what they needed in other
parishes, that I voted along with about fencing
and all of that, if those cattle would walk down
the streets of New Orleans, why they would be
killed in New Orleans and not in some other parish
or in the country?

Mr. Schmitt Let me say that I know 'you didn't
agree with the first secession, and I don't think
you should agree with this one either.

Further Discussion

Mr. uuval Fellow delegates, in your seats and out

of your seats, I rise, perhaps risking redundancy,
merely to emphasize two points. I know that some of

you intend to vote for the two-thirds amendment and

then vote for the majority amendment. I urge you to

vote against the two-thirds amendment and vote for

the majority amendment for the following reasons:
if the two-thirds amendment, Mr. Casey's amendment,
is adopted, you will open a Pandora's box where every
parish in the state... some of their representatives
are going to introduce amendments wanting them to

have a two- thi rds . . . we are going to be beleagured
and plagued with other amendments. I suggest to you,

if you reject this amendment and adopt the majority
amendment, we will have uniformity in the state and

1 think express the will of this convention. A fur-

ther reason is that you're being unfair to the people

of New Orleans by allowing a two-thirds vote, because
then the city of New Orleans can not effect necessary
change because of an extraordinary vote required by
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the legislature. You are beinq unfair to the
citizens o' New Orleans if you adopt the two-t
provision. I urge you to reject it and vote f

the Juneau amendment. Thanit you.

Jac Cha irmat ladies ind gentlemen
very brief. I thinic

have made up their
thirds. However, 1

t briefly, about
es ago when Mrs

.

the various excep-
e to possibly consider

ggest to you

ison
of the convention, I will
that a lot of delegates he

minds about majority and t

just want you to reflect,
fifteen minutes, twenty mi

Zervigon so ably talked ab
tions that we're going to

down the line. Secondly,
as Chairman of the Subcommittee on the Affairs of
New Orleans that most of the exceptions as related
to New Orleans do not concern itself primarily of
the cause of the problem, primarily with the courts
or the judges, but has been with the Sewage and
Hater Board, with the Union Passenger Terminal,
with the Board of Liquidation and with the Docl(

Board. A committee composed of four delegates on
a subcommittee of New Orleans voted unanimously
to not include that language within this constitu-
tion. Me recognized that there would be places
where that we would have to, because of New Orleans'
situation. So I think that we have basically been
fair, to a large degree, by taking out some of the
real objectionable and unnecessary areas, but I

think when we get into this area, this is something
that you ought to consider. Thirdly, is that when
we had our huddle up here, the only major objection,
I think.. Mr. Jack made some reference that if we
could get the two-thirds vote, he said he wasn't
considering it under Section 15, but if we could
get it for all the parishes, he asked me how I

would feel. I said 1 would have no objection,
but the only objection that I have no objection in

going hack to Section 15. I would suggest to you
that I think the most of you have your mind made
up, but I just got up here to bring out those
points to you. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Tapper Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
frise in support of this amendment. I want to
bring out one thing I think hasn't been brought
out to you. Right now under the present constitu-
tion it requires a two-thirds vote to create a

judgeship. I think that this has been good over
the years. ! believe it should require no less
to abolish or consolidate one or more judgeships.
For that reason, most importantly, I ask you to
adopt this amendment. In addition to that, I

reiterate what I said this morning. If you didn't
hear me, if you want to kill this constitution,
then let's get into the sectionalism. We don't
want to do that. I don't think any one of u

wants to do that. I also agree with those w
that if this two-thirds is good for New Orle
then it should be good for the rest of the s

I believe we should go ahead and adopt this
inent and then go back and reconsider the res
the state and make that two-thirds too. When we
are dealing with a Judiciary, 1 think we should
have a two-thirds vote of the legislature. Thank
you.

further Discussion

Hr . Veslch Mr. Chairman and members of the con-
ventlon. I have listened to the pros and cons on
thlt amendment , and I think thi>y have been debated
quite a bit. I don't Intend to take up too much
of your time, except to call your attention one
thing further that Hr. Tapper didn't say and no
other speaker up here said, that under the present
constitution, rlqht now, a two-thirds vote of the
legislature can decrease the amount of Judges in a

Judicial dlttrlct. They can not only be Increased,
they can also be decreased. We. from New Orleans
on the committee, wanted that protection, offered
It to the people from the country, who were on

s nere
ho say
ans

,

tate.
amend-
t of

the committee, and did not want it. When you come
up here and say we are trying to gain an advantage,
that is not true. That's why New Orleans was put
in a separate section by itself, because the country
boys, who we call the country boys, did not want
the referendum for their judges nor did they want
the two-thirds vote. The majority of the Orleans
delegation just went along with that on the commit-
tee. I don't see how you can say we are trying to

get an advantage over you, when we would have been
glad to vote for you, probably would still be if

you all wanted to, but at the time you did not,
Mr. Roemer, on that committee. The same thing
with the twelve year terms, we offered the twelve
year terms because some of the country boys wanted
it, and when we turned around, we found out some
of the country boys got nad and lost our own. It

took us about four more votes that day to get the
twelve year term back for New Orleans. We were
in a position, we don't know what all of you want.
We tried to satisfy most of you. We tried to
satisfy the majority of you on the committee.
Please don't say that we are taking unfair advan-
tage, because it was offered and you didn't accept
it. If you would have, we would all be in the same
position. I ask you to please vote for this amend-
ment. Hr. Speaker, I move the previous question.

Question

<r. Nunez Hr. Vesich, will you answer just one
question? I will tell you before I ask you, I'll
tote with you. Several days ago we were in Sec-
tion 15; I tried an amendment to take care of the
3ther courts in this state who were similarly sit-
jated, constitutionally created, but I tried to

make it by the same as Orleans. In other words,
to make the rest of the state comply with Orleans,
make them the same, and make it very difficult
to change if they want it changed, by a majority
vote of the legislature and by a referendum. It

was defeated and I think it was mainly defeated
because many, almost all, of the Orleans delegation
voted against it. Now you say you offer the op-
portunity; I don't particularly agree with you on
that. My question is, I'm going to vote with you
on two-thirds, but we would like to make the
other courts in this state constitutionally created
two-thirds also; would you help us to that?

Hr. Veslch
r~wouTd hav
all I can tell you. It's just one of those days
I didn't happen to be here.

[Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

Hr^_Cas^ey Mr. Chairma
ly to the legal scholar
I'm serious, I'm not being facetious at all. I

would like to refer you just a moment to Section
15, Paragraph (A). Those of you who have this
proposal, I would appreciate it If you would refer
to that. That part of Section 15, Paragraph (A)
pertaining to the change In courts by a majority
vote of the legislature, as I understand It and
I may be wrong, refers to this, that the legislature
may abolish or merge trial courts of limited
Jurisdiction. My understanding of courts of limit-
ed jurisdiction are not courts of original Juris-
diction, which are your district courts. So.
please bear that in mind In voting on this two-
thirds question that we have in our amendment.
We do not have an advantage over the rest of the
state because Section 15 (A) does not refer to your
district courts. I submit to you. gentlemen,
that the two-thirds that we are requesting In our
amendment does not give us any greater advantage
than any other parish, than any other court In the
state.

Questions

aiey, are you awar* that that
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particular sentence which you refer to changed the [Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted:
language to read that "the legislature may abolish 60-50. Motion to reconsider tabled.]
or merge trial courts of limited or specialized
jurisdiction?" Amendment

Mr. Casey Mr. Tobias, I would say specialized Mr. Poynter Amendments are being passed out at

jurisdiction would be juvenile courts, city courts this time.
having jurisdiction under a thousand dollars, parish Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Juneau]. On page 13,

courts with jurisdiction under a thousand dollars, line 8, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Dele

or family courts in East Baton Rouge Parish and gate Casey and adopted by the convention on Augus

courts of that type. 24, in line 5, delete the word "two-thirds" and

Tom, doesn't Section 15 (B) also say
thereof the words a major

that "the judicial districts existing at the time Explanation
of the adoption of this constitution are retained?
The legislature, by a majority vote of the elected Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

members in each House, with approval in a referen- won't take up much of your time, but there was

dum in each district and parish affected, may es- apparently a lot of confusion about this matter,
tablish, divide or merge judicial districts subject I won't rehash the matter but just to tell you what
to the limitation of Section 21", so that takes this does is change the word "two-thirds" to "ma-

care of the district courts. jority". I respectfully submit to you what that
is doing, is merely putting on par the other sixty-
three parishes of the state with Orleans Parish.
[t hasn't affected their court system, and all we
ire doing is saying when you affect and make a

;hange in your courts of limited jurisdiction,
<hat you're going to do, is do that by majority
/ote just like the other sixty-three parishes will
nave to do it and which this convention voted on

in Section 15; that's simply what it is. I think
it's fair, it's equitable. Orleans Parish is pro-
tected, but it gives equality and it's consistent
/ith the previous votes of this convention.

Questions

^r . Champagne Mr. Juneau, do you agree with me
that some of these delegates are voting for this
two-thirds idea with the presumption that they are
going to come back and change what we have done

1 still referring to Section 15 (A), already? Don't you think they are just whistling
only to courts of limited jurisdiction. in a lost hope? I mean, you know and I know, I

think, that we are not going to go back and change
Tom, I'm a little confused. We have that majority to a two-thirds on what we have done
lited jurisdiction throughout the already,
part of the state. As I appreciate

that would only take a simple majority. Mr. Juneau My answer to
according to your amendn

-ds in that case; so t

5 there not?

;tinction be- Mr. Cha mpagne That's correct. Now
isdiction, which Let me ask you one more question. Don't you

ict courts, where a think the scare tactics that I heard from that
required, whereas in Section podium, that the people are going to reject

15 (A) my understanding of that article is that it constitution, works in two ways? It works the
refers only to courts of limited or specialized other way too, you

-isdiction. Is that not correct? what might happen to some individual, who is deter
mined to wreck this constitution, going through

It of Order the state and saying, those folks in New Orleans
do it or require two-thirds, but us poor people

)f order would be to clarify in the country got to get a majority. Do you

Mr. Casey That'
submit to you the

Orleans, criminal
ate districts. 1

endum affecting 1
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tunity under Section 15 to have a two-thirdi vote,
if you wished?

Mr. Juneau I don't want a two-thirds vote, Mr.

Du had the opportunity, though, didn't

Mr. Juneau My answer to that, Mr. Bel, not only
did I have it, but this whole convention had it,

and this convention voted for a majority for the

sixty-three parishes of this state.

Mr. Bel We felt in the committee, the recomenda-
tion after many, many months of work, that it was
agreeable to the people in the country the way
they wanted it and the agreement was the way the

city boys in the city of New Orleans had asked it

to be passed.

Mr. Juneau The only answer I could tell you, Mr.

Bel ,1 abide by the wishes of this convention, T^

wishes of the convention in Section 15 was to the

effect that a majority would prevail. Now that wt

are at the appropriate section, I think the same
would be applicable in Section 35.

Mrs. Warren Mr. Juneau, I'm a little bit dis-
turbed that you would propose this amendment and
then you say you don't want it. You are proposin?

My amendment, Mrs. War
1 majority,- so obviously I oppose a two-th
saying a majority.

Mr. Roy Mr. Juneau, in res[
comment, do you realize that
Tom Casey's amendment and I a

reopen Section 15.

•. Champagne's
voted for

It to vote to

M r. Abraham Ladies and gentlemen, 1 don't think
this is a matter to be taken lightly. What we
have done here, in effect, is set up a double
standard. This is wrong. We recognize the fact
that you must provide for these various offices in

the city of New Orleans. We have done this by
enumerating them, but to set up a double standard
and say that in one instance it requires a majority
vote and the other instance it requires a two-
thirds vote. I think it's just dead wrong. I urge
you to vote for the Juneau amendment. All we are
doing here is making the legislature perform in a

consistent manner throughout the state. What is

wrong with the majority vote? I have heard many
of you get up here and preach on this vote. "1

believe in the majority; I believe in the majority
rule." When it fits, you want it; when it don't
fit, you don't want it. I don't want to go back
and open up Section 15. We made a decision on
that, I think we ought to leave it lay. I can
not understand how this convention can on the one
hand say we want a majority vote and for the very
same thing on the other hand say we want a two-
thirds vote. I ask you to adopt this Juneau amend-
ment .

Personal lege

Mr Burns Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, re-
Tardl<?^'. of the debate and the merits or the de-
rpprif-. «itn reference to New Orleans and the rest
o' flip -.tjte, let me plead with you. Let's not
tirirq ij(, fon'vtantly the question on the floor of
rhi-, ron.cnrion about this situation might bring
dliout the defeat of this constitution when it's
brought before the people ne«t year. I think If we
continually mention that, we are going to make It
an Issue ourselves and not the people. I plead

with you as we argue this question. I'm not
taking any sides at this time. Don't misunderstand
me, but I just plead with you. let's not ourselves
make it an issue. I'm afraid if we keep at It.

we are going to get it in the minds of the people
where it is going to be hard to erase when the
time comes.

[Previous Question ordered: 74-JJ.
Amendment adopted: 65-48. Motion to
rccons ider tabled. Previous Question

Rea ig of the Se

Mr . Poynte r "Section 36. Jurors; Qualifications;
Exemptions

Section 36. The Supreme Court by rule shall
provide for qualification and exemption of jurors".

Expl anation

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Sec-
tion 36 represents a change in our law. We have
deleted the requirement that jurors be competent
and intelligent. We have deleted the requirement
that women cannot serve on juries unless they file
a certificate requesting that they be allowed to

serve. We have deleted the requirement of the

number of jurors who must concur to render a ver-
dict. The new part of this provision is that the

Supreme Court shall provide for the qualification
and exemption of jurors. The reason we adopted
this is that exemptions from jury service have
really become much too much of a political matter
as handled in the legislature. Interest groups
have gone to the legislature and have gotten ex-

emptions from jury service, so that now many of

our most qualified citizens are exempted from jury
service by law. We have created exemptions for

all kinds of people. Therefore, the committee
decided that a body less subject to lobbying pres-
sures should decide upon the exemptions. If we

don't do this, we are in danger of all of our better
qualified citizens being exempted. We have placed
this decision in the hands of the Supreme Court.
Since the jury serves the court and is part of it,

then judging qualifications is really a judicial
matter. We feel this would be the most workable
way to handle the problem of granting exemptions
to persons for jury service.

Questions

Mr. S tinson Judge Dennis, by doing this aren't
you putting the judiciary over the legislative
branch? That's a legislative function not a

judicial , isn't it?

Mr. Dennis No, as I just said, the committee
feTt it was a judicial function to decide upon
exemptions. We are now faced with the crazy sit-
uation, I think, where a judge can't excuse a man
who has got a one-man business and yet he has to

excuse a volunteer fireman who may not have any
real good reason to be excused. But by statute,
he's excused, he's exempt.

Mr. Stinson In other words, you don't approve of
the wisdom of the legislature then?

Mr^ Dennis In this regard. I don't think It's
been wisdom. I think It's been folly, because we
have exempted by law. large groups of our most
qualified people from Jury service. This Is my
own personal opinion. I think it Is not good for
justice In our court. We are excluding people from
jury service who, I think, represent the best
qualities of our community, and I think they should
serve on Juries .

Mr . Kllbourne Judge Dennis. I Just had a question
Tn reading FRls article. The question, and this

Is for Information, "whose qualifications shall
be as provided in Section 6 of this article. I'm
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Maybe I'm just woozy. But eighteen; three, be able to read, write and speak
the English language; four, not be under interdic-
tion or incapable or serving as a juror because of

Mr. Dennis You're talking about in Section 37? a mental or physical infirmity; and five, not be
under indictment for a felony nor have been con-

Wr. Kilbourne Yes, sir. victed of a felony for which he has not been par-
doned.

Mr. Dennis Well, we haven't reached that section Now, that doesn't create a problem to qualifi-

yet, but that is a typographical error in Section cation. What really creates the problem for jury

37. It should refer back to Section 36 instead service is the exemptions. If you look at the

of Section 6. We have a technical amendment to statutes you will find under Article 403 the exemp-

change that when we get to it. If there are no tions from jury service. They include, of course,
further questions, Mr. Chairman, I move for adop- the governor, the lieutenant governor, the state
tion of the section. comnt rn 1 1 er . the state tri>asurer. the secretarv of

state, superintendent of public education, their
Amendment clerks and employees, the members, officers and

clerks of the legislature, the judges and active
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Pugh and Kr. officers of the civil courts of this state. Two,

page 13, delete lines 31 and 32 both any other public official if jury service would
inclusive in their entirety, and insert in lieu seriously interfere with the performance of the

thereof the following: official duties. Three, attorneys at law, their
"Section 36. (A) A citizen of the state, who legal secretaries and employees, peace officers,

is {The amendment has been changed. Strike out ministers of the gospel, physicians and dentists
the word 'residing' and insert in lieu thereof actively engaged in the practice of their professi
'domiciled')... A citizen of the state, who is school teachers, school bus drivers, pharmacists,
domiciled within the parish in which he is to members of paid and volunteer fire departments,
serve as a juror and who has reached the age of and persons who are required to travel regularly
majority, is eligible to serve as a juror. The and routinely in the course and scope of their
legislature may provide additional qualifications. employment. Four, persons who became of age, sic>

(B) The Supreme Court by rule shall provide ness or other physical infirmity would suffer
for exemption of jurors." serious detriment if required to serve as a juror.

Five, persons who have served as grand or petit
Explanation jurors in criminal cases or as trial jurors in

civil cases during a period of three years imme-
Landry Ladies and gentlemen of the conven- diately preceding their selecti

tion, on yesterday I circulated an amendment on When we omit all of these people, la-dies and
which fifty-two of my fellow delegates cosigned gentlemen, what do you have left to serve on the

with me. It brought to my attention, however, that jury? Let me show you an example. There is no

there might be a possibility that it would be leeway under the present set-up to where a district
wrong for the Supreme Court to set the qualifica- judge, when he calls a venire in for a criminal
tions. So I have decided to go along with the case, where a man or a woman operates a one-man
Pugh, Gravel amendment, because this is more business. When that person comes into court and
explicit. Now I think that for the non-lawyer asks the court to excuse them for the simple reason
delegates, I think I should explain to you the pro- that they would have to close their business for
cess of jury drawing so that you would understand maybe a week or two in order to serve on the jury,
it and see the problems that we, in the various the judge looks at the statutes and says, "I'm
parishes, have in securing a jury, or a group of sorry, I cannot excuse you, even though I know
men or women for jury service. First, the amend- it will be a hardship on you and your family."
ment would do this. It would'permit every person Right afterwards, another person gets up and he
upon reaching the age of majority, to be eligible walks over to the bar of the court, and he says,
for jury service, which means not only male, but "Your honor, I'm a volunteer fireman and I would
also female would be eligible; under the present like to be excused." The judge, under the statutes,
constitution only the male can serve on the jury has to excuse him. If we continue the way we ire
except the female can do it by an affidavit with going, pressure groups, next time, is going to be
the clerk. However, by statutes, the Louisiana the American Legion, the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Legislature has permitted women to serve on civil and somebody else is going to be excused. We
juries. Now in order to secure jurors, it it want to protect the accused in this state. We
necessary for the jury commissioners to get up a want to give them a jury. We want to give them a

list of individuals and it is usually selected, jury of their peers, ladies and gentlemen. If a

not selected, but it is taken from telephone books, school teacher is charged with a crim.e under the
from lists of high schools giving the list of the present statutes, there might not be one school
names of persons who have reached the age of teacher that would be willing to serve on the
eighteen. You have to take it from the city jury and I think under the constitution you have a

directories. You have to take a list from, in right to be judged by your peers. This does not
permit it and I'm asking you that you vote this
proposal in the constitution, thereby permitting
people to serve on jury so that our accused can get
a fair trial .

Oues tions

M r. Kean Mr. Landry, your Subsection B which
provides "the Supreme Court by rule shall provide
for exemption of jurors." If the Supreme Court

order to supplement the jury venire list, we had took no action with respect to the rule and someone
to draw over fourteen hundred names to put in six had a death in the family and wanted to be excused
hundred and fifty names in the jury venire list, by the district judge from serving on the jury,
because women kept cropping up. Now this would where would he go?
eliminate that situation. They would be eligible
to serve both on criminal and civil juries. The Mr . A. Landry I'm sure that this could be set
legislature would set the qualifications. At the by rule easily with the Supreme Court, Mr. Kean.
present time, the qualifications to serve as a It would provide for hardship cases which the
juror, under the present criminal code, that you statutes do not provide for at the present time.
must be a citizen of the United States and have
resided within the parish for at least one year; he Mr. Kean But at the present time, the district
at least age 21, of course that's been chamied to judges have the right to excuse, do they not?

ly pa
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Mr. A. l-andry Under the statutes, yes Sir, but
they are limited.

Mr. Kean This would take away the right from the
district Judges to excuse In the absence of a rule

by the Supreme Court.

Mr. A. Landry It would not, sir, because I am
sure the Supreme Court is familiar with that situa-
tion and they would put that in their rule.

Mr. Deshotels Mr. Ambroise Landry, I'd like to

first of all preface my question by saying I kind
of feel like Willis and Gravel with that amendment
that Gerald Weiss had. I was a coauthor on your
amendment too, as you realize. My question is

this. Why are you supporting now, a proposal that
has partial qualifications in It? You suggest
leaving the qualifications up to the legislature,
yet you have a partial delineation of qualification
In the amendment. Why is that?

Mr. A. Landry Because of the fact that under the
present statutes and the present constitution,
women cannot serve on a jury except if they file
an affidavit with the clerk. I personally feel
that women should be eligible to serve on a jury.

Mr. Deshotels I agree with you on that. But
my question is in reference to the phrase, "who
is domiciled within the parish in which he is to

Why do you have that particular

Mr. A. Landry. Because this tracks the old consti
tut ion and says you have to be a resident or domi-
ciled In the parish.

Mr. Deshotels A resident
parish.

Mr. A. Landry That's correct. And sets the age
and sets majority also. If you remember in

November of 1972, there was a constitutional amend-
ment on the ballot to provide women to serve on a

jury. Of course you know what all amendments
happened in November, 1972. People were just
against amendments, period. But I think the
women of the State of Louisiana certainly would
like to have the opportunity, not only to serve
on civil jury, but also on criminal jury. That
was the reason for our amendment.

Mr. De shot el s What's the difference between re-
siding and domiciled, Mr. Landry?

Mr. A. Landry Personally, I don't see much dif-

Hr. Deshotels Oo you know what domiciled Is:

Mr. A. Landry Vou could come Into my parish
you want to and declare your domicile. Is tha

correct, Mr. Deshotels?

Mr. Flory Mr. Landry, I'm a little confused too,
as a coauthor of your original amendment. Isn't
It true that the captain of a ship is supposed
to be the last man to abandon the ship r^ifhor fh;ir

the first man?

Mr. A. Landry We don't bend any ship

Mr. Bu rson Mr. Landry, isn't It true that under
LouTTrana"1aw, specifically the Louisiana Civil
Code, that there Is a whole section defining what
domicile Is and that this word would then have a

legal meaning under those sections of the civil
code?

Mr. A. Landry Not being experienced In the law,
Mr. Burson, I would think you are probably correct,
as you art an attorney.

Mr. Sinqletary Mr. Landry, do you see any problem
In all of these various special Interest or pressure
groups trying to assert any Influence on the
Supreme Court Instead of the legislature in the
future, or do you think ....
Mr. A. Landry I see a whole lot less problems
wi th a man who is elected, or a group of people
who is elected, for ten years than persons who are
elected for four years.

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted: 94-15. Motion to reconsider
tabled.}

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair

Amendment

Mr. Poynter The Stinson amendments. Amendment
No. 1. On page 13, immediately below line 32, add
the following paragraph:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this
constitution, no woman shall be drawn for jury
service unless she shall have previously filed
with the clerk of the district court a written
declaration of her desire to be subject to such
service."

Explanation

Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, members of the conven-
tion, it is with great seriousness that I Introduce
this amendment. It's a matter that through the
years, at least the last three or four sessions
that I was a member of the legislature, the same
Issue came up. The position I take today is the
position that I took at that time. This amendment
is not In any way to discriminate. Is not in any
way to state that the ladies of this state are not
qualified to be jurors, but it does say that they
have their choice. It's no different from saying
that a school bus driver is exempt or a fireman
is exempt, or a dentist, or a doctor, or so forth.
There are many exemptions. As you know, the ex-
emption that win be set up under the last amend-
ment that was adopted is an exemption that you do
not have to claim. You cah waive it. When they
call the person's name as a prospective juror,
they have to claim the exemption. This Is an ex-
emption for the ladies of Louisiana, without them
being required to leave their homes or jobs or
wherever they may be, to go into court to claim
the exemption. However, the right Is given to
any female that wishes to serve, to file the Inten-
tion or desire with the clerk of court, which is

In the present constitution. This merely tracks
and places In this constitution that provision
that was In the 1921 Constitution. I think it has
worked well. For a short while, there was some
question whether or not the females could serve and
as a practicing attorney, I know that the great,
great majority of those that were called went up
and asked and begged to get off because they did
not want to be forced to serve as a juror. There
are many, many cases and it's getting worse, where
jury service is more and more distasteful. It Is

bad for anyone to have to serve on a jury and pass
on the destiny or life of some fellow citizen.
I feel that that Is a thing that our women should
not be forced to do unless they wish and desire to

do It. As I said before, I am not In any way dis-
criminating against them, belittling them In any
way. It says that If they want to, they have the
right and they can do It. Now some groups, I'm
sure, of the fairer sex will not agree with this,
but if there was any way we could take an Impartial
poll, I would be willing to bet anything that the
greater percentage of our female citizens of
Louisiana would be In favor of this and not In

favor of being forced to Jury service. As you
know, our cases, criminal cases, art being more
Involved and taking longer to try them. Some
cases, thank goodness. In Louisiana have not gone
on as long as In California and other places. But
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it can be one, and two, and three weeks that a what was told the lady back there?
jury would on a case be sequestered. In other
words, forced and required to stay together day Mr. Roy Mrs. Brien, Mrs. Brien, the previous
and night during the duration of that trial. That question has been ordered and there is no objection
is a burden that I don't think should be placed I just don't think I can let you speak on it. If
on the women of Louisiana. I would like to urge you want to oppose the previous question and want
you, let's continue the provisions of the constitu- to speak, I can, but we'd better go on forward with
tion that have worked, in my opinion, well and this. Okay?
fairly since 1921

.

I want to point out ag
denying anyone, anything.
)f choice, a choice to serve if you wish. I urge Mr . Sti nson Mr. Chairman, in view of the fac
you to let's place this back in the constitution that I believe in freedom of, especially the ladi

think you can
please ma 'am.

are too frai

'OU
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Avant

clarify the language of the present constitution
to make it clear that more than one grand jury may
be impaneled at the same time in a parish. There
is a very good reason for that. I thinlt before I

continue with my explanation that I should read
to you the present provision in the constitution
on grand juries. I would lilie for Mr. LeBleu to

pay particular attention as I read this.
"Article VII, Section 42 provides that a grand

jury of twelve, nine of whom shall constitute a

quorum, and must concur to find an indictment shall
be impaneled in each parish twice each year and
shall remain in office until a succeeding grand
jury shall have been impaneled, except in the
parish of Cameron" --now, not Orleans "in which
at least one grand jury shall be impaneled each
year. The district judges shall have authority
to try at any time misdemeanors and when the jury
is waived by the defendant, all cases not capita!
or necessarily punishable at hard labor, and to

receive pleas of guilty in all cases less than
capital .

"

Now this provision as it is drafted makes it

clear that there may be more than one grand jury
in a parish at a particular time because it has
been the experience, and I know firsthand in this
parish in the last three years, we have had two
occasions when the grand jury had to consider a

particular matter for several months on end, which
prohibited the grand jury from attending to the
regular matters that it would have been attending
to during that period of time. So this does not
necessarily provide that there will be more than
one grand jury', but it leaves it up to the legis-
lature in those particular cases where it Is nec-
essary, on occasions, that you have more than one
grand jury, to provide a mechanism whereby that
can be accomplished. Now no reference is made
in this provision to the number of jurors who
must serve on the grand jury removed is mention of
those cases in which grand jury indictment is nec-
essary. Also deleted is the term and time of the
impanelment of grand juries, and such matters shall
be as provided by law. Now new is the mandate to

the legislature to provide for secrecy of the grand
jury proceedings, including the identity of wit-
nesses appearing before the grand jury. The pre-
sent requirement that grandjury proceedings be
secret is contained in the statutes. This provisio
having to do with the secrecy of the grand jury
proceedings was raised to constitutional status
and placed In this provision which the Judiciary
Committee is suggesting to you to take care of
what is. I respectfully submit to you, one of the
greatest sources of injustice that occurs In this
state, and can occur In this state. I'll tell
you this, and I ask you to think about this when
you consider this particular provision of this
section Any delegate to this convention, this is

a hypothetical question, but any single delegate
to this convention could go to his district at-
torney and tell that district attorney, "look, I

know a crime that is being committed in this
parish, but I, because of the people involved and
the personalities involved, am not going to get
on a white horse and go charging down the street
and spread the news. But if 90U will subpoena me
before the grand jury, I will tell you what I

know, under oath." So he does that. The very
next thing that happens in the paper, on the radio,
the television, is that Joe Doe has been subpoenaed
before the grand jury. Imme ately, in the minds
of the vast majority of the public, Joe Ooe Is a

crook. He is affected with a stigma that he will
never be able to get off of his back. If you
don't believe that that's true, you Just sit down
and think about It. So the purpose of this pro-
vision is to provide that the present secrecy of
the grand Jury proceedings, which is provided by
statute, be placed In the constitution with the
further qualification that the identity of witness!
who appear before that grand Jury shall remain
secret. The legislature shall provide a procedure
by which that shall be done. Now obviously they
won't remain a secret forever because when the

case is tried, when a grand jury indictment has
been returned and witnesses are in court and testi
fy, then the whole truth will come out. But the
purpose of this provision is to prevent people
being stigmatized, who are perfectly law-abiding
and good citizens and only doing their duty as
citizens, to lay before the proper authorities,
evidence of crime that they have, and who are put
In the public light as having been subpoenaed
before a grand jury. It does cause a great deal
of injustice, and this is the way to prohibit that

injustice from occurring. I'll be happy to answer
now. any questions that anyone may have about this
section .
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ong and find a true bill on another grand show you that the committee has done a good job
It seems to me that it would certainly be because just by changing the language of their
argument there. proposal, compared with the 1921 Constitution, they

still allow the Cameron grand juries to be impanel-
int Mr. Burson, I am not overly experienced ed in the same manner and to provide the same

Ik that that is probably service and that is the point that I was trying
) has much more experi- to bring to you this morning. Thank you.
in I do, feel that way,
to argue with you. Personal Privilege

ite Mr. Chairman, I rise to end any flatter-
jestions about who sent me these flowers and
It of personal privilege. "Justice Tate,
; place these on the tomb of our fourteen
terms. Be assured that we will always remem-
)u for the results you have accomplished,
brothers on the Bench, Amen".

Amendments

ts sent up by Delegates

1 ine 3, after the
"duties" insert

ifications,"
;tment and Amendment No. 2. On page 14, line 4, after the

in the cr
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this does not in my opinion make any substantive
change in the sentence in question. The sentence
in question, after the amendment wou)d read "the

secrecy of the proceedings shall be provided for

by law". I offer the amendment because It seems

to me that we, by the inclusion of this specific
mandate, impose upon the legislature an impractical
and impossible task of legislating to prohibit
the Identity of witnesses appearing before the grand
jury without any guidelines as to what we mean.
We ire simply placing into the constitution an

effort at statutory language without clarifying
it to the extent that the legislature could carry

out its assigned task. For example, up to the
point in time, secrecy of the grand jury in

Louisiana has always been purely legislative. If

we leave in the sentence as amended, as I recommend-
ed by this amendment, we would be placing more in

the constitution with respect to the secrecy of

the grand jury than presently exists. Under those
circumstances, it seems to me that if we mandate
that the secrecy of the proceedings shall be pro-
vided for by law, then it's ..no necessity for us

to go further and mandate the legislature to do
something which is impractical and impossible, in

my opinion. First of all, what do we mean by,
"including the identity of the witnesses appearing".
Does that mean those who have been there, or does
that mean those who are going, does that mean those
who happen to be going to the courthouse, or just
what is the meaning? In final analysis it seems
to me, it raises the question of whether or not
we are affecting a first amendment right. For
those reasons, and since it does not affect the
substance of the sentence, I ask that you support
the amendment'.

Further Discussion

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I rise to oppose Mr. Kean's
amendment. Mr. Kean is entirely correct when he

says that there is nothing in the present constitu-
tion about the secrecy of grand jury proceedings.
It is a creature of the statutes. But, the legis-
lature has never seen fit to make any provision
for the secrecy of the identity of witnesses who
appear before a grand jury. The substance of the
testimony is secret, that is true, but there is

no protection insofar as the identity of the wit-
nessei themselves who appear before that grand
jury. I am not going to belabor this point because
I think it is prefectly obvious to you. But you
know, and I know, that if you were aware of crimi-
nal activities say in your parish or your city,
that involved public officials or other people of
prominence. Vou naturally would not, get out
and spread talk like that on the street. But if

you went to your district attorney and said, "look,
there is something that the grand jury ought to

know, there is something that you ought to know,
I am a citizen, I want to do my duty, you subpoena
me before that grand jury and I will tell you
about it." The very next day wide notoriety is

given to the fact that you have been subpoenaed
before the grand jury and In the eyes of the public
you are a bad man. Vou are a bad man, when in fact
you are only doing your duty as a citizen. You
will work for years to eliminate that stigma that
is attached to you. As Mr. Burson pointed out
that this also would provide for the protection
of witnesses against being intimidated or harassed
because they have appeared before the grand Jury
and testified with respect to criminal activity
of which they have knowledge. I strongly ui qe
ihe rejection of this amendment, and I will tell
you this, and I am not saying that any district
attorney has ever done this, but If I was a dis-
trict attorney and I wanted to get rid of my
political enemies, I would keep them and their
friends before that grand Jury week In and week
out, month In and month out until I had accomplished
my purpose, when t knew full well, I knew full well
that no grand Jury would ever Indict them. But I

would have accomplished by purpose. You are all
Intelligent men and women, I think you get the

ask you to rej« lis amendment.

Mr. Tobias Jack, I have this question. Do you
believe that we could restrict the right of the

press to report who goes In and out of the court-
house?

jnt personally believe that it

Mr. Tobias Yes.

Mr Avant Yes. ...constitutionally are you
talking about the grand jury or who goes In or

out of the courthouse? Yes.

Mr. La nier Mr. Avant, I have several questions
I would like to ask you, but the first one is.

"Are you aware of the fact that 1 support the

committee proposal?"

Mr. Avant I was not aware of that until you told

me, Mr. Lanier. Thank you very much.

Mr. Lanier But I would like to bring out a couple
of points. Is it not a fact that under the public
records law of the State of Louisiana that there
has been jurisprudence which has held that the

subpoenas of the grand jury are not matters of

public record?

not av

it not

are thai fact

50 a fact that unde

present Code of Criminal Procedure that ther

provision that says that all matters pertain
grand jury proceedings are secret
revealed by those persons
them?

Mr. Avant iS , SI I an

Despite this,

aware of that.

has i t not been a fact

that very often the names of people come
regarding these investigations?

In certain specific cases, most
versa I ly so

Further Discussion

Mr. Burson Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates,
rriiow this is going to surprise some delegates
that a law-and -order man would want to speak In

favor of what I deem to be a very important private
personal right. But I am against the amendment be-

cause I think that the language that Mr. Avant
has advocated and apprently been successful in

convincing the Judiciary Committee, should be in-

cluded in its proposal is a tremendous step forward,

and deserves constitutional status. Because I am

not aware of any greater abuse of personal rights
in the field of criminal law than the over-publica-
tion, whether by federal grand jury or state grand
jury, of the identity of people who testify before
a grand jury. Now we are all grown men and women
here and we all read the newspapers. Me all know
that the federal constitution says that you are
presumed to be innocent until proven guilty. Well,
I am here to tell you today, as a man who has prac-

ticed both as a defense lawyer In criminal cases
and as a prosecutor, that the only presumption on

the part of anybody In the criminal courtroo* Is

"the guy Is guilty or he wouldn't be on trial".
By the same token, the only presumption In the
popular mind that attaches when they read that
Representative so-and-so or Senator so-and-so
went down to testify before the federal grand Jury
or the state grand Jury that Is Investigating
corruption in government Is, "well, that guy must
be Involved In something or he wouldn't have to 90
down there to testify". Now If h« Is Involvtd
In something, the grand Jury Is 90lng to find the
true bill and he will be Indicted, then everybody
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was right. Now Mr. Stinson is talking about this

poor accused person, this poor innocent person and

that is one of the very persons that the provision
is intended to protect. It so happens that there

often are innocent persons investigated for crimi-

nal activity by grand juries. If he is innocent,

as it happens often that he is, certainly it would

be an injustice to him to publish the fact that he

has been. ..he is being investigated by the grand
jury or has been investigated by the grand jury and

it would be a very serious injustice to him. I

think that it is most important that these matters
are kept secret. It facilitates the grand jury,
which is merely an investigatory and accusatory
body and not a trier of cases. It facilitates them,

it protects the people, as Mr. Avant has pointed
out. It protects the people from the stigma...
that some would give to being called before a grand
jury. I would like to remind Mr. Stinson and you
delegates, this business about an accused
knowing who the witnesses are. Mr. Stinson is an

experienced attorney and a good one, and he knows

very well that under the sixth amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, every person
charged with a crime is entitled to be confronted
by the witnesses for him and to have the right of

compulsory process for his own witnesses. But

remember this, a grand jury investigation is not

a trial. I believe that it would be certainly in

the public interest that these matters be kept as

secret as possible until there is... now once
there is an indictment, of course it becomes a

matter of public record and everybody is entitled
to know about it, including the names of the wit-
nesses. But what is bad, what is bad. ..and I

have known district attorneys to do this, in which

I always thought that they were wrong. They would
give statements to the press about certain people
who were going to be investigated by a certain grand
jury and I do not think that that ought to be per-
mitted. I think that the committee's article would
certainly help to prevent that kind of thing happen-
ing. Now you. ..all of you read. ..have seen the re-
cent example of these things in the case of Vice-
President Agnew. Now whatever you may think about
Vice-President Agnew has nothing to do with the mat-
ter, but certainly it wasn't fair for a. ..a U.S.
Attorney to give the publication, give the informa-
tion to the press that Mr. Agnew was being investi-
gated and what he was being investigated for and
that was a grossly unfair thing and it would be

grossly unfair to do that to anybody. That is what
this committee proposal is attempting. Those are
the kind of people that they are attempting to pro-
tect because in the public mind, it certainly is

true. .. regardless of the innocence of anyone. Once
the public finds out that he is being investigated,
they immediately assume that he has done something
wrong. Now you may think it sounds funny coming
from a former prosecutor these words, but I feel
strongly about this thing and I always have, and it

has always been my policy. I hope you will vote
down Mr. Kean's amendment.

[Quorum Call
a quotum.

'\

99 delegates pteser

•ther Jiscu

Hr. Tapper Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and
gentlemen; I'll be very brief. I rise in support
of the amendment. I don't think, as Mr. Vick said,
that this could be enforceable in any way, shape,
or form. The indictment of an individual in the
eyes of the public of this state and throughout
the nation Is tantamount to guilt, whether or not
he (s acquitted at a trial. I'm very doubtful
whether we should continue the antiquated system
of the grand Jury but If we're going to. at least
let's allow those people who art being damaged or
may be damaged by It, the opportunity to speak
about what goes on there as much as someone who
is In the grand Jury and who has attempted to
Indict them. Ladles and gentlemen, I think that In

addition to this, we should also require or autho-
rize any ptrton to have counsel with him when he

goes before the grand jury. I urge that you adopt
this amendment, in order to protect the interest
of the people in the state.

Questions

Mr. Stinson Mr. Tapper, you heard Mr. kilbourne,
and of course he was an exceptional district attor-

ney, but he says that the district attorneys keep
it secret as to who is going to be investigated.
Hell, isn't it a fact that the district attorney
in Monroe was elected because his campaign promise
was that he was going to investigate the mayor
and city council and try to put them in the peni-

tentiary. Isn't it a fact that here in Baton
Rouge that the agriculture commissioner or those...
I didn't see any secrecy about Mr. Pearce being
before the grand jury and all. If that's secrecy,
I would like to see some publicity sometime,
wouldn ' t you?

Tapper

IPr

don't know the politics in Monroe,
If you say that happened, I've never

doubted you before; however, my main interest is

to protect the innocent, not the guilty.

Mr. Stinson Also, Mr. Kilbourne says the consti-
tution says he will be confronted with the witness,
but in that conf rontment , when the jury has been
selected and the man is put on the witness stand
and there you are with no chance to investigate
anything, isn't that so?

Mr. Tapper That's what I've been told, that
sometimes, that little example you gave is true,
Mr. Stinson. Sometimes those who are seeing it

the other way don't appear before the grand jury.

I move the previous question.

Question ordered. Record vote
Amendment reread and rejected

:

33-74. Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Amendments

Mr. Poynt er Amendment No. 1, [by Mr. Perez, et

al . ], on page 14, line 2, between "Section 37" and
the word "there" insert (A) .

Amendment No. 2, on page 14, between lines 7

and 8, insert the following:
"B. Except as otherwise provided in this

constitution, a district attorney, or his designated
assistant, shall have charge of every criminal
prosecution in his district, shall be the repre-
sentative of the state in his district before the
grand jury, and its legal advisor. He shall per-
form such other duties as may be provided by law."

Point of Order

Mr. Conroy Point of order, Hr. Chairman. This
proposed amendment is to a section that deals...
is entitled "Grand Jury", and except for one phrase
in this amendment, deals with the duties of the
district attorney. I raise the question as to

whether this amendment is germane to the subject
matter of the section.

amendment is in

to his duties in

I would have to

Rul ing of the Chair

Conroy, I would have to t

order. As I understand,
n relation to the grand ji

that the amendment . .

Conro'
diTtTi

y It only partly deals wil

The charge of the prosecutic
Ith those

his

district, of every prosecution in his district and
the performance of other duties as may be provided
by law. Those recitations have absolutely nothing
to do with his functions before the grand Jury.
It does in part deal with his functions before the
grand Jury, but it certainly goes far beyond that.

Mr. Casey Mr. Conroy. there's certainly some
mer i t to your objection, however. Inasmuch «s it
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refer to the grand jury, I must rule that the other hand, we would cover the duti
of a clerk of court or c

that the
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come, and with that I probably am going to address bility which says "he shall perform such other
you for the last time on any substantive issue. duties as may be provided by law." Now what con-

cerns me, is we've got a constitutional office here
Questions so important as a district attorney's office, and

I might add that I'm not an assistant district at-
Hr. Lanier Hr. Justice Tate, the thing that's torney, I am not a district attorney and have no
concerning me right here is the relationship between ambitions of being one, but why, why are we so
the powers of being the chief administrative officer afraid to give such an important office such
and the administrative powers that we have given limited constitutional powers? This makes me won-
to the Supreme Court in its relationship with the der, and I did not worry until several speakers
district attorney if we do not assign any duties have shown so much concern about giving our dis-
or control over criminal prosecutions. In your trict attorneys or our local government, let's put
opinion, if we do not provide that the district it on that basis, our local government, the right
attorneys shall have charge of criminal prosecutions to have some powers and supervision over the law
in his district and be the representative of the enforcement within their respective districts. I

state, in your opinion, could the Supreme Court wish to remind you that 1 think that the advocates
and the chief justice, through its either super- who are promoting the defeat of this are doing
visory power or administrative power, either con- nothing but trying to come to a streamlined, cen-
trol the criminal docket or control the authority tralized law enforcement program which will come
of the district attorney to enter non-prosses? to you straight out of Baton Rouge. I ask you

to think about this. Think about how your own
Hr. Tate In my opinion. It could not control his little community is operated. Think about how
authority to enter nol-pros which is conferred on your district attorney operates. Is he doing a

him by statute. In my opinion, if you will look good job? I dare say most of them are. We have
at the procedural powers, they are subject to gen- given the attorney general the extended power to

eral law, to the law of the legislature. I'm even supersede district attorneys in cases where
willing to trust the legislature of the future. he has failed to carry out his duties, and once
The legislature of the future may think his powers the attorney general has gone into court and shown
of nol-pros should be limited. i don't think so. that court that he has cause to supersede. I

I think he should have unlimited carte blanche heartily ask you to endorse this amendment. We
power. Now, with regard to docket, the legislature need this amendment. We've got to protect the
of the future may think that perhaps we should rights of local law enforcement, and I think this
have some minimum time in which cases may lie pend- is the way we can do it, and yet at the same time
ing before they're either nol-prossed or tried. we will not jeopardize the rights which have al-
I don't want to freeze into the constitution any ready been passed of the attorney general or those
interpretation' that says a particular local officer who advocate central law enforcement to come in

could defeat a general law endeavoring to improve and attend to something that a district attorney
law enforcement in the trial in the administration seems to have neglected,
of criminal justice. Is that in answer to your
question? Further Discussion

Mr. Lanier Well, the point I'm getting to
with reference to a statute that would be e

Let's assume the absence of statute. In th

sence of statute, would the Supreme Court u

its administrative authority have the power
control the criminal docket in the absence
provision like this?

Hr . Tate If there
out to you, there i<

criminal procedure..

Mr . Henry Justice Tate, you've exceeded your felony, murder, anything, robbery, rape,
time. Justice Tate. I think it was evident that killing, if they want to. I'm not saying whether
you were against the amendment. they oo it, if they want to, they can nol-pros

that indie tment .. .means throw it out. All other
(Motion for Previous Ouestj. States I've heard of, once the person is indicted
19-81.1 for a felony, the district attorney cannot drop

that case without permission of the court. In
Further Discussion my opinion, if this is passed, the legislature

decided they wanted to pass a law saying once an
Hr. Kel ly Mr. Chairman and members of the conven- indictment was found, the district attorney could
tion, we've seen similar amendments come before not nol-pros it, throw it out himself, without
this body before, and I'll be real honest with the consent of the court, then you would have that
/ou, and I say this very sincerely, I did not get situation. It would be unconstitutional and in
disturbed about anything in this convention until violation of this amendment if the legislature
I saw some of the reaction concerning this little passed such a law. Now that's one of the things
amendment right here. The Perez, Gravel amendment that worries me. Judge Tate is worried about what
has tried to meet with every objection which was may come up in the future and this is a serious
meted out before this convention yesterday to the thing what I have mentioned, and I've talked to
amendment that myself and Mr. Deshotels placed up people about it before, and I don't see why, unless
here, which 1 admit was a bad amendment. Mr. there is some reason, like I just said, a district
ctlbourne came with an amendment and later pulled attorney is not satisfied to operate on a statute
it down because of objection. Now let's analyze

1
1, . t like this wording, so I say you should defeat

this thing. All It says is "except as otherwi miendment.
provided In this constitution." That has got •

be specifically referring to, I believe It wa . Further Discussion
Section 27, where we're dealing with the power
and duties and responsibilities of the attorney M, ^Dpn^nis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1

general. It says that "the district attorney or rise In opposition to the amendment. As Mr. Conroy
his designated assistant will have charge of all has pointed out. it has very little to do with
criminal prosecutions in his district and shall grand Juries, which is what this section is supposed
represent them before the grand Jury, and be its to be about. Mr. Perez has admitted, quite frank-
legal advisor." That traces the statutory language ly. It's coming In the back door. Mr. Kelly has
right down to the "T". It further leaves the flexl- admitted It Is statutory language that they're

Mr. Jack H
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attempting to put in the constitution. I ask you
why, if it's so badly needed, the district attor-
neys have not to my knowledge in the past fifty
years, attempted to put this statutory language
in the constitution and I want to point out to

you that if we do put it in the constitution, it
is freezing it. It means the legislature can't
change it. Now, I don't know whether the law needs
to be changed or not, but if you ever do want to
think about, in the next fifty years, of allowing
the court to have something to say about nol-prosses
or if you ever, in the next fifty years, have a

congested docket situation, you want to give the
court a little more power to move criminal cases
after they get into court, and I think a court
should have at least something to say about a case
after it gets into court, then I'm suggesting to
you, you won't be able to do it if you adopt this
amendment and freeze the statutory rules in the
constitution, so I ask you to vote down this amend-
ment.

Mr. Kilbou
I want it
and I'm one of the sponsors of this amendment, as
far as I'm concerned there is no ulterior motive
here. There is no back door tactics intended here.
Yesterday, late yesterday afternoon, it seemed to
come up late, but late yesterday afternoon when
everybody was tired, I put an amendment in to try
to take care of this situation. That amendment
was prepared by some district attorneys, and as so
often happens, a defense lawyer found some serious
defects in it. As you know, we went on with the
section we were on and voted on it, so we got the
defense lawyer very kindly, Mr. Gravel is one of
the co-authors of the amendment and he assisted
in getting those defects out. Now, I would like
to call your attention to what the present posture
of this article on district attorneys is if we do
not have this amendment. All we say here is that
there shall be a district attorney and where he
shall have resided, and that he may elect his
assistants and other personnel. We don't even say
that he shall have such duties as is prescribed
by law. Now, as I said yesterday, this is a very
serious omission in this article and I really do
not know how it occurred.

Now, Justice Tate was on the Judicial Committee.
Judge Dennis was the chairman of that committee,
and I don't know whether they recollect or not, but
I certainly don't recollect how this thing happened,
but I certainly think it would be a very bad omis-
sion in this constitution to set up an important
office like the district attorney's office and not
even say "he shall have such duties as prescribed
by law." Really, I'm just at a loss to understand
the objection of Judge Tate and Judge Dennis to
this amendment other than they say that "freeze
it in the constitution." Well, we certainly froze
it. He said we didn't provide anything for the
judges. Well, we certainly went to great detail
to freeze the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
and of the court of appeal and the district judges
in the constitution. I wouldn't imagine that Judge
Dennis and Judge Tate would want to unfreeze that.
I just simply don't understand it. Judge Tate
said something about a state grand jury. I don't
know what he was referring to. I've heard some
allusion to that before, but I say, "heaven forbid."

Now gentlemen, this is a most serious matter.
I certainly apologize that it has had to come in
this way, and I feel that it has been my error as
much as anyone else's but I think the entire
Judicial Committee just simply made a very serious
oversight and it was certainly unintentional, I

believe, as far as I know all of them, but certain-
ly by the majority of them, and it certainly was
an oversight on my part, and I certainly hope the
convention will adopt this amendment and take care
of what I feel is a most serious omission. Now,
Mr. Jack has referred to....

Mr. Henry You've exceeded your time, Mr, Kilbourie

Mr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion. Justice Tate spoke to you a few minutes ago,
and almost wanted you to believe that of all the
constitutional officers that we have provided thus
far, they were only given their powers, duties,
and functions by statutory law. I beg to differ
with that statement. Mr. Justice, if you will
look at Articles V, X, XI, and XV of the Judiciary
Proposal, you will see constitutional authority for
the judicial system. If you will look into the
Executive Department Article you will see consti-
tutional authority for each and every elected
official, save one or two. Ladies and gentlmen,
Mr. Justice told us to look to the future. I

submit to you that what he is talking about is a

change from what we have now. I submit to you
that if this change is to come, then let the people
decide whether they want this cnange or not. This
is too important an issue, I believe, to leave to
statutory law. They have said, "Oh, it's been
this way for fifty years." I have a feeling the
next few years are going to be a little bit differ-
ent than the last fifty. I urge you to give consti-
tutional authority to your district attorneys.

scuss

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

want to begin my remarks by expressing my astonish-
ment at the fact that two esteemed members of the
judiciary , for whom I have the highest respect,
could get up here and tell you that the duties of
the district attorney don't deserve constitutional
status when they told you three or four days ago
that the Judges' Retirement System did deserve
constitutional status. I spoke for them when they
took that position, and my feeling are a little
bit hurt that the power of the district attorney
and local law enforcement are not as important
in their view as the Judges' Retirement System, as
far as constitutional status is concerned. That
stikes me as a slight anomaly, to say the least.
Now moreover, I think the cat is out of the bag on
this debate, and again, I have the highest respect
for the two judges who expressed their views on
this, but I disagree totally with their views.
In Section 6B that we have adopted here, we said
that the chief justice of the state Supreme Court
is the chief administrative officer of the judicial
system of the state, not subject to law as was
said by an earlier speaker, but subject to rules
adopted by the court. Now, I supported that power
and I got up here and spoke for it, because I

believe in efficient judicial administration, but
fellow delegates, I don't think that we ought to
turn over the whole system of law, civil law,
criminal law, and everything else to the Supreme
Court. I believe we've given them about all they
need to do, and you have heard both of the speakers
that adverted to this, talk about the needs of
the future to take over the decision as to whether
a case should or should not be nol-prossed. Now,
I submit to you, it is the function of the judiciary
to conduct fair and impartial trials and decide
on guilt or innocence when there is not a jury.
It is not their function to decide whether or not
a case should be prosecuted. You talk about a

king; well, if you want a king, then you take that
power away from an elected representative of the
people and give to the same man who decides on
guilt or innocence, the power to decide whether
or not a case should be prosecuted at all.

The district attorney represents the people
of the State of Louisiana in criminal prosecution,
and I submit to you that if you're worried about
an efficient criminal docket. ..in the Soviet Union,
they have a very efficient criminal docket, and
I suspect they get their cases to trial, probably
within a month or two, but the only thing wrong
is, they don't have a locally elected official
in charge of criminal prosecution. If you want
to dehumanize the system of criminal prosecution
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in this state, then you join hands with those that
want a centralized law enforcement system and value
efficiency above local control of rights, and
the cat's out of the bag. That is the way the op-
ponents of this issue have phrased it. I submit
to you, at the outside, that no one here will doubt,
we've heard some people say, "he's the most power-
ful local official." Well, if he is, for goodness
sakes, why don't we want to state in the constitu-
tion, the rudimentary functions that he performs
when we've done that for the clerks of court and
the sheriffs? It simply doesn't add up. I ask
you in the strongest possible terms to support
this amendment.

Further Discussion

Hr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I think that this amendment is

needed in the constitution. We have designated,
for all practical purposes, in this constitution,
that the district attorney be the chief officer
representing the state within his district. With
that designation, of necessity, we must give him
the powers and duties, and the functions that go
with that designation. Let me point out one thing
to all of you at this time. Also in this constitu-
tion, we have provided, specially, that in all
criminal cases that the appeals shall be only on
the law and there are literally hundreds of cases
on the books, wherein the Supreme Court of this
state has held, that convictions of persons must
be sustained if there is a mere scintilla of evi-
dence upon which such conviction might be justified.
This provision is necessary in the constitution in

order that the district attorney can make the
determination from the facts in the case as to
whether or not prosecution should be conducted. He
is charged with the responsibility of making the
investigation, handling the grand jury, and reach-
ing the final and ultimate conclusion as to which
charges should be brought in the name of the State
of Louisiana. Which criminal charges. Now let's
boil this issue down to really what it is, and
believe me, this is important. Do you want the
district attorney to have the authority to deter-
mine which charges can and should be initiated in

the district court where criminal offenses are
involved, or do you want to. leave that authority
in some hazy state to the attorney general or to
the judge? Somebody's got to exercise it. Some-
body's got to exclusively exercise it, in order
for the right to be properly exercised. That's
a decision you've got to make. Whether or not a

charge should be brought, whether the charge
should be reduced, whether or not action should be
taken in criminal cases, depending upon all of
the facts is a determination which only the dis-
trict attorney can make. I submit to you, that
you will run into a dangerous situation in the
future, and I fear more than Judge Tate does, the
possibility that those who don't know the facts
who don't know the case, will be trying to run the
criminal sections, and the criminal division of
the court. I submit to you that the authority
to handle prosecutions should be left constitu-
tionally, with the district attorney. Thank you
very much.

[Previout Question orderod. Hmondmenta

Amendment

Hr. Pojrnter Amendment No. 1 [bv Hr. Tapper] . on
page MTTetween lines 7 and fl add the following
paragraph and insert Paragraph (C) there:

'At all stages of grand Jury proceedings,
anyone testifying In such proceedings shall have
the right to the advice of counsel while testifying.'

Explanation

Mr. Tapper Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
thlj Is exactly the same wording that Is in the

proposal on the Bill of Rights. I feel, however,
that it should go in with the grand jury section
and this will allow anyone who is testifying before
the grand jury to have the advice of counsel if he
so chooses.

I ask for your favorable support of this amend-
ment .
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with the lawyers about? The way the amendment now reads, the way the
section now reads, it would permit non-elected

Amendment public officials who are lawyers appointed by the
Louisiana Conference of Court of Appeal Judges'

Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up, now we may not Association, to serve on the judiciary commission.
have quite enough copies yet to pass out to every- I understand from Judge Dennis that this was never
body but they are still running them and they will the intention of the Committee on the Judiciary and
get them to you. it was always their intention not to have any publi

Amendment No. 1, on page 14, in Floor Amendment officials on it.
No. 2, proposed by Delegates Perez and others, on It is, therefore, my desire to introduce an
line 3, after the word, "prosecution", and before amendment which would, after the word "officials"
the word, "in", insert the following: delete the comma and insert the following: "other

"by the state". than notaries public", and delete Delegate Pugh's
amendment .

Explanation Now Delegate Pugh has agreed to this. Unfor-
tunately he is not here. In order to do this it

Mr. Burson Fellow delegates, first of all let is necessary for me to ask that the convention call
me apologize for the untoward delay. I'm not as from the table the motion by which Delegate Pugh's
adroit at Shakespeare as Brother Willis, but I amendment was adopted on Tuesday. This, of course,
believe in Richard IV, there is a line in which will require eighty-eight votes. It is in the
somebody says the first thing when we do, when we nature of a technical amendment, but I would very
take over the state, we'll kill all the lawyers. much appreciate your voting with me on this.
Any maybe those of you who sre not lawyers feel
that way right now. [«otion to reconsider Section 25.]

But the purpose of this amendment is to take
care of an objection that n

amendment that we passed to
are referring in the district attor
only to state prosecutions and not to municipal would it be open to any amendment. I didn't hea
or city prosecutions for vi

"

nances. And so we are simp
after the word "prosecution

sed
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of the language as originally proposed in order....

iAaandmant adopted without o/jjr.ri ,.

Saccion paaaed: 96-0. Mot.
aid»t C«t>l«d.]

Point of Order

Mr Asseff I have no objections either to recon-
sidering or to the approval, Mr. Chairman, but
inasmuch as only sixty-seven votes is required for

a quoruTi .»nd (ighty-eight votes to grant consent,
don't you think it advisable that it should have
been a record vote to show that he received the
eighty-eight votes. That's my only question, sir.

Mr. Henry Hell, there was no objection, don't
you see. And it showed .... the roll call before
showed that there was substantially more than that
here. Of course, under certain circumstances you
nay have been correct, but as someone once pointed
out, no. you are probably right.

Personal Privilege

Mr . Thompson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, one
of the delegates during the week referred to when
something about alligators. I wanted to give her
one to take home with her. Mrs. Warren, if you
will come forward I believe I've got an alligator
for you.

Personal Privilege

Mrs. Warren .Mr. Thompson
with the greatest of pleasi
gate.

I had a person say to me once, for you to sta
what you are in you've got to have the hide likt
an alligator.

1 said I believe I do, so thank you for this
alligator.

Announcements
[/ Journal JS6]
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Tuesday, August 28, 1973 rape, as they presently are under the 1921 Consti-
tution. Yet on the other hand, we have people

ROLL CALL who think that they should be tried for more adult
type crimes. We have people who think that a minor

[96 delegates present and a quorum. '^ under the age ot eiyiiteen Should be handled in the
juvenile system and others who think that minors

PRAYER younger even than seventeen should not be handled
in the juvenile system, but should be handled in

Wr. Smith Gracious, Heavenly and Merciful Father, the adult system. We have experts who have recom-
the Giver of every good and perfect gift, we wor- mended that the courts be given the power to clas-
ship Thee as a revealer of a good and perfect life. sify certain juveniles as i ncorri gi bles , partic-
Guide and direct us this day. We thank Thee for ularly where they have committed two or three very
Thy love and Thy mercy and Thy many blessings. serious crimes, and transfer them to the adult
Help us, Father, today to walk humbly, to do just- criminal justice system. We have opposed to those
ly and to love mercy. Be with us today as we de- experts, those who would not transfer any juvenile
liberate. May everything done here be pleasing to from the juvenile system to the adult system.
Thee. May the words of our mouths and the medita- Because of all of this contrary thought and opinion
tions of our hearts be accepted in Thy sight, and because we are living in a time of flux and
Lord, our strength and our Redeemer. Amen. change, and because there may be differences even

in different parts of our own state with regard
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE to these problems. For example, in some parts of

our state we have a separate, independent juvenile
READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL court. In most of the other parts of the state,

however, the district judge who handles adult
INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS cases also doubles as the juvenile judge. In many

[i Journal 288] places, the city judge is the main juvenile judge.
So because of all of these differences, and the

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL complexity and the sensitivity of these problems,
[i Journal jss] we felt that this was something that the state

had not really made up its mind on yet, and it was
UNFINISHED BUSINESS something that would change from time to time, and,

therefore, that we should let the legislature be
Committee Proposal No. 21, introduced free to fashion the best possible juvenile system

for the state as the time demands. So for that
reason, ladies and gentlemen, what is a very simple
provision here which says the jurisdiction of a

juvenile court shall be as provided by law, is

really based upon much thought and discussion by

the Judiciary Committee. We have decided, after
all of that discussion, that this is a subject
matter which should be left in the discretion of
the legislature. So, we ask that you reject the
amendments which would change this basic policy
and adopt the committee's proposal as it is pro-
vided in Section 18. Mr. Chairman, if there are
any questions, I will be happy to try to answer
them.

Quest i ons

Mr . 0' Ne i 1 1 Judge Dennis, up to this point this
Convention has allowed the legislature great

Explanation latitude in many areas. Do you agree with that?

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, at Mr. Dennis It has in some, and in others it

this time I would like to explain to you the rea- hasn't," but I believe this is one in which we must
sons behind the committee proposal relating to leave it to the legislature rather than freeze in-
juvenile courts jurisdiction. The present consti- to the constitution a rule that may not fit every
tution, the 1921 Constitution, contains several area of the state. It may not fit 1975; it may not
sections which are long and detailed, spelling out even fit 1970.
what a juvenile is, when he can be tried in juve-
nile court, when he must be tried in adult court, Mr. 0' Nei 1

1

I agree with you. Judge Dennis, and
and many other detailed provisions. The committee I was just going to ask you if you believe that
proposal takes all of these provisions out of the your committee proposal was consistent with the
constitution and leaves the matter up to the leg- philosophy of allowing the legislature great
islature. There are very good reasons for this latitude,
action. This action was not taken quickly. It

was a considered, deliberate move by the committee,
and it is based upon the fact that today, in 1970,
we are in a time of great ferment and change re-
garding how young people should be handled with re- Mr. Stova ll Judge Dennis, did the
gard to the criminal laws of our state. This is of the Louisiana Legislature deal
not only taking place in Louisiana, but all over tion of juvenile delinquency?
the country. Our present juvenile courts are pret-
ty much creatures of the early nineteen hundreds.
Since that time, as you know, our society has und
gone profound changes. Juvenile delinquency is on
the increase every year. The family no longer has Mr. Stovall You want this to be left to the
the control over juveniles that it used to have. legislature. Were you pleased with the way that
We have had Sunr=n,e Court derisions in recent years they dealt with this at their recent session?
which have required the states to change their pro-
cedures in the handling of juvenile cases. As a Mr . Dennis Rev. Stovall, as I said, you are pro-
result of all of these influences on the handling bably more familiar with it than 1 am. I do not
of juvenile cases, and I guess as you would expect, know the details of what they came up with. How-
the experts are in disagreement as to which way to ever, I know one thing. It could have been chang-
go. We have people who don't think that fifteen- ed the next year if it wasn't a good rule, but if
year-olds should be tried for murder and aggravated „e take something which I consider to be very de-

57
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licate and very complex and attempt to mrite a

rule in this convention today, it may not be the

best thing for our juveniles next year. I believe
this is something we should leave to the good sound
sense of the legislature and to the people who tell

their legislators what they want in a juvenile
court system.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendments proposed by Mr. Johnny
Jackson, Mrs. Warren, Mr. Roy, Mr. Pugh and Mr.

Gravel.

Amendment No. 1, on page 6, delete lines 15

through 17, both inclusive in their entirety, and

insert in lieu thereof the following; "Section
18: Juvenile courts; Family courts; Jurisdiction

(A). Except as otherwise herein provided, the
juvenile courts or family courts shall have ex-

clusive original jurisdiction of cases of the state
in the interest of persons under eighteen years of

age brought before the court as delinquent or neg-
lected children. The court shall also have juris-
diction of all cases of desertion, or nonsupport
of children by either parent or nonsupport of a

wife by her husband, and the adoption of children
under eighteen years of age. The family courts
shall have such additional jurisdiction as is

possessed by the family courts in existence at the
time this constitution is adopted or as otherwise
provided by law.

(B). The legislature shall have the power to
establish juvenile courts or family courts for any
parish, or group of parishes, and designate the
title and domicile of said courts, upon petition
of the police jury or other governing authority in

the parish to be affected. The jurisdiction of

any family court established subsequent to the
adoption of this constitution shall be the same as

the jurisdiction vested in family courts in exist-
ence at the time of the adoption ofthis constitu-
tion.

(C). The district courts in the parish of
Orleans and the several district courts in the
other parishes of the state, however, shall have
exclusive jurisdiction of the trial of all persons
over the age of sixteen years who have been in-

dicted by a grand jury for the offenses of murder,
aggravated kidnapping, or aggravated rape committed
within their respective jurisdictions."

J. Jackson

Explanation

Chairman, ladies and gentle-
ment of the convention, first let ne say that I

appreciate and I extend my gratitude to you for
allowing me to present this amendment for your
consideration. Let me suggest to you that the
promptness for this amendment comes particularly
from the fact that as I look to the judiciary
article, as proposed by the Committee on the
Judiciary, that I saw that we had provided for one
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. We went even
further to talk about what kinds of cases can be
appealed to the Supreme Court. Secondly, I no-
ticed that we had provided for the jurisdiction of
the court of appeal. In also like fashion we pro-
vided for the types of cases that could be ap-
pealed to it. Thirdly, I saw that we had provided
for the district courts and that we went further
to provide for Its jurisdiction and for the types
of cases that It could hear. My concern became
apparent when I noticed when we got to Section IB

that we did not provide in any form nor fashion
for the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. Let
me suggest to you that when at least a third of
the population Is subject to civil or criminal
prosecution, then we ought to provide in this
constitution for the protection of not Just Juve-
niles, but really for the protection of the future
of this state. I would like to bring to your
attention that If you read Section 16, where it

talks about the district courts, it says >itri
clearly, unless otherwise provided, that the dis-
trict court should have exclusive Jurisdiction
over all mat ters ... over all civil and criminal

broad. That says that, unlike the present con-
stitution that did have some exceptions, that says
very clearly that no matter what the legislature
did that you still have a problem, because it

clearly says in this section that district courts
should handle all cases of civil and criminal
matters. What I have attempted to do is to pre-
sent to this convention an amendment, an amendment
that I assume will probably become a working paper
for you members of this convention to react to.

But I feel strongly about this matter of whether
we should provide constitutional protection for
the courts that handle our youngsters. I think,
and I will directly go into amendments, suggest to

you that during the last session of the legisla-
ture, indicative of the kind of legislation that
came out, that if we leave the committee proposal
as such, I will suggest to you with a large de-
gree of assuredness that you will probably see
similar sorts of legislation coming out without
any intensive study or any adherence or any recom-
mendation, not only on the state level, but the
national level

.

Now, the amendment. The present constitution
provides for not only the jurisdiction of the
juvenile court, it talks about the procedure. It

talks about the process. It talks about the judges.
It talks about the salary. It talks about certain
courts that should have certain jurisdiction, where
there is no juvenile court. Now what I have at-
tempted to do by presenting this amendment to
you. ..Mr. Chairman, I would ask .. .members of the
Convention, I would ask that at least you hear the
comments that I have to offer to you, no matter
which direction your mind may be at this point,
because I think this is a very vital issue. I

would indulge on you to at least persevere with
me for a couple of minutes more. What I have
attempted to do is not to go into the lengthy
details about the procedure, the process, those
sorts of things, but to really spell out the
jurisdiction, as in the present constitution, of
the juvenile courts. The first thing that this
amendment does is one establish that constitution-
ally the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts.
Secondly, it raises the age from seventeen to
eighteen those cases which the juvenile court can
hear, with the exception that youngsters sixteen
years and older can be tried in criminal court
for, as I have heard the comments concerning this
article, certain heinous crimes like murder, armed
robbery, aggravated rape. I want to suggest to
you that the reason that we changed it from seven-
teen to eighteen is that there is a hiatus that
exists presently in the constitution. Youngsters
over seventeen years but not eighteen cannot
either be tried in juvenile court and can only be

tried in criminal court if they commit a crime.
Delegate Newton brought it to my attention that
you have youngsters who have not violated any
state law but have been, let's say, disruptive to
the family structure, who have run away, but yet
have not committed a state crime. Juvenile courts
don't have jurisdiction and the only way that he
can be held accountable is on the basis of the
fact that he be charged with a crime. The second
thing that we have done is that we have authorized
the legislature to establish juvenile courts or
family courts provided that the governing authority
of a particular parish says that they need it.

Secondly, we have retained the present jurisdic-
tion of the family court because when I first
raised this amendment, it was suggested that 1

meet with the people from East Baton Rouge Parish,
Caddo Parish and Orleans Parish to work out what-
ever differences that we may have. This is the
kind of protection that they wanted for their
courts. The third. Section C, really goes to
what I think is the meat of this proposal, and
which I expect, and has been raised in some of
the opposition as to why we should have constitu-
tional jurisdiction. I have attempted to address
myself to those reservations by not saying cap-
ital crimes, because I think we have set the pre-
cedent by saying we don't want to make any refer-
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ence to capital crimes because the Supreme Court matter of style and drafting is to compile those
«hich means that if a young- four pages of lengthy writings into what you see
he couldn't be tried in here, so that I would suggest that it may appear,

criminal court. We have provided for the excep- but we have tried and we have talked with the

tion. I would suggest to you that this article, lawyers in terms of the concerns had by other

as drafted, this amendment as drafted, does pro- parishes, this was the language that they said to

vide us with a constitutional jurisdiction for me that would satisfy them,

juvenile court. I want to suggest to you that the

problem of the juvenile is an increasing problem. Mr. Abraham I would assume then, by the same

I grant that and I suggest to you that if you look reason, you feel that this second sentence in

at the statistics in my district, it would indicate Paragraph B is necessary also then? I don't see

that. I am not foreign to this problem, but I the necessity for the second sentence in Paragraph
think when we talk about a large segment of the B.

population of this state, and we're talking about
people who are going to eventually have to operate Mr. J. Jackson Well, let me talk about Paragraph
and work and live in this state, and we don't pro- B. I wanted to talk to the judges of New Orleans
vide those kinds of constitutional protection and and I talked to a civil judge. It is anticipated
we leave it up to the legislature, I want to sug- that New Orleans might move to a family court
gest to you it is going to be a matter of politi- structure. What we attempted to do is to say that
cal and emotional whims. I want to also finally to bring some uniformity, because you don't want

say to you that if you read the district court to have one family court with one jurisdiction
proposal you will find that when your youngster and then you have another family court that has

goes to criminal court, under the judiciary pro- less jurisdiction. The second sentence in Para-
posal, for let's say a misdemeanor, then he has graph B is designed to provide some uniformity
a record that follows him for the rest of his life, in terms of jurisdiction among the family courts,
regardless if he commits the enumerated crimes
that we put in the exceptions. He is going to Mr. Burns Mr. Jackson, do I understand your
be subject. I am not suggesting that youngsters
are so matured that the infallibility of their
young nature, that they wouldn't violate some sort
of state law. It could be a misdemeanor. But are Mr. J. Jackson Right, Mr. Burns, and i

we prepared at this point to leave it up to the me explain the rationale for that, it's
legislature to say whether they are going to go
to criminal court, or they going to be tried as a Mr. Burns Excuse me a minute, but just
juvenile? I suggest to you that's the main issue question first. It does increase it fr

confronting us, particularly in Paragraph C. Mr. teen to eighteen.
Chairman, I yield to any questions.

Mr. Abraham
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Jerbes

rther Oiscussior

Ladies and gentlemen,
how much you care about your children or your
neighbor's children, or the children of the people
in your community, but if you've got any consider-
ation for them at all, you will listen to the

speakers on this point. I don't think you gave Mr.

Jackson a very great deal of attention, although
I do think his point is well taken. I happen to

be opposed to his amendment for reasons that 1 will

set out now, but I would urge you to at least give
this topic some careful attention because it very
richly deserves that attention. Let me explain
to you quite briefly, for those of you who may not
know, the function of juvenile court. One of the
principal functions of juvenile court is to adju-
dicate violations of the law, violations of both
state and local laws, committed by children under
the jurisdictional age. The trial is held by a

Judge sitting without a jury. In some instances,
the judge serves as both prosecutor and judge. In

other instances, there is a district attorney. The
Arizona case decided by the United States Supreme
Court in 1964, stated in the interest of [...],
accorded to juveniles certain limited due process
rights, but to date, juveniles are not accorded
the broad spectrum of due process rights available
to adults in criminal court proceedings. This
amendment presupposes a number of things.

First it presupposes that you are willing to rai

the Jurisdictional age for juvenile court jurisdic-
tion to eighteen in this state. It has never been
eighteen in this state. It has always been seven-
teen, at least in my historical perspective.
Secondly, it also presupposes that you are willing
to raise the jurisdictional age for capital crimes
from fifteen, in criminal district court, to seven-
teen. The way it works now, if you are a juvenile
charged with murder, aggravated rape, or attempt
aggravated rape, and you are over the age of fif-

teen, you are tried in criminal district court.
If you are under the age of fifteen, you are
tried in juvenile court. The mandatory trial in

criminal district court is required by present
constitutional provisions. Now to lend a little
bit of credibility to this particular discussion,
let ne sav that I have been an assistant district
dttjrney in Juvenile court .for three and a half
years. Before that, I worked as defense counsel
in juvenile court for a local agency of the po-
verty program. So I've seen this from both sides
of the coin. Finally, I have been appointed and
have served on the Commission for the Revision
of Juvenile Laws and for the Production of the
Juvenile Code. I'd like to mane the following
points with you. First, I believe that a juve-
nile who is seventeen years of age, almost uni-
formly, is aware of and can be held accountable
for his violations of the law. I see no reason,
in the name of uniformity, in the name of filling
in gaps, or bringing this In line with the voting
age, to Increase the jurisdictional age for juve-
nile court. I think seventeen is fine. Secondly,
this amendment prohibits any waiver system, which
has worked well in other states and has yet to be
tried In this state, where jurisdiction over juve-
niles of a certain age, ordinarily subject to the

Juvenile court, could be waived in favor of a

criminal district court where a juvenile would
have full due process rights. Thirdly, this amend-
ment prohibits any selective treatment of certain
crimes. In Orleans Parish, for example, we have
had a great increase In recent years In the crimes
of armed robbery and simple robbery. It may very
well be that sone legislature In the future will
declare that the crime of armed robbery committed
be « person over sixteen should be tried in crim-
inal district court. This would not be possible
under the amendment. Finally, or I should say,
moreover, the problems . . .

Finally, I'd like to point out a couple of

styllttic problems In the amendment. First of all,
the reference In the first paragraph to the word
'eighteen" seeas to Indicate that the person is

eighteen at the time he is handled in juvenile
court. The present provisions of law say that the
person Is subject to the jurisdiction of the juve-
nile court if he is eighteen at the time of the

commission of the offense. The first paragraph
makes no such reference. I guess I've just about
run out of time. I want to point out to you the

fact. . .

Further Discussion

Hr. Jack Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen,
I rise in opposition to this amendment. I support
Section 18. Ladies and gentlemen, I want to men-
tion this, if you will listen to me a minute. No
speaker, since we've started today, has been shown
any respect when he has been talking. Now I'm
trying to be pleasant. This is a serious subject,
it's a serious subject, very serious. You're not
listening to any speaker up here. Now if you don't
want to hear these speakers, just hold your hands
up, and let's just quit and vote on these things.
You are still talking. Now I'm going to ask for
time out, Mr. Chairman, and ask you to get some
order here. If I'm not allowed to speak with a

time out, then I'm not going to speak on it. But
I'm getting to where my temper is showing because
people talk when everybody is speaking up here.
Right in front of me, two rows over, you know who
you are, you are still talking. Now I'm going to
ask for some order, Hr. Chairman.

I want to make it clear. I'm not talking just
about listening to me. You may not learn anything
from me, if somebody wants to make a joke of it.

I think you will, though.
Now I'm going to give you several reasons why

this amendment is not in the ends of justice. Today,
and I've got children and grandchildren, and I

want to protect those children from injuries or
death from other children that rob people and
shoot people. Now listen to this. The present
juvenile age is seventeen. This constitutional
amendment raises it to eighteen. That doesn't
make logical sense when you consider that we pret-
ty much all agree that when you are eighteen, you
are grown and you should vote. I voted for that
a long time ago. I haven't been in the legislature
since 1964, and I recognize that today with know-
how, education, and more ways of learning different
things and communication, a person eighteen is in

as good a position to function as a grown person,
as a person used to be at twenty-one. Now by the
same token, do you think that in two seconds a

person beromes nrow"? You are moving the juvenile
age with this constitutional amendment from under
seventeen to just unJer eighteen. You are saying
you are a juvenile under eighteen. You might miss
being grown by two seconds. It don't occur that
suddenly. Now another thing, under the present
law, if you send a juvenile to an institution, he
cannot be there after he is twenty-one. That's
because he was grown under that old law. Today,
the holding is going to be, you send him to an
institution in a bad enough case, then he can't
be kept there after he is eighteen. Now when
that comes about. If you pass this amendment, here
is the ridiculous situation you can get into. You
can have a juvenile out on the eve of his birthday
robbing some people and shoot them. They don't
die, so he can't be tried under this business in

this amendment of murder, for being over sixteen.
Suppose he shoots them two seconds, let's just
say that we can prove it, two seconds before he Is

eighteen. He would be tried, they didn't die, they
are ruined for life; It might be your little boy
that's in the place where the holdup is. You
would have then, you could try him as a juvenile
for that armed robbery, shooting the people that
didn't die, but you could not punish him because
you can no longer punish a Juvenile under the pre-
sent law when he becomes twenty-one. He has to be
turned loose if he's In an institution. Twenty-
one was set because he Is grown, so the same logic.
It's going to be. you'd have to turn him loose under
the law now that's coming up If you adopt this,
when he Is eighteen because eighteen you ere now
grown. That would be ridiculous. Now let me tell
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legal system. I see no
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eighteen? We all know that some are still juve-
niles at twenty-one, but why set a definite age.
It has caused us problems and it will cause us

problems in the future. This definitely should
be left to the legislature to determine, from
time to time, what a juvenile is. But it seems to

me we are going down two roads. Me are thinlting

of the rights of the individual. We are consider-
ing a non-discrimination article as to race, color,
sex, and age, if I remember correctly. It's not
too far removed in legal theory to someday say
that you are discriminating because of age in this
particular article, and rightfully so, because you
are having two systems only because of age. Now
as to the "(B)" part, it says exactly the same
thing as the proposed amendment by the section on
the judiciary. The only thing is it takes a lot
more words to say the same thing. So definitely
we can use Section 18 of the present proposal,
and it amply does the job, but with fewer words.
As to "(C)" part, it seems to me that here again
we are trying to set out definite crimes whereby
we're going to transfer the jurisdiction from a

juvenile court to the district court, but only in

these exclusionary crimes. Here again, who is to

say what are the most heinous crimes. If you've
watched the legislature in the past few years
when they discuss these various crimes, some
people definitely believe that an armed robbery
is just as bad as murder or aggravated assault.
Why should we limit it to just these crimes? Here
again, if we leave it to the legislature, then
they can determine from time to time what are the
most heinous crimes and where we need the deter-
rent. Lastly but not least, it seems as though
we are concerned here with the rights of a juve-
nile. But we are not so concerned with the cor-
relative obligations and duties of the juvenile,
and riahtfullv so. This can be left to the leg-
islature. Thank you very much.

-ther I scussion

committee in San Fra
ci ty of fie ial s that
state dependent and
and I quote, "I soon
the commi ttee member
horror stories about

n Hr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
ago I had an article placed on your

I hope you have it now. I would like
ou to the second chapter, beginning wi

This is where a young woman was on a

ncisco composed largely of
dealt with del inquent and
neglected children. She said,
learned," she says, "that all

s did was sit around and tell
juvenile courts and detentior

ing about it."
that I'm not an e

these proposals,
juveni le chi Idren
about juveniles a

There has been mu
walk the streets.

I say to you
pert in the field of writing
nd I'm not just speaking for the
in Orleans Parish. I'm speaking
1 over the State of Louisiana,
h talk about crime. You can't
death, murder. Rightly so,

we have a right to be concerned. But I'd also
like to read to you a couple of lines taken from
Crime and Delinquency, the National Council on
(TrTme and TelTnquency . It reads like this: it

says, "Voung people are rebelling against the
hypocrisy of a society that sets certain values and
then lives up to the opposite. ' Down at the end
of it, it says, "The blame for the failure to re-
duce crime has been placed on cultural juveniles
rather than the society that devises the strategy
and carries it out". I'd like to quote something
else to you taken from this book. It says, "»es
folks, we all know it's easier and politically
more profitable to crack the whip than it is to
talk courageous, good sense, especially when
talking sense is liable to cost money or change
institutions." I want you to think about that.
I don't want you to come right now; I'd just
like to reason with you a little while because I

don't have all that expertise that some of the
rest of them have here. But I want to ask you a

question, and I want to make another statement
before I go into this that was taken from « report
in 196S that describes Juvenile crime as "a dis-
ease", and said it should be treated like any other
contagious disease. It's catching, folks. This Is

why we are having it a

I f you reached a child
you just leave him the
c ia I respi ration? Or
los i s , wouldn ' t you pu
could be treated? Wha
some of the things tha
think about today. Ou
that we wouldn ' t be lo
my remarks short. But
are the jury . I 'm goi
in the interest of the
come up with somethin
other than "provided
because the legislatu
ly every year since I

has not changed towar
worse. I think this
do something about ma
would do something fo
this amendment,
that we can come back

i 1 I accept that
"the legislature
ded very little

KOU

11 ove' our nation today.
from a drowning pool, would

re and not give him artifi-
if your child had tubercu-
t him in a sanitarium so he
t would you do? These are
t I would 1 ike for you to
r Chairman said he hoped
ng, and so I'm going to cut
you are the judge and you

ng to rest my case with you
se children. I want us to
in this constitution

y law" by the legislature
e has been sitting constant-
Si. Our juvenile situation
s betterment, it has gotten
5 the time that all of us can
dating that the legislature
our chi Idren. I support

if you vote it down, I hope
ith something else that
11 say a I i ttle bit more
ill provide," because it has
far. Thank you.

Further Disc

Mr. Burns
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and politics, but it is objective concern. Final-
ly, I would like to say that the Supreme Court
justice of the State of Louisiana, the Honorable
Joe Sanders, won his reputation and rendered a

great service as judge of the family court here ir

East Baton Rouge Parish. He rendered a great
service because he dealt with family and juvenile
problems in a very humane way, and he did it at
the same time within the framework of law. I

therefore encourage you for these reasons, to

give approval to this amendment. Thank you.

Further }iscussion

Hr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I ris

to ask you to vote against this amendment, even if

you agree with part of it. Because, the amendment
does essentially two things. First of all. It

tells us who a juvenile is. Who are these people
that are going to be treated outside of the re-
gular court system? I recognize that some of you
may vitally feel that that should be spelled out
in the constitution. The committee did not
feel this. Even if you feel that way, I'm going
to ask you to vote against the amendment because
there is more to it than
goes on to spell out the
cou _

I don't

; that. The amendment
icture of juvenile

gs which are ir

ttee proposal .

s know some of the things
to the court structure in

.. example, did you know that
mendment the legislature can
district for a juvenile cour

ifteer

ts. It does th
the rest of the com
think that the auth
they are about to d

this amendment. Fo
if you adopt thi
establish a spec
including one, two, three,
sixty-four parishes? Because, it says it can
establish a juvenile court in any parish or any
group of parishes. It might even take one of the
parishes in my judicial district which contains
two parishes and put it in a special juvenile
court district and leave the other parish outside
of it. Second, it freezes for all time the juris-
diction of a family court, because it says that
the jurisdiction of any family court established
after this constitution will be the same as that
of the family court existing at the present time.
Third, this is not clear but 1 think It could be
interpreted to mean, that the district courts do
not have juvenile jurisdiction any more. That
only special juvenile courts will have juvenile
jurisdiction. This would be disastrous in north
Louisiana and other areas of the state where we
don't have specialized courts .. .where we depend
on our district judges to perform both the func-
tion of the juvenile judge and the district court
judge. Ladies and gentlemen, it is not necessay
to do this violence to the committee proposal, to

bring about the concerned type of handling of
juvenile cases that Rev. Stovall and others say
they want, because the committee proposal itself
contemplates that juveniles will be handled in a

special court, in a special proceeding. It

doesn't say much about it but there's a lot of
thought behind that silence. We left free, for
the courts to do a lot of these things themselves
and the legislature to spell out the rest of it.
The committee proposal as it is presently writ-
ten allows Juvenile divisions of the present dis-
trict courts and of parish courts that are now es-
tablished or are to be established in the future.
In these divisions you can have social workers an<
other professional help attached. You can run
these divisions without jury trials. You can run
them informally, such as the juvenile courts are
presently run. You can run them with flexible
disposition to meet the needs of the child. You
can run them with even a specialized judge if you
want. ..if your district court wants to assign all
of the juvenile cases to one judge, one division
of that court. He can be a specialized Judge.
I happen to think that a Judge is a better judge
for hearing all kinds of cases, but if your dis-
trict doesn't believe that and wants to have one
man handling Just Juvenile work because he's real
good at it, you can do that under the committee
proposal. The committee proposal Is not at all
in conflict with the Juvenile court philosophy.

allows new approaches and new measures to be

>n as this philosophy is refined and becomes
> sophisticated. So, I'd ask you ladies and
tlemen, even if you do feel that we ought to

an age limit or some definition of a juvenile
the constitution, let's vote against this
idment because it does much more than that and
i violence to the basic committee's proposition
:ourt structure. Let's vote this down and I'm
; there will be other amendments doing these
igs individually that you may want done. So,
5k you to vote against this amendment.

[Prtfviouc Ou .d.]

Closing

Hr. J. Jackson Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, as Judge Dennis says, there is

nothing. . .and I want to suggest to you. ..as with
every article that came before this convention,
there is nothing sacred about a committee's pro-
posal. Now, I recognize that there are some le-
gitimate arguments, technical arguments, against
this amendment, and I will attempt to address my-
self to them, but there are some arguments that I

got to react to . I had intended on withdrawing
this amendment to provide. ..to address myself to

those technical amendments, but I understand from
the Chairman I couldn't probably address myself
to some of the arguments that have been presented
against here. I think that if you're against the
jurisdiction of juveniles in the constitution
then you ought to just say so. You ought not come
up here talking about heinous crimes because we
made for the exceptions of heinous crimes. If
you're against a juvenile court system, then say
so. Let's not muddle the issue with heinous crimes,
because as you say, what's more heinous than mur-
der, aggravated rape. . .what ' s more heinous than
that? One delegate has suggested that if you're
two seconds before 18, you're in trouble. You've
got a maturity problem or a jurisdiction problem.
I want to suggest to you that that lies with 17,

16, 15, and 14. The argument against this amend-
ment and concept, and I'm not talking about tech-
nical arguments or arguments what I consider are
valid, but some of the arguments are that, you
know, we're raising the age of maturity. I want
to suggest to you that what you do with a 17 year-
old, who is not e'igible under the present juve-
nile jurisdiction and urtless you charge him with
a crime, he can't go to the criminal court. What
are you going to do with the runaway? I want to
suggest to you that you can look up some statis-
tics which say that runaways have committed mur-
der, runaways have been involved in certain crimes
and if they did do it, this provision did provide
and does provide, that they can be brought before
the criminal court. I want to suggest to you
that some of the arguments that I've heard here
today, and you're right, and maybe I oughtn't be,
but I am very concerned about this amendment, on
something that we are able to work out. I want
to suggest to you that under the present committee
proposal "as provided by law", that could be a

city ordinance. Are you willing to allow each
parish, each city, to pass laws governing the
behavior of juveniles? I don't think you want
that. I want to suggest to you that the problem
of juvenile delinquency, you're right, won't be
solved by this amendmen t . . . i

t
' s going to be solved

by the state putting some money and willing and
ready to change some of the institutions. It's
not going to be solved by the legislature passing
more laws. It's going to be solved by the leg-
islature passing laws in terms of reform. In terns
of cost. I think that if you've got some valid
concerns about this amendment, let's deal with
them, but if you're against the Jurisdiction, say
so. If you're aga Inst .. .one argument is that we
could set up parish courts or numerous courts
between various parishes. This amendment speci-
fically says that in order for that to happen you
must have a petition presented by the governing
authority of that parish. Those who are for hone
rule would believe that. The legislature couldn't
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say "there shall be a juvenile court for the pari

of Cameron, Calcasieu, as such". The governing
authority has got to present that petition. I

want to suggest to you about. ..in New Orleans we

have talked about moving from a juvenile court
situation to a family court situation and that's
the only reason why certain language in here is

allowing for the legislature to expand the juris-
diction. Someone said, "well, the jurisdiction.,
we're going to freeze in the jurisdiction." How
can that be when the language clearly says "the
islature shall have the authority to expand the
jurisdiction"? I think everybody has made up

their mind how they feel about the problem of

juveniles. I'm suggesting to you that problem
can't be solved in this convention. That's a

problem of statute. But, the manner in which th!

will be handled is a constitutional problem, as v

all the courts of the city. Can the legislature
create or establish a constitutional jurisdictior
I don't know if we can. Mr. Chairman, I close.

\_Ftecord vote ordered. Amendment rejected:

oynter ments sent i

on page 6,
he for

Delegate

17, change

3t tl-

)arish and city courts
uvenile courts, shall
sdiction of al 1 of-

Gravel
Amendment No

period to a sem
"provided, however, th

eluding district court
when sitting as ex off
have exclusive origina
fenses committed by persons under the age of 17,
except that the criminal district courts in the
parish of Orleans and the several district court
in the other parishes of the state shall have
exclusive original jurisdiction of persons who,
at the time of the commission of the offense,
are over the age of 15 years and who have been
indicted by a grand jury for the offenses of

d kidnapping or aggravated rape
their respective jurisdictions.

Expl ana t

commi tted
aggra'

of the convention, this amendment, in effect,
retains in the proposed new constitution similar
provisions which are in the present constitution.
I believe that by the insertion of this amendment
into the judiciary article that we substantially,
and hopefully, have met most of the objections
of those who have opposed the amendment previous-
ly introduced by Mr. Jackson, myself and several
others. All this does is to repose in the juve-
nile courts and the ex officio juvenile courts,
jurisdiction over persons who are 17 years of age
and under that, except, however, in capital of-
fenses that are particularly stated here in this
amendment; that is, offenses which are presently
capital offenses, then the district courts through
out the state and the criminal district courts in

me that this
passage of thi

dictior
si on is essentia
dmen t

.

Mr. Derbes I wanted to make a motion and I was
standing before Mr. Jackson was, but you've al-
ready recognized him. I wanted to move to re-
consider the vote and lay the motion on the table.

Mr. Henry Well, all he's done is move to recon-
sider the vote and you may move to table the motio
to reconsider, Mr. Derbes.

Point of Information

Mr. Tapper Is it debatable?

«as made to

Point of Information

Mr. Tapper Is there any place in the constitution,
in the judiciary, thus far, that we've adopted
that gives district courts in parishes that do not
have juvenile courts, jurisdiction...

Mr. Henry You're not asking me for a procedural
rule or a ruling on the procedure there, Mr.

Tapper, and I think you're getting a little far
afield, there, with all due respect, sir.

[Record vote ordered.}

Point of Information

Mr. Derbes I just want you to explain the vote
as it stands, Mr. Chairman. Perhaps, you were
prepared to do so. I'd just like to ask you to do
so

.

Mr. Henry Well, now, I'd be happy to explain
this, but it's high time and, Mr. Derbes, I'm
sure you're familiar with the rules of procedure
of this convention, but it's high time that I

don't have to stand up here and explain every such
motion like this that's made. Now, what has
happened is that these amendments have not passed
because there were 53 yeses and 53 noes. Mr.

Jackson, wanting another shot at the amendments,
has moved that we reconsider the vote. When he

made that motion, Mr. Derbes moved to table the
motion to reconsider, so that we'd put an end to

the debate and put an end to the consideration of
these amendments.

[Motion to table adopted: 54-53.]

Further Discussion

M r. [ J . ] Jackson Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, it has become very obvious to me that the
will of the convention has prevailed, but I am
somewhat contented in the fact that it was half
yes and half no. I want to suggest to you that
this is a very serious problem, contrary to the
way the committee proposal is drafted. I want to

suggest to you again that the committee proposal
says that every violation of civil, criminal law,
that a person must be tried in district court.
If you prepare to suggest that youngsters, who do
not commit the enumerated crimes as suggested in

both of the amendments, go before a criminal
court to have his record exposed to the public, to

follow him for the rest of his natural life and
with the possibility, if convicted, probably have
a problem in terms of restoration of 'his citizen-
ship, then I suggest that you adopt the committee
proposal. I think that, and it beguiles me to
kind of understand, how we can take a third of the
population, the young people of our state, and go
under the present constitution which the last
legislature operated on and not afford them that
kind of protection. We're not talking ?bout pro-
tection for those who commit murders because we've
made those kinds of exceptions. We're talking about
those youngsters who may commit a prank, who are
not very cognizant of the consequences of their
act, that does not result in murder and I'm sug-
gesting to you, I'm no attorney, but I'm suggest-
ing to you that the legislature is very political.
We are, and I don't divorce myself of it. We're
very emotional, and just let one other sensational
crime occur, then you're going to have another
outcry. But, you see, the outcry is almost like
a big front, because the legislature has that
power under the oresent constitution to bring any
youngster who committed a "heinous crime". They've
got Ll.ut power already. When you heard all ot the
clamor in the legislature prior to this matter
being considered by this convention, you were
really hearing a lot of people who were concerned
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about the problem, but they had the powers and

that's how they redress it. The only reason why

it was declared unconstitutional as I understand
it is that it didn't take into consideration the

powers of the family courts, and that they attempt-
ed to legislate jurisdiction which would constitu-
tional ly. ... ava i labl e . I'm taking this time be-

cause, and I guess I'm really pushing the issue,

and I guess that the convention is split, so that

means there might be some hope, I'm prepared to

offer an amendment that says what Mr. Gravel has

said and to answer Mr. Tapper's objection that
district courts or city courts that function as

juvenile courts are hereby retained. I will sug-

gest to you that this is going to be possibly my

last attempt to bring this problem before you, but

I really want to say that you look at the judiciary
proposal, and if someone can convince me that it

doesn't say, no matter whether you've violated a

heinous law or a state misdemeanor, that you're
not subject to go to district court. If someone
can convince me of that, then maybe some of the

objections and strong feelings that I have about
this could be removed.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter These are the Pugh amendments, now
co-authored by Delegates Kean and Avant.

Amendment No. 1, on page 6, delete lines 16

and 17 both inclusive in their entirety and in-

sert in lieu thereof the following:
"Section 18. The juvenile and family courts

shall have such jurisdiction as the legislature
shall provide by law."

Jacksi

Kear

nation

fel___^___ legates, the
parish of East Baton Rouge has a family court
which is in some respects different from juvenile
courts and has different jurisdiction. This
amendment would simply make it clear that Section
18 is applicable to the family court as well as

to the juvenile court and that the juvenile and
family courts would have such jurisdiction as the
legislature shall provide by law. I think it's
more in the nature of a technical amendment and we
feel it's necessary in order to protect the juris-
diction of the present family court in the parish
of East Baton Rouge.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Mr. Kean, Mr. Jackson pointed up a

problem that Judge Tate and I are coming with an
amendment to clear up. It's a potential problem.
In Section 18, even under your amendment, it says
"the jurisdiction of a juvenile court shall be as

add a family co
That is correct?

Kean Yes.

Mr. Tobias O.K. In Section 16 that this con-
vention has adopted It provides "unless otherwise
authorized by this constitution, a district court
shall have original jurisdiction in all civil and
criminal matters". Then it says, it shall have ex-
clusive original jurisdiction of felony cases. Now,
under what Mr. Jackson's argument would be h»

would say that the district would have tu have
e«cluslve Jurisdiction of all felony cases, in-
cluding juvenile offenses. Do you see a possible
hiatus there? In other words, do you not think that
In your amendment you would want to add something
to the effect, "notwithstanding any provision of
this constitution to the contrary, the Jurisdic-
tion of a Juvenile court shall be as . . . Juven I 1

e

faally court ... shal 1 be as provided by law"?

Mr. Kean I would think that the amendment as
proposed would give the legislature the right to
provide for that Jurisdiction and therefore it

would carry with it the Implication that "notwith-
standing any other provision".

Kean, are you aware of the

the last session of the legislaturfact that ir

of this state that there was introduced several
pieces of legislation that would have effectively
destroyed the entire Juvenile court system In this

state as well as the family court in Baton Rouge?

Mr. Kean I was not aware that that legislation
would have affected the constitutional family
court jurisdiction in Baton Rouge, because the
jurisdiction of the family court in Baton Rouge is

constitutional, and relates itself primarily to

family matters. . .

.

Mr. A. Jackson Well, let me rephrase my ques-
tion. ..what I am really asking is that if we had
not had the jurisdiction of the juvenile court
spelled out in the present constitution that the
legislature would have effectively destroyed the
juvenile court system?

Mr. Kean That is correct.

Mr. A. Jacks on And then
ityour amendment,

not prevent the effective destruction of the
juvenile court system by future pieces of legis-
lation that might be motivated by the emotions of

the day?

Mr. Kean My amendment would give to the legisla-
ture the right to fix the jurisdiction of these
courts. I recognize in making and offering the
amendment that it would have that effect, but if

we don't have the amendment, I don't know what the
jurisdiction of the family court of East Baton
Rouge would be.

Mr. A. Jackson I agree with you, sir, but are
you aware of the fact that there. ..that the orig-
inal legislation introduced by. ..in the last
session of the legislature attempted to destroy
what you're trying to protect?

Mr. Kean I'm aware that there was legislation
in the last session of the legislature which
would have effected the jurisdiction of juvenile
court and I am aware of the fact that if this
amendment is adopted the legislature would have
that right, but my point is that if I don't put
the words "family court" in here then 1 aon '

t

know what the jurisdiction of the family court
in Baton Rouge would be, because it's now con-
stitutional. I presume the purpose of the commit-
tee in taking those constitutional, jurisdictional
areas out of the constitution was to reduce the
size of the constitution and give flexibility to
the legislature to deal with the problem and I

have no objection to that approach.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 92-11. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynt er The first set of amendments is by
Delegates Tate and Tobias.

"On page b, line 16 in the language added by
Convention Floor Amendment No. I proposed by
Delegate Pugh and adopted by the convention today.
immediately after the number "18" and before the
word "jurisdiction" delete the word "The" and insert
in lieu thereof the following: "Notwithstanding
any provision of this article to the contrary,
the"

Explanation

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Mr.
Jackson raised a possible technical problem that
grew up when we took the Juvenile court jurisdic-
tion out of the constitution and when we provided
that exclusive jurisdiction of felony cases shall
be In the district court. I think there ts no
Intent to say that the legislature could not pro-
vide for Juvenile Jurisdiction despite the fact

[988]
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that the act might have constituted a felony. Point of Order
Therefore, I believe it's in the nature of a

technical amendment to Section 18, to add in Mr. ' Nei 1

1

For a point of order, Mr. Chairman.
front of it, "notwithstanding any other provision Aren't these the same amendments that we just con-

of this article to the contrary"; then you go on sidered, just a few times back?
and say, "the jurisdiction of a juvenile court
shall be as provided by 1 aw" . . . j uri sdi ct ion , what- M^_HPnrv^ I believe they add one more crime is

ever the Kean amendment is. In other words, there the difference in them, as I appreciate it from

is no intent to deprive the legislature of the looking at the amendment, Mr. O'Neill,
authority to create a status of juvenile misde- Is that correct, Mr. Gravel?
meanants, juvenile delinquents, who, despite the
fact that they commit what would be a felony if Mr. Gra vel Yes, that is correct, Mr. Chairman,

they are an adult, can be tried by a juvenile court I do want to apologize to the convention because
system, whether they are thirteen, fourteen, fif- there has been some problem about getting these

teen, sixteen and so on. Therefore, I open myself amendments prepared and presented to you, and

up to questions. I realize that it does produce a great deal of
difficulty. However, I'd like to state to the
delegates that there has been some question at the
time that the previous amendment was submitted to
you, about whether or not there would be any ob-
jection to inserting, as one of the offenses which
would lie within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
district court, the crime of armed robbery. It

was not contained in the prior amendment, and
for that reason, at least two of the delegates
told me that they were going to oppose the pro-
posed amendment. In order, hopefully, to try to

get their support for this amendment, I have in-
cluded that offense in the amendment now presented
to you. Now, ladies and gentlemen, I honestly be-
lieve that it's essential that we make this pro-
vision in the constitution. These are the four most
serious offenses known to the law of Louisiana,
and there is no question but that we are going to

vest in the criminal district courts throughout the
state of Louisiana jurisdiction with respect to

these offenses, insofar as they i nvol ve- persons
fifteen years of age or over. That's in the pre-
sent constitution. But, in other situations, of-
fenses involving juveniles should be considered by

question, Mr. Perez? the juvenile courts. It should be so stated in the
constitution. I respectfully urge that you support

Mr. Perez Very satisfactorily, sir. Thank you. this amendment.
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is to maintain the dual court system in Orleans.

Mr. Conroy You have maintained it in effect, but

the action that the convention took the other day

authorized the legislature to change that. Would
this preclude the legislature, is this intended
to preclude the legislature, from changing that

present setup that exists in Orleans Parish?

Mr. Gravel I don't think that this has to do with
that problem, because I think that might have to be

changed in the future if there was some change
of jurisdiction under the constitution, fron

that is presently allowed to the courts in C

I don't think that's the issue here at all,
Conroy.

that

Tappe r Gravel , i t CO if uses me . A wh i 1

e

ago you had changed your amendment to provide that
in the parishes where there are no juvenile courts,
that we'd be protected. The wording was changed
so that you said that where district courts had

ex officio juvenile authority that these courts
would have the jurisdiction over the juveniles.
In this amendment, you've left it out. Was that
an oversight?

<r. Gravel 1

i s , and Tshoi

_Ta££er
It momenta

Mr. Gravel

I'm wondering if you woul
ly and put that back in.

I'll do that; I surely hate to take
the time to do.it, but I think you are correct,
Mr. Tapper, and it is an oversight. It should be
in there. In other words, my intention was that,
to provide that with respect to juvenile courts
as well as ex officio juvenile courts, that they
would have exclusive jurisdiction.

Mr. Tapper Well, in addition to that, you don't
have anything in here about aggravated battery.
In other words, one of these juveniles could bash
your head in and you could be a vegetable, and
then the district court couldn't handle you; you
still go to the juvenile court. I don't under-
stand why you left that out. Let's say attempted
aggravated rape or attempted, murder, you don't
think they should be In there also?

Mr. Gravel Hell, if those are all going to be
Included, there is no use to have this provision
at all, Hr. Tapper.

Mr. Segura That was my exact question. I was
just going to ask you to withdraw it and put that
provision in, please, sir.

Gravel Cha 1 rman

,

ike to do that.
1 hadn't noticed that, and I probably gave the
staff the wrong copy to work from. But, what I

do want to do is to withdraw it in order that I

can make, can insert, after juvenile courts "and
those district, parish and city courts, when
serving as ex officio juvenile courts". That is
my intention.

Mr. Henry Of course, if this body agrees, you ar
certainly welcome to do that, but we've got to
get to some point in time this afternoon, it

would appear to me, that we do something here.

Mr. Gravel I wonder if I could have, at least
to let this properly before the convention, I

would ask for unanimous consent of the convention
to permit the amendment to read as It did in the
prior amendment. I don't have the exact words
before me, but I don't want to make any mistake
on it, but It was my intention that that same
language be Inserted In this amendment, Mr.
Chairman. If there's no objection, I'd like to
have It done.

I'

Amendment

Hr. Poynter "Juvenile courts," and you wanted to
add this language, and correct me if I'm wrong,
Mr. Gravel, "including district courts and parish
and city courts when sitting as ex officio juve-
ni le courts , "

.

Is that correct, sir?

Mr. Gravel That is correct.

Hr. Poynter 'Shall have exclusive original juris-
diction" etc., as the amendment is before you
on your desk. 'Juvenile courts," insert the
clause, "including district courts and parish
and city courts when sitting as ex officio juve-
nile courts, shall have exclusive original juris-
diction" etc., as the amendment was previously
read and is before you.

Hr. Gravel That is correct.

Questions

Mr_^on_teno^ Mr. Gravel, isn't it true that fc

a crime of armed robbery you do not need an in-

dictment by a grand jury? ...to be prosecuted fo

it? Couldn't the O.A. file a bill of informatio

Mr. Gravel
yes.

Hr. Fonten

Under present Ian

there 1

the D.A. fi

indicted by
into. Is that c

So, under this provision h

ossibility that it depends on
es a bill of information or y
a grand jury, which court you

ect?

lat s ct reel, yes.

go

I designed
t.

Hr. Tobias Hr. Gravel, would you be willing to

accept an amendment to change the language that
says "except that the criminal district courts in

the parish of Orleans" to change that to read "a

criminal district court in the", beg your pardon,
"a district court in the parish of Orleans having
criminal jurisdiction"?

Gravel I'd have no objection to that at

support.

Hr. Gravel Well, I don't believe the Chairman
is going to put up with my withdrawing this and
amending it again, but I would be willing to agree
that in the event this amendment passes, that I

would support an amendment that would to that. I

would hope that the others would too.

Hr. Lanier Hr. Gravel, you Indicated that you
put In this language, providing for Indictment
by the grand jury for armed robbery, designedly.
What is your design?

Hr. Gravel That a grand jury indictment would
be required In cases involving these offenses
and this category of people before the court would
have Jurisdiction.

Hx.,_Ljjii^X Well, wouldn't that then leave us In

the situation that. If the district attorney filed
a bill of information for armed robbery, that there
would be no jurisdiction?

Mr. Grav el In other words, the grand Jury would
have to indict for armed robbery for a person over
the age of fifteen years and under the age of
eighteen.

Mr. Lanier Well. If the district attorney Is

authorized to file this either by bill of Infor-
mation or Indictment, why would you want to make
that difference?

(9851
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formation against him. Yet he could on a

ar case. Now, that is just not well thought
hildren in this particular kind out. I again mention to you some people get tired
rious crimes involving children. and don't want to speak when they keep hammering
, too, I'm hopeful that in the away trying to get through some kind of amendment,
en it comes up, that the grand That's how those who were in favor of electing
red, that prosecutions will be different officials finally got beaten, because
ted only in instances where the other side kept hammering away with it. I

ents are returned in felonies firmly believe the proper thing for the protection
able by imprisonment at hard of the juvenile, for the protection of other people

and everybody as a whole, we ought to leave this
legislative matter up to the legislature, where

suppose the provision that they can change it if they make a mistake. This
in the Bill of Rights is the only constitution we've had since 1921, if

esent law is retained, we get it adopted. So, I say put in these things
rather anomalous sit- that are not highly controversial, that are not

going to be needed to change a year afterwards.
Now, this amendment is not curing anything. I

, what I'm saying is, don't know why Mr. Gravel is so hep on wanting to
ourt would have juris- put something in here on it. We have been life-

this category of children for the of- long friends. I can't understand why he keeps
y, that the grand jury would lowering it. He changes, he's even... I made a

grand jury would be the body talk about the great number of armed robberies, so
charge and not the district he's included that. That don't cure anything.
information. This matter is a purely legislative matter. Let's

kill this bill. Let's get along. I hate to talk
dn't that lead us in the sit- as much as I do. I've asked other people at times,

uation where actually the district attorney would who are voting against this, to come talk; they
have the power to determine the jurisdiction of don't like to. Somebody has got to do it. This
the juvenile court, because he could elect to bill is worse, or as bad as, the other amendment,
either do it on a bill of information or take it Thank you, and you should vote against this amend-
before the grand jury? ment.

Mr. Gravel That's absolutely correct. Questions

/el, among other things, and Mr . Stoval 1 Mr. Jack, if you object to defi
among other the duties of the juvenile court, why didn't you

that your amendment object to defining the duties of
that

It by th

)f the offense. Isn't that Mr. Jack What did you say?

objected to defi

is that
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Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman...! believe that the

Chair wil 1 be happy to hear a motion to withdra»
the proposed amendment.

[Amendmenc withdta
ordered on th« Se
100-9. Motion CO

tvious Question
Section passed
tder tabJed.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Avjnt]. On

page 5, between lines 28 and 29, insert the
following: "Section 15.1. City Court Judges; Terns

A judge of a city court shall be elected for the

same term as a district court judge"

Explanation

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, under
Article VII , Section 51, I might add that every
city in the state of over five thousand population
has a city court. I don't know how many that is,

but it's a substantial number. Every city court
judge in the state has a six year term except the

two in Baton Rouge and the judge of the Second
City Court in New Orleans who have four year
terms. This is simply a provision to make the
terms of city court judges equal and uniform
throughout the state, make them six years which is

the same term that a district court judge has and
which will be the same term that a parish court
judge has under the provision providing for parish
courts. It is simple, I think, I hope that's an

adequate explanation. I ask your favorable vote
on the amendment.

Point of Information

Mr. Hunson I wanted to ask you a question, Mr.

Chairman. I believe the convention has already
adopted Section 15. Is this a new section, since
it's numbered Section 16.1?

Mr. Hen secti yes

Mr. Avant I would hope, Mr. Munson, that it

would be renumbered, perhaps, I don't know if that
falls within the prerogative of Style and Drafting,
but it would be more appropriate at that point
in the article rather than- tagging it on the end.

Question

Mr. Brown Mr. Avant, did you say that all other
judges in the state are six years? Are you sure
about that? Like in Winnfield, there's a city
judge. That's four years. I can think of a

bunch of smaller towns that just have four year
terms.

Mr. Avant Hell, I'll read the article, Mr.
Brown. Tfs Article VII, Section 51, Subsection
D, and It talks about city judges, compensation,
election term. "The compensation of the judges
shall be fixed by the legislature", etc. Now,
the judge of said courts now in office, the City
of Baton Rouge excepted, shall remain in office
until the thirty-first day of December 1954, and
every six years thereafter, said judges shall be
elected at the election for representatives in

Congress. I am informed that the two in Baton
Rouge and the second city court in New Orleans
are the only four year city judges in the state.
If they have one in Winnfield, I don't know about
It; nobody had ever told me that before, and I

don't see how you could under the provisions of
this article. I feel that whether you do have
one more that it should be equal and uniform
throughout the state.

j« OuuMtlon ordered. Hacord v

1. Amendment adopted i SS-ll

.

11 Question ordered on the Sec

Ttion passed:

Personal Privilege

Mr. Burson Fellow delegates, I rise on personal
privilege just to make a point which I would have
to make now, I think, in order for what I intend
to do later to make any sense. I don't want to

waste the time of this convention by fighting a

battle that has already been fought or by trying
to introduce amendments in the guise of new sec-
tions. But, it seems to me that we made a mistake
Saturday, when we were all tired and in haste,
when we adopted the right to counsel before the
grand jury without explaining in any way, shape,
or form, how that newly created right was to be
exercised, who was to have it, and whether or not,
for instance, the state would be required to pro-
vide everybody who testified before a grand jury
with counsel, which, I think a little bit of re-
flection would quickly lead you to the conclusion,
would either bankrupt all of our local governmen-
tal institutions that have to provide this counsel,
or would lead to the obliteration of the grand
jury as an institution. However, the Bill of
Rights Section dealing with the grand jury sets
out a right of the accused to counsel while
testifying before the grand jury, with which I

have no argument at all. I am saving what amend-
ments I do have to present until such time as
we reach that point in the Bill of Rights. I

merely get up on point of personal privilege, so
that when I present those amendments later, I

would not be laid open to the obvious question,
"why didn't you do it while we were still on the
section where we adopted this measure"?

It of Infor itit

we passed over.

Mr. Poynter There are two sections that failed to
pass. Section 20 which had to do with preserva-
tion of evidence, failed to pass, receiving, as
best I remember, about thirty-seven votes.

Section 38, Mr. O'Neill, failed to pass on
Friday, receiving very few votes. Section 38
having dealt with the fees in Orleans Parish.

Jack

Personal F

Chairman ar

lege

nembers, I'm greatly
grieved at the amendment that was passed late last
week just before adjournment. I voted against
that amendment which reads, "at all stages of grand
jury proceedings, anyone testifying in such pro-
ceedings shall have the right to the advice of
counsel while testifying".

Point of Order

Mr. Gravel Under the guise of being apparently
aggrieved . for one reason or another, Mr. Jack
is trying to argue, reargue a matter that has
been considered disposed of by the convention, and
I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that he's out of order.

Jack Chairman, may I st

lie onMr. Henry Mr. Jack, would you le
this first? Turn the front mike off, will you
please? Now, this is getting to the point of
being ridiculous. It doesn't make any difference
whether you call what Mr. Jack is saying personal
privilege or speaking for or against the proposal.
If I had recognized him for further discussion,
he could have spoken for or against the proposal.
This is incorporated in what he is saying in his
feelings apparently about this proposal. We've
allowed a great deal of latitude and we're going
to continHP to allow a great de-1 of latitude,
and Mr. Jack, you may now proceed.

Persona ilege

[987]
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Mr. Jack You all are familiar with the amend- Personal Privilege
ments. There was not any discussion of it. It

came as a shock and I was amazed at it. I think Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
the reason people seeing Watergate and the great of the convention, you know it seems like every
number of perjury indictments when people went time Mr. Jack gets up, he seems to barrel his way

before a grand jury. Now, here's where my grie- up here to the microphone, always with something
vance comes in and it's a severe one. I'm down new and enlightening to say to the convention, but
here to try to help write a constitution that in most insta'nces, he's just rearguing a case that

will be a good one, and the people will vote for. he lost. I thoroughly disagree with Mr. Jack in

I have to state, when I'm showing my grievance his statement that the amendment that was passed
against this, what I suggest. I think if these, that Mr. Tapper offered the other day was ill

this amendment stays in this constitution, we are conceived and ill considered. Now, it may have

going to be beset with the opposition of one of come to a shock to him and to the district attor-
the strongest lobbies Louisiana has ever had. I neys, but by a vote of almost ninety to ten, this

think the amendment is wrong. I voted against it, convention adopted that amendment. We've had two

but I'm telling you, I believe that the D.A.'s overpowering efforts exerted upon this convention,
feel that this amendment will upset the criminal One has been by the district judges, and the other
jurisprudence of this state to such extent that a one is being conducted now by the district attor-
world of them will have to oppose the entire con- neys. Now, if Mr. Jack wants to support them in

stitution. their special interest efforts, let him do so.

Now, I will vote for an amendment that states but I don't think he should chastise this conven-
where a man has been arrested and he appears be- tion or any of its delegates who feel contrary
fore the grand jury, then he can bring all the to the way that he feels. For me, for my part,
lawyers he wants, but not this kind of thing where I'm proud of the vote that I cast against the

just every Tom, Dick, and Harry that might have judges. I hope I have the opportunity to do it

wrecked. .. seei ng an auto accident which a person again, and I can tell you another thing. I'm

was injured, rather was killed, that he can proud that I voted to help those witnesses who
bring lawyers there. That just disrupts things. are hauled before a grand jury and not given the

Now, I say, and this is the reason I wanted to opportunity to have the advice and assistance
talk before Mrs. Miller's motion, I'm going to of counsel. Ladies and gentlemen of this con-
vote to approve the entire proposal. But this vention, if there is ever a time when a person is

is so serious, Mrs. Miller, I hope nobody will lay entitled to his constitutional rights, to legal

the motion on the table where it would take eighty- assistance, it's when he's hauled before that
eight to reopen it, because, I think, you who are grand jury solely and exclusively under the con-
non-lawyers, and even who are, who wasn't one of trol of the district attorney where he can be

the ten, if you will talk to district attorneys, badgered, cajoled, and questioned and if not
talk to people that is in this work, you will indicted, at least for a substantive offense, may-
figure that your vote should be simply for the be he'll be indicted for perjury,
instance where the person's been arrested and you We've done two things that I think stood out
have an accused before the grand jury that he in the minds of the people, two things for which
brings you. Now, that's all I want to say, and we could have gotten greater acclaim. One has been
that's why I wanted to say it before we approved overturned by this convention because of a super-
the whole proposal, and I hope you won't lay it on imposing influence of the district judges and the

the table, because, even though we put that in the other judges throughout the state. The other one.
Bill of Rights, like I just stated, you would still the district attorneys are going to seek to over-
have this other one in there and you would really turn. Now, let's just see how many are going to

have a kind of a conflict. That's all I have to stand up and stay counted as you were when we voted
say. Thank you. ' the last time on a Tapper amendment. Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
It of Information

Mr. Stovall Mr. Chairman, rule number seventy-
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the nature of technical amendments. 1 think you
ha»e done our committee the honor of allowing
this article to pass relatively unscathed. We
thank you for that honor, and we want to inform
you that the Judiciary Committee will continue
to be operating and will be happy to consider an

delegate proposals that you wish to submit.
Thank you very much.

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

[CoBBJttee Proposa; .'5 taken out of its

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal Number 25, 1n-

troduced by Delegate Jackson, Chairman, on behalf
of the Committee of Bill of Rights and Elections,
substitute for Committee Proposal No. 2, by Dele-
gate Jackson and other members of the Committee.
A proposal to provide a Preamble and a Declaration
of Rights to the constitution.

Explanation

Mr. A. Jackson I would beg your indulgence for
a few minutes because the members of this commit-
tee believe that it's very necessary that we should
take a few minutes to try and impart to you, what
we have tried to accomplish by way of this docu-
ment that is before you. Ladies and gentlemen
of this conven.tion, you are considering a very
Important document. You assemble as delegates to

this constitutional convention, not to reflect
what has happened in the past. You come here, not
so much to see to it that we keep in the constitu-
tion what Is presently recorded there, but we
come here to write a new set of organic laws which
we believe will, not only preserve what has hap-
pened in the past, but will ensure and provide for
the future. Therefore, we ask that you give full
consideration to what we have provided by way of
this very important article. We have already
provided, and adopted, powers and functions for
the executive, legislative and judicial branches
of government. I think what we have done has
been in the Interest of this state. I think it's
no question that we have provided for these three
basic branches of government, the necessary and
Sufficient power that's needed to ensure that all
people of Louisiana can have life and have it

more abundantly, but now we turn to another impor-
tant consideration. We now turn to the considera-
tion that we believe to be so very, very necessary
in light of the present circumstances, and in

light of happenings all about us. We turn, to
the moment, to what rights individual Louisianians
should have. What rights we should ensure by way
of this document for all of the people of this
great state in which we live.

We come here today to ask you to consider that
we should have rights for the aged, for our senior
citizens. We come here today to say to you that
we should provide for those who are less fortunate,
and whose bodies have been maimed and twisted, and
are so labeled as physically handicapped. We come
here today to ask that you would consider the
rights of minorities. We come here today to ask
that you would provide for all segments of this
population. We ask that you would say loudly
and clearly that we will not abridge the right
of women. Therefore, we believe that It is in
the Interest of this state to provide full op-
portunities, in order to ensure that there is full
development of every and all segments of this
society. We ask you today, as freedom loving,
fair minded delegates to a constitutional con-
vention, to Join menbers of this committee to
ensure full equality, and to enlarge opportunities,
and to ensure dignity and Justice for women, for
children, for minorities, for all Individuals who
make up this state.

Now, I know Ch«C you have heard that this docu-

ment represents trie notions of a lew not-redded
individuals. But, 1 want to point out to you
very hastily, that the committee that drafted this
article that is before you, gave full and deep
and grave considerations to all of the issues that
will be raised by way of amendments and that we
have considered prayerfully and fully all of the
measures that are a part of this document and are
presented by way of the sections here. I would
also point out to you that this committee repre-
sents a microcosm of this state. We have individ-
uals hailing from the north, from the south, from
the central part of this state, we have individ-
uals who are a part of this committee who might
be considered to be all liberal persuasions. We
have individuals who would say and sanctify that
which has been, and that which we hold to be so

Important today, and so let no one lead you astray
and suggest that this committee is a radical bunch
that present on this day, sections that were ill

considered and passed by small margins, because
they would be leading you astray and would not be
dealing with the facts as they transpired 1n this
committee.

We ask that you consider this document, be-
cause we believe that it declares that the raison
d'etre of government is to protect and to provide
for the Individual. That is why we have included
an equal protection clause in the rights article.
We included this equal protection clause because
we wanted to say to the people of this state, "that
our government of Louisiana, not the Federal
Government, will afford equal opportunities, equal
protection, to the rich and poor alike, to the
male and female alike, to white and black alike,
to the young and to the old alike, to the strong
and to the weak alike", and we believe that this
Is a Bible, and we believe that this is an Impor-
tant consideration, and so we ask you to join with
us to ensure that citizens all over Louisiana,
from the bayous of South Louisiana to the rolling
hills and the red clay mounds of North Louisiana,
would have rights and would have them pronounced
by this document that is before you. Now, I have
been around this convention for some days, and 1

have been in places afar from this convention
site, and I have heard voices raised against the
considerations that are before you. I've heard
individuals discuss and say that they are against
sections that are contained in this article that
we have labeled the Declaration of Rights Article,
and I say to the Individuals as I listen, and as
I Internalized their utterances, that we cannot
be bound by the provincialities, that we cannot
be bound by the contemporary thoughts of today,
because what is good for today will not suffice
for tomorrow. We have to usher in a whole new
creative thought process, that we have to usher
in a whole new creative posture and atmosphere for
this state, which will say to every individual
that you matter, that you are somebody, that we
care, and that we understand, and that we are
concerned, and that we want to protect you. So,
as you ponder this article, I hope you will
search your innermost thoughts and know that no
man is Infallible, and know that the considerations
before you represent great and deep and full con-
sideration. Out of the fullness of this new un-
derstanding that will certainly erase all of your
reservations, I commend this article to you as a

document that will extend upon the restrictive
Athenian concept of citizenship, and usher in a

whole new Ideology that is not now a part of the
thought pattern of Louisiana, but would simply
say that we should have a new understanding of
what citizenship means In Louisiana, and provide
for all of the people of this great state in

which we live a sense of dignity, a sense of hope,
a sense of justice that will be protected until
we all are no more.

•ther )iscusslon

Mr. Jen kins Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
ventToiiTTTter the United States Constitution was
drafted, and In the months before ratification,
a furious debate raged throughout this land anong
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proponents and opponents of the Federa
titution. That debate dwelled in part

e: a question of whether or not a Bil

ts ouqht to be attached to that docume.,... ... — - . » ,

Federalist Papers .
Alexander Hamilton argued Rights did not even apply to state action, only

true. Our life, liberty and property,
domain, primarily, of state and local g

ll of not federal government. Whe

R^rhts oughrto'be aUach^^ to"thardocumen t . In ment had its Bill of Rights drafted, that B

the proponer
Constitutior

a /iiioc + inn Af whPthPT fir nfit a Bill ot not reaerdt y u vtr r iiincii i. . micu i-nc .cuc.«. ^w.i-."
.'2''!!'°" °!.,J!. L°I."?^' .li!. In ment had its Bill of Rights drafted, that Bill of

)f Rights was not necessary. It to federal actthat a

was useless, he said, because government ha

ither than that which was spec

ce the Federal Bill of Rights was not de-

gned to protect against state acti

ited to But in answer, important that in each state the peo

Patrick Henry, who opposed the adoption of tt tations must be placed on the

constitution without a Bill of Rights, said "No, activities of their state government. State

lecessity of a Bill government is closer to the people. It can do more

ippears to me to be greater in this harm and needs^speci

than ever it was in any government
I have observed already that th

tant to note that there can be no conflict between
Federal Constitution and its Bill of Rights,

,e European nations and part i cul ari;"of Ireat and the Bill of Rights in our State Constitution.

,in is against the construction of rights A conflict would be a legal impossibility. The

regained which are not expressly relinquish- U.^- Bill of Rights now, because of the Fourteenth

I repeat that all nations have adopted this Amendment prohibits certain state and
ll^J/^l

lat all rights not expressly and action. It protects certain rights in that regard.

jivocally reserved to the peo
incidental 1

ys certain laws passed by the state or fed-

t will be
"""

If Rights? Someone has said thai a Bill What a State Bill of Rights does is something

If Rights is really not a Bill of Rights at all, different.
! ^ ^?^^. ?':'^^?"^^,".''.!^''.['_!^! !.

properly it is a bill of prohibit llegal. If we wanted no mor

f don'ts for government. If you look at than the protection provided by the Federal Con
9

Federal Bill of Rights, you'll see "Congress
shal 1 be passed

stitution, we would not need a State Bill of

Rights. We could omit it, and we would Ic

activity. It does not grant rights; it does not The only purpose of having a Bill of Rights

pretend to. It only proscribes government so in our State Constitution is to grant additional

ihat certain rights will be protected. Notice too. protection that is not given to us by the Federal

in the Federal Bill of Rights, there is no promise Constitution. Additional protections must be

of affirmative action by the government. It does granted, particularly in the fields of equal pro-

"we promise to tection of the laws, the right to property,

someth g to enforce that promise." It minal justice, and the free enterprise syst

stated in the negati f Rights before you now was' drafted by

nothing to infringe on your rights." Government ten people, ten delegates here over a period of

was set up to protect us from criminals and froin eight months. They have all shades of opinion,

foreign invaders, originally. The constitution I can assure you. They come from all areas of

of this country, and especially the Bill of Rights, the state. Each of us brought with us a set of

were established to protect us from government. ideas, a philosophy. We don t claim that they

The distinction between the U.S. Constitution, and originated with us. Some of the debates in our

government established here, and that of of the conf 1 icts rai sed

government before it, was'that here, discussion there, have troubled thinkers for the

-Dne, government was forbidden from last four thousand years. They will trouble^yo"

acting as a criminal. Not only were cr

actions of individuals proscribed, but
act against those it. was supposed tc

of
Rights, and I think there is, the committee would
attribute that virtue, that wisdom, to the insight

protecting, and that makes sense. Mankind can into the rights of ma

isional wrong- by greater thinkers than we are from over the past

rs , jt mankind cannot survive if he is plagued four thousand year

by tyrannical government. Despite a great divergence

if there is government imposed economic crisis, committee and some heated emotional debate, we

if there is needless war, if government persists have drafted a document that we offer with unity,

in trouncing on the rights of the individual.
"I'!!!';' J' ^""Ln t

"^
l%h?ni,^/''

Government passes countless laws to regulate and
control the lives of individual citizens. A

Bill of Rights is what regulates and controls
government, so here in this proposal will be one
of the few places where we consider carefully the
evils of government and attempt to protect our
citizens against them.

The Declaration of Independence says that "all

men are endowed with certain unalienable rights",
that to secure these, governments are instituted
among men. To secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, and, thus, the founders
were saying "governments don't create rights;
rights exist before government, and the purpose
of government is to protect right". The most
important words, in any document ever drafted by
any group of men in a government, are the words
in the Bill of Rights of those men's constitution,
and that is why the language we choose here is

so important. But why do we need a State Bill
of Rights? The U.S. Constitution and its Bill of
Rights protects us, and yet the U.S. Bill of
Rights provides only certain basic protections,
and not all the basic protections, which our
people wish to enjoy. The past one hundred ninetj
years has demonstrated that, time and time again.
History has taught us more about government and
its abuses, and, in any case, James Madison said
that "the purpose of state governments is to pro-
tect the life, liberty, and property of citizens",
and if you study the laws, you'll find that that's

[9901
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we just keep these few, these few in this twenty-
five section article, nothing more. Some people
here feel that they will retreat from any innova-
tion, any change, anything that might upset the
apple cart. I feel sorry for those persons be-
cause they didn't write the constitution, their
ancestors wrote the constitution for them. I'll
read a statement from two philosophers, one from a

long time ago and one from a contemporary. The
first is from a revolutionary, "A Bill of Rights
is what the people are entitled to against every
government on earth and what no just government
should refuse", no just government should refuse.
The other, "A Bill of Rights is a vested interest
of the individual against the will of the majori-
ty". The first was by Thomas Jefferson, the se-
cond which 1 consider the convoluted thinking of
the intolerant, tolerated gadfly of the local
consumer, political consumer report whose pamphlet
would be torn up if you didn't have freedom of
the press. We are not here to disparage the man in

blue or, as the children say, "to bum rap the
policeman". Justice Brandeis said, that the great-
est dangers to liberty lurk in the insidious en-
croachment by men of zeal, well meaning but with-
out understanding. Is this exaggeration? In
Cyrano de Bergerac , in speaking of his friend
about principle. La Bret said, "This latest pose
of yours, ruining every chance that comes your
way becomes exaggerated", and Cyrano said "Then
I exaggerate". La Bret said, "Oh, you do".
On principle there are things in this world a man
does well to carry to extremes. Many persons
don't care about civil liberty, except their own
civil liberty. No one cares about discrimination
until they are discriminated against. No one
cares about the rights of the accused until they
are the accused. In summation, I paraphrase
Reverend Niemoeller, in 1943, I believe, in
Nazi Germany he said, "They came for the Jews and
I wasn't a Jew, so I didn't protest and they came
for the Catholics and I wasn't a Catholic so I

remained silent and they came for the Trade
Unionists and I didn't belong to a Union, so I

didn't protest and they came for the blacks and
I was a white. I said nothing and then, and then
they came for me". Fellow delegates, we are
always speaking about Louisiana being last.
Well, there's one place that I hope Louisiana is
counted last. When we come to hate, count
Louisiana last. When we come to hate, count this
convention last, and count me last. Thank you.

Reading of the Section

Poynter A Preamble: We, the people of
siana, grateful to Almighty God for the civil,
tical, economic, and religious liberties we
y. and desiring to protect individual rights
ife, liberty and property; afford opportunity
the fullest development of the individual;
re equality of rights; promote the health,

Loui
pol i

enjo
to 1

for

safe ty, education, and welfare of the people;
maintain a representative and orderly government;
ensure domestic tranquility; provide for the com-
mon defense; and secure the blessings of freedom
and Justice to ourselves and our posterity, do
ordain and establish this constitution.

Explanation

Hr. A. Jactson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, we ask for your full
consideration for the Preamble to the Constitution
for the State of Louisiana. We ask because we
believe it to be very important in terms of es-
tablishing a kind of concept, the kind of direc-
tion, the kind of feeling and the kind of concern
that we ought to have for all of the citizens of
this state. This Preamble differs in some repects
from the present Preamble that Is found in the
1921 Constitution because the present Preamble
talks only about liberty. We are concerned that
we would provide for more than Just liberty.
We believe that we ought to say by way of this
philosophical sermon that we ought to provide for
a quality of life In this state that will ensure

justice, that will promote haoplness, that will estat
lish, once and for all . our peaceful Intent, but
more than that, in thi^ Preamble we provide for
some new considerations. What are they? We pro-
vide for education. We say emphatically that this
state is going to be concerned about education.
Why? Education is the great equalizer. It is the
process by which we can stand, and men are able to
stand on. level ground with their brothers and
with their sisters. So that is why we are con-
cerned about setting forth the concept that the
government, provided for by way of this new con-
stitution will ensure that there will be educa-
tional excellence for all of the children of all
of the people, for all of the individuals that
make up this great state of ours. More than
that, we expand upon what the government ought to
be about and set forth some guidelines by way
of this philosophical sermon that would suggest
that our form of government will take on a

certain aspect that I think all of you would hold
to be important and sacred. That is, that it will
be representative and it will be a representative
form of government. That is not found in the
present Preamble. I would hope you would prayer-
fully consider the fact that we are setting forth
by way of this Preamble, the idea that our
government will be representative and that our
government will be orderly. Finally, may I say
to you that we hope you will look at this Preamble,
because we believe it will embody and embrace all
of the ideas, all of the aspirations, all of the
hopes, all of the dreams, not for today, not for
tomorrow, but for generations yet unborn, for
what Louisiana is to become. When Louisiana is a

bright shining star of the new South, it will be
because we have shown the way, because we have
suggested by way of the Preamble that this is the
direction in which we are going to travel. I

know that some of you will quibble about the
language and will suggest that we have embraced
some concepts that need not be there. I simply
say to you that again I would ask that you would
not be confined by the provincial thoughts of
today but, more than that, would recognize that
the Preamble does not have the force of law. It
will set forth for us, a humane and just concept
of government that will emphasize not only liber-
ty, but will emphasize the right of the individual
and will ensure a secure and happy life for all
of the people of this great state in which we
live. I ask that you would favorably adopt the
Preamble to the constitution for this great
state in which we 1 i ve

.

'ther Di

commen

for

Delegate Jackson, I favor the Preamble
you and the committe for a very good

ut it's all concerning what can be
and what protection and rights that

we may have. Would it be apropos, or would it
be out of place, for us to include in the
Preamble a pledge of loyalty and allegiance to
our country and flag? Would that be the proper
place? Something in appreciation for what we
may have conceived our government, while it will
afford to us protection, privileges, and blessings,
could we turn It around and say, in return for all
of this, we also pledge our loyalty and allegiance
to our flag or our country and our flag. I Just
don't know If It belongs there or not and whether
or not it would be apropos, I'm only asking.

"Jl:-.*- JiLcJcso^n I do believe, Mr. Fulco, that the
thougfinrexpressed by you is embodied In the
Preamble. If you will look at the last phrase
"and secure the blessings of freedom and justice
to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and
establish this constitution". I think we are
making here a pledge. We are expressing our al-
legiance. We are saying that we are grateful for
the blessings that have been bestowed upon us.
I believe your concern Is embodied in this
Preamble.

Mr. Fulcc Well I would hope so, but that Is the

(9911
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question I wanted to ask.

Point of Information

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Chairman, I rise on a q
of the Chair, if I may? Representative Jackson
has stated that it is the intention of his commit-
tee that the Preamble not form a part of the sub-
stantive law of this constitution. I would ask
the chair how would it be procedurally proper for
someone to bring to the floor for a vote of this
convention to determine, for sure, that this
Preamble does not form a portion of the substantiv
law of this constitution.

case of Jacobson
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more clarified tone than the one you have is

setting.

Mr. Thistlethwaite Mrs. Warren, that's why we

are going to vote on this amendment because I

thinl< that, as you said, it seems to you...

Mrs. Warren But, I'm trying to get to a question
I want to asl( you. Is ft anything in here that

was submitted by the committee that you think is

not a good tone?

Mr. Thistlethwaite Mrs. Warren, I do not quarrel
greatly wi th this long catalogue of good inten-
tions. As I said, I think it's very nice.

Mrs. Warren It's two lines longer than yours.

Mr. Thistlethwaite Yes. It is not really a

Preamble to a constitution. It is a statement
of a lot of nice principles. They could have
added sanctity of motherhood....

Mrs. Warren Yes, but you had mentioned of God's
divine guidance. Now we are coming back to some-
thing else and you said God's divine guidance and
that God would also, wouldn't you think, want
people to have this? Wouldn't you think this
would be a nice tone that He would want all of
us to have the same thing, the right to these
things? Not that we're trying to make it law,
it's setting the tone.

Mr. Thistlethwaite Well, Mrs. Warren, I don't
know how much more we can thank God for than divin(
guidance.

Mrs. Warre n But you can't legislate that, I'm
aware of that. I mean we can put something down
along to legislate the other but, we can't legis-
late His divine guidance because we are not going
to do that.

Thistlethwaite ittl beyon

Mrs. Warren Right. We would go Into the golden
rule you know, when we go to legislating now.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Thistlethwaite Mr. Chairman, I would like
to add one coauthor, Mrs. Heloise Corne, who
independently wrote almost this Identical Preamble.

Hr. A. Jackson
men of this C(

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
nit:,! ui 1.113 uuiisti tutional Convention, I rise in

opposition to the proposed amendment by Delegate
Thistlethwaite. I'm sure that he has thought
about a Preamble for our constitution but I do
not believe that he has had time enough to give
full consideration to what ought to be achieved
by way of the opening statement for a great
document, such as the one that we propose. I

do not believe this, because Delegate Thi s tl ethwa 1

t

did not provide In the Preamble that we would have
a representative form of government. I do not
believe he has given full consideration to what
ought to be In this great statement of principles
because he does not provide for an orderly form
of government. How you, fair-minded ladies and
gentlemen, people who have expressed an interest
In this state, the people who want to see this

A few words will enable all of us. I think, to

see where Louisiana Is going and who will be against
a few words that will head us in a new
direction. A few words that will turn us away
from yesteryears. Who will want to turn us back
to the dark days? A few words that will ensure a

better life for our children and generations yet
unborn. Who would want to turn us around? I

would ask that you not consider how long it Is,

but what it says and what it proposes to do and
whether or not it's going to be in the interest
of Loui s 1 ani ans . Somebody said, I think Mr.
Thistlethwaite said, that we have been co-oped,
we have been co-oped by the Federal Constitution.
I conceive no such a notion. I say that we are a

free sovereign state and we ought to determine
the direction of this state. And this is what

we've tried to do by way of this Preamble.
Ladies and gentlemen, tne delegate has not had
time enough to give full consideration to the
direction of this state. He has not had time
enough to consider what life is likely to be twenty,
thirty, fifty years from today and he has not pro-
vided for it. I would ask that you would vote
against this amendment.

Questions

Mr. O'Neil l Do you agree that there has been
too much discussion on the length rather than
what this thing says and that the objections on
length are groundless?

Mr. A. Jackson I certainly agree. I don't
think that ought to be the consideration. I

think the consideration ought to be what is con-
tained in the Preamble and what it's proposed to

do by way of setting a tone, what it's proposed
to do of setting a philosophical concept for this
state.

Mr . Chatelain Delegate Jackson, I noticed you
have a ten member committee. How was this
reported out of your committee, was it unanimous
or what was It, sir?

Hr. A. Jackson Yes, sir. Every member of our
committee signed the document.

Mr. Chatelain Because that bears on judgement.
Thank you.

[Previous Question ordered. Record vote
ordered. Amendment rejected : 46-58.

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Hr. Perez], page
1. delete lines 14 through 23 and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "We the people of the
State of Louisiana, grateful to almighty God for
the civil, political and religious liberties we
enjoy, and desiring to secure the continuance of
these blessings, do ordain and establish this
consti tution .

"

Explanation

Mr. Perez Hr. Chairman and ladles and gentle-
men of this convention, the preamble which you
have just heard read is verbatim, exactly like
the preamble in the present Constitution of 1921.
I have been informed that we have had that same
preamble In many previous constitutions. What
bothers me so much about the present preamble is

that it would attempt to include in the preamble
those detailed provisions with respect to the
protection of individual rights to life, liberty
and property. If you would look at Article I of
the present constitution, it states that all
government of right originates with the people.
is founded on their will alone, and 1« instituted
solely for the good of the whole. t submit to

you that the preamble and the articles which
follow will attempt to change the entire basis
upon which this great state of ours has been

(9931
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founded. That is the great principle that thou

Shalt not kill, thou shalt not rob, etc., and to

protect the society, and the people generally
against individual rights of any one person. I

frankly don't know, nor can I understand how
anybody could explain to me, what is meant by

to protect individual rights to property. We

have the right to pursuit of happiness. We have

the right to pursuit of these various things.

But we also have the obligation to live under an

organized society. I submit to you that the pre-

sent Bill of Rights which we have in the 1921

Constitution has served us long and well, will nc

provide controversy when we go to the people, anc

is something which all of us should be able to

acceot. Thank you.

Further Discussion

^r. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
nen, I rise in opposition to the proposed amend-
nent. Are we going to allow people who are no

longer here to write this constitution or are

He going to write it? Are we going to allow in-

dividuals who could never dream nor even visualize
in their fullest imagination what Louisiana is

likely to be like twenty, thirty, fifty years
from today or are we going to provide for the

generations yet unborn? The gentleman suggests
that we ought to allow individuals who are gone

to the dust to write this constitution. Are we

so steeped in yesteryears that we can't visualize
and hope and dream for a better day? I think
not. I think that the individuals assembled here
will do justice to the people of this state. They

will recognize that it is time that we usher in a

new creative, imaginative form of government.
The delegate suggested that we are not concerned
about the basic Christian principles on which
this state was found. He says that the Jeclaratio
of Kights Article which suggests that we are not

concerned about people. Ladies and gentlemen,
read the Declaration of Rights' Article and you
will find in every section a basic commitment
to humanity. That's what it's all about. It's

saying to you over and over and time and time
again that we care about the individual. That we

care about the kind of life he will have in

Louisiana. That we care about. the kind of future
he will have in Louisiana. So how could the

delegate in all honesty and all justice, how
could he come here and suggest that we are not
concerned about humanity? What the rights'
article purports to do is to usher in a whole new

sense of humanity, to perpetuate and bring about
true community. This other delegate is wrong
when he suggests to you that the preamble does
not provide for the basic principles on which
this country was found, this state was found.
What the preamble, as proposed by this committee,
purports to do is to expand upon these principles,
to enlarge upon them, to allow us the fluidity to

be creative, to provide for all of the people.
I ask you not to allow individuals moulding in

their graves to write this constitution. 1 ask
you, the creative, concerned, dedicated, imagina-
tive citizens so elected and so appointed to

write this constitution and to embrace our con-
cepts because we believe the people ought to be

free and they ought to be provided for. I ask
you to defeat this amendment offered by the
delegate.

Jact

Discussion

and gentlemen.
now that this thing is going to cause a lot of

rows. I am going to try to look at it with good
perspective. 1 can see the people, some of them,
are going to say the people who wrote the 1921
Constitution had ideas in the past, dead, buried,
moulding in the grave and that like. Let me
tell you, nobody is for abandoning the English
language and they've been using that for cen-
turies and centuries. The Bible, everybody that
took part in writing the Bible, the old and new
testaments, has been dead for centuries and cen-

[994]

turies. It's still the greatest book on earth.
Jesus was on this earth nearly two thousand years
ago. I'm sorry that some people have forgotten

that. Many of the greatest artisans, craftsmen,
painters, writers, men in high office, are dead
and buried. The people that established this
country are dead and buried. Many of those, let

me tell you, if they hadn't been there the Indians
would have gotten us when we were thirteen little
old colonies. The British could have got us

back. We never whipped them. It was too much
trouble fooling with us. We bound together thir-

teen colonies to form this country and these states
had their own individual constitutions. There is

nothing wrong with taking the present constitution-
al preamble. Now, a preamble, what is it? I can

say this, if it doesn't have something to do with
law and can be considered in cases, why don't we

say it doesn't? We don't say that. 1 think the

preamble, if it says certain things, then a case
comes up on a section in the constitution later,
or an article, subsection or what not, the Supreme
Court, and before that the other courts, can look

to a preamble to try to find out what the intent
was of the writers of the constitution. So I

say the preamble should be very short and that's
a good preamble from the 1921 one. Then whatever
you've got to say about the constitution, let's
say it in the constitution itself. Now that's
what I feel is the proper way of writing a

constitution.

Further Discussion

Mr. Weiss Fellow delegates, perhaps this is a

very important issue to most of you. The entire
document has been studied very ex tens i ve-ly , as

our Chairman has pointed out, and perhaps we had

best start an educational program which I would
like to try and introduce at this time, because
of the confusion that exists and some of the
statements that have been made. For example,
the fact that this should be a short preamble I

was fully in accord with and actually proposed a

much shorter preamble than is here present. The
committee in its wisdom decided otherwise and I

think, at this time they were absolutely correct
because, in keeping with the events of the pre-
sent time, we must progress in a positive fashion
rather than leave things to chance. Therefore,
the fact that this should be very short is in-

consequential, particularly in view of the fact
that a lot of this material has been taken from
preambles of constitutions throughout the states
that have been passed and not defeated by the
electorate. I would like to answer a few ques-
tions and inform you first of a very simple state-
ment as follows: "We the people of the United
States, in order to form a more perfect union,
establish justice, insure domestic tranquility,
provide for the common defense, promote the
general welfare and secure the blessings of li-

berty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain
and establish this constitution of the United
States of America." Let me excerpt a portion of

the preamble that you have before you which is

nothing more than an exact duplication of the
preamble of the Constitution of the United States,
to read as follows and paraphrase: "We the people
of Louisiana, grateful to Almighty God . . .

(

ski ppi ng
several lines).... assure equality of rights (that
is establish justice) maintain a representative
and orderly governmen t . . . . do ordain and establish
the constitution to promote and provide for the
common defense and general wel fare. .. insure
domestic tranquility (we go on) provide for the
common defense and secure the blessings of
freedom and justice to ourselves and our posterity
do ordain and establish this constitution." In

essence approximately half of this preamble is

simply phrased from the Constitution of the United
States. Now that portion which is in controversy
astounds me by the delegate who argues that the
thing we must guard against is the protection of
individual property rights. The Constitution
of the Soviet Union assures that no individual
has properly rights. Is this the type of preambU
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you want? I would insist, therefore, that you
consider the additions that have been made by

this committee to read as follows: "for the

civil, political, economic and religious liberties
we enjoy and desire to protect. Individual
rights to life, liberty and property, afford op-

portunity for the fullest development of the in-

dividual, promote the health, safety, education
and welfare of the people." This is the type of

thing that, as I've been educated to understand
a preamble now, is a legalistic sermon, bearing
no actual interpretation by the courts of signi-
ficance, but simply a legalistic sermon. So, I

agree. If we tre going to give a sermon to the

people, and a legal one, let's make it good. Now
listen to the Constitution of Illinois, the preamb
which they provide, a little bit more liberal if

you think this is one that's liberal, that reads

as follows: "He, the people of the State of
Illinois, grateful to Almighty God for the civil,
political and religious liberties which He has

permitted us to enjoy, and seeking His blessing
upon our endeavors in order to provide for the
health, safety and welfare of the people, maintain
a representative and orderly government, eliminate
proverty and inequality, assure legal, social and
economic justice, provide opportunity for the ful-

lest development of the individual, insure domes-
tic tranquility, provide for the common defense
and secure the blessings of freedom and liberty
to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the State of
Illinois." This constitution was adopted by the

people in September, 1970, rather the convention..
I'll conclude now by saying this preamble was
adopted by the. convent ion in September, 1970,
and ratified by the people of Illinois in December
1970.

Stovall Chai

iscussion

jdies and gentU
of the convention, if there was ever a time when
we needed a fresh statement of who we are and
what we believe, it is this present moment in

which we live. The reason for it is that the last
forty or fifty years of our lives have been tur-
bulent and revolutionary years and something has
occurred during these years that we need to take
note of. It is what we might call a loss of in-

nocence. I mean by this that there was a time
when we simply assumed that we are the greatest in

every way but during these past few years we have
gone through the civil rights movement, during
which time we, as a state, through our official
efforts, did everything we could to block progress
in terms of civil rights. He have gone through a

war which has lasted some fifteen years in Viet
Nam, with its My Lai and all of this, and during
this time we have called into question what we
understood we should be as a people and our nation
should stand for. In more recent years, we in

Louisiana and in the nation have gone through a

period of unprecedented disclosure of corruption
throughout our state and our land. So I say to

you today, we do not have a good understanding of
our basic civil and human rights. He have a

vacuum and this vacuum is going to be filled.
Many of our youth are asking, "Hho are we? Hhat
do we believe?" and I submit to you that we, as
a convention, should give to them a fresh under-
standing of our belief in civil and human rights
in a Bill of Rights. I say to the one who refer-
red to the Bible as being the greatest book that
the Bible, to be understood, must be reinterpreted
in every situation and I submit to you that our
beliefs in our human and civil rights must be
reinterpreted in this day and this age or else we
lose an understanding of them. I would submit
to the one who has said that the 1921 Constitution
has served us well, it really has not served us
well in terms of giving to us a commitment to bas-
ic human and civil rights. I submit to you at
this time that we need a new future and a new pos-
sibility for our state, and this Is going to come
only as we are committed to responding to the
emerging circumstances and situations with a new

living and vital commitment to our civii nynts.
So I encourage you to vote no to these amendments
and to go along with the fresh approach which has

been presented to us by our committee. Thank you

1r. Jenkins Mr
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the people, not just some of the people. Mr.

Chairman, I've become extremely concerned when
I develop the feeling here in this convention that Further Discussion

we are going to exercise 1921 or 1898 or 1879 or
even further back, mentality in writing a con- Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,

stitution to serve the people of this state for I'm going to make it brief. I oppose Mr. Perez's

the next half century. Delegate Weiss has read the Amendment in favor of the proposal by the commit-

preamble to the Constitution of the United States tee. Mr. Perez's Amendment doesn't say anything

of America. I repeat it here at this moment but civic and political and religious liberties.

simply for emphasis, "We the people of the United This is all that it says. The other one brings

States, in order to form a more perfect union, more to you. It brings you the health, safety,
establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, education, welfare of the people and maintain a

provide for the common defense, promote the gen- representative and orderly government. I could

eral welfare and secure the blessings of liberty to go on and on. I would like to mention one thing

ourselves and to our posterity, do ordain and that was mentioned. I think Mr. Jack brought up

establish this Constitution of the United States of the church, the Bible. The Bible is a book that

America." It seems to me that that preamble is will tell you a love story. It will tell you law.

about as long as the one that the committee has It will tell you about cities that were corrupt,

submitted to us today. Running across the pages and it hasn't been rewritten, and we have had

of history and reading our documents of freedom many constitutions, and before it is rewritten
across all of these pages of history, it seems this whole world is going to pass away. So let's

that there is one thread that has run strong in don't say that we are going to have what we kept

the imagination of the people of this great na- in 1921 and compare it with the Bible because we

tion of ours, and that is that we are going to will never come back here to rewrite another

have a humane society, that the things that we constitution,
would do here would be humanistic and would deve-
lop the kind of philosophy and the kind of Further Discussion
ideology wherein all people and all people who
reside in this state could live. Listen at this Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,
beautiful document of history as prescribed in the I hadn't meant to speak on this amendment. I

self-evident truths of the Declaration of had wanted to ask some of the proponents of the

Independence. "That we hold these truths to be self- committee proposal to answer questions, but I

evident that all men are created equal, that they didn't get to ask them. What really worries me

Mr K
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Mr^ Kilbourne Well, we say the government is the

representatives of the people. But as you know,

Mrs. Warren, the government in the United States
and in the states have become larger and larger,

and really, as you give the governments more power,
why the less liberty people have.

M rs. Warren Are you saying that the representa-
tives do not represent the people? Then why do we

pay taxes to pay their salaries if they are not

going to represent us?

Mr. Kilbourne No, I'm not saying that, but I'm

just talking about the situation that can arise,
how tyranny can come to a people, and that is when
they turn everything over to the government, every-
thing.

Mrs. Warren I can't understand you either, be-

cause if the government is the people and by the

people, and we're going to pay our taxes, and
you're going tc hear a lot about that, why would
we have to put money into a government if it's not

going to promote the things that the people need,
the welfare of the people? I mean there's no need
to put it in there just to make some fat calves.

Kilbou
uation whe
ua 1 ly , a ty
dictatorshi

3f cour
e there is real

imagining the
.what would eve
would really be

Jit-

Further iscussion

Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, I could
have possibly. said what I wanted to say in the form
of a question', but I want to remind you, especial-
ly those of you who are attorneys here, I think
there has been some opposition expressed to the
original draft of the Preamble to the Bill of

Rights because of the word "property", the "pro-
tection of property rights'. May I remind you
that the laws of this state, both on the local
and state level, give government the right to ex-
propriate property without, in most instances,
giving just compensation? I have been victimized
by that factor. I've seen it done by school
boards, by the highway department, by city govern-
ment, and, of course, by state government. I

think even though this language may not be a part
of the constitution itself, it is needed in this
Preamble. May I, also, remind some of you who
may be a little skeptical, that the government
is the common denominator among the people? The
government is the referee. Now if you war.t a few
ideas of what this world was like before there
was government, I can remember when every man built
his own little toll road through his property be-
cause there was no adequate government. How would
you like that system, traveling through ten parishes
between your home and this convention, that you had
to stop at the border of everybody's property and
pay a toll? That is the role that government plays.
We must have government, and strong government.

Mr. Chairman, if there aren't any other speakers,
I move the previous question.

Oac .d.]

Closing

Mr. fere/ Mr. C

of the convention
very attentively
ment ago, because
the problem which
Preamble. First,
Preamble which ha
attempts to go in

contained, partic
the present const
I hope I can get
constitution prov
also listening,
life, liberty, or

of law. " Now the
to this particula

hairman and ladies and gentlemen
, I hope that you were listening
to Reverend Alexander just a mo-

I believe that It highlights
we have with respect to this
let me say to you that the

s been submitted by the committee
to the various subject matters
ularly, in Sections I and 2 of
Itutlon. let me read to you, and
your attention. The present
Ides, and I hope Mr. Jenkins Is

"No person shall be deprived of
property except by due process
problem that we have with respect

r Preamble Is that It would, in my

absolute right to life, liberty, and properly. Just
as Reverend Alexander has said, he complained of

how the highway department and other public agencies
have expropriated property for the common good, for

the public welfare. That, apparently, is what
the Preamble would attempt to stop and to deny.
So I say to you. that we have a Preamble which is

included within our 1921 Constitution. It was
recommended to you by the Louisiana Law Institute.
It has served us well. I say that we are flirting
with danger if we adopt this present Preamble which
could be interpreted to mean almost anything. I

urge that you adopt the amendment.

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Hrs. Corne'i

On page 1 , delete lines 14 though 23, both in

sive in their entirety and insert in lieu the
the following:

"We, the peo.
acrifice and cont
hose

reof

the-f Louisiana. gratefL. ...

-ibution of past generatioi
dom has made us a part of our great
oting ourselves to the perpetuation

individual and equal rights to life, liberty
property and to ensure a representative and i

government which will protect and defend the

health, safety, and welfare of all. with the
of Almighty God, do ordain and establish thi;

stitution."

Hrs. Corne Mr. Chairman, delegates, I like al

of the proposals that were submitted this morning.

an believe tnai we snouio nave a reierence lo our
forefathers, who carved this nation out of a wllde
ness for us. I also believe that we need to ex-

press the thought of our unity as a state, in a

union indivisible. We should have a reference to

our nation, the fact that we are part of the na-

tion, and I feel a very vital part of the nation,
America. For this reason. I wish that you would

dment. Thank you.

Questi

Mr. Stovall
aren't you?

. Corne. you are a school teacher.
Preamble proposed by the committee,

Mrs. Corne, says, "We the people of Louisiana will
promote the health, safety, education of the
people..." Don't you think it's good to have the

word "education" in our Preamble?

Mrs. Corne I think It would be very fine.
Reverend Stoval 1 , to have the word "education" In

there. But, of course, and you know I would be
prejudiced to education. But when we mention the
welfare. . .when I mention in my Preamble the
welfare of the people, I certainly am taking into
consideration their education In this world today.

Mr. Sto v all Mrs. Corne, the committee Preamble
says that, "We the people of Louisiana would af-
ford opportunity for the fullest development of
the individual." You. as a school teacher, feel
that that's good, and . . .

Mrs. Com e Yes I do. sir. and that Is the reason
why. inTiiy amendment. I have said, "to protect,
defend the health, safety, and welfare of all",
and I think that takes it all In. Reverend Stovall.

[997]
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Mr. Roy Mrs. Corne, it appears to me that you
are grateful for the sacrifice of past geherations,
but not to Almighty God. Is that correct?

Mrs. Corne Well I close . . .

Mr. Roy With the help . .

Mrs. Corne That we ordain this with the help of
Almighty God, certainly being grateful to Almighty
God.

Mr. Roy But you don't say that we are grateful.

[Previous Question ordered. Record vote

ANNOUNCEMENTS
[ 1 Journal J95]

1998)
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Wednesday, August 29, 1973

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

ROLL CALL

[S9 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

Mr. Berger Almightly God, we ask from Thee that
xou 1 d Tead us in this time of turmoil, that

You would guide our hearts and enlighten our minds
so that we may write a document which is just for
all people in the State of Louisiana; a document
which does not discriminate which is helpful and
clear; a document that is good for all people of
the state. Oh, God, lead our hearts so that we
may set away all ill feelings and do justice to
the office from which we are elected.

He pray to you, God, amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[l Journal 396]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 25 introduced
by Del egate Al phonse Jackson, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Bill of Rights and Elections which is a

substitute for Committee Proposal No. 2, also by
Delegate Jackson, Chairman on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Bill of Rights and Elections, a proposal to
provide a preamble and a declaration of rights to
the cons ti tution .

Of course the status of Committee Proposal No.
25 is the convention has adopted the preamble to
the proposed article setting forth the bill or
declaration of rights and now has under considera-
tion Section 1 of that Declaration of Bill of
Rights.

Reading of the Section

Mr . Poynter "Section 1. Origin and Purpose of
fiovernment

Section 1. All government of right originates
with the people. It is founded on their will
alone and is instituted to protect the rights of
the individual and for the good of the whole. Its
only legitimate ends are to secure justice for all,
preserve peace and promote and protect the rights,
happiness and general welfare of the people.

The rights enumerated in this article are in-
alienable and shall be preserved inviolate."

Explanation

Mrs. Dunlap Mr. Chairman and delegates to the
Cons ti tut ional Convention, this section is designed
to set the tune and tone of the entire Declaration
of Rights. A government based on the rights and
freedoms of the individual originates with the
people. One of the purposes of this type of govern-
ment Is to establish and protect the basic rights
of the people with their best Interests at heart.

With this goal In mind, I believe we, the com-
mittee, have delivered to you an excellent document
specifically stating the rights you shall and shall
not have. Those rights, those freedoms, those
privileges that guarantee a free and equal person
In the State of Louisiana.

I ask you to let's get on with our business this
morning, let's pass this section as is, and get
onto something more Juicy, namely. Section 3. And
I'll be back then.

Questions

Mrs.

jed to mear

lid think

It you cannot waive

Mr. Lanier In other words, your intent by sayi
that these rights are inalienable and shall be
preserved inviolate" does not mean that say, you
could not waive your right to a trial by jury or

your right to an attorney. These are rights if

done the proper way, you can waive.

This section, you know, this type of
prevents state action.

Mrs
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by our founding. ...that is the Federal take a ,iob knowing that you can be fired without

ion by our founding fathers and has been =«"^^lJl!? i°'' ^1°...]°"J^.'l.*'.t''^.J"^. ItJA'"^'"'^
isiana Constitution from its incept to be fired.

he question for the non-lawyers in the conven- Let me get to the real point, Mr. Vick. What
^ ..'. ... „as the reason for adding to the present constitu

tion is, I am sure, what does "due process" mean
It means in two words, "fundamental fa jrds, "substanti

two words. ...fundamental fairness sums up the con- Why would not due process of law Uself be suffi-

cept of due process. It is basically a concept of cient under the various definitions which already

restraint on the government versus the individual ''ave been given?

^'""when'the conduct of government tends to infringe <^r_ Vic'' Mr. Oennery, I don;t think PAR'sanaly-

process, the Supreme Court of the United has been given wide distribution. But I

States has historically used the following yard- a draft and I thought it was a fair statemer

ifringement. Does the con- are doing nothing more than reflecting the current
statusjestion violate those fundamental

ze which lie at the base of

Dlitical institutions? Due ,- , , . . u

ubstantive and procedural rights in occurrence, procedural due process is perhaps as

iles of justice which lie at the base of all of ^^^^ the burgeoning bureaucracy in the country,

tical institutions? Due process 3"^ "ith administrative law becoming an everyday

bott For example, a civil important as substantive due process, if not mor
so

.

That's
servant faced with suspension or dismissal is e

titled to substantive due process; that is, he o

she cannot be dismissed from his or her employment . „ , ,j
without cause, that is without reason or arbitrarily. Mr. Dennery I would not argue w

Fairness demands that no one shall be stripped of But I say if you have due process

their employment without procedural due process, automatically include substantive

for example: (1) a specification of the charges, due^process

(2) an opportunity to prepare a defense, (3) ivable that a court at sometime in

g before an impartial tribunal (4) the right t^e future, will determine that there is a th

sel, (5) fair and full hearing, (6) a '^*'P^.°^.''':'^.''r?"!!."Ill£'].':'^ '"?J'.l!"°-..?°'^ 1"?
about at the present moment. That would, therefc

tomatically excluded under our constitution.
confrontation and cross-exami nati
supported by the weight of evidence introduced be-
for the tribunal .

Criminal due process of a substantive nature in-
volves those individual sections that we are going „ .,, . .^ ,, ^ r , •,

to be getting to shortly. But the most classic .
^°" "i" notice, if you will read it carefully.

Vick No, sir, it would not. It most certai
ly
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ds you understand it that there mOI be no taking
in Louisiana without there first having been afford-
ed a right to a hearing.

Mr. Vict You are discussing expropriation.

Mr. Pugh No. sir, 1 most certainly am not.

Mr. Pugh I'm asking you whether or not, in your
opinion, this section as drafted will comply with
the procedural due process requirements as laid
down by the United States Supreme Court in Fuentes
and Parhaw .

Mr. Vick I do not know, Mr. Pugh.

Mr. Pug I ask you )t it wouldn't
be appropriate between the words "without" and
"substantive" to place the language, "there being
first afforded both substantial and procedural due
process of law." If, as you have stated, that
your intention is that there be no taking until
after there is a hearing.

Mr. Vick Well, Hr. Pugh, you can propose your
amendment. However, you realise, of course, that
throughout, as a constitutional student, that
whatever is reasonable usually passes muster. But
in any event, you are most certainly at liberty
to propose an amendment and I'll be happy to discu
it with you.

.

Mr. Pugh Tk you

Mr . Jack Hr. Vick, I have an amendment like you
are requesting Hr. Pugh about

Hr. Vick idn't request it.

Mr. Jack All right. Hell, talking to him.
Now, as I understand it the Constitution of the

United States on this due process reads substan-
tially if not exactly, "Ho person shall be deprived
of life, liberty or property except by due process
of law."

Now, I don't know where you dug up this other
"rights without substantive procedural due process
of law," but don't you know that under the Supreme
Court of the United States decisions on due process
of law, they've held that you have procedural
rights. The right to counsel is one, the right to
bond, a reduction of excessive bond. Those are
procedural things. The right, if you are an in-
digent defendant to get a full transcript. That
was the Illinois case.

Now, is it your intent to go way beyond the
Supreme Court, but first go beyond the United
States Constitution due process of law clause, as
interpreted by the Supreme Court of the United

thing else besides the...

Mr. Vick Well, Mr. Jack, I think one could con-
cei vably consider this office as another right.
It's most certainly, I don't think, a property
right. I don't think it's a right of liberty. 1

don't think it's a right of life. I think this...
your seeking this office is another right, for
example.

Hr. Jack Look, if you are using the word in the
constitution here, "or other rights," what other
rights are you talking about?

Mr. Vic k We're trying to follow Judge Tate's
admoni t ion , Mr. Jack, and look into the future.
That was the point for putting other rights in

there.

Mr. Jac k Then
about if you don
that correct?

Mr. Vick That's

'ou don't know what you are talking
t know what other rights. Isn't

rather unfa

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by He. Pug/i], on
page'?, line 4, after the word "without" and before
the word "substantive", insert the following,
"there first being afforded both".

Explanation

?lr;._?V3.^! ' would like to compliment the commit-
tee first on the fine choice of language which
was used by them in their proposed section. I

had brought to their attention earlier, my feelings
that there should be added to that section the
language "there being first afforded both". It is
one thing to give someone substantive and proce-
dural rights. It is entirely another thing to
give them those rights at a time when they are
meaningful, and that is, at a time before there
is any taking of this life, liberty or property.
I therefore suggest to you that we amend this
section to provide that theee first be afforded
these rights before there is a taking. I ask you
for your favorable consideration of the amendment.

Questions

l*1r^_Drew Hr . Pugh , if your amendment is adopted,
wouTdn't that abolish the right of the highway
department to deposit funds in court and take
money and go ahead with their work?

Mr^_Pu5^h Unless you qualified the constitution
to provide for a taking by the highway department
in cases concerned with expropriation first, it
would. I have no objection to the procedure
whereby the highway department takes and pays later.

Mr. Drew Vou

"r . Vick The answer is unequi vocably no.

Mr. Jack And I would. ...how come you use all this
add! t ional mumbo jumbo that you can't explain to
us.

Hr. Vick Because, Hr. Jack, we wanted to spell it
but in unequi vocable terms that citijens of this
state are entitled to both substantive and pro-
cedural due process. And that's the only reason
why. There was no subterfuge involved. I agree
with you, the annotations are very clear that due
process implies both, but we wanted to make it
infinitely and specifically clear. And we are
trying to do what you ire trying to do and that is
look a bit Into the future.

To do what Hr. Dennery suggested, perhaps an-
ticipate that some other rights night be considered
under this at some future lime.

Jark It I a«i talking. . .well . why »re you
•"•'•', if you don't have In mind som

Hr . Pu gh I don't think so. Vou can qualify that
whether .... in any way you want to....

Hr^ Drew But it would have to he qualified later.
IT your amendment is adopted, th,!i .,.n^ort.,r„ ic

abolished, is it not?

Hr. Pugh That is correct.

Hr. Drew All right.

*!C:_?yai! *l'o 'he procedure would be abolished,
where you can take anything you want to and talk
about it later, any of these rights.

Mr. Lanier Hr. Pugh, I would assume that your
T«nguag»~Is not Intended to apply to the cxtrclte
by the state or its authorised subdivisions of the
riparian servitude for the building of levees.
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Mr. Jack Mr. Pugh, read me that where it is about
after rights, without first, what is that word?

Mr. Pugh "without there being first afforded,
both substantive and procedural due process of law"

Mr. Jack All right, what about a case where a

policeman looks like he has done something terrible
you are not going to be able to even suspend him

until you have had a full hearing, is that right?

ight, isn't it?

r. Pugh That is

ave to have a heJ

ast three or four

ing, yes.

Tionths , that

ight

Mr. Jack All the time he is going to be staying
there, and it may be some horrible corrupt thing
that he ought to be suspended about.

Mr. Pugh Well, now if you are talking about
suspended in the instance of whether or not they
could take any pay away from him, I'd say they
could suspend him, but pay him, but they couldn't
take him off the force and not pay him until he hac

a right to a hearing. Nor do I think he should be

removed from the force.

Jack

States Constitut

Mr. Pugh No, i

We doi

you find this stuff in the Uniti

States Constit

Mr. Pugh I find this to be the manner in which
the United States has been i n . . . . Cons t i tu ti on ha;

been interpreted, I find this not to be the manns
in which our courts have interpreted our constiti

Arnette What

Pugh This mar

Mr. Arnette He didn't depr
when he puts him in jail? H

liberty;
deprived hi

t go

ight,jgh All right, what. ...I am sorry, I should

3U a guestion. I suggest to you that the
; "substantive and procedural due process of

reguires a hearing at some time.

Mr. Pu gh Tha

Mr . Arnette
people, you wo
you could put
bad amendment, Mr

and if this man killed forty
have to have a hearing before
in jail . I think it is a very
Pugh.

Mr. Alexander Mr. Pugh, is not your amendment
designed, and as it is arranged, would it not pre-

vent law enforcement officers from arresting any-
body or prevent that person from being convicted
because there are laws in other sections of the
constitution under statutory laws that take care of
criminal activity?

Mr. Pugh I don't think statutory laws could super-
sede the constitution. I certainly would suggest
that provisions relative to locking people up
will at some point be in the constitution, maybe
in the Bill of Rights.

1r. Alexander But the

to prevent anybody fron
jp, isn't that correct!

5 nothing here designed
ng arrested and locked

Mr. Jack Well, how have they been suspending
policement with, before the hearing in bad cases,
how have they suspended other people, and people...
you are an administration man', they have suspended
public officials that have been indicted. What
about that, that was before a hearing?

Mr. Pugh What have they taken away from
If they suspend him, what have they taken

he mc

Mr. Jack They have taken away his reputation as

being able to carry out the duties of that office

. Pugh Therefore, you
hearing first, is that ci

Jac No. Not if it's bad enough. Just like
ceman, suppose he is accused of giving tips

from suspending

to bank robbers and things. That is so Sci luua,
I think he ought to be suspended and then the
hearing held. Would this keep f
him?

Mr. Pugh I suggest to you, Mr. Jack, that this
will not prohibit the suspension of
as you are concerned.

a po 1 icen

Mr. Jack Wei
think you are i

Arnette

just don't agree with you e

.irong. Thank you.

Pugh, this is a very simple
question, but I wish everyot... ....... ., ...
What would happen in the case where a policeman
would see someone robbing, say a liquor store, an
armed robbery, and the guy is fleeing and he ar-
rests him? Well, under your amendment he couldn't
arrest him and deprive him of his liberty unless
he had a hea ring first.

:u_ah No. thi is not correct

[1002]

Mr. Dennery I rise in opposition to this amend-
ment. I conceive that the amendment was well
thought out, except that it avoids. ...it overlooks,
let us say, the entire Civil Service system in the
State of Louisiana and the various municipalities
which have Civil Service systems. Under the pre-
sent law, and hopefully under the new constitution,
the appointing authority may discharge or suspend
a man without a hearing. Then the man is entitled
to a hearing, but .... i f we put this amendment
in, we would require a hearing before the dismissal
or suspension of a public employee. Now, I can
conceive of the situation where a man is literally
caught with his hand in the till. Certainly, that
man should be immediately suspended or discharged.
Now, if he wants to have a hearing subsequently,
he will be entitled to this. But to prohibit
him from having, to prohibit the state from dis-
missing a man or suspending him, if he is found
to be completely incompetent or he is found to be
crooked or something like that, I think would be

a terrible thing. I also talk against it on the
basis of Mr. Drew's question. I think the language
as proposed by this amendment would prohibit the
present quick-taking statute of the highway depart-
ment. I think that would be a very bad thing for
the operation of the state; therefore, I respecfully
request that you vote against this amendment.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [fci; Mr. Jac*]. On
page 2, line 3. at the end of the line. Immediately
after the word "liberty" delete the cornm* ","

and insert in lieu thereof the word "or".
Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 4, immediately

after the word "property" and the comma "," delete
the remainder of the line and insert in lieu there-
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Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Hr. Thistlcchw^i
ct ji . J. i3n page 2, delete lines 2 through 5,

both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in

lieu thereof the following:
"Section 2. No person shall be deprived of lif

liberty, property, or other rights without due
process of law, nor be denied the equal protectior
of the laws. No law shall discriminate against a

person in the exercise of his rights. Private
property shall not be taken or damaged nor shall
vested rights be divested, except for a public
purpose and after just and adequate compensation.'

lite and fellc
gates. I am keynoting the amendment. First
was a technical typing error, we deleted tt

but we neglected to type in the new revised title
which would require a technical amendment .. .after
"Due Process of Law" in the title; "Equal Protec-
tion; Right to Property" ... We neglected to type
in the revised title, although we removed the tit
After "Due Process" put a semicolon ";" and dele
"of law". Add "Equal Protection; Right to Prope

title.

te

Poynter Ok, Thi stl ethwa i te , you want tc

reoffer them in the form that you have them here?
Mhat he has done is simply change his amendment

so that the quoted material would begin with a

title reading:
"Section 2. Due Process; Equal Protection;

Right to Property"
Just simply added a title and the text stays

the same:
"Section 2. No person shall be deprived", etc.

Point of Order

Mr. Jenlcins Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I

would like to suggest to the Chair that this amend-
ment is not germane to the section. Separate
sections of this article deal with property rights
and equal protection of the laws, and this seems
to deal with subjects not covered in this partic-
ular section under consideration.

Rul ing of the Chair

Mr. C asey Mr. Jenkins. I appreciate your point.
r~fia"d already observed the possibility that this
objection might come up. I've tried to make a

determination in advance, and I will have to rule
that the amendment is germane, since it does con-
tain basically the subject matter already contained
in Section 2, plus additional subject matter. So
the Chair rules that the amendment is germane.

Give Mr. Thi stl ethwa i te a chance to explain
the amendment first.

Mr. Thistlethwaite, please explain.

Explanation

Mr. Thistlethwaite Well, first I want to apolo-
gize ~boTR~To~tKe~comml t tee and the huddle down here
for coming in late with this. After my initial
efforts on the Preamble, I had decided to go with
the committee language *n Section 2 and delete
this proposed Section 2. However, there are a

number of expert lawyers in the convention who
disagree. They tell me that this Section 2 which,
although I am the lead author, I did not personally
draft in toto, is probably the best piece of con-
stitutional writing that has come up yet. I am
not capable in background to make that claim. My
amendment adequately and completely for constitu-

tional purposes takes care of due process of law,
and although not germane because of the rules, it

will hopefully substitute for both Sections 3 and
4 when we get to that part of the committee's pro-
posal. Mr. Stagg and Justice Tate have suggested
that 1 go ahead and offer this to the convention
as a superior way of handling this part of the
Bill of Rights so that we do not go into new and
untraveled fields and so that we have behind us
generations of jurisprudence and support. I

would therefore like to ask that Delegate Stagg
follow me and support from a legal standpoint the
propositions offered in this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Avant Mr. Thistlethwaite, isn't it a fact
that what you have done in this amendment is you
have kind of balled together into one section
about four sections, or at least three sections of
the committee proposal?

M r. Thistlethwaite Well, what the committee
did was come "up with three or four sections, with
which some of us working elsewhere in the state
had come up with this one. We did not take the
committee's sections and boil them down; we came
up with this separately and are now offering it.

Hr. Avant Now. the question that I asked you.
I want to make sure that I understand what the
intent is. In the committee's proposal dealing
with the power of eminent domain or the power of
the government to take private property, it states
as does yours, "that private property shall not
be taken except for a public purpose". But I

notice you did not incorporate the language that
they had, "the issue of whether the contemplated
purpose be public and necessary shall be a judicial
question and determined as such without regard to
any legislative assertion". Now, was it your
deliberate intent to eliminate that particular

Id that a

adjudica-
ecessi ty

'^li -Il^istlelhwajte Mr. Avant, I

"a publ fc purpose" would include i

tion of the question; the question
is built into the public purpose.

Mr . A vant Are you aware of the fact that the
pipeline industry in this state has secured legis-
lation which says that a pipeline is a public
purpose and that the courts have held that they
do not go behind that even though in truth, and
in fact, some pipelines which. ..for which private
property is expropriated is not for a public pur-
pose, but for that particular company. Are you
aware of that?

Mr. Thistlethwaite I

Avant. I have been tol
never been taken to its

ive been told that, Hr.
that that question has
jltimate in the courts.

Mt^Ayi-Oi ^re you aware of the fact that that
is probably why, since it has never been taken to
its ultimate in the courts, that this particular
provision was included in this draft?

">" J.enii.ns Hr. Thistlethwaite, under the com-
mittee proposal there is a prohibition against
government expropriating and taking over business
enterprises so that the government In our state
would never own the means of production. But
your proposal has left this out, hasn't it;
wouldn't It allow government owned enterprises to
take over existing private enterprises?

Hr. Thistlethwaite Hr. Jenkins, for public
purposes, T don~'t think that a private business
enterprise jbl ic purpose.

Hr. J enki ns Well, aren't you aware of the
TfiTbodaux'case In which the city of Thibodaux
attempted to expropriate the Louisiana Power and
Light Company there, and the courts held that they
had the authority to. although they never were
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able to because they didn't have the money. But
the courts have already ruled that under law, wit^
out this change that the committee has made, that
that would be possible.

lage wou that either way? Furtf

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, Mr. Thi s t

1

ethwa i te may Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates,
not be aware that I can't answer questions.... I have been in the position of being somewhat
Another question I had, Mr. Thi stl ethwa i te , with interested in hearing the comments by the Chairman
regard to a trial by jury to determine the amount of the Bill of Rights Committee and the members of

of compensation. That of course, that right has his committee who have epxressed themselves at

been denied our citizens since 1948, even though this microphone since yesterday afternoon. I guess
in federal cases the U. S. Constitution says that the best way of saying it is with extreme pride
people are entitled to a right to a trial by jury. of authorship of their committee's report. This

Why is it that your proposal does not grant to our has followed the same kind of comments at this

people the right to trial by jury to determine microphone, in turn given by Senator Blair for

the amount of compensation in expropriation cases? his committee. Judge Dennis for his committee, and
the same is true for the members of the Committee

Mr. Thistl ethwai te Well, Mr. Jenkins, the right on the Executive Branch. Each of us came initially
to a trial by jury belongs in other sections rather to this microphone, expressing ourselves about
than the Bill of Rights which states basic premises. the nature of the work which we had placed before
I think we could write all sorts of details into the convention, and without the slightest com-
this Bill of Rights if you want to go into that punction all of the well thought out provisions
area. which we had carefully tailored, that all adhered

together, the sections one by one, was dependent
Mr. Jenkins But, don't you know that the right on others. It was all drawn as a unit in each of

these cases, and the convention proceeded to work
its will on each of these previous three sections
without any regard to the feelings of the members
who had drawn it. The same kind of conversation
is being held at this microphone today, and yes-
terday, by the new committee which is now before
the convention. They have in page 2, from lines 2

through 30. ...or 2 through 29. ...in twenty-six
lines they have drawn "due process, right to
dignity and right to property", and have spelled
it out in fulsome detail. The purpose of this
amendment is to more tightly draw those same
rights in seven lines of well thought out language,
which I consider to be productive of and protective
of those same rights, without writing them for
twenty-seven lines, each line of which can produce
a new line of cases in the jurisprudence inter-
preting what this convention meant by these words
or these lines or these thoughts.

You wondered yesterday, perhaps as I did, when
there was a discussion on the lines in the Preamble
which state that "there shall be" .... "promo te the
health, safety, education and welfare of the
people". Each of you is familiar with the line of
Unites States Supreme Court decisions that would
fill a bookshelf, all of which are interpretations
of the "welfare clause" of the United States
Constitution, and based on a very few words in
that constitution, literally hundreds of cases
have been decided. The same is nonetheless true
of the Louisiana Constitution, and each word and
each phrase, and yes, each clause, will be our
courts be subjected to interpretation by the
courts. If you read the 1921 Constitution where

and build a highway, is that right? They would it states that "the property of a person shall not
have to go through court, if necessary, unless the be taken or damaged except for public purposes and
property owner agreed to the price that they of- after just and adequate compensation is paid", I

fered. They would have to go through court and submit to you that in fifty years of jurisprudence,
a just compensation be derived through the courts, it is extremely rare to find a case where a citizen
before they could proceed with the highway? of this state has been deprived of his property

by an unseemly government, not with feelings for
Mr. Thi stl ethwa i te Mr. Shannon, that is the way his rights of his rights to own property. That
it is now. The highway department offers property language is repeated in the Thi s tl ethwai te amend-
owners what they consider reasonable amounts of ment. It states very plainly that private property
money for property, and if the owner does not ac- shall not be taken or damaged except for a public
cept it, they end up in court. purpose, which may be tested by the court as to

whether a purpose is public or not, and after Just
Mr. Shanno n Well, doesn't the present constitu- and adequate compensation is paid. This covers
tion thouglf make a provision "except as otherwise all of the rights spelled out by the committee
provided in this constitution", which you do not in lines 14 through 29. W« need to write a short
have here? constitution, but not so short as to deprive rights

already owned by the people of this state. But
Mr. Thistlet h wait e Well, I am told that this we don't need to spell out in considerable detail
is not needed. This thing has been kicked around those rights which are already accepted as prin-
by a lot of people for several months and it ciples of law in this state.
ended up like this, and it is considered by people Mr. Chairman, 1 urge the adoption of the amend-
who are much more qualified than I am to judge on ment, and 1 thank the convention for its attention.
constitutional matters that this is sufficiently
complete and ample protection without going into

[1004]
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Fel low delegates , if you'll read the

ji;,er.d.:;tnt , it says that "on page 2, delete lines 2

through 5". I suggest to you that it would not

delete lines 2 through 5, but would in its entirety
delete the whole page. I thinl< that's the purpose
of the amendment to delete Section 2, Section 1

4. Don't be misled by what it say?

uggest to you that
needs to be discusse"

These wouldn't even be discussedWUUIUII L even UC UI3^U33C«
property that every point

This would have the ol
'

neeos to oe oiscusseo. inis wouia nave lhc oiu
constitution, "public purpose", where the state has

been raped and private individuals have been raped
time and time again. I suggest to you that it men-
tions nothing about discrimination against the

Further Discussion

Hr. Newton Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I rise in opposition to this
amendment. I think that if this is passed, then
we are going to see the rest of the Thi stl ethwa i te

Bill of Rights. I think that the committee pro-
posal, while some of you may not agree with all of
it, it at least provides an orderly way to proceed.
We can. ..by taking it up section by section, have
the benefit of the debate and particularly the
thoughts of the members of the committee who have
been studying this problem for six months or eight
months now. I think that we need to have a short
constitution, but I think that when we are talking
about the rights of the people, the basic rights
that the state cannot take from them, then we have
to spell it out and be very careful in doing it.

This business about expropriation of property,
and.... this is the type of thing that needs some
full discussion. Right now in this state, the
levee Boards can take property between the rivers
and the levees for the assessed value of the pro-
oerty, and they don't call it expropriation; they
call it appropriation, and so this is allowable
under the present constitution. Now the language
that Is put in here by this committee would pro-
hibit this type of taking, and it has worked some
serious hardships on the people of this state,
and tt is time for that sort of thing to stop. I

urge you to defeat this amendment; let's proceed
in an orderly manner and have the benefit of the
thoughts of the members of the committi'c umI tt...

full debate of the full convention. '-

Further Discussion

y' Mnmjri Mr. Acting Chairman, and ffilnn d''lc-

i.i'" .
". i •. ij one of the cases that I don't know

..'i- : ir for, and I am going to tell you one of
•r. ..,, n-. that I say that. Under the wording of
•>.. 1- if,-)r-.ent . I don't know what "after Just and
I,. . I'n.atlon" Is; I don't know what it Is in
'

<- ' ; i;',.dl that Is proposed by the committee.
I' ,if>rr just compensation" means that the highwa)

department can be stopped from filing an expropria-
tion suit, and posting their appraised value on

the land In a bank, and go ahead with construction,
and that they shall halt construction until after
the court has taken final action on the just com-
pensation, then we are going to cost the taxpayers
of this state untold millions of dollars in added
cost in construction work and stopping of con-
tracts. I think this is a case where we may need
to hold up and go very, very slow rather than take
a chance on the wording that we put into this
constitution, tie down progress in the State of

Louisiana to the extent that we are going to pay
very, very dearly for it, and this is one thing
that I would like the constitutional attorneys of

this convention to take a very close look at and
be sure that while we are going through the legal
process, that we are not going to stop construction
and force the taxpayers into an excessive cost of

operation. Thank you.

'ther iscussion

Hr. A. Jackson Hr. Vice Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen, who are delegates to this Constitutional
Convention, I rise in opposition to the present
floor amendment before you. I do so, because I

think that in all fairness to the members of this
great deliberative body that this amendment pre-
cludes your giving full consideration to some very
vital concerns that will affect the lives of
Louisianians for a long, long time. This amend-
ment that is before you, emasculates three vital
sections that ought to be considered by this con-
vention. Whether or not we are going to afford
equal protection for all citizens of this state
ought to be considered fully and completely and
separate by this convention. Whether or not we
are going to provide, in this constitution, for

the protection and the right to own and dispose of
property ought to be given full consideration by
this convention. I submit that the amendment make
some attempt to deal with some of the individual
rights that I have suggested that we ought to con-
sider, but I also hasten to add that the language
that is contained in this amendment is very weak.
Ladies and gentlemen, you know that property is

being taken in this state, without giving the owner
full consideration. You know that. You know that
there is not a strong . equal protection clause any-
where in this country for individual citizens and
to protect their rights, and you know that that
ought to be considered. There are certain basic
and fundamental rights that are being denied by
the draftsmanship of this amendment. I think In

all fairness to the people who are assembled here,
you ought to give full consideration to the fact
that there ought to be a strong equal protection
clause in this constitution, that every citizen
ought to know that his property rights are being
provided for and being protected, that we ought to

provide for citizens, an orderly process by which
their rights can be protected. So. in due defer-
ence to the authors of this amendment, but in

greater deference to the Individual rights of
the people of this state. I would ask that you
would defeat this amendment and give full consid-
eration to the propositions that are contained in

Sections 2. 3 and i of the Declaration of Rights
Article before you. I urge you defeat this amend-
ment. Mr. Chairman. If there are no other speakers,
I call for the question on this amendment.

[Previou
ordared. Ouar
pr»M»nt and a

ioctadi 14-79
tabled.]

St ion ordered. R»cot
\ll: HI dtlmg
im. Maendmtrnt

Amendmen

i

Mr. Poynt«r Amendment Ho. 1
i

page 2, delete lines 3 through h hoth inci.i'ino m
their entirety and Insert In lieu thereof the fol-
lowing:

"Section 2. No person should be deprived of
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life, liberty or property, except by due process of llr. R oy Don't you believe, Mr. Perez, that if

law. Except as otherwise provided in this consti- this body in its wisdom chooses to deal specifical-
tution, private property shall not be taken or ly with expropriation, that it would supersede any
damaged except for public purposes and after just other general provision in the constitution?

npensa t

i

provi s ion

of th
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they acquired that property, was that it was sub-
jected to the servitude for the building of these
levees, and that the remainder of their property is

not worth one thin dime, unless they have that
levee protection. And unless we can provide for
immediate levee protection, under emergency situa-
tions, then the remainder of that property isn't
worth anything.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Perez, do you also agree, that
poss ibly people who have not experienced the ravages
of the flood of '27, like you and I did, are un-
aware of the possibilities of this thing?

Mr. Perez I would lilte to have had these dele-
gates here, with me when I had this flood fight
down in my parish. I guarantee you there wouldn't
be a red light on that board for the amendment that
I 'm propos i ng

.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Perez, I'm sure you have heard
from your area , when a Frenchman wants to empha-
size a point of significance, he says, "I do this
for you, come hell or high water". Have you heard

Mr. Perez I can guarantee you, if we don't pass
this amendment and if we l(eep what we have, we're
going to have an awful lot of high water.

Mr. Lebleu Mr. Perez, under the present expropri-
a t i on 1 aws , does the levee board. ...if the levee
board determines that a new levee needs to be
constructed or repaired, does that expropriate
just enough property to build that levee, or
does it expropriate....

Mr. Perez The only property that is taken is that
which IS actually needed for levee purposes, and
we have no right to take anymore. Again, I will
emphasize to you that all persons are paid fair
market value in ninety-eight percent of the cases.

Mr. Leble^u What I was really getting at, Mr.
Perez, would the levee board expropriate that pro-
perty say, between the levee and the river, which
would take away the man's privilege of riparian

Mr. Perez That takes absolutely nothing away
from him, except that the property is subjected to
certain servitudes under our civil code.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Perez, is it not true, that the
right to use property immediately adjacent to navi-
gable streams by the state, to build levees for the
protection of the people who live behind these
levees? Isn't it true, that this is a servitude
in favor of the state, that has been in our law
ever since Louisiana was a colony?

Mr . Perez That's what I explained a little earlier
that this servitude has existed from the very be-
ginning of the history of this state, and that it
has always been recognized. Now, we would provide
that we have to have this procedural due process,
which is going to end up flooding out many thou-
sands of people before it Is all over with.

Mr^ Ljjvi^r Isn't it also true, that under the
JurTsprudence of the Supreme Court of the State of
Louisiana and the Supreme Court of the United
States, that this use of this property to build
levees Is not a taking, but is In fact, the exer-
cise of a servitude?

Mr . Perez That is correct, because of the fact
when the property was divested from a sovereign
when it was originally acquired out of either the
United States or the state, it was subjected to
that servitude and still Is. The problem we
have, with respect to this particular provision.
Is that it would require these various procedures
to be followed before the property was taken and
therefore, would put us In a position where we
would he finodpd out before we could go ahead and

«yer. are you

Mr. Perez Ves , I am.

Mr. Vick All right, fine. Now there are pre-
sumably at least two provisions known to you as a

lawyer, and well recognized in the law, that would
preempt these. One, I believe, is an act of neces-
sity, is it not? That would have allowed to pick
up the cause and fill in the levee.

Mr. Perez Would you tell me where, or show me
where, this act of necessity comes in. ..an absolute
prohibition against proceeding, unless you follow
the procedural due process of law. I believe in
reading the words, not conjuring up in my mind,
that maybe some court would hold because I had an
emergency, I had the right to do something. No,
sir, we are writing a constitution. Let's get it
In proper form.

Mr. V ick Very well. The other provision that
would have allowed you to do what you did, was
the police power of the state.

Mr. Perez No, sir. The due process clause in our
constitution is an exercise of that police power,
and when we put In a prohibition against the tak-
ing of property until you have had procedural due
process, that Is all a part of the police power.
We cannot go beyond what will be in this new docu-
ment.

Mr. Vick But you really believe, and want this
convention to believe, that under the "act of
necessity" doctrine, one of the most extraordinary
procedures, reserved for this kind of emergency,
that you could not have done what you did.

t's in the Federal

l!li.N?'^iO" Mr. Perez, I'm in sympathy with your
problem, but doesn't your amendment go further
than just the problem that you're addressing your-
self to? Doesn't it also strike out "or other
rights" and doesn't Italso strike out "without
substantive and procedural due process of law"?

Mr^ Perez What I have done, is to take the pro-
vision in the present constitution, because of
the fact that there have been many, many cases
which Interpret what this provision means. Yes, I

knocked out "other rights", because I have no Idea
what "or other rights" means.

I|1r^erez Yes. sir. It is. Also, there should
be a clause saying, "except as otherwise provided
in this constitution", so that when we get around
to the problem of levees and the right to take, we
will be able to take care of it at that time

Mr^Pugh I would not have withdrawn my amendment
to thfs section, had I had the phrase "except as
otherwise provided in the constitution". I'm not
in doubt about that. The words "substantive and
procedural", suggest that somebody is going to
decide the procedural manner in which a person's
life, liberty or property is taken, is that not
correct?

Mr. Perez Yes , sir.

''fjL fHa*" '^ 't "0' « f«ct that this committee has
contemplated in Section 4, a procedural manner for
taking this property that concerns you?

^''-.I't'^l We", th*' still will put the levee
dTttrlrts in a position where you do have the
reQulrpm..ni fnr fho filing of t sult and the filing
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you. that in this state today that the lives of
thousands of people are being affected. Last year
in this state, we affected the lives of a hundred
thousand, one hundred thousand students in the
schools of this state. He affected them because
we did not have a strong provision, which provides
for procedural and substantive due process, as it

relates to the rights of students. We have to be
concerned about this. Thousands of jobs are being
taken and being affected, because we don't provide
for this and because we don't adhere to it. I

would ask that we would consider the central ques-
tion. The question is, whether or not we are goinc
to afford this protection to citizens. It is not
reasonable for anybody to preclude a governmental
authority from acting in the interest of people.
It's reasonable for the police jury in Plaquemines
Parish to act, and they did act. He have not pre-
vented that, and we have not abridged that.

Cues t ions

Mr. Perez Hould yo
the quick-taking pro

Mr. A. Jackson I'll come back there and I'll do
so, sir.

Hr. Perez Well, I would like all of the members,
all of the delegates to this convention to have
the benefit of your answer. In addition, I ask
you the question. Lines 27 through 30, state "the
issue of whether the contemplated purpose be publi
and necessary shall be a judicial question and
determined as such, without regard to any legis-
lative assertion". I again ask you, how there can
be a qu i ck -taking , when the defendant has a right
to raise the question as to whether or not the
contemplated purpose be public and necessary,
which requires a full trial on the merits to deter
mine that issue?

Hr. A. Jackson I think that that acts in the in-
terest of the people. I think this provides pre-
cisely for what you want.

Hr. Perez Hy question was directed to how can
there be a quick-taking, how can we cope with the
situation which I presented to this convention to-
day, under your Section 4?

ther iscussion

con-Hr . Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates
vention, it's a bit unfair and certainly very dif-
ficult to attempt to jump around and start ex-
plaining sections before we get to them, when a

presentation would be made at the appropriate
time fully explaining the section. For that reason,
I'm not going to attempt to fully explain Section A

at this time, because later on, I hope to make a

presentation on it that I think will explain and
answer all your questions. But In regard to the
specific question raised by Mr. Perez, quick-taking
is allowed under Section 4, lines 18, 19, and 20.
"Property shall not be taken or damaged except for
a public and necessary purpose, and with just com-
pensation paid to the owner or into court for his
benefit." The omission in that sentence of the
word "previously", before "paid", "previously
paid", or any such word such as "first paid",
the omission of that word allows quick-taking sta-
tutes to be enacted. Many other states say "first
paid" or "previously paid". They do not allow
quick-taking statutes. We would allow a quick-
taking statute under this. Now Mr. Perez raises
the question of whether or not there would have to
be some judicial determination In advance. If
he looks at his own proposal, he says that private
property shall not be taken or damaged except for
public purposes. When will that be determined?
After Just and adequate compensation Is paid, after,
he says. The problem with Mr. Perez's proposal is
this. HP is saying that he wants to attaci; the

word "procedural" in Section 2, If he wants to do
that, he ought to propose an amendment to take out
"procedural". I think the real intent is to get
in the second sentence of this section. "Except
as otherwise provided in this constitution, private
property shall not be taken, etc." His effect of
this would be to negate Section 4. Section 4 pro-
vides some tremendous advances in our property law.
It would give the people some protection for a

change in the seizure property. There is very
little protection at present. That will be ex-
plained at the appropriate tine. Mr. Perez has
raised the question of floods and flooding, levee
purposes. Certainly all of us are concerned about
that situation. But Section 4 provides for that
eventuality. I wish you would note that fact.
Section 4 provides for the question Mr. Perez has
raised with regard to flooding, and it does this
in the second sentence, where it says that "the
right to property is subject to the reasonable
exercise of the police power." That is a term of
order, police power. It means the regulatory power
of the state, just as the police power allows a

fire Inspector to enter your building and inspect
the premises or to direct you to do certain things,
this would allow local governments to enter and
make certain preparations against flooding. Now,
if the property were to be permanently taken, in

such instance, then, of course, you would have to
go to court later. But in the mean-time, you
could be regulating it to whatever purpose the lo-
cal government chose There is no conflict there.
But even if there were, even if there were, the
place for Mr. Perez to make his changes is in
Section 4, not here. If he wants to provide for
the right of appropriation as opposed to expro-
priation, he should do it in Section 4. If he
wants to change Section 2 to take out "procedural".
he nendm ng take out
cedural". But he shouldn't have this second sen-
tence in there attempting to preempt Section 4

by his statement of how property can be taken. To
adopt Mr. Perez's statement is to say this, that
since 1921, under our current constitution, we
have learned nothing about the abuses of governmen
of private property rights. It says, in effect,
you don't need to worry about jury trials to deter
mine compensation, you don't need to worry about
the amount that's going to be paid to people when
their property is taken, you don't need to worry
about tal

in Secti(
amendmeni

e-over business
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Further icussion

Mr. Suther land Hr. Acting Chairman, fellow
delegates, Mr. Perez and I do not always agree, but
in this Instance I rise to support his amendment.
We have a provision in our present constitution
which has been in effect for some fifty years, and
has been interpreted by the courts of this state,
and has an established meaning. The proposed
change in the constitution puts in some new wording
which has not, necessarily, which has not been
interpreted and will not necessarily mean the
things that the authors propose for it to mean.
I do not believe in change for change sake. Ue
have heard It said here that other provisions of
this Bill of Rights can take effect. From past
experience, we don't know whether these future
sections of the Bill of Rights will be adopted or
not. He don't know whether they will be adopted
in the manner in which they have been proposed.
This is unfortunate because we've had to adopt this
constitution in a section by section basis. Some-
times we don't know until It's all over whether or
not we've covered the points we want to cover. Mr.
Perez's amendment does say. "except as otherwise
provided in this constitution", and he also pro-
vides, or it can be provided, that in future sec-
tions you can take care of these points that you
want to make. Hr. Perez Is not alone In the damage
to his levees. It happened in Orleans Parish
too. Just above where I live. The Orleans Levee
Board had to come in and take some property and
build a levee there, behind the existing levee.
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so that we would not be faced with a possible floo
I'ng in our area. I am concerned; I share his

concern in this instance, because they did not go
through a proceeding before they started to build
that setback levee. They went ahead and did it

and then went into court to determine what was
proper compensation for it. I think that this
should be given serious consideration, ladies and
gentlemen, before you change an established proce-
dure. Thank you.

Questions

proposal that was sent to us by letter dated June
22, 1973?

read a lot of it.

Mr. Lanie n the comment on page 5, thereof, it

says as follows: "The term 'taking' is to apply to

both expropriation and appropriation", so that
appropriation would no longer have a special status
in Louisiana law. Would that indicate to you
that it is the intent of Section 4 to do away
with the riparian servitude?

Suth jppee

Suth
Jack has an amendment which wou
al" out of this sentence. Would you agree that
this, perhaps, is the amendment that we should be
debating right now rather than this one which
strikes at Section 4?

Mr. Sutherland Well, I don't know, Mr. O'Neill
whether it would or not. I do think that we are
going to have to worry about this thing section by

section. I would prefer to see this section as th

amendment proposes. That's why I'm supporting it.

[Qu 103

-ther

Guar I know a lot of delegates here are
not lawyers, so I think I want to try to explain...
we are two sections ahead of ourselves, but I

think I should try to explain basically what Mr.
Perez is talking about in his amendment, in as
far as levee servitudes are concerned.

In Louisiana, we have a unique status insofar
as the law of expropriation is concerned. One,
we have what's called expropriation, and we have a

unique animal in this state called appropriation.
Now, what's the difference? In expropriation, I

think everyone here is familiar with that. Ex-
propriation is the exercise, the right of eminent
domain to take property and pay just compensation
for that property. How is it paid? Well, if the
people can't agree between the condemning agency
and the landowner, then they go to court, have
appraisals, and they make a determination of what
fair market value is. That's fair. Just remember,
expropriation is harsh because it takes your pro-
perty, but at least you get paid for 1t. Now, in

appropriation, the state, through its police power,
can take your property to build a levee, and they
do not have to pay fair market value. In fact,
there's no law that they have to pay anything but
a gratuity. What Mr. Sutherland just said is ab-
solutely incorrect. He said we took the property
for the levee and then we went to court to deter-
mine compensation. That's not true. You can't
determine compensation because there is no pro-
vision for it. What they pay you, is the previous
years assessed evaluation. I'll give you a good
example, went to Judge Tate's court, incidentally.
I represented some people who lost seven and a half
acres of land, sixteen feet deep, with plant cane
on top of it. You know what they got paid? Sixty
something dollars. Now, you think that's fair and

is to<ant to
jw and put it in the
lereas the people
jrposes are paid

cost

adequate compensation.' All
take appropriation out of th

same status as expropriation
who lose their land for leve
fair market value like everybody else,
is shifted to the public, just like the cost is

shifted insofar as roads, highways, bridges, ferries
and come what may. Now, the historical reason for

this was simply that way back you had large plan-
tations and they said, "Well, these large planta-
tions have thousands and thousands of acres and

they were riparian, which means they were next to

the water, and they ought to give up their own
land to protect their own land." But it's not
that way anymore. We have many, many small land-
owners, small farmers, who can ill-afford to give
up their property and not be compensated for it.

Now Mr. Perez's argument, the answer to his argu-
ment as far as emergency situations is exactly what
Mr. Jenkins said, is that in Section 4, irrespective
of what Section 4 says, irrespective of what Sec-
tion 2 says, the right is subject to the reasonable
exercise of the police power. The police power
of the state or the police power of the levee
district, in that instance that takes the property,
can be used to take the land for levee servitudes
for an emergency. Then, you go into court, as Mr.

Sutherland said, and determine compensation. But
right now, you can't deteremine compensation be-
cause there is none to be given. I'll yield to

any ques t i ons .

Ques ti ons

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Guarisco, do you know that the
legislature changed the law with reference to

compensation for levee purposes, about two years
ago? Now, they get paid a fair market value for
that property.
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taken all over this state annually. Very, very
small. In Orleans Parish, we have urban renewal
and we have modern cities. 1 dare say that they
have it in Shreveport, or you will have it in

Monroe, Lake Charles, etc. Now what happens to
this small individual? His property is assessed
at fifteen thousand dollars, and maybe that asses
ment was made three or four years ago. So they m
give him twenty thousand dollars for his property,
but because of the rising cost of building mate-
rials, etc., to replace the same building in a-
nother section of the city or anywhere else, for
that matter, it may cost him fifty thousand dollars,
That is the major problem, and that is the thing
that we are hoping to remedy. I think that's the
question that has not been addressed in this dis-
cussion, and that's what I want you to understand
before you vote. Because there must be improve-
ments. Remember, the Due Process Article, there
was a Due Process Article in the old constitution,
in Article I, Section 2, which almost said the
same thing. All this section is doing here is im-
proving on the old thing, and the people sent us
here to improve on the whole constitution, and
that's exactly what we are doing. I'm asking that
you will vote against this amendment. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Hr. Roy Ladies and gentlemen of the convention,
and Acting Chairman, I didn't want to get up yet
because I'm getting up in a little while on a-
nother section. I just feel that Mr. Perez's at-
tempt here, to instill fear in threats of flood
and what have you, is a charade. It's not cor-
rect. It's inaccurate, and it's premature. I'm
not concerned so much right now that he does not
have some problem that in his mind cannot be work-
ed out later on. I am concerned with the fact
that in my judgment, this is nothing more than an
attempt to scuttle this entire Bill of Rights,
this entire Declaration of Rights, that we have
spent so many months on. I'm going to tell you
that throughout this Bill of Rights there is one
silver lining that goes. There is a silver thread
that runs from the beginning of this Bill of
Rights or Declaration of Rights to the end. That
silver thread is the individual, and no one is go-
ing to make me, as a member of that committee, back
off of our attempts to protect every individual
in this state. Section 4 is captioned, "Right to
Property". It presupposes that we are dealing
with people who have something, with the "haves"
of this state. We have made it our business that
when you take from a "have", you are going to pay
him what Is due. It's no secret that in the past
fifty years, what Mr. Sutherland said about the
courts having been Interpreting the expropriation
article is safe and sound and we don't have to
worry about it in the future. That begs the ques-
tion, for fifty years, people have been denied
adequate compensation when their property was taken.
They are still doing it. A right-of-way agent goes
to a person's land, goes through it, and evaluates
the value of the taking at five thousand dollars.
Later on, the state files a lawsuit and expropri-
ates It. Fine, we do know that you have to have
the right of expropriation. Then, when the case
goes to court, the poor landowner knows that his
property is worth fifteen thousand dollars. He
gets an attorney, the attorney has to charge him a

percentage of the difference over the amount that
the state offered. The landowner comes out with
ten thousand dollars, let's say, when he should
have gotten fifteen from the beginning. Ue have
provided for that In the future, because when we
say that our courts now will be able to give to
the landowners to the full extent of the loss,
we're going to allow the courts to be more flexible.
Take, for instance, a little man and wife who have

got a store, and have worked and lived in it for
fifty years, attached to their house. It's worth
five thousand dollars in wood. It's on a little
piece of lot. The state comes through and expro-
priates it and gives them the mere five thousand
dollars. Sends a man and woman out to look for a

new place to live, that they can't purchase for
five thousand dollars, and a new business that they
can't engage in because they have nothing left. Is

that fair? Now we have sought to take care of
that. Now, Mr. Perez's amendment is just not
kosher. It's not right to try to emasculate the
rest of this document, which deals with the right
of an individual by giving a harem-scarem argument
about the levees in his parish. There is nothing
that prevents the police power of the state from
attaching or filing a suit immediately and getting
a court order signed attaching whatever property
is necessary for the riparian owner. Mr. Perez
knows, and Justice Tate will probably tell you,
if you go ask him, that the riparian right of the
state, of the servitude that it has along rivers,
gives it the absolute right to take in the public
interest, and that public emergencies always under
the police power of the state have permitted the
state to take action when due process would other-
wise be required. Section 4 deals with that, but
if Mr. Perez is really worried about Section 4,
well, then let's deal with Section 4 when we get
there. Let's not get scared and running wild. We
have tried to protect the little man, the big man.
the individual in this particular Bill of Rights
and in these two sections, I urge you to defeat
the amendment, and then if it properly comes up
in Section 4, reconsider it, if you're not sure
that Section 4 does not give Mr. Perez the pro-
tection that he claims he needs. Thank you.

Questions

Mr . O'Neill Mr. Roy, have you noticed that the
greatest proponents of this amendment all seem to
be what we call "local government people"?

Roy I've gathered that, Mr. O'Neill. I

't make any. ...you know. I just really don't
<. I know Mr. Perez is with local government.

M r. O' N eill Well, you've raised the issue of a

charade, and that's the point that I wanted to get
at. Maybe they're after something more than what
it seems.
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into this constitution this provision that has a

well interpreted and understood meaning in the
jurisprudence. You know what that meaning is? It

means that if a private corporation goes to the
legislature and through the lobbying process can
get them to vote that such and such a purpose is a

public purpose, the Supreme Court has said the
courts will not look behind that. That's what we
mean, and that's what we're talking about. Every
pipeline is a public purpose, in law, whether it

is a public purpose in fact, or not. I had a case
where a major oil company expropriated my client's
property to build a pipeline from one of their
refineries to one of their distribution systems on
the Eastern seaboard that had absolutely no public
purpose connected with the people of the State of
Louisiana. That's what we're talking about, and
what tney don't want, is this little last three
lines in Section 4, which says, "The issue of
whether the contemplated purpose be public and
necessary shall be a judicial question and deter-
mined as such without regard to any legislative
assertion." Under the present state of the law in

this state, if the legislature, in its wisdom,
decides that roller skating rinks are a public
purpose, they can take your property for a roller-
skating rink and you can't question it in court.
That's what we're talking about. Make no mistake
about it. Let's get to the question of expropria-
tion of property and the right of eminent domain
when we get to the section dealing with that. But
let's don't go back and put this well interpreted
provision of the 1921 Constitution in this section
dealing with due process of law, so that when we
get to Section 4, we will hear, "Well, we've al-
ready covered that. Let's just delete Section 4."

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, I'll be very brief because I think that
the opponents of this amendment, particularly Mr.
Avant, as usual before I get up here, somebody
really brings out the point and crystalizes it.
But I'd like to suggest and raise my comments to
some of the arguments. Once it has been mentioned
that the words "substantial" and "procedural" are
very ambiguous. My suggestion is that if it's
ambiguous, we've been operatirig under those terms,
either in the constitution or in the statutes for
some time, I want to talk about the issue of flood
protection. I just feel that Section 4, as been
mentioned, provides those persons, provides all of
us, cause I think we all are concerned about flood
protection. Section 4 provides us with the oppor-
tunity to deal with it. People have made reference
back to the flood of '27, I want to suggest to you
that I personally experienced the flood or the
hurricane known. . .as the result of Hurricane
Betsy. On the matter of levee protection, as such,
I think, I'm not a farmer, but it's my appreciation,
spending some time in St. James Parish, up around
there, that when you talk about the levee areas
and the^ land that's around the river, you are basi-
cally talking about the most fertile part, or the
most fertile lands that are available to farmers,
cattle raisers, persons involving agriculture. In

the past, there has been some abuse under the pre-
sent constitution whereby these lands have been
taken without one, due process, and secondly, with-
out just compensation. It's my understanding just
recently, on the recent flood threat that we had,
that levee districts and levee boards are just
like the highway department. They can project,
over a period of three years, the need for levee
protection. So that the question of expedition,
I think it's a relevant question, but at the same
time, you can project, particularly with the as-
sistance of the United States Corps of Engineers,
what's going to be the various flood levels or
flood stages that are anticipated, or pat, or any
turn in terms of a body of water. Which means
that it gives you ample time, it gives the levee
board ample time to begin the negotiations for
particular properties. I would also say that, in
effect, that the constitution provides that
government must provide for the general welfare of
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the citizens of the State of Louisiana, would pro-
vide you with a vehicle whereby, if it became
utterly necessary for someone, or some police jury,
or parish jury, police jury or government body to

expropriate a certain piece of land because of the
immediate danger of a flood, then that will provide
a means by which you can do it. I would seriously
ask this convention to reject the amendments and
deal with this question of flood protection, deal
with the question of due process. . .the question
of just compensation in Section 4, as presented by
the committee. 1 urge adoption. Mr. Chairman, if

there are no more speakers behind me, I move the
previous question. Well, I withdraw it, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Pere z In order that we may properly divide
the issues, I ask that the amendment, that I be
allowed to make a technical amendment to the amend-
ment which would provide that the first sentence
would be Amendment No. 1, the second sentence.
Amendment No. 2.

[Motion to wi thdraw amendment adopted

:

93-11. Amendment withdrawn and re-
submitted with correction.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter On page 2, delete lines 3 through 5,
both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in

lieu thereof the following: "Section 2", and
the first sentence only.

Then, Amendment No. 2. Add the following after
the words added by the language added by Amendment
No. 1, and then add this second sentence.

So it would be drawn in such a way that the
question then, and I presume Mr. Perez would call
for a division of the question, and you would be
able to divide and vote separately on the amend-
ment.

Fur Discussion

'^.^r±^ll Ml". Chairman, and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I speak in opposition to the
amendments by Mr. Perez. The first amendment would,
of course, seek to delete the language that has
been prepared by the committee and that has been
recommended by the committee, and would, of course,
eliminate from that language the requirement that
substantive and procedural due process be accorded
to every person in the protection of his rights.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, the suggestion that Mr.
Perez made with regard to the flood situation in

Plaquemines Parish is just absolutely not appropri-
ate, in my judgment, as an argument in support of
his contention. This process that has been held
many times has been complied with in cases where,
because of certain exegeses or necessities, the
courts have granted immediately, and without
hearing, mandatory restraining orders or mandatory
injunctions. I don't think that Mr. Perez would
have a great deal of difficulty getting some judge
to sign a temporary restraining order or a tem-
porary mandatory injunction in Plaquemines Parish
in the case of an emergency. Matter of fact. I

don't think he's had much trouble getting them to
sign them in cases when they weren't an emergency.
Now , I submi t to you . .

.

M r. Casey Just a minute, Mr. Gravel, as Chairman
of the Convention, I would suggest that the remark
is out of order. I would suggest that any remarks
by all delegates be on the subject matter with no
personal references whatsoever.

Further Discussion

Mr. Gravel Well, I didn't mean that as a personal
reference. I'm talking about him as a lawyer or
any other lawyer that presents to a judge, whether
it be Mr. Perez, or me, or Mr. Roy, or anybody
else, a meritorious position for a temporary re-
straining order, in cases where emergencies do not
exist. What I'm saying, and I want to make this
point clear, is that the problem that Mr. Perez
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presents and poses just Is not one that violates
the concept of due process. Now every lawyer, 1

think, knows that. What we are trying to do, and
what the committee is trying to do in this proposal,
is to make sure that the rights of every individual
are fully protected and that both substantively
and procedurally the courts will have to act before
those rights are deprived from that individual. This
is just the fullest possible expression that can be
ma e. Vr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, we've done a lot in the legislative
article for the legislators and elected officials.
In the executive article we've done a lot for the
executive officials and for the governor. In the
judiciary article we've taken care of Judges and
district attorneys and coroners and sheriffs and
assessors and others. Now it's time, as someone
has previously noted, to take care of the people,
to protect the rights of the people against arbi-
trary , capric ious , and unreasonable action by lo-
cal governing authorities, by state governing
authorities, and by the courts. Now is the time
for us to start that process in a Bill of Rights,
not a Bill of Rights such as the one that was con-
tained in the 1921 Constitution that didn't even
provide for an equal protection clause for the
citizens of this state, but a Bill of Rights that
is full and fair and equitable and just for all of
the citizens of the state of Louisiana. I submit
to you, ladies and gentlemen, that there is going
to be, and I'm not accusing Mr. Perez personally
of doing it, but there is going to be a planned,
studious effort to try to, chip by chip, break
away this block of rights that has been confected
and composed, by a committee that has heard hundreds
of witnesses that have worked with the staff for
hours and days, weeks and months, and there is go-
ing to be an effort to try to undo what I believe,
is a great basic article. I submit to you that
at the outset, on these principles that mean so
much to the people of the state of Louisiana, to
all people, that we don't oermit this process of
erosion and chipping away to start now, because
if it starts now, we are going to see a flood of
changes that will take away from the people those
rights that this article, I think, guarantees
them. I strongly urge that you oppose the amend-
ment. As far as the second amendment. Amendment 2,
now that that matter has been divided is concerned,
that argument, if any, can and should be made under
Section 4. It's confusing to bring it up now,
and I suggest to you that it should and must be
defeated. It's not ... It's not going to be laid
aside so it can't be considered under Section A.
but it certainly does not belong to be considered
here. Let's support the action of this committee,
and I urge you to defeat the amendment.

•ther )1scussion

Hr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I certainly would never take issue
with the member of any committee in supporting
their committee proposals, and I do not do it at
this time. But I certainly take issue with the
attitude that has developed on this one proposal
that we are dealing with a perfect proposal that
should never be amended. Let me remind the members
of this committee because a few of them have taken
the attitude that we are talking about the Ten
Commandments, not a proposal prepared by a few
human beings. What I violently take issue with
is the questions and the remarks made during the
debate on this section that every amendment offer
has some sinister motive. It's strange that these
sinister motives didn't appear on the other three
sections, but, all of a sudden, if you do not agree
with this committee proposal, there Is some sinis-
ter motive in your amendment. I violently take
Issue with that statement. Mr. Roy Is going to
tell you how, and apparently he must have made a

survey of the State of Louisiana, the little man
was deprived of the value of his property. Let
me tell some of you something that didn't go Into
Hr. Roy's statistics. In the parish of Webster,
when 1-20 came through there, the landowners that

were crossed and had their land taken by this right-
of-way were paid on an average of a thousand
dollars an acre, and ladles and gentlemen, let
me tell you, there was not and has not been one
acre of farmland in the parish of Webster since
its beginning that ever sold for a thousand
dollars an acre, and it's not selling for a thou-
sand dollars an acre today. So, don't you buy the
fact that our courts are depriving the people of
their just rights. They have their just rights.
I am not going into a lot of detail about this
amendment. I am going to support both amendments
because 1 think it's good. I think it says what
should be said and nothing more. You'd better
stop and think awhile. This is serious business,
this Bill of Rights, and you'd better see if you
can find out what rights are as they are used In

the committee proposals. They say they dre rights
guaranteed by the constitution. Are they rights
granted by the legislature? What are rights? How
far does the mere word "rights" go when you're
talking about them in this connotation? Now they
have told you time and time again from this podium
that everything is going to be cured in Section t.

Ladies and gentlemen, if we adopt Section 4 as
written, we may as well go home. Because, in my
humble opinion, I think it is the most abuse that
I have ever seen, and when we are talking about
personal rights, you get up here and it's like
talking about motherhood. But gentlemen. Section
4 does not remedy this. The things that have been
to) I you about Section 4 have been primarily taken
out of context, and you can not take a section, a

portion of a section, and say this remedies the
whole thing. You have to take the section in the
context in which it is written. My primary purpose
was not to discuss the amendments that were offered,
but to remind you. ladies and gentlemen, that this
proposal was submitted by human beinos and can be
improved upon. Thank you.

Questions

;w , as a lawyer with many years
^ou aware of any other use of
le due process" in American
use during the 1920's and 30's

Mr^ Burson Mr. Dr

of experience, are
the term "substanti
law. other than its

ike down state laws on minimum wages
labor and other progressive legislat on?

"jl-_^'"£^ ' would have to agree with that state-
ment, Mr. Burson, and I think the use of the terms
"substantive" and "procedural" in the committee
proposal is absolutely useless and should not be
in there.

Mr.-._?oy "•' Di'ew, isn't it a fact that I-IO was
a federal project?

Mr. Drew That Is correct. *

Mr^._Ro The citizens of Webster Parish got com-
pensated adequately because once again the federal
government had to do it. Isn't that...

M r

.

Drew The federal government had nothing to
do with it. The entire right-of-way was acquired
through the state courts of the State of Louisiana.

^^ - ?0i Don't you know that the federal highway
program provides that they will even pay for move-
ment of some poor store owner or some owner whose
house they expropriated. Mr. Drew?

Hr . Dr ew I'm not talking about moving houses.
I'm taTTcIng about open farmland, Hr. Roy.

Hr. Roj Isn't It a fact. .

.

Further Discussic

Hr. Champtgnt Hr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen,
delegates to this convention, we have here one of
the most serious times in this convention, and I

come before you in support of the amendment, not
because it Is sponsored by Hr . ?trei, as some of
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you attempt to insinuate, or not because I am
necessarily in opposition to what the committee
has composed, put before us. But I am in support...
Neither am 1 in support of the amendment simply
because it deals with the Constitution of 1921, be-
cause I am an advocate of change. But I am not
prepared, 1 am not prepared, and the people who
sent me here are not prepared, to go forward with
changes which the people who appeared on this podium
were not able to explain to you just what they
meant. We asked them, "What do you mean by other
rights without substantive and procedural?" They
said, "Well, we don't know, but possibly some rights
in the future." While I am for change, I am not
ready, and I cannot justify change which is un-
explainable to me or the people who sent me here.
For that reason, I support, as much as I can, the
amendment that is before us, and I would do so if

I were the only person who would do so.

Questions

Mr. Roy Mr. Champagne, I don't want to argue and
all that because I see it may be getting out of
hand, but do you realize that about twenty-five
years ago the vote was called a privilege and
people had the privilege of voting? Do you remem-
ber when people spoke about the privilege to vote?

Mr . Champaqn i that, Mr. Roy.

it is a right in this

Mr. Champagne That it is a right? Yes, it is.

Mr. Roy Now, don't you agree then that "other
rights" can mean those things which today may be
privileges may later, because of the value of them,
be determined by a court to be a right that must be
accorded due process before being removed from the
individual just like the vote was?

Mr. Champagne Mr. Roy, if by your questions you
would insinuate in the least that I would be
against those rights, you know as well as I do that
you 're wrong , sir.

Mr. Roy I didn't insinuate that. I said, "Twenty-
five years ago, didn't people speak of the vote as
a privilege and not a right?"

Mr. Roy Didn't it later metamorphose, or because
of feelings change into a right, and wouldn't the
court twenty-five years ago have had to say that
we can deny you the privilege of voting without
due process of law because it is not a right, but
now it would have to say we would have to grant
i t to you ?

Mr. Cha mpagne Mr. Roy, the thing that bothers
me is that none of these rights, possible rights,
things about which we knew nothing about, were ex-
plained to us. We only say we're taking care of
something, and I might by further explanation of
your question state that 1 know of nothing in the
national constitution that implies that either, but
we have certainly got the right to vote.

Mr. Roy Because it became a right after having
been a privilege, isn't that true?

Mr. Champagne I would imagine that it became a

right after interpretation in which they found no
difficulty in interpreting it in language similar
to this.

Mr^J^ And perhaps in the future a court could
decide that what is presently a privilege, for
instance a job privilege, may in the future be a

right that would be one of those other rights we
are talking about. Wouldn't that be true?

Mr.
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Personal Privilege

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and qentle-
men, I simply rise for a brief moment to assure
the members of this constitutional convention that
while we have had exuberance expressed by members
of the Bill of Rights and Elections Committee. I

hope that I can convey to you that there has never
been any intention on the part of any member of this
committee to even suggest that we ought not to de-
bate, that we ought not to accept amendments, that
we ought not to consider the valid judgment and
wisdom of members of this constitutional convention.
I think it is important, as chairman of this com-
mittee, that I say this because 1 have heard it

expressed about two times, and it grieves me very
much for members to feel, by way of the questions
and by way of the strong feelings that nave been
discussed, that there is some intention or some
conspiracy or plot to prevent members of this con-
vention from giving full attention to the very
important decisions that are being made. Secondly,
I heard someone express the feeling that the mem-
bers of this committee felt that we were perfect.
No mortal is perfect. No human being, a part of
this convention, can pretend or can ever say that
they have reached a degree of perfection that can-
not be improved upon by the collected genius and
wisdom of this convention. I wanted to say to you
out of the fullness and deepness of my respect for
all of the people of this convention, no matter
what your pe-rsuasions are, that I respect your
opinion, that the members of this committee respect
your opinion, and that we intend, and that as far
as I can do anything about it, we will give full
attention and honor the wisdom and judgment of all
of the people who offer suggestions to these pro-
posals that we have presented by way of sections
and by way of this Declaration of Rights Article.

tPr s Question ordered on
passed: 109-1. Moti
ibled. ]

Recess

[puorum Call: 102 delegates present and

Amendment

Mr. Poynter What we have before you are the two
Lanier amendments and what Hr. Lanier has done,
rather than voting separately on two amendments, he
has requested a technical amendment to be added to
his first amendment which would consolidate the
two of them. So you have one set of amendments
there which read. Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Lamer],
on page 1, line 32, after the word "inalienable"
and before the word "and" insert the following "by
the state". He has made, as Amendment No. 2 to the
same set of amendments, the other Lanier amendment
which adds the same language. Amendment No. 1 on
your sheet now becomes Amendment No. 2, on page 2,
line 1, after the word "inviolate" add the words
"by the state".

Explanation

Hr . Lanier Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as you
wi 11 recal 1 , during the discussion of this section,
the question was brought up as to whether or not
the terms "Inalienable" and "inviolate" was intend-
ed to mean that an Individual could not Intelligent-
ly waive a certain right under circumstances as
prescribed by law. For example, in many circum-
-.tancei In court, a defendant may wish to Intelli-
gently waive his right to a trial by Jury, and pre-
fer to be tried by the Judge. In order to make It
absolutely clear that what we're talking about here
Is that these rights cannot be violated by the
state, I've added In these two amendments to clari-

fy this point. With this amendment, it became
unnecessary to have Mr. Arnette's amendment, and 1

have been authorized by the chairman of the commit-
tee to advise you that the committee has no objec-
tion to these amendments, so I think it's a pretty
clear thing and I would move the adoption, Mr.
Chairman.

Ms. Zer vigon
sentence would
accepted , i f I

'

in this article
shall be preser

Mr. Lanier Ye

Oues 1 1 ons

. Lanier, in Section 1, the fina
en read, if your amendments were
correct, "the right to enumerate
re inalienable by the state and
d inviolate by the state"?

ma 'am.

Ms . Zervigo n What is the phrase, "the right to
enumerate in this article are inalienable by the
state", mean? Does that mean the state cannot
alienate the rights of the people?

Mr. L anier The state is incapable of alienating,
surrendering or transferring these rights. I had
these words looked up in the dictionary to make
sure of their meaning, and if we didn't make it
clear that it was intended to apply to the state,
it could be construed to mean that an individual
could not waive these rights intelligently under
certain circumstances which would cause a great
deal of problem with some of the other rights that
we're going to be dealing with later on.

M s. Zer vigon Then, when you continue and say,
"and shall be preserved inviolate by the state",
that puts the duty on the state to make these
rights. ..to have these rights preserved inviolate?

Lanier That

ThaMs. Ze

Hr. Jenkins Walter, the thing that occurs to me,
in our consideration of this Bill of Rights and
other Bill of Rights, is the fact that we're deal-
ing in this Bill of Rights with state action. We'r
talking about preventing the state from abridging
certain rights. We're not dealing with individuals
abridging one anothers' rights. That's dealt
with in our criminal law. Isn't it really unneces-
sary to say that these rights are inalienable by
the state, since that's what this whole Bill of
Rights is about, what the state may or may not do?

Hr. La nie r Quite frankly, Mr. Jenkins, it's my
feeling that this language is unclear as it pre-
sently exists, and some of my fellow delegates
feel the same way and that's why I was constrained
to put this language in to make it absolutely clear
about which we speak.

your amendment,
ights while the

Mr . Lanie r Yes, if they do it intelligently and
lit the manner prescribed by law. I think the wai-
ver of trial by jury is a classic example of that.

Mr. Pugh How did you define inalienable?

Hr^ Lanier Inalienable, in Websters Seventh New
ColTegTTte Dictionary, means Incapable of being
alienated, surrendered, or transferred.

[Pr»viou
j»ct ma
Motion

juration ordered on entire tut
tr. Amendment edopted: lll-t
reconeldet tabled. Section
tl9-0. Notion to teconaider

)t the Section

Poynte r "Section 3. Right to Individual
n1 ty . Section 3. No person shall be denied the
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equal protection of the laws nor shall any law dis- believe that our great state should lead our own
criminate against a person in the exercise of rights citizens to a body politic in which we recognize
on accoutn of birth, race, age, sex, social origin, the sacredness of the individual without the neces

le la
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be a state policeman, I would go hire me a lawyer
and go to court to see whether or not I'm capable
of fulfilling that position?

Mr. Roy No, sir. Senator Rayburn. it doesn't ne-
cessarily mean that, but certainly you would have
the right to at least try. You know everybody has
the right to bring a lawsuit, but I would think
that an age limit of forty-five to become a state
trooper Is a reasonable exercise of the legislative
power and would not be stricken as unconstitutional.

Mr. Rayburn Uhat about a person that, say, was
over sixty-five? Would they be acceptable for state
employment where now they have a rule that if you're
over sixty-five you're not acceptable?

Roy No,

ist passed ear-
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an outstanding example, a law which provided that

I bus driver had to be able to see and could not

be blind would be a reasonable law, wouldn't it?

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Avant, I don't see any other
class!

f

icatlons that could create as much unreasor
ableness as the one that I have named. I feel
like

Mr. Oe Bl ieux That's right. Their physical con-
dition is in this. But I think that in that par-
ticular case where the individual has to be able
to prove that he was able to do the Job....

Mr. Avant All right, now. Don't you think that a

lot of this discussion that we are fixing to get
into, and a lot of the heat that we may generate
here, could be eliminated if we simply added three
words to line 8 of this section so that it will
read, in part, "nor shall any law unreasonably, ar-
bitrarily, or capriciously discriminate against a

person in the exercise of his rights on account of
these various criteria"?

Mr. De Blieux That might be true except that I

think it would open the gate to a lot of discrimi-
nation, which we are not seeking, based upon those
three words

.

Mr. Avant Even though the law, the constitution,
specifically said you couldn't do it unreasonably,
arbitrarily or capriciously, you could still do it,
in your opinion.

Furtti icussion

Miss Perkins Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this con-

vention, I rise in opposition to the committee pro-
posal. This decision was a hard one to make and
it was one that was long thought out. It has been
said that a woman preaching is like a dog walking
on its hind legs .... can ' t do it well, but you're
surprised to see it done at all.

Seriously speaking, I would like to preface my
comments with this, that 1 have the utmost respect
for the ladies of this convention and each and every
lady present in this audience. I do not wish to
discredit them or their cause in any manner. How-
ever, I do feel that I am proud to be a woman and
that I represent all women, all women who have
taken initiative and that includes each and every
lady present in this convention hall today. You
have taken initiative and you have taken a position
and for that you have my utmost respect. And I

hope that whether you agree with my position or
not, you will at least give me similar respect be-
cause I, too, have taken a position.

I would like to point out that I was elected to
this convention to represent individuals. I was
elected by individuals, not just women, even though
women composed a part of the group that elected me
to the convention. I, personally, am an individ-
ualist, not a women's libist, even though I certain-
ly agree with the goals of women libists. I voted
early In this convention to mandatorily force wo-
men to serve on jury duty. 1 did this after much
consideration because, as you know, today, as the
law prior to this stood, they could serve upon
putting in written request.

But I felt that it was a citizen's duty and that
the defendant had a right to » cross-section of
members that served on the jury that tried him.
Therefore. 1 voted against the privilege that had
previously been granted to them.

I rise in opposition to this particular amendment
and I humbly beseech you to listen to the reasons
why. first of all. let's consider carefully the
possible effects of this provision. We have cer-
tain labor laws which discriminate, if you may, by
providln'i a privtleqp for wompn. It iiut'. them in

a more favorable position in which they work. Of
grave concern are the laws affecting family law
such as the rights and obligations between spouses,
first, there is a duty to the husband to support
his family which includes his wife. ...we could
possibly be eliminating the criminal neglect statute.
In addition, women are given alimony, alimony pen-
dente lite between the time of separation and the
time of divorce, and this alimony is set at the
standard on which she is accustomed to being sup-
ported by her husband.

If we adopt this position, we could lower the
standard by which she currently receives alimony.
Alimony after divorce would probably be eliminated
totally because we would be putting a total mutual
support provision in our constitution. Right now,
under law. the mother of those children is entitled
custody of those children unless she is proven un-
fit, which is a very hard burden to carry. Ladies,
we will be taking this from our mothers. He will
be giving the fathers an equal opportunity to re-
ceive the custody of those children.

Finally, the financial responsibilities of two
spouses, two parties that have been joined in

marriage. Right now, most of those financial re-
sponsibilities fall on the husband. He will be
eliminating the privileges that have been given
women. Right now a woman's income from her separ-
ate property is her separate estate, but yet a

man's income from his separate property .... is

community property.
I would like to close with this. The reason

that I oppose this amendment is, I think federal
law has taken care to see to it that there will be
no discrimination on job opportunity because of
sex. ...Those inequities that we have in Louisiana
law can be remedied by legislature.

Ladies, you have the rights. Don't give away
the privileges to those ladies that are less for-
tunate or less educated. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates,
1 want to apologize for causing a little confusion
a few moments ago. I had attempted on three dif-
ferent occasions to get recognized for the floor.
I thought I made it real plain. Maybe I didn't. I

have no quarrel with the presiding officer. He
has a tremendous job to do, particularly with me and
you, and certainly I have no quarrel with him.

There was a few things that I did want an answer
about and I was unable to qet it, that's provided
in this particular section. About half the things
that we've done since we've been here had provisos
to the extent if you were a judge, it was mandatory
retirement at seventy-f ive .... seventy , I'm sorry.
If you'd pass this. Judge Tate, you'd take an oath
to uphold the constitution of our great state and
you'd never have to retire as long as you are
breathing, because they can't discriminate against
you

.

We also passed a bill that said to be a D.A.
you had to be a lawyer, had to practice law so long.
If you pass this amendment in its. ...this section
in Its present language, that would not hold. He
have in this state a law that says to be a police
officer, you can't be over thirty-five. Hell, that
would be out.

He have a proposal that was submitted by my
committee that said those that are over sixty-five
are going to get a few special benefits. The vet-
erans of this state are going to get special con-
sideration. In my opinion, this language null and
voids all of that, because you would be discriminat-
ing against you and I, If we didn't qualify In ac-
cordance with those provisions.

I had hoped to offer an amendment which would
simply say "except as otherwise provided In this
constitution" In the event this particular section
would pass. I can see, here and now, a field day
for the lawyers of this state if you had passed
Section 3 with the language and Us contents as
they are before us this moment. It's a bird's
nest on the ground for 'em. Just look at it, there's
not one thinq that nobody could do that somebody
else couldn't ..iv th^v are discr Imina » i no iioainsi

llOlit)
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me". They've got physical handicapped in here. whether she is a minor or of full age". See how
I'm one of the best friends they've ever had. We've much authority goes to now. We are not asking you
got some judges in our great state that's seen fit to give us anything that we don't deserve. I had

to say if a painter lost his finger that he held , a little pamphlet put on your desks, I hope you'll
the brush with, he's unable to paint. Couldn't read, "An End to Discriminations." I think you
paint no more. Well, I don't believe you could ought to read it. These are some of the things that
discriminate against him. He could hold it in his we are thinking about trying to bring out, so you
left hand. He might not paint as good, but he can think about it.

could still rub it up and down. There is some bad. As my closing, and I feel by consent, I'm going
bad language here, real, real bad in my opinion. to tell you a little story and it goes like this.
And I think it needs a long, hard look at it be- It's a barnyard story many people on a farm are
cause you are going far beyond anything that's been really familiar with. All the cattle and the chick-
done as far as I know in this state, if you adopt ens and the ducks got together and they were play-
this language in its present form. You are really ing. So the sheep and the cows and things, they
contradicting about half of what we've done here. had a fight. So the dog says "why don't you go and
And if you will think back a little, you'll know I take it before the city council?" So surely the
am telling the truth, and I don't think you want to poor cow goes up to the city council just as fast
do that. as she could go. When she got to the door and

If you are going to adopt this section, I think opened it, she didn't see anything but ducks. When
you should say, "as provided in this constitution", she got back to the barnyard, they asked her, they
and not put one provision in there where you've said, "I know you got justice." She said, "No, 1

got to have mandatory retirement at a certain age, didn't." She said, "When I looked in that council,
you've got to practice law so long before you can I knew I didn't have a chance."
do this, or you've got to do this or the other be- I'm saying this, I want you to give us a chance.
fore you qualify. I can see with this particular I don't want it to be this way. I'm not one that
language where I could be tied up in court some is speaking for myself, I represent men and women.
six months if somebody didn't want to hire me be- All I want is justice. And if I was going on what
cause I am a pipefitter or if I wanted to go to the my husband wanted, he wants what's right. But what
medical association and say "I got an honorary de- he wanted, if he didn't want justice, I wouldn't
gree and I want to practice medicine." We'd just be here for it. So let's give justice. Thank you.
go 'round and 'round and you good attorneys would
have a good field day, and I'd probably need a job Further Discussion
when you got through with me. I just think that
this language contained in Section 3 is a little Mr. Burson Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow dele-
too broad. I think it needs a little more defining, gates, I rise to discuss the proposal, to share
and I hope that some of the amendments that will with you a few ideas that I have that might be
be forthcoming, I'm sure, will define it. relevant to your consideration. First of all, let

me make it plain that I am and have always been an
Further Discussion advocate of equal protection of the law. I think

it is one of the noblest constitutional principles
nan, ladies and gentlemen, in our law. I would like to point out to you that

under the federal constitutional jurisprudence
which defines equal protection of the laws, a gen-
eral standard would be that all those similarly
situated must be treated alike.

Now, this does not mean, however, under the fed-
eral jurisprudence, that there cannot be classifi-
cation. But when the state classifies in a manner
that discriminates against a person or a group of
persons, under the federal jurisprudence, the
state has the burden of showing first of all that
the classification that it uses bears a legitimate
or reasonable relationship to the purpose of the
law and that that purpose is a legitimate public
purpose, and secondly, it must show that the

rolls because their living fathers would provide system of classification does not violate constitu-
the things that they need according to their means. tionally protected rights. So I submit to you
But this is just hopes. This is not true. that Mr. Roy dealt with the problem in the discus-

I have here a staff memo number August 24, sion and introduced the idea that the committee in-
No. 53 and in it mentions "maternal authority upon tended that the state should bear the burden if it
disappearance of father". And I want you to listen discriminates. I may be wrong, but it is my opinion
at it. Here it says "an acquired mother who con- that the state bears that burden at the present
tracts a second marriage, to have consent of family time under the federal constitution. This does
meeting to preserve superintendence of her chil- not mean that we do not need an equal protection
dren". Even though a father has left his child clause in our state constitution. We do. And I

and a mother is going to find somebody else that certainly hope that we adopt one whatever form it
is going to take this responsibility, she has to is in. We need one for more mundane reasons that
have a meeting. have been discussed at the platform thus far. Let

Get back to the next step. A wife cannot appear me give you a practical example with which I am
in court without authority of her husband, al- familiar through discussion with a brother lawyer.
though she may be a public merchant or possess her There was a law passed in the legislature which
property separate from her husband. I want to differentiated between the rights of used car
speed on over a little bit further and turn over to dealers and new car dealers with regard to the
where it says "a man or woman over twenty-one years application of consumer credit law that was passed
of age has authority to borrow money, contract in Louisiana recently. Now, this lawyer went to
debts for her separate benefits, and to grant mort- court representing the used car dealers to say,
gages on her separate property, when duly authorized "Well, for goodness sakes, there is no justification
by her husband". That's her properties they are for treating us differently. We both sell cars.
talking about. We are similarly situated. And the court said.

"A child remains under authority of his father "Well, that's too bad, but we don't have an equal
and mother until the majority of emancipation. In protection of the laws clause in our state consti-
cases of differences between the parents, the tution." I think we need an equal protection of
authority of the father prevails". Does that tell the laws clause, not only for the noble aims that
you that a mother has all that right over a child have been discussed up here so far today, but for
that she has given pain and delivered? many more mundane, everyday reasons that we en-

Take a listen at this. "The husband who is a counter in the law.
minor can authorize his wife to appear in court The question that seems to be at issue, really.

delegates
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(n the discussion Is what approach will we take to

adopting an equal protection clause. I think it

really boils down to a philosophical difference,
whether we take an approach of enumeratinq these
rights, or a more conservative approach of allowing
an organic development of the term, "equal protec-
tion of the law." Now we all know that in the fed-
eral constitution, when they wrote the fourteenth
amendment and said that "the state shall not deny
equal protection of the laws", they did not have in
mind such things as reapportionment or even, in-
deed, desegregation of schools, and so on. But the
federal courts have embraced all of these. ...as I

started to say, the federal courts have taken the
term, "equal protection of the laws," and developed
It organically on a case by case basis. My own
personal, philosophical approach and predilection
would be that that is the best way to proceed. But
as In many other matters, I am not sure that I am
right.

I would point out that Hr. Roemer raised a very
interesting point and one worthy of some thought,
that by listing certain enumerated rights, you may
be risking the Interpretation later that you are
leaving others out. And I certainly don't think
that's what's intended. The statement made in the
debate thus far that there is no basis for dis-
tinguishing on birth bothers me somewhat, because
I believe Justice Tate was the author of an opinion
that was upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court saying
that in our estate and succession laws, there was
a legitimate basis for our distinguishing between
legitimate and Illegitimate chi 1 dren . . .

.

the ra-
tionale being the preservation of stability in
society which, after all, does have a value.

Also. I would point out, finally, that when we
say we shall not discriminate on political ideas,
we may leave it open that we are telling school
boards, for instance, that they've got to hire a

man who is an avowed anarchist, which I don't think
they would have to do under the present law

-the Discussion

Hr. Landrum Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates,
liiy personal views on this particular article, and
particularly the area dealing with sex, I believe
that our economy is wrecked, because of female em-
ployment. Now that's my personal views, but being
practical in the society in which we live, there
are many of our females who are working and they
need some protection. I noticed the applause be-
hind one of the speakers. I really wonder, some-
times, why Is it so bad for the word "sex" to be
mentioned In the constitution, as giving a woman
equal protection? If you don't want to put it
there, it Is an indication to me, you want a way to
get her out. You want a way to not to really give
a woman equal protection under the law. I believe
that men out of fear, and I will say that again,
out of fear. Men fear women and thats why they
get to the place that they don't want to give a
woman equal rights. I am a man and I don't have to
fear a female. I don't believe no man has to fear
females because I believe most females will always
want to identify themselves as females. They will
want a man to recognize them as females, but when
we think of the society in which we live, that
they got to work, and all of the ladles will not
narry as someone made mention awhile ago. Every
woman will not get a husband, but now because she
doesn't have a husband that means she has still
got to work. If she is going to work, why should
she be paid less than another person doing the
same type of work? Someone made mention about the
handicapped. More than a hundred thousand of our
young men are handicapped. Not because it was their
desire to leave from home, but because of obedience
to this country, go to war they are handicapped.
They have returned back home handicapped and they
should not be denied a Job because of this handi-
cap. They should not be denied access to buildings
because of handicap. We have to recognize what
we are living in. Ue are living in a world with
all kinds of people. I believe that God has put
enough here on this earth, for all kinds nf people.

crippled, all kinds and until we learn to respect
all people, I think we are going to find ourselves
talking the same talk that was being talked a

hundred years ago. If I have one more minuted, Mr.
Chairman? I wish that we would try to do what we
can here and stop putting so much burden on the
legislature. In a few months most of us will be
through. Vou don't have to worry about running
for office. ..But some of you in the legislature will
have to run, that's why their decisions are differ-
ent than what yours should be here....

[o.t offi

•ther Discussion

1C:__'J*ck Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, and
partf'cul arly . Mr. Chairman, I don't believe you can
get people quiet, what we need is seat belts with-
out buzzers, and that may hold the people in them,
I don't know. I'm going to try this time to talk
a little on this.

We are dealing, apparently, with the question
on the assumption that certain people, groups,
classifications are being discriminated against. I

cannot agree that all of these have, I don't know
how you can spell it out in this constitution. As
I understand the law, our state legislature can pass
any law, unless they are prohibited by our constitu-
tion. There are more people satisfied as they are,
married and single, men and women. God made women.
God made men. I don't know that anybody ought to
try to make them into one person, that's called
! don't know what. The legislature can handle
this matter. All we really need here for Section
3, is these words, "no person shall be denied the
equal protection of the law." That keeps from be-
ing discriminated against. If they are discriminat-
ed against, the legislature meets each year and
they should be the one to make it Illegal to dis-
criminate against a certain thing. The legislature
can list them. Let's just take a question of
whether or not banks discriminate against ladies.
They do not, go to any bank and you will find way
more lady employees than you will men, that's a
well known thing. If there are areas of discrimi-
nation, let the legislature take it up. Just take
that sentence I read to you for Section 3, "Right
to Individual Dignity". I want to point out this;
worlds of people are satisfied like it is. Vou are
discriminating against those people If you pass
this, this can wreck the civil code. The civil
code is a fine book that says for certain things
for women, certain for men. Now don't blame the
people who wrote the civil code, the Lord made a
woman different from a man and thank goodness He
did. It was so that the enjoyment of the race
would be here and would survive and populate itself,
and I'm happy with this thing. My wife is happy
with me under the laws we have. I like to work.
I make the living in my family. She spends most of
the money, she does a good job of it. She could
get, if I wasn't a proper husband, she could draw
alimony. I think that's fair, under this she
could not. The laws provide if I'm hurt In an
accident, my wife is hurt, she gets all of hers as
her separate property, mine goes Into the community.
Suppose there's serious injuries to both, she got
a hundred thousand and I did, mine is community,
hers is separate. If we left each other regardless
of whose fault.... if I'm crazy enough to leave my
hundred thousand around where they could get at it.
she would get half of mine, and I would get none
of hers. She would get a hundred fifty thousand
and I would get fifty thousand. I'm satisfied with
that. Now. a lot of the people that want all of
this tre people that are misfits and dissatisfied.
All the vast majority of the happy marriages, the
happy single people, the happy girls, the happy
boys, and the young people, they are not asking
for all of this thing to wreck the laws that govern
them. I say to you. If you go one step further
than the first sentence that reads, "no person
shall be denied equal protection of the laws", then
the other one shmdd ;tmp1v T> on nfter that and
state, "nor • i. , i i i .., ,„,„,.^ ,,,,(„. . ,
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person in the exercise of rights on account of

race, or religious ideas", leave out the other...
I haven't finished, if I have any time. You cannot

point out any discrimination against people that

are listed here, except in the past there has been

discrimination against race and that has been re-

moved. There's been and always will, may be dis-

crimination against religion. If you are going to

leave any in, leave just those two . . . I

first is the first sentence.
the

Casey Rev Lan vhy do you

Jack to explain the word "misfit".

Hr. Casey Well, he has exceeded his time, I'

sorry. Reverend Landrum, possibly you can ask

privately.

Mr. Landrum No, Mr. Chairman, he didn't say

pri

Mr.
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is well-taken, the problem might should be correct-
ed, but the problem is that's a statutory provision
and can be cured by a simple act of the legislature.
1 submit to you, let's don't try to cure all of
those Isolated problems by a sweeping constitutional
provision. What you would be doing, would be des-
troying all of the rights that may be given prefer-
ential treatment in this state historically or
otherwise to the women. In closing and to get
specifically with regard to the amendment I have
before you which was read, very simply provides,
that no person shall be denied equal protection of

the law. Let me tell you in closing that the
United States Constitution in Amendment Fourteen
provides that no state shall mal<e or enforce any
law which would deny to any person, without its

jurisdiction, the equal protection of the laws and
that's all it says. I submit to you that we have
lived well and lived long under the provision of
the United States Constitution since 1868. We l<now

what it does, and we linow what it means. My amend-
ment is simply the same thing as the Federal Con-
stitution. What I am asking you, is to adopt a

provision which is equally applicable to all, all

people be they women, be they men, black, white,
Protestant. Jew, redneck, or Cajun. What I am
asking for you is equality as established under
the law with no ambiguity with no constructions as
to what is reasonable, arbitrary or otherwise. I

submit to you that we do not have such a provision
in our law. I Submit to you it's a provision which
should be enacted into law and I plead for your
favorable consideration. I will yield to questions,
Mr. Chairman.

Questions

Mr. Lanier Mr. Juneau, you've indicated in your
argument that you feel the committee proposal as

presently drawn will do violence to some of our
statutory law, is that correct?

Mr. Juneau res, that's absolutely correct, sir

Mr. Lanier What in your opinion would be the
effect of the committee proposal on the law in the
State of Louisiana, 1 think it's Code Article 2318,
that says that: "A father is responsible for the
torts of his minor children".

provision
committee proposal .

Mr. Lanier What in your opinion would be the
effect of the committee proposal on the law that
says, that "the father is the administrator of the
estate of his minor children"?

Mr. Juneau I think we would be left in the sit-
uation of having a fifty, fifty vote on who is the
administrator of the estate, Mr. Lanier. It would,
frankly, leave it up in the air as what It would do.

Mr. Lanier In your opinion, what effect would
the committee proposal have on the rights of minors
with reference to contracting and handling their
own affairs and personal liability?

Mr. Juneau Hy own personal opinion would be that
It would void any distinctions in that regard and
they would have that capacity.

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Juneau, I'm Interested In the
intention behind what you are suggesting because
it seems to me that's going to make a great deal
of difference later on. It's your Intention to
leave intact laws which do discriminate between
men and women?

Mr. Juneau It's my Intent. Mrs. Zervigon, to
provide for men and women both equal protection
laws, but In those cases where a reasonable classi-
fication can be drawn, I don't want to do violence
to that kind of law, I don't want to prohibit that.

Mrs. Zervigon Well, on one of '. Lanier's ex

amples, for example, that requires that the father
be the administrator of the estate of the minor
child, should the father be a man who can't count
high enough to count his fingers and toes and the
mother be a person who is experienced In math, that
law would still stand under your amendment, that's
your intention?

Mr. Juneau My Intention would be, Mrs. Zervigon,
that the problem, if you're concerned with that
problem, could very easily be solved by simple
legislative act. It could make detailed provisions
in the event the father was unable to serve as
administrator. I just don't think we ought to be
inflexible enough to put that binding kind of
authority in a constitution. I recognize. I have
had personal cases where that kind of situation
has come up and it's been a problem, but I think
that would be a matter that could properly address
itself to a legislative act, and I see no reason
why it could not.

Mrs. Zervigon But you do favor the legislature
being able to discriminate on the basis of race
or religion or sex it's supposing that nobody
came and asked for one of those laws to be over-

Mr. Juneau If there is a reasonable basis for
that conclusion, yes. Ma'am.

-s. Zer Thank yc

Mr. Roy Mr. Juneau, I'm a little confused as to
your background on case histories, are you familiar
with Reed vs. Reed, a United States Supreme Court
case involving the issue of whether a male or fe-
male would be favored in Iowa as the administrator
of an estate?

Juneau I've read the case, yes.

Roy you know that that case was decided by
the United States Supreme Court and it said that
"a state law which arbitrarily says that a male
is favored as the administrator over the estate of
a child over a female of equal rank is unconstitu-
tional and a deprivation of equal protection of
the laws"?

Juneau Where is that, Roy, an<J further
answer to the question as I said, if something of
that nature is unconstitutional, if it is a proble
it can simply be corrected by legislature.

Roy No. It can don t you jnderstand that
the issue is that the law which says that is on
its face unconstitutional because it should be
on the basis what is the best interest of the minor
and not whether it is a male or female who serves
as his administrator.

Hr. Juneau Hy answer to your question is. Mr.
Roy, you are left with one or two alternatives.
You are left, if you want a sweeping provision as
you would have in the committee proposal, abolish-
ing any distinction whatsoever hereafter, with re-
gard to sex, or do you want to have, as we have in

the Federal Constitution, a provision with regard
to equal protection of the laws. I think that's...
if I'm left with that choice. I would take the
latter we've lived with since the 1800's.

Mr. Roy I don't think that is what we will do,
but in any event, do you realize that If the
Twenty-seventh Amendment to the United States
Constitution a proposed amendment is passed, that
all of your problems about clianging the code articles
will descend upon this state once again?

Mr. Juneau I'm aware of that, and I'm aware what
the vote was In the Louisiana legislature on the
amendment you talked about In the last session...

Roy I understand, but If It Is passed and It

has been adopted by thirty states and needs onl)
seven more, we won't be able to put our heads 1r
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the sard and say we're not going to abide by it, perpetual path of drawing me into the issue of

j^^ll ^^g,
3 3

J
right and wrong with regard to separate and equal.
You know full well that I have no intentions, no

I'm not trying to stick my head feelings whatsoever with regard to destroying the

, I certainly wouldn't have i-'ght of the black person in tnis state. I submit

I can assure you that '° V" '^'^^ ' think that the Federal Constitution
is fully and abundantly clear on equal protection

nion of alimony, Mr. Juneau, l^ws. We all in this state know the effect that it

,^,..^,„.„, „j ..,.„. of the contract of marriage, applies to all people and it's not a matter of

and the husband owes support to the wife, as well racial discussion, not withstanding

Mr.
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ment by the people and for the people. I don't
think it ought to be for this class and that class,
and some other class. I think all people ought to

be equal, they ought to all be listed in there as

equal. It's time that we quit listing people as

a class, it's time we quit thinking of people as
black or white, or male or female or anything else.
Mr. Juneau's amendment does this, it says no person,
it goes further than anything the committee ever
proposed, it says that no person, everybody is

equal. This is what we want to attain, I think,
no person should be denied equal protection of the
laws. 1 think this is the result we want to reach,
and I think the committee has gone about it the
wrong way, that's why I definitely support his a-
mendment. I yield to any questions now.

Questions

Mr Stinson With reference to the ages, isn't it

a fact that it would be questionable whether there
could be any minimum ages as to marriages for mi-
nors, any law as to prohibiting minors going into
a place where liquor is sold and also requirements
on driver' s 1 icenses?

Mr. Arnette You are exactly right, Mr. Stinson.
He couldn't regulate anything that would list age
in it at all.

Mr. Stinson Now, on physical condition don't you
see possibly you couldn't ever arrest anyone for
DWI, his physical condition because he had been
drinking alcohol?

Mr. Arnette ' Well, I think maybe that's a little
far-fetched , but I think you might be right about

Further Discussion

Mrs. Dunlap Mr. Chairman and delegates to the
convention, there have been many remarks made here
this afternoon concerning women, females and I

would like to make a few on one of the concerns of
Miss Perkins, in the less trained and less educated
female. If anything, the less trained and less
educated female will be better off than before.
She will hold an equal share in the community and
keep many a reprobate of a husband from spending
the community into bankruptcy. How many women,
right now, are forced to work, to feed and clothe
their children, and where do you find that husband
and father? Delve into your hearts on this issue
and check your reasons, could fear of the unknown
be one? Some pioneers we have here. I also would
like to point out that there is a difference be-
tween alimony and child support. Alimony can be
claimed by the wife only during the separation
period before divorce, this period is normally for
one year, and I say, that that less trained, less
educated wife will be just as less trained and
less educated after that one year period. I've
made up a little catchy thing. I'm trying to think
of anything and everything I can do to keep the
word "sex" in Section 3. I start my little address
this way:

Mr. Chairman and delegates to this Constitutional
Convention.
I stand before you with a clear-cut intention.
Us your support I seek for Section 3,
a whole new world for you and me.
Sex, oh how much I've heard and the many mean-
ings of
such a little word, but in Section 3 it must
s tay

,

for us ladies It's the only way.
Libbers you call us, freedom you say we seek,
just bear in mind it's some of the ladies of
Louisiana for whom I speak.
Tis not lesbians we want to be,
nor ladles of the evening whose pleasure some
seek.
The truth. In fact. It's fairness we lack, pro-
tection
is «h» nan* you call to all Of those dlscrlmi-

Feel rest assured, my fine male friends, we
want nothing
you have, just let us in, into the world as equal
employees ,

into society, into your lives as equal partners
as wel 1 as wives .

Give us a chance with you from a standing posi-
tion,
you might be delighted with our changed disposi-
tion.
We are not attempting to overpower you nor do
we envy
your maleness.

Id of all the same sex, whatGood heavens,
a horrible
state of staleness;
Tis in our nature to serve and to love.
Give us the freedom of choice and our rights to
be claimed
as a friend, as a partner all In the same name.
Give us your trust and support; have faith as
the song we
sing; we are all waiting in the wings.
Ready to shoulder our share of the load; we are
eager to
walk with you down that lonely road.
Give us our rights; give us your support.
We are your wives, your partners and friends;
accept us
as such, that's where true friendship begins.

I ask you to vote against this Juneau amendment,
and I plead to your sense of honorable justice and
fairness to stay with the committee proposal.
Thank you .

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentle-
men of the convenLlon, I rise in opposition to this
amendment. Mr. Juneau has made the assertion that
all the inequities which were called to his atten-
tion, and 1 say this because his amendment stressed
mostly the portion of this section, can be corrected
by legislation. You must remember here that we are
writing a constitution, and the constitution is go-
ing to tell the legislature what it can do, and what
it can't do. If the legislature could correct this
condition, it has not done so In the past. This sec-
tion will force the correction of that provision.
Mr. Juneau's amendment will not require that. So,
therefore, we should not have that amendment in this
particular proposal of our constitution. Mr. Juneau
stated that he knew about the vote on the E.R.A. in
the legislature. I want to tell Mr. Juneau this,
that amendment ratificates, that amendment passed
the Senate; it failed in the House, and you have
sitting in this august body a delegate that has
defeated the person who was responsible for the
defeat of that amendment in the House of Represen-
tatives. That ought to be an answer to you, and
I think a lot of us are going to have to answer to
the public on that. Insofar as support in alimony
is concerned, I hear that over and over again, that
it is going to relieve the husband of support of
his wife in the event that he leaves or something
of that sort. We already have laws on that; there
is no need of correcting that because the old re-
ciprocal responsibility, and I tell you now, at
the present time, there is no sacredness insofar
as the right of a wife against the husband for
alimony support. There is, at the present time the
law needs correction in that respect because there
is not enough support there for them to equal share
in that responsibility. This amendment will not
change that. The amendment that Mr. Juneau has
will wreck this particular provision or this sec-
tion of the constitution. I. therefore, ask you
to please let's vote down this amendment; and If
you have some particular portion of a section that
you might want to eliminate, such as I have Indi-
cated before, that was with reference to age, th«t
Is the one that I have heard the most crltTcIsm of,
let's take that out and let the rest of It stand.
But this particular amendment would absolutely strip
it of all its effect, and I don't believe you
want to do that. Therefore, I ask you please let's
votp aqjin^t the Juneau amendment and go ahead with
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the protection of all of our citizens whether there's posed by way of this amendment and know that it will
black, white, female, male, old, young, whatever not do the job. It will not afford full opportunity
it may be. Let's give them all the equal protec- to the people that we are saying that ought to have
tion of the laws. it. So therefore I ask you, I ask you in the name

of justice, I ask you in the name of all women all
Further Discussion over this state, I ask you for black people over

this state. I have talked to them, and there is
Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, nothing up to this point in this constitution
I rise in opposition to this amendment. The amend- that black people are excited about or that they
ment would suggest that we do not need to enumerate can hang onto, and they say why should we bother
because we have the Fourteenth Amendment. The about it, j

Fourteenth Amendment would provide for the categor- this consti
ies that we have enumerated here. Ladies and gen- people and they are going to put something in there
tlemen, I simply want to remind you that we have for you, and this is why it was put in there, and
had the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States this is why we ask you to vote for it, and this is
Constitution since 1870, and it was not until 1940 why we ask you to defeat this amendment because
that we even got a similar, ... that we even got you are destroying hope and because you are not
any attention that would provide any sort of pro- addressing yourself to a serious and critical
tection for the categories that we have enumerated problem that exists in this state this d'ay and at
here. Now, let's face the central issue; let's deal this hour. Ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to vote
with the question. People have come up here and against the amendment as proposed.
they have clouded the issue, and they have tried
to suggest that they don't know what we are talk- Further Discussion
ing about; they know what we are talking about.
They know that we are talking about providing for Mr. Champagne Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
women in this country the same rights that you en- I rise in support of the Juneau amendment. I sub-
joy, and that's what.... that's the problem. That's mit to you that this is constitutional law. I

the problem, we don't want to deal with it. We suggest the intentions of the committee are far a-
don't want to deal with whether or not we are will- head of their deeds. We are not writing constitu-
ing, whether or not we are ready, as men, black tional law in that committee, we are legislating,
and white, to extend full citizenship to women in and the place for legislation is in the legislature.
this country; that's the question. Whether you There is no place for sex in Section 3. There is
cloud the issue and whether you address yourself no place for any other thing that is mentioned in
to the central question or not, women are discrimi- Section 3, with the exception of race. As this
nated against this day all over this country. Wo- shall be presented as an amendment to this, and
men are discriminated against in employment; women I suggest you support the Juneau amendment, and I

are discriminated in terms of their profession. shall vote for the amendment which puts'one and
You tell me why a gal has to peck on a typewriter only one thing that has any merit whatsoever, and
all day and get S2.50 an hour when she could re- that is, no discrimination because of race. I

pair the typewriter and get $7.50, but because we want to further say, as some of you know, that I

have been steeped in some sort of folkways and mores go home every night. I discussed women's rights
about what the place of women ought to be, we say at length with mamma last night. She told me
that you can't come there. Now, whether you want that she had all the rights in this world that
to recognize it or not, there are a large number she wanted, and if any of you think she is ignorant
of women in this state today who head up the house- or uneducated, that is not the question. She is
holds, who are the soul wage earner, who cannot well educated, as well as 1 am, and she is much
depend on a man to augment their income and to help smarter than some of you would give her credit for
support their family. They have to do it; they are because she knows real well that when she writes a
the bread winners, and they are precluded from check, she says "Babe, maybe you had better check
providing for their families and for their children the checking account and put some money in it." I

a secure and just and humane quality of life simply accept that as my responsibility, and that is one
because we don't want to change. There is no jus- of the reasons why women outlive men. I think it
tification for the arguments that I have heard up is a great deal, I think there is a difference,
here, none at all. Whether you recognize it or not, I don't have to tell any of you here that over
black people in this state today are discriminated one or two years old there is a difference. As a
against; black people in this country today are man of French heritage, I say. "vive la difference"
discriminated against, and whether or not we want to and that to you means "long live the difference"."
address ourselves to it or not or whether or not we Thank you.
want to hide behind some flimsy excuse like we don't
want to establish categories, is begging the ques- Further Discussion
tion. The question before us is whether or not we
want to provide for everybody in this country, free- Mr. Grave l Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentle-
dom and full justice and equal opportunity. Look ment of the convention, I speak in opposition to
all about you. You walk over to the State Capitol, the Juneau amendment because I don't think it
and people are pouring out of that building right does anything at all for the people who are looking
now, and very few black faces will be seen because to this convention to see whether or not their
black people are discriminated against this day, rights are going to be given recognition. If
this hour, this moment, in this place, and we are there's one thing that a substantial segment of the
asking that we put an end to it. We are asking that population of the State of Louisiana is concerned
you look at the categories, that you not place the about, it is whether or not we are going to have
burden for women and blacks, that you not place the the courage to get away from the lack of provisions
women in a situation, in a category, where they that were in the Constitution of 1921 and to put
will have to go time and time again and ask the something in the constitution that has meaning and
courts to decide whether or not they ought to be validity, clarity and peace in it. It doesn't do
equal. That's all we are asking; we are asking a whole lot of good to go to people who have been
that we would put aside this question once and for disadvantaged over the years, by circumstance and
all. Somebody came to me a few minutes ago and by the operation of law, and say to them that we
apologized for something that happened on the floor have got a great high sounding platitude here, the
of this convention a few minutes ago. The apology concept of equal protection of the laws that is
was not necessary. But if you want to make right, going to take care of the problems that you are
if you want to set aside, if you want to put down primarily concerned with. if we do nothing less,
forever any attention and any references to racial we have got to clearly, concisely and specifically
slurs or to the kind of inabilities that we have state in this constitution that there shall be no
suggested that ought to be imposed on people, well discrimination against those who have been dis-
then look at what we have proposed and give your criminated against; and if we don't spell it out.
full support to it, and look at what is being pro- if we try to gloss it over, if we try to generalize,
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then people are going to say, "the delegates to

the constitutional convention are trying to play
the same old games and are trying to fool us again. "

Perhaps we do have a few more words here than some

of the delegates think ought to be in the constitu-
tion, but where a few more words are needed is

right here in this provision that is going to mean
more to more people throughout the State of

Louisiana than any other provision that is going to

be adopted by this constitution. We have got to

spell out specifically, clearly and unequivocally
that people will be accorded equal protection of
the laws and that specific discriminations will not
exist in the State of Louisiana under state law for

just as long as we can foresee that this government
will exist. I urge you ladies and gentlemen, I

urge you to keep in mind that we are not going to

fool the people who are interested in and who sup-
port this amendment. These provisions are there
because they affect identifiable, substantial seg-
ments of the population of the State of Louisiana.
Let us not forsake them.

'ther iscussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, as usual we had predecessors
to myself that come up here and articulate very
adequately my feelings on this subject. I thank
Mr. Gravel, Mr. Jackson, some other speakers who
are in opposition to the Juneau amendment. Let me
suggest to you very strongly that, being a son of
discrimination, I would not like to as a delegate
have to prolong or to continue the forms of dis-
crimination that will be allowed to exist if the
Juneau amendment is passed. I don't know, and I

don't think that many of you here could possibly
conceive what it is to have the effects of discrimi-
nation carried on for so many years. Many of you
here have conceded that we ought not do it on race,
but we bring in another one; we bring in sex. We
bring in physical condition; we say it's no, we
got to make certain exceptions, and I want to

suggest to you that that's the same argument,
ladies and gentlemen, that I, being the son of dis-
crimination have heard on the issue of race. I

want to suggest to you that on the matter of
physical condition you got to wait. Whether you are
denied.... you're going to get hung up trying to
determine. . .can you distinguish between a D.W.I, or
whether you are going to deny a veteran or a physi-
cal handicapped person their just rights. I think
that it is very reasonable to assume, to state
emphatically, that any court will say that if some-
one is arrested on O.W.I., that that does not give
them the protection of discrimination on physical
condition. You know, I don't even see how that
could have even been presented. I find it very
difficult to get up here time after time after time
again and try to convey to you very strongly a con-
cept that I would appreciate, and I say this with
no offense, that I can appreciate that many of you
can't really conceptualize unless you fit in one
of these certain categories. There has been some
allusion to the fact that we ought to talk about
whether to be interested in brevity. Me ought to

be interested in Style and Drafting. I want to

suggest to you that the persons that fall in this
category don't really care about how many words
you use to protect them. There have been laws
that have been enacted on the federal and state
level that attempted to further clarify for court
Interpretation the rights, responsibilities and
the protections of particular classes or categories
of people. So there is no problem with us; I

think the precedent has been set, and I don't think
that we ought to get hung up on the matter of wheth-
er we go a little step further and attempt to en-
umerate those certain provisions. I know that It
is difficult and I was really deba'ting with myself
whether I should come before you again to try to
make you understand and to try to at least con-
ceptualize and crystalize the kinds of long range
effects that this has. I want lo suggest to you
that one of my major objections to the Judiciary
proposal was the fact that we were including ma-

yors' courts and justice of the peace when we
know there have been certain rulings that say cer-
tain phases of that is unconstitutional, but the

arguments that were presented to me was that hate.
Let us include it, because it will make our mayors
feel good. I am suggesting to you ladies and gen-
tlemen, let's take that same rationale, but not

just to make them feel good, but to really show
and demonstrate by this constitution, you know,
are we really putting our actions where our mouth

Further Discussion

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, I

want to apologize in that the first order of busi-
ness this morning I submitted to you an amendment
that did not contain all the language that it should
and I apologize for that. I would like now, inso-
far as this body is concerned, to speak against the

proposed amendment and to suggest to you that the

proponent of the amendment said that everything
that he had in his amendment was contained in the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Consti-
tution. That is absolutely correct. I suggest to

you also, however, that every phrase that is in-

cluded in this paragraph has to my personal know-
ledge been defined by the United States Supreme
Court to be covered by that very same Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution. I

suggest to you that the language relating to birth,
to race, to age, to sex, to social origin, to

physical condition, to political, religious ideas,
has each and everyone been already considered and
found to be viable under the Fourteenth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States. I have
seen an amendment laying on my desk that would do
something to this article that I think would be
helpful; it uses the word "reasonably" between the

words "law and discriminate." I suggest that we

defeat this amendment and look to the next one.
Thank you.

Question

Mr. Lanier Mr. Pugh, you said that the committee
proposal contains all the jurisprudence. Does not
the jurisprudence say that the "unreasonable or

arbitrary discrimination" is that which is pro-
and if that is correct, would you point

> in the committee proposal where the
Treasonable or arbitrary" are contained?

hibited,
out to n

terms "i

Mr. Pugh I never said this contained all the
jurisprudence; all the jurisprudence couldn't be
paid for by the people of the State of Louisiana,
much less put in one constitution. I said each
and every one of the phrases or words as used here
has already been determined to be protected by the

Fourteenth Amendment. I suggested to you that an

upcoming amendment was a good one when it used the

very phrase that you have mentioned from there
"unreasonable. "

\.Pr Quost red.]

Closing

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates.
I will make my remarks very brief. I would like to

clarify a few points. There is not now in the
State Constitution of this state an equal protec-
tion clause, and that is exactly what I want to

insert in. By putting in, it is my opinion that
by putting into this constitution an equal pro-
tection clause, you have afforded to the women and
to the elderly and to all classes of people in

this state a standing, a right to go into court and
to contest any provision of law which you In your
own mind deem "arbitrary or unreasonable." I

submit to you that if you want categories and you
want distinction, then vote against the amendment.
On the other hand, if you want a provision which
has been in the Federal Constitution since the
1800's, which is equally appreciable to all people
and is not based upon religion, is not based upon
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race and is not based upon cultural origin. I

respectfully submit that you should vote for this
amendment. It is a fair, it is a constitutionally
created right which is implicit in its own pro-
visions. I move for its favorable adoption.

tion to take up other orders adopted with-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
[l Journal 403-404. '\

day, August 30, 197 3.]
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Thursday, August 30, 1973

ROLL CALL

PRAYER

Mr. De 81 ieu» Our Heavenly Father, we thank Thee
for being here another day. He ask Thy guidance
upon this delegation, all the members of this con-
vention and staff, those we are supposed to repre-
sent. Me ask that You give us the wisdom to go a-

bout the affairs that You would have us to do this
day, that we may do it without regard to personal-
ities, without rancor, but only in the spirit which
You would have us to do it. We ask this a11 in

Jesus name. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[1 Journal 405]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 25, introduced
by Delegate Jackson, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Bill of Rights and Elections

A proposal to provide a Preamble and a Declara-
tion of Rights to the constitution.

The status of the proposal is the convention has
adopted as amended, the proposed Preamble, and
Section 1, and Section 2 of the proposal. Present-
ly has under consideration Section 3, Right to In-

dividual Dignity.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Dennery, et
j; . j . On page 2, delete lines 7 through 12 in
their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing:

"Section 3. No person shall be denied the equal
protection of the law. Nolaw shall discriminate
against a person on account of race or religious
ideas, religious beliefs, or religious affiliations.
No law shall arbitrarily, capriciously, or unreason-
ably discriminate against any person by reason of
birth, age, sex. culture, physical condition, po-
litical ideas or political affiliation. Slavery
and involuntary servitude are prohibited, except
in the latter case as a punishment for crime".

Explanation

3. You will note that the first sentence has the
"equal protection of the law" provision all by
itself. The next clause provides that there shall
be no discrimination against a person, no discrimi-
nation of any sort, on account of "race, or reli-
gious ideas, beliefs or affiliations". Then there
follows the balance of the language that was in the
committee proposal which states that "No law shall
arbitrarily, capriciously, or unreasonably discrimi-
nate against any person by reason of birth, age,
sei", we have changed the words "social orioin",
and replaced it with the word "culture, physical
condition, political ideas or political affilia-
tion". The last sentence remains the same.

The authors believe that there is absolutely no
basis for any discrimination of any sort on the
basis of, on account of race or religion, but they
do believe that there can be discrimination if it
is not arbitrary, not capricious, and not unreason-
able as far as the other items contained in the
original committee report are concerned. With the
question of birth and age, for instance, a reason-
able discrimination Is understandable because of
drivers' licenses, for example, or for retirement

purposes .
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How, Blacfc's Law Dictionary , if you are wondering
what the word "necessary" means, says this about the
word "necessary", and I wish you'd listen very care-
fully to this. They define the word "necessary"
this way. "They define the word "necessary" this
way. "This word must be considered in the connec-
tion in which it is used, as it is a word suscepti-
ble of various meanings. It may import absolute
physical necessity or inevitability, or it may im-

port that which is merely convenient, useful, appro-
priate, suitable, proper, or conducive to the end
sounht". The next sentence is most important, how-
ever. "In eminent domain proceedings, it means
land reasonably requisite and proper to accomplish-
ing an end in view, not absolute necessity of par-
ticular location." Reasonably requisite and proper,
and that's what the word "necessary" means here.
The sentence, "Property shall not be taken or damaged
except for a public and necessary purpose and with
just compensation paid to the owner or into court
for his benefit", allows a quick-taking statute.
At present, quick-taking is allowed only in the case
of highway purposes. No other public body or pri-
vate agency can take property immediately upon fil-
ing suit, but the highway department can. This would
allow any public body to have a quick-taking statute.
There is nothing in this sentence contrary, and,
thus, it would be able. We've been told that by
eliminating the word "previously" before the word
"paid", that that's the effect of this sentence.
We say in the next sentence that "the measure of
just compensation shall be the full extent of the
loss". In other words, when someone's property is

taken, he has a certain loss, and this section says
that loss shall be the measure of just compensation.
Sometimes, unfortunately, it has been much less.
For example, suppose a highway comes across the
corner of your property. You are offered five hund-
red dollars for it; it's worth a thousand. At pre-
sent, there is no way you can get what it's worth
because if you go to court and challenge that offer
and try to get your thousand dollars, and even if

you win, you are going to lose, because of the cost
of going to court, hiring an attorney, which you'll
have to pay. So this would attempt to take into
account that fact. We provide in this sentence,
also, the right to trial by jury. This has scared
some people. I don't know why. The right to trial
by jury to deteniine the amount of compensation,
and no other fact, is granted in virtually every
other state. Trial by jury is so important, it's
embedded in the Seventh Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution, in every case over twenty dollars. This
does not slow up the taking process at all, because
taking would be allowed. Then after the taking has
already been accomplished, trial by jury would be
held to determine compensation. The next sentence
is probably the most important, I think, because it

protects our way of life. "No business enterprise
or any of its assets shall be taken for the purpose
of operating that enterprise or for the purpose of
halting competition with government enterprises".
The purpose of this, quite frankly, is to slope the
government from owning the means of production.
That's pretty basic to our way of life and our socie-
ty, but we think in future years there may be in-
creasing attacks at that and we want to make sure
that it doesn't happen. This will reverse the hold-
ing in the Thibodaux case. In which the city of
Thibodaux attempted to expropriate within the con-
fines of its municipality, the holdings of Louisiana
Power and Light Company. In that case, the district
court said that taking a power company was not a

public purpose. The court of appeal reversed that
holding and said that it could. At that point, the
city of Thibodaux, as I understand It, did not go
ahead with the expropriation because they didn't
have the money. But that holding is on our books
giving the state the authority to take private en-
terprise at any time It chooses. Now, I don't
question the decision In that case. It was probably
right under the law at that time. That's why we
need to change the law. We also provide that "per-
sonal effects other than contraband..."

I'll Just briefly continue and then try to answer
some questions. The last phrase saying that "per-
sonal effects other than contraband will nevtr be

taken" is an attempt to protect the personal posses-
sions of people. It deals with state action not
government action, I mean, not private action, rather
--state action, because of the context of this sec-
tion. We are talking here about things like jewelry,
works of art, clothing, personal effects of all

types. Even the Russian Constitution recognizes
that personal effects, personal property should be
protected in this way. The last sentence simply
states, and it's from a number of state constitu-
tions, the California Constitution among others,
saying that "the question of whether the public
purpose is considered public and necessary Is left
naturally to the court to decide, and that a mere
legislative assertion that a particular purpose
is public and necessary, is not sufficient." This
sentence is implied anyway, but we've included it

to make sure there was no question as to it. Now,
let me try to answer whatever questions you have in

the time available.

Questions
Mr. Burns Mr. Jenkins, in Section 4 it specifies
that every person has the right to own, enjoy, con-
trol, and dispose of private property. In Section
7, It says 'All persons shall be free from discrim-
ination in the sale or rental of private property."
Win you please explain if there's any difference,
or is there any conflict in those two rights or those
two provisions?

Mr. Jenkins I think the general rule in interpret-
ing constitutions, Mr. Burns, is that where there
seems to be a conflict, the more specific provision
will rule, and I think in this case that Section 7,
if it were adopted as it exists here, would prevail
over the general statement in Section 4. 1 think
they have to be read in conjunction with other, with
one another, and that Section 7 would limit the ef-
fect of Section 4.

Mr. Burns Then I'll ask you the second question.
If you say that the provision of Section 7 would
prevail, do you not think that that would restrict
or encroach on the provisions or the rights to enjoy
or dispose of private property?

Jenkins______ I think
second sentence in th

says that this right
exerc i se of the pol 1

c

Section 7 Is that thi

1t will, and this is where the
It section comes in, where it

is subject to the reasonable
power. And the theory of

; is in that police power.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Jenkins, I am most concerned about
some language that I see in the comment under this
provision that was sent out. In particular this
comment says "the term 'taking' is to apply both to
expropriation and appropriation so that appropriation
would no longer have a special status in Louisiana
law". What does that mean, Mr. Jenkins?

Mr. J6 youakins Under the appropriation law,
know, property can be taken with no compensation
whatsoever. Now, that is what we're getting at.
This does not affect the quick-taking attributes of
appropriation, because a quick-taking statute is

allowed under the language in the third sentence of
this section. So the main effect of the language
here where we say "taken or damaged" is to Include
appropriation so that in the case of appropriation
when land is taken for levee purposes, a Just com-
pensation Is going to have to be paid for that. Just
as for every other taking.

Mr. Lanier Well, now, Mr. Jenkins, what concerns
me about this is, are you aware of the fact that the
present Jurisprudence, both of the United States
Supreme Court and of the Louisiana Supreme Court,
Is that the exercise of the riparian servitude is

not a taking?

Mr. Jenkins Well, then If It's not a taking and
can be Interpreted as such, then this wouldn't not
deal with It.

Mr. Lanier But, by the language of this Section
4 and the Interpretation given to It In your comment,
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carefully to this. They define the word "neces-
sary" this way. "This word must be considered in

the connection in which it is used, as it is a word
susceptible of various meanings. It may import ab-

solute physical necessity or inevitability, or it

may import that which is merely convenient, useful,
appropriate, suitable, proper, or conducive to the
end sought". The next sentence is most important,
however. "In eminent domain proceedinqs, it means
land reasonably requ i s i te and proper to accomplish-
ing an end in view, not absolute necessity of par-
ticular location." Reasonably requisite and pro-
per, and that's what the word "necessary" means
here. The sentence, "Property shall not be taken
or damaged except for a public and necessary pur-
pose and with just compensation paid to the owner
or into court for his benefit", allows a quick-
taking statute. At present, quick-taking is allow-
ed only in the case of highway purposes. No other
public body or private agency can take property
immediately upon filing suit, but the highway de-
partment can. This would allow any public body to

have a quick-taking statute. There is nothing in

this sentence contrary, and, thus, it would be able.
We've been told that by eliminating the word "pre-
viously" before the word "paid", that that's the

effect of this sentence. We say in the next sen-
tence that "the measure of just compensation shall
be the full extent of the loss". In other words,
when someone's property is taken, he has a certain
loss, and this section says that loss shall be the
measure of just compensation. Sometimes, unfortu-
nately, it has been much less. For example, sup-
pose a highway comes across the corner of your
property. You are offered five hundred dollars
for it; it's worth a thousand. At present, there
is no way you can get what it's worth because if
you go to court and challenge that offer and try
to get your thousand dollars, and even if you win,
you are going to lose, because of the cost of go-
ing to court, hiring an attorney, which you'll have
to pay. So this would attempt to take into account
that fact. We provide in this sentence, also, the
right to trial by jury. This has scared some
people. I don't know why. The right to trial by
jury to determine the amount of compensation, and
no other fact, is granted in virtually every other
state. Trial by jury is so important, it's em-
bedded in the Seventh Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution, in every case over twenty dollars. This
does not slow up the taking process at all, because
taking would be allowed. Then after the taking
has already been accomplished, trial by jury would
be held to determine compensation. The next sen-
tence is probably the most important, I think, be-
cause it protects our way of life. "No business
enterprise or any of its assets shall be taken for
the purpose of operating that enterprise or for
the purpose of halting competition with government
enterprises". The purpose of this, quite frankly,
is to stop the government from owning the means of
production. That's pretty basic to our way of life
and our society, but we think in future years there
may be increasing attacks at that and we want to
make sure that it doesn't happen. This will re-
verse the holding in the Thibodaux case, in which
the city of Thibodaux attempted to expropriate
within the confines of its municipality, the hold-
ings of Louisiana Power and Light Company. In that
case, the district court said that taking a power
company was not a public purpose. The court of
appeal reversed that holding and said that it
could. At that point, the city of Thibodaux, as
I understand it, did not go ahead with the ex-
propriation because they didn't have the money.
But that holding is on our books giving the state
the authority to take private enterprise at any
time it chooses. Now, I don't question the deci-
sion in that case. It was probably right under
the law at that time. That's why we need to
change the law. We also provide that "personal
effects other than contraband ..."

I'll just briefly continue and then try to an-
swer some questions. The last phrase saying that
"personal effects other than contraband will never
be taken" is an attempt to protect the personal
possessions of people. It deals with state action

not government action, I mean, not private action,
ra ther- -state action, because of the context of
this section. We are talking here about things like
jewelry, works of art, clothing, personal effects
of all types. Even the Russian Constitution recog-
nizes that personal effects, personal property
should be protected in this way. The last sentence
simply states, and it's from a number of state con-
stitutions, the California Constitution among
others, saying that "the question of whether the
public purpose is considered public and necessary
is left naturally to the court to decide, and that
a mere legislative assertion that a particular
purpose is public and necessary, is not sufficient.'
This sentence is implied anyway, but we've includ-
ed it to make sure there was no question as to it.

Now, let me try to answer whatever questions you
have in the time available.

Questions

Mr. Burns Mr. Jenkins, in Section 4 it specifies
that every person has the right to own, enjov, con-
trol, and dispose of private property. In Section
7, it says "All persons shall be free from dis-
crimination in the sale or rental of private pro-
perty." Will you please explain if there's any
difference, or is there any conflict in those two
rights or those two provisions?

Mr. Jenkins I think the general rule in inter-
preting constitutions, Mr. Burns, is that where
there seems to be a conflict, the more specific
provision will rule, and I think in this case that
Section 7, if it were adopted as it exists here,
would prevail over the general statement in Sec-
tion 4. I think they have to be read in conjunc-
tion with other, with one another, and that Section
7 would limit the effect of Section 4.

Mr . Burns Then I'll ask you the second question.
If you say that the provision of Section 7 would
prevail, do you not think that that would restrict
or encroach on the provisions or the rights to en-
joy or dispose of private property?

Mr. Jenkin s I think it will, and this is where
the second sentence in that section comes in, where
it says that this right is subject to the reasonable
exercise of the police power. And the theory of
Section 7 is that this is in that police power.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Jenkins, I am most concerned about
some language that I see in the comment under this
provision that was sent out. In particular this
comment says "the term 'taking' is to apply both
to expropriation and appropriation so that appro-
priation would no longer have a special status in
Louisiana law". What does that mean, Mr. Jenkins?

Mr. Jenkins Under the appropri ation • law , as you
know, property can be taken with no compensation
whatsoever. Now, that is what we're getting at.
This does not affect the quick-taking attributes
of appropriation, because a quick-taking statute
is allowed under the language in the third sen-
tence of this section. So the main effect of the
language here where we say "taken or damaged" is

to include appropriation so that in the case of
appropriation when land is taken for levee pur-
poses, a just compensation is going to have to be
paid for that, just as for every other taking.

Mr. Lanier Well, now, Mr. Jenkins, what concerns
me about this is, are you aware of the fact that
the present jurisprudence, both of the United
States Supreme Court and of the Louisiana Supreme
Court, is that the exercise of the riparian servi-
tude is not a taking?

Mr. Jenkins Well, then if it's not a taking and
can be interpreted as such, then this wouldn't
deal with it.

Mr. Lanie r But, by the language of this Section
4 and the interpretation given to it in your com-
ment, would that not imply that it is your intent
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Id that
the

Jenkir

imply that It is your intent to do
iparian servitude?

Jell, it Is our interpretation that
the appropriation power of the state is a taking,
now this might be subject to later Judicial inter-
pretation, but this was certainly our interpreta-
tion of the law. Now, if it can be shown that it's
not a taking, that there is an existing servitude,
then there would be no problem,

Mr. Lanier Well, Hr. Jenkins, in Article XVI, Sec-
tion 6 of our present constitution, which 1 might
add is under the jurisdiction of the Local Govern-
ment Committee under levees, has it not been the
Jurisprudence and the rulings in our state ever
since we were a French colony; that this was a servi
tude that burdened land on navigable waterways?

Mr. Jenkins No, I think there's a dispute as to

that, Mr. Lanier. I think that it can certainly
be viewed as a taking, especially in modern times
when we don't have the large tracts of land extend-
ing out to the river, which was the theory in past
times by which it was considered a servitude on the
property. We now have a single lot sometimes ad-
Joining the river, and it can hardly be said to be
a servitude in such instances.

Mr. Lanier Well, now. are vou saving that vou dis-
agree with the holdinas of Eldridqe vs. Trecevant
and the U.S. Box Company cases, both of which were
decided by the United States Supreme Court?

Hr. Jenkins Hell, you'd have to give me those
cases and let me look at then, Hr. Lanier. I can't
cite them to you off the top of my head and tell you
whether I agree or not.

Mr. Lanier Well, then, would you agree that if it

can be shown to you that the Jurisprudence of this
state is that the exercise of this servitude is not
a taking--that this portion of your provision is in

Mr . Jenki ns No, you might say the comment would
be in error, Hr. Lanier. If you are correct in you
assumption, then there is nothing in this section
which would conflict with the appropriation power
that you are talking about, because appropriation
would be allowed if you ' re correct .

Hr. Lan Wei 1 , then woul it be you

Hr. O'Neill Hr. Jenkins, the point here is, wheth-
er it's appropriation or expropriation, that you
want the people compensated for whatever land is

taken, correct?

Hr. Jenkins That's correct, and we're trying to
do Justice. When people have bought a lot adjoininq
the Hississippi River, and that lot is taken, if

there's no compensation given, and it's not just
compensation, we don't think it's right, and we

Hr. O'Neill The second question--is this provision
which the Bill of Rights Committee came out with,
isn't It basically kind of a combination of provi-
sions from several other constitutions, Illinois,
Hontana, and several other constitutions?

H r. Jenkins That's correct. There's hardly a

word in here that isn't in some other state consti-
tution and working there.

Hr. Derbes Hr . Jenkins, what Is your precedent for
inserting In this proposed Bill of Rights the first
two sentences of Section 4?

Hr. Jenkins The first sentence Is found in most
state constitutions, not word for word, but something
to that effect, and It's an attemot to Include the
same tvoe of language In our constitution. The
second sentence really Is not absolutely necessary
because the police power is assumed and granted
In every sovereign, but to make it clear, we've

Hr. Derbes Mr. Jenkins, how does this affect, the
first two sentences, how do the first two sentences
affect the right of the governmental unit to regu-
late by virtue of zoning, environmental policy con-
trols, or other systems of land usage that would
redound to the benefit of the mass of individuals
rather than the individual, and perhaps adversely
affect the individual property owner?

Hr. Jenkins This does not affect it at all. In
fact, this specifically grants it, whereas it was
never granted before specifically, because zoning
is an exercise of the police power, an.l £0 is land
use planning. That's always been tne way in which
it's been sustained and so there's no problem with

nental po-

Personal Privilege

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

guess the proper way to say this is that I am ag-
grieved as Wellborn Jack would say, I'm bugged by
one thing here, and that's where it says "every
person has the right to buy, to own, to dispose"
and so forth. The thing that's bugging me is,
what relationship is this going to have to the com-
munity property sections of the constitution. It's
got to have a relationship, and 1t Just looks to
me like that we have something there we'd better
take a second look at, and that's the reason I

wanted to bring it up before you got too far into
the discussion.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 {.by Mi. Pugh], page
2, line 14, after the words "right to" delete the
remainder of the line and delete line 15 in its
entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"acquire, control, enjoy, own, protect, use and".

Amendment No. 2, page 2, line 19, after the
words "purpose and" and before the word "Just" de-
lete the word "with" and Insert in lieu thereof
the words "only after".

Amendment No. 3, page 2, line 19, after the
word "compensation" add the words "has been".

Amendment No. 4, page 2, line 20, after the
word "paid" delete the remainder of the line, in-
sert in lieu thereof the following: "directly or
indirectly to the owner or possessor. The owner".

Explanation

Hr. Puqh Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the pur-
pose of the first amendment is that as drafted, the
section provides that every person has the right
to acquire by voluntary means. To me that suggests
he does not have the right to acquire by involun-
tary means; that is to say, one cannot acquire pro-
perty as a result of the executory process or as a

result of any of the conservatory methods by which
we In this business take property. All property
is not acquired voluntarily. Much of it is acquired
involuntarily, and for that reason, my amendment
merely says, and I use their same phrases, that "he
may acquire, control, enjoy, own, protect and use".
In that regard, I've used their very same language
except to eliminate the preposition and to elimi-
nate the words "voluntary means", substituting
therefor, "that he may acquire". Arp thorp .my
questions?

Questions

Hr. Arnette Hr. Pugh, It Is my unu.-. . i jnu i im
that you were going to hold off on your other
amendments. Do you want to brlnq them up at this
time?
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Mr. Pugh That's the reason 1 asked if there were Mr. Pugh Yes, it is, but if the property
any questions here. As far as I'm concerned, the quired by the foreclosing creditor, ther

endments are severable, and I'll take just the involuntary acquisition insofar as the 1

rst one, if you'd like. and insofar as the creditor is. A tax sale .-

involuntary acquisition of a piece of property.
Arnette In other words, we'll just discuss acauire many pieces of property ' '

'''''

nt separately . .„ .„...,.

... . . . ., ,,_ . stincti
Pugh If it's all right with the Chair, I'd j understand from a creditor's seize and credi

quired by the
involuntary a(

and insofar a;

involuntary a<

acquire many
|

law involuntai

Mr. Burns I
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reacquire that property. There's no question about
that in the law. We only own property subject to
the right of the government whether it's the state,
whether it's the federal, whether it's exercised
by a public corporation to take it back from us.
Now, if you wish to have a prhase included here,
"except as otherwise provided in the constitution",
I've got no quarrel with that.

In further answer to him, I don't see any dif-
ference between saying you'll take it with just com-
pensation because that still suggests that you're
gonna pay something at the time of the taking.

Hr. Roemer Bob, my question's in line with the
thrust of what you're just talking about now, and
that is, isn't your amendment, particularly 2 and 3,
in regard to this "just compensation" wouldn't it
read "and only after just compensation has been
paid"? Is that correct in line 19 and 20.

Puqh That is correct.

Roemer Isn ' that more restr :tive
of the ability to take and use property? Under your
language you couldn't do that pending just compensa-
tion; it would have to go ultimately through the
courts, just compensation determined, money deposit-
ed, then property could be utilized. Am I wrong
in that?

Hr. Puqh Well, the courts have already, in my
opinion, established is meant by the phrase "just
compensation". Had they not done that, I would have
had something to say about that. But the courts
already determined what is meant by "just compensa-
tion". It's .language that we are all familiar with.

Further Discussion

Hr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
tion, Hr. Pugh's analysis of what "by voluntarily
acquiring" means is now what we have in mind. We
don't think that the language "to acquire voluntar-
ily" in any way restricts people from the right of
acquiring by involuntary means. However, we have
no objection to his amendment because it does per-
haps make the wording a little smoother, and it does
cover this objection even though it's not necessar-
ily something that we need to take care of. So for
that reason, we have no objection to the first amend-
ment.

Point of Information

Mrs. Warren Kr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

didn't rise to oppose or support this amendment.
I rose only for a point of information because I

didn't have a chance to ask a question. It has
been much talk about the levee boards, appropria-
tions and expropriations, and what I'm trying to
find out is, does this only apply, are we only dis-
cussing things for levee boards and highways and
streets, or will this affect our property in gen-
eral, across the board. This is all I'd like to
know, is this going to only affect the levees and
highways and things that we have brought up to dis-
cuss, or is this going to affect expropriations or
appropriations all over the state, across the board?
And, I would like for anyone in authority to answer
that question for me.

ansv

Questions

>W'.. Warre n Hr. Pugh, if I seem to sound a little
faTt ignorant, it's true. I am Ignorant to this
fact, and I would like to know if this was referring
to property Just on the banks of the river or for
levee boards, or for the streets, or does it affect
people all across the board. Hy opinion, according
to the dictionary, that you're going to have, if
you're qoinq to appropriate property, you're going
to have to first taip it hpforr you can appropriate

it. So. I'm trvino to find out if this affects
ever^bodv or iust a few of the incidents that have
been mentioned at this convention.

Hr. Puoh I think our constitution is aoing to
affect everybody. I think we're hung up in this
convention over the question of levees, over "just
compensation", and "only after", and "with". We're
getting into semantics. I mean, the courts have
already determined these issues. Am I answering
your question?

Mrs. Warren You are. I just wanted to know if
it was going to affect everybody, because the issue
has been raised principally on levees, which all of
us are concerned about, our safety and all, but
still I wanted to know If it affects everybody.

Hr. Puqh The constitution as adopted, in my opin-
1 n , will affect all citizens doing business or
living In the State of Louisiana.

Hr. Abraham Bob, I'm in agreement with Amendments
1 and 4, but the language of 2 and 3 disturbs me,
because when you say that it can be taken only
after a just compensation has been paid, well this
would leave a question in my mind as to whether just
compensation has actually been paid or not. Then
the owner would go to court and say, "No, you can't
take this property for a highway, because I contend
you have not paid just compensation", and I think
that that would hold up that proceeding until the
court did make a determination, whether just compen-
sation has been deposited or not.

Hr. Puqh If I told you that there's a distinction
without a difference between the phrase "with" and
"only after" you'd ask me what the. ..did I put the
amendment In for. But really, I don't see any
change in the law as I know it today by the phrases
I'm using here. If the committee, I mean if the
convention thinks otherwise, they can vote it down;
it's not going to hurt my feelings. I feel very
strongly about Amendment No. 1, however.

[Amendment N
Motion to r

Wo. 2 and 3

rread and adopted: 99-7.
ler tabled. Amendments
' and rejected: 21-82.

recons ider tabled. Amendment
ead and rejected : 25-81. Motion
ider tabled.]

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by »r . Dennery'i, on
page 2, line 14, immediately after the word, "person
and before the word "has" insert the following:
", subject to reasonable statutory restrictions.".
It would begin "Every person, subject to reasonable
statutory restrictions, has the right to" and you
pick up Amendment No. 1 just adopted, by Hr. Pugh,
"acquire, control, enjoy, own, protect, use and..."
etc.

Explanation

Hr. Dennery The purpose of this amendment is to
provide that although a person has a right to ac-
quire, own, control and so forth his own property,
this right has to be subject to the right of the
state to provide certain restrictions. For example,
we have in our law that if you have a piece of pro-
perty which is complete enclosed from a highway or
a road then you have the right to get a servitude
of passage over your neighbor's property, the near-
est exit and entrance to that road. It seems to
me that this is a reasonable restriction which can
be placed upon the ownership of property. You have
the same problem with regard to certain other pri-
vate servitudes, such as the right to view, the
right to light, the right to drainage and so forth.
You have a right of lateral support over your neigh-
bor's property. There are common walls which you
can build on your neighbor's property. If you use
your property In such a way that it damages your
neighbors property, you are required to pay him
damages therefor. It seems to me that by not re-
stricting this to reasonable statutory rcstric-
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tions you may invalidate all of these basic proper-

ty rights in Louisiana law. Now I discussed this

thoroughly with Mr. Jenkins. Mr. Jenkins and I

disagree on the meaning of police power in the next

sentence. He feels that the sentence which starts,
"this right is subject to the reasonable exercise
of the police power" would protect these other
property rights. This is just a matter of disagree-
ment between us on the meaning of the words "po-

lice power". I do not agree that this would pro-

tect the property rights which are now in our law

and I think they definitely should be protected.
I therefore ask for the, adoption of the amendment.

Questions

Den irx Wei

primarily to the power of the state to govern in-

tercourse between society as a whole, and it does

not apply to rights between individuals. It ap-
plies to the right of the state to protect the

public at large by the normal police functions and

that sort of thing, but I do not believe it would
apply to rights between private individuals.

nciej Dennery, it seems to me that
nhen you put a phrase like "subject to reasonable
statutory restrictions" in an article in the con-
stitution of this nature you are kind of doing a-

way with the purpose of having a Bill of Rights
because the Bill of Rights is, I think, to protect
the people from the government in a certain aspect
or protect the people from the legislature in a-
nother respect, and I think when you allow the

legislature to make laws governing these rights
then you are kind of doing away with the theory
behind the Bill of Rights. Am I not correct?

Mr. Dennery Well, Mr. Bollinger, there is a

certain merit in your argument and I can understand
that, but it seems to me you have to choose between
the lesser of two evils. You do not permit, for
instance, under the present law, a minor to sell
property or to buy property. . You do not permit an

interdict to do this on his own, or her own. These
are restrictions which have to be placed on there
by statute and I think you have to choose between
the lesser of two evils. This is the reason I

used the word "reasonable" in there. I think it pro-
tects the civil rights as against the state under
normal circumstances. But under these other cir-
cumstances, I think you have to permit it.

ice CI- rman Casey Chai

Mr. Arnette Mr. Dennery, don't you think there
are also many, many other examples of reasonable
restrictions that the civil code has on property
that need also be protected?

Further

Conroy

1 scuss 1

ie in support of Mr. uennery s

amendment. I think it is vitally important that
we adopt this amendment. I think that the basic
concept or desirability of describing in the con-
stitution the rights to property can certainly be
well founded and justified by the committee, but I

do think, as has been pointed out and as all of us
are concerned about the breadth of it and what the
simple statement as the committee had drawn it,
what it might do to many of the present laws that
we have on the books that do, I think appropriately
restrict private ownership or impose on it certain
servitude rights and other rights. So I urge your
adoption of the Dennery amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jenk i ns Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
vention, we will oppose this amendment for two

reasons. First of all, it is redundant. We have
already provided that the right to property is sub-
ject to the police power, elsewhere, and also be-

cause it is slightly different in that police po-

wer, as defined presently, already has built into
it certain restrictions, certain delimitations,
certain understandings that reasonable statutory
restrictions, that term, does not have built into

it. Let me read you what the police power is sup-
posed to mean, according to a Black ' s Law Diction-
ary. which I think is an accepted source of such
comment. It says "the police power is the power
vested in the legislature to make, ordain, and
establish all manner of wholesome and reasonable
laws, statutes, and ordinances either with penalties
or without, not repugnant to the constitution, as

they shall judge to be for the good and welfare of

the commonwealth and the subjects of the same.
An authority, the police power is an authority con-
ferred by the American constitutional system upon
the individual states through which they are en-

abled to generally secure the comfort, health and
prosperity of the state by preserving the public
order, preventing a conflict of rights in the com-
mon intercourse of citizens". Let me read you one
other explanation of the police power.

Well, in summation of what I said, the term
proposed by Mr. Dennery is redundant and unneces-
sary because we have already provided, in the
second sentence, that the right to property is

subject to the police power which is the reasonable
regulatory power of the state. I think it important
that we say the police power because the courts
have interpreted that term many times in the past,
courts throughout this country, and it will be

more subject to rational interpretation. What
is the police power? Well, here is what this
-ource says. It says, "What is termed the police
power of the state which, from the language often
used respecting it, one would suppose to be an

undefined and irresponsible element in government,
can only interfere with the conduct of individuals
and their intercourse with each other and in the

use of their property." In other words, the po-
lice power interferes with people, regulates the
use of their property. That's what the police
power is. It is one of the two types of restric-
tions and limitations on property rights. First,
the police power, the regulatory function. Se-
cond, the expropriation power, the right to seize.
So we say that already. Now to say it again is to

set up a dual standard which is not going to be
subject to whatever limitations and protections
have already been set up in previous decisions as

to what police power means. An example is, in

some instances a local government has attempted to

put a particular business out of business in a

general location because of something it was doing
that was a nuisance. The courts have said you
can't put it out of business if it stops being a

nuisance. That's not a reasonable exercise of
police power. If it can stop what it is doing that
is a nuisance then it can continue in business.
Otherwise, it is a seizure. So we know what the
police power means. I think that this is a more
proper term than the one proposed by Mr. Dennery,
so I urge the defeat of the amendment.

Question

Mr. Stovall Mr. Jenkins, not being an attorney,
the language "subject to reasonable statutory re-
strictions" does not mean the same to me as police
power, and I am using police power in the general
sense. Could you clarify if it means the same?
Could you make it clearer? I don't feel that
you've done so up until this point.

Mr . Jenkin s The police power as normally used in

legal language means the general regulatory power
of the state to regulate, generally, most aspects
of human endeavor, but particularly property rights.
It is subject to certain limitations and restric-
tions, that term is, as defined in past court de-
cisions. It has a history all its own. Now. the
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term proposed by Mr. Oennery is somewhat similar
but it is not subject to these past court decisions
and limitations, so that perhaps there could be some
abuses of Mr. Oennery's term that we hope would not
be Involved in the term "police power" because of
the past interpretations given it. I hope that
answers your question.

Further Discussion

Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, I think that if you were listening that
Moody's points were very well tai(en. Subject to
reasonable statutory regulations, of course, imply
that they must stem from the police power. Now
we say the reasonable exercise of the police power,
but- it could be that the statutory rules in the
future may not come under police power. It may be
something totally different. I just don't believe
that the right of property which I have come to ap-
preciate a lot, lot more after being on this Bill
of Rights Committee and reading the material we
did and listening to the arguments of a real pro-
ponent of property rights, as Woody Jenkins is, I

just don't believe that it should be subject to
the whim and capric" of future statutory law that
may not come withir the purview of the reasonable
police power. I think It's surplusage. It's just
adding a bunch of words that really don't mean
anything and it opens the door to some chance of
some type of law which is not really the exercise
of reasonable police power and which results in the
right of property being lessened or modified. I

urge your rejection of it and let me say this.
Certainly, I have no pride in authorship to that
extent of thi-s particular provision. I think the
committee has shown that its pride in authorship
is subject to your change and whatever have you.
So let's not get paranoid about that we don't want
any changes. This change just doesn't make any
sense in my judgment and I don't think we ought
to be cluttering up something that was perfectly
clear before with extra words.

Question

Slnqletary Chr say that inter

cause we
ight to pass laws that affect

given that power to the

Mr. An2alo ne Now Mr. Roy, «hat you are saying Is

that you do not want the state to have the authori-
ty to give any law Insofar as property Is concerned
unless It is under the police power of the state
and you have recognized that there are many more
facets in which the state can govern.

Roy No, didn't say that.

'es , sir, you did.

Roy

,

id that.

Mr. Conroy Mr. Roy, do you agree that It's pos-
sible that a court in this state might not agree
with your opinion as to what the police power means

Mr. R oy Mr. Conroy, obviously I would have to
say "yes" because the court could agree that every-
thing we've written doesn't mean what it said
either. Anything is possible. You could sta^rt
flying right now.

Oerbes . Roy, I think this is very Impor-
state definitively and categoricall
enacted by the State of Louisiana,
lity or governmental subdivision

ch in any way, remotely or directly,
ate property is an exercise of the

In the broadest sense of the
<ould say you could say that.

[previous Quest
adopted: 74-3
tabled.']

Amendmen

Poynter )ffer by

diction stems from the police

next amendment is

jates Oennery and Singletary.
Amendment No. 1 on page 2, line 17, after the

vord "power" insert a period and delete the re-
minder of the line and on line 18, at the begin-
ling of the line, delete the word and punctuation
"heirship. "

Hr. Singletar y Would you explain that a little?

Mr. Roy The police power of the state to concern
i tsel f with Interdicts, with minors, with any per-
son Is unlimited as long as it's a reasonable ex-
ercise thereof and is not contrary to anything
that is in the constitution that's against it. Yoi^

talk about. ..you don't think...] can't ask you the
question. My opinion is that the law of interdic-
tion can arise through reasonable police power
and interpretations. I don't see what it has to
do in any event with extra words that Hr. Oennery
seeks to add here.

M r. An zalone Hr. Roy, Is it your appreciation
that the reason that the State of Louisiana can
govern the people who live within its boundaries is

because of the police power granted to the state?

'^S.-^loi Well, that's a pretty broad question. It

can govern the people who live In me State of
Louisiana because the people create a constitution
that allows them to be governed and under the
social compact theory they give up certain rights.
Implicit in the creation of the constitution, even
If you never mention the words "police power", woul
be the notion that running throughout government
is the police power to that the police power may
govern the lives of people to some extent even
though not expressly stated.

Hr. Antalone Oo you believe that the stale has
tli> right to govern and past laws which ar» not
necessarily associated with police power?

''/•_''o^ W*ll ' think any law... I think the state

Explanation

Hr. Dennery The purpose of this amendment is to
remove from the section on the Bill of Rights any
language with regard to forced heirship. I have
previously introduced a delegate proposal concern-
ing forced heirship. I think it is basically a

restriction on the legislative power. It really
doesn't belong in the Bill of Rights at all.
Whether or not we should or should not have forced
heirship I think should be discussed in full and
not in this section because this section doesn't
cover all of the rights of forced heirship. Hr.
Singletary and I therefore believe we should delete
it from this section and discuss it in full later.

Questions

Mr. Roy Hoise, I don't necessarily disagree with
you at all. I was going to ask if you are aware of
the fact, though, that our committee was written
to, and I don't know maybe you all got the same
information, by many Bar Associations throughout
the state endorsing the concept that forced heir-
ship should be kept in the constitution. Old
you get those letters and resolutions fioT- those
same Bar Associations?

Mr. Den

H r. Roy Well I don't the reason we added it,
we didn ' t have it In our. ...do you reallie that
the reason we added it was because we got alt of
those and we thought that maybe It should be added
here because we were being contacted. But if the
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Mr. Dennery Well this was the purpose of my del

egate resolution, Mr. Roy.

Mr. Perez M

ference to

nery, isn't it true that the re-

Df forced heirship does notTerence zo tne law or lorceu neirbfiip uue^ mul re-

quire forced heirship but, if there is forced heir-
ship, that it would have the effect of limiting the

meaning of the first sentence?

Mr. Dennery Yes, I think that's true, Mr. Perez.

Mr. Perez I don't quite understand why it is then
that you would want to eliminate those words be-
cause it is quite possible that if we eliminate
those words we may be eliminating forced heirship
as such .

Mr. Dennery Well I don't know that by leaving
them in there we continue forced heirship as such
and I thought it would be more proper to discuss
the whole concept of forced heirship in one place,
Mr. Perez, and that's the reason I filed that.

Mr. Perez Wasn't it the purpose of the committee
to be sure that the first sentence, which talks
about every person has the right to acquire by
voluntary means, own, control, enjoy, protect and
so forth, might be construed to do away with the
laws of forced heirship and therefore, if you do
not put it in the next sentence, the right to the
law of forced heirship, that it may, in fact, do
away with the laws of forced heirship?

Mr. Dennery Except for the amendment which was
just adopted which says that it's subject to

reasonable statutory restrictions and I think that
would permit the law of forced heirship.

Ms. Zervigon Mr. Dennery, were you aware when you
introduced this amendment that when the composite
committee went around the state hearing testimony,
the sessions I attended, which was all but two, we
had several people testifying against the cone
of forced heirship and not
of it?

spoken in f£

Mr. Dennery ad heard that, Mrs. Zervigon,
sed

nr. uennery les, i naa neara Lfidi., \'\r^ . ^erviyu
and I thought the entire matter should be discuss
on its own merits rather than in the Bill of Righ
section. This is the only place it appears, as I

recall, in this section. It did not appear in th

legislative section. It will appear in the deleg
resolution which I have proposed.

s. Zervigon Were you aware that the same thin
ccurred in our neighborhood meetings, at least
ithin Orleans Parish, that we had several peopl
estifying against the concept and no one speaki
n favor of it?

Ms. Zervigon Thank you

Mr. Singletary Mr. Dennery, under your previous
amendment that provided for reasonable statutory
restrictions, wouldn't that take care of forced
heirship?

Mr. Denne ry I should think so, Mr. Singletary.

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Dennery, your resolution on
forced heirship, your delegate proposal, if it

were inserted in the constitution, that would cer
tainly take care of any problem, wouldn't it?

Mr. Dennery Yes, sir.

[^Previous Question ordered . Quorum
Call! 109 delegates present and a

quorum. Record vote ordered. Amend-
ment adopted: 59-55. Motion to re-
consider tabled.}

Amendment

' y n t e

r

The next amendment is sent up byMr_._P

[1038]

Delegates Fulco and Chehardy.
Amendment No. 1 on page 2, line 16, after the

word "property" change the period to a semi-colon
and add the following: "and every person shall be
entitled to his own home free of any state, parish,
local, or any other taxes whatsoever. The legisla-
ture shall define what constitutes a home".

[Quorum Call: 103 delegates present and
a quorum.]

Expl anat ion

Mr. Fulco Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this
amendment might have been quickly prepared but it

has been considered perhaps most of my life. I

have always wondered, prior to my time in the leg-
islature, why a home was taxed. I had always heard
that taxes were placed on revenue producing items.
I have never seen yet where you could consider a

home as a revenue producing item. A home is a

man's castle. A home is something that every young
married couple hopes to acquire in their lifetime.
We have taxes galore. We can produce revenues from
other forms of taxes. We need not have another tax
on a home. Now this is not a selfish tax. This
ax is providing for an exemption for rich and poor,
or young and old, no discrimination whatsoever.
0, it is not a selfish tax. Now what will happen

the revenues that are lost from this means of
axation? It can certainly be made up otherwise
rom existing taxes and it is not going to be

additional taxes on the part of anyone because
what you will save in paying taxes on your home
will have to be made up through other taxes that
are now levied otherwise. Now, after a young couple
acquires a home they are burdened with this home
tax. Should they be able to take care of the ta.,es

that are assessed on their home, they are concerned
further about additional improvements or expansion
on their home to accommodate an increase in their
family. Where there are additional children, there
must be additional rooms in that home. In order
to make this improvement or expansion on their
home, they are further taxed because there is an
increase in the assessment of the home because of
the improvements and because of the improvements
there are additional taxes. I remember some years
ago when I was in the legislature that I put in a

bill in the legislature to exempt...

Mr. Case y Mr. Fulco, just a moment. It looks
like an anthill out on the floor of the delegation
and it sounds like a beehive. Would all of the
delegates please take their seats? The sergeant-
at-arms are constantly signaling the Chair that
the delegates cannot be heard.

Mr . Fulco Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'm going to
be brief and not talk to you long but I did want
to make this point that I am sincere, .that I am
conscientious, that I am honest, that 1 do mean this
amendment with all my heart. I hope you feel like-
wise. Let's consider the young couple that will
have children who will need expansion in their
home facilities yet they cannot provide for addi-
tional homes because when they do it goes on the
assessment rolls and they have to pay additional
taxes. For that reason, they are deprived from
making necessary improvements. That bill that I

introduced in the legislature was fought by labor
at the time and when I asked Victor Bussie why
he had opposed that bill, he told me, "Frank, 1

didn't really realize at the time what you were
providing for. I would not oppose such a bill as
that because you are providing business for the
carpenter, for the painter, for the plumber, for
the electrician, and I should never have opposed
that bill." If he had not opposed that bill at
the time, the bill would have passed, it would
have become law. The young couples would have
been able to provide for expansion in their homes
and not worry about it going on the assessment
rolls and thereby not paying additional taxes. A

not be taxed. Thank you.
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1r. Juneau Mr. Fulco, you are aware are you not,
; <r , that over the past eight months that this ver

Mr. Fulco Well I am glad to hear that it has been
considered. I hope the results have been in our
favor.

Mr. Juneau Well assume that to be true, Mr. Fulco.
don't you think for the proper consideration and
the deliberations of this convention and to get
the statistics and the information necessary before
this convention, that it would be more appropriate
to take this particular article that you are sug-
gesting up when we get to Revenue and Taxation?

Fulco Pat, maybe we can do

ly have to do that.

Wei 1 I'm ask ing
better for the people in the conventi
convention delegates to consider the

Wei

jybe

Pat,
how about that?

Let me answer Lantz's question briefly, and I'll

yield the rest of my time to Mr. Chehardy, but 1

would have thought that he could have asked for
the floor. You could ask for the floor.

Mr. Womack Mr. Fulco, you said that this revenue
would have to be made up by more desirable taxes
or other more. des i rabl e sources of revenue. Durinc
your sixteen years in the legislature, what desir-
able taxes did you run across to make you against
the people?

Ico None

[Ouorum CjlJ 98 delegates p

ther Discussion

, membe
ibout i

Mr. Cheha rdy Mr. Chairman, members of the conven-
tion, this matter has come about in a relatively
few minutes of time, and it came about because Mr.
Fulco discussed with me, just a short half hour
ago, why wasn't something said in effect about the
real property rights, the right of a man to own
his home, in this section. As I listen to amend-
ment after amendment by all the do-gooders that
are worried about the rights of the people of this
state when we live in an age when taxation, through-
out America, has ravished every homeowner in prac-
tically every state, except Louisiana, because I

have seen fit to withstand the laughter of those
who thought it was a ridiculous fight to take up
the homeowner's fight in Louisiana, and I mean for
eight years. Now, I was perfectly willing to sit
back and wait for the assessors' fight for a pro-
gram of which t am a part and of which I am for.
However, we ire now talking about basic rights in
a Bill of Rights. It has always been my contention
that one of the prime rights of man is the right
to own a home. It has always been my contention.
That's the basis of our society, of our democratic
structure, is the home. It is the root of our
democracy, and if every man owned his home, no
matter how humble or how big, you would have less
civil strife and you would have less misery in this
world. I don't want to yield until I finish my
few more minutes. What is the situation? The
saddest thing to hear is to see an individual walk
up and say, "Well, where will the money come from?"
We have a thirteen billion dollar total wealth pro-
duct in Louisiana. When the corporations have ta-
ken off to this point, seven billion dollars in
exemptions, and leave less than half the total
wealth available for taxation, they have never once
asked, "where will the money come from"? Ninety-
five percent, probably of the exemptions granted
today, are based on new additions, not an Induce-
ment to new industry. A man's home is truly his

castle. We're talking about ights .

then ha
When we c

ilorem ta;

et

enough to worry about all of the ad

structure. You hear the other argument, well, a

man with a big house may get by. Well, a man with
a big home, if that's what the concern would be,
could be taken care of very easily as far as taxes
go, because he is going to be the one to pick up
the burden in all of his other areas of wealth,
should every homeowner in Louisiana be guaranteed
his home free of any form of taxation. Now, if you
want to see how truly heavy this is, financially,
let us look at these statistics and this was com-
piled in the last U. S. Census Bureau. Statewide,
only seven percent of the homes, on an average in

the state, are over thirty-five thousand dollars
in value. In New Orleans, sixteen percent of the
homes are over thirty-five thousand, and in

Jefferson Parish, twelve percent. We have proposed
a five thousand dollar homestead exemption. We
have proposed a ten percent assessment base. So
when you take those figures and look at them, you
realize that the excess that will have to be picked
up is negligible. Also, when you realize that this
is the first time in this convention, basically,
we have a chance to concretely give to ninety per-
cent of the population or seventy percent, a home,
and guarantee them that confiscatory taxation will
never take it from them. Now, when a man stands
up to talk, ask what is his interest. Does he
represent the corporate structure? On our commit-
tee, for example, we had one of the delegates,
whose law firm represents seven percent of the tax-
exempt industries in this state. We had another
one who represented Mr. Bussie, in his suit, for
actual cash value assessments on every home in

Louisiana. We had another one whose family has just
recently been granted an exemption, and it might
be his grandpappy, but he's just been granted al-
most a million dollars of exemption on some dairy
farming stuff. So you will find that those who
will preach hard against the homeowner have an ax
to grind. If you truly say you're for the home-
owner, there's one way to do it, is to give him
a chance to own that home without the burdens that
have chased people out of New Jersey, chased them
out of California, out of Texas, out of Florida,
out of California, out of every area of the country.
This is what will create a labor market. This is

what will give people something to work for and
to look forward to, and I want to answer specific
questions, so whoever wants to ask a question, best
ask them now.

[.Rules Suspended to al
Chehardi) additional c

•jssiqn: 95-^J.discussion
406-410.]

Mr. Chehardy Fine. What I do want to do, because
I feel very deeply about the subject, the people
who in the last... I just want to make a half of a

minute s ta tement . . . The people, who in a few moments
time joined in this thing who have feeling on it,
I think I owe it to them - the coauthors on this
bill, which have not been written out in full on
your copy are Fulco, Chehardy, Alario, Willis,
D'Gerolamo, Conino. Toca, Bergeron, Ullo, Toomy,
Jack, Guarisco, Landry, Bel, Roy. Hernandez.
There was that many more, we didn't have time...
just on the spur of the moment and here we are.

Questions

Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chehardy, perhaps we could go a

step further. Don't you think, maybe going a

little bit further, the state could provide a home
for every homeowner in the state?

Chehardy Wei If you mt

Mr. Fontenot Don't you think maybe this is going
a 1 i ttle bi t along that line? If we could proceed
a little bit further and let the state provide
everybody a home in the state.

11089)
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Wr. Che>iard_Y Ho sir, 1 don't. 3 can only answer
you... your question merely shows your ignorance of
the entire subject matter.

Wr. Fontenot Wr. Chehardy, you've been on oar
committee. I'm on Revenue, Finance and Taxation.
Why didn't you ever provide for this in our own
committee? Mhy do you bring it here now whenever
our Committee Proposal isn't even up? Mhy didn't
you ever bring it before?

Wr. Chehardy Because this is an entirely differ-
ent matter. In the Revenue and Taxation Depart-
ment, xe are setting forth an entire plan of ad
valorem taxation, encompassing homestead exemptions,
encompassing classifications, encompassing reli-
gious exemptions, industrial exemptions and a whole
subject matter. He're also, in that particular
committee, studying the area of the license tax on
automobiles, the income tax. Right now, we are
talking about rights, rights, a so-called Bill of
Rights, and of course to me, and 3 believe there
are those that are familiar with the fight that
I've been Involved in, and many of the assessors,
not all of them, but many of them, share the belief
that a man's home is a basic right - the ownership
of that home. ihat Is the reason this came up.
Hhen Wr. Fulco approached me, 3 could not possibly
not go along with him and in a space of about six
or seven minutes or as much time as we had, or
ten ninutes, about twenty people Joined with us.
If you want to ask intelligent questions, ask them
and I'm right with you, and I don't want to waste
my twenty minutes on just typical questions you ask
ordinarily, Wr. Fontenot.

Wrs. Marren Wr. Chehardy, you mentioned the fact
that the corporations could pick up the tax where
the property owner was relieved. I'm wondering,
how could you assure this convention and the people
across this state that this Is going to happen,
and we're going to have the necessary taxes to
operate government and our schools and things?

Wr. Chehardy Sight. Now, of course, what I had
said, Mrs. Warren, Is that we have a total thir-
teen billion dollar wealth product in our state,
that already seven billion dollars of that has beer
released from the area of taxation via the indus-
trial tax exemption route- Now. I also point out
that the, already under the plan which will come
up under Revenue and Taxation, after you allow
for a five thousand dollar homestead exemption,
and a ten percent assessment of current m.arket
value, you have very little left of the dollar, of
dollar taxes to be collected on a home in Louisiana.
Hiow, how win It come about? Me also passed, al-
ready in the conmiittee which will come before the
tDCv as a whole, an amendment to the industrial
= >eirption law providing, that when industrial
eiewptions are granted, henceforth, it will require
the approval of the coimnunlty or the municipality
nherein the exempt property is to be located. That,
of course, will then put it squarely in the laps
of the governing authorities of the cities, parishes,
etc. to determine whether or not they are going to
permit any further extension of industrial exemp-
tions. Kow, to say exactly where it comes from, I

also pointed out that while they nave taken over
half of the wealth from the area of taiation. they
have never asked that sair.e question, have nei'er
cnr.wr< That s^v^ Cv^'^c?'-''. scmeone has to stand up
"'

' '•- — ''^-- - ' ;tate and say that
rmes bear the burden
-- most able to pay.
-;,.„ ^k„ ,j, off Of

brackets.
the more

rg burden
actual
' the
requires
and if

ie good
>« will

tlon. the overall impact should be alaost negligi-
ble, but, we will have established In this state
the right for a iiian to own a ho»e without fear of
confiscation by taxation. . .w1 1 1 encourage ho»e
building, you encourage the labor market. Wany
areas of this country where the labor market has
gotten so poor because of taxes, they have actually,
literally left the state because they cannot own
a home. So the money will come, it will be shifted
to those more able to...

Mrs. Warren You still haven't answered the ques-
tion I'm trying to find out. We're talking about
this today, and If this passes today, and what
you're talking about falls, or as you say, these
people don't see the way you see it. then what is

going to happen? This is what I'm trying to find
out. You see. we're kind of putting the cart be-
fore the horse, and I would just like to find out
where is this money coming from in the event that...

Chehardy It'
when we had a

sand offset, it's merely going to be shifted to
other areas of taxation that can afford it, such
more so than the average farmer or the small home-
owner in the state.

Mr. Burns Wr. Chehardy, you've mentioned several
times in answer to other questions about the home-
stead tax exemption which had been under study In
the Committee on Revenue and Taxation. If your
amendment would pass before this convention today.
that would do away with the homestead exemption
completely, wouldn't it? There would be no more
taxes on homes.

Wr- Chehardy Well, I would say this, that If
this would occur, you would be in the enviable
position of Louisiana not having to resort to five
thousand exemptions for the average homeowner, six
thousand for veterans, six thousand for people over
sixty-five which Is in our plan- Actually, it
would probably you're only going to affect a-
nother five percent of total property in the state
under this plan.

Wr. Burns But, If we would vote on this amend-
ment that we have on oar desk now, would not that
do away with all state, parish, municipal taxes
completely?

Wr. Chehardy Right. It would make the Sill of
Rights mean something, and it would really do away
with the need for homestead exemptions, because
you would be given a total exemption on a home-
It would be a total homestead exemption, in effect-

urns One more question, please-
stood you to say that this idea of thi
only came to you about a half an hour before
was prepared and Introduced. Is that right?

, the concept has bee*
3ht years. I have
of home from taxes.
ened to ill this.
?r-t»"?'^ "bleeding
'- - - -ts of mar

Wr. Chehardy t»t »•-

worked on by "- - -
'

-

preached fo'
but when 3 • =

'

pardon the e

hearts" wor'
and when 3 •

-

oestroyed n=-
through the
who have ta< ^

longer sit t

nate plan tt

and not p«s«^

all my life. .

I've given my ii«« lo
to be free from taxes.

Wr. Burns ''
-

'
" ^ " ' - • ^ to

get at. Wr. :

know you art
ful battle. : :

th*t you've 4t»r-. e -. .- -.
.. r;'i -' -. -e ;.-;.! .' 11 IS

preposition; now you re asctng us in tea tnan half
an hour to pass on something that has so mamf more
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, and facts and figures and statistics to

idered, and all I'm thinking is, shouldn'
refer red to the Committee on Rev

No, because this

I MO
les
do i

lily a
F Mr. f

uld have probably sat bacic crunching my l

and Maited, but Mhen Mr. Fulco said he...
t. would I go with him - I thought he ha<

ificent idea and it's something I pushed
we moved on it. I venture to say, it's i

lie concept. Either you encourage a man I

hone or not encourage ... I ' ve tried to an;

tions on a financial ramification. 1 be'

willing to stay here and spend the whole
and tomorrow trying to go into every qui

have to ask but I don't...

let's
the

for
very

[0> delega

rther Discussion

Mr. Smith first, I'd like to say that I'm a mem-
ber of the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee,
and it's like opposing motherhood, and country and
apple pie, but I'm apposed to this amendment. I

feel that it would be too far-reaching to cutoff
revenues from all our political subdivisions, our
municipalities. I don't think it's been thought
out as how bad it will be, how far it will go. I

think this is something that our committee should
study. This was hastily gotten up. I'm a home-
owner, most all of us are...I think they have one
coming up pre-tty soon, everybody over sixty-five...
I'm also over sixty-five, but I feel like this is

just a bad amendment. We just can't go along with
it.

Mr. Fulco Mr. Chairman, because I realize that
time Is of the essence to this convention, and be-
cause Brother Chehardy and I agree that we can bring
this up again under the Proposal covering Revenue,
Taxation and Finances, we would like at this time,
to withdraw the amendment from the convention floor.

[;;.T«.ndment withdrawn.]

Recess

[..rum Ljii: 93 delegates present jno

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Denncry], on
page i. Hne 18, after the word "damaged" and be-
fore the word "except", insert the words, "by any
public or quasi-public agencies"

Explanation

Mr^ Oennery The purpose of this amenoment. i> i

can TindTt among all these amendments is to pro-
vide that the power of expropriation or condemna-
tion shall only be exercised by public or quasi-
public agencies. Now it is possible that under the
broad interpretation of the language of the commit-
tee proposa I . . .

.

The committee proposal provides for condemnation
or eiprcsrlation, but it doesn't limit it to public
<,r Tufl', 1 -publ ic agencies, specifically. It Is

T.ito loiMble that a broad interpretation of the
i,r,-,i,. ' -kp r-r: -.ii -oild be limited to that.
i.r ' .nt was merely to
!• ase.

h that the proposal
I'. » two types of agen-
Cle'>. ; - • Killing to withdraw the
ancndaent /, 1 haven't had time to
talk to f' bers about It.

But I t

-

'- power of condemnation
and e«proprnfw,r -.hn.jiij be limited to public or
ijd-.t-pubttc a9«nci»t.

Quett Ions

M r. R oy Mr, Oennery, there may be a thousand
questions that you are always raising, but don't
you really believe that since we are dealing with
state action that we are talking about the right
of the sovereign whether it's the local government
or any other state arm to do the expropriating?
Don't you think all these amendments are just real-
ly adding verbiage that's not necessary?

Mr. Den nery Well, Chris, I'm not sure, that's why
I mentioned it when I started saying, I'm not cer-
tain of it. Do you think

May I ask you this question, rather let me an-
swer your question in this fashion. I agree that
this proposal is basically a limitation on the
rights of the sovereign. But it does not, there-
fore, permit a quasi-public agency to have this
power.

Mr. Roy Well, you don't either.

Mr. Dennery I beg your pardon.

Mr. Roy You permit the quasi-public agency to

have it, too, don't you?

Dennery don't belie
the proposal itself permits a quasi-public agency.
This was the reason I introduced the amendment.

Now, if you are satisfied, the committee is

satisfied that it does

Mr. Roy We are. ... that 's why I'm just, you know
....you know if we have to spell it all out we
just as soon go back to the statute books. That's
all I'm saying .

Mr. Conroy Mr. Dennery, I was concerned about....
I understand your objective and I think actually
the wording that's there does it better than your
suggested change 'cause I'm worried about what a

quasi-public agency is. I don't know of any de-
finition of one and it seems to me that there could
be problems as to the right of a utility, for ex-
ample, to expropriate, or the power and light
company or something, unless you are able to define
what a quasi-public agency is.

Mr. Denne ry Well. I think the cases pretty well
do that. But despite that, Mr. Conroy, in view
of Mr. Roy's explanation. I'll be glad to withdraw
the amendment.

Mr. Conroy Thank you.

[Anendment withdrawn.]

Amendmen t

Poynter Amendment No.

MfincJ. on page 2. line 19. Immediately after the
word "purpose", insert a period and delete the re-
mainder of the line and delete line 20 in its en-
tirety and Insert In lieu thereof, the following:

"Just compensation shall be paid to the properly
owner or In the event of disagreement, an estimate
of just compensation based upon appraisal, shall
be paid in the court for his benefit. In the lat-
ter event, possession shall be delivered upon de-
posit with the court."

Now the two words, "either party". I understand.
Mr. Kean. are to be stricken. The two words,
"either party", it the end of the amendment are to
be stricken so the end quote would occur after the
word "court".

Eiplanatlon

Mr. Kean Mr. Acting Ch

as I appreciated the ••

w1 th respect to this :

their Indication that
tton of th'- «T •

. ;

quick -tak

it c^tar
tlon an.t

would ha.'
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representing just compensation, and in the event
of any disagreement between the property owner an

the taking agency, that then an estimate of the
compensation, based on appraisal would be paid in

the court for his benefit. And upon that occur-
rence, the possession would be delivered to the
taking agency with the deposit in the register of
the court. From that point on, the landowner wou
be entitled to have his trial by jury with respec
to the question of compensation, and, obviously,
would seek that right because the second part of
this amendment would only come into play in the
event of disagreement.

In light of the comment made by the committee
that it was their intention to make a provision
for this, the committee, as I understand it has n

objection to the amendment.

Avant ^ear pre-
sent state of the law is this with respect to quit
taking, that the Department of Highways is the
only agency of the state that has the right to a

qui ck- taki ng ; that is upon paying into the court
their estimate based upon appraisal of the value
of the property, when the money is deposited in

the court and the judge signs the order accepting
the money, title to the property then passes to

the Department of Highways and you can litigate
later about just compensation.

Kear That

Mr. Avant And that the only agency, the c

entity that has that is the Louisiana Depar
of Highways, under a special constitutional
vision, is that correct?

Mr. Kean That's correct.

tend that qui
would it not,
school boards

1 VI

1

ege autc

and parks c

Avant, and

the public necessity of it.

rect?

Mr. Kean The reason, Mr. Avant, that I did not
say title passage as it does in the Highway Depart-
ment statute, and instead used the word "possession"
was designed to ensure that nothing more than pos-
session passed under these circumstances and it

would be at the risk of the taking agency that the
court might thereafter decide that it was not for

a public purpose and a necessary public purpose.
And that was the reason I used the word "possession"
rather than title passing as it is used in the
highway statutes.

It seemed to me under those circumstances that
the taking agency would have the right to posses-
sion but would do it at the risk of the court tak-
ing the position in the same proceedings that they
were not entitled because it was a matter of....
not a matter of public necessity and purpose and,
therefore, they would take that possession at their
risk under those circumstances.

Mr . A vant I want to make sure that I understand
your amendment, then. If the recreation and for-
est commission expropriated a hundred acres of land
for a park and the landowners were arguing about
just compensation and that was all, then the money
would be paid in the court, possession would pass,
they'd have the right to do what they wanted to
with the property, later on if they got more money,
they'd just get more money. But at the same time,
though, if the owner was litigating about the
necessity of it, the public necessity of it, if

they did go out there and start bulldozing, ex-
cavating for swimming pools and things Mike that,
they'd be doing that at their risk.

ight, sir.Mr. Kean
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placed in the registry of the court.

Mr. PUnchard Well, In that instance, do you
feel that based upon appraisal is necessary or

the wording is necessary? If we just leave it

with "Just compensation "

Mr. Kean No, because I wanted to follow the pro-

cedure that is presently followed by the highway
department, and that is of having an appraisal made
which is asserted to be by that appraisal the

just ... .estimated just compensation. I didn't want
to leave it just up for somebody to decide it was
estimated just compensation. I wanted that to be

based upon an appraisal of the property.

Hr. Planchar d Hell, in line with what Mr. Avant
was asking you, I felt that this was only for the
quick- tak ing by the highway department or by the

state agency. But apparently it is the same for
private-taking, also.

Mr. Kean It would be applicable to any taking
agency, and as I pointed out to Mr. Avant, it

changes in line with the committee's philosophy.
The present manner of handling expropriation suits,
and because of that change, I see no particular
danger in extending the quick-taking to the other
agencies as I understood the committee intended
to do

.

jnchar ich.

Mr. Alexander Hr. Kean, I have two quick ques-
tions. The first, as you know, an appraisal be-
comes obsolete very quickly and there is no indi-
cation at the time. ...it could be an appraisal
that was taken in 1960, isn't that correct?

Mr. Kean I would think if you were required to
put an estimate of just compensation into the
registry of court based on appraisal, that would
be an appraisal made as of the time you were taki
the property. And you couldn't use an appraisal
that was ten years old for that purpose.

Alexander Right. That would be good,
r is, as you know, I am sure, that
jle, especially residential proper-

Now the ot
property as a

ty, is sold above the appraisal val ue .... sometimes
as much as twenty-five percent. Now, do you mean
here that the whole transaction would be restricted
to the appraisal, as such?

Mr. Kean No, sir. I do not, sir. As a matter
of fact, we have not deleted the following sen-
tence which provides that in the event he has a

case tried by jury, he is entitled to receive the
full extent of his loss. This is merely a mecha-
nism by which we would start the expropriation pro-
ceedings forward and, as a consequence, and at the
risk of the taking agency, they could have posses-
sion. But the landowner would be entitled to the
trial by jury to recover the full extent of his
loss irrespective of what was the estimated just
compensation based on which the proceeding started.

H r. Al e xander Thank you. Then you are not with-
drawing 'to be compensated to the full extent of
this loss". You are still retaining that?

Mr^Jtejtn No, sir.
We had amendments two and three which we have

withdrawn. We.... our original purpose was to do
that. In line with our di -.-u-.-, ion-, wfh fhr rnm.
mitrpc -o left It (n.

nder Thank

Mr. Puah Mr. Ktan, In v-.-w „. m,. t,,,f t-.,it tni.-y

may take the property by depositing the compensa-
tion In the court, do you contemplate that a copy
of that appraisal i'- irjrq t, ir- fnnl »tth It"

Hr, K««n

Mr. Puflh In 01

ing law, then, is that right?

Mr. Kean No, it would be the supporting evidence,
so to speak, for the just estimated deposit of the
just estimated compensation.

Mr. Pu gh All right.
In addition to that, you have reference to the

owner of the property being compensated. You are
not suggesting that one might be less than an owner
and still be entitled to compensation, are you?

Kear No,

Pugh You look at property as if

oell as physical ownership of a tan

nould be

a right

that correct?

Mr. Kean That' my appreciation , yes

,

Mr. Leigh Mr. Kean, I am concerned about the in-

formal amendment changing "either party" to "the
owner" which was made a moment ago. Do you intend
by that to deny to the expropriating party the
right to a trial by jury?

Mr. Kean As the amendment would read,
to a trial by jury" would belong to the

the right

Leigh And i

ng authority?
to the expropr

Mr. Duval Mr. Kean, would your amendment apply
in situations where public utilities, pipelines,
etc., which have the right to expropri ate ... .would
it apply to them?

Hr. Kean It would apply to any agency which
would be.... could demonstrate that the purpose for
which the taking was intended would be a public
purpose and a necessary public purpose. And if

that included a pipeline, yes. it would.

Hr. Duval Well, you mentioned qui ck- taki ng . Houl
it take away the right to litigate the necessity
for the taking?

Kear It Id not

,

becd the last
we did not delete and did not offer any amendment
to delete the last sentence in the section. And
the last sentence in the section specifically
leaves to the court a decision with respect to
public purpose and necessity and says that it is

judicia

'. Duval

Jeci

od you. I

-taking for

Kear Hy point is that it would permit,
at the risk of such a utility company, to utilize
this procedure. But it would be solely at their
risk because all they would get is possession and
if, under circumstances where public purpose and
necessity is issue. ...is at issue, it was. ...the
court held it was not public purpose and necessity
then the landowner's rights would be returned to

him at the risk of the taking agency.

Hr. Duval Well, what is the real purpose since
the utility wouldn't be able to really proceed
until such time as the court had decided?

Hr. Kean That would be they would just h*v« to

take that risk or else either take the risk or
get the matter disposed of.

Hr. Bu rson Hr. Kean, if I understand this thing
correctly from the answers that you've given to the
other questions, wouldn't this hamper the negotia-
tion that normally occurs in my experience as a

lawyer between landowners and let's tay, a pipeline
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company when they are coming through an area to come out in the hole. So he takes less by far
the extent that they would come in and get one ap- than even what his land is worth, much less the
praisal and just deposit that sum for the whole inconvenience to him. I think that if there is

line rather than having to negotiate bit by bit as any area where an individual would receive justice
they go through? from a jury, it would be this one.

The error that I see in Mr. Kean's proposal is,
so, Mr. Burson, because do we really believe that a court is going to

the procedure as I envision it here seems to me ....let's say Michigan-Wisconsin Pipeline Company,
would be to encourage the pipeline companies to to use a big one for an example ... .you ' ve got to
negotiate to the fullest extent possible. Because take up that thirty-six inch line that you put
if they got the appraisal, put the money in the through this rice farmer's field because you
registry of the court, they would only have a right really didn't have the right to take it, after
of possession at their risk and would still have to they'd laid maybe fifty or a hundred miles of that
litigate with a trial by jury the actual extent of line, and if they did if the court did tell
their loss.... them that, would that be more of an inconvenience

to the pipeline company than it would to the land-
Further Discussion owner? Suppose he is in the middle of planting

next year's crop and instead of having one year's
Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of crop disrupted, he'd have two. And what kind of

Mr. (
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irther Discussion

Mr. Tapper Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to the amendment. Ir too, like

the spealier before me knows full well what happens
with these pipeline companies. That's just one ex

hat is ...., . - ... ..

let's say per rod, this is established in a par-
ticular area, the court is aware of this, and you
can argue tilt you're blue in the face, you are
not going to get any more than five dollars a rod
or ten dollars or whatever it is. Whereas if you
have a jury, you have a much better chance because
a jury will be made up of people who own property,
also, and I urge that you defeat this amendment.

Closing

Mr. Kean Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates
1 1 is tened to the arguments in opposition to the
amendment and I frankly do not quite understand
the force of- them because my amendment does not
take away the right to trial by jury. The amend-
ment preserves the right to trial by jury at the
instance of the landowner. My amendment does not
take away the right to be compensated in the event
there is disagreement to the full extent of the
loss as provided by the committee section.

Under those circumstances, the only difference
between this amendment and the committee proposal
was the clarification and a means by which these
proceedings could be started at the risk of the
taking agency. And if, in fact, it was for a pub-
lic purpose and a necessary public purpose as for
example in the case of a highway project, there
would hardly be any remaining issue before the
court other than the issue before the jury as to
the full extent of the loss by the landowner. And
under those circumstances, I simply don't believe
that the arguments in opposition to the amendment
go to what the amendment does. It still provides
for trial by jury; it still permits the landowner
to recover the full extent of his loss; it simply
permits a means by which you can initiate the tak-
ing without undue delay, and I urge your support
of the amendment.

[//•nr.l iorf ordared. Amendment
.'.»-'f. Motion to racontider tjj . •

. .rum Call: 102 delegate* present .ma
riorum. Oath of Office administered

• .oui» Barrv- J Journal 410-411.}

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment Ho. 1 [by Mr. Itomack]. On
iMge ?, I ine Zl after the word "loss" and before
the word "and", insert a period and delete the re-
mainder of the line, and on Tine ?2 delete the fol-
lowing: "right to a trial by Jury to determine

compensation"

Ixplanation

Mr. ,.o'.<<> yi
. Chairman and fellow delegates,

I'd like lu withdraw this amendment at this time
to wait and see if additional amendments might be
adopted that would automatically delete this. If
they »rt not adoptc'1, thrr !'11 come back with
this amendment 1.i-'

lAmtmdment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [fcy «r. Conroy]. On
page 2, line 24 at the beginning of the line, de-
lete the words "purpose of operating that enter-
prise or for the".

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 26 after the
word "enterprises," change the comma to a period
and delete the remainder of the line and delete
line 26 in its entirety.

Conroy

Explanat ior

re two amendments and
deal with entirely separate matters. The committee
proposal, however, has both matters in one sentence,
so I submitted them together on one sheet. The
Amendment 1 deletes the prohibition against expro-
priation of a business enterprise for the purpose
of operating that business enterprise. The deci-
sion to be made, in this regard, is whether the
constitution should preclude the possibility of a

municipality or a parish taking over and operating
an existing utility, for example. There are a num-
ber of privately owned and operated transit lines,
utility companies of one kind and another, and
the question is whether you do, in fact, want to

preclude the state from ever... under circumstances
where it might be required to do so, or to the best
interests of the people in that area to do so.. .to
take over the operation of that enterprise. The
committee proposal as written would prohibit it un-
less a fair price could be agreed upon between the
existing utility and the parish or municipality.
I think, that under a lot of circumstances that I

can see, it would not be possible to agree upon a

fair price, and as a practical matter in utility
regulation, I think that the fact or the power of
ultimate expropriation is often a significant fac-
tor in the ability of the state to control the
operation of a utility within that state.

The second amendment deletes the prohibition
against the taking of personal effects. I have to

say that my primary reason for suggesting the
deletion of that is that I have no idea what the
committee is successfully attempting to prohibit
the state from doing. I don't know what personal
effects means, or what a court may ultimately de-
termine it means. It concerned me as being much
too broad a prohibition against the state. The
committee proposal initially had an explanation
of what is intended to be meant by personal effects,
but I, frankly, am not satisfied that that expla-
nation would be a part of the constitution. It

certainly would not be a part of the constitution.
I am concerned about whether unintentionally we
would be precluding the state from in some fashion
exercising some rights which might be desirable on
the part of the state.

I think that in general in both these areas
there's a difficult decision to be made as to the
balance of rights between the protection of the
individual, and certainly the committee proposal
in a large, large sense, is directed and geared
toward the protection of the individual. On the
other side is the balancing question of the extent
to which you want to handcuff the state, which Is

comprised of all of us, from doing things which
may be in the best interest of all of us. I

yield to any questions.

lanter

jestions

•. Conroy, as I read your amendments
the language of this sentence will now end up as
"no business enterprise or any of its assets shall
be taken for the purpose of halting competition
with government enterprises". Would that be cor-
rect?

Mr. Conroy That's correct.

Mr. Lanier Now. would this mean then that If the
government was not in competition with this busi-
ness, that It could expropriate?

Mr. Conrov »•$. »% I explained
utility, for cxdapl*.

11U45]
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Coi^pany?

Mr. Conroy I am generally fan

tence of the decision. I've nc

stand that it does recognize t^

to expropriate a utility compar

Mr. Lanier Since I 've lived ^

ight of a city

for some time, can you understar
quite concerned about the intent
trying to do?

decision. In other words the co
as I would read it, would prohib
Thibodaux from taking over a pub
purpose of this amendment was to
understand the court's decision
that they could upon payment of

the

proposal ,
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the taking over of certain assets that are not im-

movable, such as pipelines, wires, cable, the tran-
sit facilities of a utility, things like that.

That was my problem.

Hr. Chatelain I seemingly like your amendment very

much. We have a situation in Lafayette with the

city of Lafayette owned utility system, but there
is also a problem in city expansion where we run

into other utilities. Would the city of Lafayette
then, with your amendment, have the right to take
over those lines as they expand?

Mr. Conroy Yes, and certainly without this amend-
ment. they would not be able to. That's why I

brought the question up. I don't have any problem
in this area. As a matter of fact, I'm likely to

be on the other side.

Hr. Chatelain

Further Discussion

Hr. Planchard Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in support of the Conroy amendment. Basical-
ly, for the reason that we in my city have experi-
enced the very problem that he is trying to take
care of. I'm thinking of the problem of expansion
of your local unit, whether it be to take over or
expropriate a public utility or a private concern.
Many areas in this state, and particularly in my
area, the expansion was made by a subdivision for
subdivision purposes. They had to go out and fur-
nish their o'wn utilities. These were private
people who started water companies or sewerage
facilities, and they operate them for years. But
as the city grows, they must necessarily take in

these areas which incorporate these utilities,
whether it be private or semi -pri va te . Now, if

you do not allow the local governments to take over
these facilities by expropriation, you're saying in

effect that the person who has that utility can
refuse to let it go, but by the same token you're
saying in effect to the city or to the local unit
that you have no choice. You can not expropriate
and you can not purchase, unless that man wants
to sell it. So in effect what you're saying is,
in order to give to the people of this area the
necessary f aci 1 i t i es . .water , sewerage, or electri-
city. .you must in effect go into competition, lay
new lines, and go to the additional cost. Of
course, that could not be for public purposes. So
you necessarily would have to have this amendment
to take care of those situations. Under the pre-
sent law you may expropriate and the cities can do
it, but they have to pay fair compensation. Also
at this present time, if I'm not mistaken, there
must be a referendum, if they're going to take
over a public utility in a new area. But I'm
saying in effect this amendment is absolutely
necessary, unless you preclude the cities and the
local government from ever expanding and present-
ing or giving to the people in these new areas the
necessary services that they've got to provide at
the least cost. You can well appreciate that when
they do take in a new area, if they have this right
of appropriation or expropriation. If they have
this right, then they have a tool to barter with.
Because if a person does not want to accept fair
compensation, then they must expropriate and let
the courts decide what that compensation should
be. So It gives them at least a tool that they
can say. In effect, "let's talk about It and come
to terms." If they have this right of expropria-
tion, the person would have to talk to them. I

ask you to please give this amendment your due con-
sideration hp'd'i-.p tf (s Important to the local

4r O'Neill Mr. Planchard, we're talking about
jtltit/ i-ompanles In your hypothec, but if this
langu«f|p Is excluded, would you agree that the
lotal novcrnments could then e«proprl,jto Just about

anything they want to? Or gc

with anything else they want
with?

Hr. Planchard What I am talking about, and I

don't think this amendment puts them in that cate-
gory, because I don't think they could do it now,
and I don't think they could do it under this
amendment. We're talking about public services,
and nothing else. Certainly a city is not going
to go out and go into competition in the business
field. That would be absurd to even think about
it.

(it!Hr. Ab raham Mr. Planchard, I'm in agre
this amendment, and I would ask you this. I know
of an instance in which a public utility at the
expiration of its franchise decided it would go

out of the business, in this instance it was water
...would go out of the business, and so the city
was faced with the problem of what to do in the
way of operating its water supply. Now, if this

language remains in here, as it is, where it says
"no business enterprise may be taken for the pur-

pose of operating that enterprise", would not this
language preclude the city from taking over this
water operation and operating it itself? Because
the utility company had actually refused to operate
it any longer.

Planchar If that

. Abraham Well, even though it wanted to trans-
- it to the city, and even though they were both
agreement, this language says that the city
I't even take it over then.

iterpretationMr. P lanc hard Well, from that
you're right.

Explanation of Vote

Mr. Duv al Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates,
I rise to explain a vote which I am not going to

make on this issue. I wish the J ournal to reflect
that I abstain from this issue. Sometimes a

lawyer involved in a public forum can have a tick-
lish problem, and this is mine. I represented at
one time the city of Houma in a suit against
Louisiana Power and Light to expropriate the facil-
ities of Louisiana Power and Light within the
city limits of Houma. I also represent a rural

cooperative which has facilities within the city
limits of Houma, and the city of Houma may at
some time decide to expropriate those facilities.
I feel that because of that problem, my vote, any-
way I make it, would be jaded. Therefore, I am
going to abstain from the vote. Thank you. I

wish the record to so reflect.

[Cuorum Call
.. quorum.]

99 delegates present

ther Disc ssi(

Hx_, Jenkln^ Hr. Chairman, delegates, I asked for
your special attention on this, because there
won't be another time during this convention that
I come before you with more sincerity and with
more appreciation of your consideration than I will
on this amendment. We have included in this sec-
tion a very important sentence that can protect
future generations of Louisianians from the govern-
ment owning the means of production by expropria-
tion. The sentence says, "no business enterprise
or any of its assets shall be taken for the purpose
of operating that enterprise or for the purpose of
halting competition with government enterprises".
That means that a local government or any other
level of government could buy a utility company
or anything else It wanted. It could operate
business enterprises. If It wanted to, but It

couldn't selie them by expropriation, socialist
style. If some of the people Involved on the
other side of this Issue want to exempt utility

(1047)
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companies from this on a municipal level, lei tnem ruruner uiii.ui:>iun

offer an amendment to do that. The way this amend-
ment is drafted it would allow the State of Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

Louisiana or any of its political subdivisions to am in great sympathy with this amendment. I thinli

expropriate any business enterprise in this state. Delegate Conroy has come up with something that is

For example, a demagogic governor might come to greatly needed in south Louisiana, particularly,
power and be mad at the Standard Oil, or the rail- I certainly support his amendment. 1 could go on

roads, or some manufacturing industry, or any num- for many minutes with the problems we have in the

ber of other businesses. He would have the author- Lafayette area. We have an REA company that we

i ty under law to go to the legislature and have had to fight with for many years to be able to ex-

that business expropriated. Now, this proposal, pand our city limits. Every time for the last

this section, is offered to protect future genera- twenty years we've had to expand the city limits,

tions of Louisianians from the sort of threats that we had to go into a fight for the right to buy

you see in Chile right now, that you saw in Cuba, their lines and services in the area of expansion,
that you've seen in virtually every other country Of course, every time we expanded we had to give

on this globe. Please, please retain the language those people sewerage, parks and playgrounas, and

of this sentence. all the other necessities of cities. So I urge

I recently took a poll throughout East Baton you to please support this amendment.
Rouge Parish, a mail poll, of several hundred per-

sons. One of the questions we asked was this: "Do Questions
you believe the government should be allowed to

take over any business enterprise even if it pays
just compensation?" Eighty-nine percent of the
people said "no." The government should not be
allowed to take over any business enterprise for
the purpose of operating it. Our people don't be-
lieve in that. If there's one thing you ought to

consider in this convention, it's preserving to

that extent our market system. Let's don't allow
the government to take over business enterprises.
It's not right. It's not just. No local govern-
ment, no state government or anyone else needs
that authority. Please vote against this amend-
ment. Mr. Lanier Mr. Chatelain, don't you think with

reference to this issue of what is the best way
Questions which the people of a municipality can be servic

is best determined by the people in th'at municip
it of the takeovers ity?
ities for the pur-
' a tax base? Mr. Chatelain I certainly do, sir.

Mr.
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need of relief.

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Chatetain, Woody's amendment
deals with business enterprises and the only thing

that I've heard that the proponents of this measure
that you're talking about have talked about are
utilities. My question to you, sir. is that do you
think that the power of expropriation of the govern-
ment should extend beyond what is reasonably nec-

essary insofar as utilities are concerned for the

protection of its people? My basic question is. is

that do you think that it should be extended be-

yond that into private enterprise at any time that

they so wish to expropriate it. that they could do

ft?

Hr. Chatelain Mr. Anzalone, as a business man to

an attorney, you know good and well I don't believe
that.

Mr. Guarisco Hr. Chatelain. you said that you
once owned the transit system in Lafayette. Did

the Lafayette municipality confiscate that bus
line or did you sell it to then?

M r. Chatelain I would hope that they would have
confiscated it. as many times during the last few
years that I owned it. but in final analysis they
did like all other cities. They went into agree-
ment with me and finally purchased it.

Mr Guarisco Do you understand the proposal is

only to prevent confiscation, but you could sell

the bus line if you wanted to?

Mr. Chatelain - As I appreciate it. sir, this
would happen anywhere in the normal course of

Stoval J[
Mr. Chairman, members of the conv

eems to me that we are dealing with t

en-
tion, it
real issue here that is faced and has been faced
by different municipalities, and that we should
make our decision in the light of what we think is

the best way for a municipality to deal with the
problem. What I'm saying is that I feel that one
of the former delegates in throwing out before us

words like "demagogue" and "social ism" , and "what
happened in Chile and in Cuba" is misleading. It

smacks of a scare campaign. Me should make our
decision on a rational basis, looking at the issues
that are before us in this amendment. I would like
to go farther and speak very briefly in support of
the amendment as I understand it. It seems to me
the question before us is not whether or not the
government is going to take over private enterprise.
Instead, the issue before us is whether or not a

municipality should have the flexibility to deal
with the real issue that it confronts. The issue
is whether or not a municipality might handle its
situation so that there would be uniform utility
rates. It is a question of whether or not the
people of a given community might be able to ex-
press their will to deal with a very real need.
It seems to me that this amendment is a good amend-
ment and one that merits our support, and it is

not one that is going to open the door to many un-
foreseen dangers. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. 0' Wei 11 Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, the arguments we have heard expressed here
have been on the local level of municipalities and
whether or not they should be able to take over
utility companies. Well, that issue Is minlscule
compared to the question we are about to decide
here today. I think they are waving this flag In
front of our faces hoping that we see nothing else
and hoping that we can agree, yes, maybe there Is
a tiny little problem here. I don't even agree
with that and we should kill this whole section.
Jutt so we can take care of that one little prob-
le». * delegate awhile ago suggested that. yes.
If the people vote to take over the utility com-

panies and they vote for the people who are run-
ning it and they do all of this voting, that Is

O.K. Well. I don't agree with that because if you
have one man who owns that utility company, he
should be protected and he should have the right
to hold onto that property. No matter what kind
of majority says, you shall no longer own that
property, you shouldn't take it away from him. I

think that is the question we are about to decide
here today.

Questions

Hr. Arnette Gary, the question I have to ask you
is. does this amendment do anything more than bring
this constitutional provision into the line of
what is the present law? This does not change the
present law at all. is that not correct?

Mr. O'Neill Hr. Arnette. as big an advocate of
change as you are. I would have to say that it

does make a change.

Hr. Arnette And what is that change, sir, if you
will please enlighten me?

Hr. O'Neill This amendment?

Hr. Arnette Ves, please.

I'm sorry no; the amendment is

status quo. This article does definitely make
change. . . .

Hr. Arnette The amendment just brings the con-
stitution into line of what i <• 'h» nrp^pnt !.<„.

right?

Hr. O'Neill Perhaps.

Hr. Willis Hr. O'Neill, Hr. Arnette's question
prompts my first question, one I hadn't intended
to ask. Isn't it a fact that by virtue of the
words "business enterprise" 'this amendment does
enlarge the scope of our law to include all enter-
prises of business which are not public utilities,
including hardware stores, law offices, drugstores
and the like?

Mr. O'Neill Transit companies and all, Hr. Willi

Hr . Willis Precisely. Now my next question, in

refutation of the argument that the utility rates
would be uniform. Isn't it a fact that not with-
standing what is just is equal, it is not always
what is equal is just, when the rates are above
what they should be?

Hr . O'Neill Exactly, Mr. Willis.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

H r. L anier Mr. O'Neill, further up in this same
section, doesn't it provide that property shall
not be taken or damaged except for a public and
necessary purpose?

'Neil That's what It says, Hr. Lanier. You
read very wel 1

.

[Previous Oucacion ordered.]

Closing

Mr. Conroy First of all, Hr. Chairman, I will
ask for a division of the question on this one
when It comes up to vote, there are two amendments.
I am a little bit startled at some of the argument.
As I said at the outset, t believe that the section
as drawn by the committee properly protects the
necessity of a public and necessary purpose. I am
a little bit upset at some of the suggestions that
people such as Mr. Chatelain or myself would be
supporters of socialism or anything other than our
free enterprise system, which certainly 1 believe
in very strongly. As I said at the outset, my
purpose In presenting this amendment was to bring

[1049]
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forcefully home to the delegates to the Constitu-
tional Convention exactly what the committee pro-

posal would do. The committee proposal does change
the law. At the present time, a municipality does
have the power to expropriate a utility for a pub-

lic and necessary purpose. It would not have that

right under the committee proposal. The amendment
here is designed to permit that to continue to hap-
pen. It is not designed to go beyond that, I con-
fess my own inabilities in finding appropriate lan-
guage to limit the extent of the taking beyond
what the committee has already, very desirably and

appropriately done in limiting the right of ex-
propriation to public and necessary purpose and
putting in a great number of safeguards in that
context. I certainly desire to maintain private
enterprise. I believe in private enterprise, but,
at the same time, in this article we are thrusted
into the very middle of the argument and the con-
tentions between private enterprise and what's best
for the public. I ask your support of the amend-

Questions

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Conroy, I believe you stated that
now when a municipality expropriates public pro-
perty or expropriates property, it has to be for a

just and necessary purpose.

Mr. Conroy I'm not sure that's so right now, it's

a public purpose; I'm not sure. You have tightened
up the language so there are more safeguards al-
ready under your amendment than there probably are
right now. My amendment does not create any great-
er dangers than there are now, probably fewer dan-
gers in the context of what the committee has al-

Hr. O'Neill In line with
with utility companies, dor

amendment that would exempi
be more appropriate at thi!
the amendment that you havf

Chatelain's pre

you agree that ;

1 1 i ty compani es

Mr. Conroy Mr. ' Nc

cussion, no, I found
propriate language tt

1, as I explained in my dis-
difficult to find the ap-
would cover that situation

.
blic and necessary purpose"

language already describes that.

Mr. Weiss Delegate Conroy, this is a very dif-
ficult problem and you are trying to bring it back
to the way it is today, I understand, at present.
It is true now that
appr
latu

i ate land
ocal i tv

Conroy

cant because if that's the case, then your
ment would be unnecessary.

Conroy this goes beyor

Mr. Weiss Since a municipality is a divis
the state, it would seem that before it acci
responsibilities and indebtedness, it would
necessity a problem for the legislature...

Mr. Conroy
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leadir jestion .

Per__^ 1th regard to the necessary purpose,
don't you believe that it nay be possible if the
court would hold that and because o' the fact
that you have a road between Baton Rouge and
Shreveport, that it is not necessary to build a-

nother one?

Hr. Duval That's very true, Mr. Perez. As a

matter of fact, you get into almost a public ser-
vice commission sort of thing for trucks, for
trucking concerns and other utilities and that
certainly wouldn't work as to the operations of
the State of Louisiana. I agree.

Wr. Perez Isn't it true, also, that if you have
a school house or a school building in an area and
you still have some seats left in that school
building and in order to look forward to the future.
the school system decides to add another building
and the landowner can come in and say, "Oh, it's
not necessary to build another school; you still
have a school with a few seats left in it."

Juval ink

Hr. Avant Hr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

most vigorously and with all of the ability that I

have or don't have, got to oppose this amendment.
This is a bad, bad, bad amendment. Now, let me
tell you, fi'rst place in all due respect to my
good friend, Hr. Ouval, he is not correct. This
statement, the issue of whether the contemplated
purpose be public and necessary shall be a judicial
question and determined as such without regard to
any legislative assertion, simply means that when
the legislature says that thus and such is a

public purpose and a public necessity, that the
land owner has the right to have that reviewed by
the courts, it gives the right of judicial review.
I'm not necessarily opposed to eliminating that
requirement when you have the state or a political
subdivision of the state expropriating property.
I understand from Hr. Perez that he has that amend-
ment which he will offer which will draw the dis-
tinction. I am most hung up about public utilities
particularly pipeline companies, expropriating
property because they had a sufficient lobby to go
to the legislature and get the legislature to
enact a law that says "any pipeline is a public
purpose", and that's exactly what the situation i '. .

In my experience, I have had cases where pipeline
companies have expropriated right-of-ways to
carry their refined product from their refinery
to their terminals in other states, refined pro-
ducts from a refinery in this state to their mar-
kets in other states, and take my clients property
for that when it was no more a public purpose or
a public utility than the road that goes from
Louisiana State Highway 409 back to my house is a

public purpose. You couldn't ship a barrel of oil
in that pipeline or a gallon of gasoline yourself
or nobody else could, there Is no more a common
carrier than my automobile is a common carrier.
This is a source of great abuse and there has got
to be some limit put on It in the constitution, or
as I said the other day, if the people that owned
roller skating rinks can get a strong enough lob-
by and go to the legislature and convince those
gentlemen. In their wisdom, that a roller skating
rink is a public and necessary purpose, then we
would be expropriating land for roller skating
rinks. I vigorously ask you. vote this amendment
down. It's a bad amendment. Then If an amendment
1% offered which will take care of the true and
ju-.t and legitimate needs of the state and Its In-
•. r rumental 1 1 ies . I'll vote for that amendment; but
when It comes to the question of a private corpora-
tion, owned by private stockholders, having the
right to take a man's property for their own privat
purposes and no court In the land having thi> right

wrong and it always will be wrong, and now is the
time to stop it, here and now. I ask you to vote
down this amendment. If another amendment comes
that will draw the distinction between those pri-
vate companies and legitimate public purposes ex-
ercised by government, then I'll join to vote for
that amendment.

Questions

Hr. Winis Mr. Avant. isn't it a fact that up to
about two or three years ago, maybe four, that
the only time that the question of public necessity
of purpose could be an issue was within the ten
days from the filing of the suit to the time of
the answer?

That is exactly correctAvant

Willis And, thereafter, it was no U
icial question and you were foreclosed.

Hr. Avant That's right;
anybody .

't a question for

Hr. Hernande z Hr. Cha
of the convention, I ta

to this amendment. I a

number of cases, but my
than Hr. Avant's. This
tunity for anyone to de
pecially in the case of
tangible, that is where
mental values. There i

suspensi ve appeal . Tha
was abolished through t

companies and the power
Since that time, since
suspens i ve appeal , the
tect your property woul
thi hav
opposing this amendment
amendment to this secto
simply provide for the
location to be determin
is no other way, all of
whether it be a pipelin
or any other public imp
part an opinion. There
these opinions do not t

value that this person
that property. There i

it's intangible. This
vide some protection th
right to enjoy. For th

position to this amendmi

irman, ladies and gentlemen
ke the floor in opposition
gree wi th Hr . Avant in a

objection goes even further
is about the last oppor-

fend their property, es-
where the value is in-
it's aesthetic or senti-

s no way now to obtain a

t's been abolished, and it
he influence of the oil
companies in about 1952.

you have no right of a

only way you have to pro-
d be through something like
ent and another reason I'm
is because I propose an

n on line 28, and it would
necessity of a particular
ed by the courts. There
us know that locations,

e. power line, highways,
rovement, is for the most
are so many times when

ake into consideration the
or this family places on
s no way to pay for i t

;

is the last chance to pro-
at these people have a

at reason, 1 ask your op-
ent. Thank you.

iPr .d.J

Closing

Hr. Drew Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, let me answer a few of the argu-
ments against this amendment because I think it's
very urgent that we pass this amendment. According
to Hr. Avant's argument about the pipeline that
did no good to the State of Louisiana; I'm rather
surprised that that remark coming from Hr. Avant
when you consider the number of people which pos-
sibly runs into the hundreds or possibly the thou-
sands that may be working and have to have that

pipeline to convey the product to which they are
working to manufacture. There Is no way that you
can say that it has no effect upon the citizenry
of Louisiana. Another thing that I'll take a

little issue with Is the way Hr. Avant said that
the legislature is so subject to a lobby that
you can come down and lobby for a roller rink. I

think we are getting ridiculous when we start talk-
ing about that type. Let's get to the crux of
this thing; the way this proposal is drawn and as
it Is written, it uses the word all the way through
where it's applicable, the words "public and ne-
cessary". What U the meaninq of the word "neces-
sary"? HV >.. .1 i . .. 1 ^ . ,.i.>.n...i ... -ith tho flBp^rf-

1
10.-. 11
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Does that leave it up to a and punctuation "question, and" delete the word

idge, subject to review, to say it is not neces lieu thereof the fol

^-t it in this location, go back and spend lowing: "the final determination as to necessity

two''more''years on your engineering work and give of the location shall be made after due considera-

me another shot at it? What is necessary, is it tion of the loss of aesthetic values",

the construction of the highway? Does necessary Amendment No. 2. Page 2, line 29, immediately

mean the location of the highway, what does ne- before the word "without" delete the words "as

cessary mean that you are saying that no one has such",

any sayso except the judge, sitting there to de-

cide a judicial decision? In my humble opinion. Explanation

this is a legislative matter; the legislature
should not be deprived of the right to assert some Mr. Hernandez Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen

definition of what is public and what is necessary. of the convention, this amendment is offered for

If you do not adopt this amendment, you have com- the sole purpose of directing the courts to con-

pletely tied our hands. In answer to Mr. Willis' sider the aesthetic and possibly even the senti-

remark that if you don't take some action in ten mental value of damage to property in reaching a

days, you are forever bound on it, if a suit is determination as to whether or not the location

filed in this type of matter and you do not take of any public improvement is necessary. I ask you

action within the limits prescribed by law at this to consider the fact that an overwhelming majority

time, you are just as much bound except you have of cases the exact location of the right-of-way,

eight more days possibly on the thing. I don't whether that be pipeline, power line, highway, or

see that there's any merit to Mr. Willis' argument. any other right-of-way, is a matter of opinion.

Mr. Hernandez is worried about the location, and I Many factors should be considered before a final

am worried about the location. According to his decision is reached. So often the aesthetic value

argument, it would be up to the court to say where of property is overlooked by the locating engineers

you would locate a highway, and can you imagine This is especially true since the right of a sus-

the bedlam that this state would be in if we had to pensive appeal was abolished in 1952. In so many

wait for a court to determine the location of a cases that I refer to, the right-of-ways of high-

takes ways, pipelines, high lines and so for

gineenng work before they can de- changed a little at no cost or only a small cost
-' possibly sometimes just a short distance toterm
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could do that, and If there is any way to do It,

I Mould be happy to do so because in the case of

parts that have been damaged seriously by right-

of-ways, that would come under that. I think if

I had the combination of the two words "aesthetic
and historical". I would have a mighty good case.

I wish you had told me about this earlier.

Mrs. Zerviqon Would you consent to withdraw your
amendment at this point and add that word with the

consent of the body?

Hernandez lie to the Chai

yes. Ma'am.
Mr. Chairman, would you entertain that idea of

my withdrawing this amendment long enough to add

"historical" to it?

esthetic and

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmi tted with
corrections.)

Hr. Poynter The way the amendment will be drawn,
all the instructions will be the same. The lan-

guage added to Amendment No. 1 would read: "the

final determination as to necessity of the location
shall be made after due consideration of the loss
of aesthetic or historical values".

[Pr rdered.

Amendment

2s^^____ Amendment No. 1 [by «r. Perez)
page 2, between lines 29 and 30 add the foil

"The provisions of this section shall not
apply to appropriation of property for levee

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, when I appeared before you on
yesterday when we adopted' Sec ti on 2 which provides
that "no person shall be deprived of life, liberty
or property without due process of law," I had a

second provision which would have taken care of
the problems with respect to the levee district,
but because of the objections which were raised
at that time, and it was not in the proper place,
I withdrew the amendment.

The problem which we have with respect to

levees, I believe was fully explained to you be-
fore, that we just do not have the time to go
through with the so-called "due process" procedural
and substantive procedures which would take so
much time that it would endanger the lives and
property of the people protected by these levees.
I suggest to you that, with what we have adopted
in Section 2, and when we get on the section on
levees, the question of compensation will be taken
care of at that time, that this section should not
apply to appropriations.

I, therefore, ask your favorable consideration

Questions

i.rez. if my memory serves ae cor-
rectly, jLout I'l'-jZ they expropriated some property
in St. Landry Parish, the purpose of which was to

build » levee which wound up being the base for a

highway. Under this provision, couldn't you ex-
propriate for supposedly levee purposes and then
use It for other purposes?

Mr. Pi.r.7 Well, that danger exists with respect
to dll opropria t Ions . We have seen many cases
,ti<.rr .rhnol boards have expropriated a lot more
[rr.jrr-, -run thiiy havc actually needed. But we
1'. •>;.- 1 fin- ihout the absolute necessity of

protecting the lives and property of the people
that these levees protect. And there must be a

situation under which there can be very fast action.
Now, there is no question that in the event

that were to happen, the landowner could come back

and say that this property was not taken for levee
purposes and, therefore, you do not have the right
to use it for a road. The law presently states that
when you appropriate for levee purposes, it is for

levee purposes, and no other, and you do not have
the right to use it for any other purposes.

Hr. Flory Hr. Perez, though, I appreciate what
you say as far as the present law. but when you
put this provision in the new constitution, then

what does that do? Doesn't it nullify the existing
law insofar as what you put here?

Mr. Perez No. sir. First of all. if you will

read Section 2 which we've already adopted, "No

person shall be deprived of property without due
process of law," and we do have and will have in

the levee district article, the safeguards which
are needed with respect to the right to take the

property .

Now, I would hope that I would not, at this

time, have to get into a lengthy discussion of the

question of the servitude for levee purposes be-

cause that should be more appropriately taken up

at the time when we consider the problem of levees.
All I am trying to do at this time is to defer the

consideration of the levee problem until we get
on levee districts. And that's the purpose of this

amendment .

Alex I say first, I support the amend-
ment. I think it is a very good one. But I was
wondering if you could not indicate here that
during times of emergency, because I am concerned
about during normal times when there are no flood
threats, when a levee is being built, or maybe a

large number of levees, you would not need this
emergency type of thing.

lev
study is made by the U. S. Corps of tngi

they come in with their stability studie
termine that levees have to be moved.

Now the problem we get into is the fa

that matter should be more carefully con

that
detai
leers

whe
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ate means 1s that you
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i parishMide basis might want....

Mr. Lanier I'm not sure that a parish has that
authority right now. I do isnow specifically that
a municipality does. If you feel that the author-
ity should be extended to parishes, I quite frank-
ly would have no objection.

hy you didn't put )th

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Lanier, here sometime ago several
municipalities in our area had considered the pur-
chase of a gas distribution system. At that tine,
and I think under the present laws, that had to be
done with the vote of. ...the approval of the people
....approval of the voters. And I just wondered
if your amendment would, say, do away with the re-
quirement of a public referendum of those involved.

Mr. Lanier I do not think so because my amendment
would merely authorize the continuance of the ex-
isting statutory law. And if the legislature would
set forth in detail how this right would be exer-
cised, I think they have the power to do so. In
fact, it's my opinion that they would. ...the legis-
lature would have the authority to determine how
this right would be exercised.

But there is existing law on the books today,
both in the jurisprudence and In the statutory
law, to authorize this procedure, and this is what
I want to continue In effect, because if a munici-
pality wishes to do this, to provide its own ser-
ice, I feel that it sf

O'Neil . Lanier, we have a little bit of
a special problem here in East Baton Rouge Parish.
We have a City-Parish form Home Rule Charter that
covers the entire parish. Yet within my own dis-
trict, I have a city. Mho would have jurisdictior
over that?

Mr. Lanier As I understand your City-Parish Char
ter, you have a definite municipality, I think you
have five, as a matter of fact, in the parish of
East Baton Rouge. And you have formed a govern-
ment with the parish and the municipalities. This
is intended to apply within the jurisdictional
limits of a municipality.

Mr. O'Neill Well, do you agree that there could
be a problem in determining exactly where the
jurisdiction Is?

No, not if the is a municipal 1 ty

Mr. Cannon Mr. Lanier, you specifically, I no-
tlced. left out everything other than municipali-
ties. Do you feel that this Is not discriminatory
against other public bodies of all types who are
authorized to do things and then says, "No", you
hamstring them and you can't do them.

Mr. Lanier I think, Cannon, you and
discussed previously with reference to the
of ports, the question here is in what circumstances
would a particular body corporate of government be
authorized to expropriate a utility? I am pri-
marily concerned with municipalities and that's
so are my coauthors, and that is the reason why
this particular amendment was drawn this way.

If you feel that this authority should be extend-
ed to ports, quite frankly I Mould favor such a
proposi tton.

M^^Cjnnon Well. Mr. Lanier. I would not write
one, a-. -,ufh. ju'.t to favor ports or. if their
purpo'.p I

-, public and necessary as determined by
the legl'ilature or whoever the policy makers might

be. If they have this power of expropriation
granted to them by the constitution or by the state
legislature, then they by all means should not be
hamstrung in this and this be strictly limited to
municipalities and their acquisition of utilities.
Mine would be broad enough to cover all political
subdivisions and for their purposes which are
publ ic and necessary.

Further Discussion

Mr. Sandoz Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in support of this amendment. I don't know
how many of you are from municipalities that have
their own utility systems, but in our particular
case in Opelousas, we have three different utility
systems surrounding our city. Now, this amendment
continues the law as it exists today so that when
our city expands its area by incorporating differ-
ent sections, our city is able to expropriate the
utilities within that new area providing It pays
just compensation.

If we would not be able to do that, we could
have a crazy patchwork system of utilities serving
our municipality. We have some water systems
coming into our area from outside companies, elec-
trical systems and gas systems. And I submit that
in order for any municipality to make long-range
plans for loop lines for proper pressure on water
and gas and utilities, that they should be per-
mitted to continue the existing law which gives
them the right when new areas are taken into the
municipality to expropriate the systems and pay
the utility companies previously serving that
area just compensation for the system.

And I urge your favorable support of this amend-
ment .

Questions

Mr. Roemer Delegate, I wonder if you'd addre;
yourself to the question of why? Why should a

municipality have the right to expropriate a pr

vate or public company such as utilities? Why
should they have that right?

Mr. Roemer
concept that
side the city

, wouldn't you agree with the
people who are presently out-

its are now getting served by the
ust because the boundary, which

moved, then all of a sud-
d

is Imaginary, anywoy, ib muveu, men dii ur a

den they have to go with a new utility system
you can expropriate another man's property, or
another business?

Well
Mng

they, I 'm looking upon that,
iblic utility to the citia
If these citizens petition to come

into this city, then their elected officials should
have the right to expropriate that system to make

everybody In the city would be under one
uti 1 I ty system.

Mr. Roemer Right. Well, I hope you realize that
we disagree strongly on that point.

I understand that, sir.

, you speak of the rights
these things. Oon't you

he utility company, or the
Ights whatsoever?

Mr. Sandoz H

utility sysleir

110551
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hat's
Ights

ijbject to this type of
public body , such as a

-cise of tf

Utilities, you're telling me that I don't have a

right to own my s tock . . . . tha t the vote can come
take that away from me. Are you saying that?

I'm saying that wl-

isly served by that
inicipality that the

; munici pal i ty shoul

that w
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Mr. Hire And isn't it i fact, too, sometimes
from, maybe, a high rate that is charged, they can.

in fact, reduce the taxes in this municipality by

making the consumer pay a higher rate on a utility.

Mr. Jenltins Yes. sir, and whereas they might have
to have a vote on certain tax incrp.T;p^. they can

just arbitrarily raise rates.

that It might be.

Closing

Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates.
at this point, it doesn't seem that we are in too
good a shape with this amendment. But I want to

tell you before we vote on it. Vou heard a lot of

talk here in the last few days about rights of
people. I want to ask you a question.

What more is right than a citizen who gets to-

gether and forms a city. ...a muni ci pal i ty ... .and

decides to build within that municipality utility
systems, sewerage systems, water systems and other
systems for the well-being of the fellow members
of that city. ...or the residents of that city?

We are talking a great deal about the rights of
individuals.' You can go too far in a lot of areas
in the rights of individuals. The objections were
raised by the committee members and some others
that the. ...David Conroy's amendment went too far.
It was too . . . . i t took in too many areas. But we
reduced it down to only municipalities. We are
speaking now only of municipalities.

And for your information, the purpose that we
have in mind is for municipalities to grow, to ex-
pand their city limits. That's what it's all about.
And how can you expand your city limits when you
run into situations where there are one or two
utility systems who you have to compete with. Who
loses under those circumstances? The people.... we
are talking about people. ...we are talking about
people who live in municipalities. Who are going
to lose? Those people are going to lose. You
can't compete for two or three different lines.

In Lafayette right now we have a situation where
you have lines simultaneously running side by side,
electricity going through both trunk lines. This
is not right. He want the right to live within
that area and give service to our people.

There's talk about bus lines. Everyone here
knows, especially the lawyers know darned good and
well that bus lines are granted franchises up to
twenty-five years.

They also know that taxicabs are operated under
city ordinances. The city ordinances control that.
After all. the people who live within that city do
have some rights to write ordinances and other
things that are necessary for the well-being of
those people.

Let's look at this thing objectively. Let's
talk about the rights of people. That's all we are
talking about.. ..the rights of people. You can't
expand the city limits right now, my friend Mr.
Roemer, without fifty percent of the people wanting
to cone in. The 1972 legislature provided for
this. And you know who was behind all of this?
The sane utility systems now who were organized
during the depths of the depression in 1933 to give
service to the rural area. Those people came to
Baton Rouge and lobbied the legislature to pass a

law where It took fifty percent of the people with-
in that area to be able to ask to come Into the
city. That's who lobbied In 1972. We are talking
about people. We are talking about the rights of
people, that's all we are talking about .... those
rights.

And I urge that you go along and support this
amendment. It's a good amendment. It gives the

right to those people who live within these cities,
particularly in the south, who have two and three
different utility systems running side by side

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Casey"], on
page 2, line 19, immediately after the word "publi

and before the word "purpose", delete the words
"and necessary".

Amendment No. 2, on page 2, line 28, at the be-

ginning of the line, immediately before the word
"shall", delete the words "and necessary".

Expli itit

Mr. Ca sey Mr. Chairma
greatest concerns that
that I have, are the us
and 1 ine 28 of the word
understanding , and I 'm

worked in the
ation, but it

and delegates, one of the
a delegate, individually,

of the words on line 19
he word "necessary". It is my
nd I'm not an attorney who has
ea of expropriation and appropri-
my understanding that the taking

under those circumstances must be for a public
purpose, and the word "necessary" is not now con-
tained in our constitution. I would suggest to

you. and I know we have great concern in my city
and I would imagine you would, also, in your parish
or municipality, that the word "necessary" can

lead to all sorts of difficulties and delays and
problems. For instance, in our municipality is

the construction of a cultural center necessary,
is a new municipal auditorium necessary, is a new
city hall necessary, is a public park in a certain
area necessary? You can image that this will lead

to all sorts of litigation, all sorts of problems.
1 think we are creating problems for our state and
for our municipalities and for our parishes. I

think this is one of the most problematic areas
that you are adding to the new constitution under
Section 4. I would strongly urge and recommend
that you delete the word "necessary".

Questions

Mr. Avant Mr. Casey, I'm looking now at an amend-
ment that bears Mr. Perez's name. That amendment,
as I interpret it. would get down and make it a

legislative question as to public necessity in

the case of a municipality or any governmental
agency, but would leave it as it now stands with
respect to utilities. I just want to know, would
that amendment solve the problem that you are con-
cerned with?

Mr. Casey It may very well. Mr. Avant. and I

would suggest this. It may resolve the problem.
I will now withdraw my amendment with the right
...reserving the right to submit it before we vote
on this section. I will check that.

I. ..Mr. Chairman. I would not like to withdraw
my amendment, and I would appreciate the consider-
ation of the convention to leave it in because we
certainly, also, have a problem on our public
utility In the city of New Orleans, also. So I

would like to request that the amendment remain in

and it receive your favorable consideration.

Mr. Bergeron Mr. Casey, I'm in agreement with you.
Could you possibly define to me what the term
"necessary", "when necessary" means?

Mr. Casey Mr. Bergeron, that's precisely what
I 'm concerned about. I know we can consult Webster '

Dictionary , all the legal dictionaries that are
available, any court opinions that may be available
in Interpreting the word "necessary" under other
circumstances; and I have to admit, possibly I'm
somewhat conventional, that because It's new, I

could envision all sorts of problems in this par-
ticular area. I think it's unnecessary to add
"necessary", because we certainly have much juris-
prudence alreadv decided In our courts which cer-
t.)in1/ i <. qr.iii'cl to ludtett the riahts of the In-

110.-]
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created no problem in other states where it's in

the constitution. Vou go back to the mother of much

of our law and the mother of much of our culture,

France. You'll see that the French Bill of Rights

says something very similar. It says in the Decla-

ration of the Rights of Han, "the right to property

being inviolable and secured; no one shall be de-

prived of it except in cases of evident public

necessity". Evident public necessity which is much
stronger than what we propose here. If you look

at the Declaration of Human Rights drafted by the

United Nations, hardly a group which is particular-
ly well disposed toward property rights, it even

says that "no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of

property". That's what we are talking about here,
whether the taking can be arbitrary or not. If we

say "necessary", then we're eliminating that pos-

sibility. Look at the constitution of the state of

Massachusetts which has been working in that state,
as written, since the year 1780. It says this,

"and whenever the public exigencies require that
the property of any individual should be appropri-
ated to public uses, he shall receive a reasonable
compensation therefor." It hinges it on public
exigencies. Public exigencies is the standard
there. What does exigencies mean? The word "ex-
igencies" is defined like this. "Emergency, some-
thing arising suddenly out of the current of events.
Any event or occasional combination of circum-
stances calling for immediate action or remedy".
That's the standard in the state of Massachusetts.
We're not suggesting such a high standard here.
What we ire suggesting is this, that if the govern-
ment wants to take your property or my property,
that the government show that it needs to do it.

That's all, that it needs to do it. Simple as

that, that it not be arbitrary. The term "public
purpose" as in our law at present is a very weak
standard because anything has been defined as a

public purpose. But if we're going to allow govern-
ment to take people's property, let's be sure
government needs to do it. That's all the word
"necessary" here requires. So I urge the defeat
of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Mr. Jenkins, you've read us the de-
finition several times today from Black's Law
Dictionary , with respect to the definition of the

word "necessary". Would you be willing to concede
that there are numerous definitions of the word
"necessary" besides that one set out in Black ' s

Law Dictionary ?

Mr. Jenk Well, I think that the discussion
there adequately covers what you just said. res,
there are many definitions, but in regards to emi-
nent domain proceedings, the definition is specific.
It's fairly well settled in the law what the word
"necessary" means.

Mr. Tobias Okay. Now what I am asking now, is,
if it i s . . . i f you do show one definition for emi-
nent domain, what guarantee do you have that Black '

;

Law Diet ionary of the word "necessary" is going to

be followed^

Further Discussion

"" 0' Wei 1 1 Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tton'7 if this amendment is adopted, what we're
going to allow ourselves to do in conjunction with
the last amendment we've adopted is that if a muni-
cipality can expropriate a utility company and
It doesn't have to show that it's necessary, then
any utility company making money is going to be
subject to expropriation by municipalities, and
that's exactly what it's going to do. Tell me
what public purpose meant. We've told you what
necessary means, and you say. of course, it's been
the cause of litigation over these many years.
Well, I suggest to you that "necessity" has been
too. and I suggest to you that these amendments in

the succession in which they are coning are to
favor these companies and are to favor these in-
dividuals who represent these companies. This Is

a case here in Bator

'Neill ,

i ci pa 1 i t ie

e talked a lot abou
d government, bututilities a

isn't the reason that the committee has put
there the word "necessary" to protect the peop
particularly the little citizen of this state?
Isn't this a protection for them?

Mr. 'Neil 'es , Jenkins .

t of Orde

Mr.
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Amendments

Mr. Poynter Delegate Perez sends them up.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 19 immediately
after the words "public and" insert the following:
", in the case of a public utility, a"

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 27, at the
beginning of the line delete the word "The" and

to a taking or damaging by a public utility, the

Expl ana ti or

legates, the
of this amendment is to put public utilities such
as pipeline companies, power companies and the like
in a different category than the state and its
political subdivisions. We've heard most of the
arguments in favor of the necessity or showing the
necessity directed primarily against pipeline com-
panies, power companies and so forth. The thing
that bothers me so much about this word "necessary"
is that I really don't believe any of us really
knows what it means. Even when Mr. Jenkins, when
he appeared a few minutes ago, in quoting from the
law dictionary, it was said that the word "neces-
sary" is susceptible of various meanings. Now
let's consider, for a minute, some of the problems
that might be involved in specific situations.
Let's look, for instance, at a school board that
might determine that the number of school children
is increasing in that school, and five years hence,
that they might need another school building. The
first thing they must do is to acquire the property
before the plans can be made for the building be-
cause you have to make the building fit the pro-
perty. A person could come in and say, "Oh no,
it's not necessary to build that school. We don't
know whether, in fact, an industry in the area
might close down. We don't know whether your sta-
tistics are correct that the population, the school
population, will increase." Now let's take the
converse situation where a large industry might
decide well, we want to come into your area and
build a large facility which will hire hundreds of
people, but you don't have enough school facilities.
Now if you'll build a school, we'll consider coming
into the area. There's no absolute guarantee that
there is that necessity. Now I've heard these
definitions or these explanations that "necessity"
means reasonably necessary and a lot of other
limiting language on the word "necessary". But
the amendment, the provision itself says "necessary'
It doesn't say reasonably necessary, or expedient
or anything else. Let's take a look, for instance,
at public parks. Is a public park necessary? It's
convenient, it's something which will promote the
general welfare, but it's not necessary. Let's
look at the new interstate highways and other high-
ways being built by the state. We already have
highways throughout this state the length and
breadth oT the state. Is it necessary to build a

highway between here and Shreveport? We have other
highways there now. Or let's look at the Mississi-
ppi River bridge that's been embroiled in New
Orleans in controversy for years and years and
years, and there's a great deal of opposition. Is

it really necessary? We have one bridge across
the river now. It certainly will be convenient
to the people there, but is it necessary? So I

submit to you, that before any action can be taken
to expropriate property that you need the legisla-
tive authority. Local government just doesn't by
whim, decide that it's going to go take somebody's
property and in most cases you have to go to the
people, and you have to get the authorization from
the people to issue bonds. When the people come
in and decide well they want this facility, but on
the other hand a judge may come along and say
"Well, I don't care what the people said, 1 don't
believe this is necessary". I say that we are
flirting with danger- -extreme danger. I say to you
that we should put public utilities in a different

category than state and local government. There-
fore, I would urge you to adopt this amendment which
would limit the word "necessary" to the use of
expropriation powers by public utilities but would
not require governments, either state or local
governments, to go into the issue of "necessity".
I say to you that this is just an invitation to

have lawsuit, upon lawsuit, upon lawsuit to deter-
fact , a particu lar pro-

ssary. Yes , I'll yield

Questions

Mr. Roy Mr. Perez, you know that the law of neg-
ligent homicide says that it's the killing of a

person through criminal negligence which, as de-
fined by the statute, is a gross deviation from
reasonable conduct, is it not?

Mr. Perez Well, first, I'd have to have the book
before me, but I don't quite understand your pur-
pose. I cannot answer the question because I don't
know offhand.

Mr. Roy I'm going to get to it in a second. We
allow either a jury or a judge to determine what
is gross deviation from reasonable conduct using
about four words that are pretty hard to define,
and yet, you want to tell us after we just went
through all this on "necessity" that we can't have
a judge decide whether something is necessary or

: we are getting
of all, peopl e w

is, and they say.

not?

Mr. Perez Well, I think that we are getting into
an area where you have, fi

hold an election to issue
want that public facility". Then you have the
local government itself or the state government,
through its legislature and the governor, decidin
that it wants a certain public project, these
people elected by the people, and we're going to
say a judge is going to come along and tell eithe
the local government which has the authority give
to It by law, or the state itself, "No, we don't
agree with you that there is a necessity for this
I believe that we should put our faith and trust
with regard to public projects, projects which
are sponsored by the state and local governments,
and with the authority to do it under law, I thin
that they should not be required to show the ne-
cessity because I think the people decide that ne
cessity through their representatives.

Mr. Roy Aren't these judges subject to review
on appeal and didn't you support the right of re-
view by six or seven judges of the appellate cour
wi th respect to . . .

ippeal , but again
:ourt judge and si

I support the . ri gh t of
talking about one distr

seven appellate judges.

ight. Let me ask you something,
is not needed insofar as Mr. Lanier
in and Mr. Anzalone's Amendment

nr . Koy mm i

Your amendment
and Mr. Chateli
that we passed

Mr. Perez It has absolutely no reference to that.
What we are talking about here is the power to ex-
propriate, to take property, and what I would hope
that we could do, and I believe it's the will of
the majority of the delegates to the convention,
hopefully, that we put public utilities in a

different category than we would state and local
government .

Mr. Roy But we just did that with the Chatelain,
Lanier, Anzalone Amendment because they admitted
that the word "necessary" . . .

Mr . Derbes Mr. Perez, you have trouble with the
c(¥finition of the word "necessity or necessary",
and in your comments you seem to be somewhat far
afield from my definition of the words "public
utility". For the record, could you tell us what
you mean by public utility?

[1060]
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Mr. Pere^ Well. I think public utility li a well

recogni zed term under the law. It is a service
performed by a company which is privately owned,

but for the good of the general public such as

Louisiana Power and Light, gas transmission com-

panies, power companies and so forth. Telephone
companies ... I don't think there is any questi(
about what public utility means.

Further Oisci slon

Mr. Stagg Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates, un-

accustomed as I am to rising in support of a Perez
Amendment, I do so at this time because I think
what he is telling this convention is quite true.

I have a great deal of respect for Hr. Jenkins and
the thoughts which he and his committee put into

this section of this article. I am, also, at the

same time, a member of various organizations around
the state, one of which, in particular, doesn't be-

lieve that certain roads ought to be built, or that
certain public projects ought to be undertaken and
they followed this policy with an assiduous use of

the courts to slow and/or attempt to stop public
projects. I don't think that the State Highway
Department is free from error. I don't think that
the city of Shreveport is free from error, and I

have been a victim of the expropriation power of

both of those governmental organizations. In

neither case do I think they offered what the pro-
perty was worth, nor in either case did a court a-
ward ultimately what this property owner felt that
his property was worth. But the projects were of
public necessi ty--that of building a new and modern
airport, and that of building 1-20 through the city
of Shreveport; Where they chose to put it had a

lot to do with engineering. It had a lot more to

do with the cost of the right-of-way and the ul-
timate budget of the project, and though 1 thought
they could have gone a different way, I am sure
that everyone whose property was in the path of

that expressway also thought that they could have
chosen a different route. Well, the road is built
and it's being used now by fifty thousand cars a

day and the question of whether it was necessary
to put it where it was now, is laid at rest be-
cause that particular public improvement is being
well used and the city would be choked if it didn't
have it. Your cities will be choked in the absence
of adequate streets or bridges across bodies of
water and other things which might successfully be

challenged as to the exact location of it--the pro-
jects delayed in courts for years while the dis-
trict court decides that something isn't necessary
to put it here and then the court of appeals, and
then the Supreme Court, and maybe to the United
States Supreme Court. Who knows how many years can
be taken up to decide simply If it's necessary to

build a road at this point or at this place. I

think there is a clear distinction in the phrase
"public and necessary" when it applies to public
utilties, and pipelines, and high lines, and
telephone lines and that kind of Installation. But
I think the public Is well guarded and the public
Is well served by the public bodies of this state
In the taking of public rights-of-way for highways
and streets.

f urther Discussion

Mr. j^eniinj. Mr. Chairman, delegatts, we hear the
forecast of doon when we want to put a slight pro-
tection fn the law for property owners. This same
protection Is granted in many other states and
Jurisdictions and they have the highways, the
schools, the parks, everything they need. It hasn't
created problems there. It works there. In 99.9
percent of the cases there would be no question of
necessity. It's only in that rare case when an
obvious Injustice Is done, but it is a public pur-
pose that this question would arise. I think If

we could submit this question to the people they
would be overwhelmingly In favor of the requirement
that before their property be taken, It be proved
to be needed. That's the only thing we're asking
here. We fought this battle before. If a man has
a piece of property, a piece -of farmland, whatever

It may be, and a pipeline cuts a crossing, or a

local government decides to take it, it doesn't
make any difference to him which one Is doing the
taking, he wants to know that It's needed. What
difference does it make? It doesn't make any dif-
ference to the man whose property is being taken.
It ought to be necessary to take people's property.
People work a lifetime for it, and we've said time
and time again that the standard definitions of the

word "necessary", legally recognized, have nothing
to do with location. But with the necessity of the

particular purpose, not the necessity of a particu-
lar location. Let's give our people in this state
a break from arbitrariness in government. We con-
stantly subject our people to every manner of reg-

ulation and control, but we don't even want the
•slightest little regulation on government. Let's
just don't be arbitrary In these takings. Let's
make sure It's needed. So I urge the defeat of
this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Willis Mr. Jenkins, we've had trouble with
the definition of the word "necessity", and we've
heard of necessities of life. So, let's turn the
coin over. The opposite of necessity is luxury.
Isn't it, or non-necessity? In that vein let me
ask you this question? If a governmental body is

unable to prove necessity, should it be entitled
to the luxury against the landowners and homeowners
involved, to rampage their homes and pass a road?
If they can't prove necessity. It shouldn't be
entitled to that, should it?

-. Je -, I

Mr.
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have got to insure that before those rights are Mr. Pugh Is it not required that necessity be

violated, it's got to be demonstrated that a pub!
'

purpose and a necessary public purpose exists. I

Mr.
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could be two separate and distinct things, and if for such tal<ing, which shall assure that the o»

I understand your amendment, property would no longer shall be compensated to the full extent of the
be subject, possibly would not be subject to reason- loss. Personal effects, other than contraband.

<ercise of police power, and I'm certain shall never be taken.
It's not what you

Roy No, sir, Mr. Kean, what I beli
)1 ana t ion

IS that
of course the property is always subject to police Mr. Leigh Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
power, but police power is an intangible thing that of the convention, let me say at the outset I'm
doesn't mean anything. Before you can subject pro- sorry that this hour is late; I'm sorry this has
perty to any type of restriction or law, you've got to be brought to you at this late time when we're
to have your positive law that affects it, and all anxious to adjourn. But I do thinit that the
therefore, the law would come from the right of amendment is important and gives us a choice be-
the state through its police power to regulate it... tween two philosophies. At the beginning, I'd

lil(e to call your attention as Mr. Poynter has to
Mr. Kean Mr. Roy, you would agree that when we the fact that the word "his" in the next-to-last
talk about police power, we are talking about the line of this amendment should be "the", and I will
exercise of governmental authority for the safety, explain why as I go forward. My amendment seeks
welfare, and health of the citizens of the area or to bring the constitutional provisions with respect
of the. state. to expropriation into substantially the same pos-

ture as they exist at the present time. It seems
Mr. Roy That's right. to me that the main thrust of this section is with

Mr.
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express no views on these subjects but suggest that

they are the proper subjects of legislative
action and should be left to the legislature, not

included for all time in this constitution. I

have perpetuated the committee's requirement that

compensation must be paid for the full extent of

his loss. I have changed, however, the word "his"

to "the" because I'm afraid that by using the word

"his" and guaranteeing to the owner compensation
to the full extent of his loss, we may be opening
the door to claims for damage for mental anguish,
for injured feelings and for other intangible dam-

ages. The owner should be fully compensated for

everything that is taken but should not be allowed
to claim other intangible damages which might be

wholly speculative. Finally, I suggest that the

last sentence of the committee's proposal which
this amendment seeks to delete is an infringement
upon the legislative process which should not be

constitutionally sanctioned. I am of the opinion
that this provision in the committee's proposal
would have an adverse effect principally upon
municipalities, police juries and other state
agencies rather than upon public utilities. It is

my understanding that under present law the courts
in the final analysis must determine that property
sought to be taken by a public utility must be

shown to be needed and to be a public service or in

the public interest. But it seems to me that a

determination by the legislature or by a municipal-
ity or police jury that certain property is needed
for public purposes should not be subject to re-

view. Such right of review as is presently enjoyed
by the courts is not further restricted by this
amendment, but 1 do believe that a full and unre-
stricted right of review should not be delegated
to the courts by constitutional power. This, ladies
and gentlemen, affords a clear choice between the
legislature and constitutional provision. In our
consideration of the legislative article we have
embraced the philosophy that more power should be

given to and more trust should be reposed in the
legislature. This amendment follows that philoso-
phy. I earnestly submit to you that my amendment
provides all the language that is necessary in a

constitution, and I urge its adoption.
;sti

ions

Weiss Delegate Leigh, do I understand the
thrust of your amendment to mean that private pro-
perty owned by an individual which is taken or
damaged, for public or necessary purpose, is to be

compensated for by a decision of a political body,
that is, the legislature rather than a judiciary,
nonpolitical type of body?

Leigh

Mr.
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Mr. S££er And for the compensation

Mr. Leigh Which shall assure, in other words,
the procedure shall assure to the owner the same
assurance that is given in this constitutional pro-
vision that the owner will be compensated to the
full extent of the loss. Ladies and gentlemen, I

do urge the adoption of the amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, what
does our proposal as it presently stands, not this
section, I rise in support of this, but what does
the committee propsal sound like at this point?
It reads at this point as follows: "Every person
subject to reasonable statutory restrictions has
the right to acquire, control, enjoy, own, protect,
use, and dispose of private property. This right
is subject to the reasonable exercise of the police
power. Property shall not be taken or damaged ex-
cept for a public and necessary purpose and with
just compensation paid to the owner or into court
for his benefit. The owner shall be compensated
to the full extent of his loss and has the right
to a trial by jury to determine such compensation.
No business enterprise or any of its assets shall
be taken for the purpose of operating that enter-
prise or for the purpose of halting competition
with governmental enterprises, except that munici-
palities may expropriate with just compensation
utilities within their jurisdiction and personal
effects, other than contraband, shall never be
taken. The issue of whether the contemplated pur-
pose be public and necessary shall be a judicial
question, and the final determination as to the
necessity of the location shall be made after due
consideration of the loss of aesthetic or histori-
cal values without regard to any legislative as-
sertion. The provisions of this section shall not
apply to appropriation of property for levee pur-
poses. Ladies and gentlemen, this is verbal gar-
bage, and that's all it is--verbal garbage. What
does the present constitution say about property
rights? One section. Section 2 of Article I of
the present constitution, the provisions read as
follows: "Except as otherwise provided in this
constitution, private property shall not be taken
or damaged except for public purposes and after
just and adequate compensation." This is all our
constitution presently says. Now, what does the
amendment before us do? It distills Article I,
Section 2; Article III, Section 37; Article VI,
Sections 19 and 19.1; Article XIV. Section 30. It
distills all of these sections into one simple,
clear, and concise statement. A Bill of Rights
is intended to be a brief, accurate statement of
basic rights, not all of this stuff, garbage that
we have put in it and that the committee has put
in it. Tampering with the law of property is a

dangerous thing-. One hundred and sixty-one years
of history of this state is going down the drain
If we do not adopt this amendment. One hundred
and sixty-one years. I don't know what the com-
mittee propsal as amended will do, and I dare any-
one in here to say he knows what it will do. No
one knows. It's dangerous, iery , very dangerous.
People have said you have to put in a provision
that you need ... that property cannot be taken
except for necessity. Let me assert to you this.
If it would ever be necessary to seiie property
and it was not needed, you'd have the right to
attack that. You'd have the right to attack it,
and I an sure that the people of this '.tfitf would
nnf '.».,rd fnr ;, i,^,) fate-t*klng o' .....I....1 , . bro-

ther Dlicussi

Mr. Chairman and fellow d<

I decision was made by this
tine I did not have the pit

serving In lt--that you would Insteai
group of lawyers. Instead of hiring
government experts to write a constll

time ago
made at

look It

body--lt was

he decision

was made. I look at this committee. I see on this
committee as good a cross -sec tion of people as I've
had the pleasure of meeting in this body. I have
heard, since you were kind enough first off this
morning to pass one of my amendments, a number of
suggestions most of which were well taken. With
those I disagreed, I was outvoted. I'm of the
opinion that the section as it now is is satisfac-
tory in form for the purposes in which it is to be
adopted. Had you wanted myself or any other lawyer
to write this constitution for the purpose of
culling words, for the purpose of making it look
so much nicer, you should have made that decision
many, many days ago. I move, and as much respect
as I have for Mr. Leigh, if you had wanted to
start with the 1921 Constitution, why didn't you
just do it? Just take the 1921 Constitution and
start from there; that's not the decision you made.
I abide by your decision, and in that connection,
I move the defeat of this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men, I'm going to be brief. We have debated this
question practically all day. We have considered
every issue brought before this convention relative
to this section. I believe that it is in the in-
terest of this state to have a strong proposition
to put before the people as it relates to property
rights. I believe this because I believe property
rights to be fundamental. What this amendment
proposed to do is to strip out, to take away the
built-in protection that we have provided after
careful consideration. We cannot support this if
we feel strongly about property rights. We cannot
support it because it eliminates the right to trial
by jury. We cannot support it because it eliminates
the expropriations, the protections that we've
built in to protect businesses. We cannot support
it because it removes the provision as it relates
to a determination in making it necessary to deter-
mine whether or not we ought to take property
from private individuals. I urge you to vote
against this amendment. We have considered the
proposition fully, and if there are no other speak-
ers, Mr. Chairman, I move the previous question,
and I ask that you vote against this amendment and
let's go on and adopt this section.

Champagne wants to say one thing.
Well, will you withdraw your ... then he's going

Henry

to move the previous question, I feel almost certain.
He just looks like he's got it on his mind.

Further Discussion

Champagne I'm glad he gave me this opportuni-
ty. You all know I am very brief. My comments
re this: I submit to you that a wasted aftern
an be rectified by adoption of this amendment,
ow move the previous question.

'. Duval Mr.

Question
Champagne. I ju^^_ . , -. - couldn't go all

day without asking somebody this question. Do you
know that the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution says, "nor shall private property be
taken for public use without just compensation"?

Mr. Champagne Yes. sir.

\,Previou» Ou««tion ordatad.]

Closing

omack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates.
ama;cs me that we go through this process to
that we are dedicated and bound by all honor
Ight, and everything else, not to legislate
! constitution, to trust the legislature, to
ie bare necessities in a brief constitution-
iaranteed protection in a brief constitution-
we get to a Bill of Rights. When we get to

I of Rights we find what is normally our more
il approached people, and there's no criticism
,
tiiinn II,,. place and defending what should

[1065]
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the question; I just want to say one thing. I've
been trying to get recognised and I don't appreci-
ate being put down the way I have and you know it.

I wanted to ask a question of the last speaker and
you said I could and then you didn't let me.

go ahead E.T. and asMr. Henry Oooooh,
the question.

Mr. Tapper 1 still love you though, darling.
Ladies and gentlemen, I just rise in opposition to

this and 1 want to say one thing and that is, I

believe the people of this state are tired of
being over regulated by government. I believe that
what we're doing here, if we do adopt this amend-
ment, is to take away from the people the right
to make their decision on the value. I urge your
defeat of this amendment and move the previous
question.

[Previous Ouestion ordered. Record vote
ordered. Amendment rejected: 19-91.

ther liscussion

Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen c

the convention, I know you feel just like I do a

this time of the evening after a hard day so dor
worry, I'm just going to be up here one minute a

I'm not going to argue the pros and cons of this
section. But, however, it seems to me in order
to cast an intelligent vote on Section 4 that sc

of the authors, or some of the members of the cc

mittee shoul d explai n what these lines mean in
Section 4 as to two or three lines I'm going to
read to you in Section 7. I asked one of the
authors this morning who presented this Section
the question and he didn't answer it satisfactor
in fact, in my opinion didn't answer at all, ane
this is what I think we should know and some men
of the committee should explain to us before we
are called on to vote on this section as a whole
because to me there is a pat definite conflict a

I'm afraid when we get to Section 7 after we vot
on Section i that we may find it out and that's
this: Section 4 reads "every person has the ric
to acquire, to own, to control, to enjoy, to pre
tect, and to dispose of private property". Now,
in Section 7 it says, "all persons shall be free
from discrimination in the sale or rental of pre
perty". It seemed like to me in a word. Section
4 gives you the right to acquire, and own and en
property but Section 7 restricts your right to s

to sell it or lease it. I think we should have
that explained before we vote on this section in

order that we may vote intelligently on this and
on Section 7.

Further Discussion

M r. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1 rise
in opposition to this section. On the last amend-
ment, Mr. Leigh's amendment, I spoke and called the
proposal as amended, verbal garbage, and that's
exactly what it is; verbal garbage. This section
needs quite a bit of cleaning up, to say the least.
I would urge this convention to defeat this sec-
tion. Let the committee come back after it's re-
written it and submit it to us and see if it
sounds a little bit better. When the Clerk of
this convention reads this amendment, which I will
request that he do before we vote on it... the
section. I want you to listen to It carefully,
real carefully, and see if you want something like
this In your Bill of Rights. Take a look at the
present constitution. Look how long the Bill of
Rights Is. It's not very long. There are pro-
visions In Article XIX of the constitution which
Is Bin of Rights material but that's about it.
What we've got here Is not Bill of Rights material.
It's an attenpt to legislate from the floor of a
constitutional convention which has not studied It
but has anended It haphazardly I urge that you de-
feat this section and let'
let the comnlttee clean it

posal .

Mr. Cas ey Mr. Chairman and delegates, we've all
heard for a good part of this day, the pros and
cons of Section 4. I must admit that I believe
I voted for most of the amendments that were pro-
posed today on Section 4 because of my great con-
cern for the many new conrepts and changes that
were being advanced today in Section 4. I think
we're creating great problems for our state, for
our parishes, for our municipalities. There's no
need for me to detail each reason that I feel that
you should vote against it. But I think the many
amendments that were advanced today speak for
themselves and for the concern that many delegates
have for the correctness or appropriateness or for
the validity of the concepts that are advanced.
This Section needs sixty-seven votes to pass. I

think there are enough few things wrong with it

and I certainly in no way, wish to take away from
the Committee members on Bill of Rights. I think
they were most sincere in their efforts on this
section and I certainly congratulate their efforts.
I merely, as one delegate, disagree with them and
reserve my right to vote no on the entirety of
Section 4. It needs sixty-seven votes to pass and
I think. ..I would hope that if we now defeat Sec-
tion 4 that possibly some corrections could be
make to Section 4 to make it more acceptable and
passable when finally voted on by the people in
Louisiana. I do not yield.

[Pr ordered on the Section.]

Closi

Jenk Ar . Chairman, delegates to the con-
vention, this section has been referred to as
"garbage". Mr. Tobias, who said that several hours
ago, stood over here next to my desk and told me
that he believed that the state owned all property
and that the citizens of the state used it only by
its permission. Well, the people of this state
don't believe that. They believe that property
rights is one of their most basic rights, and they
will stand behind that right to the death. Just
test them and you will see. When this section is
complete, I think it will stand as a monument to
our respect for the individual citizens of this
state. When we go to the people we're going to
have to show them something; some reasons to be
for this constitution. This will be one of the
best, most popular sections that we can bring to
them, because it protects the people of this state.
It had a lot of amendments today. There's mistakes
in grammar or in technicalities; I know Style and
Drafting will correct those. But when we complete
this constitution, I believe this section will be
something that we will stand behind and be proud
of as some of our best work. I move the adoption.

[sec

Tobias

pas 15.

Personal Pri\

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

sonal attack made upon my view by >

the flo<
sent the per
Jenkins. I have never attacked him
of this convention for his views, and I will not
do so now. We firmly disagree on a number of issues
I will add this; he took my statements to him com-
pletely out of context. It's a good way to win a

point, very good way. What my statement was to him
was that historically, all property came out of the
stock of the sovereign. Originally, historically,
this Is fact - you read history you know that all
property belonged to the King of England, for ex-
ample - and the United States Constitution has
stated that you cannot get It back. ..the state can-
not get It back without due process of law and
without Just compensation.

[motion to take up other ordo
adopted without objection.]
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Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

ROLL CALL

[o" IvlrgatBS present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

Mr. Alario Dear God. we thanit You for the privi-
lege of representing our people and drafting a

new constitution which will guide their lives and
government for years to come. Me ask that You
will give us the foresight and judgment to do that
which is right and just so that our children and
our children's children will have the opportunity
to prosper and live a life of joy and happiness,
and that they may have opportunities we have not
dreamed nor had ourselves.

We ask that You give us the guidance to draft
this constitution so that all people of our great
state will have these equal opportunities.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[r Journal 4jp]

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[/ Journal 4JS-4J9]

Personal Pr lege

Mr. Leithman Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow dele-
gates . Si xty seconds prior to my coming to the
mike, you heard a report from the Education Com-
mittee. You heard three proposals from that com-
mittee reported unfavorably. This is why I am here
to speak to you.

Two weeks ago, I left. ...took leave from this
convention to attend the Southern Regional Educa-
tion Conference in Memphis. It was not a vaca-
tion. On that Wednesday of that week, these pro-
posals that you just heard reported unfavorably,
two of which were mine, one was Delegate Juneau's.
I'm only referring to my two reports ... .my two
proposals. They were pulled and heard that night,
or not heard, they were brought before the commit-
tee and they were voted down without a hearing.
This is substantiated by the fellow members of
that committee, by a vote of nine to eight. As
long as I have been in the state legislature. I've
never experienced anything of this nature, to pull
a man's proposals when he Is not there, to vote
them unfavorably without a hearing. We have a

joke term In the legislature that we say, "Let's
give this bill a fair hearing before we kill it."
This Is not the case In this particular matter. It

was not even heard, and killed.
Let me touch just briefly on what is happening

In the Southern Regional Education Conference. I

went there purposely to discuss this convention
and what Is being done throughout the South. I

made a point to speak with much of the fourteen
people that were there.... of the states being re-
presented, the fourteen states, and they were ap-
palled at what we art about to do in this constitu-
tion regarding education. You heard a report of
Committee No. 7 Proposal Ho. 7, hitting this
floor, calling for. I think, the greatest regres-
sion in education that the State of Louisiana can
possibly foresee.

'.rn^tor rirby from North Carolina Just recently
h.irf)lfri fhp transition from a poor system to a
• i H'l I < "fmbf r system which Is working great. The
•.laff. throughout the South, Georgia, they tre all
doing this thing.

Last week, I was not here and I purposely went
to Denver and I met for two days with the Commis-
sion on Higher Education In Denver, These people
h,)vi> ••y.Tything you want to know about education.
: f.rni,r|hf bank a document that I have here, and I

,,m nor ,,nin/) to he able to read It to you, but It's
oppn fo Anyone that would like to see It. It pro-

vides in detail, the structure of every state. In
this compact, around the country forty-eight states
of the fifty, belong to this particular compact.

Going through this proposal, you will find the
legal basis throughout the nation doesn't provide
for it in statute, no boards, in fact, through the
fifty states, we only have about twenty boards
which is set up in the .... cons ti tution , many of
which are in one state, which is California, and
Arkansas. If we were to adopt this committee pro-
posal that you heard this morning, we would increase
United States of America's boards by twenty percent
here In Louisiana alone, by providing four boards
with some sixty-something people to these boards,
of which fifty-eight, I think, are appointed by the
governor.

So, I'm coming here basically to give you two
recommendations and it's simply this. Let's not
lose sight of our human decency here. If you have
a proposal that you are extremely Interested in It,
don't lose sight of the very nature that you are
here for.... to do good. And don't at any expense,
run over someone.

Number two, you may be asked to support this
Proposal No. 7 which is signed by only eleven of
the twenty-one members of our commi ttee. . . . only
eleven have signed this document. So don't commit
yourself. Keep an open mind. This is a horrible
document. If we adopt this No. 7 proposa 1 ... .com-
mittee proposal, Louisiana will be the laughing
stock. As the commissioner on higher education
told me, he says, "There is only one thing I can
say about this committee plan. Ken, and that I

think the illiteracy rate will no longer be the
highlight of Louisiana." It will then be your con-
stitutional provision In this particular plan.

This Is a rotten plan, and we just hope that we
are able to straighten it up before we go any fur-
ther in this constitution. So keep an open mind
on education. We are coming back, and we will
have something that I know will be very acceptable
to each and every one of you. But keep an open
mind, and that's my prime reason for being here,
and please, treat your fellow delegates as you
would like your own proposals to be treated....

Point of Informat

Stoval 1 Point of Informat

ion

What's the status of these reports before the
:onvention at the present time, of these delegate
jroposals that Mr. Leithman refers to?

I'll ask the Clerk to expli
lose proposals.

rulesMr. Poynter Under the rules, the report of the
committee would He over one day and be acted
upon the next convention day when you have Morning
Hour No. 11, Reports of Committees Lying Over, at
which time a motion, whatever variety, would be in

order. A normal motion for something that's been
reported unfavorable would be to have It withdrawn.
By substitute, the convention could at that time,
order It engrossed and passed to its third reading
and if It so chose to. recommit the proposal.

Mr. Stoval 1 The proposal could be recommitted at
the next regular session of the convention. Is

that correct?

If that's the wish of the convention.

If that's the wish of the convention.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

PROPOSAL'. ON SCCOND READINfi ,"ND REFERRAL

jposdl 36 Introduced byMr Poynt er Oclcj
(^legate Gravel

A Proposal to provide with respect to the re-
tirement systems and plans for public officials
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commendation should come out to this conve

Hr. Juneau Mr. Gravel. I'd just like to clarify
one thing. I have the rules before me, then in

when talking about the substantive committees it

says, "Committee on Education and Welfare which
shall consider public education, welfare, consumer
affairs, civil service, labor and industry." You
will agree that it doesn't say anything about re-
tirement in those rules, does it?

Hr. Gravel Not specifically, but I think when we

consider labor and industry, we are considering
the employees. And incidentally, the committee
has come up with one proposal. Committee Proposal
No. 11, that I think is partial towards the goal
that I'd like to see the committee come to that
does deal substantively with retirement systems.

Mr. Juneau And you will agree that the proposal
in question has been dealt with by the Judiciary
Conmittee for approximately eight months. Isn't
that correct?

Mr. Gravel No sir, I will not agree. I will
agree that the part that has to do with judicial
retirement has received special and unique treat-
ment by this convention and there are many delegate
proposals that relate to actions that have already
been taken by this convention that are going to be
presented later on to the convention after the
consideration has been given those proposals by
the committees to which they are assigned.

Mr. Kean Mr.. Gravel, as I understand the last
sentence of your proposal, that would lock the
judges in to the present constitutional retirement
benefits contrary to what the convention has pre-
viously voted on, would it not?

M r. Gravel That would be my recommendation.
That's the way I've drawn it because there is, in

favor of the judges now, a constitutional guarantee
that I'd hate to see them lose.

Mr. Kean That being the case, would you have any
objection to separating out the last sentence and
referring that sentence to the Judiciary Committee
and the balance of your pro4>osal to the other
commi ttee?

t ought to beMr. Gravel Ves. I would. I think
considered, as I've tried to explai
and fully by one committee.

Mr. A. Landry Mr. Gravel, is it possible under
this proposal that you would also consider the
retirement system of the sheriffs, the assessors,
the clerks of courts, the district attorneys?

Mr. Gravel That's right. In other words, this
Is a request of the committee that directives be
given by this convention to the legislature with
respect to one or more retirement systems for all
public officials and employees, including Judges.

Mr. A. Landry Is it correct that some of those
rpti'rpment systems are not even in the constitution
at the present time, and don't.... and some of
these officials don't care about putting it In the
const 1 tutlon?

Mr. Grave l That nay be true, but there could be
very good reason why this convention would want
to be sure that there would be nothing that the
legislature could do to diminish any rights that
have accrued, both under the constitution and under

lh« Chan referred it to lh« Comn.itlee on tdut.atlon.
Health and Welfare to which notion an objection was
nade by Judge Dennis that it be referred to the

Committee on the Judiciary, to which objection
has been urged. And we are now on the previous
question on the motion to refer it to the Committee
on the Judiciary.

, Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
is proposal is designed to do one thing and one

thing alone, and that is to undo what we adopted
after two days of debate on this convention on
judges' retirement, to bring this issue back to

the floor, and if this passes, it would tie the
judges forever to the 1921 Constitution and put
them in a worse position than they are right now
because you could not enact a statutory program
under which judges could contribute to their retire-
ment system. So I ask you to refer this to the
Judiciary Committee because of its drastic erfects
and implications upon the judiciary of this state.

^r. Gravel Judge Dennis, this is a.. ..this whole
issue that you've raised here is not on the merits
of the proposal, it's only a question of what com-
nittee it goes to. Isn't that correct?

you read Committee Proposa

Mr. Dennis Ves, sir.

read the proposs

ite exclusively to the
judges' retirement system?

Mr. Dennis The only thing nev.

Mr. Gravel, is to the judges' r

The rest of it is rather vague

I really does,
irement system.
general language.

Mr. Flory Ige Dennis, how many judges

Mr. Dennis About a hundred and five or a hundred
and fifty....! keep hearing different numbers. I

think it's somewhere under a hundred and fifty.

Hr. Flory Do you realize that there are at least
sixty thousand state employees that would be af-
fected by the first two or three sentences of
this proposal which has been dealt with with the
Committee on Education, Health and Welfare?

Dennis Flory,

know that the first part of this proposal really
doesn't do anything. It tells the legislature
to establish retirement systems for other employees,
and it's been doing that for fifty years. And
you know you've got something in your conmittee
proposal already that says the same thing.

Mr. Flory That's exactly why....

Mr. Dennis The real purpose for this is In the
last sentence and it's to undo the Judges' retire-

Hr. Willis Isn't it a fact. Judge Dennis, that
tTie Judlcfary Committee has Its house in order;
its proposal has been completely adopted Including
the retirement system for Judges and that it's
through Its work and can accept this chore or this
commissslon much better than the Education Commit-
tee which has not submitted its proposal here and
has some work more to do. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Dennis 1 believe you are correct. I believe
this wo u Td establish a bad precedence of undoing
something that has already been done on the floor.

Mr. Champagne Judge Dennis, don't you think this
Is another case that some people Just never give
up?
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Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. the section in the Constitution of 1921 is in the
' last sentence which says, "Any person adversely af-

\_Kotion to otherwise refer to Judiciary fected by a search or a Seizure conducted in vio-

committee adopted: 71-28. Motion to lation of this section shall have standing to raise

reconsider tabled.'] the illegality of that search or seizure in the ap-
propriate court of law". Now ladies and gentlemen

• * * of the convention, we had numerous witnesses appear
before us. Mr. Ed Ware, the president of the Dis-

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER trict Attorney's Association appeared before us

[i Journal 42o\ three times. Mr. Aaron Cone, president of the
Metropolitan Crime Commission of the city of New

UNFINISHED BUSINESS Orleans appeared before us twice, in addition to

other representatives of law enforcement. They

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE all recognized the problem. The problem, ladies
and gentlemen, that the last sentence addresses

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 25, introduced itself to is lawless law enforcement, which none

by Delegate Jackson, Chairman on behalf of the of us can countenance, that is, members of the law

Committee on Bill of Rights and Elections, which enforcement community or citizens at large. I

is a substitute for Committee Proposal No. 2 by want to give you an example of why the committee
the same gentleman. arrived at the determination to include this lan-

A Proposal to provide a Preamble and a Declara- guage. Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm

tion of Rights to the constitution. going to read part of a transcript; it's an ex-

And of course, the status of the committee pro- change between Delegate Wall and Mr. Ed Ware, the

posal at this time is that the convention has president of the District Attorney's Association,
adopted as amended the proposed preamble to the I would, Mr. Chairman, like the record to reflect
Bill of Rights or Declaration of Rights and has that I cannot give the exchange the spice that Mr.

adopted Sections 1 through 4 as amended of the Wall would have, but, nevertheless, I want to

proposed Declaration of Rights. read this to you and I want you to listen very
The next section which would be up for considera- carefully,

tion in its regular order would be Section 5. "Question by Mr. Wall: Did you have an oppor-
Right to Privacy. tunity to see, about a month ago, the editorial

where federal agents without a warrant broke into
Reading of the Section two innocent persons' houses?

Answer by Mr. Ware: But what I'm saying is for
Mr. Poynter Section 5. Every person shall be the evidence. If a man is guilty and we have the
secure in his person, property, communication, evidence of his guilt, use it. Why should he go
houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable scott free because someone else has violated the
searches, seizures or invasions of privacy. No law? Do two wrongs make a right?
warrant shall issue without probable cause support- Question by Mr. Wall: No, I think what we want
ed by oath or affirmation, particularly describing to do and you want to do is obviate policemen
the place to be searched, the person or things to kicking in doors.
be seized, and the lawful purpose or reason for the Answer by Mr. Ware: Yes, and you know the best
search. way to do it.

Any person adversely affected by search or Mr. Wall: How?
seizure conducted in violation of this section Mr. Ware: If he does it, put him in jail and
shall have standing to raise the illegality of that make him pay a fine,
search or seizure in the appropriate court of law. Mr. Wall: Ed, have you ever had a case like that

in your court where a policeman illegally got evi-
ExplanatiOn denceandviolatedthelaw?

Answer by Mr. Ware: Yes.
Mr. Vick Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, one of Mr. Wall: What did you do with the policeman?
the geniuses responsible for our Federal Const itu- Mr. Ware's answer: What can I do with him?
tion and the Bill of Rights said that "there is a Mr. Wall: Well, if he violated the law, you
circle around every individual human being which can prosecute him, or you can charge him.
no government ought to be permitted to overstep, Mr. Ware: Show me the statute, "Shady," where
that there is, or ought to be, some space in human it says if you violated someone's constitutional
existence thus entrenched around and sacred from rights that you pay a fine or go to jail.
authoritarian instrusion. No one who professes "Shady": If he's violated the law, there are
the smallest regard for human freedom or dignity plenty of laws on the books. I'm not a criminal
can ever call this into question". Those words lawyer or a lawyer, but there are ple.nty of laws
were those of Thomas Jefferson. The section you on the books and if a policeman violates the law,
have before you is very, very similar to the Fourth that you could prosecute him. I'm confident of
Amendment, prohibition against searches and seizures that."
in the United States Constitution. It is very. That concludes the exchange; What we were con-
very similar and in close conformity with the pro- cerned with was lawless law enforcement, nothing
vision in the 1921 Constitution, with one or two more, nothing less. Can we have respect for law
changes. The key throughout, as you heard yester- enforcement when one of the most sacred Anglo-
day and as you no doubt will hear again today, is American concepts is violated without affording
every man's home is a castle. There are many, the citizen an opportunity for redress. That is
many subtle and sophisticated ramifications to the question that's proposed in the last sentence.
this from the standpoint of law enforcement. But That's the question that has been raised there. We
nevertheless, while a man's home is his castle, have answered it on this committee, by allowing a

there have been intrusions and incursions into citizen redress. There are laws; there are laws,
those sacred domains. As a matter of fact, evidence indeed. One of them is the Civil Rights Act, and
seized in unlawful searches, that is without war- let me tell you, ladies and gentlemen, you get very,
rants, are allowed to be admitted into the courts very short shrift if you file a Civil Rights Act
of law to convict citizens in this state as late in the United States District Court charging law
as the mid sixties. The prohibition against unlaw- enforcement with violation of constitutional rights.
ful searches and seizures distinguishes a viable Very short shrift indeed, because federal judges
democracy from a dictatorship. As I said, there say it's a local matter--a local matter. Therefore,
was belated recognition of the prohibition against ladies and gentlemen, on the suggestion of law en-
unlawful searches and seizures insofar as the in- forcement, albeit with some dissent. I dare say this
troduction of that evidence into a court of law last sentence has been included to allow citizens
in a criminal proceeding just as there was a belated who have been aggrieved, who have had their doors
recognition of the right to remain silent and to kicked in by law enforcement without a warrant, and
be informed of one's rights. Now, the major dif- who have been terrorized and whose property has
ference between this proposal and the proposal or been destroyed, a right to go into a court of law
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and ask for redress of grievances. That's the sum
and substance of it and, Mr. Chairman, I yield to

questions .

Questions

Mr. Lanier Mr. Vick, with reference to the sen-
tence that starts on line 2, on page 5, there has
been some confusion in the federal jurisprudence
over whether or not you can lawfully seize an item
that is not specifically listed in your search war-
rant. What is the intention of your committee as
to how this language should be interpreted?

Mr. Vick Well, are you referring to. . .of course,
the beauty of this section, Mr. Lanier, is quite
frankly, as Mr. Burson did for you the other day,
gave you a list of all of the Supreme Court deci-
sions that control us today by absorption to the
Fourteenth Amendment applying the Bill of Rights,
the first ten amendments to the states. If you're
talking about Chimel vs. California , that sort of
thing, where it's within the control. . .All right,
fine.

Mr. Lanier No, what I'm getting at. . .

Mck Obviously, a

:ribe with particularity
jther things, under Supr
ire not listed in the wa

rrant must always des-
Now if they pick up

e Court decisions , that
jnt, are outside the

control of the suspect, or of the accused, or of
the person named in the warrant. I would think that
a Motion to Suppress would lie. But mind you, I

don't think that we want to, here, go into detail
matters. I think always a search warrant, histori-
cally, has been the things described with particu-
larity. Now if they pick up something else that's
not in the warrant, well, that's. . .you know,
that's for the court of law to decide. But the
intention of, the intention of the committee, Mr.
Lanier, Insofar as the language In the section Is

concerned, is to be identical or as close with
modernity, as close to the section in the Constitu-
tion of 1921 as we could make it, and I think it is.

Hj^ Lani er Wei 1 , the point I'm getting at Is I

am famTTiar with cases In the federal courts that
go both ways on this point, and 1 was wondering
if the committee had considered this particular
point. In other words, if you lawfully enter with
a valid search warrant and during the course of a

lawful search find an Item of contraband that is

not specifically listed in the warrant, could you
then lawfully seize that item?

Mr. Vick Well, again, Mr. Lanier, without be-
laboring the point, the answer Is yes. as long as
it doesn't violate any of the Supreme Court guide-
lines, the most recent one of any magnitude being
Chisel.

M r. Lanier Well, then it is your intention to
adopt the federal jurisprudence for interpretation
of this language, is that . . .

Mr. Vic k I didn't hear you, but I think we'd
have to follow the federal guidelines. But in any
event, in Chimel, as you recall, that . . .in
other cases as well, the law enforcement officers
could have waited there on the premises while their
colleague went back and got another warrant. Now
mind you, that's very cumbersome, they don't like
to do It; they don't do it In many cases. But
nevertheless, they could, because the man is not
going anywhere, that's for sure.

Mr. tanter Well then, is It your intention that
this should be Interpreted to require the law en-
forcement officer, even though the thing 1$ there
in plain sight, to have to go back through the
procedure of getting a search warrant and finding
a judge and everything else?

Mr^_J(UJi Walter. Walter, we're bound by the
Suproe Court In the entire Fourth Amendment area,
you know that. It's really for the courts to de-

cide these fiiite points. I can't do tut from
this podium. I don't have the time, nor do I have
the access to the research staff to answer those
highly technical questions.

Mr. Sandoz Delegate Vick, does the last sentence
in this section carry out the present rights exist-
ing under the present constitution, or did the com-
mittee intend to Insert some additional rights?

Mr. Vick
just reac
enforcement officials, and after discussion with
other citizens who appeared before the committee,
it was very clear that something needed to be sai«
about this. Therefore, In answer to your questior
I would have to answer yes.

Mr. Sando z Would this, if a judge Improvldently
issued a search warrant?

Mr. Vick Improvldently Issued, yes.

Mr. Sandoz Would that give the person a cause of
action against him if it was submitted to him on
erroneous information?

Mr. Vick Well, you know, Mr. Sandoz, Agullar vs.
Texas , of course, deals with that subject and says
that, among other things, that the warrant has. . .

there is a groundwork before warrants are Issued,
affidavits, etc., and the affidavits cannot be
attached to the warrant If they are suspect, but a

warrant improvldently granted with the proper basis
would not give rise to an action, no.

Hen You *e exceeded your

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by hi. oeshoteis].
On page 3. line 5, after the word and punctuation
"search." delete the remainder of the line and
delete lines 6 through 8 both Inclusive in their
enti rety .

Explanation

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of
the convention. Mr. Deshotels is not with us today;
however, I discussed this matter with him. and I

think I understand his Intent In submitting this
amendment and I will try to explain it as I under-
stand It. First of all. I would urge all of you.
for a proper understanding of the Issues Involved
In this section, to look at the Fourth Amendment
to the little copy of the U. S. Constitution that
was passed out to you yesterday, or whatever other
copy you might have, so that you would know what
is in the U. S. Constitution. It is my understand-
ing of the present state of the law that the pro-
tection of the Fourth Amendment against unreason-
able searches and seizures, which gives the crimi-
nal defendant the right to suppress evidence Il-
legally seized from him, has been applied and is

being applied through the Happ decision to all the
states today. In fact, the Louisiana Code of
Criminal Procedure provides that any defendant can
bring a Motion to Suppress evidence illegally
seized. So, both the Louisiana Code of Criminal
Procedure and the federal Constitution require,
today, that a person who has been the subject of
an illegal search and seizure In his home can have
that evidence suppressed in a criminal proceeding.
Now this last sentence, I have gotten two inter-
pretations from different members of the committee
this morning, and I think that we ought to have an
explanation of which Interpretation is to prevail
before we conclude the proceedings today. At
least one member of the committee Is of the opinion
that It is the purpose of this last sentence to
give a civil right of action. Frankly, I don't
think that there Is any q^jestion but what, under
recent decisions by the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeal as well as under Louisiana tort law, that
you would have a civil right of action under many
circumstances Involving llleqal searches and
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seizures. But there is another interpretation right now have a right to contest an illegal search
which has been advanced which would be a change in or seizure?
the criminal law, and that interpretation would be

that this last sentence would be designed to give Mr. Burson Yes sir, but I think it's important to

someone other than the person whose house was recognize the distinction between his right civilly
searched the right to raise the illegality of the and his rights criminally. As to his rights cri-
search in the criminal proceeding. That would hap- minally, there is no question that under the United
pen in this type of situation. There had been a States Supreme Court decision in Mapp and under the

bank robbery; the culprits are hiding out and there Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure, that the

is an illegal search. The house is entered and the person whose home has been entered illegally, cer-
evidence seized illegally, let's say. Is therefore tainly, can move to suppress that evidence in court.
the basis of the prosecution not only against the Now, there is a question in the civil situation,
person whose house has been broken into, but, let's It's my understanding of the civil law that in

say, his two fellow culprits? I think it is a cor- the tort law that you have certain remedies and
rect statement of the present law that only the also under the recent decisions of the Fifth Cir-
person whose house was broken into illegally could cuit Court of Appeal, they have said, I believe
raise the issue in criminal court and could move I'm correct in saying this, that the Fourth Amend-
to suppress the evidence; the other two people ment would give you some civil rights. But this
could not. That evidence could be used against whole matter is handled, as I understand it, in

them. It is my understanding, in talking to Mr. England as a civil matter. That is to say, if

Roy, at least, that it is his intent that this your home is entered illegally that you are given
sentence would extend the right to move to suppress a civil right to proceed. Now we have never gone
the evidence from the person whose house had been this route nationwide; we've been more or less
broken into illegally to the other two people there limited up till now to this motion to suppress the

with him. Now, of course, you could extend this evidence on the criminal side. There is some
example to other situations that you could think argument. Justice Cardozo, the great justice of
about. Now I don't know whether it is the wish the U. S. Supreme Court, in the 1930's made the
of this convention to make that extension. I argument that evidence, if it was good evidence
would point out to you, and I'm not here to vig- that tended to prove guilt or innocence, shouldn't
orously argue the point but more to inform you, be excluded just because it was illegally seized,
although I assure you I will be here to vigorously that what you ought to do is give the person who
argue some other points on criminal procedure later is aggrieved a civil right of action for damages,
on. If you do accept this sentence and if that This may be what this seeks to do. I'm not sure,
interpretation of Mr. Roy is correct, then you I think that we ought to get into that question
would be, as I understand it, changing the criminal before we vote,
code of procedure that we presently have in

Louisiana and extending the right to make the Motion Mr . Jenkins Jack, I appreciate the fact that you
to Suppress to others adversely affected by an il- are not very vigorous in your support of this
legal search in addition to the person whose house amendment. Let me ask you this. Won't this, if

had been entered. It is the purpose, as I under- we don't have this sentence in there that you would
stood Deshotels, in his amendment, in discussing take out, isn't it really going to mean that there
it with him, to eliminate that conflict and to is going to be really no effective barrier against
leave the law as it is. This is the reason that law enforcement officials infringing on the rights
the amendment has been offered. I will answer any of people, breaking down their doors? The case in
questions that anyone has. Illinois is a prime example where the people went

in there on an alleged drug raid and tore up the
Questions place. There was no evidence whatsoever to sup-

port it. Isn't this amendment going to just con-
correct that there tinue to encourage that sort of thing?

is presently some federal jurisprudence to

effect that even though a person consents to a Mr. Burson Well, Woody, I can't agree with you
search you have to affirmatively advise him of entirely. It depends how far this language goes.
his right to decline to consent to the search? I think the most effective barrier that you have

under the present law is the Motion to Suppress
Mr. Burson I think th

Mr.
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injury a far ds invasion of property rights per

se as distinguished from invasion of your person.
There is some authority that you do. I don't think

that this facet of the law is fully developed at

this stage.

rther scussior

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates.
Pin rising very high in opposition to this amend-
ment. I'm going to use a few general parables
that we know every day. In recent years men have
been able to go to the moon because the government
has provided them with the vehicles with which they

would go. We can travel from one side of this state
to the other in a matter of hours because we have
the vehicles to go with that speed. If you have
a carpenter, I don't care how good he is, if you
don't give him the tools to work with, he's not

going to be able to do a job--so then we would not

have any houses. I'm bringing to your attention,
and 1 wish this person was here, just about three
or four weeks ago, about three weeks, I'll put it

that, when I got home a young woman called me and
told me that she was away from home when the police-
men kicked her door down and went in it and searched.
They found nothing; they just ramshacked it and
left. Her door was left; anybody could have gone
into this house and took anything they wanted to.

Someone saw them do it. I have the highest respect
for law enforcement and I would do anything in my

power to help promote the welfare of our law en-
forcement officers. But also, there are a few
rotten eggs in any barrel that you can find, and I

assure you that there are exceptions to all rules.
But the general rule would outweigh the exceptions
any day. I'm going to ask you to give the average
citizen a vehicle by which he can secure his rights
in this constitution and not be subject to "If I

can or if I can't." I think that we should make
this thing very clear. We came here, probably, to

write a new constitution or rewrite this one or
not stick to the old rules. If the 1921 Constitu-
tion, and I'm not criticizing it, was all that good
and did not need any repairs we would not be here
today. I think that this is a very good proposal
that has been submitted by the Bill of Rights and
I think we should accept this one amendment as it

is written. Let us not get bogged down in little
technicalities that might cause a little trouble
or a little change. Change is good sometimes; it

might cause a little problem. We changed all
the way from the 1925 Ford, as I could remember,
on up to 1973 and we're soon going to be buying
1974 if we can afford it. Let us, today, give
respect to our citizens and give them the right
what they also deserve. Let me remind you, "two
wrongs does not make a right." Are there any
questions?

Further Discussion

Hr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegat
rise in opposition to this amendment. You
now dealing with fundamentals. I don't see
anyone can say that they don't understand w
this means. It's very clear what it means.
means that any person who has been searched
whose home has been searched, whose propert
been seized In violation of the law has the
to question that violation in court. Now I

we are now dealing with fundamentals. One
fundamental differences between this count
a totalitarian state is that when you go h

you go to bed at night, you don't have to
rifle butt against your door in the middle
night. You don't have to fear the iron bru
oppression kicking In your door in the midd
the night because you live in a free countr
a constitution that guarantees you those ri

Now. this provision sets out a fundamental
tee of human liberty, and all this last sen
says 1$ that If your rights In that parttcu
violated, you've got the right to question
court. Now. If you take that sentence out,
leave the way open for you not to have the
to question It In court. Now why Is that

say,
of the
y and
me and
ear the
of the
te of
le of
y with
ghts.
guaran-
tence
lar are
It In
you
right
mportant?

1 served on the Judiciary Committee and it was
suggested not once, but several times by some of
the so-called experts who came to see us, that
this rule which says that evidence that's seized
in violation of your constitutional rights is not
admissible ought to be done away with. Now why
should it not be done away with? It should not be
done away with because it insures that law enforce-
ment officers, before they conduct a raid or vio-
late someone's rights, go through the procedures
that are required by law to make sure that they
have the right person. This provision says that
first there's got to be probable cause, and it's
got to be supported by oath or affirmation that
particularly describes the place to be searched,
the persons or things to be seized, and the lawful
purpose or reasons for the search. Now all that
means is that they have to go before a judge and
state under oath why they want to conduct this
seizure or search, what information they have that
causes them to want to do that, and then particu-
larly to describe the place to be searched, the
persons or things to be seized. Now is that too
much to ask of a law enforcement officer before,
in the middle of the night, a rifle butt knocks
your door down? Is that too much to ask? Is it

wrong to say that people who take an oath to en-
force the law will operate within the law? Is

that wrong? No, it's not wrong. I submit to you
that it's absolutely and fundamentally right. If

you take this last sentence out, you take away
from the law enforcement agencies of this state
the incentive that they have to comply with con-
stitutional safeguards before they take such
drastic measures as breaking into a private re-
sidence in the middle of the nioht to conduct a

search and seizure because vou take away the oen-
alty: vou take away the thing that they stand to

lose; vou take away the admissibility of that
evidence and the ability to use that evidence to
gain a conviction. Now I believe that people who
have violated the law should be convicted and
they should be punished. But I do not believe
that law enforcement officers have the right to
create a dragnet and go out and violate the rights
of a dozen or a score or more people in order to

get one guilty man. All this does is give them
an incentive to comply with the law, to follow the
procedures that are there for your protection and
my protection, and the protection of unborn gen-
erations, before they make such a drastic measure.
I say again, you're taUing about fundamentals.
The difference between our form of government and
that which existed in Nazi Germany, as that which
existed in the Soviet Union, that which exists in

Red China. You are talking about fundamentals,
and if you take this provision out of this section,
you are depriving the people of this state of one
of their fundamental guarantees.

[Ouor 14 delegates prese
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thirty or forty years ago, it could have been facets of an individual's life which he considers
alcohol, it was during prohi bi ti on--soTiie contraband to be of such importance that he requires the

would be found in his home, he would be charged government to reserve these rights for him, and

with possession or attempted sale or whatever have it is essentially to protect the individual from t

you. Now, It used to be that you'd go to trial on state and from state action. There has been no

the merits. You'd pick a jury, it would take two mention up to the present time, however, the termi

or three days to pick that criminal jury; you'd nology in the present proposal goes beyond any

get set, the D. A. would start putting on his case. statement which has been made so far because this
Finally, when it would come to introducing the proposal protects a person not only from state
material, the substance that was unreasonably or action but also from private action. I believe we

illegally taken from your home, the defendant would have seen examples of this in recent times, in

object. At that time, the district judge would which...
have to rule on the validity of the objection. If Mr. Chairman, I suggest the absence of a quorum
he concluded that your home had been, in fact,
illegally or unreasonably searched, he would keep [quorum Call: 92 delegates present and
the evidence out. When that occurred, of course, a quorum.']
everybody went home, but you would have had three
or four days of cost and expense. Now, all we are Further Discussion
simply trying to do because under present law, you
see, the defendant may raise the issue of the un- Mr. Schmitt This amendment is bad and it will
reasonableness or illegality of the search before remove one section which will provide greater pro-
you go start picking the jury. Several weeks in tection than has ever been given in the State of

ing;
to Suppress. At that hearing, if the judge con- individual could hire a private detective firm or
eludes that your home was illegally searched and by stealth, or other illegal activity, break into
the material that is going to be used against you someone's home, break into someone's doctor's of-
is not admissible in evidence, he rules at that fice, break into someone's business and steal re-
time. The cost to the state, a minimal, at that cords and turn these records over to the police
time. The D. A. then decides whether he appeals and these records could then be used by the police
from the ruling of the judge to a higher court if and could not be kept out of the record. They
he chooses or if he realizes that, in fact, your could not be kept out on a motion to suppress.

tection th
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Closing

Bur Fellow delegates, there have been some
points made in the debate which 1 wish to address
myself to. It seems it is my fate In this conven-
tion to be cast in the role of being in favor of

those people who kick down people's doors and who
abuse people's civil and Bill of Rights liberties.
If that's the way it's got to be, then I'm going to

have to accept that role, but sometimes it's healthy
to have a devil's advocate in the crowd. You know
to require certainty in language is different from
being against noble aims. I am not a proponent of

illegal searches and sei2ures, but among other
things. I would like to know on this amendment a

definition of who is "any person adversely
by search and seizure. This is a new term
in the jurisprudence and that question and
not yet received an answer even of agreeme
the committee members. 1 would like
when they say that you are going to r

legality of that search or seizure in

priate court of law, whether they mea
priate civil court or the appropriate criminal
court, because If they are talking about the ap-

iminal cou then unquestionably doing
notaway with this sentence wou

open to getting people's doors knocked down at
night. You've got the right to raise that in the
appropriate criminal court of law right now, if

it's your home that's been invaded, under the
Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution,
under the Happ decision and under the Louisiana
Code of Criminal Procedure. I am going to tell
you today, that I'm going to be back here again
in a much, much stronger vein to object to some
changes in the present code of criminal procedure
that are in this Bill of Rights. I'm going to do
so, not because I am against the rights of inno-
cent people, but because I think that somewhere in

here we've got to throw in the scales and in the
balance, the interest of society in apprehending
the guilty people, because let me tell you, that
no matter how arbitrary the decision of the court
and a jury may be in a criminal case, it is not
nearly so arbitrary as the one-man decision made
by a rapist, or by a robber, or by a murderer on
the street. I'm not saying that here as a matter
of scare tactics. I'm just saying that when you
are considering this Bill of Rights, for goodness
sakes, let's not make every issue up here a matter
of the fact that those who are opposed to some
specific language are opposed to human liberty, are
opposed to civil rights, are opposed to giving full
and equal rights to black people, because this
isn't the issue. The issue is, if we are going to
change our criminal law, then let's know precisely
how we are changing it before we vote. 1 think
that that is absolutely necessary. if we are going
to make an intelligent vote. I would suggest to
you, that while I have no argument whatsoever with
the objective of curtailing and eliminating illegal
and unreasonable search and seizure, that I still
have serious problems with the meaning of the lang-
uage that the committee has used.

Question

Mr millt 1 Hill have to satisfy myself with
asking you this question I had intended to ask of
Mr. Vick. The sentence you seek to strike Is the
third In the article, and of course, refers to the
first two. I refer you to the second one which
says that "no warrant shall be issued without pro-
bable cause" and then ask you, why "purpose or
reason for the search" when you have probable cause?
Mh«t dots that mean, "purpose or reason"? I ask
you this In view of the fact that what you seek to
strike. .. thi s "purpose or reason" may even enlarge
more what you seek to do by striking the "not."

Mr. Burson I don't know. Mr. Mllllj. under the Fed-
eral Constitution they say that "no search warrant
shall issue without probable cause and a description
of the place to be searched." t don't know what It
»»an<

,
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Mr. Womack I just wanted to know, because I wasn't
sure. I wanted somebody to give us something on

it from the legal standpoint.

jestions to

Mr. Abraham Chris, 1 realize that Lantz is being
facetious in this, but I am serious. In Section
4, we spelled that "every person has the right to

require control, enjoy, own, protect and use public
property." Then we are coming back here and we

say "that all persons shall be free from discrimi-
nation" - excuse me, in Section 3 is where we pro-
vide that "no law shall arbitrarily, capriciously,
unreasonably discriminate again.st any person by

reason of birth, age, sex, color, or physical con-
dition." This says that "all persons shall be

free from discrimination in access to public ac-

commodations." Now, even though we may still have
statutes that provide that there will be separate
accommodations, restroom facilities, there is

nothing that would prevent me from using the ladies'
rnom or the ladies from usinn the men's room.

Mr. Roy Oh, yes there is.

Mr. Abraham Why?

Mr. Roy Let me explain Section 3 before Section
7. Section 3 deals with state action and no law
shall do certain things with respect to unreason-
ably, arbitrarily or capriciously harm certain
classes of people. This deals with strictly freedom
from discrimination, the notion being, that there
are two items in our society because of the times
which have gone from purely private sectors to
something more than a private sector, to something
more imbued with a public aspect, that being public
access to public accommodations and the sale and/or
rental of property. All we are saying in that
particular case is that you may not discriminate
on the basis of these categories.

Mr. Abraham But, Chris, the law is not being
arbitrary when it provides that there will be sep-
arate accommodations, right? The law can provide
that you have separate facilities.

Mr. Roy But the law may not say anything about

Mr. Abraham O.K., then I am entitled under Section
7 to use those facilities if I want, because you
cannot discriminate me and prevent me from using
them.

Mr. Roy It means that you may not be discriminated
against in gaining access to the place because of
your race, your color, your creed, your national
ancestry or your sex. It does not mean that once
you get in there. Mack Abraham, that you have the
right to start breaking tables and throwing dishes,
does it?

Mr. Abraham No, but the point and example I am
making is this though, it does give me the right,
does it not, to use whichever facility I want?

Mr. Roy No, it does not.

Mr. Dennery Mr. Roy, I had introduced an amend-
ment which is really technical in nature, and I

wanted to ask you if the committee had any objection
to it. On the second line you have "and sex"....

Mr. Roy I have no objection, 1 know what you are
going to say.

. Dennery To "or sex". Also on the second
le would you have any objection to changing the
-d "creed" to the word "religion"?

Roy I have no objection to that, Mr.
Dennery, religion or creed is probably the same
thing, one may be a little broader than the other.
Let me point out in response to Mr. Abraham's ques-
tion that the latest expression by the Supreme
Court which was Moose Lodge v. Irvis which said that
you may. ..that private clubs, of course, have the
absolute right to discriminate, private clubs. He
are talking about, ladies and gentlemen of the
convention, public accommodations. We are talking
about those situations where a man's conduct, his
engaging in business, has become more than some-
thing that's just between him and a few other
people; it's for all people. I just don't see how
we can say that with respect to discrimination,
that we are going to allow in the future a man if

he has a cafe and that's the law anyway. All we
are trying to do, is for Louisiana to say that we
Louisianians won't tolerate this any more, and we
want to express it even though it's the present
law. We are actually restricting the federal law,
with respect to that particular Civil Rights Act
which deals with the state or rental of property
and with the access to public accommodations. Ours
is more restrictive, we felt it was time for us to

ma ke . . . .

Mr. Staqg
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tittle person who doesn't engage In a business or
who houses somebody in his own house, it strictly
doesn't apply to those categories.

Mr. Roemer But It would apply to a small agent
who didn't make much money, but all of it was de-

rived from this sort of activity. Do you th1nl< it

would apply to that?

Mr. Roy It probably would but...

Mr. Roy My intent was for it... our intent was for

i t to apply to where the substantial income factor
is enough to say that this person is engaged in

that business and It's a substantial part of his
total income, that's what the intent was.

Mr. Roemer Also, It's a percentage basis, then
right, not the absolute dollar value of the income?
So a giant corporation, who has a leasing or rental
agency on the side and they make a hundred million
dollars In total corporate income and only four
million dollars or four percent of that is from
this sort of activity, this wouldn't apply to them,
would it?

Mr. Roy No, It would apply. They are engaged...

Mr. Roemer Not the way you explained It, Chris.

Mr. Roy Well, I told you earlier that it was
percentage an^/or amount of the business or dollars.
I think that is what the federal law presently
provides. In any event, the Civil Rights Act pro-
vides that, only It's broader than that.

Mrs. Warren Mine Is brief because any attorney
versed on the law could answer this. Is there any
businesses that are allowed to have a substantial
business without having separate restrooms for
women and men, men and women?

Mr. Roy Well, I would think that there are some
businesses that have only one restroom, but they
certainly don't allow both sexes in it at the
same time. I went to eat catfish at Catfish
Johnson's the other night and he has only one rest-
room, but he doesn't allow two people, a man and
woman in there at the same time unless they are
husband and wife, I presume. I don't see the
relevancy, I mean I don't understand, certainly you
can have a business that could be. ..have only one
restroom, but the owner can keep two sexes out or
It can keep two people out of it at the same time.

Mrs. Mar In other words, vou ao
the door.

Mr. Roy Well, that's riqr-

Amendmer

Jiscrlmi-Hr. Poynter "Section 7. Freedom
nation

Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Donneriy]. On page 3,
line 14, after the word "ancestry," delete the
word "and" and Insert In lieu thereof the word "or

Explanation

Mr. Dennery The purpose of this amendment is to
remove the conjunctive word "and", which would In-
dicate that you would have to prove discrimination
on the basis of all of these Items In access to
public acconnoda t Ions . I an certain that the com-
mittee Intended that you could not discriminate
In access to public accommodations on any one or
more of these things. Therefore, the word "or"
Is substituted for the word "and", and th* rommlt-
lee chairman tdvlsts at that the comml t toe »-,. n^
objection to this.

lAm»ndm»nt adopevtf without ebjoct

i

Amendment

Hr . Poynter The gentleman [«r. Dennery] offers
up further amendments .

On page 3, line 14, after the word "color", de-
lete the word "creed" and insert In lieu thereof
the word "rel Iglon".

Explanation

Mr. Dennery The purpose of this amendment is

that the word. ..there are certain religions which
do not have creeds, all creeds are based basically
on religion, so it seemed to me that the word
"religion" was a little broader, and I felt it was
a better word and that was the whole purpose of
this amendment.

[Amendment adopted without objection .]

Amendments

Hr. Poynter Next set of amendments are sent up
by Delegate Burns .

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 15, immediate-
ly after the word "accommodations" insert a period
"." and delete the remainder of the line and delete
line 16 in its entirety.

Amendment No. 2. On page 3, line 17, Immediately
before the word "Nothing" delete the following:
"comes from such business activity."

Explanation

Hr. Burns Hr. Chairman and fellow delegates, let
me preface my brief remarks by telling you that in

the introduction of preparation and introduction
of this amendment, it is not motivated by any
stretch of the imagination, or directed at any of
the classes or discrimination against any of the
classes of people set forth in this section or in

Section 4, that we voted on yesterday. As you may
recall, I tried on two separate occasions yesterday,
to get some of the members of this committee or
some of the authors or proponents to tell me or
explain to me what the difference or what the con-
flict was, if any, between Section 4 and Section
7, with reference to a person's protection and en-
joyment of that private property. On neither oc-
casion was I successful. It was not until this
section was explained by one of the members of the
committee that I was given the slightest insight
into what this meant. I may say that the explana-
tion given was far from satisfactory, in my opinion.
Let us bear in mind, ladles and gentlemen, that we
are talking now about the rights and the protection
of a private citizen in the ownership of their
property. We are talking about protecting them.
Now, let's see what this Section 7 does with re-
ference to the rights that were granted to a pri-
vate citizen that we approved, that the convention
approved, yesterday in Section 4. This Is what
we did. We said that every person has the right
to acquire, to own, to control, to enjoy, to pro-
tect, and to dispose of private property. Now
that gave every private citizen the right to own
and enjoy and to dispose of private property. Now
In Section 7 that we are considering, and this Is
the purpose of my... another purpose of my amend-
ment; it has nothing to do with the first part of
Section 7 which I have no fault to find with, and
that Is that "all persons shall be free from dis-
crimination on the basis of race, color, religion,
national ancestry, and sex In the access of public
accommodations." Hy amendment has nothing to do
with that; it simply puts a "." after "accommoda-
tion" and eliminates that part of the section with
reference to the sale or rental of property be-
cause In my opinion, as It was yesterday and It's
been confirmed today, this takes absolutely away
and nullifies and negates the rights that were
given to a person under Section 4 on yesterday.
I don't think that the explanation as given by one
or two of the proponents of this Section 7 answers
In any, ...by any stretch of the Imagination, the
objection that I'm raising and the destruction of

(10791
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correct .
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Abraham No. I haven't seen that amendment yet.

at this accomplishes
ompl i sh , Mr.
t going into the

what our good friend wants to ace
Burns wants to accomplish, withou
other problems that you are bring

Abraham nay be, but

Hr. Velazquez I see what he want
sense I sympathfze, but I think th
ing it the wrong way. He's taking
He's trying to clean the fi

the crop down.

Mr. Abraham As I told Mrs. Warren, if ther
better language, I have no objection to it.
only thing that I am saying is that this to
conflicting in itself, and it also conflicts

Hr. Velazquez I feel that I'm going to have to
go in opposition to Mr. Burns.

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I rise in opposition to Hr.
Burns's language, not particularly in disagreement
with all of the points that he's made. I want to
suggest to you, as Hr. Velazquez has alluded to,
that this convention will be presented very shortly
with an amendment which maybe can deal with the
objection of Mr. Burns. But there has been some
other allegations made about, not necessarily the
Mordtng, but the content ... i ntent of this particu-
lar section. Let me suggest to you that this does
not, and this is not in conflict with Section 3,
because Section 3 has the language that says you
cannot discriminate based on "unreasonable, arbi-
trarily, or capriciously...." I want to also sug-
gest to you Just on the question of sale or rental
of property. Dr. Weiss did raise the question that
you have a problem with the sellers and the buyers.
I know, as a matter of fact, that contrary to the
leneral belief that all a person has to do is holler

:
: ^crimination and all the property rights and all

• • " things are abandoned. I'm suggesting to you
•Jt has not been the case; that is a matter of
idtclal interpretation. So those who will present

arguments such "that all Johnny Jackson has to do
1i holler discrimination" ... .Johnny Jackson has
to prove discrimination. I think this matter has
been hassled on the. ..and discussed very fully on
•ie federal level. I think there's one question
•at we are missing. We talk about the State of
Mjlslana. We talk about the fact of federal
"terventlon and It becomes kind of alarming to
when a quest Ion ... they say "well, that's in the
deral constitution so we don't have to deal with•" If that's the case, since federal law super-

"des state law. then mavbe we ouaht not br hpre

today. What we're saying is that the State of
Louisiana Is prepared to deal on a local level
with problems, situations, protections, responsi-
bilities prior to going to the federal government.
Now, the other day I mentioned to you that being
the son of discrimination, that it is kind of hard
for me to adequately say to you some of the effects
of 11. I think some people already know. But I

would say, and it seems like an opposite to what
you've heard. I would say "yes. let the state deal
with its problems, with Its responsibility here
first." I think all the problems that this state
has with the federal government could very well
be resolved if we, the people who are writing the
constitution, provide those basic rights and pro-
tections in our sta'e constitution. You wouldn't
have the kinds of animosity, on one hand, against
the federal government as I believe exists today.
So I would ask you to oppose Mr. Burns's amendment
and suggest to you that there are other amendments
coming forth. I particularly have a couple myself
to this section.

I yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman, if I

have time.

Amendmer

Mr. Poynter Next se
Delegates Haynes, Sto

Amendment No . 1 .

insert in li

tions, in th

any employer

byf amendments sen
1 , E.J. Landry, et al.

0. 1. On page J, line 15, after the
delete the word "accommodations" and
thereof the following: "accommoda-

hiring and promotion practices of
1th fifteen or more employees,".

Explanati

Mr. Haynes Chairman and delegates to this
convention, this amendment is a very simple amend-
ment. I cannot call it a technical amendment, but
it simply attempts to do something that every mem-
ber of this convention would want to do, and that
a vast majority of the people of this state would
support. I looked at the historic documents of
freedom, and just about running through the vein
of these documents written by the forefathers of
this great nation of ours was one simple thought:
that everybody in this nation was entitled to
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness". I

would submit to you that unless one has the oppor-
tunity to make an honorable and decent living In
a great country and in a great state, there can be
no pursuit of happiness. This amendment simply
attempts to bring this section in line with that
basic ideology that has been a part of the Americar
dream for some three or four hundred years. I

would support the idea that there are two things
that we need most in this state for all of the
people. I think the first basic need in this state
is education, and a kind of quality education that
will provide for the optimum development of every
person in this state. I think the second great
need that we have in Louisiana and throughout
America Is the opportunity to hold and maintain a

job. I would submit to you, my friends, that the
antithesis of this, where a person has no job, is

the crime and disease and poverty that run rampant
in our state and across the nation. I remember it

was back in the early days of the sixties when we
went across this country sitting in at lunch coun-
ters, sleeping in in hotels, and doing everything
humanly possible to make for open accommodations
for all of the people. When we woke up after we
got these laws made possible for people to have the
opportunity to eat at a lunch counter, to sleep
in a hotel, only to find that we had no money to
do this because we had no jobs. Mr. Chairman and
members of this delegation, the privilege of doing
a business in this state and In this country is a

privilege rather than anything else. We have cer-
tain laws accommodating those people that provides
for the Incorporation of these businesses, or for
the partnerships, ..s th<. . ^.,. n<i,iht l,« We don't
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believe that these business institutions that are Wr. Haynes inis is exactjy correct.

thriving on the state and thriving on the people
of the state should be permitted to discriminate Mr. Guarisco Mr. Haynes, doesn't, insofar as the

against any of the people. Then we believe it's first part of this section, doesn't the city of

important today. We don't believe in federal en- Orleans since 1969 have a city ordinance allowing
croachment. The federal laws provide just what public accommodations much like we're preparing
this amendment calls for our bringing our state in here?
line with. We're simply asking you to bring our

state in line with the federal laws of the state. Mr. Haynes I understand that's correct, and from

Finally, I'm askinn you this morning that we cease the testimony that I heard Mayor Landrieu make th
Mr.
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"accommodations," inserting the word 'or"--"accon
modations, or in the hiring and promotion", and
putting a period "." at the end of "employees".

Hr. Henry You have no objection to that, Mr.
Haynes?

Further Discussion

Hr. Conroy I have been attempting to work with
the committee on devising language to make the
present status of the amendment unobjectionable to
ne. I have the same problem Mr. Kean suggested in
his questions. As presently drawn I'm afraid that
the amendment would, for example, prohibit the
Knights of Columbus or a Catholic institution from
insisting on or giving priority to hiring Catholics,
or any other institution that was predominantly a

particular group or something, in giving preference
to those people. The committee has indicated that
they have no objection to inserting, with regard
to these employment practices, words that would
not unreasonably, arbitrarily and so forth discrim-
inate in hiring and promotion practices an account
of these factors that are listed. But until we
can work out that language I have to oppose the
amendment, but I think we will be able to work it
out shortly.

Mr. Roy Hr. Conroy, I think you're right and you
do know that I'm speaking for the committee when
I say that we will put in the word "unreasonably"
with respect to employment.

Hr. Conroy Ves, I would hope we could either
take a short recess and get that straightened out.
It's the same problem we had on the earlier section,
and I think it would save a lot of arguing and
conf us ion

.

[Amendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No.' 1 [by Mr. naync.i^. On
page 3, 1 ine 15, after the word "public" delete
the word "accommodations" and insert in lieu there-
of the following: "accommodations, and from
arbitrary, unreasonable, or capricious discrimina-
tion on any such basis in the hiring and promotion
practices of any employer with fifteen or more
empl oyees .

"

Explanation

Hr. Haynes Hr. Chairman, the only thing this does
IS to make some technical corrections in the amend-
ment, and we've held a caucus and we were in com-
plete agreement. We think that this amendment
now will satisfy the aspirations of all the dele-
gates of this convention, and I would simply not
like to waste your time as I've tried to do during
the entire history of this convention. I would
like to beg of you a favorable report on this amend-
ment. Thank you very much for your consideration.

Further Discussion

Mr. Stovall Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of th* convention, we need to be mindful that the
road to hel 1 . . .

Hr. Henry Yes, brother, we hear you.

Hr. Stovall Is paved with generalities. There
comes a time when we need to be specific, and it
seems to me that this is one of those occasions.
It's not enough simply to say that we are against
discrimination. We need to Interpret what we mean
by that, and It seems to me that this amendment
does Just that. It's a good amendment because It
gives support to the many fine business and indus-

trial concerns throughout our state who are seeking
to hire people on the basis of merit and not on
the basis of the characteristics which are desig-
nated here. If this convention can do something
to give support to these many business enterprises,
then I think we should do it. One of the most
vicious kinds of discrimination is economic dis-
crimination, and the other side of the picture is
this: If the economic power of our state and our
nation is not used to promote the common good and
the general welfare and that of all persons regard-
less of race or creed or color, then that economic
power is in danger itself. Which is to say that
one of the ways in which we can support the free
enterprise system is to support this kind of amend-
ment. I would like to say also that you'll please
note that the name of Mr. David Conroy has been
added as one of the sponsors. In adding these
words "unreasonable", "capricious" and "arbitrary"
many of you have indicated your willingness to give
support to it. In closing I would like to quote
something that comes from a novelist of the six-
teenth century. He said, "I may not like the
crew, but in time of storm I will do what I can to
save the ship for we are all in this together."
We are all in our economic life together, and it
seems to me that this is one of the good ways in
which we can manifest that. Thank you.

U ar io Reverend, in the amendment it says
that "free from arbitrary, unreasonable or capr
cious discrimination if you have fifteen t- mor
employees". If I had fourteen employees couid 1

then be arbitrary, unreasonable and capricious?

Mr. Stovall I would assume that on the basis of
this amendment you could, if you so desired, Mr.

Hr . A1 ar io Don't you think the amendment maybe
should have ended after the words "and promotion
practices . "?

Mr. Stovall No . .

.

Hr. Alario And not any reference to fiftee

Mr. Stovall I think the reason here is that this
more or less tracks the federal provisions, and
another advantage of this particular amendment is
that it means that we as a state are affirming
our belief and our faith in human rights, and we're
not waiting for the federal government or some
outside force to force us to do something. Instead
we're voluntarily committing ourselves to that
which we feel is humane and worthwhile.

isn't this a right to

Mr. Stovall do not iterpret it, Mr. Stinson.

Mr. SUnsp" Suppose that I'm a corporation and
r TTave a contract with the union to employ only
union personnel, and under this the person that
applies, regardless of who or she or what It might
be, I have to take them. Is my contract going to
be valid or will this violate the terms of my con-
tract? Which will prevail, this or the contract
I've already entered into?

Hr. Stovall Hr. Stinson, you would not he di^-
crimlnatlng on the basis of race or se> .

Further Discussion

Hr. F1ory Hr. Chairman, delegates to the conven-
tion, contrary to what Hr . Stinson said, 1 rise
here in support of the amendment. Let me say to
you that when I accepted the appnintment to this
convention, I did so with a full understanding that
we were to develop a constitution for all of the
people of this state. So far, in my efforts I

have endeavored to do just that, and I believe

[1083]
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sincerely that if we do nothing else in this con- hire people who are incompatible to each other,

vention or nothing else in our lifetime than to not necessarily to me, then they can't produce as

solve some of the problems of discrimination that well as people who can work better together,

have existed in this state for the last hundred
years, then we will have fulfilled our purpose. I Mrs. Zervigon Well, you are talking about per-

believe that it's high time that we say what we sonality traits though, this doesn't forbid the

mean and that if we honestly believe that there discrimination on the basis of personality traits-

ought not be discrimination, let's say so in plain, only on the basis of external. . .

simple language. I do not believe that this will
_ ......

in any way negate the labor relations picture in

this state as referred to by Mr. Stinson. I do

believe that it will have placed the employment
practices in this state on the basis on which it

ought to be placed and that's upon the basis cf

qualifications alone, and it's on that basis that Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates to the

to adopt th

Mr.
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green lights

[Previc Queseion ordmrad. Kecord voce
Ancndment adopted: 7*-14.

nsider tabled. "^

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Arendment No. 1 [b<j Mr. Velazquez.]
bn page 3, line 14, immediately after the word and
punctuation "ancestry," and before the word "and"
insert the word "age".

Explanation

Mr. Velazquez Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,
some of the aged citizens in my district have com-
plained to me that certain property owners have
refused to rent them homes or apartments because
of their age. The landlords in question cite the
fact that they provide large, heavy garbage cans
that are required to be placed on the curb in the
morning on certain days. They cite the fact that
the aged person isn't capable of transporting this
can from the apartment to the curb and that they
would have to hire a person to do this. The aged
persons in question then explained to me they
would be willing to purchase smaller cans them-
selves, and put them out. The man went on to say
that he still wouldn't rent them the houses or the
apartments. I thinli that this problem and similar
problems of this type exist across the state, and
that the aged deserve this protection. I don't
see how any delegate here could oppose this amend-
ment. I request its adoption. I'd like to make
the correction, that my coauthors, I don't believe.
were mentioned, Mr. Clerk.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

Vel izquez, what about the problems
you run into, for instance here, very close to the
capitol? There is a housing project, a large
apartment complex for persons who are over sixty-
five, you've got to be sixty-five or older to even
live there. That's part of the requirement and
a lot of the funding came from federal funds based
on that one provision. Also, I'm concerned about
apartments. You know a lot of people live in a-
partments 4nd there are restrictions against
children, having children in the apartments and,
of course, someone comes home from a pretty long
day's work and they just. . .they don't have chil-
dren themselves and they don't want to have child-
ren around. Do you think that you present com-
plications when you put the age restrictions be-
cause of examples both of the sixty-five and over
and of children? Would you comment on that?

ItMr. Vela zquez It seems to me that we are not
agarii>c unreasonable restrictions. The people
are willing to accept a reasonable amount of re-
strictions, but they are not willing to accept an
unreasonable amount of restrictions. I'd be
willing to accept an amendment to take care of. . .

I'd be willing to accept an amendment from you to
take care of your particular problem, but I still
think the problems of the aged are of sufficient
importance and we owe them sufficient respect to
place that one word in this constitution. Now if

you are against people because of their age, I

sympathize with your position, but I still feel
they deserve the respect and we owe it to them to
put this In our constitution.

Mr. Brown But you would allow. . .you would take
the problem of losing funds to build housing for
people sixty-five and older, for Instance, retire-
ment projects, things such «s this. In many In-
stances the funding Itself It based on the age
requirement

.

Mr. jfelazquez The federal government does not
dl'scrlmlna te In this manner. It provides funds for
houses for the aged. It provides funds for low in-

come, it provides funds on a number of different
bases. What you ought to do is go to the federal
government and have them prescribe some funds for
housing solely for persons who have children, sole-
ly for persons who don't want to be around children
solely for persons who are left-handed, solely for
persons who are right-handed. I feel this is your
right. Senator Brown.

Mr. Brown Well, you are being arbitrary now. I'm

asking you about children in apartments, though.
If I want to live in an apartment without children,
as I read your amendment, an apartment owner can't
make this available. Now, do you agree with me.

don't you

. Velazque I don't agree.

Si nql etary Would your amendment force a

jlord to lease to say, someone sixteen years
jnder that?

|1Z£U Not specifically. What it would
vould try to give equal rights

is not a thing to force people down your
It, but it's a question of keeping you from

Jtting their throat.

". Stagq Tom, in r i t now_ in reading this thir
reads with your amendment in there that "all per-
sons shall be free from discrimination on the
basis of age in access to public accommodations and
from arbitrary, unreasonable or capricious discrimi-
nation on any such basis in the hiring or promotion
practices"; with the adoption of the Haynes amend-
ment, does not now the adding of the word "age"
put "age" into the nondiscriminatory
practices as well as in publi jccommoda tions :

Hr. Velazquez To an extent it does and to an ex-
tent it doesn't. Those aged persons who are re-
ceiving various pensions and other means of finan-
cial support would, in a sense, be penalized. . .

they would be penalized by taking a job.

Mr . Stagg Well, let's don't talk about that much
age. Suppose the man is forty-six and the employer
doesn't hire anybody over forty-five. Can he not
then go to this constitutional provision and state
that because you've got fifteen or more employees
you've got to hire me because all you are discrimi-
nating me is that I'm fbrty-six instead of forty-

Velazquez feel he may have a basis but he
have to prove his other qualifications for

that job other than the fact that he just happened
to be a certain age and happens to want that job.
I mean I just can't walk into a place and tell a

man he has to hire me if his only openings are
for welders and I don't know one end of a blow-
torch from the other.

Lanier Delegate Velazquez, I'm concerned
suppose I was a barroom operator and

Could
about
a twelve year old child came in my barroom
I tell him to get out?

Hr. Velazquez Definitely.

Mr. Lanier Would this not be
based upon age?

feel that It would be.
th Ink it would be under the police power of the
state. You are. in a sense, protecting him.

Hr. Lanier Also, suppose I was a movie operator
and had an "X" rated movie. Would I. under this
authority, be prohibited from keeping that child,
a twelve year old child, from coming Into my "I"
rated movie?

Mr. Velazquez Not as I see It.

Hr. Arnette
certain place

ire you aware that there ere
example, about sIk or seven
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blocks from here that have a housing project that

only rents to people sixty-five years of age and

older that are run by religious organizations that
give benefits to these people that are sixty-five
and over--low rents and fine housing? However,
your amendment seems like it would do away with
this because that type of arrangement would dis-
criminate against someone under sixty-five in

those public accommodations. Is that not true?

^r. Velazquez My amendment is not intended to

have that effect, and if you have some perfecting
language or some perfecting additional amendment,
I'd be very happy to give it my support because my
point is to provide the protection that these aged
citizens feel that they need.

Mr. Arnette I realize what your point is, but it

just seems like it is poorly drawn. Maybe if you
would say "unreasonably discriminate against some-
one because of age, etc., etc."

Mr. Velazquez I would very happily accept that
unreasonable restraint. Now I can better see your
point. Senator Brown.

accept that amendment. Perhaps you would like to

withdraw your amendment and resubmit it with that
language.

Hr. Velazquez I would rather run with it now and
have you all make that addition later on. I will
be very happy to cosponsor your amending language,
but I would prefer not to withdraw it at this time.

Mr. Derbes Tom, I'm in sympathy, I think, with
the purpose. . .with your intent here, but I'm
not sure that it really accomplishes the purpose
that you want it to accomplish. I'm not sure what
"public accommodations" means as a term of art,
but I don't think that "public accommodations"
means private, rental property. So if you prohibit
discrimination based on age in "public accommoda-
tions", I don't think that that phraseology taken
in toto will affect private, rental property. It

will affect, as I see it, hotels or other busines-
ses that are in the habit of dealing with the pub-
lic on a regular daily basis, .but I don't think
it's going to affect private, rental property.
Now, maybe you could correct me.

Mr. Velazquez As I envisioned the term of art,
it's being expanded by the courts and I feel it
will cover this particular instance. But as I

said to Mr. Arnette, I'd be very happy to consider
and support anything that you think would help
moderate this or bring it into compliance with
your objections.

Mr. Avant Hr. Velazquez, if I had an opening in
my law firm and I wanted to hire a lawyer, and I

had two applicants for the job, one of them was
forty-five years old and one of them was twenty-
five years old, and I said to myself, "I know the
forty-five year old man is more qualified; he's
got a lot more experience and he's a better lawyer,
but I'm going to hire the twenty-five year old man
because I want to bring him up my way, and teach
him to do things my way, and think my way, and
act as I do", would I be being arbitrary and cap-
ricious, and unreasonable?

Mr. Avant Do you think that if I propounded t

question to a hundred people that there is any
way to predict how it would be answered by the
majori ty?

Mr. Velazquez No, I don't think there would b

any way to predict how you would be answered.

Mr. Reeves Tom, are you. . .in reference to M

Arnette's question, are you familiar with the
federal housing projects and the type federal h

[1086]

ing programs that are available?

Mr. Velazquez I know that there is federal legis-
lation for certain types of housing for certain
groups of persons on different bases.

Mr. Reeves Are you familiar that the federal
government has a program called 221 D3? They also
. . .which is a supplement to that, they handle
low income housing for the elderly, and so on and
so forth. Are you aware that your particular pro-
vision would be. . .if this amendment was passed,
the federal government itself would discriminate?
Are you aware of that?

does discriminate by alloting different
of their housing funds to different groups. But
no one, I think, has yet challenged the'federal
government for discriminating on various bases be-
cause the federal government contributes their
overall plan, is one of justice and fairness for
all people. In a particular instance you could
probably cite discrimination, but you have to con-
sider their overall plan.

jr. Reeves The second question is this. Would
/ou agree that if you had arbitrary, capricious
language placed in there in reference to discrimi-
lation against age, that this would solve the
Droblem? In other words, if you would withdraw
^our amendment and place this in there, would you
agree that this would solve, I think, all of our
3robl ems ?

Hr. Velazquez It wouldn't solve all o.f our prob-
lems because there is nothing that can solve all
of our problems, but it might go part of the way.
I think that we have a fairly good vehicle here,
I'd be very willing to accept any additional lang-
uage or even cosponsor it.

Mr. Kean Hr. Velazquez, as I understand this
section as it now reads, there are really two
parts. One deals with discrimination on basis of
race, color, and so forth in access to public
accommodations; and the other deals with unreason-
able discrimination with respect to hiring and
promotion practices. Now, if I understand your
amendment, you would add "age" applicable to both
of those oarts. Under those circumstances, if we
had an "X" rated movie, he would no longer then
be able to say that persons under seventeen years
of age couldn't come to that "X" rated movie with
your amendment, would you not?

do}] azquez It seems to me you still
It, but It appears that there seems to be some
confusion. If I could see one of my coauthors for
a minute, perhaps they would be willing to join to
allow me to perfect the writing, but I couldn't
do it without consulting them. Hr. Arnette.

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Bergeron].
ijn page 3, line 11, immediately after the word
"ancestry" and the comma "," and before the word
"and" insert the words "physical handicap"-

Explanation

Mr. Bergero n Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen, I may run into the same problem as Mr.
Velazquez has just faced, I hope I don't. The
reason I'd like to insert "physical handicap" in

this section, it simply goes back to the language
of our Preamble. One of the first three words of
the language in our Preambl e-- "We the people",
that's the first three words. Now one out of every
twelve Americans in the United States are physically
handicapped. I do not believe we should discriminate
against a person, be it on the basis of whether
he is crippled or physical handicaps of this nature.
I do not feel that we should discriminate against a
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person of this nature. *ou know, it always seems

funny to ne whenever I see something of this nature
happen where people never take a very great inter-

est in a matter until it affects them, until it

hits home, until someone In their family or one of

their friends has the problem. Then, oh, wait a

minute, let's look at it. Then, this concerns me,

let's take a close look at this. But if it doesn't
affect us we just pass it by the wayside and say,

"Well, I don't have to worry about this, it doesn't
affect me". Why shouldn't a person who is in a

wheelchair have access to public accommodations
such as theaters, such as hotels, such as restau-
rants? I think our government was founded on fair-

ness to all. I'm going back to the words that Mr.

Kendall Vick used when he had spoken earlier on

this. He said, "I believe we have come up with
something that is fair for all". Well, let's make
it "fair for all". Let's not think of these people
as misfits or people who do not belong in society.
The physically handicapped want to be citizens,
taxpaying citizens. Sure, they are good enough to

go and fight for us overseas, or they are good
enough to be in the army, but as soon as they get
injured, well, we're not going to worry about them
jnymore. Now I heard someone say earlier, if we
nsert the word "unreasonable" in the preceding
.ection, well, that might be fine. I could go
long with that. I would have no objections to

•lat. But, I do feel strongly that the physically
jndicapped of our state, of our nation, play a

.ery vital role in our society. I do believe that
•ley should be accepted as citizens. You know,
living worked with you delegates over the past
•ight months has been one of the biggest privileges
've ever had in my life. It was once said by

omeone I know," "that there are two ways to defeat
! man. One way is to push him down and step on
^im; the other way is to pull a man up." I think

5y working with you over the past eight months I

feel that you are those type of people. I don't
think I'm asking for anything unreasonable. Looking
at our Preamble, it states "to secure the blessings
of freedom and justice to ourselves and our pos-
'erity". That's what we are trying to do. To
ifford for the fullest development of the individ-
,al. That is what we are trying to do, to assure
oquality of rights that is in our Preamble. That
is what we are trying to do. Ladies and gentlemen,
I urge you to give this your fullest consideration.
Think about it carefully, think about what it means
to the physically handicapped people of this state.
I'll yield to any questions at this time.

"Stions

Abr Phil ot in disagreement with
the original intent of your amendment, but I think
/ours, actually, is in the same boat as Mr.

/elazquez's was in that since we have added the
HOrds "for discrimination on the basis of hiring
and promotion practices', that these words being
Jdded to this section drastically changes the im-

pact of what your amendment will have.

M r. Bergeron Well. Hack, I don't really. . .that
fast amendment we just passed would say that you
could not discriminate unreasonably or capricious,
I think that would handle it. I think if a crip-
pled man wanted to be a truck driver, for instance,
I think it would be reasonable discrimination to

say. "Well, you just can't fill the Job". I don't
think that it would really matter that much. I

think that the previous amendment which we have
oassed would take care of Instances of this nature.

Mr. Bergeron, I have a son who is

irs of age and since he was five
• has had diabetes. Recently, he
atton with a major company and he

-a:, a'lcctte'J, but when they found out that he had
didbetet, they turned his application down. Would
he be covered under this amendment?

M r. Bergeron W«11. In sincerity. Mr. Winchester.
( really couldn't answer that to you. I think it
would probably help the situation. Let me relate

an instance which 1 am familiar with. A gentleman I

know is partially crippled, he is in a wheelchair
although he can walk with the aid of a cane. He
graduated magna cum laude of high school and magna
cum laude of college. He did excellent in law school.
When he went to apply for an application with a law
firm, they would not even look at his application
because they found out he was physically handicapped.
I agree that it is the prerogative of the individual
to hire or take on anyone he wishes, but I Just
don't fpel...I feel that if a man can fill the job
and can do the job well. I feel that just simply not

hiring the man on the basis of a physical handicap
has no place in our society. That's the way I'd
look at it. I'd like to think it would help that
situation. Mr. Winchester.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Mr. Conroy Mr. Bergeron. I've had some personal
experience with this, too. but you do understand
that there are some occasions when an area of
public accomodation, such as a theater, may feel
that for the safety of the person himself, in the
event of fire or something like that, that there
might be a problem and that therefore, they don't
feel they have adequate facilities to handle some-
one who is in a wheelchair? Don't you feel that
in that respect your amendment does have the same
problem that Mr. Velazquez's has?

Mr. Bergeron Dave. I can see your point. I do
feel that all theaters and restaurants and motels
should have adequate accesses and exits to the
facility. I guess it would depend on the particu-
lar situation but I could see your problem occurring.

Mr. Conroy Right.

Furth iscussic

Mr. J. Jackson Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
t i on , I'm not goi ng to attempt to get up here and
suggest to you that we ought to list everything from
here that affects human rights and privileges till
tomorrow. I think you're right. We could cone up
with various categories. I think if. .and I'm saying
as a coauthor on two amendments, age and the physi-
cal handicap, that what we need to do. and I think
there are some problems, but we need to raise to
this constitutional convention, we need to raise
this issue here so at such time that the conscious-
ness of not only delegates but that the people
throughout the state can recognize that there are
some serious problems in these areas. I do not
wish to, and I guess my points by me coming up here
has indicated that I have basically stuck with the
Bill of Rights Committee. I can understand some of
their rationale for not supporting this amendment.
1 don't necessarily say that I agree with them, but
this is where myself and the Bill of Rights, we
split. 1 want to suggest to you on the matter of
physical condition, if you look at Section 3. where
it talks about state action, that you've got the
same kinds of problems existing void of state action.
For those who raised the arguments, and I am con-
cerned about some of the arguments against it. those
who raised the argument about, you know, housing--
and if you permit me to talk about age and physical
conditions, then you'll save me from coming up here
again. But on the matter of housing, when it comes
to the physical handicapped and the matter of aged,
you know, that is done by an act of Congress and
there Is nothing that this convention can do to
supersede that. That's no problem. For those who
talk about, or raise the issue that you are going
to require certain people to make certain accomoda-
tions for the physically handicapped. I mean. It's
just a matter of fact that there are a significant
amount of the people of this state, and we're talk-
ing about a constitution for all the people, now,
that requires that we must have a ramp. The state
does it. I'm not suggesting that you ought to force
the line. I think he has, under his property rights
to not be forced to accomodate someone If th«
substantial cost Is of such that It's denying hia
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his rights. I think there are some problems in Mr. A. Jackso n Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
this area, but I would appreciate it that we do men of this convention, I rise in opposition a-

not suggest, particularly to the physically handi- gainst the present amendment before you and the

capped and the agents that are viewing these pro- previous amendment withdrawn, and I am speaking
ceedings, to hear such argument against this amend- for the committee. We have considered this prob-

ment as being proposed. I just think that's a mis- 1 em in depth. All of the members of the committee
representation of the facts. Now, I would suggest, on Bill of Rights and Elections are in sympathy,
as to Mr. Bergeron, that's his prerogative as lead in complete sympathy with the problems that con-
author, that he do like we did with the aged pro- front the physically handicapped. We are in com-
vision and see if we can accommodate those concerns plete sympathy with the problems that confront our
that we have. But I would not like this convention, senior citizens. But we are aware, completely
in the proceedings, to reflect back to the rest of aware, of the fact that if you include the lang-

the state that we are not concerned about the uage offered by these two amendments, that you
plight or we're not concerned about the aged--the will be imposing upon private individuals undue
plight of the handicapped and the aged because. . . burden that is not consistent with their capacity
and that we've satisfied certain segments and cer- to fulfill. It is not fair, it is not right to

tain categories, we'd let the other ones struggle impose upon private individuals the kind of im-

for the next fifty years. I think that's a bad positions that would have to be assumed by them
thing, precedent, that we do. So I think if you by adding these amendments.
got opposition, I don't want to monitor it, be Now I know that....I know how individuals feel

cognizant of the fact that we are not alone in this about this. But when we were dealing with state
building by ourselves, but that there are people action, we felt that it was right, we felt that
viewing our proceedings. I think they could very it was in the interest of this state, we felt that
well understand that when you talk about some of it was in the interest of this class that we
the problems including the way the language is, would preclude discrimination against those groups,
that that is not meant to be a denial to physically And that is why we fought for it, and that is why
handicapped and the aged, but that there are some we worked for it, and that is why it was included,
practical problems that need to be resolved. and that is why this convention adopted it. But

we are talking about a different consideration now.
Further Discussion And in due deference to my friends who are sin-

cerely interested in this, I want to say to them
that they are no more interested in it than I am.
And they have no more sympathy and no more sensi-
tivity than I have. But it is not right and it

is not proper for us to place these.... to amend
this section by adding these two categories when
we refer to action as it relates to private indi-

thing until you see it, the physically handicapped viduals and we ask that you would not include this
goes to work, works, does things, and yet I'll see in this section because it is too much of an im-
people not physically handicapped at all that will position against private individuals,
not work. I, for the life of me, cannot see why
they should not be in here. ' Questions

The same thing goes for the next amendment tem-
porarily withdrawn which will be back just like it Mrs. Warren Mr. Jackson, I'm going to quote one
was except with a little change of the word, "the
aged". I'm speaking this because it goes togethe
That's to keep that one from being confused with
real young people.

Now, back to the physical.ly handicapped. They
are going to force the employment, being in the
thing, it's going to be that the discrimination
cannot be arbitrarily, capriciously or unreasonab
just like the other categories were named there.
It's not going to mean that you are going to have
to take the physically handicapped that can't do
its. ...your work. It's not going to mean that Mr. A. Jackson If that sympathy is transferred
you can't consider age of a physically handicapped into action, it would do a lot of good. And my
or of an aged person. And I'm going to answer, sympathy motivated me to act when we were in corn-
without being called upon, the person that asks mittee and it motivated me to act and defend the
the question about lawyers applying at certain ages. proposition as it related to protection and equal

Mr.
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offering these amendments.

Mr. q'Nein Hr. Jackson, don't you think If thi

amendment were adopted that )t would prohibit dii

crimination In favor of handicapped people?

Jackso Ther '5 no question about It.

Mr. Bergeron Mr. Jackson. I disagree with that
last answer. Let me ask you this. That Hayes
amendment that we passed, I think if a man were,
say, had one arm and he wanted to be a bus driver,
he could be discriminated against because that
would be reasonable discrimination. Do you not
agree with me on that? On the employment section?

A. Jj

...It
ire bee
eval ua

I so I

)lence
ivate s

their

. Berge

ckson Yes, I think
hink that's why the
ause it would allow
te the capabi 1 i ty of

don't think you've c

t it in there and ma
wholly to the concep
e in this section I

to it and precludes
ec:or from exercisir
rights, also.

ron O.K. Well you

that it depend

Tiake

ng

• - ve jusv
3f the employmentId that that takes care of the employment sec

Now let's get on to the public accommodatio
you not feel that some of the larger indus-
such as theatres, such as restaurants, who
:hanged all over the country, why are they in

iss? They are in business to accommodate
iblic, are they not? That's why they are in"

. Why should the physically handicapped
ided from that category as the public?

Jackson

be eic

Well, I think you are talking
about free enterprise and if for these business
enterprises want to make their activities attracted
to individuals, they'll do so. But I don't think
that we can impose these kind of restrictions by
way of this constitution, and that's what we are
talking about.

•ther Jiscuss

Mr. Willis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates.
Chairman Jackson has voiced my views. Give me
short leave to state them in other words.

The unwounded laugh at scars and if I. can quote
the Bard again, I do so from Romeo and Juliet .

"He Jests at scars that neverTelt a wound."
I am compelled to inform you that I do not

seek to cripple the cripple. And to further inforrr
you that Iwo Jima, which has been given back to
the former enemy, has reduced my physical condi-
tion, though perhaps not perceptive enough for
you to believe by one-half, the position of the
words "physical handicapped" in the present posture
of this article puts much too great a burden on
those who supply public accommodations. It pursues
an experiment far beyond my.... far beyond the li-
mitations of my ability to predict. One prediction
I can make Is that all public accommodations
would have to have standards beyond the prnhability
of profit to permit. The exposure is too great.
The experiment is too dangerous. Hy best Judgment,
therefore, directs me to urge you not to welcome
the amendment in the artldr uminr ( on. i dcra t ion in
its present posture.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman

VW.P r.h,i.rman Ca-.'-. •

•

•

on ortf«r»d.

]

Closing

Mr. Bergeron Hr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlcaen. I hope we are not spinning our wheels
here. I hope that many of you feel that I feel....
as I feel that tone of the (rgunentt were brought
out aay not be actueritlly true. On the other
hand, they "ay. It's a difficult problem. I agree.

I know many handicapped people. The arguments'
been brought out that if a blind man wants a job
as a reader in the company or as a reporter, you'll
have to give him that job.

Look at the amendment that just ..jssed. If a

blind man wants to be a bus driver, look at the
amendment that just passed. That will be reasonable
discrimination. This does not affect that. This
affects people going to theatres, to restaurants....
and I hate to keep using these examples, but they
enter my mind at this time. We are always talking
about what's best for the public; what's best for
the people of our state. Well, let me tell you.
the handicapped are people of our state. There
are. ...some of you disagree with me. it won't be on
the basic philosophy. It v/111 be on the way the
amendment is drawn up I hope that not too many of
you disagree with me. but I know there will be
some

.

I stress to you the point that the handicapped
of our state want to become active citizens of our

state. They want to play an equal role as tax

paying, job-working citizens. Just give them a

chance. .. .give them a chance to go to the places
where we want to go.... give them a chance to go to

restaurants, to go to theatres, to go to hotels.
I talked to one boy not long ago, and many of you
might agree with me on this problem, he couldn't
use the dressing room for eight hours. He couldn't
get his wheelchair in the dressing room stall. I

say that's a problem.
We are talking about expenses, some people say.

Well, so what if it costs you a few more dollars?
So what? We're writing something that's fair for
all, and I think these people fit into that cate-
gory. ...all. I'd just like to stress at this time
that I would appreciate, and I know many people
in our state and our country, particularly in our
state as this document will affect the State of
Louisiana, your favorable vote on this amendment.

Mr. Alexander H
most of our handicappe
because of the wars in
engaged?

^ergero

Questions

Bergeron

,

luld you agree that
ow are present with us
ich this country has

I don't have any statistics on that.
Reverend, but I would say that many of them are
handicapped for that reason, yes, sir.

H r. Ale xander And would you also agree that most
of them are here because of the improvement in

our medical facilities, most of whom would have
died either in childbirth, or some of those who
were wounded in wars would have died from their
wounds had it not been for the advance in medicine
and other technology?

Mr. Bergeron Yes, sir, I ag.ee with you on that.

Mr. Alexander Do you, also, agree that the im-
portance of this amendment is reading in impossible
ideas and, for example, suppose the sky falls, or
suppose the mountains melt, you know? Some of
those indications are rather ridiculous.

Ms._Ze^rv1jon Mr. Bergeron, I am in sympathy with
the purposes of your amendment, but something you
Just said in closing troubled me and I'd like 10
ask you a question about it.

I spoie to the handicapped citizens who were
here yesterday and the day before, and they asked
me if I would support this amendment, and I said
that I would if It was not their infentlon to
require the owners of public acconir 0.1.1 1 i ir-. to

change the construction of tho!.c • u

were talking about that man tho- 'he
rest room. It's not your inter-
the theatre owner to change the . .'

the rest room to accommodate that one -an. li It?

Mr. Bergeron Mrs. Zervlgon, I should have stressed

(10891
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that was in a state building. I'm sorry, I should tern where it is based on how many tickets you get.
have said that. Yes. Now, let's see how that works.

A person who has no criminal record whatsoever,
Ws. Zervigon What your amendment, as I understand has violated no.... who has not even had an accident
it, would do, would require the theatre owner to not even bent a fender, can get two violations,
say to the man, "Of course, we welcome you, come seven points is what you need. Under Section F of
in. But you do understand that your wheelchair this section, seven points will commit one hundred
doesn't fit into our dressing room:, and then let and fifty percent increase in a person's insurance,
the man decide whether or not he'd like to bear Now let's see what that will amount to.

that discomfort. Take a person with ordinary means with two old
automobiles where the standard policy on a liabilit

ight be the cases in some insurance, let's say, would be one hundred eight
places, Mrs. Zervigon. I don't have the exact dollars each, which would total out to two
measures of all dressing rooms in the state. But sixteen dollars. A hundred and fifty per cent in-
I would say that this would more or less apply to crease on this would be three hundred and twenty-
new constructions going up. I wouldn't say that four dollars which would bring just liability in-
every dressing room in the State of Louisiana would surance up to five hundred and forty dollars which

twenty-five percent of this money would
5 insurance agency. All this i.s based on
the individual be fined again after he has
5d by the judge. And letting an insurance
'ate people individually rather than in a

have to be modified.
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rafting could change the section

Hayes

if they ve to

hope they could, and I would be....
anybody who can change the section, or any attorney,
or anyone who can change the section or even change
the entire. ... the purpose it what I am trying to

solve. If anybody here thinks they can change it,

I'll be happy to accept the change. And if Style
and Drafting can put it somewhere else, I'll be
htppy for them to do

Mr. Alexa r Mr. Hayes, do I understand the in-
'amendment is to end the penalty that

>ua11y assess against a reck-
less or habitual reckless driver, one who has
caused many accidents and who's been, maybe had
many violations?

Hr. Hayes No, sir. It didn't say that under
Section F, I can give you a copy of this, it just
said you can just have, the way I measure, you
seven points. Reverend Alexander. You don't need
an accident and you don't need a reckless driving.
All you need, the way I see it here, is just two
tickets. And now that computer will not tell you
what it was. They'll say you either had a moving
violation or you didn't have a moving violation
and two of them is all they need. It won't tell
you any of this. See they rate you. Now they
don't get a court record. They get their record
from the computer which is nothing, see? And
this is what they rate you with. This is the bad
part about it.

And again, if a judge makes you pay a fine of
a hundred or two hundred dollars, that should be
sufficient and you have a valid driver's license.
! don't think the insurance company should again
nme fine you. In this case, it would be two
ousand dollars after you have been fined by the

ed

Alexander Well
, lat trying to get at

jnderstand that about this ticket busines
ink that is a little arbitrary. But if there
a habitual drunken driver, a bad driver, who

i been involved in many moving and serious ac-

'r. Hayes Good. Take his license away from hiir

'dps how you solve that. You don't solve that
. making or rating him as one man. You're sup-
.ised to take his license. If he has a valid
icense from this state, you shouldn't do that to

Have a soDim. That's what I'm telling you.
tion there .... Take his license.

Any other questions?

"
. Fayard George Dewey, you know a good bit
out this point system. What happens if a guy

IS no tickets whatsoever, but he goes to a social
irty one night and then he gets picked up by the
10 and gets a DWI t icket . . . . say he runs .10. ...I
lid what happens if a fellow goes to a party one
jht, although he has no records, no previous
iffic violations, but he gets picked up by the
in and he runs enough to have a DWI ticket? What
uipens on his point system, then?

' Hayes There is a certain amount of points
here 7or that. They'll give him a certain

ount of points. I'm saying if the Judge gives
im a fine, that should be sufficient for the

penalty, whatever penalty the Judge imposes should
be. If they want to take his license, take his
license. If you're going to charge him five hun-
dred dollars, charge him five hundred dollars. But

addition to that, don't go and let the insurance
""pany make hln an Insurance company of one.

Fa^fard But Isn't It a fact that if he gets
rurTtfcTet, then he has to go and prove his
nanclal responsibility which requires him to

^l an additional Insurance premium?

Hayes They do that under this SR-22. They've
r something they go down and they make him do

• it. But I'm saying. I'm even against that If the

state is going to fine him sufficiently, that
should be the penalty rather than the insurance
company imposing the penalty. One penalty is
enough. Who is going to impose it?

Mr. Fayard But actually, in this case, he would
have two penalties, right?

Mr. Hayes He has two penalties. That's all I'm
saying. And I'm saying anybody who can help write
this better than I have it here. I welcome it.
Yes , sir.

J quorum.

]

Hr. LeBleu Mr. Hayes, I believe you are discus-
sing your amendment on the increase of insurance
premi urns?

Mr. Hayes Yes, sir.

Mr. LeBleu 0. K., I just wondered what your opin-
ion would be of a person who, say, had an accident
and under this provision his premiums would not
be allowed to be increased, nor could his policy
be canceled. What would happen to that person
when his insurance policy ran out? Do you think
that the insurance company would renew his insur-

Mr. Hayes Is that the amendment I'm running you
are reading there?

Read the amendment. I don't think I'm running
the one you have in your hand.

just asked you that as a beginning.
Mr. Hayes.

Mr. Hayes 0. K., good, good question. When a

house burns, we don't cancel a person, we don't do
this to a person whenever a house burns down, say
you can't get house insurance unless you can find
some reason to say that it was arson or something
like this. If the person didn't intend to have
an accident, I don't think he should be penalized
from having insurance again.

And remember, again, the insurance doesn't be-
long to the insurance company. It belongs to
the people. The people pay the premium. It's
imposed on everybody. Whenever there are accidents,
it's paid for by everybody and the insurance com-
panies make a margin, or make a profit allowed by
the Rating Commission. It should be done. They
should make a profit. But they shouldn't be al-
lowed to go around canceling people's insurance
so when they have an accident with me or with you,
they won't have any insurance. You see what I am
talking about?

See, I want them to have insurance if it runs....

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Jackson Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
the title to this section is "Freedom from Discrimi-
nation". Now, I rise in opposition to the Hayes
amendment, this one and the one that is pending.
I rise because it simply has no place in this
section. All people are being treated alike as it
relates to the questions and problems that's being
discussed. Now, I recognize the problem but we
simply :.innot deal with it in this section. Of
course, I know that. ..I see a lot of smiles on
people's faces out there, because I know what
their strategy Is. I'm not going to make any
charges here, but I think that we all know that it
is simply subterfuge to vote for some of the amend-
ments that have been adopted and that's being pro-
posed, so I ask you not to impair this section
anymore but let It remain in order that it can
fulfill the purpose that It was designed. I ask
that you vote against this amendment because tt

simply does not belong In this section

\,lft»vioMa Ou««cien ord«rait.]
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Closi

Mr. Hayes This is the only amendment ... 1 1 s just
like I told you there are. ..you could say what
you want. ..I told you a few minutes ago that I was
in the United States Navy and we had all of this
Bill of Rights then, but I don't know a place they
segregated more at the time than they did in the

Navy . . . compl ete segregation. So here is something
that will help everybody in the state immediately.
You can go home and point this out to everybody
and say "what have you done for me?" Say "I've
done something for you in the area of insurance."
Everything else I've seen done here has been done
almost for the handicapped, it has involved ladies,
it has involved lawyers, it has involved some par-
ticular group. This will involve everybody in

every home. Now the question I'm saying is this,
you can help everybody in the state by seeing all
of us share an extra dollar or two. Believe it

or not I'm not even for twenty-five year olds and
twenty-four year olds paying an additional premium
because here's what it does; with the two tickets
...what I just read. ..think about a twenty-four
year old boy already paying about two times the
rate and you put all this on him then what's going
to happen? He's not going to have insurance - he's
going to run into you-O.K.? He's not going to
have insurance. O.K.? That's all you're doing, is

forcing a lot of people in the street without in-
surance and you think you're doing something big.
When a person runs into you. [...] He doesn't have
a thi ng . .

.

doesn ' t even have insurance. Now the
state does not, unlike people think, they don't
demand that you have insurance; they only ask you
after you have an accident to show financial re-
sponsibility or they take your license, but they're
not going to do anything to you until you have an
accident. But if you fix insurance so that you
can ha ve ... everyone can buy it and you can buy it

that we operate like Blue Cross. ..Blue Cross
operates and they insure everybody ... i f you got a

group policy everybody's insured. Question?

Questions

t question. What business areMr.
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ROLL C.-.

Mr. He nry Should Lc ._ ,r..-j i^ ,,., .

on Education, Health ar.d Welfare mtiler

Justice Tate, why do you rise, sir?

Mr. Abr aham In these our doing, may all our works
begun continue and end in Thee. Direct us in our
deliberations and guide us. Help us to formulate
a new constitution for this state that will be
-ost beneficial and good and acceptable for all
•re people. Keep us mindful of the needs of others.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Perse lege

Mr. Aertlier Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
on the occasion of your last meeting here there
•?re certain allegations made about the conduct
• Che Committee on Education. I feel constrained

reply in view of the fact that I have been quite
^pressed with the dedication and the conduct of
ne entire membership of that committee, and I

eel that some of the charges that have been made
re actually without foundation and fact. The
harge was made that this committee, in the absence

of Delegate Leithman, proceeded to report unfavor-
ably a proposal that he had presented to that com-
mittee; that part of it is true. The remainder of
the innuendos and insinuations are completely with-
out foundation. It is a fact that Mr. Leithman
has been allowed to introduce speakers and people
at any time that he so desired without informing
the Chairnan as to their presence; we have allowed
him to come back time and time again with speakers
who had already spoken in favor of his proposal.
In fact, the committee even condescended to hear
his proposal before they even dealt with the com-
mittee proposal on it. This proposal was discussed
and rediscussed at length; we had just about every-
one that Mr. Leithman could bring up, including
reporters in from New Orleans, reports who came
in to us with information and with statements that
were later completely denounced by the president
of the university to whom they were quoted to. We
feel that this proposal of Mr. Leithman was given
ore than adequate thought. Mr. Leithman was ab-
"nt when the committee proposals were presented
•tl he was absent for a period of two weeks. As
njirman of that committee, I was not advised as

to the reason of the absence, but that committee
was told three weeks prior to the action that they
took that we would attempt to resolve all of the
matters dealing with that matter of education. This
-p did, 'and it was the judgment of the committee
ren that matter came up and it was the vote of
at committee that his proposal should be reported
'ifavorably. I just rest the case of the commit-
"e to this convention, which will have the oppor-
jnlty when the whole matter comes up to you, and
' that time I would advise you to just wait and
-e and see what proposal the committee is making,
^at proposal Mr. Leithman Is making, and we will
lace ourselves In your hands as to what the final
idgment will be.

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[; Jou,n«J 42.^

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
(; Journal 416-4}?''

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL

A proposal to provide
idges.

' troduced

ttlrrmtnt system for

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, I don't know much about
pari lamentary procedure, but I read the papers and
it seems to me that the retirement provisions for
judges go to the judiciary, do they not?

Mr. Henry Well, retirement Is being considered,
it is my understanding, by the Committee on Educa-
tion, Health and Welfare and to remain consistent

of course, I understand what you are talking
about, so you object to the ruling and move that
the proposal be referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary, I would assume. Is that correct?

t was a different questi

Mr. Willis The question of which committee would
have jurisdiction over retirements, and we voted
on the judiciary overruling the Chair.

Mr. Henry But it was a different proposal last
time and to renia 1 n . . . I

' ve got to do it under the
rules, Mr. Willis, and it's not an overruling of
the Chair. I say that under the rules it's refer-
red to the committee.

The gentleman has objected to It being referred
to that committee and has moved instead that It be
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary....

Willis May

I 'm

It fo

ly jc h 1 5 objec ti

e that the convention wi

e, r ve got to abide by
eferral to these.

Co Committee on Judi

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[l Journal 427-428'

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[/ Journal 423-429']

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROIiOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 25, Introduces
by Delegate Jackson, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Bill of Rights and Elections, which
is a substitute proposal for Committee Proposal
No. 2, also by Delegate Jackson, Chairman on be-
half of the Committee.

A proposal to provide for « Preamble and a De-
claration of Rights to the constitution. The
status of the proposal at this date is that the
convention has adopted, as amended, the Preamble
to the cons t

i

tutlon .. the proposed article rather
....and the first six sections as amended of that
particular proposal; presently has under lon'.iciorj-

tlon Section 7, dealing with freedom of
nation which presently has been amended
separate amendments, two by Delegate De'

one well I forget the author of one ,t'.

ment to this Juncture to that pa-

•

has not been adopted as yet.

Further Dlscusslc

M r. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladles and gtntle-
m«n of this conv«ntlon. If I could have your itt«n-
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tion for about three minutes, I think I could suggestion, several times we called up an amend-
resolve some of the serious conflict that we have ment to delete a section...
by way of this section. I believe that the resolu-
tion would be in the interest of this deliberative Mr. Gravel I don't need any help on this question,
body and in the interest of this state and the please. All I want to know is this, in the event
passing of this constitution. The committee seri- this amendment passes would it be proper then to
ously considered the language that is before you consider other proposed amendments to Section 7?

in Section 7 without the amendments. But, because In other words I have an amendment that I want to
we have promised that we would defer to the judg- present to the body in lieu of Section 7.

ment of the members of this body, we feel it is

very necessary that the committee would have the Mr. Henry In the event Mr. Jackson's amendment
opportunity to research very carefully the questions is adopted to delete Section 7 as written right
raised by way of the amendments adopted by this now, certainly, you could come right back and say
convention. We believe this because we believe on page so and so, add...
that it is our responsibility to be able to ration-
ally answer several questions raised by delegates Mr. Gravel That's all I wanted, thank you, Mr.
to this convention, relative to the implications Chairman.
of the adding of the wording contained now in
Section 7 that deals with the physical handicap. Point of Information
deals with employment that will probably be raised
by adding the word "age" to this amendment, and Mr. Jack Before we adjourned last week, we had
because we want to be able to rationally and de- put in this Section 7, in the part where we put
finitively discuss this section with you, we would physically handicapped, different other things,
ask leave of the convention that we would be able

'

everything but the aged. Delegate Velazquez and
to withdraw this section at this time and consider myself have an amendment for the aged. I think
delegate proposals that have already been intro- since this is going to come back, and with Delegate
duced and researched very carefully the question Jackson's permission, I think we ought to go on
raised by way of the amendments so that we could with the amendment for the aged and have that in
return to this body and make a definitive state- along with the handicapped and the others in this
ment and be able to deal rationally with some of first sentence and second sentence and third sen-
the questions that have been raised. Mr. Chairman, tence of Section 7, do you mind that?
in behalf of the committee, I would like to intro-
duce this floor amendment that would delete the Questions
language found between lines 12 and 18 inclusively
and ask that the Committee on Bill of Rights and Mr. A. Jackson Delegates, may I simply say that.
Elections would give full consideration to the Mr. Jack, with due respect to your pending amend-
delegate proposals introduced, as well as the ques- ment and to Delegate Gravel, we just believe there
tions raised by way of, for members of this con- are too many unanswered questions relative to pri-
vention, vate action as it relates to senior citizens that

must be resolved and must be fully researched. Now
Amendment I can promise the delegates, in behalf of our com-

mittee, that we are going to give full attention
Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. a. Jackson}. to these questions, but we do not believe that it's
On page 3, delete lines 12 through 18, both in- fair to ask delegates to vote upon this proposal,
elusive in their entirety and I have added, with and we have not studied and given full considera-
your permission, Mr. Jackson, including convention tion to including age and to including some of the
floor amendments thereto. other provisions that have already been adopted by

this convention. We think we have some far-reach-
Point of Information ing implications here that's going to redound to

the dissolution of some of the support that we
Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, would you have any ob- have for the constitutional convention and for the

amendment to the motion that Section adoption of this constitution by the people. We
at this time, hopefully that there believe we can resolve the difference if we can
determination made by the committee? recess the question, so all we are asking for is

time to give full consideration to the propositions
think their committee has met and and the questions raised by way of the amendments,

rmination, and I think they have
gh it relatively well. Of course, Mr. Jack Mr. Jackson, let me ask you this. If
to have to dispose of the amendment we had stayed in session ten minutes longer the
Tiendment, if it's offered. last day of the session last week, we would have

had the aged in there. Now your committer's had
Mr. Chairman, I have some feeling since about February 1 to resolve all of this

I would just like to be heard on it thing, all other committees, and it looks like
nk I would like to offer a substitute every committee proposal has been torn to shreds
I'm in order to do so, I would like on this floor. I'm asking you why do you object

to ten minutes to at least put the aged in here
in the same category as the others we are going
to be at a disadvantage looking after the old
people, aren't we not?

Mr. A. Jackson Well, I answer you, Mr. Jack, by
saying that the committee... if you will read the
language clearly that was proposed by the commit-
tee in Section 7, you will find no reference to

3 age, nor any reference to individual's physically
handicapped, nor any reference to outlawing dis-
crimination in the area of employment as it relates
to the private sector. What I am trying to sug-

; gest is; that the committee did not intend for this
language to be included in our present Section 7.

Therefore, it is necessary for us to research it;
it is necessary for us to give additional consid-
eration to it.

Mr. Jack Bi>t what I'm getting at, your committee
is a little commi t tee- ten people out of one hundred
and thirty-two. You all have been wrong so much.

jection to an
7 be deferred
might be some

Mr. Henry I
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don't you think it would be right to take a few
minutes to add "aged" in here to equalize It with
the other part about these that are sex and the

disabled and those things.

Mr. A. JaciiSon I do not. Mr. Jack, in the light
of some of the problems that we have by adding
that last amendment.

Mr. Landrum Mr. Jackson. I think I have to agree
with Mr. Jack. I think the committee should go
ahead with what you have, and I would like to

know this from you: what area do you find that
you need additional research on?

Mr. A. Jackson Uh, we're talking about the pri-
vate sector. Reverend Landrum, and we will be asking
individuals to make certain changes and certain
accommodations in the private sector that we have
no right to ask them, and we just have not consid-
ered all of the implications. All I'm asking you
is that we be given the time to research the ques-
tion as it relates to these three categories.

Hr. Burns Mr. Jackson, if the commi ttee . . . 1

f

this is withdrawn and the committee researches
the question more thoroughly of Section 7, will
the three amendments that were voted on and passed
overwhelmingly last Friday by the convention, will
it be taken into consideration and not injected
back in there in another form?

Mr. [A.] Jackson They will certainly be given
full consideration and this is why we are asking
for this time^ As I said in my opening statement,
that we intend to give full consideration to the
amendments and to the questions raised by the amend-
ments .

Hr. Chatelain Delegate Jackson, doesn't your
amendment purely and simply delete Section 7, sir?

Hr. A. Jackson As amended, yes, sir.

Hr. A. Jackson Thank you.

Hr. Bergeron Hr. Jackson, I offered an amendment
last week pertaining to the physically handicapped.
I believe what you are asking is just time to find
out what effect this would have on this section...

Hr. Bergeron You are saying that you will take
these questions into consideration and won't over-
look them?

Hr. A. Jackso n I promise that we will hold open
RTaVtngs; I p'romlse that we will research the
question of physical handicap, age, the whole
business for open housing and everything.

Mr. Bergeron Mell, Hr. Jackson, on that light I

would support your amendment.

Mr. A. Jtckton Thank you.

Further Discussion

Hr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of
the convention, I rise In support of the amendment,
and I'm going to call for the question right after
I speak If no one else Is prepared to speak. We
considered In this Bill of Rights section all mat-
ters that could possibly come up. We concluded,
and the convention voted it down, that there
were certain sections or certain elements of the
population that we could not protect In Section 7

without stepping on the toes of others. We need
to look at this thing all over again, and we pro-
mise. Just as Alphonse said, to all of you that we
wilt look at It, but there are some very serious
problems. I know a lot of you voted for the employ-

ment provision because you felt that it would give
the states a first crack at determining whether
in fact or in law there was a violation rather
than a person being able to go to federal court.
We realize though and we weren't able to explain
it to you properly, but the federal provision
which is the equivalent of it has a commission that
sits and hears complaints. It has a method of
implementation so that when there is a violation
of the federal provisions, there is a hearing to
determine the issues, and the court and the commis-
sion has teeth to do something about It. What we
may be doing here, for instance, by putting some-
thing in our state constitution with respect to
employment and putting a number like fifteen Is

that in the future if Congress reduces it to ten.
we then would be having a problem in the state.
But besides that, without any other implementation
we would be opening the door for people to be dis-
criminated against by way of employment, which Is

exactly what we were trying to obviate. In other
words, if a person had a legitimate gripe, rather
than be able to take it to a commission that would
have been created by the legislature to implement
the provisions, there would be none; he would sim-
ply be delayed in his access to federal courts;
he would have to exhaust the Louisiana courts and
not get any remedy. We just feel, and we did
consider most of these things, and we reached the
conclusion that we should not go into them; we
had legitimate reasons; this convention chose not
to accept some of them, that's one thing. But,
you do not know how far you've gone in adopting
the amendments. I think you ought to give us a

chance to look at them and come back to you again
at a later date and show you exactly what's in-
volved. For that reason, I think you ought to
support the amendment, and I move the previous
question .

Further Discussion

Mr . Jac k Hr . Chairman, thank you for the compli-
ment regarding me. I rise after driving two hun-
dred and forty miles through the rain from
Shreveport this morning. Now last week we thorough-
ly considered Section 7. The only amendments that
I know of that remain was one by Mr. Velazquez and
myself to put in the "aged" after we put in "physi-
cal handicapped" and we adjourned then. Another
one by Mr. Gravel, which Hr. Gravel, this is my
interpretation of yours, would put back in "the
sale and rental" under the words "public of access",
so we have gone over that. It seems to me like,
and I don't know all purposes, but it's been over
by that committee. Committees have had these pro-
posals and this material since sometime in Feb-
ruary, that's long enough. I ask to defeat this
amendment, to delete Section 7, and let's take
up Hr. Velazquez's amendment and mine which should
be next. That simply adds the word "aged". One
of the delegates, where we had "aged" In the other
amendment, was worried about age referring to a

small child, so we put "aged". Now let me just
briefly tell you a few things, and I ask you to
please be quiet. Let me tell you, we are not
doing anything for people that are old, and you
are going to have people living older and older.
Those people who are active should be able to have
jobs, should be able to do something. Now this
is just picked up at random in the Shreveport
paper when I was home. Look at these ages: John
Ford, director, died at seventy-eight, cancer, if

he hadn't had that, he would have lived to be a

hundred he was active up until two years ago.
I'm going down just deaths here in the paper and
underlining them in Shreveport: a man named Arnold,
sixty-two, and the other one seventy-seven...
Another one Gilly, seventy-six; another one in

Shreveport died sixty-six; Reverend James Hlldablack,
a man of a hundred and four years of age now he
had a long life, I checked Into that, and an
active life. Now at Farmerville, I don't like to
call different names in small towns, this one Is

seventy-nine; In Dodson, seventy-seven. I'm read-
ing the young ones; people live at all ages much
longer. Another one in Winnfleld, sixty-nine; one

[1095]
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in Winnfield, eighty-five; one in Leesville, sixty- category, I will admit to the persons who I got
four; one in Leesville, forty-six; Point, Louisiana, up here and spoke for, there are occasions when
seventy-nine; one in Koontz, ninety; one in persons with very well-meaning intentions can in-

Nacogdoches, Texas, only fifty-six; one in elude as we have attempted to do in Section 7, cer-
Nacogdoches, Texas, ninety-two; Center, Texas, tain provisions not recognizing the overall rami-
seventy-six; Hope, Arkansas, seventy-six; Tyler, fications. I would suggest that there exists a

Texas, seventy-eight; eighty-four years of age in possibility where we may be in some cases, if we
Marshall; seventy-seven in Nacogdoches; over in don't fully consider this matter, maybe doing more
Russia, if it's true, a hundred and sixty-eight, harm than we are doing good.
you saw that; Arthur Tolkin in London, eighty-one. I, as a delegate, have attempted to constantly
Now let's do something for old peopl e . . . . Let '

s

keep an open mind no matter how strongly I feel

defeat this amendment and pass ours. about a particular issue. I felt, and I still now
feel that age and our senior citizens ought to be

Further Discussion given just consideration without discrimination.
I don't think that as some delegates have men-

Chairman and delegates, I admit tioned, it's a matter of retreat on the part of
my bewilderment and confusion at this point. 1 saw the committee. But it is a matter to make si

the report of the committee. The report did not that when we are doing something, that we are pro-
contain all of the language and all of the provi- viding, not only in a meaningful way, but in a

sions that I wanted to see. Then when I under- responsible way so that we don't do as equal harm
stood and I heard some opposition that it contained as we call ourselves doing equal good,
more language and better provisions than some dele- I would suggest to you that the committtee pro-
gates wanted, I said this is good, we have reached posal amendment offers the opportunity. It doesn't
a compromise. It doesn't have what I want from exclude or say that you can go before the commit-
the left and it doesn't have everything the other tee and they won't consider inclusion of age, physi
fellow wants from the right. Now, I'm a little cally handicapped, or some other vital concern of
confused, and I have the following questions to delegates that may have not been offered at this
pose to the committee and to the chairman-and may time. But what it does is to allow this conven-
I throw in parenthetically that I believe the com- tion, and it allows each of us to go to the commit-
mittee has done a good job up until now. But I tee, to keep Section 7, and the whole question
believe the committee is panicking, I believe the concerning Section 7, in perspective. And I agree.
committee has taken cold feet, and I believe the I think once that is hammered out and the concerns
committee is now trying to retreat. I want to ask are considered, then we bring it back to the floor
this question. Number one, this convention has so that we would not have continuous confusion as
been in session now for eight months, this is our Reverend Alexander said, we won't have that con-

eighth month. That committee has been meeting, as fusion. I would suggest to you that i.f this

>s all the other committees, for those eight
nhit can that committeemon
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[Pr.vious fuestion ^rder^J.]

rsTTi
Jact Madam Chairman and ladies

Pve heard charges on the floor of
the convention that the Committee on Bill of Rights
IS trying to pull something.

The only thing that we are trying to pull, lad-
ies and gentlemen, is we are trying to pull from
the collective minds of this state and of this
deliberative body, all the knowledge that we can
pjII in order that we can give it to you in order
"^at you can make a rational and intelligent deci-
lon. That's all we're trying to pull.
There is no secre t . . . . i

t
' s no secret that there

ire individuals who would like to see the amendment
and other amendments being considered, passed by
this convention. It is no secret that they would
like to see this section defeated, and they are
entitled to their rights and their beliefs. I

didn't come here to argue with you. But I did
come here to ask you to allow this committee to
get the full information for you so that you will
have it in order to make the proper judgment.
Now, I want to say to you that this committee was
the committee that came up with the idea that we
ought to consider the physically handicapped. It

was this committee who embraced the idea first and
who brought it to this convention. It was the
Committee on Bill of Rights that embraced the idea
that we ought to care for our senior citizens. It
wasn't an extraneous issue for us. We considered

•- in depth. We considered it day after day, and
-.0 concluded that it was in the interest of this
•-ate as it relates to state action that we ought

*o consider the senior citizens, and that's why
' t was included in Section 3.

So the charges that we are not concerned about
>enior citizens is without foundation. Now I've
neard the charge that this committee has cold feet.
What a ridiculous charge. For twenty years, for
twenty years as Chairman of this committee, that's
all I've done was to give half of my life to the
whole fight for freedom and justice and human
dignity. And if anybody believes that I have cold
feet, I'll take my shoes off and they'll see that
I am very warm.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that we pass this amendment.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Point of Information

Mr . Burns Should this amendment of Mr. Jackson's
be adopted, will all of the pending amendments
on the sane section be held in abeyance or deferrec

Mr. Henry They won't be held in abeyance because
there won't be any more Section 7. But you know,
we just don't know what's going to happen so you
can't amend the line when the words have already
been taken out of the line, if this amendment is
adopted .

Point of Information

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, I understood the ct
to rule in response to a question that 1 put t

the chair that if this amendment was adopted,
then any other amendments that related to Sect
would be available for consideration.

"r._Henrj^ Well, Mr. Gravel, there are, I thi
ime aaendments up here to add a Section 7 or

..nich provide complete paragraphs or sentences
md that makes sense. But there ire a number
•re, too, that would be to amend out words in
ines which »re not going to make any sense If

that paragraph Is not there, Mr. Gravel.

Mr. Grave l I understand the distinction. I

wanted To be sure that I understood the Chair
rectly.

Mr. De 81

i

eux Point of Informal. ^^ L„ a

matter that Mr. Gravel inquired about.
This amendment of Mr. Jackson's, as I understand,

could be passed by just a majority vote. Now, if

another amendment was proposed for this particular
section, will it require sixty-seven votes?

I section, it would requireMr.
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Appeal saying the law was misapplied in the court think this directly conflicts with what we passed
below. But we do say that once a judge or once in the judiciary committee proposal already?
a jury who sat in the Court of Record at the trial
level, heard the facts, saw the witnesses, heard Mr. Guarisco I don't think we hit the issue
the inflection in their voices, witnessed their square on, and I don't think the convention quite
demeanor, is certainly much. ...in a much better understood it at that time,

position to determine the facts. If the case goes
up on appeal, those facts are conclusions, they Mr. Fontenot Don't you think we decided the issues
cannot be examined any longer. It brings us in of whether they should determine, review facts or

line with the rest of the Western world. Last law. ...don't you remember going over these same
time, I think Judge Dennis, and mistakenly so, I've arguments, pro and con, and we voted on it in the
researched it again to make sure, is that we must Judiciary Committee?
follow our French tradition in letting the appel-
late judges reexamine the facts. That has nothing Mr. Guarisco I just answered that question,
to do with the French Civil Code. France doesn't
follow it. We got a little smidgen of it from Mr. Fontenot Do you recall. ...0. K. , another
Spain. Spain doesn't follow it, nor does any question.
European country, no South American country, no At the present time, this first sentence, "in
jurisdiction in the United States and not even the all civil cases except summary ... .etc ."

, isn't
Federal courts. this, at the present time, in the Code of Civil

Now, do we feel. ...I know we have a good judi- Procedure?
ciary. But I don't think they are invested with
ledger domain. I don't think their clairvoyance Mr. Guarisco Yes, I just don't want it to be
and pshchics whereby they can supplant their ap- removed for all civil cases. The legislature could
preciation of the facts above that of a jury or a remove the right to civil jury all together. I

judge who saw the witnesses. In fact, you know a recognize the limitations, and will accept the
lot of people say, "Well they've got too many limitations,
lawyers here, and too many lawyers there." Well,
I don't think the lawyers or the judges are in any Mr. Fontenot Isn't it also true that determination
better position to understand a factual situation. of facts by an administrative body, we have al-
A man in the street, a fellow juror, a fellow ready covered that in the Judiciary Committee?
citizen is certainly able to understand ABC when
he hears it or sees it. Mr. Guarisco We didn't cover it at all. We left

Now the third facet of this, I don't think you
should have any problem with this, is that deter-
mination of facts by an administrative body should Mr. Fontenot Another question. Don't you
not be subject to review. Well, even the persons maybe the best thing to do would be to just leave
who believe that you should review facts, have to this section out all together?
believe that you should review the facts of an
administrative agency. For an example: the fire Mr. Lanier Mr. Guarisco, if I recall correctly,
marshal can make the determination that your didn't, at the beginning of this article on the
building is condemned by the evidence that he hears Bill of Rights, didn't we approve something saying
in his administrative hearings unimpeded by the that all of the rights set forth herein are in-
rules of evidence. His conclusions cannot be re- alienable and inviolate?
viewed by the District Court, the Court of Appeal
or the Supreme Court. And what you are doing, in M r. Guar isco Yes, but someone could waive the
effect, is allowing.... right to trial bv jury just like thev do in a

Mr.
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Mr. Lanier Mr. Guarisco. do you mean to tell

thTs convention that if there Is an inalienable,
inviolate right that cannot be abridged, that it

could be waived by a procedure established by the

state legislature?

Guarisco car

Mr. Lanier But wouldn't this

a waiver as setup by the state
is claimed within a certain per

1 waive
1 waive
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Mr. Duval res, sir. or as provided by law in the case of review of
administrative agencies' determinations its appel-

Mr. Dennis I had misapprehended your reason. I late jurisdiction extends to law and facts"?
thought you were trying to delete this because you
considered it to be statutory and something that Mr. Duval Yes, sir. I think we've already
should be controlled by statute as it is presently. accomplished the purpose of the last two. ..not the
Am I wrong? purpose .... but we've already voted on the thrust

I'm for your amendment, but apparently, I may of the last two sentences and taken a stand,
be for it for a different reason than you are.

Further Discussion
Mr. Duval Let me say this. Because of the many
exemptions, you may well be right. Because of Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
the many exemptions that would be necessary, and I rise in support of Mr. Duval's three amendments,
others may come up, you may be right. It probably I think that we have covered some of these issues
should be statutory. previously in the Judiciary Committee's proposal

where we decided certain issues of which were to
Mr. Dennis Isn't this statutory at the present be reviewed, facts or law. We decided that pre-
time? viously, yet all of a sudden, here in the Bill of

Rights Committee we're faced with it another
time. As I stated in the couple of qu

All of the material contained in Section 8 is asked Mr. Guarisco, some of these same provisions
presently statutory so what we are doing is making right now are in the code of civil procedure. I

statutory material constitutional material. don't think they need to be in the constitution.
The code of civil procedure which is determined...

Mr. Dennis That's the first sentence of Section the laws in the code of civil procedure ... are
8 you are talking about. changed whenever necessary by the legislature. If

you lock this in the constitution anytime some-
Hr. Duval That's right. thing needs to be changed you're going to have to

have a constitutional amendment. Now, concerning"' t you think that the some of these amendments that were proposed, 1

state?
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M r . _Jeri^k ins Clyde, maybe you an answer this
question. Mr, Duval apparently couldn't. If it's
of a statutory nature, why Is it that in the Bill
of Rights to the United States Constitution and
in virtually every other state constitution that
•>iose states and that federal government have seen
•It to include the right to trial by jury in civil
ises the Bill of Right!

"r . Fontenot Well, my onl
ust because somebody else
can we have to do it. Tha
ocondly, just because we a

•ne constitution, does not
ial by jury. The legisla
• wants . It's a legislati

constitutional matter, as I

sent here to legislate. I

mine what should be in a co
should not, and, in my opin
particular cases should be
status or not is a legislat
constitutional matter. Hay
a roundabout way. I didn'
but the point is just becau
U.S. Constitution and every
necessarily mean it's good

y argument to that is
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in this state. I urge you to adopt all of the
Duval amendments. Reject this committee section
entirely. It's out of place in our system of laws

in this state. I said we had dealt with this be-

fore. We did. Under the Legislative Proposal we

prohibited the adoption by reference of a system
of laws outside of this state. When you inject a

mandatory trial by jury into this state's law,

you get into the questions of common law that would
abrogate what we did under the Legislative Proposal
The very concept that was inherent in what we did

in the Legislative Proposal was to prohibit exact-
ly what is attempting to be done here. That is

we rejected the common law as a system of laws
applicable to this state. I urge your adoption
of these amendments.

Question

than I could say it:

Mr. Conroy I doubt that it was much better
Judge Dennis, thank you.

Blieu
men of the convention, I oppose this amendment for
this particular reason: the question in your mind
and the question in my mind and the question that
will be decided here upon the vote of these amend-
ments is whether or not you believe that a citizen
has the right to a trial by jury. Whether or not
he has the right to have some of his peers to pass
upon the facts of whether or not the truthfulness
of his issue that he presents to the court or the
untruthfulness of it. That's what's involved in

this amendment and that's what we have to decide.
That's all that there is involved in this. Mr.
Duval's amendment completely negates the right
of a person to have his case heard as to the truth-
fulness of it by a jury. If you are opposed to
his having that right then you're for Duval's
amendment. If you want to guarantee that right
as our forefathers did in the United States
Constitution you will vote against this amendment.
That's the whole thing that'.s involved. Therefore,
I ask you to vote down this amendment. If there's
something in this section that you don't like that
the committee has proposed, we have other amend-
ments that I think will correct that. Let's don't
kick out the right of a person to have his case
determined as to the truthfulness of his allegation
and that's all that's i nvol ved . . . the truthfulness
of his allegations by peers who can look at the
witnesses, who can hear the witnesses and decide
whether or not they're truthful or untruthful. I

guarantee you this, I think as a practicing attor-
ney that twelve good, sound people can determine
whether ot not a person is telling the truth or
not telling the truth just as easy and a lot bet-
ter sometimes than just one sole judge sitting on
that bench. Whenever you take this case up on
appeal, that's what that judge is going to be
looking at. ..a cold record. ..not looking at the
grimaces of the witness, not hearing the inflection
of his voice, not hearing his hesitations and so
forth and so on. That's what you have to consider
in this matter. Now, if you want to deny the
people that right then you're for the Duval amend-
ments. If you want to guarantee them that right
which was guaranteed us by our forefathers in
the Magna Carta, you will vote against this amend-
ment. That's what's involved.

Mr. Fontenot Senator, did I understand you cor-
rectly to say "if you want to deny jury trials tc

people you vote for the amendment"? Did you say
that?

Mr. De B l ieux That's what you're do
particular case. That's right.

Mr. Fontenot O.K. In the present
provision that the Bi

proposing rigiit now?

the present cc

Jon t have tha t

.

Now, does that deny people the
il by jury? It's not in the presen
and if you leave it out of this co

II that deny the right to trial by

Fontenot, I w

trial by jury
it, it can take

You have to take it this way, Mr
t to guarantee them the right to
ecause if the legislature can giv

way

.

Mr. Lanier Senator De Blieux, would you agree
that under Article 2231 of the Louisiana Code of
Civil Procedure that the right to a trial by jury
in civil cases is recognized?

Mr. De Blieux That's the same answer to that,
Mr. Lanier, as I gave to Mr. Fontenot, yes, it's
in there at the present time but by the same token
they could remove it and take it away.

some ti

And in the official
law that's been in ou
are you aware that it

con

-pose

state for quite
;ays this article

ss federal rule 38A which
provides that the right of trial by jury as declar
ed by the seventh amendment to the constitution or
as given by the statute of the United States shall
be preserved to the parties inviolate, are you
aware of that?

ne guarantee
like to have
have the right to a trial by j

11, I just want to be s

that right and that's why I'd
the cons ti tution ... that they

at

national
that

De B

laqne My question was very much along
line. I understood you to say that the
constitution guarantees a trial by jury

Yes, but that relates to federal
ase5...at that parti cul ar ... as I understood...
ases tried in the federal courts. ..you have that.
'm not sure that that would reach far enough for
he trial of cases in state court.

r. Champagne Well, it has in many other cases.
he federal constitution has provided in many
Jther cases, but I have this further question.

her words, you say that if you're against the
by jury you vote for this amendment....

Je Blieu if yc re against guaranteeing
lerson the right to a trial by jury then you
/ote for this amendment.

Mr. Champagne By the same token....

Further Discussion

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman and delegates, in the
case of the first amendment, the question seems
to be whether or not we're going to give consti-
tutional dignity to the right to trial by jury in
civil cases. When Mr. Pugh brings forward his
amendment shortly, I think that with regard to
sentence one, it will merely restate the present
law. It won't make any drastic changes. Judge
Tate mentioned that the listing of exceptions night
be statutory in nature. It would be probably in
any other state but Louisiana, but we have to make
a distinction here. In most state constitutions
the right to trial by jury in civil cases is
stated in their constitution without any limitation,
but it is understood that at common law, trial by
jury does not pertain in certain instances such
as the ones listed. But. in the civil law, if

we want to grant a constitutional right to trial by
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Jury we have to state it and then we have to speci-

fically make the e«ceptions because we have no

common law to rely on to make those exceptions for

us. That seems constitutional in nature. The

right to trial by Jury is one of the hallmarks of

our way of life in this country, certainly. Even

in civil cases, despite the fact that they are

rarely used in Louisiana, and they're not going to

be used very much even if we do keep sentence one

basically as it is with the Pugh amendment. This

is not statutory in nature. It's basic. ..the right

to trial by jury reviewed by your peers of a civil

controversy. In sentence one of the Pugh variation
of it, should be retained regardless of what you
do with Section 2, regardless of whether you allow

a court to review facts on appeal. We need to

grant what is stated in sentence one. ..the right
to trial by jury. Because that's so basic. Let

me discuss just for a moment too the third amend-
ment. This amendment should be rejected. An ad-
ministrattve body generally is in the executive
branch of government and it has a number of differ-
ent functions some of which are legislative, some
of which are judicial, some of which are executive
in nature. An administrative body has rule-making
function. It makes what amount to laws. Then,
certain petitioners can come before it and have
the. ...an interpretation of those rules made in a

given case, and then frequently it must, also, ex-

ecute the laws of the rules which it has made. To

grant to an administrative body the authority to

determine facts and not allow a court to review
that is contrary to the principle being set forth
by the proponents of the amendment ... the fact that
courts of appeal should be allowed to review facts.
If appellate court should be allowed to review
facts determined by a district court so much more
the argument should be that the court should be

allowed to review factual determinations by admini-
strative bodies. Administrative bodies have an
innate bias because they are making judicial deter-
minations on rules which they have made themselves.
Also, administrative bodies frequently do not con-
form to the rules of evidence. They do not abide
by them in the way that a court of law would be.

Their factual determinations are not the best sort
of factual determination. So, whether or not we
allow review of facts by court... of court decisions,
we should certainly allow review of facts in admini-
strative agency decisions. So, for that reason,
I particularly urge you to defeat amendments Num-
ber 1 and Number 3.

Questions

lenkins, does Louisiana follow

No, it's not a common Ij

ome areas of the law, as

e is a common law Influence.

"r.
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don't. Number 2, Amendment No. 2 deletes the pro-
vision which takes away the rights of appellate
courts to review facts. Louisiana has worked very,
very well. One reason our court docket is as good
as it is, is because it functions with appellate
review of facts. In other jurisdictions you have
five, six, seven and eight years to wait and you
want to talk about Justice? You'd see an old per-
son who gets Injured and has to wait ten years,
and I know Mr. Roy says there's not many jury
trials in Louisiana now, and he's right, there
aren't. And that's one reason the system works
as it does. But when you start having no appellate
review, everybody and his uncle's going to want
it, and you're going to have mistakes made, con-
fusion. It's not a question of who's telling the
truth and who's not. If you've ever been in a

lawsuit it's a pretty complex thing. It's not a

question of who's lying and who's not. It's not
an oath swearing where you run over coals. It's
understanding complex, abstract issues, and 1

believe that there should be jury trials, but
these jury trials should be subject to review by
appellate courts because you will perpetuate
injustice, you will have new trials constantly.
You will have the doggonest mess you'll ever see
as they do in many other jurisdictions, where you
have to wait years and years to go to trial where
injustice is perpetuated, where new trials are
had all the time, where a great deal of money is

wasted on the administration of justice. Louisiana
is unique in its civil law heritage and I don't
think other than some of the lawyers here and
some other lawyers, you're going to have a great
hue and cry among the citizens for this provision.
I don't think you'll find that at all. I think
you'll find it's a lawyer's provision, not a

people's provision, because I guarantee you they
don't want to wait eight years and nine years to
go to trial, and I guarantee you that you'll have
more jury trials than you can shake a stick at
if we pass this provision. We don't know all the
ramifications that we're going to do here. We are
voting on something that's statutory, making it

constitutional, and we don't know the ramifications
and I guarantee you not one of us here does know
all the ramifications. We don't know what effect
it's going to have on the administration of jus-
tice. The system as it presently is certainly has
worked well, and we're making a drastic change
without really knowing the effect it's going to
have on Louisiana's judicial system. Also, we're
adopting language in the first sentence that's
totally sloppy. I urge that you adopt the amend-
ments, all three amendments. I might point out
one other thing. We've gone over this appellate
review of facts. It was discussed thoroughly and
more thoroughly than it was discussed today. Mr.
Pugh had some fine remarks and I appreciate it,
but we had this full discussion, and it was voted
down tremendously by a vote of 90 some odd to H,
and I can not see what revelation has sent this
group to make us change, what statement has been
made here to really shake us from that vote. I

urge you vote the same way and vote to adopt these
amendments deleting those provisions. Thank you.

Questions

. De Bl leux Mr. Duval, if all those lawsuits
-ould coMe about by people asking for jury trials
a «. you alleged it would, don't you think we ought
to guarantee the right to the people to have those
Jury trials?

Mr. Duval Mr. De Blleux. my amendment, as you
rec'aTT fn your first. ..in your statement you said
my amendments do away with the right to jury trial.
It doesn't. It keeps the law just as It is and
they have Jury trtaU. but I might point out In
answer to your question, my primary concern Is
Amendment No. 2.

Mrs. Warren Senator Duval, you said one thing
that's Itfnd of putiling me. Vou say It Is not a

matter of truth or false, and you were talking so
fast. I didn't understand what you said afterward.

How they Judge people on the truth or whether it's
false. Now. how do they judge?

M r. Duval Mrs. Warren, it's not only a matter of
whether a jury deciding whether a witness is lying
or not. That is a gross simplification of a jury
trial because many issues come up and it is diffi-
cult for the jury to understand the concepts...
you have expert witnesses talking about fields of
metallurgy and other things where the witness isn't
lying, it's not a question of whether he's lying
or not, it's a question of whether the jury can as-
similate all these facts and make a proper deter-
mination. Most of the time they do. but when they
don't, it is a good idea to have another court to
look at it, and when an error is made to get to
the truth of the proceeding.

Mrs. Warrer
you
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the abuse of that liberty; nor shall such activities says "no law shall abridge freedom of speech or

;ct to censorship, licensure, registra- freedom of the press". It doesn't say "but;" it

control, or special taxation." doesn't say "except;" it doesn't say "but there a

are no limitations in the
Explanation First Amendment. So we thought it unnecessary to

It the district attorneys came
las been said that a frequent re- and appeared before us and thought there might be

registra-
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Mr. Tobias Woody, my questions are rather friend-
ly' this time. Are you aware that I'm very much in

favor of the committee proposal? My next question
is, would you please explain the term "licensure?"
It's not a very common word, and I wish you would
explain it so people would understand it better.

Hr. Jenkins "Licensure" here is licensure in the
sense that physicians or other professional groups
are licensed. It would mean that if we had a li-
censure law as you do in Spain and in a number of
countries where the press is severely controlled,
it would mean that there would be a state board
or agency set up, and before any one could be a

newspaper reporter, or a newspaper publisher, or
editor, or owner, or whatever, they'd have to go
before this board, get approved by the board be-
fore they could be involved in the business of
being in the news dissemination business.

Mr. Tobias My next question is this: Article I,

Section 3 of our present constitution presently
uses the language that "abuse of the liberty is

prohibited." This would.. .this particular type
of language would cover, I would guess, as it pre-
sently does, pornography. In other words, the
Jurisprudence would be continued under that particu-
lar language. Is that not true?

Hr. Jenkins Ves, that is eorrect, and you notice
that none of the things in the last sentence "cen-
sorship, licensure, registration, control or spe-
cial taxation" are presently used to limit porno-
graphy. It's done by criminal statutes after the
fact, by injunctions, by nuisance statutes and
things like this; which these would be perfectly
legitimate under this.

Hr. Singletary Woody, my question sort of related
to Hax's question in that the language 'each person
shall be responsible for the abuse of that liberty.'
It seems to me that this committee proposal is so
broad that it'd be practically impossible to have
any "abuse" of that liberty. How can you abuse
this liberty, it's so broad?

Hr. Jenkins Well, no, that's not true. There
are. ..this statement is made in virtually every
state constitution regarding abuse. It's not ne-
cessary to put in there because with the language
we have here and in other state constitutions it
is assumed and understood that there are limita-
tions to it. He specifically...

H r . Singletary You're saying that there are 11ml-
tations to some of these rights?

Hr. Jenkins Yes, sure. Just as our present
constitution says that "no law shall restrain or
abridge freedom of speech", but people should be
responsible for the abuse of it.

As I was saying, our present law states that
"no law can abridge or restrain freedom of speech
or of the press".

Hr. Jenkins Ho, I'm talking about the state
consti tutlon as an example.

Hr . S i ngletary O.K.

Mr. Jenki ns But each person is responsible for
the abuse of it. You notice under that language
It would say nothing can abridge or restrain
freedom of speech, and it doesn't really limit
that other than this statement that people dre re
sponsible for the abuse of It. And that Is the
same theory that we're operating under here.

Hr. SJngletary So that the Intent of the comm
tee wouicTbe that for Instance the courts could

In material Is obocone or -iometh

have, the last clause, I'm not iure--it would seem
to me that that would affect the validity or the
existence of obscenity laws. Am I misreading that?

Hr. Jenk ins No, there is nothing In there that
would in any way affect obscenity laws. For ex-
ample censorship is a legal term and it means "prior
restraints before publication, before broadcasting."
That is Illegal at present, so it simply restates
the present law, and now we can't have censorship
under present law. You can only go out and re-
strain people after the fact, after they have done
something that is proscribed by the statutes.

Hr. Rayburn Woody, would you define for me what
you are talking about here when you say that "each
person shall be responsible for the abuse of that
liberty?" Would you define "abuse of liberty"?

Mr. Jenkins Well, it's very difficult to define,
and that's the reason our committee did not include
that language at first was because we thought It

was difficult to define. What the District Attor-
neys' Association tells us it means and some of
the D.A.'s who talked to us is that it particularly
covers libel, slander, defamation, obscenity, por-
nography, things like this. It will give judges
the opportunity to have some leeway in defining
when someone has gone beyond the valid limits of
freedom of expression.

Poynter

In the same sense that that
jry now, because the present

ig. . .

Amendment

he first amendment is a Bur
amendment .

Amendment No. 1, on page 3, delete lines 26
through 32, both inclusive in their entirety, an
insert in lieu thereof the following: "Section
9. No law shall abridge the freedom of speech o

press".
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strumental 1 ties by state law. The phrase "abuse ties that we'd prefer not to have photographed,

of liberty", also is something that I fr

know what it means. Maybe some district attorneys Mr. Roemer I see, so you don't think that you

do, but I don't. I do know what "freedom of speech amendment as it's already been interpreted by the

or'press" means. Now the meaning of "freedom of federal courts would strike down the freedom of

;peech or press" as defined in the United States press as we know it? In fact, it would be just

tie
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not entend to d person standing in i crowded thea-
tre and yelling "fire", but that under the proposal
by the committee which would read that, "No law
should abridge the freedom of every person to

speak", that there would be no such limitation?

Mr. Burspn I think that certainly this is a danger
we get when we use language that has not been judi-
cially defined. I think the other classic example,
other than the one you mentioned, is using a loud-
speaker near a hospital. That just points up that
when you have these so-called absolute rights that
you're going to have a collision between them some-
place and you've got to determine which one pre-
vails then.

••
. Lanier Mr. Burson. am I correct in recalling

•it we previously passed a section saying that
M rights conveyed herein shall be preserved in-
lenable and inviolate by the state"?

Burson Yes,

' . Lanier This proposal says here that
nail abridge the freedom granted herein'

Mr. Burson Yes, sir.

Mr. Lanier Now, would it be your opinion that
the committee proposal as presently drafted would
permit a witness in a juvenile case which is nor-
mally secret to go in with a camera and....

Further Discussion

Mr. flvant Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

ri se Tn support of Hr. Burson's amendment, although
I have amendments which I have offered which I

hope it will not be necessary for this convention
to consider. The words "freedom of the press,
freedom of the speech, freedom of the news media"
to publish, broadcast, telecast on matters are
very sacred and nobody would in any way impinge or
infringe to any degree upon that liberty. We owe
a great debt to the free press in this country and
I wouldn't bother to give you specific cases, but
I think you can think of many yourself that would
immediately come to mind where the people of this
state and even of this nation are indebted to the
free press for the things that they have brought
to the attention of the general public, and nobody
wants to infringe upon that, but this committee
report as it is drafted and as it reads goes far
beyond, far beyond, any concept of freedom of
speech or freedom of the press. It completely.
In my humble opinion, destroys any right of privacy
that any citizen has. You have been spoken to
concerning the one word "photograph," but I'm going
to go to another phrase in there which disturbs me
Much more than the word "photograph." although
that disturbs me greatly, and that is the phrase
"tq gather, receive or transmit knowledge or infor-
ation" when coupled with the phrase "nor shall
such activities ever be subject to censorship,
licensure, registration, control or special taxa-
tion". Now you know we are becoming a nation of
numbers; we're not known by names anymore; we get
a number when we are born and a number is placed
on us at least one hundred times during our life
and it stays with us all during our life. Ue all
fill out applications of one kind or another: for
hospitalization insurance, for life insurance, for
credit, for any number of things. We fill out
applications when we go into the hospital. There
are people who are engaged in the business of ac-
cumulating that kind of information and putting
it on computers and selling it to other people. Now
do you mean to tell me that we're going to put in
our constitution a provision that forever guarantees
to those- people the right to accumulate the most
personal and intimate data and Information about
eatery citizen in this state and to engage In the
commerlcal traffic thereof. To me the Idea is ab-
solutely ludicrous, yet that is exactly what this
permission would permit, and that right to engage
In that business would not be subject to control.

to any type of license, registration or anything
else. Another thing, when you come to the news
media, there's a very, very clear distinction that
is drawn in the law with respect to the right of
the news media to disseminate information, and
that is, it must have some reasonable semblance
of being newsworthy. Now, the courts are very
liberal in interpreting what is or what is not
newsworthy in favor of the press. But there are
certain items of our personal life that are not
newsworthy to anybody. The public's got no interest
in various and sundry aspects of our life. Well,
if you adopt this report as it is written, the
right to publish, speak, photograph, illustrate,
or broadcast on any subject-it doesn't make any
difference whether it's newsworthy or not, you're
doing away with the requirement that it must be
newsworthy. Then the most intimate and personal
details of your life become the property of any
person who is low enough to traffic in that type
of information. Believe you me, there are people
who do that and you know it. I urge you to adopt
the amendment guaranteeing freedom of speech and
freedom of the press.

.n.]

Persona ri vi lege

Hr. Lowe Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of

the convention, let me have your attention for a

minute to bring you up to date a little bit on some
of the problems we're having in paying you off.

I know a lot of you are interested in when you'll
get your check. We've had some problems in the
orderly flow of paperwork. Mr. Hardin has problems
in getting the delegates to sign their per diem
vouchers. Also, we have many absenteeisms that
prohibit him from getting all of the per diem
vouchers. As of right now, I don't believe we
have all of the per diem vouchers signed for last
month. Hopefully we'll have them all in the morn-
ing and we can start to process them and pay you
by at least Friday afternoon. That will take care
of this month.

Now, let me tell you what we're going to try to

do to keep you a little happier. We're going to

start paying twice a month. We're going to let the

per diem go in on the fifteenth, covering the
first through the fifteenth. We'll pay you ten

days after that which will be the twenty- fi fth .

So on the twenty-fifty [ twenty- fi fth] of each
month you can look for a check covering the first
fifteen days. Then we'll pay you again for the

last fifteen days by the tenth of the month. You

can look for two checks every month, one on the

tenth and one on the twenty-fifth. I hope that
that meets with your approval. If it doesn't, let

me know and we'll try to do something that does
meet with your approval. Right now, look for a

check Friday and I hope that we can meet that dead-
line.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Personal Pr i lege

igh Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. I

have something that may be of some Interest to you.
In Shreveport, in the northwestern part of the

state, on September 11, we're having a function.
The function is to honor Russell Long. In that
connection it's rather unusual In that the governor
will speak on behalf of the executive. The

Honorable "Bubba" Henry will speak on behalf of

the legislature. Justice John Dixon will speak on

behalf of the Judiciary. We. also, will have In

attendance every one of the former living governors.
If any of you wish to attend th«t function, if you
will let me know tomorrow. I will sec that the
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necessary arrangements are made. Thank you.

lAdjournment to 9 o'clock a.m.. Thursdai,
September 6 , 197 3.]

[11101
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"jrsday, September 6, 1973

ROLL CALL

[9i delcgttea present and 4 quorum.]

PRAYER

Mr. Alexander Host Holy and Eternal God, we
have come again to our task of devising and develop-
ing plans for the governance of our people. Hay
each delegate here realize his dependence on Thee.
Hay he operate and work consistent with Thy love.
Thy patience and Thy understanding. Guide us in

our deliberations and when we come to the end of
our journey, admit us into Thy presence, in the
name of Jesus. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journ.i 4J4]

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[I Journal 434-^37]

Hr. Henry Now ladies and gentlemen, before we
start this business on Bill of Rights today, if

u wilt allow me a few minutes. Yesterday, look-
g out over the Convention, there weren't thirty

percent of you in your seats the whole time. We'd
ave a quorum call, and people were coming down
rom the balconi.es, and the rafters, and the men's
oom, and the women's room and everywhere imagin-
ble. Some people are talking about taking off
ext week and going home. Well, if you don't want

stay, there is a door over there and there are
xits back there and go on home, but let those of
s who are interested in writing a constitution
tay here. If you don't like what's being proposed,
lease sit in your seat and listen to what's going
n so that your questions will be intelligent. If

ou don't like what's being done, speak against it.
ut for goodness sake, for a change, have something

say. We've got a lot of work to do. The T.V.
ameras are not nearly covering everything that's
one and said at this convention. I know you get
xtremely irritated with my caustic remarks from
ime to time. For this I apologize, but I must
ell you that I get extremely disgusted from time

time, having to say, "Take your seats and hold
own the noise." Now we've got a job to do and
t's as simple as that. It's not fun and people
ell us everywhere that we're not doing anything
ut a bunch of arguing down here, but we are not
eliberating well right now. Now, if we are going

deliberate, let's sit in our seats and act like
easonably intelligent ladies and gentlemen. We
on't want people in the state to think the nitwits
ave taken over this convention.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

H r. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 25, by Dele-
gate A. Jackson, which is a substitute for Commit-
tee Proposal No. 2, also by Delegate Jackson, both
on behalf of his Committee on Bill of Rights and
flections

A proposal to provide a Preamble and a Oeclara-
inn of Rights to the Constitution.

The status of the proposal is as follows: the
ionvention has adopted the proposed Preamble,
Sections 1 through 6 as amended of the proposal,
has deleted Section 7 with the view of further
co«»lttee study, has deleted Section 8, Trial by
Jury and Civil Cases and presently has under con-
lideratlon Section 9, Freedom of Expression, and
In particular, an amendment proposed by Delegate
Bur'.on propo-.inT an amendment or alteration to that

• iilanat ion

Jem legates, yester
we had a number of quite ludicrous arguments
raised and objections to this section, and I want
10 try to answer some of those ludicrous argument!
For instance, it was said that this section, as
iiroposed by the committee, will allow people to
loller "fire" in a crowded theater, loudspeakers
to go blaring down the street near a hospital.
It's going to allow people to burst into your bed-
oom and photograph you or go into the courtro(

and photograph the proceedings. It's even going
to prevent the Public Service Commission from reg-
ulating telegraph and telephone lines in this
state. Now, can you imagine that? This section
has nothing to do with extending property rights,
and let me say what I mean by that. If I have a

piece of property here, the fact that you have a

i-ight to speak freely doesn't give you the right
) come on my property and speak. It doesn't give
)u the right to come trespass on my property.
)thing in this section says that, and if such an

you imagine that? This sect
othing to do with extending property rights,
et me say what I mean by that. If I have a

of property here, the fact that you have a

freely doesn't give you the right
to come
yoi

Dt ^ .

nterpreta t ion could be given to this section,
could be given to our present constitutional provi-
sion which says, "Any person has the right to

speak, write, and puolish freely on any subject,
being responsible for the abuse thereof." If

that interpretation could be given to our proposal,
it could be given to the current constitution, but
it never has. Now, why can't a person holler "fire'
in a crowded theater? The reason he can't is not
an infringement on his right to speak freely. The
fact is, when you go into a theater, you go in and
you are making a tacit agreement with the theater
owner that you're not going to do anything to harm
his property, that you're not going to do anything
to interfere with the rights of the other people
in the theater. That consensual reason is the rea-
on you can ' t crowded theai

You have, in effect, contracted away that right,
but you haven't given up your right to speak free-
ly, and the fact that someone could be punished
for doing such a thing isn't an infringement on
freedom of speech. Now, bursting into your bed-
room to photograph you, now how absurd can you be?
The fact that you can photograph doesn't give you
the right to go on somebody else's property and
photograph. The same it true of a courtroom. A

courthouse is the property of the state--the court-
room is the property of the state. As property
owner, the state can reasonably regulate who goes
in and what they do there. Naturally, it's not
subject to all the discrimination and discretion of
a private property owner, but the state neverthe-
less is a property owner and has a right to control
access. A loudspeaker near a hospi ta 1 -- the reason
that we can prohibit loudspeakers near a hospital
or any sort of loud noise is not a limitation on
freedom of speech because it doesn't limit the
content of speech; it limits the volume, just as
any loud whistle, any loud noise could be limited,

ection in no way forbids the limitation of
'ses or other sorts of publ' "loud noises or other sorts of public nuisances.

It's only speech as speech which cannot be
sonably interfered with here. Now, Public Affairs
Research Council in their brillant treatise on the
Bill of Rights said, "Why this might even forbid

" "ic Service Commission from regulating tele-
They made thatne and telegraph companiiMiiuiit; diiu x.Ktc'jrapn i.um\jantv>. iiiey iiidue iiidL

judgment without ever even consulting any attorney,
and I'm surprised that some of the attorneys in
this body would pick up such an argument. But, if

you notice, the ones who have made this have gen-
erally been opposing everything proposed by this
committee, whether it's liberal or conservative or
whatever. Now, here is why this proposal would not
change the authority of the Public Service Commis-
sion to regulate telegraph and telephone companies.
In the first place, the Public Service Commission,
at present, does not regulate the content of tele-
graphic and telephonic communications, not at all.
They don't regulate the content of them. But as
property owner, the state owns the highways, the
state owns the navigable bodies of water, the state
owns many public lands, and if any telephone or
Telegraph company wants to cross any highway with
its lines, any navigable body of Mater, It has the

imii
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right as property owner to set the terms over Mr. Thi s t1 ethwai te Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,

which any of the instrumentalities can cross its I rise in support of the Burson amendment. I

property. This section doesn't change that at all. would like to inform you that I have been the editor

Let me tell you what this section does do. This and publisher of a daily newspaper in Louisiana for

section does one thing and one thing only; it re- thirty-three years. I've been threatened with law-

states the present law. That's exactly what it suits dozens of times; I have been sued three

does, nothing more, nothing less. It's been argued times; I have paid once; I have settled out of

even though we've been over it that this forbids court for liable per se on three occasions; I've

regulation of pornography by the inclusion of the been down this route. We've got almost two centur-

word "censorship." That's not true. Censorship is ies of jurisprudence behind the Burson amendment.

a prior restraint on expression. In order to be It tracks very closely the first amendments of the

censorship, it has to require that before publica- Federal Constitution. It sums up what we have now

tion you submit a piece of writing, you submit a in our constitution. When we go into the commit-

film or something else to a censor, and he has the tee's lanugage, we do not know what we have. We

right to strike out certain things, to tell you have at least two decades of litigation ahead of

you can't publish it all. That is outlawed under us if we adopt what the committee proposes. I urge

Supreme Court decisions. Prior censorship, censor- you to vote for the Burson amendment,

ship of any kind is not allowed. The way that
pornography is regulated right now is not by cen- Questions
sorship; it's after the fact--by criminal statutes
after the fact, just like murder is punished after Mr. Jenkins John, why is it your colleagues in

the murder, right now. You can go out and seize the Louisiana Press Association have endorsed the

pornographic films, pornographic literature and committee proposal and opposed this amendment?

there is nothing in this section which doesn't
allow that; it's as simple as that. Now one of Mr. Thi stl ethwai te Mr. Jenkins, I was not pre-

the difficulties I've seen is that many delegates sent; I have no idea. Frankly, I don't know why

have not read this section. Look at it, read it they supported it. They say that they had no ob-

carefully, think about it. jection to it, as I understand it.

There's not a thing strange or unusual about
it; it simply restates present law. So I urge the Mr. Jenkins Well, did you know that they are ac-

defeat of this amendment. tively supporting it and actively opposing the

Burson amendment?
Further Discussion

Mr. Thistlethwaite No, they are not. . .1 just
Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, talked to Mr. Norman David who represents the

I rise to support the Burson amendment. It's Louisiana Press Association; they acquiesce in the

short, it's clear; it states no law shall abridge language. They do not actively support it; they

the freedom of speech or pres-s. It's been inter- endorse it. I disagree with them; I think they

preted by the United States ConstitL
United States Supreme Court, by the
Supreme Court. We adopt that.

1 abr
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Mr. Thistlethwaite Mr. Roy. you are an attorney
and I am not. TThink that there is ample juris-
prudence. I'm not worried about Mr. Burson's lan-

guage, but I'm worried about yours.

Mr. Ro y What jurisprudence in Louisiana supports
your contention that if we take out "being respon-
sible for the abuse of that liberty", that our
courts will still have that right to make a person

1 think the courts

sponsible?

Mr. Thistlethwaite
still would.

Mr. Roy Well, you're telling us that you know
about jurisprudence. What cases in this state
would support you?

Mr. Thistlethwaite Under the Federal Constitutior
where these rights end up, there is plenty of jur-
isprudence on it.

Mr. Roy We're talking about a state constitution
written for our citizens to be interpreted by oi.

Hr. Thistlethwaite Mr. Roy, at law you are re-

sponsible for abuses .

Mr. Roy If we take it out, the courts may think
that we're not going to be responsible any more.
Oon't you see what I'm saying?

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
nen. 1 rise in opposition to the Burson amendment
and I do so because I believe that we have care-
fully considered the question before us and that
the language offered by way of this section deals
»Uh a rather serious and complex problem in a

inner that we believe to be in the interest of
; f.izcns of this state.
Last night I heard individuals say that I can't

understand why this Bill of Rights Committee keeps
talking about the rights of the individual. Well,
again and again, we will continue to talk about
the rights of the individual. This is the only
place in this state constitution where the rights
of individuals will be cared for, where we will
address ourselves to what we believe to be the
rights of Louisianians and the rights of genera-
tions yet unborn. And this is why you hear us con-
tinuing to talk about it. We plead guilty to that
charge. If you think that that is wrong, we simply
suggest that this is the real purpose of a Bill
of Rights.

Now, I'm kind of comple«ed by some of the ar-
?unents that I've heard relative to this section,
one people have suggested that they can't vote

for It for the person section because it's too
broad. Yet they Indicate that they want to vote
for the amendment before you and it is much broad-
er than the committee's language. I am perplexed
by that kind of reasoning. Hay I read to you from
an editorial that appeared in a local paper. It

says, 'The Federal Constitution Is understandably
broad. That Is why there has been so much litiga-
tion over Interpretation through the years. A

'lite constitution should be more specific in
'ine respects. All wc have tried to do Is to look

I' the areas, took at the problems, look at the

litigation, and based on the recommendations of

the district attorneys, placed those categories
In this section."

We've done more than that. We have made indi-
viduals responsible for those abuses. We have
made them responsible for abuses in terms of por-
nography, we have made them responsible for abuses
in terms of obscenity, we have made them responsi-
ble for abuses when they slander individuals or
for defamation of character. Now, there are other
arguments which would suggest that this is a dan-
gerous section that we have. One of the reasons
why we have so much litigation in this area is

because the federal language is broad. But I ask

you, ladies and gentlemen, is it dangerous, is it

dangerous to assure that citizens in Louisiana
will have the right to speak freely? Is it dan-
gerous to secure the rights of individuals to ex-

press themselves by way of written communication?
Is it dangerous to have people declare that they
are for or against, and crusade for and against
issues in this state? I hope not. I hope that
there will never be a day when it's dangerous for

an individual to express himself in this state.
If we are concerned about these kind of dangers, I

dare say that we ought to rest easy because we

have no real fears.
But what is dangerous, what is dangerous, my

fellow Louisianians, is the abridgement of freedom.
What is dangerous is for us to remove the lan-

guage that is encompassed in this section which
makes individuals responsible for abusing the free-
dom. That is dangerous. And that is why the com-
mittee has placed it in there. And this is why we
will say to you today that this section will per-
mit the courts to regulate obscenity, will permit
the courts to establish criminal law, civil law,
to regulate all of these areas and the Burson
amendment will not do this.

I call on you, in the name of justice, I call
on you in the name of freedom, I call on you
surely, in the names of the rights of individuals
to vote against this amendment, this amendment
and say to all of the people of this state that
we came here not to abuse freedom, but to say to

generations yet unborn that they will have the
freedom that will allow them to crusade for and
against vital issues and vital concern.

I yield to questions.

Further Discussion

you '
1 1 f orgi v

say because this is my ninth day at the convention
and my first speech .... somethi ng that my friends
and colleagues would find it hard to believe be-
cause I have a reputation for running off at the

mouth, and that's the reason I have written what
I have to say so that I don't ramble. I, also,
have the reputation of playing the devil's advo-
cate.

I rise in objection to this amendment and any
other amendments that would serve to chew up Sec-
tion 9 as reported by the committee. I could ac-
cept technical amendments, such as Delegate
Dennery's changing the word "every" to "any". I

find absolutely no fear with this section. I

greatly fear what has been proposed.
I'm absolutely convinced that every delegate

here is genuinely sincere and dedicated to creating
a new constitution that will best serve all the
people of our great state. And no one here is sub-
ject to pressure or ulterior motive. I have so

stated at interviews and in conversations back
home, and I believe it, and I hope that you will
prove me right. I've been asked about my philoso-
phy and labels. I don't like labels, and a philo-
sophy is difficult to explain because It cannot
remain rigid. It changes with the times. It can-
not really be put Into words, it must be displayed
by deeds. However, If labels must be used, and
this Is to set a little background on myself in

case you don't know me, and I've been asked for

this by a lot of people and organizations since
I've been appointed, I am most conservative In «y
belief In free enterprise and the minimum of govern-

111131
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ment i nterf erence . . . .even more conservative than
many of you because I don't believe in any govern-
ment owning any facility.

And I am completely and devotedly a humanist.
Unique, you call that? Incompatible? I believe
not, and my experience has shown that it is not.
Now as one who has been involved in the dissemina-
tion of news and information for the past forty-
seven years, I can tell you that neither the press
or broadcasting are served well by the simple, in-
nocuous phrase, "There shall be no abridgement of

the freedom of speech or press."
What's even more important is the fact that it

is only an illusionary subject, a service to the
individual citizen, who has inalienable right to

know and be informed. It has and does result in

an inhibitory process which tends to slow down the
open and robust discussion of public and controver-
sial issues of the day. It really creates a fear
that inhibits open public debate. This must be
an absolute right in a free and open society such
as we claim to prefer.

The key word here is censorship, or if you pre-
fer, prior restraint. These restraints come in

many and subtle ways on people and can only be
prevented with the kind of constitutional provi-
sions as have been outlined and authored by the
Bill of Rights Committee. Anything less is an in-
vitation to the subtleties of prior restraint.

The committee section, as written, provides for
the rights of privacy and general welfare restraints
that all reasonable and responsible people want
with the sentence which reads, and listen, "But
each person shall be responsible for the abuse of
that liberty." We don't want abuse or the right
to freedom of speech ... .abuse of the right to
freedom of speech, press, broadcast expression,
photography and so forth, any more than we want
abuse of the right of the individual to do anything
else in his pursuit of happiness such as kill or
maim his fellow man. But there is no way to pre-
vent an irrational person from committing a crime
before he commits it. He is punished for it after
the fact, not before. And any such person who ex-
ercises his right of free expression and abuses it,
will be subject to punishment to fit the crime,
subject to punishment to fit the crime as esta-
blished by law and decided by the judicial process.
But at the same time, with this constitutional pro-
vision, he knows that he will be free to express
himself by whatever medium he chooses if he re-
sponsibly avoids abuses.

This does not prevent the spelling out of what
those abuses are or will be, nor the determination
of such abuses and the punishment for them when
co,mmitted. Really, all this article does is esta-
blish once and for all that there can be no cen-
sorship or prior restraint in communications and
that's as it should be. I know that all the dele-
gates here would go on record to oppose censor-
ship Any effort to cut this section to eliminate
portions of it, or to simplify or generalize it
into one line, or sentence, will actually have
the effect of censorship or prior restraint.

I urge the defeat of this amendment.

Mr. Henry Some of the. ...after I've said some-
thing about please stay in your seats, some of
the people, especially some of the older, one of
the older Senators, pointed out that he had a mal-
function in his chair. I don't know how he would
really note that because he hasn't sat in it too
often, lately.

But, we have talked with the people out at LSU,
namely the President of the university, about
getting some more comfortable chairs for the dele-
gates. But wait, it's not that easy because when
you start dealing with something as important and
as big as LSU, it takes days and days, because,
you see, I called them and then they called Mr.
Poynter and said that they would talk to him. And
then the President called me, and I called him back.
And right now, Mr. Poynter's got a letter in the
mail that if he'll call somebody else out there,
that we're going to try to work out something
about some chairs.

They don't understand. Senator Rayburn, that

[1114]

they'll be back before the budget committee right
away, and that there are ways to explain this. But
I think perhaps you and I should get together and
write a little note out there to somebody that
some folks, especially some folks who sit on the
Budget Committee, are looking uncomfortable and
plumb mad, at times, over here.

Further Discussion

Mr . Vi ck Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to Mr. Burson's amendment, and
to advocate the adoption of the committee's pro-
posal .

As a former professor of constitutional law, I

want to correct a few rather glaring errors. Rights
under the Constitution of the United States, or
the Constitution of Louisiana, are not absolute.
As a matter of fact, there are no rights that are
absolute. Justice Hugo Black considered the First
Amendment to the United States Constitution ab-
solute because it says, "Congress shall make no
law." And no law means no law. But believe me,
there are no rights that are absolute. And further,
there are rights that are in conflict in the pre-
sent Bill of Rights, in the Federal Constitution,
in the present Bill of Rights in the Louisiana
Constitution, and indeed, in this proposal that
you have before you. There will be rights that
will be in conflict. And there are rights that
are in conf 1 i ct

.

For example: the right of privacy as opposed
to the right to photograph, that has been raised
here from this podium. The example that the dele-
gate gave to me as to why he was opposed to the
right to photograph was the example of that rather
persistent photographer in New York that used to
stand on guard outside Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis' apartment and follow her everywhere she
went. And no doubt, she is a public figure, but,
that right to photograph was abused. And what
did she do? She went to court and got an injunc-
tion to keep that man a hundred yards away from her
at all times thereby balancing the rights, the
right of the photographer to photograph, and the
right of Mrs. Kennedy to move with some degree of
freedom or Mrs. Onassis, if you will.

Now I recognize that public officials are very
sensitive where the press is concerned, and they
have some justification for that sensitivity. News-
paper men are under a deadline as are their T.V.
counterparts. They make mistakes. We all make
mistakes. But I take that one step further insofar
as public officials are concerned, I think in many
cases they are hypersensitive to what the press
says, both the electronic and the printed media.
But let me suggest to you, fellow delegates, that
civil recovery is allowed for defamation, for libel
and for slander where public officials are concernec
and I commend to your attention the most recent
case of Marialioto [Mayor Alioto] when Look Haga zin(

jsed of :onnections, and his subsequent
recovery after suit, of millions of dollars against
Look Magazine that forced them out of bu ess

.

Remember, remember under the N ew York Times
sus S ulli van Do ctrine that Mr. Burson enunciated,

civil recovery for defamation if the
e both false and made without true

that ther
statement
malice, that is, with the knowledge that it was
false or with the reckless disregard of whether it
was false or not. And that's what brought the un-
timely end to Look Magazine is they wenL to far
out against a publ i c official , and they were fin-
ished.

Now, insofar as public figures who are not
public officials, Mrs. Kennedy, for example, would
fit that category, as, indeed, a number of other
people. And I command to your attention, ladies
and gentlemen, what happened to the Satjj^rdaj^
Evening Post when they accused Earl Butts of fixin
football games. He sued and successfully recovere
millions against the Satu rday Evening Po_st , which
again, was in part, responsible for their untimely
demise.

Ladies and gentlemen, this proposal by the com-
mittee capsulizes the present law. Some of the
delegates remarks from this podium notwithstanding
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It capsulwes the present law. What's wrong with Mr. Lanier Now, would you, therefore, say that
that? What's wrong with that? I have heard any it is pretty plain that under this language that
number of delegates from this podium say, "Me the state could not prohibit somebody from photo-
want the people to be able to read it and under- graphing a jury trial?
stand it." This is in clear, unequivocal language
and believe me, it does not give license to do Mr. Newton I think that would be an abuse,
those things that are permitted by law....

I urge your defeat of the Burson amendment. Further Discussion
Thank you.

Hr. Weiss Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, bad
Further Discussion home, many of the people that have seen me in re-

gards to this constitution request repeatedly to

Mr. Newton Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I bring home a document they can understand. This
rise in opposition to the amendment and primarily is rather difficult sometimes when you sit on a

to clear up any misconception that you might have. committee, as I have, for many, many days with at-
It's been remarked from up here that there is torneys who use high-class legal language,

this vast body of jurisprudence which interprets However, the amendment as prop

have.
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is going to prevail. Mr. Burson has omitted the Mr. Roy That's absolutely correct. What the

words, "being responsible for the abuse of that U. S. Supreme Court does, if it decides to come
freedom." In my judgment, our Supreme Court, in- back and make it. ..make censorship legal, we, in

terpreting our new constitution, if ever we get Louisiana state, we don't believe in prior censor-
one, and this particular section may say the con- ship,
vention had something in mind when it left out be-

ing responsibl e 'for the abuse of that freedom. Mr. Goldman Delegate Roy, did you, and do any of

Therefore, there is no abuse any more, and 2315 the delegates here remember some eight or ten years
is inapplicable. Now, let's go to the other ques- ago when the legislature almost passed a law that

tion you asked about .... photography . would make the attorney general of this state the

The section simply says, the last sentence, censor for all advertising in this state. ..all ad-

"There shall such activities be subject to censor- vertising? If that law had passed, would have

ship, license or registration to control a special gone to the attorney general before being either
taxation." Now Woody explained that very well. printed, broadcast, or any other way it could be

It means that you can't have the state creating any brought to the people. And he would have the sole
commission or any body that can come in and before authority to say whether it was true or false,
you write your book, before you take your photo- whether it was good or bad or any other thing, and

graph, or before you sing your song, they cannot he could stop it or let it go.

come in and censor it nor can they make you license
yourself as an author, nor can they make you regis- Mr. Roy That's correct, and that's a perfect ex-

ter as an author, nor can they control what you are ample of prior censorship that no one would
going to put in there and nor can they specially think wrong.
tax it.

Once you do it, you are in the same boat as you Further Discussion
are now and you always have been. You are subject
to the abuse of what you have done and then you Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

are responsible for whatever slander, libel, por- wanted to ask a question of Mr. Roy, but he ran
nographic and otherwise material you put out that out of time. The thing about the committee's pro-
was wrong and against the law. So that's no prob- posal that troubles me greatly is the part that
lem. says that no law shall abridge the freedom to

Now, the last thing he mentioned is this word, gather, receive or transmit knowledge or informa-
"inviolate," that "We make these rights inviolate tion. These words, I believe, could be subject to

with respect to the state." Everyone knows that the interpretation that no law could be passed
a person may waive his basic constitutional rights regulating anyone in bugging devices or using e-
before you are prosecuted or plead guilty in a lectronic surveillance or infringement on indivi-

dual's privacy, I know we have alrea.dy passed a

section that says the state cannot practice un-
reasonable searches and seizures, but I think that
this might be interpreted to mean that we could
not pass a law prohibiting private citizens from
unlimited searches and seizures, so to speak, ga-
thering of information.

Now, I've talked to some of the people who are
for this committee proposal and they say, "Oh, it
would never be interpreted that way." And I've
heard Mr. Roy explain what some of these words
mean. But I really don't think that some of these
phrases have been interpreted in the courts. I

don't know that the words, "gather, receive, or
transmit knowledge or information," have been
interpreted that well in the courts so that we
are absolutely certain they would not be inter-
preted in a dangerous way, a way that would in-
fringe upon individual liberties. I realize that
the newspapers and the news media are very happy
with this. The district attorney may be happy
with it. But what about the people who are con-
cerned about the individual liberties? I didn't
get a chance to ask a question as to whether or
not you heard from those kind of people.

But I. ...it troubles me to see you get away
from words that have a hundred and fifty or more
years of interpretation behind them, and about
new words. In this whole Bill of Rights Section,
what we are trying to do here is say in a very few
words what would really take volumes and volumes

le said, "You must have that in there because to actually spell out, and our courts, over a hun-
)u don't, it's his judgement that then there dred and fifty years have done that. And in many
1 be no abuse and you'd have complete, abso- instances here, we ire discarding the very words
freedom," so we added that in there because that have a hundred and fifty years or more of in-
D. A.'s remarks. You're right. terpretation behind them, and adopting new words,

and it makes me very uncomfortable because I don't
know that we know how those words will be inter-

the present, existing law preted.
So I ask you to support Mr. Burson's amendment,

or an amendment similar to that that gets us back
and it makes sure that our to some words that have been interpreted by the
;tate Supreme Court will courts that we know what they mean, and not adopt
d about when we say, "broad- language like giving someone the unfettered right

to gather information which might mean, and I

hate to be one to raise up a boogeyman, but we've

^
• 't important, though, that got to think about these things. It might mean

we keep this present state of law written in the that we could not regulate individual private
law because if, say, future U. S. Supreme Courts citizens in using electronic devices and so forth.

federal court since every case,
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Questions

Mr. Smith Judge Dennis, I'm for the Burson amend-
ment. But don't you think the present section as
written is way too broad in what it's trying to

point out?

Mr. Oennts Mr. Smith. 1 think that probably, our
Supreme Court would, through a series of cases,
interpret it SO that it would probably come back
to mean about the same thing as Mr. Burson's amend-
ment would. But, why force us to enter that much
litigation to get back to about the same thing?
And then, I'm not absolutely certain that that
would occur.

Mr. Smith Well, don't you think the section as
written now encourages obscenity and pornography?

Mr. Dennis Ves , sir, it could. However, that
doesn't concern me as much as this unfettered
right to gather information.

Willis

Further Discussion

Chairman, my ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, plain, honest and well under
stood words »re the only ones to deposit in a con-
stitution. To experiment cutely at the moment
with words and phrases which do not have the test
of time, or ambiguous connotations, is to court
that which would require our citizens to court our
courts continually and leave to untoward circum-
stances which are neither now desired or contem-
plated or predictable. I do not have a mind keen
enough, or a tongue nimble enough to suggest all
the consequences to which the verbosity of this
article may lead. If brevity is the soul of wit,
let me suggest we be brief. Let those who would
be verbose tell you that this amendment does not
achieve their all in less words. As a matter of
fact, I plainly heard Delegate Jenkins say, 'it

didn' t.
"

I am for freedom of clear expression, not of
verbosity and ambiguity. My courage to make this
suggestion mounts with the occasion. We must purify
our constitution with understandable language, not
pollute it with words, words, words which will only
stifle wholesome statutes existing and to be. Words
without thoughts never to Heaven go. I fear that
what we now consider great rights, will give license
to do great wrongs. Give me enough ink, and I can
write, publish, photograph and illustrate your repu-
tation and honor out of existence without a blemish
of untruth by merely withholding some of the truth.
Give me the audience, whether captive or not, and I

can speak and broadcast you likewise. Are we obliv-
ious of the teachings of history? Those same les-
sons recommend freedom of expression either by
speech or press. I sound the tuckets of war in de-
fense of those freedoms. But there is no need to
draw useless blood. We are all in agreement on the
freedom. Our disagreement is on the language to
achieve the balance between that freedom, these are
the others which we have.

Vou have heard from the Psalm, "My cup runneth
over." In parallel, this Bill of Rights Is a cup,
and this article is its contents which is running
over with words and leaving us a legacy of a loss
and a great deficiency. I realize we must proceed
with deliberate speed. But let us not speed without
deliberation. Of the two, deliberation is the bet-
ter, impatience is a symptom of poverty in judgment.
I readily embrace the freedom to express one's self
by nth and print. ..to ear and eye to its fullest
extent with and within propriety. Both reach the
mind, but I am unalterably opposed to allow any per-
son to reach mine, or those of my own, with impro-
priety, and I very much fear the article under con-
sideration gives the license under the guise of
freedom of expression, to do just that and to turn
our society topsy-turyy.

The article it written, under the guise of free-
dom, proves a smooth path to indecencies, tmpro-
prietle*. and every other....

[previous Ouostion ordcmtl. ]

Closing

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
the authors of the Bill of Rights to the United
States Constitution primarily, as I recall Mr.
Madison would, I am sure, be astonished this morn-
ing to hear that some of the delegates to this con-
vention greatly fear the language which they chose
to secure freedom of speech and press in these
United States. I am sure they would be astounded
to hear that they are in favor of censorship and
more astounded to hear that their language was
foolishness. I think the best test of their lan-
guage is, ciiat it has stood the test of time. For
those of you who might have fears in that regard,
they have stood the test of time quite well in the
era of radio and television. We have cases on
the books which clearly include radio and televi-
sion within the protection of free speech and free
press. As Mr. Willis put it much more eloquently
than I can, we all agreed on the objective. It is

simply a question of what language we will use.
I have submitted to you language which has stood
the test of time and language which is substantially
different from the language of the committee pro-
posal and from the present State Constitution. Do
not be deceived. The present State Constitution,
if you will look at Section 3 of the Bill of Rights
of the present State Constitution, talks about
freedom of speech and press, just as the U. S.

Constitution and just as my amendment speaks of
freedom of speech or press which has a well-defined
historical meaning. The committee proposal speaks
of the freedom of every person to "speak, write,
publish, photograph, illustrate, or broadcast on
any subject; to gather, receive or transmit know-
ledge or information," which I submit to you, is

quite a different thing from a defined freedom of
speech or press. As far as the phrase about abuse
of liberty, I suggest to you that no lawyer in

here seriously suggests, or should seriously sug-
gest to you, that people have not been responsible
for the abuse of the freedoms of speech or press
in this country, whether by libel laws. Now by
the latest decision of the United States Supreme
Court they have removed pornography from the pro-
tection of the First Amendment freedoms. They
have removed it. That's what the decision says.
I have it at my desk, if anyone cares to look at
it. Would we turn around in a State Constitution
and perhaps, I don't say the committee proposal
does this, but it may and some committee members
have told me that they intended that it should.
I won't embarrass any of them by calling their
names here. That it should encompass the right
to distribute pornography and if that's wnat they
intend, then I tell you frankly, I am against it.

I am against it for the major reason that the
overwhelming majority of my constituents tre against
it and I was born and raised in my district and
share most of their views to the "T". Now, as
Mr. Lanier pointed out under Article 2315 of the
Civil Code, which we have had in effect in this
state since we were a possession of France, we
are well covered on the question of libel and
slander. I'm not worried about that. I am worried
very deeply in the areas that Mr. Avant brought
to your attention yesterday. Does this untrammeled
right to photograph, to gather, receive or transmit
knowledge or information on any subject include
the right to delve into your private, personal af-
fairs and transmit that information to others?
If it does, then I don't think there is one dele-
gate here that wnuld wnnl in ucit.' tor Thjt provi-
sion.

Henry Willis, you've exceeded your time
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It tracks the language of the 1921 Constitution,
except for the fact that the '21 Constitution reads
in the second line, "liberty of speech or press".
I thought it would make it a little bit clearer
to add, "liberty of speech or freedom of press" and
the reason 1 added at the end of the sentence of

the amendment, "or freedom' because the question
was raised that the responsibility for the abuse
of that liberty may be limited to liberty and not
freedom of press. Therefore, it would, the abuse
would, be the responsibility for the abuse of the
liberty or the freedom of the press would be sub-
ject to court action, if necessary. The reason 1

offer this in lieu of the amendment that was adopted
and offered by Mr. Gravel, is that this is the
wordage of the 1921 Constitution, which has been
interpreted time and time again. Although that
on the surface and on the face it appears to have
the same meaning, when you change words you have
the possibility of changing interpretation. I

don't think tne minor change that has been made
here, by the mere insertion of "freedom of the
press" where we also insert "responsibility for
that freedom", would make any change in the court
decisions and which we are living under. Although
from the debate, the extensive debate that was had
here on the Burson amendment, I don't think that
the press association or the broadcasters' associa-
tion or any other of the news media associations
have had any complaint or any hog-tieing under the
present provisions of the constitution. We had
many years of jurisprudence interpreting this. It
certainly has not been abused; it has not limited
the freedom of the press or the broadcasters, and
I think by staying with the provision that we have
operated under for the last fifty-two years and
taking benefit of that jurisprudence would well
be to the benefit of this convention and state.
I move for the adoption of this amendment.

[Pr

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Next amendments are sent up by
Delegates O'Gerolamo, Toca , Ullo and many othe

Reads as follows now:
Amendment No. 1. (The instructions are goi

to have to be changed as follows:) On page 3,
line 26, insert the following after the langua
added by Convention Floor Amendment No. 1, pro-
posed by Delegate Drew now and adopted by the c

vention on September 6, 1973, "Any person whose
character is assailed by reason of the exercise
of any freedom herein granted, shall be afforde
an equal opportunity to reply, and the legislat
shall enact laws to implement this provision an
provi'le penalties for violation" (and you need
• •• word "such activities shall not"

ge

Explanatit

n'Ge Id fell-, ,
legates,

the authors of the Constitution of the United
States worked long and hard to ensure for all of
5 the liberties granted in the Bill of Rights.
t took the same time to categorize each of these
tberties and these rights, so that there would be
a misinterpretation, no misunderstanding as to
their meaning or intention. When these, the
iiost precious of American principles, were passed
by the first Congress and then ratified by the
itates in 1791, there was no doubt then, and there
khould not be any now, that each amendment of the
9(11 of Rights was applicable to everyone, every
:ttizen, every individual. Vet in the passage of
\me and the bureaucracy of modern society, it
IS become necessary that we here in Louisiana,
lie a close look at the declaration now before

i body. I refer specifically to Title 9. titled
• freedom of txpression. This amendment is pre-
•ited here, and here Is the reason why. Too often
livlduals. as welt as organiiat Ions and buslnes-
-.. have been unjustly accused of wrongdoing in
" press and/or the broadcast media . The oppor-

tunity tor a just reply to tnese stories or com-
mentaries are often nonexistent, or handled in
such a manner as to deny the public their right
to be presented the facts from the other side.
We can all recall incidents when a newspaper head-
line criticizes a public official or exposes an
alleged business malpractice only to retract their
statements after the true facts become known. More
often than not, their retractions in no way receive
the same amount of exposure or attention as the
initial headline, thereby leaving an erroneous
opinion in the mind of the public. It is this in-
justice which must be closely scrutinized. During
the '60's and now in the '70's consolidation,
syndication, acquisition of radio and television
stations and the demise of vast numbers of news-
papers around the country, has resulted in a con-
centration of ownership of the mass media into
fewer and fewer hands. This Is a form of private
censorship with influence over huge areas of this
nation, an unchecked influence over the ideas and
morals which guide our daily lives. It is neces-
sary that we as representatives of the people of
Louisiana insist that every individual have the
right to, and an equal opportunity of, reply when
his character is assailed by reasons of the exer-
cise of any freedom granted in this constitution.
Fellow delegates, just recently in the State of
Florida the legislature in Florida passed a State
Statute 10438, referring to candidates running
for public office. I will read it to you. "If
any newspaper in its columns assails the personal
character of any candidate for nomination or for
election in any election, or charges said candi-
dates with malfeasance or misfeasance in office, or
otherwise attacks his official record or give to
other free press for such purposes, such newspaper
shall upon request of such candidate immediately
publish, free of cost, any reply he may make there-
to in as conspicuous a place and in the same kind
of type as the matter that calls for such reply,
provided that such reply does not take up more
space than the matter replied to. Any person or
firm failing to comply with the provisions of this
section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor in the
first degree, punishable as provided in the
Statute." This case went to the State Supreme
Court in Florida and the State Supreme Court." In

conclusion, we do not find that the operation of
the statute would interfere with the freedom of
the press, as guaranteed by the Florida Constitu-
tion and the Constitution cf 'he United States.
Indeed it strengthens the concept, in that it

presents both views, leaving the reader the free-
dom to reach his own conclusion. This decision
will encourage rather than impede the wide-open
and robust dissemination of ideas and counter-
thought, which the concept of free press both
fosters and protects and which is essential to in-
telligent self-government."

Gentlemen, this is the reasons I have, and
that other members who endorsed this amendment,
of introducing this. It certainly is not meant
to Impede or suppress freedom of speech or press,
which is so vital to our country. It only affords
those who are not in the position to demand front
page coverage when their character has been assail-
ed, to ask for it and be given free of charge.
Ladies and gentlemen, I ask that you go along with
this amendment and I ask for favorable passage.

I'll answer any questions, Mr. Speaker.

Questions

Mrs. Warren yesterday and I thought it was
good and Twanted to be listed as one of your co-
authors. One question I would like to know since
you made your presentation. Will this only refer
to those persons running for public office or
some elected official, or will this be broad enough
to cover anyone who feels that their character has
been in any way affected?

Mr . _D'GeroJan|o The amendment that we have here
wl iT 't a k e c a r'e' of everyone. The Florida one was
Just for the candidates, for the one we have any
person whose character

(11191
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legislation. Oon't you think, perhaps, this is

legislation?

Hr. D'Gerolamo 1 feel it should be in the consti
tution, Mr. Champagne, this is why I drew up this
amendment .

Further Discussion

Hr. Oer bes Ladies and gentlemen, first I wouli
like to dispel any rumors that I have been taking
voice lessons from Eddie Lebreton. I just have
a bad cold, and I hope you will forgive me for the
moment and pay a little bit of attention to what
I have to say. I don't think this amendment is

necessarily a can of worms or a snake; I think it's
a dinosaur, because it is essentially prehistoric.
It flies in the face of all that we know about
existing law of libel and slander. It flies in

the face of New York Times vs. Sullivan and makes
no distinction between public figures and private
persons. It makes no distinction between data,
which is disseminated about Individuals and an
actual assai 1 ... .makes no distinction between
data that is disseminated about individuals and
an actual attack on an individual's character. I

can say, as a matter of fact, that I saw Delegate
Bollinger with a red, white and blue tie on the
corner of Convention and Fourth Streets in the
city of Baton Rouge, and according to Mr. D'Gerolamc
if he considers in his sole discretion that that's
an assailment on his character, then he can go to
court and occasion an equal opportunity for reply.
I think most of us are attempting to do in this
constitution, what's going to protect all of the
people. Thomas Jefferson once said, "Give me a

choice between newspapers and government, and I'll
take newspapers." Well, I tell you that this
amendment is going to have a chilling effect on
freedom of speech and freedom of the press. One
of the foundations of this democracy, is the
ability of newspapers and other members of the
media to disseminate information and at the same
time be responsible for any abuse of that liberty.
I don't know what assail means. Does it mean
impugn? Does it mean published data or information
about, or does it mean a personal, physical attack?
If I say that somebody has certain character
traits, that might be an attack on his character.
But If I, otherwise, say that somebody did such
and Such at such and such a time, that's not
necessarily an attack on his character, although
he may ronsider it so. Also, I don't know what
an equal opportunity to reply means? Does that
mean If you publish a transcript of certain pro-
ceedings in which an individual was involved and
it may take two or three pages of newspaper space,
and he considers it an attack on his character,
that he has an opportunity to publish a like a-
mount of information in a succeeding publication?
Frankly, I don't know. As it stands, if a person
abuses his right of freedom of speech, the news-
paper or the member of the media that's Involved
in the abuse, has an implicit obligation to print
a retraction, in order to mitigate damages. If I

say something about Senator De Blieux that's bad,
that's wrong, that's a personal attack on his
character. In order to protect myself I've got to
print a retraction. I've got to give him an op-
portunity to reply. If the record is bare of such
a retraction, then nothing has been done to miti-
gate damages. If indeed I have libeled or
slandered him, then he can recover appropriately
from me. I am not in favor of complete freedom
of speech where individuals are concerned.

Further Discussion

Dtnnerjf I rise in opposition to this amend-
'C FTrTt I would tell you so you may know of

'icse facts, although I may be assailing my own
character thereby. I am a member of the advisory
editorial board of the Times Pic ayune In New
Orleans, and I am the chairman of the Louisiana
Educational Television Authority, and in both of
these capacities I would have to object to this
amendment. In the first place Hr. D'Gerolamo was

unable to explain what the meaning of the phrase
"whose character is assailed". As Mr. Kean pointed
out in his questioning it is very difficult to
determine what this means. Suppose for example
that a newspaper published that in its opinion the
representative from the seventy-seventh district
has done a poor job as a representative. Presum-
ably that representative would consider that his
character had been assailed, and he would therefore
be given "an equal opportunity to reply", which
would mean that he could then publish In the news-
paper, or cause the newspaper to publish In the
same place a statement which said "the representa-
tive from the seventy-seventh district, in his
opinion, is doing a good job". I'm trying to re-
duce this argument really to an absurdity, because
I feel that an amendment of this sort becomes an
absurd amendment to our provision in our constitu-
tion. Despite the language of the court in

Florida, it would seem to me that this clearly
would violate the "freedom of the press" privilege
granted by the Constitution of the United States.
I would further point out to you that even in
Florida the only time this law applies is during
a political campaign in which a newspaper might
attack one of the candidates. Then that candidate
is entitled to reply. Equal time and equal as in-
terpreted by the F.C.C. and the courts really
deals with politics, principles. It doesn't deal
with Individuals. It seems to me that this would
be a very poor type of thing to put in our consti-
tution. As Mr. D'Gerolamo answered to my question,
this will "require" the legislature. It will not
give the legislature an opportunity to determine
whether such a law is a good law, it would "require'
the legislature to adopt a law. Now, I don't
believe that we in this convention are legislators.
We're not supposed to be legislators. We're sup-
posed to write the basic principles of the law.
If such a law is a good law, the legislature
would have a right to adopt it under the present
provisions as the proposal has been amended. It

seems to me that the '/ery nature of the language
in here is so weak, "whose character is assailed"--
it has no real definite meaning. "Assail" means
a violent attack. Therefore, if the newspaper
calmly states, "Well, we don't think Mr. D'Gerolamo
has done a good job", that's not an "assailing
of his character". That's merely a statement of
opinion. Futhermore, if the newspaper carries
on the front page that someone has been indicted,
that's merely a fact. It is a fact that a grand
jury indicts someone after It has so indicted him.
I don't believe anyone would require the press
or the radio or the television or broadcasting of
any nature to come in and say "this man says he
was not Indicted". That's all you could say be-
cause the Indictment Itself may be an assailing
of the character. It seems to me, ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, that the language in
this proposed amendment is such that it does not
belong in a constitution, and I urge you to vote
against it.

Question

Dennery No, I don't

Further Discussion

Mr. Tappe r Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates. I am
a coauthor of this amendment and rise In support
of it, will not belabor the point with you, but
it seems odd that the only people that have op-
posed this amendment »re those who are connected
in some way or form with publications. It is not
as simple as Hr. Dennery or Mr. Derbes would have
you believe. If your character has ever been
assailed, and there's no question of the difference
between character and reputa t lon--we all know what
that Is, character is what you really are; reputa-
tion is what people think of you--hoMever , if

something is said about you that is supposedly

[1121]
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gathered from an unknown or an undisclosed source,
and it's printed on a front page of a newspaper or

a magazine in the front section, and the retraction
is in section 4, page 32, that really doesn't do

you a heck of a lot of good. Let's be honest with
one another. This may be classified as part legis-
lation because it says that "legislature shall",
but aren't we going to adopt a schedule which will

do the same thing. We will require in order for
the constitution that will finally be adopted to

be effective, there will be certain pieces of le-
gislation that the legislature will have to pass.
So let's not kid ourselves, we're speaking of some-
thing here that's very, very vitally important, not

only to public officials or camdidates but to every
citizen of this state. I don't think that any of
the major news media would be in opposition to a

fair and impartial equal opportunity to reply in

equal space. I don't think you'll have any oppo-
sition from them, because I believe that they are
for fair play and decency and honesty, and I urge
that you adopt this amendment. It's been so vit-
ally and badly needed in this state for so many
years. I urge that you adopt the amendment and
let's get on with the business, because this is

not an absurdity, this is a necessity. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Kelly Mr. Tapper, 1 realize that you have
directed most of your statements toward the press,
so to speak, but this amendmL-nt, as ! understand
it, refers to any person who might assail the
character of any other person. Is that correct?

Tapper

All Can you foresee a situa-

on television and in the opinion of the other
candidate, his character was assailed? Now, this
says that somebody is going to have to afford him
an equal opportunity to reply. Does that mean
that, say the T.V. station whereby the political
advertisements were being run, are they going to
have to afford him this opportunity to reply, or
is the other candidate who made the alleged char-
acter assailment going to have to afford him this
ooportuni ty?

lElI Wei I th you
two parts.
to the television station or radio station,
tainly if they are running a paid ad, then th
have no responsibility whatsoever.

itative Tapper
aware of the fact that Mr. Kelly doesn't
newspaper?
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Mr. Poyntfr Amendment No. 1 [by Xr. lonkms], on

page 3, line 22, at the end of the line add the

following: (We'll have to change that, Mr. Jenkins,

to add It after the language added by the Drew
Amendment.) Add the following: "such activity
shall never be subject to prior restraint, licen-
sure, registration, control or special taxation".

i thdrawn

•
. Poynter Are you going to send up new amend-

nients that would delete the word "control?" So
it would read as follows: "such activity shall
never be subject to prior restraint, licensure,
registration or special taxation".

Explanation

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates, this Is an

attempt to include basically what was in the last
phrase of the committee's proposal in this section.
I don't think that this last section was really
fully and adequately di scussed ,* and I think it

ought to be. Vou notice that we have taken out
the word "censorship" and put In "prior restraint."
Under court decisions they have the same meaning.
There is no difference, but because some delegates
did not like the word "censorship" being in there,
we put in there "prior restraint." We've deleted
the word "control" so that now forbidden would be
prior restraints, licensure, registration and
special taxation. That is the law at present, and
this would Ingrain that in the constitution. The
reason that It's important to put it there is that
if we over had reversal by the courts, particularly
on the federal level, there are other decisions
which have ruled out prior restraint, licensure,
registration and special taxation. It might be
possible for legislatures to come back and do that
sort of thing, impose that sort of restriction.
So, we think it important to include these protec-
tions in the constitution. You'll notice that each
one of these protections protects against some sort
of Interference by the government before anything
is ever published, before it's ever put out to

the public. There's no prohibition here against
punitive action being taken against someone after
he has abused that right, but this forbids any
government from going in and trying to prevent
him from speaking. There's no way to know in ad-
vance what a person is going to say, what he is

going to write, what he is going to publish, and
certainly the government should not be set up in

a position where they are examining the papers
that people Intend to publish or whatever else,
before publication. If you ire going to have a

free press and freedom of expression by every per-
son, you have to do away with prior restraints on
freedom of expression. So I urge the adoption
of this amendment.

Mr. Roy When you use these terms "restraint,
1 icensiire , registration, or special taxation," for
instance if an evangelist is going around the state,
he's engaging in freedom of speech. Is that right?

Mr . Jenkins That (s correct.

ever passHr. nqx The state c

H0u17 require him to be licen
as an evangelist or to specia
tributions »re gotten, or eve

any law which
;o register
whatever con-
.train him from

that
long as he was not abusing
't that what you're seeking to

r. JenMns Ye». they couldn't require all evan-
?rr»t'$ for example to go and register at the
^atc capital before they could go around the state.

r Kox Neither could they require an individual
^o'V Interested in writing a book to register as
" author or whatever have you, nor to submit his
inuscript for prior censorship nor anything else.

Isn't that right?

Hr. Jenkins That's correct.

Id engage in writing a book
of course once that'

then the person would have redress and sue him be-
cause he abused the freedom of the press by slan-
dering. Isn't that true?

Hr. Jenkins That's correct. It's Just like the

rest of our criminal laws. In other words you
don't punish someone for doing a criminal act until
he's done It.

Mr. Derbes Mr. Jenkins, one of the contemporary
deve lopmen ts in modern American society has been
the development of cable television. Cable tele-
vision as I understand it is something that can
be licensed on an individual metropolitan basis,
and has been licensed In many large cities.
Wouldn't your amendment prohibit the municipality
from entering into any form of regulation or licen-
sing of such enterprises?

Hr. Jenkins No, not at all. The protection of

the section as written right now says that any
person has the right to speak, write or publish
his sentiments on any subject, and you could not
license those activities, but licensure of coble
television does not license those activities. What
It licenses Is the construction and the intercon-
nection of certain mechanical facilities. That's
what is licensed, not the content of speech or is

there any control over the speech itself, so that
would not be applicable in this case.

Hr. Avant Woody, I'm strictly seeking informa-
tion. You have taken the word "control" out of
your amendment.

Yes, that' rect.

Hr . Avant Then I want to know something about
"prior restraint". Would that language prohibit
an Individual from obtaining injunctive relief
against a person who was, because of his past ac-
tivity, you knew was going to abuse the individual
in some way under the guise of exercising free
speech or the freedom to write or something like
that. Do you understand what I'm talking about?

Hr. Jenkins Yes.

Hr. Avant I wouldn't want to stop an Individual,
say you or anybody who could come Into court and
show that they had been abused and had reason to
believe they were going to be abused in the future,
from obtaining injunctive relief against someone
who was abusing him.

Jenk No, let me refer you to Section 22
which has to be read in conjunction with this
section. Section 22 gives the right to every per-
son in private action to "due process of law and
justice adequately administered without denial,
partiality or unreasonable delay for actual or
threatened injury to him in his person, property,
reputation or other rights." So you would be pro-
tected in those circumstances for injury to your
reputation under Section 22.

Mr . Avant In other words, the words "prior re-
stVaint" »rt primarily intended to be prior re-
straint by government.

Mr. Jenkins That's correct.

Hr. Weiss Delegate Jenkins, If your amendment
was to pass would it have avoided the 1936 Supreme
Court hearing at which time a statute on the
Louisiana books imposed heavy and discriminatory
taxes on advertising revenues of newspapers of
the larger cities, particularly those that opposed
Gov. Huey Long at that time?

Mr. Jenlilns Yes. that M correct. You •?<• t^c
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very language that we have adopted now with Mr. ing the time, and the Chairman has been on us

Drew's amendment was used as the basis in our state this morning until my back's sore about all these
courts to oppose that very discriminatory tax. things we're wasting time. So I don't see any use
This would particularly prevent just such abuses in. ...I don't want to be impolite, but I can't
as occurred during the 1930's in which the U.S. answer to suit you.
Supreme Court found to be unconstitutional.

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Jack, maybe didn't hear my ans-
Mr. Stagg Woody, I think you said that if the wer to Mr. Avant. He asked a similar question.
Supreme Court ever changed its line of decisions Don't you think that under Section 22 of this pro-
interpreting the First Amendment, then we would posed Bill of Rights that the question you raised
need these in our constitution. Would you give us would be covered because we provide that "every
the benefit of what thinking leads you to believe person shall have an adequate remedy by due pro-

they might in some measure melt down the line cess of law administered without denial, partial-
of decisions on the First Amendment? i ty , or unreasonable delay for actual or threatene

injury to him in his person, property, reputation
>1 1 , I thi nk we ' re seei ng a

conservative court, and if that trend continues, utation", isn't that by being more speci
and certainly I think that most of their decisions ticular answer to the question you raise
thus far, I don't think are particularly objection-
able to me, but I think that that trend could
continue to the extreme, to the extent that some having
of the basic great protections for freedom of ex- talking about?
pression could be diminished to the extent of al- You've got to
lowing licensure, registration, special taxation, court on these th

speak in opposition to the
amendment by Mr. Jenkins. I had previously pre-

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I'm against pared an amendment to this section as originally
this amendment. Now putting in the word "restraint" drawn to delete the similar phrase, and feel that
to me clearly means no matter what someone said or while some of the most objectionable words have
wrote about you, or published, if you knew it a- been deleted, the provision still contains a lot

ibelous thing going, you of very dangerous language that I think would
n, because that's ex- have an adverse effect on desirable, regulatory

actly what this word says. "Such activities shall control. In order to understand my obj.ection here

Id
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mind? it means. I tell you that we'd better stop this
legislation right now and get down to writing the

Mr. Conroy Mr. Vick, I'd be happy to look at the constitution. He picked this out a few minutes ago.

cases, but as I said I think that any provision It keeps coming back. Lets kill It once and for

here that would preclude any registration of such all. Lot's beat this amendment and just put flam-

activities without defining such activities leaves ing red all over that board. Thank you.

itself open to severe criticism as to what activi-
ties it's precluding the registration of. Questions

exclusively with the press, Mr. Jenkins Mr. Champagne, I don't know why
? you say that we don't know what these words mean.

Certainly the terms "llncensurj" "registration,"
Mr. Conroy Mr. Vick, if this thing were consid- "special taxation," and prior restraint," are all

erably reworded, it might under some circumstances legally defined terms with very specific meanings,
satisfy me, yes, but it Is not so worded. We can How can you say we don't know what they mean?
only speak of the amendment we've got before us

which I think is objectionable. Mr. Champagne Well, Mr. Jenkins, I have a ques-
tion. ..well, you can't answer questions in your

Mr. Arnette Mr. Conroy, would the phrase "prior position. I've been trying to ask some for a long

restraint" possibly do away with all censorship time, ar.d I haven't had a chance. The point is,

of pornography, of things of this nature or per- Mr. Jenkins, anytime you start writing an amend-

haps permits to parade or permits to assemble in ment, and then you start pulling words out and ad-

certain areas requiring say a public health certi- ding others and this and that, I say that you don't

ficate saying you have the proper number of rest really know what it means. That's my answer,
rooms and things like this? Would this prevent
anything like this? Mr. Willis Mr. Champagne, the words with which

we are laboring are definable legally, but we don't
Mr. Conroy Mr. Arnette, it might. That's my know what the ultimate legal definition will be,

objection. I don't know what it might prevent, do we? It depends on the court at the time,

and that's my concern with the wording of. ..the
vague wording of this particular amendment. Mr. Champagne That is correct

Mr. Dennery Mr. Conroy, don't you agree that al

of the examples you gave are properly subject to

the police power of the state?

Mr. Conroy Ves

.

Mr.
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First, that there will be no state religion or
tional religion, and secondly, that it allows i

to practice one's religion with freedom. There

have been no opposing testimonies in this regar
and I am open to questions. If there are none
no speakers, I move the adoption, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

Mr. Lanier Or. Heiss, I note in the comments
that were sent out with your article that this
that It Is intended for a modernization of lane
and maltes no substantive change. Is that corr<

Weiss That Is cor

Hr. Lanier Was it the Intent of your committee
that the case of Seegers v. Parlter , decided by the
Louisiana Supreme Court in 1970, which said that
the constitutional prohibition against encatment of
laws respecting an establishment of religion for-
bids not only full establishment or religion or
religions, but also prohibits legislative action
either advancing or inhibiting religion? Is it

your Intent that this jurisprudence would not be
changed?

Hr. Weiss It was the Intent of the committee and
certainly, all of us felt that it would not be
changed. Furthermore, the Supreme Court in Lemon
v. Kurtzman and Tiltoj v. Richardson, in 1971^

I thinl( Isubstantiated the Louisiana dec1<
might mention at this point to further clarify
the excellent point you brought up. sir, that the
court applies ;wo guidelines, it's my understand-
ing, in dealing with religious and secular matters.
First is, a law or program must have a secular
purpose neither advancing nor inhibiting religion
in malting decisions in this regard. Second, it

must not involve the governmen t--federa1 . state
or local governments--wi th excessive entanglement
with religion. These are decisions that have been
substantiated by both the Supreme, and as you
pointed out, the Louisiana Supreme Court.

[Previous Ou
tsed: 104-0.

\id<fr tabl

Har
Shall Impai
peaceably ,

grievance ,

Reading of the

U.,i,t.nt Clerk] "Secti
?ry per

It for a redress of
freely within the state, or
;tate. Nothing herein shall

prohibit quarantine or restrict the authority of
the state to supervise persons subject to parole
or probation. "

Explanation

Hr. Jenlcint Mr. Chairman, delegates, this sec-
tion Is the same as the present Section 5 of the
1921 Bill of Rights with the addition of two con-
cepts. On line 7, the concept that people should
be allowed to travel freely within the state, and
second, the fact that people should be allowed to
enter and leave the state. I thinl< everyone grant!
that these are basic rights that everyone has. and
we want to matte sure that nothing is ever done to
impair those rights. This has been a real prob-
lem in a number of other places and countries. If

you've ever been to Europe or Latin America, you
know that virtually every transportation stop,
you will be stopped and asked to sec your papers.
Constantly, people tre harassed in their freedom
of movement, and this is something unwholesome and
unsavory. The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, for example, in Article III, states that
everyone hat the right of freedom of movement,
and residents within the borders of each state.
Also, everyone has the right to leave any country
including his own, and return to his country. Of
course, it would be impossible, at present, in all
likelihood, for statutes to be passed forbidding
people from leaving » state or entering a state.

but there have been attempts by other states, in

the past, to forbid just that. The State of
California, for example, at one point was trying
to stop people from coming into the state. In

other areas of the world, various governments are
notorious for forbidding people from leaving. The
district attorneys asked us to include the second
sentence specifically reserving the right to

quarantine, and parole, and probation supervision.
Obviously, things like arrest, things like bail
are not covered by this because they are covered in

other sections of this Bill of Rights. Naturally,
if someone is under arrest, or in a penitentiary,
or a jail, he loses a number of rights given in

this Bill of Rights, and freedom of assembly and
movement is just one of them. Certainly, he loses
freedom of speech--he loses a lot of other things
if he is arrested. Bail, of course, is a contract-
ual thing. A person is allowed out on bail only
after he has consented to confine his activities
to certain areas; so there is no conflict there.
I urge the adoption of this section.

Questions

Mr. Roemer Mr. Jenkins. I notice on line 7 it

says, "to travel freely within the state. . .No
law shall impair the right of every person to

travel freely. . ." What about this toll road we
are going to build? Can I ride on it free?

Hr . Jenkins No, of course the state is property
owner of tne roads just like any other property
owner has the right to charge you for the use of
its property. But there could be no legal bar-

Derbes Hr. Jenkins It ar you
trying to accomplish by thes
freely within the state, and to enter and leave the
state"? I mean, what are you really afraid of here
that you are trying to prevent?

Hr. Jenkins We're trying to prevent the sort of
things that happen particularly, in the European
countries where people are required to say, to
carry papers at all times, to constantly prove
who they are, or where they are going and things
of this nature, Mr. Derbes.

Hr. Derbes All right, well, let's just take a

couple of examples, for example. How about com-
mitments for mental health purposes? You have
seen fit to set forth two specific exceptions to
your general rule, but you leave a lot of other
exceptions out. I don't understand the mechanics
of the article when you do that. I mean, what
about arrest, what about imprisonment, what about
commitment, what about the police power of the
state to restrict travel In times of emergency or
hurricanes or the like, for the public good? Why
aren't these exceptions set forth with particular-
ity?

Mr. Jenkins Well, naturally all of those things
are exercises of the police power -i«<'-h fh. <»>»<>

has the authority to do. But, yo
raise the same objection to the p
tion which says, "Everyone has a

for peaceable purposes." Well, y
that prevents, you see, laws whic
going to a certain place or would
some way. That's a frivolous arg
we think. We think that all thos
implied. The only reason that we
ular exception noted is because o

torneys felt that it was advisabl
exceptions in there. They are re
sary to put in there either, beca
power of the state is granted.

u see. you cou
resent constit
right to assem
ou could say n

h forbid you f

restrict you
ument. though,
e things are
have the part

ur district at
e to put those
ally not neces
use the police

ir. Derbes But don't you agree that when you put
:ertaln exceptions In there and leave other e«-
:eptlons out, that you question the validity of
the exceptions that are absent?
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Mr. Jenkins No, I don't think so at all. Mr. Jenkins There is not, in the present consti
tution, that I can find. However, in our early

Mr. Abraham Woody, you are saying, of course, constitutions, this was mentioned. The fact, in

that this doesn't apply to a person out on bail particular, that people have the right to enter
and this type of thing because you assume that and leave the state. If you check the 1812 Const
that's handled, but I don't see it that way be- tution, for example, you will see that mentioned.
cuase doesn't the Section 1 say that "all these
rights shall be presevered inviolate by the state"? Mr. Perez But not "to travel freely within the

This tells me, in effect, does it not, that a per
son is out on bail and he is told that he can't
leave the state, that this is a violation of his Mr. Jenkins No, I think that that
rights, is it not?

in. . .you could not take away the right of a f

)n to do certain things, but a person in a give
ituation may contract not to do certain things.

Mr. Abraham If I'm out on bail, I'm not contrac-
ting to stay in the state.

sta
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prive the people of the freedom of traveling on
their highways and getting to and from places that
they have a legitimate right to get to and from.
We are not like other places insofar as our repre-
sentatives are concerned. I don't think we have to

worry about that. I think Hr. Arnette has a good
amendment and this particular provision that we
have in this section should end with the word
"grievances," stating that "No law shall impair
the right of every person to assembly." Ue all
agree upon that, or "to petition the government
for a redress of grievances," We all agree upon
that, and I think that's all that's necessary to
put in the constitution and we should leave the
legislation to the legislature, as time sees and
conditions permit. 1 ask you to support the
amendment

.

Questions

Hr. Roy Senator De Blieux, were you in the leg-
islature when it said that only certain people
could drink out of certain public fountains at
L.S.U. in the 50's?

Mr. Oe Blieux 1 didn't get your question, ex-
actly, Hr. Roy.

Hr. Roy Were you in the legislature when it said
that only certain people of a certain race could
drink out of certain fountains at Louisiana State
University in the 1950's?

Hr. Oe Blieux No, I was not there, I don't think,
at that particular time. I believe that was in
the 60's.

Hr. Roy Do you know that when I was at L.S.U.
there was such an act pasted on the wall of foun-
tains and that it was the legislature that did
that? Can't the legislature infringe on the
right to travel when it chooses, if it chooses?

De Blieu
than wher

t more enlightened
you were in school, Hr. Roy.

Well , ue are

Hr. Flory Senator Oe Blieux, if I remember cor-
rectly, you were Chairman of the Institutions
Committee in the legislature at one time, concerned
with rehabilitation, and I ask you the question in
that light. If you delete this language which
would leave the constitution silent, could it not
then, the legislature, prohibit the reciprocity
agreements that the legislature has adopted in
the past in the way of a parolee who, let's say,
was sent up in Georgia was a Louisiana resident;
the legislature could forbid him from coming back
into the state by refusing to supervise him on
parole, if you delete the language?

Mr. De Blieux If we deleted that language it's
possible to do that, I suppose, Hr. Flory, but I

certainly don't think that this language is proper
for the constitution. I might add that it would
be beneficial to the state, too.

Hr. O'Net II Senator Oe BHeux, in going and
coning back and forth to the legislature, you are
inmune from being picked up, are you not?

Hr. De Blieux Well, I don't know. I never have
been picked up on my way back and from the legis-
Ijiure. Mr. O'Neill, but I Suppose

Further Discussion

Hr . Ke an Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates, there
has been some discussion here before this con-
vention In light of this amendment, as well as
others which have preceded It, about frivolous
objections which are being made to the proposals
of this comnlttee. And I might say that I sup-
pose I stand as one who has voted rather consis-
tently against the proposals of this committee,
and it pains me to do It.

But I want to explain why the problem I have with

put into this proposal by the committee, why 1

have voted against them and why I rise in support
of this particular amendment. The problem as I

see it is that we have painted ourselves in a corner
If you go back and read Section I of this proposal,
and particularly the last sentence of that pro-
posal, of that section, you will find that we have
provided that the rights which are set forth in
this proposal are to be held inalienable by the
state and inviolate by the state.

Now there's been a good bit of discussion up
here about the right of the legislature to reason-
ably regulate, the right of the legislature through
the exercise of the police power to override cer-
tain constitutional guarantees, and under the pre-
sent constitution, that is correct. Under the
present constitution, the legislature has the
right to reasonably regulate speech; it has the
right to reasonably regulate other constitutionally
guaranteed rights, and where the conflict occurs,
the reasonable exercise of the police power pre-
vails. But the present constitution does not con-
tain the last sentence of Section 1 of this con-
stitution ... .of this proposal. And in light of
the provisions of this last sentence of Section
I, which guarantees to the citizens of this state
the right to travel freely within the state and
says that "that right is inviolate by the state,"
it means to me that no police regulation could af-
fect that right. And under those circumstances
when we talk about the application of reasonable
police regulation to these rights as proposed in
Section 11, we overlook the guarantee of the last
sentence of Section 1. And for those reasons,
I simply cannot go along with these general guar-
antees where we have no protection against reason-
able regulation of those guarantees. If we did
not have the last sentence of Section 1, then I

would accept the provisions of Section 11, as it is
now written, because under general constitutional
principles as they now stand, the state would have
the right to reasonaly regulate travel within the
state and not violate the right given under Section
II. But in light of the last sentence of Section
1 , I do not believe that the state would have that
right, and under the circumstances, you'd simply
have the right to travel without any restraints,
and I don't know where that would lead us to. I

think it would be chaotic, and for that reason, I

support the amendment by Mr. Arnette.
Now, if the committee wants to delete Section

....the last sentence of Section 1 and leave the
constitution as it stand with respect to the
exercise of the police power, then I'll join with
them in supporting Section 11 as it now reads.

-ther )i scussion

ilco Chairman and fellow delegates, I

have no quarrel with the first sentence in the
section, "Freedom of Assembly." But let me tell
you how broad the rest of this section Is.

Back in 1930's in Shreveport, a black limousine
loaded with shady characters armed with submachine
guns, sawed-off shotguns, so forth, moved into
Shreveport and, somehow or another, the sheriff
was notified about this movement on the part of
these people. He located them and notified them
that they had two hours to leave Shreveport. The
sheriff was concerned about a possible massacre
or a possible Incident that would endanger or
in/olve the lives of certain people. And, because
of this p%I1ce regulation, and because of this
authority that he had, he was able to get this
car with Its occupants out of the city and so on,
on Its way. But, supposing that we had this second
part of the section in the constitution, In my
Judgment, the sheriff could not have gotten these
people out of the city because the constitution
would have guaranteed them the right of movement
in the state. And as a result of this part qf
the section being in the constitution, who knows
what the consequences might have been?

So, I say It's too broad, and Just like Delegate
Kean, I think It can lead to perhaps a chaotic sit-
uation, chaos. So, let's leave the section as It

(11311
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federal and, also, state, that he has a right to

an attorney to advise with him before he makes any

statement. 1 thinit it's just a reenactment of

what the present law is.

Mr. Roemer Mr. Stinson, in lines 14 and 15. it

says, "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall be precisely informed." I heard some dis-
cussion over that phrase, "precisely informed".
Why not just "informed"? What are you driving
at "precisely informed"? Could you explain that?

Mr. Stinson If you had practised law for forty
years, you'd understand that. The district at-
torney doesn't want to give you anything. You

have to end up filing a Bill of Particulars or
even the assistant district attorneys don't either
You have to file a Bill of Particulars and argue
in court and sometimes taiie it even to the higher
courts to find out something that you can build yo
defense on.

Mr. Stinson "Completely", as far as they have
i t , yes , sir. And I think that the, let us say
the presumed person is entitled to that. The dis-
trict attorney shouldn't be able to hold back
anything as a surprise at any stage of the pro-
secution.

Hr. Roemer Hell, as far as I'm concerned, "pre-
cisely" does not mean the same thing as "complete-
ly". I think you mean this not as the opposite
of "imprecisely", but I think you mean "precisely"
as "completely". It ought to read that. It does

I was using the

guage, not Yankee language.

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Avunt], page
4, between lines 19 and 20, insert the following;

"No person shall be subjected to imprisonment
or forfeiture of his rights or property without
the right of judicial review.based upon a complete
record of all evidence upon which such judgment
is based. This right may be intelligently waived."

Explanation

•*[. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates ... to

tnis convention, this amendment supplies something
that is an absolute must in view of the present
status of this constitution. There are certain
courts that are not courts of record. There are
certain courts where you may be fined or imprison-
ed or your property may be forfeited for certain
offenses where no record is made. In a municipal
court, for example, you can be fined up to three
hundred dollars, I believe, and imprisoned up to
six months, and there may not be a record of the
evidence of the testimony upon which that convic-
tion or sentence is based. Now that is no problem
under the present constitution because Article VII,
Section 36, of the constitution now provides that
in those cases, and in certain civil cases, that
the district court has appellate jurisdiction and
you can go to the district court and have a trial
de novo, which means a new trial where the case
is tried by the district judge, without a jury,
and you are limited to the same witnesses, of
jurse, who testified in the lower court. But
"0 Judiciary Committee, in its wisdom, and it so
ir has been concurred in by this convention, eli-
'nated the provision for appeal by trial de novo.

It is no longer In the document as it now stands,
although it had worked, in my humble opinion,
very satisfactorily under the provisions of Article
VII, Section 36, for many, many years.

But now, we drt faced with this situation under
the present status of this constitution. And that
is that a person may be sentenced to actual impri-
sonment up to six months; he may be fined up to

three hundred dollars, or certain rights or pro-
perty of his may be declared forfeited in a court
where there is no record made of the evidence upon
which that sentence is based, and he has no right
of appeal. He has no trial de novo; he has no
right to appeal. The only thing that he has is the
right to apply to the Supreme Court under the
exercise of its supervisory jurisdiction for a

writ of review.
Now, the way you do that is you attach a copy

of all of the records in the lower court and send
it to the Supreme Court, and you point out what
you feel to be an error, and you ask them to agree
with you that there was an error, and ask them to

bring the case up and consider it on the record.
The problem is that you dre not going to have a

record. There's not going to be any record. So,
the net results of what we have done so far in

doing away with the trial de novo, and in

adopting the provisions with respect to appellate
jurisdiction in Article VII which we have adopted,
is that it is not only possible, but it is inevita-
ble that unless we correct it, that when this
constitution becomes effective, if it ever does
become effective, that a person can be sentenced
to six months in jail, or at least five months and
twenty-nine days in jail; he will have no right of
appeal, and there will be no right of review based
upon any kind of record.

Now, various problems were brought up in connec-
tion with this, and I put in, I incorporated
specifically in this provision that this is a

right which the accused has which may be the sub-
ject of an intelligent waiver. Now, let me explain
to you what that means.

In. ...under the law and the constitution, you
have in certain cases the right to trial by jury.
You have the right to counsel. The court advises
you of these rights, tells you, "Mr. So and So,
you are charged with thus and such a crime which
is a felony; you may be sentenced to up to so
many years. If you are convicted you have the
right to be tried by a jury. You have the right
to counsel; if you can't afford counsel, the court
will appoint a lawyer in your behalf. Do you
understand those rights?" And he says, "Yes."
"Do you wish those rights or do you want to waive
them?" "I waive them." So he can waive this
right intelligently after it has been explained to

him. So it's not going to mean that in every case
that's tried in a municipal court or city court,
that you are going to have to have a court reporter
and go to all this what has been termed, perhaps,
an unduly prohibitive expense in order to supply
this man his rights. All you've got to do is

explain to him his rights, make sure that he under-
stands his rights. If, after explanation and
understanding, he waives them, then that's his
business. But the way the situation is now, he
does not have that right, and he can be imprisoned
up to six months; his property can be forfeited,
taken away from him; his driver's license can be
taken away from him, even though that may be the
way he makes his living, without any right of
review based upon a record of the evidence upon
which that sentence is based.

And I just respectfully submit to you that that
is not right and that is not proper, and that the
right of that kind of review is fundamental and
has to be provided.

I urge the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Perez Mr. Avant, do you know of any provision
that we have adopted yet that would be contrary to
the provision which would authorize the trial <)e

novo that you were talking about before that's been
taken out of the constitution?

[ii:«)
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in those cases where there has been a fine in ex- Wr. Avant That s correct.
cess of three hundred dollars, or imprisonment in

excess of six months, and that in those other cases, Mr. Arnette Mr. Avant, I'm in sympathy with your
the other cases, where the fine is less than three amendment and what it tries to do. They only prob-
hundred dollars, or the imprisonment is less than 1 em is, I see a couple of things that bother me
six months, we have made no provision for that. about it.

The first is that it says that you are going to

Mr. Pere z The reason I ask the first question is have a complete record of all the evidence in all
because of the fact that we all know that there are these courts, which would include city courts, J.

going to be many, many provisions taken out of the P. courts, and all these other courts.
present constitution which, apparently, the members
of the convention consider to be statutory in na- Mr. Avant Mr. Arnette, let me correct you on one
ture. And those provisons will be carried over as thing. A Justice of the Peace Court does not have
statutory material. And I was wondering whether any criminal jurisdiction other than as a commit-
your problem wasn't really taken care of because ting magistrate. A Justice of the Peace Court in

of the fact that this provision for the trial de this state £an't put anybody in jail.
Id be carried over as legislative mate

not
that it is being carried over by

erial, Mr. ...as legislative mater

Mr.
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,)ve all the evidence. There is no question about
If not, he's being denied his rights.

But now on this, as I read it, it would say.
On appeals from the district court to the Supreme
Court, it would be on the law and the evidence."
We have another provision that only criminal cases
can go up on the law question. There's a conflict
between this and what we have already enacted. As

to what the courts would pass on. I don't know.
Those are features here that I've outlined that
I'd like for you to consider, and also, as someone
else pointed out in the city court, they are limi-
ted, and the cost, if they have to have a secretary
or a court reporter there, is going to run up and
the legislature is going to have to end up increas-
ing the cost of court now in criminal cases, and
in some cases, there might just. ...a fine may be
five dollars and the court cost is already as much
as eighteen to twenty dollars in some cases.

And when I speak of this in the legislature,
they used to say, "Well, you are taking care of
the criminal." As you know, if a man is convicted
of a felony and goes to the penitentiary, he doesn't
pay court costs. It's our everyday citizen that
runs a red light or fails to stop, gets fined five
dollars and then has the court cost attached on to

twenty and twenty-five dollars. That is the person
we are trying to protect, from the cost angle. So
these are the bad features of this. If you could
adjust that, we have no objection. I personally
don't not speaking for the committee. But with
these defects and these dangers, I'm afraid that
we shouldn't adopt it and put this in the constitu-
tion. It's a matter that could be protected in

there that's already been adopted, appeals by law,
and the legislature has the authority to pass that
in its wisdom. .. .not putting it in the constitution.

In view of all this, I'd like to urge you let's
reject these amendments.

Further Discussion

M r. Derbes I guess there aren't too many people
who are interested in this amendment because I

see a lot of empty chairs.
I'm completely in agreement with Mr. Avant's

principle that whenever anyone is imprisoned, he

should have an opportunity for judicial review.
No matter what the court. ...I'd just like to im-
press upon you that as I read this amendment, this
amendment will provide for judicial review of all
administrative agency determinations where any-
body loses any rights for which he may be an ap-
plicant, or any rights that he may possess. There
are literally scores of administrative agencies in

this state which affect the trades and professions
and conduct of business in the state. And it would
seem that although this amendment is not directed
in purpose toward those administrative agencies,
they nevertheless come under its scope, or within
its scope. And by adopting this amendment, you
will be providing for judicial review of, in my
opinion, all administrative agency determination.

So, I think you should think about it very care-
fully. It's much broader, in my opinion, than
Merely the instance where a person is Imprisoned
by a Justice of the Peace Court.

Questions

Mr . Lanier Mr. Derbes, are you aware of the fact
that under Article 884 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure that If a sentence imposed includes a

fine or costs, the sentence shall provide that in
default of payment thereof, the defendant shall be
"prisoned for a specific period not to exceed one

• ar?

D*rbe% No, I'm not specifically aware of it.
do you relate that to this proposal?

Ltn1« Well, I'm saying It says here, "No
rson shall be subjected to imprisonment." Would
at not mean that even If the authorized penalty

I', a fine that nevertheless under this codal pro-
''.lon, that In default thereof. Imprisonment
Tuld be authorized?

Mr. Derbes That seems to be one of the problems,
Mr. Lanier. I'm glad you pointed it out.

I happen to be in favor of judicial review for
anybody who is convicted of a crime. I just think
this goes much further than that and we should
take that Into consideration.

Mr. Lani er Well, wouldn't that mean that this
provision would apply to all misdemeanors as well

as all felonies?

Derbes would th so.

Mr. Lanier Now, further, and this is something,
quite frankly, I don't know the answer to. Do
you know if the decision of Boykin versus Alabama
is applicable in misdemeanor cases?

Mr. Derbes That's a transcript case?

Mr. Lanier No, that's the case that says that
the judge has to

Mr. Henry You've exceeded your time, sir.

Further Discussion

Mr. Arnette I just have a couple of short state-
ments. First of all, I'd like to point out that
under Paragraph B of Section 16 of the Judicial
Article, we made provision for appellate jurisdic-
tion in the district court. We presently have that
appellate jurisdiction in the form of the trial
de novo. I don't envision us changing anything.
But what this particular amendment is going to do,
and the thing I'm afraid it's going to do, is put
the city courts of the small towns out of business.
You can't possibly have a record of every traffic
violation, every assault and battery, every dis-
turbing the peace, and have a city court run.
They just don't have the funds to do this. And I

think you're going to clog up your district courts
when you do away with these city courts. This
is what the big problem is with this particular
amendment.

I don't see how we can accept an amendment like
this that would accomplish such a purpose. We
have worked well in the past with a trial de novo
to the district court, and I don't see any reason
to change it. We've made provision allowing for
a trial de novo, and I don't see any reason to

have anything different.
Thank you.

Questions

Mr Drew Mr. Arnette, in addition to Section 16

(A) that you referred to where we can provide
appellate jurisdiction In district courts, are you
aware that, also, in Section 5 (F) of the Judiciary
Article, it provides "in all criminal cases not
provided for in Section D (2) of this section, an
accused shall have a right of appeal or review as
provided by law," which would further strengthen
your argument?

Mr. Arnette I wasn't aware of that, Mr. Drew;
I hadn't remembered that. But it's a very good
point to bring out. No person would be denied the
right of review. Now Mr. Avant has put down here,
it says, "This right may be waived intelligently."
Well, this is a fine idea except nobody is going
to waive that right before the record is already
taken to make sure that no mistakes were made.
So you would have to have a record of every single
offense in the city courts, and they are Just not
equipped either financially or physically to do
this. So if you want to put your city courts out
of business, adopt this amendment.

Mr. Stagg Basically your argument It against tht
cost of this proposal. Is that correct, Mr.
Arnette?

Mr. Arnette Well. I'm against the cost of It.

I 'm against the burden It would put on the district
courts, the backlog of cases It Mould present to

[113.^
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them that are presently handled by smaller

twenty dol

seal note to show Mr. Arnette If you can get
)posal would cost if it was enacted? first place which takes ten t

you estimate the annual salary of a

-ter would be? About twelve thousand Mr. Hayes Oh, yes, O.K., th

3uld that be a fair figure?
Vice Chairman Casey

Ive thousand
Further Discu

lette I wou

And a transcript is normally a doll
page. Is that not correct? Mr. Kelly Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gent

ment of the convention, I rise in support of the

Arnette That's exactly right. Avant amendment.
We tried to bring this out in the Judiciary

Stagg And how many city courts can afford Committee for months and months, and apparently
t kind of expense if this record was required? it finally did get something onto the floor of

the convention. However, apparently, this did
lette 1 don't know of any city court out- have some ambiguity in it because, I think I dis

side of, perhaps, the city courts in New Orleans, cussed this with Mr. Duval, and yc

or maybe Baton Rouge, or the very large cities. in one way whereby it would mean that free tran-
But when you get in a town the size of Jennings, scripts would be provided in all cases including
around twelve thousand, it's impossible to provide civil cases and everything else.
that. That's not what this amendment does. And

there's one basic question that has to be answered,
lat's whether or not we are going to put a

tag on justice. Now anytime a person is

jon't care whether
ict court, or what-
into - I think that
every right provided

Mr.
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city court and the first thinq you know, he ends
up in jail.

I request that you give sincerity to this pro-
posal. 1 think it is a good proposal. It's not
loing to cost anyone any money. The cost involved
in these matters involves the transcription, not
•he actual recordation of it, and anyone can record
the testimony. There's going to be no real expense.
But that record's going to be available so that
another court can look and see if this mah or this
woman received true justice.

I ask that you vote for the amendment.

Question

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Kelly, isn't it now available
to where they have these transcribers that they

Kelly my unde

rther Di

J. Jackson
of the convention
amendment. I think that some points have been
raised relative to what kind of effect that's going
to have on our judicial proceedings. I want to
suggest to you that we are talking at this point
about the Bill of Rights Section. We have provided
in the judiciary all the rights, responsibility,
jurisdiction, and we have in some cases expanded
the powers of the district attorneys and the powers
of the courts. . I suggest to you that this is no
more than a provision to allow that, while engaged
;n the criminal justice system, that we will pro-
.ide necessary measures to protect an individual's
ight.

Now the question is raised that if he pleads
;uilty, can he not wai ve . . . .does this prevent him
' rom waiving that right? I'm suggesting to you
that it says very clearly that this right may be
5 ntel

1

igently waived .

I think when we talked about - and I read the
-emorandum that was issued out by the District
attorneys' Association, someone representing the
district attorneys' viewpoint - 1 read it and it

iSt implied to me that maybe what we ought to do
ore when we talk about the term, "law and order,"
' ought to talk about the terms, "law and order
nd justice," has been. ...as my appreciation of
"lose words, been espoused. Let me suggest to you
nat in the criminal justice system, that besides
ne point of arrest, that at this point where a

erson goes before a court and feels as though he
:idn't get a fair shake, then he ought to have the
ight to appeal in necessarily he has to have the
jpporting documents to justify his rights. It

»ould seem to me that we extend this kind of right
or privilege to prosecuting attorneys, and I'm
not. ...I think if he got a fair judgment, and if he
wants to appeal, then it does no harm. It does no
i.irm to provide the recordings of that.

Now, some people say we are not talking about
ost. I'm suggesting to you that I think, personal-
ly, as a delegate, that some people are weighing
•hat factor and that's the way they are going to
^'Cide how to vote on this amendment. Can we
— ally substitute cost for justice?

I'm suggesting to you that whereas we had pro-
,ided our Judiciary, where we have provided our
iistrict attorneys with the necessary funds, with
•he necessary staff, with the necessary supportive
"rvlces. then It seems no more than reasonable

"t>at we ought to provide at least as this amendment
"•nvides .. .states . the opportunity for a person

-ho may have his property, certain of his rights
'nrfelted, to have the recordings of that testimony
iTatnst him. I think some people have some con-
«rns about, you know people, and when we are on

"le freedom of expression, saying things against
.'lu without you having the right to defend your-
.p|f. I think that if It » on the record, then
'hose records ought to be available and a review
>' a judic la I dec Islon.

For those reasons, and particularly for the

reasons again, an enumerated by Mr. Avant and Mr.
Kelly, I would ask that you seriously consider
this and that you vote favorably for the adoption
of this amendment.

Finally in closing. Mr. Chairman, I just want
to say that we could spend days and days talking
about the possibilities and the effects of a cer-
tain legislation. I'm suggesting to you that this
provides any legislation that this convention comes
up with is subject to court interpretation. That's
why we've got a judiciary, and in that we have
members of the judiciary, praticing attorneys, and
possibly some defendants presently in this conven-
tion. I do not see where that should be a major
obstacle to the adoption of this amendment.

So, therefore, for previous reasons and that
addition, I ask for your favorable support.

Mr. Chairman, if there are no further speakers,
I move the previous question on....

[Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

Mr. Av ant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I ^

think that Mr. Kelly stated succinctly the reason
why this amendment should be adopted. Vou can't
put a price tag on justice. Now, insofar as the
allegations that the cost of this would be unduly
prohibitive, that is simply not correct because
with the electronic recording equipment that is
available today, I can record virtually every
word that has been said in this convention all
day today for less than ten dollars. Now, another
thing, insofar as the argument that the trial de
novo still exists, if it did, I wouldn't be up
here. I'm telling you that it does not. It's in
Article VII, Section 36, of the Constitution of
1921, and it is nowhere to be found in this consti-
tution up to this point, and if it is transferred
under some transitional article, it's still won't
be in the constitution. I don't care how you ex-
plain it, or how you try to explain it' there's
no way, in my humble opinion, that you can justify
depriving an individual of his liberty and putting
him In jail and locking him up without giving
that man a right to have the evidence upon which
that conviction and sentence is based reviewed by
another court based upon a record of the proce-
edi ngs .

Now let me tell you something. Let me tell you
the kind of thing that I'm talking about. I'm
going to get down to the kind of nitty-gritty, as
some people say. And I'm not saying that all
city judges are like this. But let me just give
you.. ..not a hypothetical case, let me give you a

case.
A man's son is attending a high school dance.

He's supposed to be in at 1 : UO A.M.; about 1:30
A.M. he's not in. The man's up. he's sitting,
he's waiting, he's watching television or reading,
he's drinking a few beers and the boy's late and
he comes home a little bit faster than he should
and about two blocks behind him comes a police
officer. He runs in, jumps out, runs in the
house. Papa goes out to see what's been going on
....has he torn up the car of something? .... and
there the police officer arrives. "Mr. So and So,
you've been dri nk i ng. . . .you been driving this
car?" . . . . "Oh , no, I haven't been driving this car."
....Sentences, convicted on OWJ on that kind of
testimony. Now, that's what I'm talking about.
No record; trial de novo under the Constitution of
1921 didn't stick. No, It didn't stick, but It
would stick under this one. because you don't have
a trial de novo, you don't have a record and
you don't have any appeal. You can't put a price
tag on justice and you can't put a man In Jail.
in my humble opinion, without giving him a right
to have somebody else look at that record and see
and determine whether he belongs In Jail.

I'll be happy to answer any questions anyone
may have.

Quest 1

Mr. AlBx«nder Mr. Avant.

|li:{7l
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information on how this amendment wou
work. For example, in the traffic co

city of New Orleans a judge may handl
dred cases in the course of a day. S

may plead guilty, some of them may st

Now, at what point would the provisio
amendment go into effect when we say
be deprived of certain rights? How w

work?

ome of them
and for tri

ns of this
he shall
ould that

ot

Avant
have to explai
you explain to
guilty, that h

All you have to do, Rever
to the man his rights

him that he doesn ' t ha

has a right to be tri

ed to put on evidence
lable doubt.

= na , 1 s you

le to plead

.d.]

Mr. Poynter Amendme
page 4, 1 ine 15, afte
the word "preceisely"

1 [by
j/ords

'

nsert i

Expl lation

proposed because
tion simply reqi
nature of the ch

precisely; it dc

say as Mr. GravE

Dw delegates, this an

jnder the present lav.

res that you be infor
rge agai ns t you . 1

1

ely; it doesn't say reasonably;
Mr. Gravel's amendment will "wi

Now, "with particularity"...
would imply that you'd have to more or
a bill of particulars in the indictmer
mation. Now this may be as good a tiir

I don't know if there would be a good
me to express some views that have bee
inside me since I first read the Bill
Proposal, and I have waited a long tiir

these views because had I expressed th

first reacted I probably would have ov
them. But I want to point out to you
think you can't decide on these rights
defendants in isolation. You have to
whole committee proposal, and in my vi
whole committee proposal taking it to
about nine or ten radical changes in
rights of criminal defendants. I am
and now my intention, on each one of
to submit to you amendments which wil
present criminal law. Not because I

sent criminal law is perfect, which L

is not, but because I do not believe
constituents or mine sent us up here
sion to execute pell-mell without the
and committee study that a legislativ
do over perhaps eight or ten years of
give vast new areas of rights to crim
dants and to make criminal prosecutio
more difficult than it has been in th
you may think that this is an attitud
out of the fact that I am an assistan
attorney. Well, I have been one for
one year of my life. I practiced eig
criminal defense law. I am taking th
rather as a representative of Represe
trict 41, the people I was sent here
and I think that their views on this
probably emblematic of the views of t

ing majority of the citizens of this
What to say at this point that I don'
be an expert on the attitudes of blac
I will tell you with some degree of k

having run for public office on two o
the district that I represent and hav
varying between sixty and ninety-four
the vote that I am familiar with the
black people in District 41 and they
pret granting new rights to criminal
as a minority rights issue. The only
have ever had on this score is want e
ment of the law". "We want the law t

endment is

the const itL
med of the
doesn ' t say
it does not
th particu-
seems to me
less include

'er-expressea
because I

of criminal
ider the

iew, the
gether, makes
favor of the
stating here
these channes

,

1 retain the
think the pre-
ord knows it
that your
with a commis-
deliberation

e body would
t ime , to

inal defen-
n infinitely
e past. Now
e which grows
t district
less than
ht years of
ese views
ntative Dis-
to represent,
score are

state, and I

t pretend to
k people, but
nowledge as
ccasions in
ing got votes
percent of

attitudes of
do not inter-
defendants
request I

qual enforce-
be enforced

equally the same way to us as it is to everybody
else," which is an extremely reasonable and just
position. But it seems to me that if we fall into
the trap of considering criminal rights as a minor
ity rights issue that we will be guilty of the
same kind of paternalism that in my view has been
our biggest problem in our segregated society.
When we would not punish the crimes of blacks a-
ga i ns t bl acks or . . .

Casey Just a Burson, let me

Point of rder

Mr . A . Jackson Mr. Chairman, I question the line
of discussion being pursued by the speaker. He's
not addressing himself to the amendment and while
I know we have allowed a great degree of latitude,
it would seem to me that it would be in the interest
of this body in order to inform them precisely of
the intention of this amendment that he would con-
fine his discussion to the amendment before us.
I think that he's raising a lot of extraneous is-
sues that should be offered by way of a general
debate and I object to this discussion at this
time stating that it's not germane to the amendment.

'son
Chairman
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some duty. We are spawning perhaps a decade of ai in 1 1 v i i labf. yuu can yet yiemy ot ai'.covery,
litigation to determine how precise do you have to you can find out. and we should have more discovery,
be in informing him. Any defense counsel worth I'm for that sort of approach but to freeze into
his salt now can by means of filing a motion for the constitution the idea that this piece of paper
a Bill of Particulars obtain the information that has to state with particuUrUy one more technical-
the law says he is entitled to. When I practiced ity, one more area of discussion that we're going
defense law, on the simplest case, I could think to have to worry about - how much detail you have
of twenty-five or thirty questions to file a motion to put in the indictment information. You see my
for a Bill of Particulars, so I am bringing to your problem and your problem and all our problems. It's
attention for the first time one of many issues a trend in the wrong direction. Now you might say
which I will discuss as they come up, and I will and you might be right, the primary fault is inter-
answer any questions that anyone has. preting the constitution lilte it has been but It's

been interpreted that way for a long time. It's
Further Discussion hard to change an interpretation lil<e that and the

easiest way to do it in my opinion is to substitute
Hr. Tate Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise the word "reasonably" for "precisely" which
to speak first of all in support of the section would let us have a modern criminal procedure and
and primarily in support of the section if it's avoid that technicality, that particular techni-
amended with the Burson amendment. I rise to speak, cality, which in this case I think is senseless -

in short,, in favor of the Burson amendment. Now, operates against efficient administration, does
what I have to say involves a very technical legal not deprive the accused of any right because he
question and I hope you will pay some slight at- has the right to be reasonably informed. It can
tention to what I say because at first flush it be informed any way you want to - Bill of Particu-
looks like there is no harm in saying that the per- lars - and so on and the discovery...
son should be precisely, completely, or with par-
ticularity, anything you want to say, informed of Hr. Casey I'm sorry. Judge Tate, you've exceeded
the nature and cause of the accusation against you time,
them. I'm in favor of that; you're in favor of
that; everybody's in favor of letting a man have Further Discussion
the facts to prepare his defense. Unfortunately,
we have about a hundred years of jurisprudence Hr. Roemer Hr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
which has given to these words "informed of the I'm here to disagree respectively with Hr. Burson
nature and the cause of the accusation against him", and Hr. Justice Tate. We're not here talking about
a meaning that means, in the oriymal indictment the rights of criminals. We're talking about the
or information, it's a piece of paper about this rights of free men and women. These people in
long, it's filed. It has to inform him of the na- this section are not criminals; they're being pro-
ture and the cause of the accusation against him secuted; they're being accused. That does not
which means the essential facts. Now, if you say make a man in this nation nor in this state, a

for instance, I'll give you an exampl e . . . one of criminal. We are not criminals until we have been
the hardest decisions I ever had to decide in my proven guilty of something; we are not criminals
life and there dre others like thi s .... there ' s an until we have we been accused. Now, that's the
indictment, they charge this fellow with armed rob- premise of my remarks. It's been said here unless
bery of the Guaranty Bank. ...no objection to it we put in the word "reasonably informed of the na-
....fuU, fair trial, everything's fine. ...jury ture and cause" then we'll spawn a decade of liti-
finds him gu i 1 ty . . . . f i f teen years ... .comes to us gation. I submit to you we'll spawn a century of
and we know this, that it is our bounden duty under litigation with a word like "reasonable". What
the jurisprudence until it's overruled, we had is reasonable to you may not be reasonable to me.
to say that indictment was defective. This piece What is reasonable to D.A. No. 1 may not be reason-
of paper that had been written by a secretary, able to D.A. No. 2. Now, I think we should freeze
filed, and nobody really paid any attention to it, in, I think we have to freeze in, this constitution
iaid he had robbed a bank, which is a building. certain rights that are ours, and there is a right
Armed robbery is a crime against a person. It had in this country for free men and free women when
to be a bank teller of a certain name. Now, I accused to be informed of the nature and the cause
think it is perfectly fair that if the accused of that accusation, informed completely and with
didn't know and wanted to, he could find out who particulars, completely and with particulars as to
they are charging, but the accused knew, everybody why and what is the nature and what is the cause
knew, and yet because of the technical meaning of of this accusation. How I think we should strike
be informed of the nature and cause of the accusa- down this amendmen t . . . vote no. There will be an
tion" this little piece of oaoer that is an indict- amendment to follow that says "informed with par-
uent of information had to have the essential facts t icul ari ti es" , and I think that's where we're
in it. That meant that the whole conviction was heading, "Informed with particularities" so that
thrown out, the whole trial, the whole. ...it all you'll know and that day might come, God forbid
had to start over again, it wasn't former jeopardy. but it might come, when you or myself will be ac-
Now, I have to bring you back four hundred years cused of a crime and I think we have a right, and
for the reason for that. There used to be two I think the least we can expect is to know why
hundred capital crimes .... the indictment or infor- we were charged and what is the nature of the
mation was the only thing the accused had. He charge and the particulars of the charge. I sub-
•,howed up in court; he didn't even have the right mit to you that "reasonable" does nothing. Govern-
to a lawyer and this is all he had to defend him- ment should be of laws, not of mean and men decide
,elf on, this piece of paper. So that naturally reasonableness, not the law.
the English courts, and following them the American
'ourts, and following them the Louisiana courts. Questions
in our early dayS said this had to tell him every-
thing, everything he needed, but since then we Hr. Stinson Hr. Roemer, when you use "reasonably"
have perfected various devices by which the accused here Isn't It just. ..it really is the same as
1'. entitled, for instance, by a Bill of Particulars, just sort of telling what hp<. , h.,r„»rt »ith, i^nt
to learn the Information that he should be able It?
to learn and I'll say in iny opinion he should be
.iblc to learn more than the coui t gwes ii..n out Hr. Roemer That's right.
hp Is at least able to learn the essential elements.
low. If we Ignore that Jurisprudence that says Hr. Stinson Common expression up tn Bossier....
informed of the nature and the cause of the accusa- sorta sorta tell him what's he charged with.

lion against him", means the Indictment or Infor-
"'.itlon that piece of paper and If we add to Mr. Roemer That's exactly right, Hr. Stinson.
that, that has to "precisely" Inform him. that
means that piece of paper way back there that has Mr. Slngletjry Buddy, you s«y you don't know
to go Into a lot of detail even though later on, what "reasonably" means. Mhat does "particularity"

(11391
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't kn that means

Mr. Roemer Well, it has the same thing to do with

your Bill of Particulars, Alvin, where you are at

least given some nature of the scope and the cause
of your accusation. "Reasonable" is just to me

so undefined as to be unworkable here. As far as

I'm concerned when we had "reasonably informed"
we might as well not mention information at all.

Mr. Roy Actually, Buddy, wouldn't you agree that

as an analogy, if I tell you that you have to be

careful in the way you do something that if I then

say you must be reasonably careful I'm actually
allowing you to be less careful? Is that not cor-

rect?

Roemer lat
' :tly right.

Mr. Roy So when. ..in the present law it says that

you must be informed, if we adopt this amendment
that says you must be only reasonably informed,
it's even less than what you're being informed at
present, isn't it?

Mr. Roemer Exactly.

Further Discussion

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

first had in my mind to ask a question what was
the word "reasonably" mean as referred to Mr.

Burson's amendment. After Mr. Burson began to ex-
plain his amendment, I became a little bit upset,
or probably disturbed might be a better word. I

think I said from this platform when I came, that
I came here to represent all of the people, and
I think if this convention will write a constitu-
tion that will reflect the justice of all people,
I think we will have done a good job. I also
think that Mr. Roemer had versed principally the
things that I had in my mind that this section
refer to people who were coming up, who are accused,
who we would be bringing up to say you have done
something. I think that a person should know
what he is charged with exactly. If I am charged
with killing a person, I'd like to know that the
charge was murder. If I'm charged with manslaughter
I'd like to know that it was manslaughter. I can
remember some years ago when the question came up
about jails and things didn't dawn upon me. I

just knew it was a place to put you away and I

didn't want to be there, and I made this remark
"jails are not made for dogs, but it certainly is

not made for me". I don't know when the time
will come that I might be put in that position,
that I might be stopped and I might we [be] taken
in for some reason or not. If I'm stopped driving
my car I'd like to know what the officer is stop-
ping me for before he takes me in. So I'm going
to ask you to please vote against Mr. Burson's
amendment. Judge Tate said something about it
would be hard to change what had happened maybe
four hundred years ago. It might be hard but if
it's right I think we should make that attempt
so lets [let's] us defeat this amendment.

;gates,
arguments that have been raised against this amend-
ment, let me say at the outset that Article VI of
the United States Constitution Bill of Rights,
which you all have in the copy of the U. S. Consti-
tution that was given to you hy the League of Women
Voters, if you look at it, says that you have a

right to be informed of the nature and cause of
the accusation. It doesn't say "precisely informed"
and it doesn't say certainly informed "with partic-
ualrities". I would bring to your attention the
fact that under Gideo n versus Mainwright. every
criminal defendant who is charged with more than
a misdemeanor has the right to counsel, an absolute
right to counsel, provided for by the state, if

he can't afford counsel, and that counsel if he is

[1140]
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iinly knows how to file a

rticulars. This is just
trying to do with one word or two words or three
words exactly what I told you, to make criminal
prosecution more difficult. Now, Mr. Roemer was
talking about the fact that these rights are de-
signed to protect innocent people. That is true.
They are also going to be used mainly by people
who are guilty of crimes because whether or not

you realize it, sheriffs and police officers don't
go around arresting people who didn't do anything
if they could help it and district attorneys don't
go around prosecuting people who they know are
innocent, and it seems to have been a tacit pre-
sumption engaged in by all of the members of this
committee. Now, that presumption may be correct.

Now, maybe our elected sheriffs and our elected
police chiefs go around arresting people who
didn't do anything, and maybe our elected district
attorneys go around prosecuting people who didn't
do anything, but you know it's funny; the only
district attorneys I ever saw defeated in the area
of the state I live in were those who were not
zealous enough in prosecution. I never say one
defeated yet because he was too zealous in prose-
cution, and I'm telling you that the law abiding
people in this state don't want us here doing
everything we can to make apprehension and prosecu-
tion of criminals impossible in the guise of estab-
lishing individual liberties and rights. By the
way, defining for the first time rights and liber-
ties which have not heretofore been defined by
any state in the union.

Questions

Mr. Kelly Jack, under the present law, say as an
assistant district attorney, and I file a Bill of
Particulars asking you for the witnesses that
you're going to use in a criminal prosecution, do
you have to even tell me the names of those wit-
nesses?

5ry Loui s 1 ana .

Mr. Kelly Alright sir, I file
dollar law suit against a defend
defendant in that twenty-five dollar law su

he has the right to all types of discovery
;s he not?

Yes, si

Roy Jack, you jned the Sixth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States. I am
very interested in it, but didn't you forget to

tell these delegates that the Constitution of the
United States Sixth Amendment requires a grand
jury indictment for every crime that is serious,
which has been interpreted by the United States
Courts to be any crime for which you can be sent
to prison for one year or more?

and in Hirtoto ver sus

the Fc

Cal ifornia , decided by the U.S. Supreme Court i

1884, they said that the grand jury indictment
was not included in the due process of law guar
tee which the states must provide ur

teenth Amendment.

t it also a fact that when you're
charged by a grand jury indictment, that you giv
a lot more information than the short form Bill
of Information that you and other assistant D.A.
and the D.A.'s, in this state nay use at this
present time?

Mr. Burson

Roy

That ' s not necessar y so at all.

er the shortMr. Roy Isn't it a fact that undei
form indictment, Jack, that for murder you
have to say Chris Roy killed Camille Grave
that's enough under the state indictment?

sorry gentlemen. Mr. Burs
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[amendment adopted: ''

Amen()iii>"

Hr. Poynter Gravel amendments. Amendment No. 1,

on page i, line 15. after the words "shall be" and
before the words "of the nature" delete the words
"precisely informed" and Insert in lieu thereof the
following: "informed, with particular! tj^ " and
we need an addition to this to. ..on page 4, line
15, strike out the Burson amendment.

Hr. Gravel Hr. Chairman, before I do that, I

don't know that it's necessary to strike out tho
Burson amendments . All that the Burson amendments
would do would be to delete the word precisely"
and substitute in lieu thereof the... as I under-
stand the word "reasonably". Is that correct?

Hr. Poynter That's correct, Mr. Gravel. How
are you going to make it read then? It says "rea-
sonably informed". Do you want to say "reasonably
informed with particularity"?

Mr. Gravel All I'm suggesting is that it could,
but I think that might be confusing. I'd rather
go with it this way and see what happens. Go a-
head then and put the other amendment to strike
the Burson amendment.

Mr. Gravel Well, as I understand it. ..I'm not
quite sure that it's clear to me, but as I under-
stand from what the Clerk said that my amendment,
of course, cannot be accommodated with the adoption
of the Burson amendment and so I would as
Amendment No. 2 provide for a deletion of
Burson amendment. Isn't that correct, Mr

that

Point of Order

Biecke 3ve just adopted just the oppo-
site of what this gentlemen is proposing. It was
put on the table and it takes two-thirds to kill
it; now he's proposing one just the opposite whici
would kill that amendment and it only requires
fifty to fifty-one percen* of the vote, the major-
ity vote. That doesn't seem right.

Rul fig of the Chai

Hr. Casey Just a minute. Let the Chair rule.
The Chair would have to rule that his amendment
is in order and we have considered and have adopted
many amendments under the same procedure as this,
and I think you'll probably recall very well from
our efforts on the Legislative Article that that
was done on many occasions. I would have to rule
first of all, he has. ..and we have done this on
many occasions, deleted other amendments previously
adopted that that is a proper part of any amendment
and that this amendment to add the wording "in-
formed with particularity" would be properly in

:t

Mr. Casejf So that that particular amendment,
and only that particular amendment without any
change whatsoever added by another amendment, that
particular amendment would be laid at rest alto-
gether, Hr. Rlecke.

Hr. 6ra»«1 Mr. Chairman, I hop« that my time
Just starting because I haven't had the time to

H r. Casey Your time Is Just starting. His point
was certainly In order to be raised and the Chair
will use Its prerogative In not taking up your

Explanation

Mr. Gravel Thank you, sir. Mr. tnairnan and
ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I think
it's very important for us to determine whether or
not in this Bill of Rights we are going to afford
to the individual ctizien of the State of Louisiana
the opportunity to have fair charges presented a-
gainst him in such a manner that he will know ex-
actly what the prosecution is all about. Now
with all due respect to Mr. Burson and also to the
observations made by Mr. Justice Tate, let me say
for the benefit of those of you who are not familiar
with the criminal laws of this state that there Is
a very serious problem that exists in the State
of Louisiana as a consequence of the statutory laws
....of the statutes that are in existence. Let me
give you an illustration because I think it points

up the problem very well. Either a grand jury by
indictment or a district attorney by a Bill of
Information can come in and charge that John Smith
negligently killed Jack Brown. Now, under our law
that is supposed to be an adequate charge that is

to inform the defendant of the nature and cause of
the offense against him. It really doesn't do
that as all of you can see. The law of Louisiana
then permits a defendant who has such a charge
filed against him to come Into court, represented
by an attorney, and file a motion for a Bill of
Particulars which as someone has pointed out, has
got to be set down for a hearing; a determination
has got to be made by the court and in many,
many instances it takes weeks and months for a

defendant to extract from the prosecution the
facts upon which the charge has been based. Now
what does this proposed amendment do that I am
asking you to adopt? It says. ..seeks to say in
this constitution that every person who is charged
with an offense must be told, either in the charge
or as a matter of constitution right oy a Bill of
Particulars, what facts are the basis on which the
prosecution is going to contend that the essential
elements of the offense have been committed.
There's a vast difference between the federal system
and the state system and this, Mr. Burson did not
point out to you. The Federal Constitution does
have the language that he stated to you. It does
not provide for par t

1

culari za tion of the charge
but the Bill of Information, or rather the indict-
ment in every grand jury prosecution, spells out
In detail all of the facets and facts of the charge
against the federal defendant. Now, I think if
you stop to think about it, if you want to be fair
with anybody who is being subjected to indictment
or a charge by a Bill of Information, that you
certainly are going to want to compel the prosecu-
tion, the State of Louisiana, though the grand
jury or the district attorney to state with par-
ticularity the basis of the charge and not just
say as in a negligent homicide case for example,
that AB negligently killed CD. The statute for
example in that case says that "in order to consti-
tute the offense of negligent homicide, the death
must occur as a result of criminal negligence"
and unless there are some facts and some circum-
stances given to the defendant, in many instances
he doesn't even know what the charge is based on.
All that this amendment seeks to do is to consti-
tutionally require that every person charged with
an offense will know the facts on which that of-
fense is based and not have to go though the long
court routine with a lawyer In order to get those
facts. I submit to you that It's important that
we do in the interest of according to the citizens
of this state who may be charged with offenses,
a full and fair statement of the facts on which
the charqp is h«s»d and I uroe that you adopt this

all of >uur arijuiiitiJl. ',: il >()ui' Intent by thii
anendment to make the statute authoriilng the short
form Indictment or Information unconstitutional?
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be the same facts se

that if the forth 'either in the indictment, or Bill of Infor

nployed that the prose- mation, or in a statement of particulars, as wou
'" particulars together justify the conclusion that a crime had been con

•ds, I think the mitted. Mr. Burns, I don't think there's much

to be stated and this is the in- question that you as a district attorney.
of the amendment. The facts would have to Lanier as a former district attorney, and Mr. Burson

stated fully in the indictment or else in some know what I'm talking about. We're talking about

comoanyinq document that would set forth the those facts that are necessary to be alleged,
V •-- -•- - "^'' -' n. -..•-. .-,.-,_ ^f the short form

1 of Information if

t would be adequate
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this: is that it would not require ne-
that the defendant, the person who is

charged, go hire a lawyer in order to find out
everything that has to be found out about the
charge here. He at least would have before him at

the time the charge was made the facts and circum-
stances of the alleged offense.

the scope?pros

Mr. Gravel Well, it would require the state when
it is undertalting to prosecute somebody to have
sufficient facts upon which a charge could be based.
In ninety-nine instances out of a hundred those
facts are within the control exclusively of the
prosecuting attorney who either can file a Bill
of Information or can in most instances get an in-

dictment since he is the legal advisor to the grand
jury.

louorum Ca 101 delegd

Further Discussion

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise
to oppose the Gravel amendment. I've been told
I should speak more slowly and try to make more
sense, but God punished me with not being able to,
but I'll do my best. Let us say again that we
all agree with Mr. Gravel's objective that by some
means or another the defendant should be furnished
sufficient information with particularity to enable
him to prepare' his defense. There's no . . . absol u te-
ly in my opi nion ... should be no opposition to that
aim. Unfortunately, and I repeat again, under the
interpretation of what is "be informed, the nature
and cause of the accusation against him" that
refers to one piece of paper, the indictment or
information that is typed up by a secretary at the
behest of an attorney general .. .di stri ct attorney,
or assistant district attorney, and filed and
starts the proceedings. Now, mind you, Mr. Gravel,
I think, fully and fairly informed you of the dif-
ference. Under the interpretation of the Supreme
Court, wrong or right but for a hundred years, this
has to give the essential facts. Now, the essen-
tial facts, for instance hesaid in the negligent
homicide case, were "AB" negligently killed "CO".
Chris Roy negligently or with Intent killed famille
Gravel. Something like. ..no, I take it back
Nobody's listening. The lawyers laugh at my.
jokes. Why don't you? Thank you. A short form
indictment just gives the facts. Somebody killed
somebody. Now he himself, and he was very thorough,
he said from now on you would have to say "he
killed him with criminal negligence as a result of
driving while intoxicated" and maybe the courts
would say "at the corner of Highland Road and
Nicholson Drive, etc." Now let me give you the
history of the short form indictment. When you
have a long form indictment with all that partic-
ularity that can't be waived under our law, (in
many states it can be and perhaps it should be,
but under our interpretation of our constitution
It can't be waived), that means if he puts it at
the wrong crossroad, even though everybody knows
this Is the right crossroad ... i t might mean that--
I'll be fair enough to say that it might not mean
this--but if they left out the words "with crimi-
nal negligence"— it Just said "with negligence"
even though everybody knows he's on trial because
of criminal negligence. That would mean the whole
prosecution is knocked out even though there's
been a fair trial and they come up on appeal and
some bright Judge notices that they left out that
word. Now, I can't tell you that we can not help
but be In sympathy with the general objective
that the accused should be Informed. But under
the historical meaning of "the nature and cause
of the accusation against him," that would mean
that on this piece of paper, typed up at the very
beginning of the prosecution, they'd have to state
the particularity, and we don't know how much par-
tlcularllty. All, many facts that everybody knows.

if that thing
piece of pape
thrown out af
want to tell
dictment is b

lawyer's game
he's charged

I want to
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than is on th
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ter a fair trial and upon appeal. I

you the reason fc- the short form 1n-
ecause the long form Indictment is a

Even though everybody knows what
with. The accused knows,
say one other thing. There's dif-
en indictment. . .this Is what starts
11 of Particulars. The Bill of Par-
les the accused after the indictment
information, more precise information

e indictment. As much as he ought to
my opinion, in the future the legis-
ng to give him more discovery, and it

hould give him more discovery. But
he question before us. The question
re we going to freeze into the con-
equirement that the indictment or the
that piece of paper that's type up
ing of the transaction, has to be
t at the risk later on of some omis-
ing the entire trial proceeding and
nviction and making you start over

Further Discussion

convention were
obby. I think
1 ist now, the
was still prac-
nk that this
lould, more than

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow
know Mr. Gravel the other day sal
best lobbies that we'd had at thi
the O.A.'s lobby and the judges'
we better add a third one to that
criminal defense law lobby. If I

ticing criminal defense law, I th

language would be a dream. This
anything I could imagine, transfo
from an attempt to determine the
of a party accused, into a lawyer
as Judge Tate told you, the genes
of the short form indictment was
the game over whether on that one
you could include everything that
in his mind when he says "with pa
Now, we have to take his word abo
his mind, because we have not had
committee study this thing and ma
to whether or not they intend a c

bill to encompass finding out the
that the state is going to have a

with Judge Tate. I have long fel
room for a criminal discovery act
but we ought to know in a crimina
what can be discovered, and not 1

terms such as "with particularity
to you that Mr. Gravel's amendmen
of two things: it either makes u

the short form Indictment statute
If it does make it uncons t
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tut ion
legislating in this convention an
to it like a man. If it does not
form indictment statute, then I s

his own argument it has no purpos
rejected therefor.

Question

Mr. Kilbourn e Mr. Burson. I was Interested 1i. .

tiile ago by Professor Berry, some-

guilt or innocence
's game. Just
is , the origin ,

to get away from
piece of paper
Mr. Gravel has
rticulari ty".
ut what he has in
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ke a record as
riminal discovery
list of wi tnesses

nd so on. I agree
t that there was
in this state.

1 discovery act
eave it to vague

Now I submit
t does ei ther one
nconstitutional
or it does not.

al , then we' re
d let's own up
change the short

ubmi t to you by
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remark made a" while ago by Professor Berry, some-
thing to the effect that the prosecution would
be locked In, in this bill, in this statement of
these facts, these particulars In the indictment.
I ask you If the prosecution is locked in, which
I think Professor Berry Is right, would It not be
completely possible that, say, a murder Indictment
where some fact was erroneously stated. Inadver-
tently omitted, that the whole Indie tment ... the
whole trial might be thrown out?

M r. Burson Yes. sir. I agree with Professor
Berry's interpretation on that score, too. I

think It's just another example where we would be
throwing out criminal prosecutions on technicali-
ties rather than on the basis of whether or not
"due process of law" In Its historic meaning, and
whether or not Justice had been done in dcttralning
the guilt or innocence of the accused.
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Further Discussion Further Discussion

Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the Kr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
convention, I'm getting kind of up to here with two the convention, with all of the discussion we've
things: one is the pontificating of some people and ^lad on this amendment I hesitate to even get up
the other is the influence of the district attorneys here, but I think that I do have an obligation to
in this convention, and the district attorneys sit- the convention and to my constituents at home and
ting in the audience in this convention. Mr. Burson, to the rest of the people of the State of Louisiana
for your information, if you'll just get the record The one thing that I have not heard mentioned in

of the vote, you will find that about eighty percent this Constitutional Convention since the day it

of the lawyers here voted on your, and for your, began in January is the term "law and order," and
amendment. It's just not right to get up and make that is what the people of this state are inter-
personal ad hominem arguments when we're dealing with ested in. It has been very prominent by its ab-
principles of law. If we can't be intellectually sence throughout this entire convention. Let me
honest in a convention like this, we'd just as soon tell you, in answer to Mr. Roy's statement about
fold up. We're not intellectually honest when we ^^'° handled what type of business, I served as
make the assertion that the people who are criminal assistant district attorney for two and a half
defense lawyers are for a certain provision because years in the 1940's. Since 1949 I have been a

they're going to make more money or because that's criminal defense lawyer and a civil defense lawyer,
where their interest lies. Because Jim Derbes is Approximately forty percent of my practice is crin-
not a criminal defense lawyer in my opinion. At inal practice. I violently oppose this amendment
least I don't think he does. Harmon Drew, I don't by Mr. Gravel and I will tell you why. Every-
know how much he practices. These fellows voted for thing that they have told you, the proponents of
the Burson amendment. I'm not singling them out to this amendment have told you, that they want by
disagree with them. I'm just saying that it's not virtue of putting this trap in the constitution car
right to keep getting up and always have a scapegoat be acquired now by a Bill of Particulars. It can
when you really don't want to address yourself to ^11 be acquired by a Bill of Particulars. If you
the real issue at hand, which is whether we are going are not satisfied with the answer to your Bill of
to say that an accused will not be told what evidence Particulars, under our Code of Criminal Procedure
the D.A. has. We're not asking for that. We're ask- you have a right to object to the sufficiency of
ing that if the legislature says that the crime of those answers, and ask the court to order them to
murder is committed when you do something one, two, furnish you additional information. If this amend-
three, then when the man is charged, we think it ment is adopted and put in the constitution, you
ought to be stated that he committed murder by doinn fiave no recourse, ladies and gentlemen, it is not
one, two, three. We're not asking them to give us subject to the provisions of the Code of Criminal
anything that they have or they may not have. We're Procedure because it is a constitutional provision.
simply saying, "Tell us," under a section of the law What this amounts to is that if the prosecution
where you're dealing with a crime that may be commit- i" attempting to set up the initial basis for the
ted in several different ways, "tell us which way case does not put every detail in there, there's
this man committed the crime." That's all. Now, no provision that defense counsel has to object
with respect to the influence of the district attor- to the sufficiency of the charge. He can wait
neys, there's no question about it. I just happened until it winds up in a conviction and the man goes
to talk with some guys just now who thought Mr. to the penitentiary, file a writ of habeas corpus
Gravel's amendment was good, and they got the word and say he was denied his constitutional rights
from back in the seating arrangement up there and because it was not "with particularity." What
suddenly they've had to change. I'm not going to does particularity mean in this other amendment
say who. I'm not privileged to disclose that. I that everyone was so worried about? Look at the
am privileged to tell you that I worry about it. cases if you would as to what an intelligent waiver
If anybody doesn't know what it's like to have to is. There are so many definitions in what had
vote, well I can tell you, because I had the great been hel^J an intelligent waiver. Now leave it up
fortune of having to cast the tie-breaking vote under to the courts to tell you what "particularity" is,
circumstances like that. I just don't think it's and you'll empty Angola. As I said to begin with,
right. We have given the district attorneys what this Constitutional Convention should take into
they need to prosecute people. We don't have to give consideration the will of the masses of this state
them the victims. We don't have to give them inno- and not go overboard on the rights of the individ-
cent victims of whatever they seek. They may be in i^al defendants in criminal cases. I want them to
good faith, but I've had enough of that little print- bave their just rights because I represent them,
out that they sent out that's not logical either and ' see nothing wrong with the procedure that we
doesn't make sense. Justice Tate said that you have bave now as prescribed by our Code of Criminal
to have a letter-perfect Bill of Information, and I

Procedure, which is statutory. If any change
can't disagree with him more. The fact that he's on should be made, it should be made by' statute, by
the Supreme Court doesn't make him right. In other amending the Code of Criminal Procedure and not
words Justice Tate has told you that if you spell a by putting a trap, and ladies and gentlemen, that's
word "seize" s-i-e-z-e instead of s-e-i-z-e that you all this is a trap to turn convicted criminals
would let a criminal off. That is not the law and out of Angola. If it has to be that the defense
he knows it. We're simply asking that you particu- should have additional information, and I think
larize. If you sue me for a hundred dollars, I have possibly we should be entitled to a little more
the right to make you particularize. I have the information than the jurisprudence allows us, but
right to say, "Tell me for what reason do I owe you that can be handled by statutes, ladies and gentle-
the hundred dollars, and what did I sell you or what "'en. I urge you to defeat this amendment because
did I buy from you that you're entitled to collect." it is nothing more than a trap. I yield to ques-
Al 1 we say is that if you're going to send a man to tions.
prison for ninety-nine years, which you may do under
armed robbery and for which a district attorney may Questions
charge a person on his own motion, on hiw own Bill
of Information, let him say "These are the facts upon Mr. H aynes Delegate Drew, I'm not a lawyer but
which this prosecution will be based, but I will not this would clear up a lot of things in my thinking
tell you what evidence I have." We're not asking about this amendment. I remember a few years
for the district attorney to give us his evidence. ago, the Johnny Jones case in Minden that involved
We're asking for them to tell us. for what facts Johnny Jones and Sonny Han Harris, wherein Mr.
upon which he relies to charge and convict a person. Johnny Jones was lynched and I think Mr. Sonny
I am for the amendment and I wish you would adopt it. Man Harris escaped and got away to New York or

somewhere to safety. Would this amendment have
Chairman Henry in the Chair '"^''^ '' t possible for the district attorney and the

others involved in law enforcement in Webster
Parish to have prosecuted the perpetrators of
this crime?

111411
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M r. Drew Mr. Haynes , you have asked me something
that I can teH you in great detail, because I was
sworn in as assistant district attorney the day be-
fore that incident happened. I had grand jury
investigation of the case, was unable to provide
enough evidence to warrant an indictment of any
type. The federal courts intervened. They indict-
ed on less evidence than I had presented to a state
grand jury, and every defendant they indicted was
acguitted because one of the defendants, Harris,
who was not killed, took the stand in federal court
in Shreveport and said four of the five defendants
were not even present. I'm very familiar with that
case and this would have added nothing to it.

tr
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citizens of this state, individuals who walk down
the street, individuals who are arrested every day,
individuals who are innocent who are arrested every
day. We thought that we ought to provide for them.
Now, I think Delegate Drew has brought it all out
in the open. I think he has. I think he said to
you that nobody has raised the issue of law and
order. Well, you know one of the problems we have
in this country today is the law and order syndrome
that has pervaded all of the thought process of
this nation and of this state. The rights of in-
dividuals are not only abridged but the rights of
individuals are threatened on almost every hand.
So I ask law and order for whom? Law and order
for what? Where I come from I hear a lot of
people talking about they are representing their
district. I represent my district, and I say to
you that in my district when they say law and order,
we say it's a code word. It's a code phrase. It

means law and order for black people, and it means
a license for police to do whatever they want to
to people who are powerless. That's what law and
order means to the people in my district. So when
people yell about representing their district, I

have to represent mine, too. So I say to you that
the law and order syndrome is not the issue, but
I can understand how it clouds the issue because
it's so much a part of what we think and what we
believe in this country today. We can sit here
and we can be unmindful of it if we want to. You
can think that when Delegate Drew talks about law
and order that he's only talking about black people.
Sooner or later they're going to knock on your
door; sooner or later you are going to be enslaved;
sooner or later you're going to be arrested; sooner
or later you're going to have your freedoms abridg-
ed and then you're going to know what law and order
really means in this country. I'm disturbed! I'm
disturbed that we can't address ourselves to the
fundamental issue which is that an individual ought
to have some guarantees. He ought to have some
rights. It ought not to be abridged simply be-
cause we are afraid to allow people justice and
dignity in this country.

Furth 1 SCUSS 1

Mr. Gauthier Mr. Chairman, members of the dele-
gation, I rise in opposition to the Gravel amend-
ment. I would like to preface my remarks with a

couple of words on what I feel has been going on
for the past few days. I have sat at my desk
and tried to intelligently vote on each amendment
as it comes before us, regardless of who was for
it or who was against it. I listented intently
any time a group was for it or against it. I did
not cast my vote because they were for it or be-
cuase they were against it. Yet a few speakers
before us has suddenly labeled this whole group
as being pro one group or con another group. I

believe this is unfair. I think each and every
member of this delegation....

Point of Order

Mr. Stovall Point of order, Mr. Chairman, is
that we had a ruling when Mr. Casey was in the
Chair a few moments ago that we would try to stay
on the substance of the various amendments that
were being presented, rather than dealing in
generalizations about what has been done previously.
That's simply my point, that we should remain on
the substance of the amendment.

Ruling of the Chair

Mr. Henry Well, Reverend Stovall. I was not ap-
parently in the Convention Hall when the ruling
was made, and I'm sure if Mr. Casey made a ruling
he was correct. I would ask and invite and insist
members who speak to speak on the amendment and
let it go at that. We've got enough on that to
worry about without getting into everything in
the world that's been cretaed. Proceed.

further Discussion

Mr. Ga uthi er Mr. Chairman, in speaking directly
to this amendment, let me say that there has been
numerous occasions when I have supported the com-
mittee's stand. On other occasions I have not and
in the future I will not when I feel they are being
unreasonable. In this particular case, the Burson
amendment, to me, put back in what was reasonable;
the committee had been unreasonable. The Gravel
amendment, if adopted, would simply do what the
committee had done. I would suggest to you, this
is not what we want to do. I continue to urge
each and everyone of you delegates: do not let the
streamlining or the type of words you heard up
here alleging that you belong to this group or
that group interrupt your train of thought and to
continue to cast your vote as you feel it belongs
and not as any or one group would have it cast.

Furt^ Discussion

J. Lc Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I just wonder if at this
particular time, I could get your attention. I've
paid each one of you off before I came up here.
By that I mean this. I have listened to you, I

have listened to you faithfully, diligently, and
now I'm asking again for the favor that you gave
me sometime ago. It takes a lot of courage for
me, at my age, to muster up the energy to appear
before you at this time, but I did, I'm here.
I'm asking you not to be weary. Years ago, Ted
Gormley taught me a tremendous lesson very near
this place where we are meeting now. He said the
most important things are done when you are weary.
I ran the five miles out to the Standard Oil long
distance races. He taught me the lessOn of second
wind. He said there comes a time in your life
when you get a second wind. I got my second wind
a moment ago. I got my courage and I got my energy.
Ladies and gentlemen of this convention, I've
heard the lawyers talk, and really and truly I

want to hear more layman talk. I want more re-
actions from ordinary people, like myself, who
don't know the law. I'm going to tell you that I

can appreciate this amendment. I know what it
means. I know what it means to be informed with
particulars because I would not be here today if
that hadn't happened to me. I wasn't a criminal
but power surrounded me and because of the fact
that I exercised my civil rights at one time, I

came near being crucified, but because of the fact
that I was protected with human rights, with par-
ticular rights spelled out in law telling me
exactly what I had to defend myself against. I am
here to defend this amendment will all of the vigor
that I have. Ladies and gentlemen to this conven-
tion, if there is no other one thing that I could
help put into this constitution, this one thing
would protect the liberty and the dignity of the
people of Louisiana. I am here to p.lead with you
to put this into the constitution because that's
why I came here. Thank you for doing it.

Stagg

Disct

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

riminal defense lawyer; therefore, I

am not a member of that lobby. I am not now, nor
have I ever been, a district attorney or assistant
district attorney. Only on one occasion in twenty-
five years of law practice have I had the opportu-
nity to defend a man charged with a capital crime
and that occurred some seven years ago. The case
took six years to dispose of. It occurred in the
area where Chairman Jackson lives and it was a

charge of rape against a black man and the victim
was a white high school girl. It was not a popu-
lar thing to do, but the court appointed me to de-
fend the case, and I didn't know my way to first
base about defending a criminal case. ..or man or
charge of a capital crime. But I did learn right
off from the Code of Civil Procedure that I had
a number of defense motions available to me and
to him, and they were used. We first moved to
quash the indictment. Then we moved for motions
of Bill of Particulars. Then we moved to separate
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these defendants one from the other. We did every-
thing that the code of civil or criminal procedure
allows in this state. Because they were available,
the district attorney had to comply with them.
This Is a safeguard. These are the safeguards that

presently exist in this state. Any lawyer, if I

can do it, any lawyer can do it, and every man

charged with a serious crime is required under the

laws of this nation to be furnished with an attor-
ney for his defense if he can not afford to hire
one. With a great deal of respect for Mr. Landry
and with a great deal of respect for those others
who have spoken at this microphone, I urge the
defeat of the Gravel amendment. It is not neces-
sary. There are means available in the statutes
for the protection of all. Mr. Chairman, if there
are no further speakers on the list, I move the
previous question on the Gravel amendment.

Inocion for Previous OuestJC

Further Oiscussio

/n.i

M r. Berry Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise to speak in behalf of the Gravel amendment.
Now the Gravel amendment, as I see it, would further
expedite and speed up the whole criminal procedure.
As you lawyers know, that under these abbreviated
Indictments and Bills of Inf orma

t

ion- i
t

' s only
succinct statement of the crime. Vou have come
back into court to get a Bill of Particulars, that
takes time. Then you have to argue before the
judge as to whether or not your Bill of Particulars
gives you all of the facts that you are entitled
to, whether or .not the criminal defendant knows
what he Is charged with so as to prepare his de-
fense. Under the Gravel amendment you would be
getting all of that information initially. Whereby
it would facilitate the trial and will speed the
whole procedure through the criminal court. There
is no doubt in my mind that under the Code of
Criminal Procedure the legislature could easily
change the requirement of the Bill of Particulars
now while this amendment would make It an organic
law or as part of the constitution and, therefore,
would not be subject to the whim of the caprice
of the legislature. I strongly urge that the
Gravel amendment be adopted.

Further Discussion

Mr. Landrum I've tried to be quiet as I listen
to the conversation about the press, which is

basic in this society of ours. Sometimes it's just
hard to just sit down and listen to things and
not to express an opinion. I've heard about
Angola; nothing would please me more than to see
Angola absolutely clear of prisoners. I wish we
had a society that we wouldn't even have to have
places like Angola. I also noticed that we are
really coming down to what this convention is

really all about; that is the basic rights of people
Unless we are able to discuss them outright, we
tre not going to really solve any problems. I

have sat here, and I have thought about how far
mankind could have been, could be right now, pro-
bably the many diseases that plague mankind today.
Me probably would not even been bothered about
cancer and the many other diseases that we are
concerned about today. If we could have rid this
nation of one thing, that one disease that plagues
us all, and that is disease of discrimination.

Mr. Henry Matt Just a minute. Reverend Landrum.
I 'in going to go ahead and say what's already

been said on this; speak to the amendment direct-
ly, please, sir. Let's don't get all far afield
on this, we are going to have this convention in
blows here shortly. Now be direct and speak di-
rectly to the amendment, please. Reverend Landrum.

M r. Landruw Mr. Chairman, I'm not a country boy,
so I don't know about fishing and rabbits and trees
and til of that, and I have sit and I've heard all
of that. I don't know about none of that, so I

have to sptak what I feel, and I think I am speak-
ing to the question, to the amendment.

Mr. Hen ry We I

between your op
direct. . .

Mr. Landrum Well, I have been at disagreement
with some people ever since I've been here. I

believe this: that if we are concerned about pro-
tecting the rights of individuals, then we ought
to try to do everything possible to protect the
rights of individuals. You call about lawyers,
no I'm not a 1»"""r. but I have seen enough happen
in courthouses with lawyers, with district attorneys
that you count cases somebody mentioned numbers
the other day-like a pitcher would count how many
games he won pitching ball or how many home runs
you have made. That's what I've heard in the
courthouse, but you ire talking about sending
people to Angola. You don't know nothing about
Angola and yet you can sit down and talk about
fifteen years, or I won this many cases or that
many cases. I do believe I am talking to the
issue. I intend to talk further on it. I support
this amendment.

'ther I scuss 1 or

Stinson Chairman, fellow members, I

wouldn't take your time if I could have asked a

question of Mr. Stagg. My question was, this man
that you worked for and after six years cleared
him, freed him, you said if you have a good lawyer,
you can do it will Bill of Particulars. I have an

idea that that man though stayed in jail for six
years while Mr. Stagg was freeing him. Now you
know six years is a long time. I won't ask Mr.

Stagg wasn't it a fact that I'm sure that it was,
that that defendant stayed in jail for six years
while Mr. Stagg, who had never heard a criminal
case, was trying to learn something about criminal
law. Now that is not justice, I don't think. I

want you to know that from a Bill of Rights we
are not supposed to be here protecting the dis-
trict attorney's office; they've got the protection.
It is the individual, the common everyday person
that walks down the street and is picked up and
arrested; he should know what he is charged with.
I want to tell you , lot of you say you have never
been arrested. Well I was supposedly arrested once
and the state policeman, I asked him a question
when was he going to let the traffic by, there
was a wreck and he says, "You are under arrest;
I'm going to handcuff you and put you in my car."
I said, "That will be the last arrest you will
ever make," and I sort of told a story. You know
as a legislator you are exempt from arrest. I used
to be, but at that time I wasn't, and I asked one
question. I said, "Do you make it a habit arrest-
ing members of the legislature?" I didn't say I

was. He said, "No, sir, I apologize. Will you
please go and I'll let you pass through." Now
that's not justice. If I hadn't raised that one
point, I would have been handcuffed and hauled off
to Opelousas, which is in St. Landry Parish, and
Mr. Burson would have been prosecuting me for in-

terfering with the state policeman performing his
duties. I was as Innocent as most everybody else
is when they are often times arrested, a lot of
people. But I say in this case, and I asked it

first of Mr. Drew, when you put "reasonably" in

there, I don't think you can come into court with
a Bin of Particulars and get particulars because
you are only going to say you have to reasonably
tell him what the charge is. I would rather not
have anything In there than "reasonably". I would
rather have it delete "precisely" or "in particular"
or anything would be better. This "reasonably"
is going to ruin the rights of the people, and I

don't think that the court Is going to allow you
a Bill of Particulars. I still say you arc en-
titled to know what you are charged with, the in-

nocent person as well as that one that might later
be found to be guilty. If we can't protect the
everyday citizens and guarantee his rights, that
Is Just as important as protecting a criminal. I

say one innocent person In my booh Is a lot more
Important, his rights, than Mh«t maybe ten or
fifteen or twenty criminals, really criminals. We

in.j7i
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have got to think of the individual, the innocent
person that doesn't know how to protect himself,
never been involved and can become involved. I

ask you, let's pass this amendment. If we don't
as far as I'm concerned, I would rather have the
whole thing knocked down.

Questi

Hr. Burson Mr. Stinson, do you think that t

way to provide for the rights of innocent per
is to make it impossible to administer the sy

ou think that the
t persons

stem
of cri

Mr. Stinson
answer y(

n Well . ,

question .

Mr. Stinson We have done everything to give the
district a ttorney . .ycu even have special investi-
gators-I don't know how many you have in Baton
Rouge-we authorized that. We increased your pay.
The Sheriff's department has had to help you,
the city police and everybody with one poor little

fellow that has nobody to help him unless
the cot cai outstanding lawys
if he had been appointed for a c __ _.
would have been fine appoint a man who had never
had a criminal case and at that time a capital
punishment. Now if that's justice, that poor fel
1 ow didn't get it....

Mr. Burson Am I to assume that
jections are now added to the fi

; oroBosa . _,. .

ng all afternoon

ed.]

ridiculous ob-
j^^v.uMj u,^ ,,^,„ „v,v.= u ^^ ..,.= I, i.u.ous objections
to the committee proposal that other uninformed
delegates have bee ''

[previous Cue

Closing

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I think that this matter has been
rather fully covered. I do believe that the
points have been made which justify your considera-
tion. I want all of you to keep in mind that this
convention already has provided that a district
attorney or his designated assistant shall have
charge of every criminal prosecution by the state,
shall be the representative of the state in his
district before the grand jury and it's legal ad-
visor. That means that exclusively, the district
attorney and the district attorney as the advisor
of the grand jury with the grand jury, has com-
plete say-so over criminal charges that are made
against citizens of the State of Louisiana in
any serious ... No , I won't yield, Mr. Burson. ..in
any serious offense. The district attorneys make
from thirty to thirty-nine thousand dollars a year.
They've got investigators, they've got secretaries,
they've got staffs, they've got lawyers, they've
got assistants to help work for them. Is it too
much to ask that in the performance of their duties
....I'm talking about that same secretary that
Justice Tate was talking about; we'll get to her
again in just a moment. What I'm saying to you
and Mr. Burson you can vibrate all you want to -

I'm saying that is it too much to ask that the
prosecution arm of the State of Louisiana inform
its citizens fully with respect to charges that
are pending against them, factually. Is that too
much to ask in this constitution? Justice Tate
says, "Let's don't monkey around with this because
after all we may have to reverse some case be-
cause a secretary filled out this Bill of Indict-
ment, or filled out this Bill of Information, just
a piece of paper. A piece of paper that permits
the law enforcement officials of the State of
Louisiana to come arrest you, put you in jail and
require you to test the solvency of your entire
lifetime, requires you to hire a lawyer, requires
you to get whatever legal assistance you can, but
shouldn't that piece of paper say why you were ar-
rested, why you've got to submit to bail, why you
are going to be charged, why you are going to be
prosecuted? Is that too much to ask of the State

[1148]

of Louisiana constitutionally? A piece of paper,
a piece of paper that might deprive a man of his
liberty and might even deprive him of his life.
Is it too much to ask of the prosecution arm to
the State of Louisiana that the facts be set
forth in that charge that will justify that kind
of action by the state? That's all that this is
all about. All this amendment does, ladies and
gentlemen, all that it does is to say in simple
language that before you are arrested, before you
are prosecuted, you have to be told with particu-
larity what were the facts on which this charge
has been made, what was the nature of the offense.
Is that too much to ask? We've written a lot so
far in the legislative article; we've written a

lot in the judiciary article; we've written a lot
in the executive article. Now to quote from the
title of a book written by a great southern gover-
nor, "Now what about the people?". This Bill of
Rights is not a prosecutor's manual, this Bill of
Rights that we are trying to pass here is one that
will accord to the citizens of the State of
Louisiana the right to be dealt with fairly and
justly. If their lives and their property are
going to be endangered, let them know why at the
very begni nni ng . . .

.

[Record
53-62.

rdered. Amen

nded to allow the Executive
meet. Adjournment to 9 o

'

Friday, September 7^ 1973.]










